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Ull; FA VI 111' MHMnlllAI IN Wl IMI\ II I. Ullll 1

(From Ou Relief by Alfred Gilbert, A R.A.)

ALFRED GILBERT, \.l;.\. I.

Bv W. COSMO MONKHOUSE,

IT is one of the most interesting questions of the these sculptors have nol been withoul opportunities

present day whether we are ai last to have of exercising their art in the expression of purely

what, in the fullest sense of the term, can be called national sentiment. Bui all this has, unfortunately,

a National School of Sculpture. For the last hundred proved thai English sculptors and national monu-

years or more we have had many ac< iplished and ments may exist without any national feeling for

earnest sculptors, men devoted t" their profession the art, and withoul the production of much work

and l"!'t\ In their conception of its functions, and which could be expected to stimulate it. Flaxinan
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and Banks, Bi n and Chantrey, and many more,

have lived and worked to the admiration of a cul-

tured few, the coldness of the many. Not till our

own days has it appeared probable, or even possible,

thai sculpture would take its place beside painting

in England as a living form of artistic expression.

But there are sinus now, almost for the first time,

that sculpture is beginning to appeal to a larger

circle; and there can be do doubt that during the

last few years the sculpture at the Royal Academy

and other exhibitions lias met with more favour in

the eyes of visitors than formerly. It is not only

that the number of admirers lias increased, but

the quality of admiration appears to have changed.

Bather, perhaps, it should be said that something

lias been added to admiration: they are interested,

amused, pleased.

Il was a cold and solitary, but not a very lofty

peak on which the sculptor of the older school stood

aline with his ideal, or rather, the ideals of ancient

Greece and Rome which he tried to make his own.

lie failed to create any national feeling for his art

as an expression of poetical ideas. For sympathy,

for bread even, he had to descend to portrait— por-

trait, scorned in those days by all votaries of "high

art "-portrait, sniffed at by Fuseli, scoffed at by

Barry— a " trade," tit only for money-grubbers, like

Reynolds. And the division between the ideal and

the portrait was absolute in sculpture; there was

no friendly middle-ground of landscape or genre in

which the plastic artist could rest safe from self-

contempt on the one hand and absolute poverty

on the other. It was a choice, so to speak, between
" Vjax Defying the Lightning" and the bust of

John Smith, Esq.," and the sculptor did not know

how to make the one interesting or the other re-

1 as art.

Tin' ease was pitiable from the artist's point of

view, hut it is rather a plea for the public than pity

for the artist that I wish to raise here. If the

public were cold to sculpture, sculpture was cold

t i them. It neither linked itself to their experi-

ence nor sought their sympathy. It' it embodied

their ideas, or ideas winch they could appreciate, it

expressed them in language which they had never

been taught. There is no reason to suppose that the

faculty of appreciating sculpture was absent, but it

dormant, and not to he awakened by the mere

,f work, however orthodox, which .lid not affect

them in the least

.

n the British sculptor and the British

there was a great gulf fixed, and neither

knew m the least how it could or should

be bridged, The sculptor went on producing his

sjods and his "oddes es, and the British public said,

" \ < n fine '
'' and passed on

; he went on producing

his busts, and the public scrutinised them for the

likeness only. There was one field only on which

one might have expected sculptor and public to

meet on something like common artistic ground.

For monumental sculpture there was always a cer-

tain demand, and it gave scope for the expression

of genuine modern sentiment expressed in modern

language. But the melancholy failures in St.

Paul's and Westminster Abbey show how little

our sculptors were capable of seizing the oppor-

tunity. Britannias like Minervas, with tridents;

angels like nymphs, with trumpets; cherubs like

Cupids, with wings and without bodies; cannons

and coils of ropes ; flags and scrolls and clouds of

marble—all the stage-properties id' both sculpture

and painting gathered in clumsy profusion around a

central figure—such were their modes of expressing

national pride and private sorrow. Such work was

not likely to sow the seeds of any real appreciation

of sculpture in England, and though tiny knew it

not, the despised domain of portrait was the only

one in which their art was really alive ; and even

this class of work was, to a great extent, devitalised

by endeavours to make Englishmen look as much as

possible like ancient Greeks and Romans.

We have thus had in England almost to the

present day, on the one hand, a public who have

never known what it is to care for sculpture, nor

wdiat it is in sculpture that they should care about
;

and, on the other, a school of sculpture in which the

scholars were scholars only, who never used their art

as a mode of personal expression, and did not know

how so to use it. The problem before them, if they

had only known it, was how to employ sculpture to

express their own feelings and tastes and the ideas

of the society which surrounded them; and, if they

wanted assistance in solving it, they should have

studied the work of Florence in tin 1 fifteenth century.

The Italians of the Renaissance were in much the

same position as these sculptors of ours. They too

were absorbed in the study of antique art, and had no

other sculpture for a model. But they saw what

the problem was, and they solved it. They never

thought of adopting the spirit of (lassie art; they

did not accept its dead ideal ; they aspired after no

already-attained perfection. They only studied it to

gain its principles, and to find a way to express

their own feelings in sculpturesque language. Even

Niccola Pisano, though he took figures frankly from

Roman bas-reliefs, used them to express bis own

thoughts, and was never less than oi'iginal ; and

Donatello, the Delia Robbias, Ghiberti, Michelangelo,

Quercia, and the rest of the illustrious group, made
sculpture live again as freely and vigorously as it

had ever lived iii ancient Greece and Rome. From

these sculptors our own might have learnt to be
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faithful without being commonplace) to be tender

without affectation, to ho familiar without vulgarity,

to he sublime without plagiarism ; hut it has re-

mained for tho younger sculptors of the present

day to appreciate th<' examples they set us. Among
these younger men, none has appreciated it more

than Mr. Alfred Gilbert.

The development of Mr. Gilbert as a sculptor

has indeed probably owed more to the example of

tion. Although their more creative work has not

been five from conventional an 1 academic influence,

it has never succumbed to it, and during the last

fifty years there is m. branch of sculpture in France
which has not been invigorated bj constant study of

nature an.
I
the development of artistic individuality.

It is impossible that acquaintance with the work
of Mercie an I Falguiere, Barrias and Car]

Fremiet and Delaplanche, not to mention a dozen

STUDY OK A HEAD.

(From the Brcmz by -I'//-' Glib rt, A.R.A., !« Ou Post salon of l.nl i\.i .. ;;,,,- .. ;;..!.

i

Donatello and other Florentine sculptors of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries than to any other

ancient source, but his training has been varied and

his study wide. His first master was Mr. Boehm,

hut he soon went to Paris, when' lie worked under

Cavelier, ami for a while was affected by French

examples. Although the traces of this part of his

training are faint in the work by which he is

best known, the force, the life, the movement of

French sculpture must have helped him much in

finding his true way to self-expression. In por-

trait the French school has always been vigorous,

full of spirit, and national; and in monumental and

decorative work it has always had style and distinc-

other names of French sculptors distinguished for

their spontaneity and skill; or that life amongst

other younger men devoted to their art. lull ol

and talent, sonic of whom have since made their

mark, could have had anything hut a stimulating

effect upon the natural genius of Alfred Gilbert.

But his stay in Paris was comparatively short

it was in Italy that he executed tic charming marble

croup belonging to Sir Henry Doulton, which is here

engraved. (See p. 5. The child is a portrait of

the artist's second son, and tic woman of an Italian

servant. The group belongs to a transitional period,

when, not yet free from French influence, he was

rapidly working out his own individuality. He spent
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several years in Rome; working and studying by likely to be exerted. That it has begun already

If; and then- he formed his style as a sculp- cannot be doubted.

tor—thai is to say, his present style, for it would A few statuettes, one or two portrait groups, a

be premature to regard his style as fixed. He is few busts, a small but elaborate memorial in West-

;,],,, and has only partially expressed him- minster Abbey, one large statue of the Queen—these

\ i
|i M | , ,11 be said is, that he lias had a are the principal achievements by which. Mr. Gilbert

and that the value of it is very is known, and these have sufficed to earn him name

evident in his works, I'm-, few as they are, they and position, to secure his Assoeiateship of the Royal

snow a width of artistic sympathy, a knowledge Academy, to till his hands with commissions, and to

THE EXCIIAN'TKII CHAIIS.

I Gilbert Lli.A., in Ou Royal A, ition, 1SS7.)

of Ins art in all its phase-, and a command of his make a new work from his fingers an event to which

tools and materials which is, at least, not common. most lovers of modern art look forward with interest.

Technically, he has achieved the power to do what. As far as the Royal Academy is concerned, their re-

he will
; he is, at least, a master of his craft, whether cognition of his merit is not surprising. They have,

as a worker in marble or metal. Interested in every as a body, always treated sculptors with honour
;
and

branch of his profession, and desiring to express him- this has not been less the ease under the present Presi-

scll' in every direction
; ]

rodigal of labour and inven- dent of the Royal Academy— Sir Frederick- Leighton,

tion, he has certainly one of the most active and himself one of the finest of living English sculptors,

cultivated art-intelligences of the day, and must, in No recent elections at the Royal Academy have been

ire of things, have much influence on the received with more approval than those which have

i of the art of the present genera- rapidly elevated Mr. Hamo Thornyeroft to lull

men. I' is, therefore, of no little honours, and bestowed the rank of Associate on Mr.
to examine in what waj this influence is Gilbert, Mr. Brock, and Mr. Onslow Ford.
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{From the Matbb Group by Alfred Gilbert, A.R I
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Bv WILLIAM POWELL FRITH, R.A.

N his Fourth Discourse, Sir Joshua

Key nolds says:— " The histori-

cal painter never enters into

the detail of colours, so neither

does he debase his conceptions

with minute attention to the

discriminations of drapery. It

is the inferior style that marks

the variety of stuffs. With him

the historical painter] the clothing is neither woollen;

nor linen, nor silk, satin, or velvet ; it is drapery, and

nothing more." With all respect to the memory of

Sir Joshua, tins view seems to me somewhat narrow.

What is history, and what is an historical painter?

A picture of Charles I. taking leave of his children,

or of Cromwell dissolving the Long Parliament,

would be historical in the truest sense of the word.

\\ hat would become of those subjects under the

Reynolds treatment? And I imagine the painter

could not he found—at any rate in these days—who

would ignore costume, and dress his figures in the

"drapery" recommended by Reynolds. Imagine

Cromwell's sturdy figure enveloped in a Roman
toga, and the recalcitrant .Members of Parliament

similarly disguised !

When West announced his intention of breaking

through these classical trammels on the occasion of

his being commissioned by the king to paint the

of General Wolfe on the plains of Abraham,

and clothing his figures in the dresses they must

have worn, the quidnuncs, with Sir Joshua at their

head, foreboded failure. Happily, West shut his ears

to opposing arguments, and produced one of the few

pictures by which, aided greatly by Woollet's en-

graving, his name will live. It is said that West's

success converted Reynolds. If that is true, the

-ion is not in evidence in the Fourth Dis-

I suppose it will not be denied that an

nt which iii it- J at the Palace of Versailles,

namely, that of the King of Prussia proclaiming

himself Emperor of Germany in the midst of his

applauding generals, was an historical subject of

interest and importance, and I think it will

' ruth of costume in all its variety

was a fa ary to be i irreel U observed.

The hi lorieal pictures of Paul Delaroche arc, I

am to nl under a cloud. The God-gifted
ii Prance u ill have none of them

;

they arc the "old game," and enjoy the contempt

of the realists and impressionists of the hour. I

venture to think, however, that " Strafford Kneel-

ing to receive Laud's Benediction as he goes to the

Scaffold," "Charles in the (iuard-room at White-

hall,''' and Lady Jane Grey, blindfold, feeling about

for the block on which her beautiful head is to

be presently laid, will be considered great works

of art when their detractors are forgotten. What
becomes of Sir Joshua's theory as applied to those

works'' The idea is too ludicrous to contemplate.

Illustrations might be multiplied to any amount of

the absurdity of applying the Reynolds dictum to

historical art. Great men in great countries are

making history every day ; and, though modern

dress is terribly unpicturesque, he would be a bold

and foolish man who would adopt any other in

dealing with the historical scenes of bis own day.

One of the finest of Delaroehe's pictures repre-

sents the Princes in the Tower, waiting, terror-

stricken, at the approach of their murderers. The

dresses of the boys are strictly in accordance with

the costume of the period; the bed on which they

sit is evidently copied from a bed of the time. The
strict observance of the accessories adds reality to

the scene instead of detracting from it. The spec-

tator is so impressed with the truthfulness of the

portrayal, that he feels it must have happened as

the painter has delineated it. This seems to me the

triumph of historical art. Hear what Don Quixote

says :—" It is the province of the historical painter,"

said this wisest of madmen, " to produce his repre-

sentation of some remarkable event in history not

as it really happened, but as it ought to have hap-

p lied."

In the few words from the Discourse which

heads this paper Reynolds hits the real danger

attending the attempts to reproduce historical scenes,

in which the actors should be dressed in costumes

appropriate to their action. The exigencies of the

occasion may require "a variety of stuffs: linen, silk,

satin, and velvet," or armour. Now, all those things

arc far easier to paint than the "human form divine,"

with its appropriate expression, character, and action
;

ami the inferior painter .if history is pretty sure

to "debase his conception, and to distract atten-

tion from what should be the main point of his

story, by an unfortunate realism in his accessories."
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But the answer to that is: No inferior painter

should "rush in where angels Pear to tread." I

have done it myself, with disastrous results, and

therefore I speak with authority. We do not think

of the materials of the drosses which clothe Dela-

roehe's figures, uor of the wonderful truth of the

mise en scene in all his greatest works; though

after-examination shows imitation of every detail

carried to the precise point beyond which it would

be dangerous, if not fatal, to go. To illustrate

the absurdity of the Reynolds theory, I draw my
readers' attention to two examples in sculpture.

One is the figure of George IV. on horseback in

Trafalgar Square, and the other is Dr. Johnson,

stark naked, save for a piece of classical drapery,

either in St. 1'aul's or Westminster Abbey- I forget

which.

There may be an excuse for the effigy of George

[V. That potentate, in his habit as he live 1, would

have been simply unendurable; but he would have

been George IV., instead of the Roman gentleman

who now plays the part on the finest site in Europe.

But why Dr. Johnson should have been deprived

of his picturesque suit of broadcloth and his usual

wig, and made to show himself in a condition in

which nobody used to see him, exceeds the compre-

hension of the ordinary mind.

In these days, when the artistic compass veers

about—now to impressionism, which has its crazy

advocates; now to realism, which is scarcely less

foolish and offensive— it behoves the student to

endeavour to find a sure and certain guidance by

which he may be saved from the perils that beset

him. I believe there are young gentlemen to be

found who deny the merit of the Old Masters

altogether.

My old teacher's motto, to which my youthful

attention was constantly drawn — "Those works

which have received the approbation of ages are

intended for your emulation, not your criticism"

—

would only excite a smile in these geniuses. To

such people I have nothing to say; they are past

praying for. But to the number of clever young

men and women, whose work in our annual exhibi-

tions shows constant promise and frequent perform-

ance, I would most respectfully, ami as a fellow-

student, offer words of warning and advice.

Impressionism is a craze of such ephemeral char-

acter as to be unworthy of serious attention. The

dangers of realism I have pointed out. If the student

desires further illustration, lit" has but to look at a

picture painted in the Pre-Raphaelite manner, and he

will find details which are unimportant elaborated

till they vie, in reality, with the natural objects

satins, velvets, ami armour almost illusive while

the human being they clothe is destitute of the

feeblest claim to reality; and so Ion- as a living

thing is more difficult to represent than an inanimate
one, ami so long as flesh is more difficult to render

than the leaves of a dock or the bark of a tree, these

realistic attempts will onlj prove examples of mis-

directed industry. There is, however, a kind of

realism that is infinitely more offensive than that

of the Pi'o-1! iphaelite, and that is to be found in

some examples of foreign art, where the accidents

of nature—such as dirt, distortion, and excepti

Holiness of type—are insisted upon.

Against this perversion of the real aim and end

of art T think there is little necessity to warn the

English student ;
his natural taste will save him

from this revolting practice.

There is another eccentricity in the air which

seems to mi' to call for observation and warning. I

hear that subject in a picture i- not only of no con-

sequence, but it is better avoided. Pictures, accord-

ing to this novel theory, should be "songs without

words;" they should be beautiful in colour, light,

and shadow, tone, and all the rest, but these quali-

ties should not be made vehicles of story: that is to

be left to literature. What, then, becomes of the

cartoons of Raphael and the "Marriage a la M
oi Hogarth? What be, les of Michelangelo's "Last

Judgment " and the "Aeteon and Diana" of Titian?

And, to go much lower, if attempts to make paint

ing a vehicle for story are reprehensible, what cul-

prits are the old Dutchmen, with their Kermesses

ami their innumerable illustrations of Low Country

life and manners!—Jan Steen. with his " Physician

Visiting a .Sick Fran ;" and Teniers, with his " Pro-

digal Son''! It is true that there are Italian pic-

tures to lie found which affect the mind like a solemn

strain of music, from the loveliness of the tone and

the exquisite harmony of the colours; but, beyond

those charms—and no one can value and enjoj them

more than the writer they mean nothing. There

are many figures in ''glorious hues bedight," and

there is a background which is in itself a poem ; but

the figures are doing nothing, they say nothing;

like Canning's " knife-Grinder," they have no story

to tell. I submit that painting is a language capa-

ble of expressing every emotion of the heart and

mind of the human being, and that its vocation is to

endeavour to elevate bj poetic treatment of noble

theme- ; or, if that rare power is denied the artist,

then to convey moral lessons or infinite varieties of

harmless pleasure. Beautiful as the language is,

and worthy of admiration for itself, it is t,„f ,i

t<> ,i,i i .//. and the attempt !•> make it ///> ,

take. The last sixty \ e irs

have produced advantages to the art-student i f this

country that are incalculable. To saj nothing of

of design and numbers of academies, we have
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a National Gallery, unsurpassed in Europe, where

the education of the painter should be completed.

He will find there nature represented by all kin. Is

of methods, except impressionism (1 beg pardon For

slight ami sketchy; the head was wonderfully like a

head, but the coat was as wonderfully unlike a coat.

I complained.

"Why, my dear fellow," said Boxall, "I want

usinc the word again !) and realism. These are the the head to be principal. A coat is easier to paint

f linu , on it,,, tree of art. Lei the young painter than a head, and I have left it as you see, so as not to

study such noble stems as Titian, Velasquez, and attract attention froin the head."

Rembrandt, and let him endeavour to rival those

greal men, and others whose successes abound.

Nature is infinitely various, ami so are the means

by which she can be imitated by the painters; and,

while being careful against the copying of any style,

he should evolve on,' of his own l.y which, having

careful regard to t he limits prescribed by his art, he

mav hope to arrive at a true imitation of nature.

In conclusion, 1 should like to draw attention to

the nearest approach to realism in really tine art that

occurs to mo. 1 think it is to be found in the pic-

tures of Metzu, Terburg, and Gerard Dow, and, in

each case, injurious to the living personalities.

I supiH.se white satin was never so perfectly re-

presented as by Terburg; certainly that painter's

subjects—if they can be called subjects at all—arc

of the most trifling character: a music-master and

his pupil, or a lady asleep on a chair, while her maid

warms her bed. The red jacket of the sleeper and

her white petticoat are done to perfection ; hut there

V0U1' admiration ceases, for the face is lacking in

beaut) and (harm, and, as a representation of the

subtleties of llesh, it i~ not to be named with the

truthful rendering of the silk petticoat. These

admirable as they arc in their way, should

ourselves the

• in the finest

< the dresses

and though,

ver the material of

wort

serve as warnings. Let us picture ti

dresses in the " Marriage a la. Mode "
.

works of Watteau. In those pictur

play their properly subordinate parts

on examination, you may

which they are composed, they never attract undue

attention, and you notice them no more than you

would those of living personages if you could see

them performing the parts in real life which are so

adiniral.lv realised in unfading colours.

Though realism, in the full meaning of the term,

is to !> ndemned, the extreme opposite, shown in a

careless rendering ..I' details approaching to slight

suggestiveness, is equally certain to attract attention

away from the main purpose of the painter. An

apt illustration of this occurs to me. My old friend

Sn William Boxall showed me a portrait of a man

in which the head was distinguished by the mastery

of character-expression, and above all, colour, that

the works of that distinguished artist always pre-

but the I. lack coat and hands were very

" But," rejoined I, "you have painted the coal

so badly that it docs precisely what you intended it

should not do : it attracts attention from the head."

This little anecdote shows tin' difficulty of pre-

scribing the precise line of demarcation between

slovenly suggestiveness and a too complete imita-

tion of subordinate details, both being destructive

of that which ought to be the main purpose of the

painter.

I have always thought that Hogarth hit the

exact mark in his rendering of details, under which

heading I include dresses, furniture, background— in

fact, everything that constitutes the setting of such

gems as the " -Marriage a la Mode."

Imagine one of Terhurg's white satin petticoats

on one of Hogarth's figures! The whole scene

would he vulgarised.

How, then, is the student to guide himself

through this difficulty ? If he is a portrait-painter,

he will find in the best works of Vandyke, Rem-

brandt, Titian, and Velasquez the precise point to

which the completion of details should be carried.

There are examples of Vandyke and Rubens, notably

in the Blenheim portraits by the latter (now, alas!

lost to this country), in which pearls and lace, bows

and dresses, are properly finished—that is to say,

they are exquisite representations of the different

objects painted, with exactly the right amount of

realism, and subordinated with admirable skill to the

chief objects, namely, the heads of the persons re-

presented.

If the student be a. painter of history, I refer

him to what 1 have already said. If of genre,

then 1 would refer him to the works of the great

Dutchmen, especially those of Jan Steen, whose art

is scarcely inferior to that of Titian. In those he

will find neither slovenliness nor realism, but the

juste mili, !> between the two.

T feel less competent to speak of landscape art.

Turner is the god of my idolatry, and in his work

I can find no " realism," but only the rendering of

nature l.y the hand of a true [ t.

If anything I have urged in this paper should

act as a warning against the dangerous crotchets of

the art-mongers of the day, my purpose in writing

it will be lull) answered.
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THE MARKET- PLACE, WELLS.

{limn,, by C. /•;. Matlows.)

WKLLS AND ITS CATHEDRAL.
By KI.IZAIiKTH IIUHINS I'KNNKLL.

WE came to Wells with the primroses. Before

we left, gardens were sweet with lilacs and

laburnums, meadows were all white and golden with

daisies and buttercups, near hillsides were covered

with " the flowery frost of May." Nowhere is the

coming of the spring more beautiful than in Somerset,

the land of orchards.

It gives a new charm to the little cathedral city

at the foot of Mendip, whose chief interest at other

times is, as Mr. Freeman says, ecclesiastical. You

have but to climb to the top of the cathedral tower

to know that he is right. As you lean over the

parapet, you have spread out before you an ecclesias-

tical enclosure, such as you have never seen, except

in some old mediaeval engraving. A gargoyle grins

at your side. Just below you are grotesque heads

looking downward, and many pinnacles. To the

north, and still lower, is the long, narrow Vicar's

Close, lined with little fourteenth-century houses,

each holding up a tall chimney, and each with a

little green place at its door. Beyond the southern

transept, moat and battlemented walls shut in the

old gabled Bishop's Palace and its garden. To east-

ward and westward, a mere handful of houses in strag-

gling lines wander into the country. Throughout is

but one prominent landmark, the lovely grey tower

of the Church of St. Cuthbert. Tins is all Wells.

When you walk through the town, you find thai
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everything worth looking at—the old houses to the

north of the green, the many gateways, the little

almshouses, where old men sit in the queer old stone

seats in the outer wall to watch the passers-by—in a

word, everything beautiful with the beauty of other

days, belongs in one way or another to cathedral or

church. At first you may think you have found an

exception in the market-place, where a few gabled

houses with projecting storeys and diamond-paned

windows and bits of carving still stand overlooking

the town fountain and the cannon from Sevastopol.

One of these is the Crown Inn, from which William

Penn, who hated things ecclesiastical, once taughl

the people of .Wells the new gospel of peace and love

and salvation. And yet the market-place was built

by a bishop, and in il you cannot forgel the cathedral.

It lifts its grej tower- above the gateway at the

corner, the only passage between the square and the

cathedral green. Near by is the beautiful old gate-

house, with crumbling tracery and broken battlements,

which leads towards the palace.

From til.' country around, from meadowland and

hilltops, it is always cathedral and church you see

when your eyes turn towards Wells. And so it is

with the histoid of the town in ill.' pasl and in the

pre-eii! . In 1 lie cent uric- thai are gone, had

been for the cathedral there never would have been a

town. The greal men of Wells were its bishops and
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Uing of cathedral

,. records, those of

through all her

growth in power,

and wealth, and

corruption, to her

fall. There are

no world - wide

famous names or

events associated

with Wells as

with Canterbury

or Westminster ;

and, still, to those

who read aright,

its history is, as

Mr. Parker says,

that of England.

To-day, were

,t not for the ca-

thedral, the town

I fall in!..

the long sleep for

it
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prepared. It is this sleepiness which first impresses

the stranger. The market-place and High Street,

for all their shop . looked to us as if they had

been caught napping. The two men in armour,

on the north transept wall, struck the quarters

isi i for break ing the stillness.

i . were in the palace moat

.

where ducks fought and tumbled under tne elms.

But gradually we learned something of the real life

of the town.
'

It is, like the history of Wells, wholly

ecclesiastical, and centres about the cathedral. Our

rooms were in the Vicar's Close, and here we always

heard the near bells ringing for service, and saw the

canons and choristers on their way to and from the

cathedral. Later, the theological students returned

from their holidays. Their rooms, too, were in the

close, and they were for ever passing backwards and

forwards between it and lecture-ball or tennis-court.

Three times a day through our open windows came

the sweet sound of their chanting from the little

chapel at the far end of the enclosure. It was a

quiet, peaceful life, such as you might imagine tie-

monks of old living ;
quieter now than when the

bishop's power, temporal and spiritual, was real, and

moat and wall about bis palace served for defence as

well as beauty.

In all the group of buildings which make the

-lory of Wells, the cathedral, of course, is first in

interest. If you come to it, not by the Shepton

Mallet Road, as Mr. Freeman advises, but, as is more

probable, by the duvet way from the station, you will

begin by being disappointed. Seen from under the

limes at the opposite end of the well-kept green, the

west front is low and square. Its doors and windows

would be small in a small parish church. The slim,

greyish, black shafts that support the many canopies

have, at least to our American eyes, a suggestion of

stove or unpaiuted organ pipes. Moreover, if you

have heard Mr. RuskiiFs praise of the statues, or

that of men who think that from them French

sculptor- borrowed all the loveliness of their art,

when you are near enough to see, they, too, must

be a disappointment. The faces of the angels are

Hat and featureless, the drapery of saints and bishops

is broken and crumbling. Even at their best, it is

most likely their greatest beauty was that of quaint-

ness—the beauty still to be seen in the old kings

with their strangely misshapen arms akimbo. We
always liked the west front best in the kite afternoon,

when the western light shone on all this multitude of

saints and angels and kings in their high niches, and

the rooks perched solemnly on the poor weather-

worn heads ami shoulders, and on the mutilated

arms.

Disappointment comes to an end once you pass

from the front to walk around 1 he north side of the

cathedral. You look up to where the grey tower

springs far above the pinnacles of nave and transept.

Across the street stretches the chain-gate, the bridge

which made a private entrance into the cathedral for

the vicars-choral who lived in the close, where choris-

ters, or lay-vicars, are still given their houses. The

north door i- neb with the carvings for which Wells
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is famed. And when you go a little further and see

the chapter-house, with its Pointed roof an I many
Decorated windows, and the Lady Chapel, close to

which rise from the foliage the three old gables of

the precentor's house, you understand why Mr. Free-

man calls the grouping of these buildings matchless.

It is impossible not to quote Mr. Freeman in Wells,

ill.' cathedral town of all those lie knows so well,

which seems to belong particularly to him. On tin'

south side of the cathedral are the cloisters where

never walked a monk. Not in its earliest years was

Wells a monastery. The cloisters were but a passage-

way for the bishop, a covered walk aboul the grave-

yard. Under the wide-spreading yew that shades

the little green space they enclose the dead are still

brought to he buried, while the great bell above tolls

slowly. From no point is the central tower so fair

to look upon as from this place of sleep.

A\ it In >nt the cathedral, hideous gargoyles— old

witches of women, inhuman monsters, grinning

demons—stare down upon you from nave and tran-

sept walls, from chapter-house and chain-gate heights.

Within, men. and beasts, and birds lurk in the grace-

sculptures are to b i found. \ - \\ ith the statins »n
the west front, their quaintness is their chief beauty.

Hut grotesque as many arc in themselvi

tive feeling and grace all are very lovely. The) sa\

that in Jocelin's time, and after, local sculptors were

at work on the decoration ol their cathedral, and this

is why, Early English as it is, ii is so different loin

the cathedrals at Lincoln and Salisbury. In it are

Pointed arches and lancet windows ; the new style

was, in a. measure, adopted, hut the old Romam que
still lingered.

In keeping with the sculptures is the old Glaston-

bury clock, with new works, which, on the north

transept wall, gives its hourly tournament. Close

by, and seated on a lofty 1. racket, is the man who,

with his feet, strikes the quarters.

With all this wealth of detail, the interior, as a

whole, is hare. Its bareness is that of every English

cathedral where the choir is shut off for service. The

two circles in the spandrils of the inverted arch

look down like great eyes upon a cold, white Dave.

This inverted arch, as everyone knows, was built to

strengthen the support of the central tower, which

GAT] -HOUSE AM' MOAT TO THE 111:- : I

iln.f

ful foliage of almost every capital. Here it is a was no si.oner set up than the piers -aid; beneath it.

cobbler at work, thieves in a vineyard, a sufferer in The arch has been severely criticised and condemned.

the agony of toothache; here a strange and beauti- Hut it gives the cathedral a distinct character ..I' lis

ful bird twines its two bodies among the leave-. own.

Wherever, indeed, they arc possible, there these \l on
|

than nave and transepts are the
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ft-.

groove worn in them by the feet of vicars-choral and

dean and chapter. They lead to the chapter-house,

and then to the covered gallery across the street, and

are as peculiar to Wells as the inverted arch beneath

the tower.

1 do not know that spring made much difference

to the interior of the cathe-

dral ; there was only a little

more sunshine to warm the

white piers and arches. But

**it^^%^^ V.-V
**''

*'"' exterior and its surround-

idSJP""'? w»J A^pSMw
' mo s grew lovelier with every

inl: VIOAH 3 CLOSE, IT.njt THE CATHEDRAL TOWED, WELLS.

(Drawn by Joseph Pennetl.)

1 with the grove of clustered columns a( day. On the green the old limes took new life,

its entrance, and the old stone stair-, with the deep and Idled their many branches with tender young
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loaves; the grass was sprinkled with tiny daisies,

which sprang up again and again as quickly as

they were cut down by the mower. Wallflowers

forced their way through every crack and crevice

in the old stonework of the cathedral and the

chain-gate; with the red valerian they made flower-

beds of old gateways and house-roofs ; they gave

brighter colour to the vine-grown moat wall and its

deep reflections ; they blossomed in a gay border

beneath the battlements of the palace ruins; 1 1 1. \

grew with waving' grass on the mossy tops of

the high stone walls with which the people of

Wells, like the Florentines, shut in their gardens.

IP f

CROSCOMBE CHURCH, NEAR H

(Drawn by C. E. Hallo us.

Of these, the lovelies! is the bishop's. In it are

flowers everywhere. Roses grow about the low
portal ; a brilliant may-tree stands on the edj

the lawn. On the other side is a prim, old-fash i id

Italian garden made !>\ one of the late bishop's wives,

and beyond this you cross the moat and i >me to

where fruit-trees drop pale blossoms into the wells

from which the town takes its name. The north

end of the palace, which you are now facing, rises

right from the moat, and ha- been less restored than

the rest of the building. It is irregular with gables

and oriel windows, and many vines climb over it-

walls. Its reflection falls into the water below,

to be broken by long lines of

ripples, as the swans and ducks

swim past. For colour, there is no-

thing in Venice more beaut iful than

the wall around the garden, with

the red brick showing through the

green things growing on it, and

with its rich growth of valerian and

wall-flowers.

Had we not stayed so long in

Wells, we should have learned little

of the loveliness of the country

round about—a loveliness oi which

the tourist of a day must e\ er re

main in ignorance. W here the

streets come to an end, little foot

paths wander across broad meadows

and through spinneys. Garden walls

lower their heights, and cover them-

selves with green to follow the tnanj

turns of low-lying lanes. Fields and

orchards slope upward to the

grown, barren tops of Mendip, from

which you look down over the val-

ley. Just below, the grey towers

rise above the blue smoke of Wells

into cleanair, and beyond are hedged-

in meadows, with here and there

a steep, grassy hill standing soli-

tary ; still beyond is a pale range of

hills, and on the horizon Cxlastonburj

Tor, crowned with St. Michael's

tower, is ore) against thesky. ^nd

if the day is bright, away to the

west is the shining sea. Not

the least of this loveliness are the

little towns and villages scattered

over the hills and in the plain,

eacli clustering around one of the

fair towers for w hich Somerset is

famed,
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THE LIVERPOOL CORPORATION COLLECTION.

THE WALKEB ART GALLERY. I.

By ]•:. RIMBAULT DIBDIN.

IVERPOOL in

and not ancient ev<

for it wa

rand-new city,

•n as a town—
nly during

last century that it

emerged from compara-

tive obscurity. The in-

habitants from the first

were energet ic and enter-

prising, and missed no

opportunity of advancing

their fortunes. At one

time privateering and the

slave trade were favourite

fields of enterprise; but, as

place to less dubious

the Council of the Academy, and, during the seven

years from 1851 to 1857, the annual prize of £50

was awarded on six occasions to pictures by M .

llolman Hunt (2), J. E. Millais (2), .Mark Anthony,

and Ford Madox Brown. The adherents of what was

then styled '' the natural school " were extremely

indignant at this, and when, in l^.">7, Millais' " Blind

Girl " won the prize, a fierce strife arose ; the advocates

of the old order alleging that the award should have

I n to "Waiting for the Verdict/' by Abraham

Solomon. The question attracted general interest, and

the A tin- it a' ii in attacked the Academy in most bitter

terms for its recognition of what the writer styled " the

Pre-Raphaelite heresy." John Ruskin was equally

warm on the other side, and, in prophesying that

events would vindicate the action of the Academy, he
civilisation advanced, these

formsof trade, in the pursuit of which Liverpool gradu-

ally acquired its place as one of the greatest ports of styled the occasion "the first instance on record of

the world. The people were early inclined to the arts. the entirely just and beneficial working of the acade-

Music flourished, letters were encouraged, the theatre mical system." The strife continued for some time

was a regular resort out of season for the best actors at a white heat. Next year the Council gave worse

,,n the London hoards, and painting was not neglected, offence than ever by fixing their choice on an entirely

Two year- alter the Royal Academy was founded, a unpopular work by Ford Madox Brown; a member

• Society for the Protection and Encouragemenl of the win, had written to the papers was promptly expelled ;

Ait of Design in Liverpool " was formed. It soon ex- the Town Council was induced to withdraw- financial

pired, hut was revived in 1 773, and in 17 7 1 opened the support from the Academy ;
and rival exhibitions were

fust provincial Art Exhibition held in the kingdom. opened, with the inevitable result of disaster to both

This contained eighty-four exhibits, which included sides. The prizes were apparently discontinued after

landscapes, engravings, models of shipping, minia-

tures, designs lor furniture, portraits, and studies in

Indian-ink and chalk. After a second period of in-

action, the movement again revived in 1784, in which

year Sir Joshua Reynolds and other eminent painters

were exhibitors. After a year or two the enterprise

fell through, and nothing of importance was done

until LS10, when the Liverpool Academy was founded

and opened its first exhibition. It is thus, with

the exception of the [loyal Academy and (he ''Old

Society," the oldest existing art corporation in the

kingdom. .M;nn honoured names have found a place

on the loll of the Liverpool Academy, and the fame

if its members has become national.

Tin' annals of the Liverpool Academy yet await a

\ chronicler; hut this is not the place to ileal

with it- carer. It- downfall a- the leading power in

local art was due indirectly to the Pre-Raphaelite

movement. In the earlier part of the century, it was

tin ' ii torn -I' the \cademj to award money-prizes to

the best works shown at their exhibitions. The worth

new art-departure was promptly recognised by

1862 ; and, five years later, the funds of the Academy

being exhausted, the exhibitions ceased.

With matters in this unsatisfactory state, the

Corporation, which included several prominent citi/ens

interested in art, decided to hold an annual autumn

exhibition of pictures in the premises of the Free

Public Library and Museum, the gift to the town of

Sir William Brown. The first exhibition was opened

,m tth September, 1871, and since then the" Autumn

Exhibition " has ben the chief art event of the year

in Liverpool.

The growth in importance of the exhibitions and

of the permanent collection of pictures acquired by

the Corporation soon rendered it necessary that new

premises should be found. So early a- l.873,a report

was presented to the Town Council, by a committee

of gentlemen interested in the matter, recommending

the erection of a separate gallery of art as an adjunct

to the library and museum. A large section of the

ratepayers strongly opposed the scheme
;
but, on the

other hand, several prominent citizens determined not

to let the matter rest. At a public meeting, held at
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the Town Hall, on 29th September, L873, a committee

was formed and subscriptions of nearly £7,000 were

announced in the room. The Mayor, Mr. Edward

Samuelson, who presided at the meeting, has through-

ou1 been one of the mosl active and influential pro-

moters of art in the town, and it is to him, with Mr.

was designed by Messrs. Cornelius Sherlock and II.

II. Vale, was opened by the Earl of Derby. In 1882,

the growth of tin 1 permanenl collection rend

it necessary t<> have increased act i lation, and,

although an exti nsion of the building was sanctioned

by the City Council, the donor of the "•allery insisted

STUDENTS OF SAI.AMANl'A SERENADING.

the Pictttn o, It.A. Engraved by F.

(now Sir) James Pi, -tun and Mr. P. II. ftathbone, that

the success of the movement was most largely due.

At this juncture all difficulties were dissipated by tin'

munificence of Mr. Alderman (now Sir) A. 15. Walker,

who, on his election as Mayor in November, l

s i-">.

announced his intention of erecting the required build-

ing at his own cost anil presenting it to the town. The

Eoundation-stone was laid on 28th September, L874,

and on the 6th September, 1877, the building, which

on defraying the entire cos I addition was

opened in tin- autumn of L884. Tin- building, which

is named the Walker Art Gallery, has a commanding

situation facing the uorth end of Si. George's Hall,

and claims to !» the finest English art gallerj out of

London. Externally it is fairly effective, and the

interior, especially the upper suite of thirteen i

is admirably suited for the exhibition of pictures. The

light is not at too great an altitude, and issoarr
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that it falls directly on the walls, which are evenly

lighted, and have no dark corners. The total cosl

to Sir A. 15. Walker, Bart., is estimated al between

130,000 and £60,

masters," for the most pari gifts, but nol many of

them are of the first order of merit.

One of the most distinguished of the earlier

Victorian painters, John Philip, R.A., is well repre-

ouo-h only seventeen years have elapsed since rented by an unfinished but brilliant and highly

mings were made, and only eleven characteristic example of his work, entitled " Students

since Liver, I could first boast an art gallery, the of Salamanca Serenading," presented by Mr. Benson

the permanent collection already com- Rathbone in 1880. The lack of finish, while it

TABLE D'HOTE AT A DOGS' 110ME.

n„ Picturi by J. C. Dollman, l:.l. Engraved by P. Xuiimann.)

prises over five hundred works, many of very great

x due and importance. A number of valuable

works of art have been acquired by bequest or gift

of either pictures or money, but the major portion

of the collection and of the finest works included in

it have been purchased by the Arts Committer of

the Corporation with surplus funds arising from the

profits of the Autumn Exhibitions. In consequence

!C light that beats upon the proceedings of

public bodies there have, from time to time, been

against individual purchases, and some of the

most unpleasant experiences of the committee have

n connection with the acquisition of works

which are now rightly regarded as among the choicesl

gems in the gallery.

[ ,1 paintings, which form the most important

section of the i ollection, number nearly two hundred

and fifty. As might be expected, the modern pictures

far the most important. There are certain " old

scarcely detracts from the beauty of the picture, is of

special interest to amateurs, as displaying somewhat

of the method of the artist, whose brush was guided

by an admit and sure hand. The carefully-painted

head of a mule to the right of the picture is by

Richard Ansdell, R.A., a painter of distinction who

had his origin in Liverpool, and was for some time

president of the Liverpool Academy. The greatest

of all our animal-painters. Sir Edwin Landseer,

R.A., is less satisfactorily represented by three ex-

amples of hut little importance; the portrait of Sir

Walter Scott being, on account of its subject, the

most interest in-'. " The Eve of the Battle of Edge-

Hill," by Landseer's brother Charles, is said to be

that painter's best work. The dogs were originally

painted hv Sir Edwin ; but an ingenious dealer,

through whose hands the picture passed, cut the

animals out and substituted copies by an inferior

hand. The discovery of this circumstance after the
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purchase of the picture fumisheu the ever-vigilant

critics of the Corporation with excellent entertain-

ment. The work, however, is by no means devoid of

merit.

It is particularly appropriate thai the city which

gave the first official recognition of the Pre-Raphaelite

school should possess so fine an example of its methods

as the "Lorenzo and Isabella" of Millais—"the

most wonderful painting- that any youth still under

twenty years of age ever did in the world." The

picture, which does noi illustrate any particular in-

cident either in the tale of Boccaccio or the poem

of Keats, represents the household of the trea-

cherous brothers seated at table. The story of the

unhappy lovers is subtly indicated by the painter,

and the pal ient imitation of texture throughout the

friend, his dog," .1. ('. Dollman, R.I., holds a high
place ;

ami his " Table d'l Idte al a Dogs' 1

1

presented by Sir .1. A. Picton, is a delightful subject,

quite in Landseer's humorous vein. Dogs of all

kinds are attacking i he meal provided for them ill

a long wooden trough, and there is much subtle

insight into canine character in the demeanour -I

the various and varied guests.

One of the most difficult problems constantly

presented to the controllers of a public collection is

the question as to what elass of pictures should lie

acquired. Works of art bought with public t

should certainly lie selected with an eye to the taste

of the million, especially in a city like Livei

where the average daily attendance for the last tin

years has been nearly two thousand. On the whole,

LOKENZO AXD ISABELLA.

[from the Pietun by Sir J. v. Millais, Bart., /.\.|. Engraved by 1

work is little short of marvellous. The faces were the Arts Committee of the Corporation have acquitted

painted from various distinguished sitters, including- themselves excellently. While nol neglecting the

Messrs. Gabriele Rossetti, Dante ('•. Rossetti, \V. claims of genuine art-lover-, or losing sight of the

B. Scott, Wright the architect, Fenn, Harris, W. M. inflexible necessity of buying nothing that is not

Rossetti, and F. G. Stephens, now art-critic of the first of all a g 1 work of art, they have -i

Alhenaum. (See engraving also on p. 25.) in making the gallery genuinely attractive to the

Among more recent painters of "man's best "uncultured visitor" by acquiring pictures which
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are intrinsically interesting. The

scriptural subject, it' treated in a

modern spirit, always takes well

with the crowd, and the Walker

Art Gallery lias several popular

favourites that prove this. " Ruth

and Naomi," by P. II. Calderon,

1!. A., illustrates the most charm-

ing of Bible idylls in a delightful

manner. The painter's penchant

for loveliness in woman has made

even Naomi good-looking, and

Ruth is of extreme beauty, while

her attitude and gesture are touch-

ingly expressed. Orpah stands

apart in open-eyed wonder at the

reluctance of Ruth to leave their

mother-in-law. The whole is set

in a sterile eastern landscape, beau-

tified by the rosy light of sunset.

The well-known "Elijah in the

Wilderness/' by Sir F. Leighton,

P.R.A., commissioned in l^?'.',

and presented to the gallery by

Mr. A. G. Kurtz, is a characteristic

example of that painter's scho-

larly and elevated treatment of

such themes. "The Shepherd of

Jerusalem,'' by P. 1\. Morris,

A.R.A., presented by Mr. Henry

Branston, is a happy conception,

suggested by the great world-

tragedy. A swarthy shepherd,

tending his sheep and goats, has

come upon a rude wooden cross

bearing an inscription. lie looks

up—and doubtless wonders who
this King of the .lows may lie who

was so cruelly mocked in the

hour of death-- while over his

head flutters a flight of doves.

One of the most recent addi-

tions is the well-known "Samson,"

by Solomon J. Solomon, which was

presented last year by .Mr. James

Harrison. So far, indeed, as it is

possible for art to represent, suc-

cessfully a scene of violent action,

Mr. Solomon has succeeded. The

canvas is full of large figures in a

very whirl of strife. Everything

introduced lends itself to the wild

movement, and the falling tripod

and swinging lamp add to the vivid

effect. The incident is realised,

and the story is told to perfection.

.1 A'.. I Eugravti I I
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THE POETEAITS OF DANTE GABMEL UOSSETTI.—I.

Kv WILLIAM M. ROSSETTI.

ONSIDERING thai Dante

Rossetti was an artist from

!m\ hood upwards, ami a poet

as well, much admired in his

inal iirity ; that lie was at an

early age a prime mover in

youth In en thin, bal was now tending towards fat

ness : at times this tendency beca rather marked,

ami anon diminished again. He was well-propor-

tioned, save for being somewhat abnormally wide

at the hips ; the shoulders and chesl fully developed,

the hands and feet small and delicate. The hands

the foundation of a special indeed, were soft enough, and hardK too large, for a

and active school of art—the woman's. Hisheadwas massive without being large;

so-called Pre-Raphaelite; that the forehead broad and spacious, and rather noticeably

he associated all bis life with high; the eyes greyish-blue, well-shaped and well-

sized; the nose nearly straight hut prominent, with

a remarkably st r mg indentation

artists, many of them of high standing in their pr

fission, and drawn to him by

intimate ties of friendship and ^^^^^^^^^
endeavour; and that his head

was one extremely well adapted

for being portrayed;— it cannot

1"' -aid that the extant portraits

of him are by any means nu-

merous in proportion. There is

only one single portrait, that

by Mr. <i. F. Watts,- which/
holds the rank of a serious like-

ness of him, painted expressly

as such, and completed as an

oil picture on the scale of life.\

Rossetti never, I think, painted

any portrait of himself— cer-

tainly not any of huge dimen-

sion or highly elaborated ; and.

disliking the contingent troubli

and interruption, lie rather

i \ adi d than courted any sug-

gestion of sitting to other artists.

Still, there are, besides the worl

by Mr. Watts, a certain not inconsiderable number

of portraits, of one kind or another, traceable by

those who know whereto look for them. It i- my
purpose in these articles to give some account of the

portraits in question, taking them as near as may I

D. O. BOSSBTTI AT THE Mfl "' I J .

{From <>< "

at its spring from the fore-

head : wide nost rils, moderate

Upper lip. teeth ordinal i .

lips full ami not very shapely,

chin moderate, ears in g 1 pro-

portion and form. At this date

he wore moustaches and a sh irl

heard only. The checks, ell ;m

shaven, were full lint not heavy
:

and the line of the jaw, which

had in youth been rather angu-

lar and tapering, had

amply cursed. His hair was not

abundant at this peril d of life,

hut neither was it at all scant}
;

baldness only began man\ j ears

later, and it had not |
roceeded

\ er\ far c\ en at t he d itc of his

drain. The hair was dark in

colour, with a certain remains of

auburn brightness, and was of

soft and rather silky texture.

His complexion was both warm ami dark
;

- thing

sanguine and quick-blooded in it, though (lure was

no particular ruddiness in the check-. He looked

more Italian than English to me; and in fact was so,

save in the accident of birthplace, and in some points

in order of date. As the brother of Dante Rossetti, of character. The general expression of the face was,

constantly along with him in childhood, boyh I, 1 should say. decidedly prepossessing ; it had force,

youth, and manhood up to the moment of his death, lire, predominance, frankness, and a certain winning

I may he entitled to suppose myself an adequate quality which seemed to i t sympathy halfway.

judge on the prime point of likeness to the original. Neither in his visage nor in his bearing nor, I may

I will begin by sketching the appearance .if my ai once say, in his character was there the least jot

brother, as I remember him towards the age of thirty- of mawkish scntimentalism, a quality which ha- been

five, or in 1863. lie was of rather low middle -ta- freely imputed to him bj - only a- knew

ture, or barely live feet eight in height. Ih- lad in him not at all. If it is asked, "Was he handsome?"

» ,..
, ,, , ...

,, , ,, ,. ,. I will only reply that several people considered him
\\ .• regret that tin- picture, the property "t Mr. c. K. .

i
.

i i

LeyUnd, is inaccessible. Editok. eminently so. 1 hardly suppose, however, th
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was the prevailing opinion ; but few would have hesi-

tated to say that he looked like a remarkable and inte-

resting man, of whom one would willingly know more.

Our firsl illustration is the firsi portrait ever taken

f Dante G ibriel Rossetti—or, in strictness, of Gabriel

Charles Dante Rossetti, for these were his baptismal

5j ancl in his own family he was invariably called

"Gabriel." This is a miniature painted towards

Is:', I. when he was about si^ years old (his birth-

day being 1 2th May, 1838), by Filippo Pistrucci,

mind's eye. Both he and his brother Benedetto had

a physical peculiarity of the rarest—the palm of the

hand was tilled up with a callous or corneous growth,

which was quite hard to the touch, and needed from

time to time to be pared down with a razor. Filippo

was a designer, painter, writer, and improvisatore,

chiefly subsisting in England as a teacher of Italian
;

a- person of various and ready faculty, stopping short

of eminenl talent. Mad I to name the man of most

natural kindliness of heart that I ever knew, I should

D. O. ROSSETTI AT THE AGE OF EIGHTEEN.

tFnm, a rencll Drawing !•;/ Himself.)

brother of the celebrated medallist, Benedetto Pi- probably say "Filippo Pistrucci." He was adored

strucci. ^companion miniature of our elder sister, by Italian organ-grinders, for wdiose instruction m

Maria Franceses, was painted towards the same time, some rudiments of knowledge he greatly exerted

\\. ee here thai Ro etti's hair in childhood was a himself towards ls-i() and ensuing years. The

bright auburn, lu's visage childishly round, and Ins reader maybe pretty sure that Filippo was at times

complexion agreeably rose-flushed. His garb is what rather " hard-up," and I have an impression that he

wi! called a "Spencer" in those days, of a salmon- was invited by my father to paint these miniatures,

nnmge tint. 1 well remember Filippo Pistrucci, who partly in order that an opportune guinea or two might

was a Roman with a nobly emphatic enunciation of bouse in his pocket.

his native speech, and was, like my father, a political The same motive applied to a second portrait done

, xile ; be lived on till 1857 or thereabouts, dying in of my brother. This is a vignetted water-colour by

old age. His picturesque resolute-looking Pistrucci, painted probably in 1S40 or 1S89 ; and

• pious curling grey hair, and similar beads of our mother, our two sisters, and

ijuasi bottle-nose, is present to my myself, were produced about the same time. J\ly
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brother and I gave Pistrucci more than one sitting at

his studio in How land Street, Tottenham Court Road.

This head of Gabriel, and the oho of Maria, were con-

sidered in our family to be the only successful like-

nesses of the series. My brother appears hen' in

collar and blue jacket, with a brass-buttoned white

waistcoat, anil a little hair watch-chain. He is a

good-looking spirited boy, his hair darkening hut not

yet dark, parted at the left side, his lips lightly

unclosed. There is yet another water-colour of

Rossetti done by Pistrucci, rather earlier than the

last-named; it belongs, as do all the rest, to our

surviving sister Christina, and so does the portrait by
Filippo Maenza, which I shall next have to mention.

The Pistrucci subject is a head full-face, with slight

indication of shoulders. It i> lightly brushed-in in

water-colour : plump face, rosy cheeks, eyes more
blue than grey. This head was originally painted as

forming part of a complete family group; but the

other figures in the composition were not regarded

with favour, and this item alone, being cut out, was

preserved.

As a growing youth towards the age of fifteen ami

sixteen, my brother was in rather uncertain health,

which required bracing. Our parents, therefore, on

more than one occasion, obtained permission from

the Maenza family in Boulogne that, quitting London,

he should stay with them for a couple of months
or so at a time, under an arrangement as to his

board. Signer Giuseppe Maenza was another of the

then numerous Italian refugees spread in squads over

the various countries of Europe where the political

system was not one of repressive despotism. He
taught Italian, and gave instructions in painting as

well—having an enviable aptitude for picturesque

sketching in pencil or water-colour, as of old buildings,

cattle, floats, sheds, market-women, &c He had a

son Filippo, familiarly named Peppino, some four years

older than my brother, and studying as an artist.

Peppino was a youth of parts, who surprised Rossetti

by his ease and decision in sketching from nature ; he

turned out, however, to be of a desultory and un-

settled disposition, never took steadily to his profes-

sion, drifted off at last to Australia, and was heard

of no more. For years his parents remained in

anxiety as to his fate, and finally concluded that he

must certainly have did. In November, L843, Pep-

pino did a pencil sketch of Rossetti seated, nearly in

profile—all but full-length— with one lei;' raised

and grasped in both hands. It is drawn in a dark

" blocky " manner, with firmness which might have

developed into skill, but is a highly ungaiuly perform-

ance. Rossetti here looks gaunt ami uncouth, a

hobbledehoy with no girth of chest or shoulder, with

blubber lips and almost a quadroon l\ pe of face
;

not

stupid, hut so wanting in finesse as to approach the

Stolid. The unevenly .ut hair droops over the 1',, re-

head, which i.- thus made to look low. \,, indi<

appeai-s of a coming whisker or moustache. At thai

date he was certainly thin ; hut in all other respects

the portrait is -what the family always < sidered it

—a caricature, and. even as such, deficient in telling

resemblance.

The second illustration is from a d licately drawn
pencil head of himself, slightly heightened with
white chalk, done 1,\ Rossetti, perhaps in [816, or

as likely 1847. It will be seen that he indulged

at this time (contrary to the precedent of 184-3) in an
unusual growth of flowing hair; a habit which youth-
ful artists have constantly affected, and which he

may he held to have
]

hi -hed to an extreme, lie began
this mode towards 1 Mo

; it lasted not verj I

hardly, I should think, up to the close of 1849.

This head is, no doubt, considerably like my brother;

still it does not, to me, carry with it that flash of

absolute reminiscence of the Rossetti of eighteen

or nineteen years of agi—the Rossetti of il arlv

Italian translations, capable soon afterwards of the

Pre- Raphael it e movement and "The Blessed Dan
-which I would so gladly receive from it. What

damages the likeness is the sidelong set .if the eves, as

copied from the reflection in a looking-glass; this gives

them a constrained and somewhat furtive aspect, most
foreign to my brother's appearance and character.

There is another little memorandum of Rossetti's

appearance rather later than this date, done many
years afterwards by Mr. Eyre Crowe; it belongs to

our old friend, the painter and poet Mr. William Bell

Scott. This is something midway bet n een a character-

sketch and a caricature—showing K issetti of meagre
form with very wide hips, attired in a swallow-tailed

coat, such as Mr. Crowe recollects having seen him

in the Antique School of the Royal Academy.
A medallion is also presented of Rossetti, still

long-haired, executed by Mr. John Hancock in 184-6;

I think the date of month is October, hut this is

concealed in the framing. \\' one strikes a mental

balance between this medallion and the pencil head

which we have just been i sidering, we shall ie

very near to the true appearance of m\ brother in

those early and teeming years. For a youth in his

nineteenth year, the face, a- represented bj Hancock,

i~ a little haggard; it seems foreshadowed with the

work, the aspiration, the passion, of years to come.

The mould of feature is thin and bonj ; the nose per-

ceptibly though slightly aquiline; the expression ..I'

the eyes one of steady thought, half-inquiring and

half-challenging; the mouth sensitive and mobile.

This is a good piece ..I' work by a young sculptor

who promised at his outset more than he performed

in his maturity. John Hancock—a wizened smallish

man with a shm \ -male a hit towards 1848
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bj a bas-relief of "Christ's Entry into Jerusalem," principle of those clays required him to adhere to his

which won an Arl Union premium, and was engraved model without deviation. The sole point therefore

f,„. thai Society ; his best work, three or four year- which detracts from the value of tins as a portrait is

later, was a statue of Dante's Beatrice a choice of the highly foreshortened position; the head being

subject with which the influence of Rossetti may have thrown backward, with the chin and the line of the

had something to do. He shared towards this period jaw protruding. I have before me as I write a chalk

a studio near Regent's Park with Mr. Thomas drawing of this head—a striking piece of linn and

Wdolner, who was a member of the Pre-Raphaelite efficient draughtsmanship. It was given by Hunt

Brotherhood. *" mv brother, after whose death it passed into my

\\ r come nexl to a group of heads of Rossetti hands. Allowing for the foreshortening, all his

painted in oil, not as express portraits of him, but as features are presented here very vigorously; the full-

ii ters in subjecl pictures. 1 shall put them all sized eyes, the decisive nose with ample nostrils, the

together, slightly disregarding for this purpose the lips well open with the teeth showing, and the whole

absolute order of date. The first is the head of Rienzi contour of the face highly virile. The throat is

in Mr. l[olinan [ I unt's picture, exhibited in 1849, of shown as uncommonly massive. There is a slight,

" Rienzi Swearing Revenge over bis Brother's Corpse." but only a slight, indication of moustache and incipient

I bavdlj su thai this is an extremely fine head, heard; the crop of hair is still long, but this is only

lit with energy and expression. It is undoubtedly a faintly touched in. H need hardly lie said that, for

strict portrait of my brother ; for not oulj did Hunt the painting of the head on the canvas my brother

lind no reason to modify, for the purposes of Ins gave several sittings. 1 did the like for the head of

picture, the head as lie saw it before him, but the the young Colonna who is trying to soothe and console

cts excellent) Pre-Raphaelite Rienzi. These sittings all took place in the studio
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then jointly occupied by Hunt and Rossetti in tlie

house which was numbered 7 (now 16), Cleveland

Street, Fitzroy Square. Rossetti's own first picture,

"Tin' Girlhood of Mary Virgin," was growing into

shape at the same time. The house was kepi as

a school by a Mr. Simmons. The studio was the

Front rooi i the first floor. In the back room was a

pianoforte, and in the house was a young Irish female

servant who had a fancy for sitting down to tins

instrument a! odd moments and strumming upon it.

More than unci' have I seen Hunt, who was sensitive

to noise, jump up from his work, dart into the hack

room, and adjure the servant to leave his auditory

nerves at peace; or he would for the same purpose

rap with his mahlstick on

the partition wall. In an-

other picture by Holman
Hunt there is a head which

lias more than once been

spoken of as being painted

from Rossetti—the head of

Valentine in the picture,

executed towards 1 S 5 1 , en-

titled "Valentine Rescuing Si

Sylvia from Proteus." This,

however, is a mistake. 1 am 'J^
not sure that my brother -gg

sat at all for that head; at

any rate, the person whose

face is substantially repre-

sented is quite different

—

namely, Mr. J. Lennox
Hannay, for many years

past a London police ma-
gistrate.

(Fl
..LomizoaMM

During the same months Bart, b.a. sngmvi

when Rossetti was sitting

to Hunt for the Rienzi picture he was sitting also to

Millais for the " Isabella" picture, i.e., for the head

of one of the minor pers mages, in the oil paint-

ing, from Keats's poem, of Isabella and her lover

at table, with several others sharing the meal. The
face painted from Rossetti is that of a young man,
with his head thrown considerably hack as he drinks

from a long wine-glass. The personage in ques-

tion is not supposed to be anybody in particular,

and his occupation is a- commonplace as himself:

therefore there was no occasion for Mr. Millais to

try to bring out the more esoteric qualities of Ros-

setti's head. The face, here engraved, is in profile,

thin, and rather worn-looking lor so young a man;
it was always regarded as, within the limits of its

attempt, a fair and moderately characteristic like-

ness. This head was painted in the studio of No. S3

(now 7), Gower Street, a Ion- and rather low apart

meiit built out from among the living-rooms of

556

For an exhibit ion o

produced Ford Mad

thai con liou corner house, in which the youth-
ful painter, predestined to so n along
with his father and mother. At the time when this

painting was finished Rossetti was close upon twenty-
one yearsof age, Hunt about a yearoldi r, and \\

about a year younger. The trio of pictures were the
first exhibited outcome of the Pre-Raphaelite ve-

meiit, and were all signed with the initials P.R.B.
following the artists' names, I myself sat for the

head ihnt not lor the Ion;.; golden locks of tl

Lorenzo; and 1 could name three or four other- of

the sitters, were their identity here In question.*
' the following year, 1 850, Was

Brow n's picture of " Lear and

Cordelia ;

" the scene w here

Cordelia is watching over

her father, about to be re-

stored to consciousness t"

the strains of music, after

his lone' misery and mad-
ness. In this line picture

Rossetti figui'es a- the fool,

or Jester, of Kill"' I. car.

.Mr. Madox Brown did not

conceive the jester as at all

a jocular personage at this

particular juncture; hiscoun-

tenanc the contrary is

one of great gravity and re-

cneillement as he stand- with

folded hands watching the

scarred visage of his king,

eager to catch the first glim-

merings of restored reason

and composure. The Fool,

we may do well to remem-

ber, has one of the wi est

heads and of the noblest hearts amid the fir

persona of the tragedy: Mr. Madox Brown, in de-

picting him from Rossetti, intended us no doubt to

rate him accordingly. For expression in relation t,

the subject of the picture, this is a conspicuously

good head ; as a likeness of lu.ssetti it is also goi I.

a genuine reminiscence of him at that period of life.

Mr. Madox Brown painted another head of Ros-

setti in the large picture, exhibited in IS51, of

"Chaucer Reading the Legend of distance at the

Court of Edward III." The head of Chaucer is in

fact the head of Rossetti. Of course, the painter had

to preserve a certain adequate resemblance to the

historical or traditional visage of Chaucer. lie

found in Rossetti's face something appropriate; hut

he could not paint him with such portrait-like

exactness as would have allowed a few intimates

to aver "That i- Rossetti/" and would let have

* See reference

ill,,." V.ii Sir J. i: ma
i > i \r. Johnstone, i
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enabled anyoni That is Chaucer,

picture, -rand in scale and in treatment, is now

in the Public Galley of Sydney, Australia, so thai I

cannot refresh my memory of details, and indicate

them here. Had the picture been in England, it

would have been one of the first from which 1 should

have wished a reproduction to appear in these pages.

Chaucer is represented reading aloud from his texl
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with slightly drooped e\

Chaucer head, on a mil

I, mdon,andisthepro-

I

erl \ of Mr. and Mrs.

Hueffer. It is not,

,,t, done from

my brother's face.

'

Thai Rossetti

should have been

twice painted as a

Shakespearean Fool or

jester by different art-

ists is a rather curi-

ous coincidence. He

was not a fool, and

was not par excel-

lence a j est e r —
though some people

who fancy that he

was constantly sunk

in gl ii or In' lino-

in mysticism are far

indeed from divining

him as he was known

to his friends. In or

about 1852 Walter

Howell Deverell, a

youn g pa inter of

marked promise who

died very soon al ter-

uaids, was executing

a pid are from Shake-

speare's " Twelfth

Night "—the Duke,

Viola, the jester reading

minor figures. I )everell i

tli.' jester, and lie assent

lew hat harsher in I'

tli

An il study of tins

le, is still in

ROSSI I II AT Till'.

(Jo

nd chant ing, and various

ked my brother to sit for

!. This head seems to

dure, and more sat limine

i 'i ex pression, t iian w as dist incl i\

however, a sufficiently well-painti

within Hunts, I)e regarded a- a likeness,

dal, whom Itossetti afterwards marri

of him ; it, is,

head, and may,

Miss Sid-

sat for

\ iola; the lnad of the Duke was painted from

L)e\ II himself, w lio was a more than < monl)

voung man. The picture belongs to

Mr. W. II. s. oil, an. I hangs in his house in

Cheyne Walk, nol far from the dwelling which

my brother occupied in all his later years. Deverell

was a sou of the Secretary to the Schools of Design,

the precursor of the South Kensington Science and

Art Department. He was intimate with Rossetti,

ami through him with the other members of the

Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood ; and, after the secession

of .lames Collinson from that body, he was elected to

till the vacancy, but death overtook him before he had

will passed beyond a probationary stage as a " P.R.B."

Along with these

oil pictures I may
mention a pen-and-

ink design, of excep-

t ional interest of asso-

ciation here, which

contains a head of

m\- brother. It is the

handiwork of Miss

Siddal ; who produced

a considerable number

of drawings andwater-

colours of the like

kind, simple, but sin-

cere and sometimes

even deep in inven-

tion. The design,

which seems to be a

mere fanej -piece, re-

presents two lovers

seated, the man sing-

ing to the music of

two primitive out-

landish-looking wo-

men, who maybe gip-

sies or moriscoes. It

is clear to me that

lnv brother must have

sat for the head of the

young man, probably

in 1853 or '54. It

is perceptibly though

not strongly like him, good-looking (as one might

expect it to be, coming from Miss Siddal's hand),

earnest and candid in expression ;
the moustaches and

beard are omitted. 1 cannot say where the original

drawing may now be, but I possess a photograph

of it.

For the next portrait I have to recur to that by

Mr. Holman Hunt. It- date was, I think, in the

summer of 1
s •">.",. It appears reproduced on this

pao-e ; lmt m\ account of the circumstances under

which it was produced must be held over tor my
second article.

Mil' or TWENTY-FIVE.

Chalks, to 11'. Tlolman
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"THE PAINTBE.'

Painted by .1. L. M EISSOH II I.'- I .1
1 BED BY < rKRY-BlCH IRD.

S ;m example of the etcher's

art, almost as much as of the

painter's, the plate which

forms our frontispiece is, un-

questionably, an exceptional

piece of work. M. Gery-

Biehard, who lias pro luced

it, is a young man, bui one

who has already won his spurs

in the Salon. lie comes of a

good stock—being the pupil of M. Gau-

cherel and id' M. Hedouin, in a si-Ik ml

where Messieurs Courtry, Le Rat, Lalauze,

and the late Paul Rajon and others were his fellow-

students. The school of etching of which Gaucherel is

the head, shares with Leopold Flameng the honour

of having placed the art of translating-etching on

a higher pedestal than it had ever before occupied.

These two great pioneers in the art first showed how

the trammels of conventionality could be thrown off,

and how painting could be interpreted with the etch-

ing-needle with a freedom and a vigour hitherto un-

attempted. "My best works," said M. Gaucherel

with a felicity peculiarly Gallic, "are my pupils ;"

and M. Geiy-Bichard is prominent in the number.

II is work is technically almost complete, while it is

free from a certain hardness sometimes visible in

the master.

The picture itself displays one of M. Mei

most remarkable qualities— the power to interest the

spectator in a subject insignificant in itself, or trivial

in the occupation it represents. In "The Painter"

we have no opportunity of admiring the painter's

felicity when dealing with the subtleties of facial ex-

pression, nor to marvel at his wonderful I'M. : ion and

minuteness of workmanship and touch, in this repre-

sentation of a bare, unattractive studio. It is the

naturalness of the whole thing that charm- us—the

consummate ease of the pose and the perfection of the

drawing that carry conviction with them. The occu-

pation of this eighteenth-century artist i< a common-
place one: he is simply transferring to canva

outline of (he preliminary sketch that stands before

him. But so naturally does he sit there, pencil in

hand, at his work, that we mv tempted to pause ami

peer over his shoulder as he proceeds.

There is a breadth of drawing, as well a- of

treatment, about this picture that pi; s it in the

category of M. Meissoiiior's nc-l successful works.

This quality of breadth he doubtless retains, thanks to

his wise practice of regularly making life-size studies

of the human figure. " Tin.' Painter " belongs to the

series of single-figure subjects in which minuteness of

detail is not the object sought for, and which, to our

mind, will hereafter be counted as his finest works.

M. II. S.

INSIGNIA OF MAYORALTY.
By LEWIS F. DAY.

THE Insignia of Mayoralty cannot be discussed

altogether without reference to the office of

mayor. In some sort of shape the office is of con-

siderable antiquity with us—much older than the

name -which signifies really very much the same

thing as the warden, bailiff, port-reeve or port-grave.

Mayor i- equivalent, of course, to maire. The deputy

of royal authority over Scottish crown lands was

called at first moor and afterwards thane. In Wale-

there was :l maer. From being originally a kind

of overseer of crown lands, the mayor devi

into chief magistrate of a corporate town or city.

lb- is in effect the head of the local judicature

ami the executive officer of the municipal body.

The first Mayor ol London was appointed in 1 1 89.

It was not until the year 1351 that Edward III.

allowed to him the distinction of " Lord," which he

shares with the Lord Mayor of York. Dublin has

also its Lord Mayor and Edinburgh its Lord Provost,

taking preceden< f other Scottish lords of like

e, who arc " Honourables " only, whilst he of

Edinburgh, like the Lord Mayors, is styled "High!

Honourable." Ordinarily the lirst magistrate is

oiiU --||i- Worship the Mayor." To him, under

whatever title, is delegated something of royal

authority. Historically, he is not without justifica-

tion if he conceive himself to be a sort of deputy

king. The emblems of his office rresj 1, indeed,
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with the emblems of royalty. The mace, the sword

of state, and the collar of office (which with its

badge may stand for the knightly order without

which no royal personage's equipment would be com-

plete are directly imitated from the regalia: only

the crown is wanting.

The Lord Mayor is more modest than the worship-

ful master of a certain city company, who is (or

until recently was) crowned with a crimson velvet

cap of office, embroidered with gold and silver.

There is a suspicion of parody about that perform-

ance. As the representative of royalty in its civil

government of the city, the Lord Mayor of London

is, in the eyes of the foreigner, a very important

personage indeed. But we do not see ourselves pre-

cisely as others see us. The irreverent fit regards

him merely as the senior alderman or ex - sheriff,

duly arrived at the height of aldermanic ambition.

No Englishman attributes to him the dignity of

a mediseval doge— for all the pomp and ceremony

spiked metal ball attached by a chain. From very-

earl)' times such a weapon was in use in the Fast.

In Europe it was par excellence the weapon of the

priests militant, who were forbidden to bear the

sword. By its help, they were enabled to obey the

letter of the law and yet shirk the engagement to

peaceful ways implied in their profession of faith.

The mace was also a favourite weapon with the

knights and sergeants, horsemen who in the twelfth

century were second only to them in rank. Later, in

the fourteenth century, by an institution of Richard I.,

the sergeants-at-arms were the king's own bodyguard

of gentlemen. They were called also, from the

weapon they bore, sergeants-at-mace.

The shape of the mace changed with the times,

ami, by the fifteenth century, its ordinary form was

that of a flanged truncheon of iron or steel. The mace

borne before the king in state naturally resembled

the implement of war. As a mark of high favour, it

was granted to mayors and others to whom the royal

authority was delegated, rather as an honorary dis-

tinction than a right, to be preceded by one or more

sergeants with maces bearing the royal arms. Refer-

ence is made to them in the charter of Charles 1. to

the city of Carlisle. In Scotland, it seems, the officers

of his state. To this state belong the swords of

-Hice. the mace, the collar, and the badge.

Of the swords there is not much to say. The
State Sword was restored, according to its inscrip-

tion, no longer ago than 18S0—others are known
as the Old Bailey Sword and the Mourning Sword.
They are not unlike state swords in general— or mili-

tary swords for that matter. The scabbard of the

State Sword, with its cross-bands of sola! gold and

enamelled shields of arms between, is the most in-

teresting thin-- about ii. What is known as the

Pearl Sword, presented to the Corporation by Queen
Elizabeth, has distinct character. The goldsmith's

work of the hill is rough but very rich. The crimson

velvet scabbard, (iligrced over with gold cord, and

studded will, pearls and little discs of gold, is de-

lightfully elaborate in effect, though the means by

which it is arrived at are so simple. The illustra-

i] page -II gives a vcr\ g 1 idea of the design
and detail both of sword hilt and scabbard.

The mac- of office differs materially l'r the more
warliki The military mace was originally a

short stall' of wood or metal, from which swung a

,' -\
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whose function it is to keep silence in the higher In Prance the wand o£ the usher mid the staff of

courts of. law go by the name of "macers." The the beadli are called masse d'kaissier and c/<

serjeants-at-arms who bore the mace were usually respectively.

constables; and the humble staff of Policeman X The flange-headed instrument of war having no

may trace its descent; through the marc of office, very convenient place for the royal arms, the knob

THE KAY OB OF PBESTON

to the sceptre itself. It still bears the royal arms, at its base was gradually i

'

and used to be surmounted by the .Town. (Cromwell for them, until eventually il grew into a bell-shaped

called the mace of the Speaker a "fool's bauble; "and, bowl. The mace, it musl be remembered, had n

indeed, the fool's or jester's bauble is but a mockery double use. In serving process, the sergeant-at-

o£ the sceptre, as the mace is a sort of mock-sceptre, mace showed the bell end ol Ins mace with il
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arms as warrant of his office. Were

opposition offered to liis authority, he

had only I" reverse the emblem, and

lie was provided with a weapon with

which to enforce the obedience of the

contumacious. It was with his mace

of office thai Walworth, it is said,

knocked down Wat Tyler. It was

only natural that, as the civic use

superseded the military use of the

mace, the base which bore the em-

blem significant of the authorit) dele-

gated should grow bigger and bigger,

whilst the offensive flanges shrunk

into less and less conspicuous features

—until at last they dwindled into

mere grooves ill a terminal knob, and

finally disappeared.

The bell end of the mace being

now the important one, it was natu-

rally treated as such by the designer;

accordingly it was surmounted in the

later half of the seventeenth century

by a royal crown, often of exceed-

ingly elegant proportions, beneath

which the royal arms lay like a great

golden seal. In the Jewel Room at

the Tower are the maces which were

borne in state before James II., Charles

II., and William and .Mary. The

maces earned before the Lord Chan-

cellor and the Speaker of (he House

of Commons are of the same kind.

And so is the mace carried before the

Lord Mayor. 'Fhe civic mace is prac-

tically, as ha- been said, a military

mace turned upside down.

The staff of the mace at the Man-
sion House is covered with inscrip-

tions. They date, however, no further

back than the war 1735, when, it ap-

pears, the lit. 'iba,. Sir Edward Bel-

lamy, Knt., was Lord Mayor, ami

John Elderton, Esq., Common Crier

and Sergeant-at-arms. From a further

perusal of the lettering, we gather

the no less interesting particulars as

to how often between that date and

the year L 880 the mace was "re-

paired and regilt
"—as manv as seven

times it appears, in connection with

which important periodical events the

name of ot her Lord Mayors and Com-
mon Criers are immortalised. Tin'

engraving of these inscriptions is just

sufficient to disturb the brightness of
COEl'OEATION MAi ! 0] .
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the gold. It is not enough to be in

any degree effective, nor yet to give

tinner grip to the mace-bearer.

The" chain of office of the Lord

Mayor finds its prototype, as already

said, in the knight's collar, from which

the badge of his order was suspended.

The very collar of " SS " worn by the

Lord Mayor (concerning the origin

of which, by the way, the learned in

such matters still dispute, some sup-

posinLr tin' letters to stand for " Sove-

reaigne" and others for St. Simpli-

i in- was adopted by Henry IV. as a

Lancastrian ensign. It is made up

(p. iiS), like so many of the knightly

collars, of alternating emblems linked

together. The badges of families and

dynasties are frequently used in this

way, such as the rises of York and

Lancaster, the Tudor double rose, the

fleur-de-lis, and the eagle. We find

also emblems of religion, such as

crosses of various kinds, the emblems

of saints, cyphers, and monograms.

It is the connecting links between

such badges, insignificant though they

lie—mere hinges on which the parts

work—that justify the name of chain.

The necessity of in some way linking

together the badges has led to the

introduction of a twist or ornamental

knot to connect them, as in tin' case

of the collar of " SS," and again in

the collars of the orders of the Bath,

the Garter, and St. Patrick, where the

symbolic letters, roses, crowns, or alter-

nating harps and roses, as the case

may lie, are, as a matter of fact, sepa-

rated rather than joined 1>\ an equally

symbolic knot of gold. For this knot-

ting is in idea only. The knots are

not links, but additional objects re-

quiring to be linked to the more pro-

minent emblems by actual links re-

duced to insignificance. Nothing

could well be more unworkmanlike

than this substitution of the sign of

connection in the place of intelligent

joining. Even though the knot lea

symbol of first importance (and knots

of various kinds arc often used of

course as heraldic bailee-'), the instinct

of a competent artist would have been

to make it perform its natural and

useful function too.
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Mr. Alfred Gilbert 1ms treated his new Preston

chain much more as a chain, introducing the words
• Proud Preston, Princeps Paris," on a seriesof labels

which actually link the more prominenl

Features of the collar together. (See p.

29. The loose!) interlacing ends of the

straps, or links, are at once graceful and

full of vigour, suggesting by their turn

and grasp of each other the life and

growth of tender plant tendrils: the

curling tips seem to be feeling for some

sympathetic thing to lay hold of. In

any but a chain of state they would

very possibly be too apt to catch hold

of whatever came near them. This is

a danger which the artist has discreetly

avoided in the smaller chain, designed

to lit the neck, where the ends of the

links are closely knotted together, form-

ing a more practical and work-a-day

chain— a type

of what such

a thing should

be. Mr. Gil-

bert's original

and spirited de-

sign must be a

sort of revela-

tion to the trade jeweller—who has eyes

tO see it.

The shields which form so important

an element in the design are presumably

intended to be emblazoned, although their

shape seems rather to have been deter-

mined with a view to elegance than to

the charges they are to hear. In the

one shield that is not left plain, the

lions passanls cannot be said to occupy

the shield satisfactorily: they are small,

and the lower portion of the field is so

much space "to let." This, however,

is a poiirt which the artist has probably

hardly yet considered: Mr. Gilbert is

too thorough an artist not to consider

it in the execution of his design.

One would like to see the heraldic

shields enamelled in cloisonne or champ-

leve, either of which methods would

almost compel a larger and more effec-

tive treatment than is usually adopted

in the modern process. There is a cer-

tain jewel-like brilliancy in the trans-

parent enamel, such as the red and green in the roses

of the Lord Mayor's collar; bul the effeel of it is

always, somehow, more suggestive of tinsel than of

jewels, which it was obviously intended to im

HILT AXT> SCABBABD 0] in

SWORD PRESENTED TO THE
1 1
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l'.V QUEEN ELIZABETH.

Als the enameller branched off into the art of

painting, he strayed farther and farther froi

domain of enamel. It is to be doubted whether we
have not to thank Leonard and the other

greal enamel-painters of Limoges for

diverting (as genius so often has d

a worth) art Erom its natural path. It

may read like bigotry, bu1 it is the

straight gate and narrow way which
lead to perfection in craftsmanship.

That there are hut few w ho find it is

only too evident.

There is not much really noteworthy

workmanship in the insignia of mayor-

alty at the Mansion House m I much
that would make one care to know who
did it. There is a certain clumsiness of

execution even in the smaller work, such

as the collar, where it is least excusable.

This may he accounted for in pari by

the British prc-

I'. pence for

" g I, solid

solidity-

being about the

last thin- 1..

fe desired in

jewellery.

Bui it i- clear, besides, i hat I

has not been done b) craftsmen of pre-

eminent ability. That accounts also for

thecomn place character of our modern

goldsmiths' work. It is relegated almost

entirely to a class of workmen who are

searcel) recognised as artists, and cer-

tainly not paid as such—who are com-

pels d b) condil ti ns of 1 rade to work so

persistently below their best, that, when

occasion comes for ail, they are not

equal to it.

May it he taken as an indication

of a tendenc) to better wa) Hut an

artist of Mr. Gilbert's gifts should have

been entrusted with tin

Preston collar ? If he should ai I

execute the work, the \ ictorian gold-

smith will he competing for once on

lie. it equal ground with the artificers of

the time of Cellini. Our difficult) i-,

thai it is pecuniarily nol worth the

artist's while to adopl an ait like the

goldsmil h's as his m t r ; and, if he

only take to it .m occasion, he canuol possibly do

in it all that he might have done had he once - I ved

his apprenticeship to it. And that is one of the

evils of separating craftsmanship and art.
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OIvI E months ago I

found myself on a

very bright morning

nil board the Pioneer

steamer, which plies

to and fro between

Loch Sunart and

( )ban ; soon after ten

o'clock we steamed

mil of the Sound of

Mull on our way
to the latter place.

The scenery there

has been familiar to

me for upwards of

twenty years ; I

have seen it at all

hours of the day and

even of the night, in morning and evening, in storm

and sunshine. I have seen that iron coast lashed by

Atlantic breakers, with the rugged hills towering dark

and sullen, like the gates to some inhospitable land
;

and I have seen the sunset glowing on their peaks,

which burned like flames against the eastern sky.

But on this las! occasion 1 saw them under a new

aspect : the wind was easterly, and there was a de-

cided mirage; a thin, colourless band separated the

water from the land, which seemed steeper and higher

than usual. The land loomed, as sailors say. On
my left were the granite hills of Morven and Suuart ;

on my right, on the far side of the Linnhe Loch, w;is

a long stretch of the Argyllshire Highlands, bending

northwards, a vista of mountains, peak behind peak,

from Ben Cruachan and the Hills of Appin and Glen-

enc tn distant Ben Xevis, whose truncated cone was

clearly defined against the sky. They were exces-

sively sharp but pale and filmy, their lights of an

indescribable amber colour, tinged with rose, their

shadows of a clear cerulean blue. The sky was pale

ultramarine blue, barred with white, and the sea

the colour a turquoise stone would be were it not

cloudy bill transparent; add some flocks of white

sea-gulls flying round the ship, and the reader can

picture to himself in a dim and partial way some-

thing of the beaut) of what I witnessed. I tut I

it convey f.o him the impression it produced upon

my feelings ; the sense of littleness and utter worth-

lessness, the awful recognition of sublimity, of stu-

pi-iidmis might and majesty with which it impressed

DGSON, R.A.

me. Those eternal hills which had decked themselves

in their robes of azure and gold and sat reposing in

their unalterable strength and endurance, with the

cloud-wreaths floating lightly round their heads and

their feet upon the quiet waters, seemed utterly aloof

from, and utterly regardless of, human troubles and

vicissitudes.

As I recall that scene, I ask myself, how would

the stern doctrinarians, the theorists who hold colour

so cheaply, as such a sensuous and inferior thing,

account for the strong impression it created?

It is evident thai the supreme Artist and Artificer

of the universe dues not disdain to use it. From

morn till eve it seems to be His delight to vary its

harmonies, to change its key from sad to gay, from

solemn to playful, and to find beauty and impressive-

ness always.

\\ c might expect to find colour, which so power-

fully affects the imagination, occupying an impor-

tant place in art-education; as the facts are, we are

disappointed we might almost say, that the reverse

is the case, that it is ignored. The subject is so con-

fessedly difficult, that not only in England, but in

France, Holland, Belgium, Italy, and Germany, it

seems to have been abandoned and left to the pro-

cesses of nature. In all academies and schools of art,

from the sixteenth century downwards, the attention

of students has been directed to drawing, design, com-

position, perspective, and anatomy
; and around these

subjects there has grown up a mass of writings, of pro-

fessorial formula' and dogmas, which exhibit an inter-

esting variety in their degrees of wisdom and imbecility.

A great effort has been made to affiliate art to philo-

sophy. For instance, because a Greek philosopher

invented a theory of abstract beauty, based on the

postulate <<\' a prim- conscious existence—a postulate

which no living creature now will accept it has been

argued thai the excellence of Greek sculpture was the

result of that theory, which it was not, and can be

proved not to have been on historical evidence, seeing

that Plat. i did lint enme into the World till seventy

years after Phidias; and consequently if his theory bad

any effect whatever mi Greek art. which it probably

had not, it produced its decline. The ancient Greek

was ail artist to the core; he never ceased tn be one

to the latest days of his melancholy history ; and the

(iiacubis esuriens satirised by Juvenal, though he

was a rogue, a liar, and a sycophant, still preserved

within him the instinct of the beautiful. Hut Greek
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art had reached its highest point in Phidias, its

supreme intellectual limit, the point of calm con-

templation ; after him it had descended to the

feverish regions of sensuous excitement, and what-

ever Plato may have done for it he did not elevate

its tone. It is ill playing with classification in

matters of art, where every quality is precious, if

it be only genuine and from the heart. Though
design may t ravel by a dif-

ferent road to reach the in-

tellect and the imagination,

colour gets there also, and

makes itself equally im-

portant.

It has been said that

this valuable quality cannot

be taught ; it is so far

true, that yon cannot point

out or explain what par-

ticular tint of blue or grey

will become beautiful when

plaeed next to a particular

tint of yellow or red, that

requires what the French

call "la bosse ;
" yet you

can put students in posses-

sion of the science of co-

louring—and there is one

—you can explain what

constitute-: good colouring,

and what are its proper-

ties, and by calling their

attention to it, you may
stimulate independent in-

quiry, and so develop " la

bosse," if it is in them.

In the Middle Ages,

and even to the close of

the fifteenth century, every

THE LEGEND OP ROBIN QOODPELLOW,

(From a Drawing by J. E. Hodgson, It. 1. Engraved by Scheie.)

and Breughel. In any case, it seems repugnanl to

reason to attribute the general excellence of a school

'" a coincideni E individual gifts, and we must,

suppose that amongst the Venetians and the Dutch
colouring was taught, and taught successfully.

This is further borne out by the fact that each of

these schools had its peculiar characteristic attribute.

Amongst the Venetians colouring received its glor\

IV. an without — from at mo-

spheric causes ;
they loved

to represent objects glow-

ing in the golden light of

evening in a coloured at-

mosphere. The Flemings

and Dutch, with a few ex-

ceptions - such as Cuyp
and Both—painted colour-

less light, and the lustre

of their colouring was de-

rived from that inherent

in the objects represented.

In our day there is no

country in Europe which

can so fairly lay claim to

have produced a school of

colourists as our own.

British pictures seen in

foreign galleries arrest the

eye at once by the lustre

and variety of their tint-

ing. An eminent French

painter, on entering an

English exhibition for the

first time, turned his eyes

rapidly from side to side,

and then exclaimed, " An
moins e'est gai !

" From
the days of l!e\ Holds to

our own British artists

individual artist held towards some other individual have aimed at producing tine colour, and if in quite

artist the position of pupil to master, and it is rea-

sonable to suppose that he imbibed from him many
valuable rules and precepts which are now lost,

which were scattered when the personal relationship

ceased, when the master ceased to be an individual

and became an academy.

How else can we account for the facts? An ad-

recent exhibitions we notice a change in that respect,

that must be attributed to the influence of French

teaching, which, after centuries of careful schoi

of professorial industry, and elaborate classification,

has arrived at producing quite an unnatural divorce

between colour and chiaroscuro, which are, in reality,

inseparable. This process has of late years been

mirable method of colouring prevailed amongst the accelerated by the introduction of photography and

Venetians from the earliest times ; Carpaecio, Carlo its cousins -heliotype, photogravure, &c. inventions

Crivelii, Cima da Conegliano, and Bonifazziu had a which seem to give emphasis to an artificial distinc-

profound science in colouring, which was afterwards tion. To establish this statement I must venture on

perfected by Giorgione, Tit ian, P.Veronese, and I'm to- a little analysis.

retto. We find an equally admirable practice amongst The complete and perfected art of pan

tin' Dutch painters of the seventeenth century, who a representation of the appearance of nature a

may have had access to traditions handed down from representation as complete as the materials will

the Van Lyeks through Van der Weyden, Memling, admit of — and all the appearances of nature are
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comprehended under the heading of coloured spaces, third attribute partly independent of them. It is the

We cannot get farther back than that. I assume, property which some colours have of asserting them-

as necessary to the argument, and as logically con- selves, and of looking more illumined than others;

si-tent with 1'aets, that black and white are colours, such we call advancing colours, yellow, orange, and

and that an " eyeless cavern ''
is a spa I' a black certain tints of red for instance, whilst others, such

colour. Form is produced by the limits of coloured as blue-grey and certain tints of green and purple,

spaces. Eugene Veron expresses the same idea in we call receding colours. The proper management of

these words:— " Perspective and colour—these are this attribute in colours constitutes the art of aerial

the two generative elements of painting. Colour perspective.

distinguishes objects from each other, and perspee- Tone, tint, and luminosity are the essential

tive puts them in their proper place." The intro- generative elements of painting, as they are of the

duction of perspective here is unnecessary, and might appearances of nature—design and drawing, as I

he confusing. In Liouardo da Vinci's treatise the have said before, being determined by them. Nature

following passage occurs:—" Do not make the boun- presents us with an infinite variety of colours, conse-

daries of your figures with any other colour than quently also of tones and tints; ami modern French

that of the background on which they are placed— education is faulty, inasmuch as though it calls the

that is, avoid making dark outlines. The boundaries attention of students to the variety of tones, yet it

which separate one body from another are of the does not insist on an equal variety of tints; and

nature of mathematical lines, hut not of real lines. without the union of the two you cannot have tine

The end of any colour is only the beginning of colouring. You cannot separate chiaroscuro from

another; and it ought not to he called a line, for colour without doing violence to nature.

nothing interposes between them except the termi- The science of colours, which was a notable battle-

nation of the on" against the other, which, being ground in the days when the " Farbenlehre " was a.

nothing in itself, cannot he perceivable." The art new book, has, in our times, received great additions,

of drawing with pencil or chalk on paper is, there- and the German savant, Helmholtz, lias arrived at

fore, a conventional art. By long habit and common conclusions which must lie interesting and useful

consent we have learnt to accept the outline as ex- to artists, lie discovered accidentally that a ray of

pressing the limit between two colours. Form is white lie-lit passing through a hole in a red curtain

therefore included in colour—not independent, but a and striking on a white wall produced a green spot,

condition of it ; ami so with chiaroscuro. Colours and changing the conditions he found that in passing

have two properties: tone and tint. through a hole in a green curtain the spot was red ;

Teiie is a. quality independent of the blueness, this led to further investigations, which established

redness, or yellowness of an object; if indicates the the fact that round every colour the eye sees a,

amount of light which any given colour reflects. The nimbus or halo of its contrasting colour ; round red

French have called this the " value " of a colour- a halo of green, round blue of orange, and so forth

—

e.g., Naples yellow reflects more light than vermilion, hence the intensity produced by tin- juxtaposition of

and that more than indigo, whereas black reflects contrasting colours. Green placed next 1o scarlet is

none at all, and white absorbs none, hut gives it made intense, because it receives the halo or spectrum

all hack. The chiaroscuro of a picture, therefore, of the scarlet, which makes the green more green ;

is determined by the tones inherent m the colours whereas green placed next to yellow is dimmed,

with which it is painted, and the picture in which because it is suffused with a violet tinge, which is

the colours of nature are most nicely felt and dis- the spectrum of yellow. This same Helmholtz made

criminated will present the greatest subtlety and further experiments by crossing ray S ,,[ coloured

variety of chiaroscuro. lieht ; the chief interest of the investigations to art-

Tint refers to the particular rays of lie-lit which ists lying in the explanation they offer on that very

any given object or substance reflects: the red, abstruse subject, the action and reaction of colours

yellow, blue, or < ipound rays. Tints act upon each upon each other. We have seen that every colour

other in a peculiarly complex way, and the science of carries round it a halo of coloured light which is

colouring is eomn I\ supposed t nsist in the tinted with its contrasting colour, and it is con-

adjustment and juxtaposition of tints; hut the ad- sistent to assume that when two colours are placed

just nt and juxtaposition of tones is equally neces- so near each other that their respective hales over-

sary to produce good colouring. R. Toppffer, in his lap, the ordinary phenomena which result from the

• Menus propos," says that "the genius of the crossine- nf coloured rays of lighl will be produced,

colourisf is distinguished chiefly h\ the discrimina- So that, if we take a square and divide it in half,

tion of relative ten,-.'' painting one side bright yellow and the other scarlet,

In addition to tone and lint we may discern a, leaving a white spot in the middle, t hat spot will be
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tinged with violet I'rom one side and green from the

other; and a mixture of violet and green, accord-

ing tn the table of Helmholtz, produces a pale blue,

and blue is the contrasting colour of orange, or the

mixture of red and yellow; if the spot were pink

instead of white, by the addition of blue it would

appear violet ; if of a pale green it would assume a

beautiful aquamarine tint, and a no colour: a touch

of mud-like umber and white, such as a great colourist

would probably put in such a place, would be trans-

formed into an indescribably beautiful tint, for which

we could find no name. But it', instead of scarlet

No sooner dues he leave his workshop than
plump down the chimney comes Robin Goodfellow,

his face beaming with fun and mischief. He carries

a. magic palette mi his thumb, and, climbing up
on the painter's -to,. I, and balancing himself mi Ins

two little fat legs, ho proceeds to glaze over the

picture with phantom wash.-, of yellow, violet, and

green.

la the morning the painter does not know his

own picture. " What has happened to it ?" he says.

"That Infant's flesh was only red earth and white;

what makes it look so golden? And that Virgin's

NEABINO OBAN.

[gram a Drawing by J. /:. Hodgson, R.A. Engraved by Schm.)

and yellow, we have yellow and blue in opposition,

they would be surrounded by halos of orange and

violet; and the crossing of orange and violet rays,

according to the table, produces a dark rose colour, a

most unexpected result; aud a pink spot, therefore,

would be intensified into crimson.

In the juxtaposition of colours there is, therefore,

a peculiar and mysterious property of suggesting

colours which do not actually exist in any other way
than that they are actually seen. It is the founda-

tion of a fairy tale :

—

lu a mediaeval town a poor painter lias been toil-

ing without ceasing. The Abbot of Sta. Maria had

called in the morning to say that, as the morrow

was the festival of the Blessed Virgin, the picture

commissioned must be in its place to hang over her

altar. Without having hid time to think of results,

the painter has mixed the tints for the flesh, the

traditional red and blue garments of the Virgin, the

russet robes of Joseph, and the grey marble of the

background. He has toiled all day, laying them on

as deftly and as expeditiously as he could. Tired

and dazed with his labour, he goes to his evening

meal to solace himself in the society of his wife and

children.

mantle, I thought, looked crude, and would never do;

it is sober, rich, and beautiful." The \l.Kot calls,

and is delighted; he pays double the sum agreed

upon. The painter rushes and embraces his wife,

who begins to cry, poor soul ! And in all that

mediaeval town there is not a happier or more pious

couple at the festival of the Blessed Virgin.

Truly in colouring we arc dealing with things

which have no tangible existenci—with ghosts and

phantoms, with creatures we may raise but cannot

lay. In the days when demonology and witchcraft

were practised— if ever they were practised, as

matter-of-fact people doubt it was underst 1 to

be very imprudent to practise until you had tho-

roughly mastered the craft, aud instances are re-

corded of people who knew enough to bid a demon
fetch them water, but, not knowing the formula

which would make him leave. iff, he continued until

he drowned them. And, in like manner, a young

painter may have learnt enough from such elemen-

tary cabalistic 1 ks as " Catalogus Winsori cum

Newtono" as will enable him to summon his cad-

mium and cobalt from the \a-l\ deep, hut he has

no power to allay the havoc and destruction they

d around them.
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These things I have mentioned arc the results

of science, but great eolourists— men who possessed

" la bnsse," the gift, in a supreme degree —arrived at

them by divination. Witness Rubens, who often

spread large masses of scarlet as a sedative -" un

calniant/' as Fromentin calls it— the green halo

which scarlet carries round it, quieting everything

in its neighbourhood.

How infinitely noble is knowledge — science,

literally speaking ! How it elevates human nature

!

Here is a dryasdustic German savant patiently fol-

lowing up certain investigations, and arriving at

curious results. And what happens? A sudden

ii| othcosis of the great men of art. " The Marriage

of Cana," by P. Veronese, becomes a miracle; the

mind staggers to think of such an achievement when

it is informed that every one of the thousand tints on

that huge canvas is acting on others and being acted

upon, and vet perceives so much brilliancy and har-

mony. And what a wholesome conviction it forces

upon us, that this poor modicum of thinking-matter

which we carry about with us, and which we have

been palming off on a credulous public as our brains,

is mere organic hut uninformed syllogistic proto-

plasm, tit for no better purposes than talking about

things, instead of doing them !

It is a fact well known to artists that certain

colours have a superior insistency, assert themselves

more powerfully than others, and that, to ensure

harmony, they must be used sparingly; purple,

green, orange, blue, red, and yellow, represent such

power of assertion arranged in a descending scale ;

red and yellow are. therefore, the colours which may
be used in the largest masses.

Hut alas ! all this dissection and analysis tends

to weaken our enjoyment of nature and of art ;
and

the artist is doomed to suffer a sad abatement of

his joys. When 1 found myself on that September

morning contemplating the majestic glory of Ben

Cruachan ami lien Nevis, with all their mountain

retinue, clothed in festive garments of gold ami

azure, and I watched the liquid folds of green and

silver rolling over the face of the waters, I was

tormented and saddened by the conscious impossi-

bility of reproduction. Art seemed a vain and hope-

less thing, and so it must ever seem to the artist.

Who would care to know what passes behind the scenes

when the lightning Hashes and the thunder rolls,

and when Lear, his wits all distracted by ingratitude

and injustice, is calling on the storm to wreck this

miserable world? Who would care to have seen

the actor reciting his part before a looking-glass ?

Who would willingly choose to know the mechanism

of the storm, to watch the carpenters burning the

sulphate of barytes and agitating the sheets of tin ?

Art-writing to interest the world must be written

from the front of the proscenium. The object of

ait is to please, to captivate the imagination and the

senses; the literature of the studio is only vexation

to the spirit, a dreary catalogue of means, dry husks,

like autumn leaves, swept up in heaps, out of which

we would reconstruct the leafy grandeur of the forest

oak, under whose shade we rested in the dog da\ s

and listened to the birds singing on its boughs.

::^nc

Tin; HAUNT OF IMS.

(.From a Drawing by .'. E. Hodgson, li.A. Engraved by Miss Bergman.)
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ALFRED GILBERT, A.R.A.—II.

liv \V. COSMO MONKHOUSE

HE general interest aroused

l>y Mr. Gilbert's works

—

so

few in number and, as a rule,

so small in scab— is a matter

for more wonder than any

i' ti^v' Bv y\ professional recognition of

0@OEsHwSk«ij/ bis merits. Moreover, Mr.

fesStA' (iilhorl lia- Ii"!. :i- tlnii--

go, had long to waif for it He was born in 1854,

and is therefore not yet thirty-five years old, and

it is only during the last six or seven years thai

his work lias been seen in London exhibitions. It

is not too much to say thai hitherto he has been

monumental statue of "The Queen " at Winchester

lias been unveiled, so to speak, to a large public.

The "Icarus" and the " Perseus" are both in-

stances that the source from which what are generally

called the " subjects " of works of art are derived is

noi of so much importance as the treatment of them.

Of the number of persons who have been arrested

and charmed by these statuettes a ureal many knew
little or nothing of the legends they illustrate. In

the figure of Perseus Mr. Gilbert may be said to

have stooped to conquer. (See p. 39. Instead of

giving us the hero engaged in mortal combal with

the monster, he has chosen the simple motive of

generally known by two statuettes only — the looking a( the sel of his winged sandal. It is what
" Perseus " and the "learns"—and by his memo- may be called heroic ^ The pose and occupa-

rial of Henry 1'aweelt in Westminster Abbey. It lion are both allied to OUl' experience, though We do

is only this year, at the Royal Academy, that his not wear winged shoes or go about without <
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Everybody has seen other people hold themselves so, the art of. sculpture is one and indivisible, whether

and bend the knee so, looking sidelong down at one applied to realise the dream of the imagination or

foot, the whole body curved aside and balanced on the t" express the character of an individual. On the

other. The action is simple ar.d graceful, producing cue hand, imaginative sculpture has become a means

beautiful arran°-ements of line, subtle modulations of expressing modern feelings; en the other, the

of muscle ami variety of tension. There is not a portrait has been raised to its true dignity in line

square inch of the body's surface that is not alive and art. Although these facts are only just beginning

interesting for its own sake. We see not only the to he appreciated by the many, the movement in

111',, of the figure, hut the life and thought of the the right direction was not begun by the young

artist imparted by bis fingers to the dead clay, and group of sculptors of which .Mr. Gilbert is one.

what is not of small importance a feeling of It was Foley who in England first produced work

elegance and refinement rules

the whole conception.

In the " Icarus," Mr. Gil-

bert had a motive of deeper

spiritual significance, and one

which, though more dependent

upon legend for its sentiment,

appeals at once to us, and

scarcely needs a hint to ex-

plain
'

itself. (See p. 40.)

Whether we know about or

care about Icarus himself, it is

impossible not to feel that this

lithe and strong young man is

about to trust himself to those

wings ami is pausing before

the great moment of venture.

The figure i> not lcs> easy and

natural than that of the " Per-

seus," and by the beauty ami

subtlety of its modelling, by

its variety of picturesque sil-

houette, its freshness and re-

pose, its line balance and ro-

mantic elegance, it can scarcely

fail to appeal to the most

dormant artistic sense.

Mr. Gilbert has thus, in

these two Statuettes, succeeded

in making figures interesting"

STUDY UK A ] 1 1 All.

(From th, Bust by Alfred Gilbert, a./:. A.)

ivhieh was capable of arous

ing a vital interest in modern

English sculpture. He was

thoroughly earnest and manly,

straightforward and simple.

He weid to nature and not to

art for his forms ; his con-

ceptions of strength and beauty

were his own ; he thought in

English ami lie spoke in Eng-

lish. But he spoke as a sculp-

tor should speak— in the lan-

guage of form; and those who

really knew what sculpture

was, saw, not perhaps without

surprise, (hat modern thought

and feeling could vitalise a

statue, and that modern faces

and modern dresses— the men,

the animals, the things that

were the common objects of

their daily life had elements

of grandeur and beauty worthy

of the immortality of marble

or bronze, lie showed that

costume was really no bar to

the genius of a great sculptor;

that Hampden in the seven-

teenth, Goldsmith in the

eighteenth, and Lord llard-

and beautiful to a modern English audience which, inge in the nineteenth century, could he represented

except that they were conceived by a modem I'.ng- in the garb they wore without loss of dignity or

lishman, have little or nothing that is English about poetry, lie showed us in " Caractacus " that the

them. Taking living Italians for his models, and ancient Briton was no less a subject for sculpture

his subjects from classical legend, he has produced than the ancient Greek; and in his magnificent

work winch is both original and alive. And he has group of Asia, on the Albert Memorial, that such

done this simply because he has attempted to realise an intangible idea as the mysterious spirit of the

nothing wind, 'he has not felt himself, because the East could be made to breathe from marble; that

form ami the thought and the style have all been Indians, Persians, and Chinamen no less than Kng-

the expressi E his own individuality. lishmen, elephants no less than horses, were capa-

[n Mr. Gilbert's work, whether portrait or such ble of sculpturesque treatment. Between Foley

statuettes as these, we see (as, indeed, we may sec in and Gilbert there are many names which would de-

hundreds of other works by other sculptors, at home serve mention in a history of English sculpture,

and abroad) that the gulf between ancient ideals but in connection with Mr. Alfred Gilbert and

ami modern l ds is fairly bridged over, and that other living sculptors who form what may truly
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he called the "new school," the most important is figure; the grand bu1 graceful lines and masses of

that of the late Ufred Stevens, the designer of the the robes; the fringed footstool
; the sceptre and the

Wellington monument in St. Paul's, perhaps, in globe, with its exquisite flying figure of Victon ill

grandeur of style and vigorous imagination, the

greatest monument since Michelangelo. Stevens

was the precursor, it may be said the founder, of

the school, which, by its reference to nature for its

models and its motives, and to the artist's own feel-

ing for its inspiration, has

male little less than a re-

volution in English plastic

art. In the workmanship,

l>e it added, no less than

in the spirit— for nothing

divides the sculpture of the

new school from that of the

old more completely than

the thoroughness and truth

of its modelling. The lan-

guage that I have used

with regard to Mr. Gilbert's

" Perseus " could scarcely

have been applied with truth

to any English sculptor a

few years ago. It would

then have been bard to find

a figure of which it could he

said that "every square inch

of its surface was interest-

ing for its own sake." Of
the mobility of a complex

organism, of the infinite

variety of its surface, of the

elasticity of its skin (in-

deed, of the existence of a

skin at all), the tame old

style of modelling gave little

or no evidence.

Hut to return to Mr.

Gilbert and portrait. The

most important effort he

lias made in this direction

is the monumental statue

• f The Queen" at Win-
chester, the cast of which was recently in the Royal lil

Academy. It is not, of course, a portrait only, for he

{From ///. si„!K,iir L/i i;/it(J Gilbert, A. ft A
i .1. p. Uesettlnc, Esq.)

these and other ornaments and accessories, volumin-

ous and elaborate as they are, instead of overpower-

ing the figure, simply enshrine and decorate it

with honour and majesty. In the midst of all, the

Queen sits with perfect ease, superb hut unaffected.

As an example of Mr.

Gilbert's work, when it

treats a, subject of pureh

national interest, the next in

importance is his memorial

id' Henry Fawcett in West-

minster Abbey. (See p. 1.)

In its comparal ively diminu-

tive size and its decorative

adjustment to the traceried

arch of the screen in which

it is set, it offers a striking

contrast to the huge and

clumsy compositions which

block the passages and mu-
tilate the beauty of the

Abbey. It is composed of

a portrait-medallion, and a

row of little figures, repre-

senting the virtues of the

late blind statesman and

economist. Fortitude stands

in the middle, supported on

cither hand by Justice ami

Modesty ; by the side of

Justice is Zeal ; by t he side

of Modesty Industry— all

upright, full-length figures,

and in the lower spaces,

where the curve of the arch

springs, aretwo seated figures

suggestive of Brotherhood.

The thought is simple ; but

the execution is so full of

invention, that the mere <\<'-

si ription of the little life-

figures with their emblems canm I
1"- attempted

They present so many varieties of surface and

it represents the Queen in State, enthroned and

robed and crowned, globe and sceptre in hand, and

is intended to convey the idea of the power and

majesty of her great office; but it is a portrait,

nevertheless, and an admirable one—dignified but

gentle, spirited but yet touched by that shade of

melancholy which has rested on her face since her

Consort's death.

The whole effect of the statue is magnificent. The

stately architectural throne, adorned with niche and

texture, of light and shade, of poise and gesture,

shape and out line, and arc so embroidered with the

growth of the artist's fancy, that they are like a

little garden of sculpture. The decorative and

picturesque richness of their interest emphasises

rather than diminishes the solemn simplicity of the

head above. An admirable likeness as nearly all

can judge— it is full of the finest feeling. Thi

tellectual and strangely sympathetic features are

modelled with the greatest tenderness. He has
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caught tlic pathetic, listening look which long years

of blindness engraves on the human Pace, and the

expression of attention is so strong thai it is difficult

to realise that the eyes are closed.

The record of Mr. Gilbert's achievement down to

tween the works of living men. I have no wish

to point out in what respects Mr. Gilbert's work is

superior, or in what inferior to that of his fellow-

artists; but I wish to point out that in one direc-

tion he is more versatile than most, ami that is in

the present time would not be complete without every description of ornamental metal-w< Tr

mention of a life-sized

piaster group, called the

" Enchanted Chair,"

which (or a portion of

which) was exhibited in

L836. (See p. |.) It is,

perhaps, t lie most purely

imaginative work that he

has produced, and is dis-

tinguished by its bold-

ness and originality. In

a chair of strange de-

sign, supported by winged

heads, sits a nude female

figure, her head fallen on

her shoulder in profound

sleep. Perched on the

hack of her chair stands

a huge eagle, conceived

with great vigour, half-

spreading his wings in a

canopy over her, and at

her feet a frightened

dove.

It is such work of

Mr. Gilbert's, especially

the Fawectt Memorial

and the statue of the

Queen, that makes one

feel hopeful about a really

national school of sculp-

ture, which shall produce

works thoroughly under-

sl 1, admired, ami loved

by (he people. If Mr.

Gilbert stood alone, there

would not he so much

ground for hope
; hut he

is only one of many who

are gradually vitalising ev

life is visible all along

(icenl " Mode;," of Mr. '1

kittens of Miss Chaplin,

thai the modeller

/••r,./, >•/./ l.i mhi

•rv kind of sculpture. Fresh

the line, from the magni-

'hornycroft to the sprightly

What is to be desired is

lit should not be a mere

ibjecl of admiration at exhibitions, in churches,

mil public places, but should enter our homes in

statuette, in frieze, and mantelpiece, in articles nf

personal ornament and domestic use. 1 have care-

fully avoided in this article any comparisons be-

of Mr. Gilbert's exuber-

ant invention in orna-

ment will be found on

nearly all his sculpture.

If it were not that his

fertility were restrained

by a fastidious taste, it

might be pointed out as

one of his dangers, if

not of his defects; hut

as it is, it only makes

his work more engaging.

But, apart from his sculp-

ture proper, his active

fancy delights in design-

ing ornament and orna-

ments—rings, necklaces,

&c, which his skill in

metal-work enables him

to cany out himself. Of

his ingenuity in this re-

gard there is an import-

ant and interesting ex-

ample in the Royal Aca-

demy now, in his model

of a collar, chain, and

badge for the Corpora-

tion of Preston.* The

richness of this design is

the more remarkable when

we take into account the

simple elements of which

it is composed. If we

disregard the gems and

enamelled decorations,

nearly the whole of this

sumptuous ornament is

composed of twisted strips

of plain metal. This

ie he intends to execute

with his own hand. No work of the kind is be-

neath the dignity of the artist, and no employ-

ment of his fancy will do more to encourage the

growth of real artistic taste amongst us. Among

the more important works upon which Mr. Gilbert

is now engaged are a fountain for Piccadilly Circus,

in commemoration of Lord Shaftesbury, and a. memo-

rial of (he laic Randolph ('aid tl.

See illustration on p. '-'a.

lahorate p if orfi
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SOME FAMOUS SCENE PAINTERS.

By W. J. LAWRENCE.

IT is quite in keeping that the Mother of Modern formulating definite rules of perspective di covered

Art should have lent herself to the fostering of the points of distance to which all lines making an

theatrical decoration at a time when the Drama in angle of forty-five degrees with the ground-line arc

other countries had little name, and certainly no local drawn. Peruzzi derived so much benefil from hit

SCENE IJJ " PARADISE.

(From the "Adamo" of G. B. Andrelni, Milan, 1613.)

habitation. The conditions of art in Italy prior to the

introduction and general practice of oil-painting were

such as to facilitate progress in scenic embellishment.

Before the time of Domenico the Venetian, working

in distemper was the method invariably employed mi

wall, wood, or canvas. That the Italians are natural

scene-painters their long extended proficiency in the

kindred art of historico-allegorico-mural decoration

would surely go to show

.

Although Brunelleschi and II Cecca had previously

laboured to endow the sacred rappreicnta ioni of

Florence with a suitable background, the Cimabue of

theatric art arose in Balthazar Peruzzi (1 180— L536
,

the Siennese artist who in pursuing the investigations

of Pietro del Borgo, instituted with the purpose ol

studies in this way that Titian is said to have i

for a ladder mice in viewing some of his decorative

work in the Farnesiua Palace in order to bee

assured by the sense of touch that the ornaments and

mouldings were uol really in relief as they appeared.

1 1 is powerful and abiding influence a a scenist sprang

from the circumstance that he was the first to apply

perspective to the art of the theatre. \ asari, who

gives us much important information concerning

Peruzzi, expresses Ins astonishment at the numbi r of

palaces, houses, streets, &c, he was capable of i-

pressing within the limits of a single scene without

giving the impression of overcrowding. So t

his best scenery was painted for Bibiena's "Calandra,"

when that deadly-lively piece was performed at the
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Vatican before Ij< *< > X. in honour of the Duchess of

Mantua about the year 1514.

During the brief reign of the amorous Alessandro,

Florence boasted the possession of two scenic artists

of superlative genius in the persons of Andrea Del

Sarto and Bastiano detto Aristotile. Upon his

accession in 1532 the duke had commissioned the

incarcerated Gio. Maria Primerani to compose a

tragi-comedy on the escapades of Tamar the daughter

of David; and this was furnished with scenery by

Aristotili
—"the finest," says Vasari, "that hail ever

been seen." Four years afterwards the same artist

designed ami erected a temporary theatre in the greal

court of the ducal palace for the production of Laudi's

"Commodo," supplying also by way of scenic embellish-

ment several views of Pisa, including the Leaning

Tower ami the Round Temple of San Giovanni.

Sonic idea of the perfection to which scenic illusion

had been brought by the Italians in the sixteenth

century may be "leaned from an examination of our

own masques, which were purely the outcome of

[nigo Jones's observations in Rome and Venice in

am! about the years 1605 and 1612. Perhaps the

greatest impetus ever given to spectacular effect was

that occasioned by the rage for opera at Venice, which

commenced in 1640 and lasted for upwards of half

a century. Mythological subjects were invariably

chosen for treatment, thus allowing the scene-painter

and machinist full scope to dazzle the spectator with

fantastic surprises. Although labouring under the

disadvantage of a system of illumination not properly

under control, the Italians, from their partiality to a

brilliantly lightcJ stage, produced, we are told, some

remarkable effects. A favourite spectacle was that

of a pal. ice, largely composed of many-hued crystals,

which shed a brilliant radiance around by means of

subtly concealed torches, while descending from the

clouds freighted with a complete Olympus ! When
Western Europe became smitten with the opera

craze the migrating vocalists brought in their train

numerous scenic artists and machinists. France had

her native lyric art in 1645, and from that source

Sir William Davenant derived the first scenery used

on the English slaev. The Italian influence on

English scenic art, it may be remarked, lasted down

almost to our time, beginning with Brunetti and

Amiconi, and continuing through Zucarelli and

Novosielski to Marinari and Augustus Aglio.

After fifty years of scenic excess the Italians, by

way of relief, abandoned mythological opera in

favour of historical subjects. Fewer demands were

made on the ingenuity of the machinists, and, as

a consequence, a quieter and more artistic school

of scene-painters sprang up, foremost among whom
were Canaletto, Bibiena Galli, and the Chevalier Ser-

vandoni. The beneficial influence of the two last-

named on European scenery could hardly be over-

estimated. Although variously-gifted men, Bibiena

and Servandoni had much in common. In the

grandeur of their ideas they were architects fit for

kings, and by all sorts and conditions of potentates

were they employed. Their architectural and per-

spective paintings are to be found in the Louvre and

most of the principal Italian galleries. Ferdinando

Galli (surnamed Bibiena, after his father, who derived

the appellation from his birthplace) was born at

Bologna in 1657, and studied under Carlo Cignani.

His scenic work, like his pictures, was remarkable

for excellent composition ami perspective, and perfect

light and shade. To him Algarotti attributes the

introduction on the stage of "accidental points, or

rather the invention of viewing scenes by the ancle,"

a s\stem capable of some picturesque effects when

practised with forethought and judgment. Writing

in 173(1, Riecoboni informs us that Ferdinando Bibiena

and his younger brother Francisco had " convinced

all Europe, by their grand decorations, that a theatre

may be adorned without machinery, not only with

as much magnificence, but with more propriety."

The brothers were both dead in 1 74-3.

Servandoni, a Florentine artist (1095— 1766),

wdio came to Paris in 172(i, was elected a member

of the various academies and knighted on his ap-

pointment as architect painter to Louis XV. He

was one of the chief promoters of the theatrical

ballet, and effected many vital improvements in

French mise-eti-scene during the eighteen years he

remained director of stage appointments at the Opera.

Owing- to the numerous architectural commissions he

received outside France, Servandoni was also enabled

to leave the impress of his genius on the scenic art

of other capitals. He was in England in 1749, and

painted some scenery for the Opera and Covent

Garden, of which that at the latter house was

carefully preserved for thirty years afterwards.

Although scene-painting was somewhat tardy in

taking mot in France, the native school can boast in

Boucher, Boquet, Tardif, Bandon, Degotti, Ciceri,

Sechan, Dieterle, Desplechin, Cambon, Nolan, Chape-

ron, Cheret, and Daguerre, a list of votaries worthy

of comparison with the best that Italy could produce.

A proof ,,f the practical utility of the scientist be-

hind the scenes is afforded by Daguerre's career. The

same powers that assi>ted Niepec in the investiga-

tion of sun-pictures, and Ronton in the perfecting

of dioramie effect, were brought to bear with equal

success on the optics of the theatre. One of the

scenes painted and arranged by Daguerre at the

Opera Comique some sixty years ago is still looked

upon as a marvel in French theatrical circles. This

was a moonlight "set," with floating clouds that

alternately obscured and revealed the stars, while
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actors, trees, and houses all threw their* shadows upon

the ground and on each other.

Superficialists who delight in attributing the rise

oE historical accuracy, local colour, and realistic ac-

cessories on the English stage to the Romantic or

Pre-Raphaelite movement, very conveniently ignore

the fact that thirty years ami more before the famous

battle of " llernani,'' John Kemble's antiquarian

instinct had prompted him to give the Shakespearean

pari in the general protest against pseudo-classicism.

Welby Pugin, the reviver of the < rothic taste in i

siastieal architecture, was associated with the Grieves

in painting scenery fur Covenl Garden Theatre and

Her Majesty's some fifty-six years ago.

For the practical exposition of his ideas the elder

Kemble was largely indebted to the historical know-
ledge and research of John Capon (1757— 1S27), his

scenic artist, who had been a pupil of the ureal

SCENE BY SEKVANDOXI.

From a Drawing by E. II. Fitchew.)

drama appropriate costumes, scenery, and accessories. Nc-vosielski, and held the position of draughtsman
Allowing- for a few brief intermittent periods of to the Duke of York. Capon's highly-pronounced

stagnation, the work of revolt against scenic artili- antiquarian tastes led him to make elaborate plans

ciality and generalisation was carried on steadily from of most of the ancient structures in and about the

ti to time by Charles Kemble, Madame Vestris, metropolis, many of which were purchased by the

Macready, and Phelps. Then the far-reaching Pre- Society of Antiquaries and engraved. The know.

Raphaelite movement, joining issue with the analo- ledge thus derived was turned to excellent advantage

gous but restricted tendency of the stage, evoked the from time to time in the Drury Lane scene-loft.

Robertsonian comedy, and striking at externals, with Thus, from the remains of the ancient Palace of

Charles Kcan as interpreter, subordinated dramatic Westminster, Capon deduced a scene showing the

to scenic effect, and occasii d certain archaeological entire building as it was about the year L500, the

excesses from which the theatre has never since re- point of view being the south-west corner of Old

covered. It is a strange coincidence that a quondam Palace Yard, lie also painted some very remarkable

scene-painter should have played no inconsiderable scenery for Colman's "Iron Chest" in 1796, consisting
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principally of an ancient baronial hall in the style time when gas was fast superseding the old system

of the times of Edward IV. and Henry VI., and a of lamps and opening up new vistas of scenic de-

library scene copied from the most complete specimen light, an artist like Stanfield should have appeared

of Gothic architecture then extant, with the book- whose work was able to withstand the severe scru-

cases painted from another reliable source, and the tiny occasioned by the sudden prominence given to

vaulting of the groined ceiling from the cloister of the background. No wonder that Stanfield and

St. Stephen, Westminster. It must be remembered Roberts were said to have almost made seene-paint-

of course that there was little or no attempt to ing a new art! Apart from the fact that the

heighten the illusion by "building up" the scene, truth and beauty of Staufield's landscapes— such

all the effects being rendered lor the most part by for instance as the delicious Sicilian views painted

*:?;- --:«:££,-,

Drawing by /-'. II. Filehcic.)

brush-work on th nventional Hals, wings, and bor- in 1842 for "Acis and Galatea"— taught the play-

dors. Not that elaborate set scenes were altogether going masses to admire and look for good work,

unknown. Take, for instance, the gorgeous interior of the influence of this artist can he more distinctly

the mediaeval church as painted by Capon in 1799 for traced in the grafting of panoramic and dioramic

Joanna Bailie's "De Montfort." In this scene, nave, effects upon conventional scenic methods. Next to

side-aisles, and choir were shown in seven successive solidity and massiveness, I suppose the chief charac-

planes, the dimensions of the whole being as follow : teristic of modern scenery is its panoramic tendency.

Width 5(5 feet, depth 52 feet, height :57 feet. Even Wagner's eclectic system of stage-setting owes

\o\t to Capon, the two painters whose work something to the labours of Clarkson Stanfield.

proved most influential in shaping the characteristics Brought out at first in Christmas pantomimes to lend

of i lern mine-n/.nrn/e were, I think'. Clarkson extraneous aid to the spectacle, the picturesque beaut)

Stanfield and William Beverley. It was a provi- of these panoramic views, permeated as they were with

dent ial thing For stage art that precisely at the the painter's sailor-like love of the sea, so far engaged
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public attention thai other artists of the calibre of

David Roberts, Charles Marshall, and the Grieves

tools up the running, and the panorama From being a

i'a miliar feature of holiday entertainments, was pressed

in time into the service of the regular drama. When
Macrcady revived " Henry V." in 1839, it was Stan-

Geld who supplied the panoramic illustrations of the

stormingof Elarfleur, the battle of Agincourt, and the

departure of the fleel from Southampton, which were

exhibited a< tl pening of the several acts. As for

the rest old playgoers will readily call to mind the

admirable use made of the panorama by Phelps at

Sadler's Wells and Charles Ivan at the Princess's

in many of their elaborate Shakespearean revivals.

Staufield was born at Sunderland in 1794, and

from the Sunderland Theatre (strange to say), forty-

eighl years afterwards, there came to the old " Vic"
a clever young artist, whom fate had ordained to

consummate the other's work. A stripling in years,

although a greybeard in scenic proficiency, William

Bevcrlej had not been long in the metropolis be-

fore the appearance of his name on a playbill was
reckoned a sufficient guarantee for the excellence .if

the scenery. The rise ..I' the Plane-he extravaganza

during the famous Yestris regime at the Lyceum
(1847 L855) gave Mr. Beverley full scope for the

display of his line imaginative powers, and

earned for him the title of "the Watteau el' scenc-

painters." It was here that the old glories of the

Venetians were first eclipsed in those marvellous

Transformation scenes, which were afterward- per

feeted by their creator on the larger stage of Drury

Lain 1

.

To excel nowadays, the devotee of the double-tie

brush needs to unite pictorial and constructive talents

with mechanical ingenuity, and to posses a perfeci

knowledge of the possibilities of lighting. It was

the skilful combination of these faculties at tl ut-

sel of his career that gave William Beverley the

fame and position he now enjoys.

SALISBURY HALL.
By JU. C. GILLIXGTON'.

1
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accessible, and familiar to most men either by name

or by sight. But the highways and byways, the

lonely reaches and backwaters of rural life, are still

unvisited by the Hank Holiday maker, and un-

blighted by the photographic fiend; the cowslips

that bloom ever ancient battle-fields have not yel

found their way to Covent Garden. In these green

and secluded places many a romantic tradition lingers

yet, the railway whistle and the School Board having

failed to frighten away the floating memories of hair-

breadth 'scape and supernatural visitation. Echoes

of Tudor tragedies and Stuart escapades still haunt,

the mossy buttresses of mouldering castle walls

and the shadowy corners of yew-clipt alleys. The

peculiar quietude and loveliness of these tranquil

hamlets appears to deepen perceptibly in the en-

virons of the great abbey. Over ploughed lands

and undulating fallows there broods, were it indeed

possible, an intenser peace; a more picturesque

beauty invests the October-leaf coloured angles and

gables of the venerable manor-houses here and there

among their elms. Of these stately survivals of a b\ -

gone age, the subject of the accompanying sketches

—

Salisbury Hall, or Salesbury, as it was called once

upon a time— is a superb type and representative.

Sir John Cults, Privy Councillor and Treasurer of

England under Henry VIII., " budded," according

to Leland, " at Salisbury Park near St. Albans," this

lofty mansion, with its gracious surrounding of elms

and oaks, its fair green park slopes, and its guardian

moat. Sir John Cutts's building, however, has been

gradually merged in the alterations and additions of

later architects, and the house, as it now stands, is

almost entirely of the date of Charles I. and II. It

is, indeed, thoroughly imbued with the air of the

Stuart epoch; if is like the " llcspcridcs" of llerri.de,

or the lyrics of Lovelace, transmuted into dormer

and gable, panelled wall ami oaken stairway. And

its (plaint stateliness hears a curious anachronistic

flavour, resultant from the inextricable blending of

the historico-romantic element with the matter-of-

fact, everyday, rural life of (his present year of

grace.

As we quit the main road and approach the

Hall through a Ion- winding drive, past the little

(duster of russet, barns and farm-buildings, and the

walled outer garden, the first thing that pleasantly

attracts the eye is the picturesque old lodge of red

brick, upon the left of the bridge that spans the

moat. It springs, as it wen-, straight out of the

brown (dear waters, in which its high gables and

quaint lattices, muffled by creepers and backed by

tall lives, are peacefully reflected. The bridge itself,

formerly a drawbridge, is guarded by wronght-iron

gates, which arc worthy of nod', and through which

one enters upon a circular drive round a grass-plot,

in front of the great hall-door. A coat of arms is

carved in stone above this, the principal doorway

—

the arms of Sir Jeremy Snow, who, the occupant

of the Hall in 1690, is responsible for the com-

paratively modern addition to the western side of

the house. The outer porch or entrance leads through

a little vestibule into the wide flagged and panelled

hall, with its great fireplace of Tudor architecture,

where the smoke from the open hearth curls up

against the red-brown tiles, and with its manifold

mysterious recesses and doorways and panels, which

look as if some day they must inevitably slide back

and disclose long-hidden secrets smothered in dust

and cobwebs. Draw back the heavy curtain, and see

the broad vista of the staircase, and its carved oak

balusters wrought with baskets of fruit and flowers.

Light streams down from a deep-ledged window-

on the landing a few steps up. The eastern wall

of the hall is ornamented with twelve very ancient

medallions in low relief, coloured black and white,

copied from coins of the twelve Caesars, whose heads

they bear. They have a strangely ini gruous effect,

as though Mark Antony were walking arm-in-arm

with Mr. Samuel Pepys ; but they must have seemed

even more anomalous in their original position as

they formed part of the decorations of the neigh-

bouring nunnery at Sopwell, whence they were pur-

chased by Sir John Cutis to beautify bis new abode.

They arc supposed to have been contemporary with

John id' Wheathamstede, thirty-third ami greatest

Abbot of St. Alban's, who flourished in the fifteenth

century, and were sold from Sopwell under the regime

of Dame Juliana Berners. That prioress distin-

guished herself about 11M by the publication of

her "Gentleman's Recreation
"— three treatises on

hawking, hunting and fishing, and brass armour.

An inventory of the rooms in Salisbury Hall, as

they existed at the latter end of the seventeenth

century, is still extant, and includes among others the

hall, great parlour, dining-room, withdrawing-room,

crown chamber, withdraw ing-room chamber, and

old parlour. Of these, only the great parlour, hall,

dining-room, withdrawing-room (now converted into

a corridor and two bedrooms), withdrawing-room

chamber, and another, now exist. The crown

chamber probably derived its name from its having

been hallowed by the use of (diaries II., who was

entertained and lodged at Salisbury Hall by Sir

Jeremy Snow with more conviviality than ceremony,

if legends are to be trusted; for they tell how the

host, in the exuberance of bis spirits, challenged the

king to "another bottle''—whereupon the man who

"never said a foolish thing," remarked that "a

beggar when drunk is as good as a king," and

accepted the challenge. There is also a report

of Salisbury Hall having been at one time in the
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possession or occupation of Nell Gwynnj 1>ut as tins

tradition is the common property of half the ancieni

THE SIOXE HALL.

manor - houses in the

1 1" Counties, it claims

no special credence in the

present instance. The

crown chamber itself is

now a thing of the past
;

it probably shared the

fate '>f much of the older

pari of the house, which

was pulled down in 1819

(when the Snell family

quitted the place), in

order to r< duce the hall

to the dimensions of a

good-sized farmhouse, in

which capacity it was

used until L884.

The rooms on the

ground floor, as they now
stand, are the hall, dining-

room, withdrawing-r om
chamber (in which there

tre some remarkable wood carvings of flowers and
Vint above the mantelpiece, probably bj the same

hand thai executed the baskets of fruil upon
the greai staircase), and kitchen-offices, dairies,

&C. These latter are as ample, as mum
and as old-fashioned as mighi reasonablj be

expected from the combination of a hall with

farmhouse. Upon the First floor the beautiful

tiled fireplaces are particularly notable, espe-

those in the r is formerly forming
part of the withdrawing-room. The tiles are

of seventeenth century design, and delightfully

varied in subject. In every bedroom, from the

greatest to the least, the dark mysterious re-

cesses and mighty cupboards so suggestively

fascinating in old houses—are abundant. There
are upon this storej five g l-sized r ns, !»•-

mailer cues. Upon the third or garret

storey there are four renins, their ceilings sloped

to the roof. One is reported to have been the

scene el' a suicide; ami in the smallest of them
is a concealed chamber, made in the thickness

of the wall, ami

leading upamong
the rafters— the
' Priest's Hole"

—where, in tur-

bulent times, a

hunted fugitive

might be hidden

and fed. Similar

places of conceal-

ment exist ai

ma n y COU n t ry

lmuses, chiefly

those formerly in

possession of fa-

milies of the old

faith, notably ai

Hendlip II'all,

near W orci ster

celebrated for the

retreat it afford-

ed to the Gun-

powder I'l I

spirators) , and at

In n tone Hall

inEsses on

E t he 1'etic

family). The
" Priest's 1

1

at thelatterhouse,

as in main ol lei-,

was probably con-
a, „„; aKAw.No-RooM. structed

'

and

made use of in
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the days when the penal laws against Roman Eltham Palace, whence seven hundred feet of subter-

Catholics were in full operation, and when capital ranean way extended under the moat and towards

punishment awaited any unfortunate caught in Greenwich. Hertfordshire is popularly supposed by

the act of celebrating mass. Scant light steals its inhabitants to be fairly honeycombed with these

down between the cobwebbed crevices of joist and passages; nor is the belief by any means without

f o u n d a t i o n.

Sometimes, un-

der the stress el'

beam ; tin- air

has a mouldy,

musty smell, as

of the dust of

centuries ; but

the concealment

is complete, ami

the tiny door of

t li e c in m ped

opening is not

te be distin-

guished from the

whit e w a s h e d

o'a r re I wall.

And yet with

what, shortened

breal li.and heart

whose heavy
throbs seemed

like forge-ham-

mers in the still-

ness, must the

inmate of that

narrow cell have

listened to til,'

tramp and clank

nl' foemeiv from

room to room,

shaking the very

hoards mi which

he crouched!
With what a

horror of sus-

pense must he

have marked the

noisy search pro-

e e e d i n g— a n

inch of wood

alone interven-

ing between tin

relentless pur-

Jf
LOOKING TOWARDS Till'. BKID8E.

„ Draivinn by H\ C. Symvis. Engraved !»!/ C. Cent,

a heavy waggon-

wheel across a

by-road, or of

a t h resh i n g-

machiiie rolling

ponderously
along- a lane, the

hollow ground

oives way, and

a mile of mole-

like burrowing

eventually comes

to light. The

tunnelled way at

Salisbury Hall

has not hitherto

been thoroughly

i nv estiga t ed,

hut, in all pro-

bability, it is a

relic of Tudor

times, when
monastic refu-

gees from St.

Alban's had need

1,, seek shelter

from the wrath

el' the rapacious

Henry.

Of course the

g a r rets are
ha mi t ed — all

garrets ate. ( )ne

suicide in three

centuries is quite

sufficient to es-

t a b 1 i s h a n y
house's reputa-

suers and himself—and the tell-tale probe liable at tion in that respect, and to every well-regulated

any moment to pierce the hollow wall and discover manor-house of any antiquity worth mentioning a

a luckless fugitive! !t is stated that during one ghost is as necessary as a chimney. What particular

of the flights of Charles 11. after the battle of and definite specimen of the sheeted dead is extant

Worcester he was concealed in this very "hole;" at the present time (as, presumably, the Snows'

but history does not verify the tradition. family -host and the Snelfs copyright apparition

[| maj be in connection with tins secret chamber " llitted " with those families at the time of their

that the subterranean passage exists which opens out respective migrations from Salisbury Hall), we have

of the moat, and is said to communicate with St. not yet been able to ascertain ; and perhaps it sounds

Ubans. It is probably somewhat similar to that at more gruesome—more laden with vague possibilities
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and pluralities of borror— to have the place merely
" haunted '' in a general way.

Lastly, mention musl be made of the gardens.

However venerable a city mansion may be, though
il !» steeped to the eaves in the romance of his-

tory, it seldom lias anything to call its own in

the way of a garden. If aught of the land exist,

it is probably of a light-hearted modern type, gay ami jasmine; its picturesque
with rosy rhododendrons and brilliant hardy annuals, white owls build; its blind bricked-up windows,
which are but little affected by the prevalent smoke infrequent here ami there, half-hidden by the cling-

the steep hanks of the moat, enlarges into a thicker

ami more definite copse, through which a little

bridge leads over the dark waters to the spread-

ing slopes of park-land and meadow whirl, stretch

greenly around. From every point and corner of

the garden one may catch some new and delight-

ful elimpse of the hall, with its muffling of ro

It's, where the

IN' FRONT OF THE HI

(From a Drawing by IV. 0. Symoiis. Engrat a oy C. i irki

and grime, and arc distinctly out of keeping— as

much as flowers can ever be said to be so—with the

grey-lichened buttresses and time-stained walls of

the building behind which they blossom. But in the

case of a country chateau the garden takes half the

charm and brings half the beauty; among whose

lily-rows and lavender-bushes one may wander from

dawn to dusk; beneath whose broad-boughed orchard-

trees one may lie and dream. Salisbury Hall is

peculiarly happy in this respect. It stands almost

exactly in the centre of its inner garden, which

lies four-square, bounded by the moat upon all sides

and Hanked by tall trees. Upon the right-hand

side of the house the undergrowth of haze] and

bramble and multitudinous flowers which fringes

ing creepers. The moated gardi n has a sense of

pot-pourri about it: roses and violets, jasmines and

gilliflowcrs— all manner of old-world blossoms and

berries such as seem to spring indigenous under the

shadow of gold-mossed walls, in an air rich with

memories. As for the moat-slopes and adows, the}

are a perpetual glow of varied colour from the time

when leaves turn primrose and purple, ami scarlet

bryony-trails are swung across the undergrowth, to

the rapturous wealth of spring flowers; and from

the days when crimson and scarlet berries shiver

among their Frosted yellow foliage, to the nights

when the wild-rose leans out. to the languid silence,

and the mown grass lies in swath across the meadows,

warm and grey beneath the midsummer on.
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THE WALK MK A

I

By E. BIMBA

RTISTS are too apt to speak

severely of pictures that possess

" literary interest," as it is

called, forgetting the great

value of such an adjunct in

a popular collection ; for the

" painter's picture" is of little

mure account than so much

wall -paper would he to the large

majority of the thronging hundreds of

thousands passing yearly through such

a collection as that at the Walker Art

But when the vacant eyes catch sight;

say, of a handsome boy as the central figure in

a picture, they are arrested; and when the title,

"And when did you last see your lather'.'" lias

hem read, an interested group begins to spell out

the details of the dramatic incident—the relations to

the little central hero of the grim Roundheads ami

the terrified Cavalier ladies, who have been placed

together in that quaint old room with a force and

brightness of invention rare in the work of Mr. W.

F. Yeames. This may not he appreciation of art, hut

it is as near to it as many of our poorer brothers anil

sisters can get ; and it will, often enough, lead in

time to a fuller understanding of the purposes of

painting. Children and animals, beloved of all but

the utterly debased, are the surest baits for wide

popular appreciation. Here, for example, is "Await-

ing ; MI Audicnc," a scholarly and elaborate work by

1'rofessor Willeni Ceets, of Antwerp. Fault may

reasonably he found with such painfully microscopic

technique, but at least there is nothing of the catch-

penny style of painting in the splendid modelling and

marvellously minute and perfect imitation id' textures.

But the old-world young widow, who sits sadly in

tl„. gorgeous corridor, is accompanied by her son,

and the sturdy hoy captivates the simple hearts of

ignorant factory-workers, and constrains them to

gaze al the picture and discuss it. until, perhaps,

tliev carry away not only the story as they read it,

hut also some faint impression of the beauty of the

work. "Rival Grandfathers/' by Mr. J. R. Reid,

is another unfailing attraction. Not. only is it one

of the happiest and least faulty of his works, but

the pretty and natural incident of two rough old

salts competing for the attention of a bright little

gill is told with a trie' instinct for a poetical

situation. Then how sure to touch a chord in many

XT GALLERY.—II.

TLT DIBDIN.

a toiling mother's breast is Mr. Thomas Faed's

" When the Children are Asleep" ! They know only

too well how much it is to them, that quiet hour

by the lire after the persistent pattering of the little

feet has ceased. Equally will they appreciate the

brighter key of Mr. John Morgan's "Don't 'ee Tipty

Toe;" or the sadder note of " Motherless," by Mr.

Arthur Stocks; and of its counterpart in sentiment,

Mr. C. F. Perugini's " Faithful," where a poor widow

is bringing a tribute of simple flowers to her husband's

grave. This is a much more popular picture than the

same artist's " Peonies," delightful as that is in its

idealisation of the beauty of girlhood and of flowers.

All the babies in the gallery are of course

sterling attractions, and it is unknown how many

mothers, and even fathers, have noticed the striking

resemblance between their own " new light " and the

beautiful naked baby that has robbed the vainly-sup-

plicating fawn of the attentions of mother and slave

in the finely-painted "New Light in the Harem" of

Mr. Frederick Goodall. When Queen Emma of the

Sandwich Islands visited the gallery, she was greatly

interested, first in Mr. Yeames's picture j and, when

its story was explained to her, she asked, "And did

lie tell?" When she came before Mr. Goodall's

work, glowing with light and heat, she said nothing;

but, after looking intently at the baby, went nearer

and fanned it. It was a touch of nature, declaring

her kinship to the people of a strange hemisphere.

Another baby, a minor accident of the picture, is the

making, popularly, of "The Fall of Rienzi," by F.

W. W. Topham. The Tribune, disguised and trying

vainly to escape under a pretended load of booty, the

pointing and shouting people, and the strong dramatic

effect of the picture, are likely to appeal vainly to

those ignorant of Roman history ; hut the baby that

one of the women carries challenges notice, for it is

a. real comprehensible thing of to-day amidst all this

tumult of an unknown yesterday. "The Old Man's

Treasure." a brilliantly-wrought piece of character-

study by Herr Carl Gussow, presented by Sir dames

A. Pieton, is oftenest looked at because of the kitten

that an old fisherman is proudly exhibiting to three

rough market-women; and perhaps the gentleness

with which the horny hands fondle the mewing pet

teaches many a useful lesson of kindness to animals.

A few other popular favourites, which are also line

works of art, remain to he noted. Professor Her-

komer's " Eventide "—a study of cheerful old women
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in a workhouse ward— is among the best ;m<l most effusion of blood to please the boyish visitor. Take

touching of his subject-pictures. "Faithful 1 nto such extensive efforts as " The Death of Nelson," by

Death," by Mr. E. J. Poynter, presented by Mr. Benjamin West; "Cromwell Refusing the Crown,"

Charles Langton, representing a Roman guard at by -I. Schexj "The A.nte-chamber at Whitehall

Herculaneum steadfastly at his post in the face of during the Last Moments of Charles II..'' b) E \1.

certain ami terrible death, is a peculiarly happy Ward; " Morning after the Battle of Hastings," by

example of wedded scholarship and imagination. .Mr. A. J. Woolmerj "The Trial of Strafford," 1>\

Mr. W. Dendy Sadler's " Friday," presented by Mr. William Fisk ;

" Richard I. and Saladiu," by S. A.

UilTl.3 IiKEAJI.

(From the Picturt by 1>. '.'. Bosaettl. Engraved In <>. Lacour.)

James Pegram, a quaint anil humorous fancy of

abbot and monks "fasting" in sumptuous fashion,

is a work that that painter has not surpassed either

in technique or invention. Deservedly popular also

are " The Best of Husbands," a bright unpretend-

ing invention by Mr. Arthur Stocks, presented by

Alderman Bernard Hall; "The Ancestor on the

Tapestry," an example of Mr. Hayncs Williams at

his best; ''Hard Times," by Mr. Fred Brown (a

glimpse, restrained yet terrible, of the depths of the

misery known only to the poor), an engraving of which

appears on page 52 ; "An Encore too Many," the

tragedy of a travelling show, by Mr. Francis Barraud ;

and " Weal and Woe," by Mr. Charles Greg TV.

The historical picture proper is seldom verj attrac-

tive, unless there be explosions of artillery or much

Hart; and "Julian the Apostate Presiding at a

Conference of Sectarians," by Mr. Edward Armi

tage. These, and such as these -some of them

well known by engraved reproductions in mah
frames, rapidly mellowing into the tawniest and most

forbidding of aspects are popular to-daj neither

with the artist nor the unartistic. There are, how-

ever, historical pieces of another sorl which, what-

ever the ultimate verdici maj be, are still attractive.

'On the Evening of Waterloo," bj Mi-. Ernesl

Crofts, is a >iroiio' example of an assured master in

this line, which also ha- the advantage of taking

as central figure the magnetic personality of Napo-

leon. Sir John Gilbert is seen at hi- happiest in

" Richard 11. tiesigning the Crown to Bolingbroke,"

and, in another >t_\ le, in the " Rear guard of an Army
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bringing up Baggage Waggons," a gift of Mr. John its prime claim to distinction is Dante G. Rossetti's

Parrington. Mr. Andrew ('. Gow has seldom shown largest and most important work, " Dante's Dream,"

greater skill in dealing with historical incident than fitly described by a recent writer as "the greatest

m "A War Despatch at the Hotel de Vi lie." (See picture of the renascent idealism " of which the poet-

opposite page.) There is a subtly-balanced con- painter was the vital force. (See p. 51.) The pas-

tvast between the calm, almost indifferent group sion for the poetry of Dante inherited by Rossetti

HARD TIMES.

the Pletun by Fred Drown. Engraved by C. Cartel i

surrounding the travel -stained messenger to the right from his lather would seem to have been almost a

of the canvas, and the madly-excited crowd indicated governing principle with him; and his imagination in

outside, listening intently to the news an official is its rarest flights instinctively found fittest expression

bawling from the window. The technical merit of in some embodiment of the great master's conceptions,

the work is very considerable. Then there is nothing In this picture, surely as (dear and exquisite as it first

more blood-stirring in the gallery than Mr. R. Caton loomed in the poet's mind, is seen the strange, mysti-

\V U-ille's vivid " Maiwand—Saving the (inns," cal, symbolical, morbid, yet exquisitely beautiful vision

which could not well be surpassed for its wild dash of the bereaved ] t—or, rather, of the poet whose

aml force, or for the terrible fidelity which eharac- bereavement, in taking new and more dreadful shape,

terises the work of a painter who has first seen war was yet mitigated by the birth of a new and soothing

and then painted it. (See the Frontispiece.) hope. Even to the many who are too impatient to

Among subject-pictures that appeal but little to search out the manifold and sometimes obscure beau-

tl,e popular vote may be classed some of the finest ties of mystical suggestion in the picture there need be

canvases in the collection. In the opinion of many, no difficulty in discerning and enjoying the gorgeous
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colour-scheme of tin's unsurpnssed efEorl of a unique

colourist.

The distinction, the individuality of the picture,

arc evidenced by the difficulty of passing, without

a sense of some hiatus, from it to any other in the

collection—even to one so elevated in conception and

admirable in technique as "The Pilgrimage," by

Professor V. Legros. This work, presented by Mr.

1'. II. Rathbone, represents a group of Breton women

kneeling before a shrine, their fares suffused with

various expressions of awe. reverence, and devout faith.

The subtle characterisation of the different ages and

types, the noble lines of the composition, and the

beauty of the grave and restrained colour-scheme are

alike remarkable. Coming down to a simpler plane

of poetical conception we notice such pictures as

Mr. Arthur Hacker's admirable " Pelagia and Phil-

ammon/' Miss Louisa Starr's " Sintram," Mr. Henry

Holiday's "Dante and Beatrice," Gustave Dore's

" Flower - Sellers," and Mrs. Sophie Anderson's

"Elaine." On the level ground of prose there are

such excellent canvases as the attractive "Leonora

di Mantua" of Mr. Val Prinsep; Mr. Napier

Henry's "Nautical Argument," a very satisfying

piece of genre composition; "The Village Lawyer,"

by Mr. Carl Schloesser; "An Italian Hostelry,"

by C. W. Cope; and Mr. W. Logsdail's vividly

realistic "Eve of the Regatta.''

In landscape the collection has considerable

strength. There are good, if not phenomenal, exam-

ples of such giants of a past time as Turner, Constable,

Creswick, and Roberts, as well as of other luminaries

who shone alongside of them, if with a lesser radiance.

The selections from the landscape-painters of our own
time have been made with good judgment. As with

the figure-painters, there are gaps in the list of names

that the connoisseur would fain see supplied; hut

this is inevitable in a collection of which the serious

building-up commenced so recently. The catholicity

with which the Arts Committee makes its selections

from the successive autumn exhibitions is shown

by a glance at the purchases of the last two or three

"The White Lady of Nuremberg," a char-

acteristic architectural interior by Mr. Wyke Bayliss,

was acquired last year along with '"'The Bow-net,"

a daring piece of colour by Mr. T. V. Goodall.

"Oil to tic Fishing-Ground," a. splendid marine

piece by Mr. Stanhope Forbes, the well-known

"Grey Venice" of Mr. Napier Hemy, and Mr. \Y.

L. Picknell's "Wintry March," were the spoil -I' the

two previous years. In lssl two pictures bj Liver-

1 1 artists were selected
—"The Old Soldier," by

Mr. .1. S. Morland ; and "Golden Moments," by

Mr. fsaac Cooke— one representing the poetry of

poverty, and the other the poetry of sunset over

tin- - a. ^.raong the earliest acquisitions from (lie

autumn exhibitions was "Evensong," by Mark
Anthony, a work of nobly-elevated sentiment wedded
to loving fidelity of touch. It is a painting of

Chingford Church in Essex, a venerable, almost

ruinous pile, whose rugged ivy-clad outlines harmonise

with tin- solemn beauty of the glowing sunset.

Another very early acquisition was "A Summer
Shower," by Mr. Ernest A. Waterlow, in which the

charm of the landscape is accentuated by the vivid

play of light and shade. (See p. 56.) The foreground

is enlivened by the introduction of a happy pair of

lovers, so busily occupied with their affairs that

they lake as little heed of cither shine or shower as

if they were a part of inanimate nature.

All pictures are difficult to describe most of all

landscapes ; and the bet
! er t hese are, the more difficult

it becomes to convey in words to those who have not

seen them their peculiar claims to admiration. There

is, therefore, perhaps no better way of suggesting

the character of the numerous remaining landscapes

that Liverpool possesses than merely naming them

with an assurance, which holds good in almost every

case, that the Arts Committee have been judicious

or fortunate in selecting pictures for purchase which

are not only fully characteristic of the painters,

but are in their happiest and best veins of inven-

tion and execution. Mr. Prank Walton is repre-

sented in " Down in the Heeds of the River" by one

of Ins most successful studies of luxuriant foliage and

rich pastoral scenery. Mr. Ernest Part mi's " \Y 1-

land Home" is instinct with the pleasing qualities

of composition he so well understands. Mr. Joseph

Knight is peculiarly strong and graphic in his Con-

way valley scene entitled " Showery Weather." Mr.

Albert, Hartland, who is also very well represented

among the water-colour drawings, is seen at his best

in "'Moorland, Barmouth." Of Mi'. John Finnic,

President of the Liverpool Academy, and in other re-

spects the leading figure in the local art-world, there

is only one exampli—a line treatment of the magni-

ficent panoramic view of Snowdon from Cape! Curig.

" Gathering Bait," by Mr. J. Auinonier, is a - pi end id

study of rocky, weed-grown seashore, with nutm

figures of women gathering bait. Mr. Peter Ghent's

"Nature's Minor," presented by Messrs. Malcolm

Guthrie and T. W. Oakshott (the present mayor . is

i. lie of the artist's happiest c 'options, as well as

the picture with which he first came to the front.

Other important landscapes arc " Mont Blanc," bj

Mr. (i. A. Fripp; "View on the Thames, uear

Maidenhead," by Mr. E. J. Niemann; "Bambro'

Castle," by Mr. James Webb; and "A North DeVOll

Glen," by Mr. .1. W. (lakes. The collection of water

col,, urs includes choice examples of \\ . Miiller, W,

Hunt, and Samuel Prout, and of Messrs. Birkel

Foster, .1. I>. Watson, I '. Napii r Hemj , T. M.
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Richardson, T. Sidney Cooper, F. W. Topliam, A. taut achievement in Llie domain of art by any British

W. Hunt, A. 1>. Fripp, H. Clarence Whaite, John municipality, a word of praise is due to the excellent

Pedder, Peter Ghent, W. <L Herdman (the indus- manner in which the convenience of the public is

trious chronicler of the buildings of old Liverpool), considered. Excepting on Fridays (which are sacred

and Mrs. M. S. Stillman. The sculpture in the to students) and on Sundays (in regard to which the

gallery includes a fine statue of Sir A. B. Walker Corporation has not yet copied the initiative of Bir-

li\ the late Mr. Warrington Wood, whose colossal mingham), the galleries are open daily as long as day-

imaginative statues of Raphael and Michelangelo lighl permits. The pictures are not only admirably

mounl guard at the entrance to the building; and hung, but nearly all are covered with glass, and every

there are also fine examples of John Gibson, Fedi, I'm me bears a label with a plain statement el' the title

Cauova, Nollekens, A. Rossetti, Count Gleichen, Mr. of the picture and the artist's nam,'. For those not

T. Stirling Lee, and Mr. .1. Durham. In the matter content with this, there is a useful catalogue, edited

of perl rail ure a valuable collection is slowly Forming, by the curator, Mr. Charles Dyall, in which the priu-

and already includes works by Sir Joshua Reynolds, cipal pictures are described in a simple luminous

Sir Godfrey Kneller, Sir Thomas Lawrence, Sir.I. manner, peculiarly helpful to the unlearned visitor.

W. Gordon, Sir M. A. Shee (of Roseoe), D. Maclise Mr. Dyall, whose duties seen a labour of love,

(of Harrison Ainsworth), and Professor Herkomer. has also published lately a complete record of "The
II may be expected that the Corporation will keep First Decade of the Walker Art Gallery"—a work

in view the importance of extending its collection of whose laboriously-compiled statistics are alike re-

portraits of notable persons associated with Liver- markable and gratifying. Not only for some facts

pool, doing lor the city what (he national portrait and figures quoted from this am 1 indebted to Mr.

galleries in London and Edinburgh do for the nation. Dyall, bul for his ever-ready assistance in exploring

In closing this necessarily imperfect account of a the growing and already notable treasure-house of

collection of works of art which is the most impor- which he is custodian.
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THE PORTRAITS OF DANTE GABRIEL ROSSE -II.

liv WILLIAM M. UOSS] I I I

4T the close of n>> firs! a

I\- trail of 1 (ante Rosset t-i.

1 spoke of

x\- trail of Dante Rossetti, there engraved

was executed by Mr. Holman 1 1 mil in or

i In 1 summer of 1853. The circumstances \

follows. Mr. Woolner, finding at thai tim

opeuing at home for his sculptural art, m
his mind to emigrate to

Australia, starting on his

voyage in the spring of

the same year. I need

not enter here into any

details abonl his expe-

dition, and its associa-

tions and results — de-

tails which will belong

to the future biography

of Woolncr, and not to

thisarticle upon portraits

of Rossetti. His '• Pre-

Raphaelite Brothers
"

agreed that upon a cer-

tain day they would

assemble together and

draw one another's por-

traits, and send them

over to their cherished

colleague in Australia.

W e mel accordingly in

Millais's studio. Col-

linson may by that time

have seceded from the

Brotherhood, and Deve-

rell had not ye1 been

admitted. There were

present Millais, Hunt,

Frederic George Ste-

phens, my brother, am

which

aboul

little

de up partially foreshortened, wh

i/

If. Mi

and varied in chiaroscuro, aud strong value is given

to every feature. The face seems somewhat li

longer than Rossetti's was: 1 think this is due to

the peculiar lighting, which, falling from

downwards, makes the face look like a long one

u In reas it is in (act full-

fronting, and not f re-

shortened at all. The

hair, dark" - brown, had

already begun to recede

soniew hat from the tall

and thoughtful fore-

head ; the eyes are full}

opened, with an ex] res

sion of concentrated and

abstracted pondering,

and look fully as dark

as their local ei lour war-

ranted : the cy ebrows are

defined but not thick
;

the moustache and small

heard not so de; i lopi

as to affect the clearness

of contour ; the cheel

are narrow, and the line

of t he jaw rathe r angu-

lar. 1 remember that a

friend, looking not \ cry

long ago at t lie
| or-

trait, thought that this

last-named point must

certainly be exaggi

atcd ; hut t here is a

pholi graph extant .
taken

much about the same

time, which fully con-

linns Mr. Hunt's accuracy. The total expri

of the face is somewhat more strained and set than

was usual with Rossetti, one of the last of men

to '• make up" a visage for any purpose of effect
;

apart from this, there is little that m u - lo be

allowed for in this remarkable version of his aspect

ROSSETTI Al THE AGE OF TWENTY-FIVE

om the Etching by William Dell Scott.)

drew

Stephens and me. hot h in pencil ; Hunt drew .Millais

and my brother, both in coloured chalks ; my brother

drew Hunt in pencil. Stephens, I take it, did not

ply bis lingers; and I. as a non-artist, counted as

having no fingers to ply. If we reckon together

artistic merit and likeness to the sitter, I fancy that al the age of twenty-five.

the portraits might be held to stand thus, begin- The photograph of which 1 have just spoken

nine- with the best : Stephens by Millais, Millais by deserves another word or two of mention. It maj

Hunt, myself by .Millais, Rossetti by Hunt, Hunt have keen done in 1858 by the landscape-painter

by I! in. Soon after my brother's death Mr. Mark A.nthonj an artist of genius, author i

Woolner presented to me the portrait of him. The highly memorable works which our present gei

head stands boldly out on a green background. The seems to have almost forgotten; he died in IbSG.

chalks are in a high key of tint, effectively massed Anthony, then residing in a small neat house in
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Monmouth Road, Bayswater, had taken up photo- appearance of this other one o£ her future husband is

graphy with zest; he was particularly happy in a loss to be regretted.

catching with his lens momentary aspects of childish In May, 1857, was published a large caricature-

expression, and produced many charming memoranda done by Mr. Sandys in ink-lithography (or perhaps

of his three little daughters. On one occasion my in zincography)—of Millais's picture of " Sir Isumbras

brother and 1 si 1 for Anthony to photograph at the Ford." The chief object seems to have been to

too-other; tnv brother held my right arm. He ridicule Mr. Ruskin, who figures as an ass; Millais

appears at half-length, the proportions of the Face (Sir Isumbras) rides the ass, carrying behind him

hem- almost identical with those in Hunt's drawing : Holman Hunt as a little boy, and in front Rossetti as

the forehead large and broad, the facial line tapering a quasi-girl. This print is now, 1 believe, a consider-

towards the poiul of the chin. This photographic able rarity; I own a copy of it. At the time when

print has now nearly faded off the paper— which is a he made the design, Mr. Sandys had never seen my

pity, as it seems to be the only sun-picture of Rossetti brother; and I believe he had no authority for the

taken at any such early date. countenance, apart from verbal description. This

I will next refer to a small group of likenesses in face, which cannot be strictly called caricaturish, is

the nature of caricatures. The first, which must be neither greatly unlike Rossetti nor forcibly like him;

nearly contemporary with Anthony's photograph, is by the features arc regular, the visage oval, the ex-

Rossetti himself, a pen-and-ink sketch. It represents pression crave and earnest.

him at full-length, carrying a walking-stick, and in Another print barely deserves mention. It is a

his right hand a wide-awake hat. The facial angle is woodcut which appeared in the magazine named Time

substantially the same as in the photograph and in in or about 1881. Somebody thought fit to write

Hunt's drawing ; the eyes large, the expression rather there a series of burlesque verse termed "Songsters of

grim and sarcastic; the attitude slouching, with legs the Day;" No. [ was "The Bard of Burdens"

—

i.e,

firmly planted apart, and shoulders high and narrow Rossetti. The woodcut represents Rossetti, in a

a point which, if true at all, must he here much boyish costume, seated on a tripod; he is engaged in

exaggerated. The sketch is like him in a way, but painting an oil-picture, but is at the moment shielding

has a certain Jewish aspect which was alien to himself with his palette from the scrutiny of a large

him. On the same piece of paper (my property) is a eye which peers through a loop-hole—an allusion

-molar hut independent sketch of myself. There is seemingly to the fact that he held aloof from exhi-

another caricaturish likeness of himself, belonging to bition-rooms, and from general society. The head.

our sister—of much the same size and mode of exe- enormously big for the size of the body, but not

cution. It must he a i'f\y years later in dati—say otherwise caricatured, is taken from a photograph by

LS5S ; and is a poor affair—I think, hardly like him .Messrs. Downey—of which more anon.

at all. He is here seen in profile, walking, with tall Two drawings of Rossetti's head wire made when

hat and unopened umbrella. Taking these two skits he was about twenty-five or twenty-six years of age

together, the point most emphasized in them is that —one by Mr. \Y. 15. Scott, and the other by Mr.

my brother must have considered himself an awkward Madox Brown. The former is a pen-and-ink sketch,

figure in walking. In the second his nose is in which shows Rossetti in the aid of drawing; if was

advai f his 1 t-tip, and he holds his umbrella engraved on w 1 in the Century magazine in 188a,

in a gingerly way, much as if he were a blind man to illustrate an article by Mr. Gosso, and at a later

tapping it -n the -round. If other people remember date Mr. Scott made an etching of it. (Seep. 57.)

such details as true, I do not. In (he collection of There is a g 1 deal of character in this head, which

Rossetti's works got together at the Burlington Club indicates nearly the same proportions and contour as

in ISS:3 was -me, lent by Mr. W. R. Scott, which the head in coloured chalks by Mr. Hunt. The face

stands catalogued thus; " Dante G. Rossetti sitting is serious and a little sour-looking, and the down-

lor his portrait to Miss Siddal—rough sketch, partly ward-lidded eyes detract from liveliness of resemblance,

caricature, inscribed Sept. L853— pen and ink wash/' On the whole 1 find the likeness really considerable,

I! issetti has here given himself a morose and dogged the shape of the nose in esj ial being well given ; hut

air, seated on one chair, his legs stretched out straight it is unfavourable to the sitter rather than others tse.

upon a second, and his hands rammed into his pockets. The head by Mr. Brown may he a little later perhaps

That he sat to Miss Siddal for a portrait is no doubt in date. It is slightly but expressively touched off

a fact. It may have been in oil or water colour, and in charcoal outline, and gives as much of the original

1 seem to have seen something of it ill old times, as can be expected in so rapid a sketch; somehow

perhaps uncompleted; what has become of it now I it looks more to me like a Frenchman than an Vnglo-

have no idea. Miss Siddal did an excellent portrait Italian, and my brother would not, I think, have been

of herself, at present in my possession, and the dis- taken for a Frenchman.
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A group oE photographs comes next. The first of

these I- one of cabinei size, done bj Messrs. Downey,

and already referred to. It is the most generally

known among all the likenesses of Rossetti, and

serves as frontispiece to the 1 b by Mr. Hall Caine.

I: was also engraved as a woodcul in the Illustrated

News, for an obituary notice ; but thai woodcul gives

my brother more of the air of an operatic tenor than

he ever
]
ossessed. The photograph is an excellent

likeness; easy in pose, unconstrained and straight-

forward in expression — the

type, to my eye, far more

Italian than English. M\

brother is represented full-

fronting the spectator, with

an Inverness cape loose over

his shoulders. The date of

! be photograph must, 1 think,

have 1 n L863, or, it' any-

thing, a year or so earlier.

The contour of the face is

now round and full, all the

lenderness of early youth

having departed ; the hair has

continued receding from the

largely developed brow; the

,
• es look somewhat darker

than they really were. In

this photograph, and in all the

others I shall mention, the ar-

rangement of moustache and

beard is as described in my
first article: the cheeks are

-till shaven, and remained so

until (I think) 1870, when

my brother ceased shaving,

and he never resumed the

pracl ice. 1 remember that a

lady of our acquaintance thought this was a chang

for the worse— reducing Ids good looks, and makinj

his face of a m ire ordinary east
;
perhaps such was part of t

ili general and the correct opinion. There is a great

deal of expression in this photograph, of a rather

complicated kind. The face is thoughtful ami rather

dreamy, yet with an alert aspect as of a man ready

to open or continue a conversation. An external

alacrity, an internal contemplation; in both an un-

embarrassed simplicity ami directness; something ol

an intense yei indolent nature, easily capable of im-

posing its will upon others, but indifferent to ordi-

nary moles of effort. I can read all this in the

photograph, partly perhaps because I knew it so well

in my brother's character.

Two other photographs also by Downej must

have 1 eeii executed at nearly or quite the same date.

The Inverness cape re-appears in both. One is ol

D. O. ROSSETTI.

{From, a Grovp, comprising also Mr. John RinJclii

07!<i Mr. W. /.'. Scott. Photographed by II'. and D
Don .hi, 61, Ebury Street, London. I

cabinet size, the face in tin. ,-ie\\ ; right

arm akimbo, left hand poised on an ornanv i tal

'fin' Face is extivineh well given, showing with

much effect the strongh moulded forehead, sur-

mounted h\ hair of a distinctly curly tendency ; only

one feature is open t i some exception the c\ es,

which are rather over-open, evidencing the effort of

the sitter to look steadfastly, without a'i\ winking

or blinking. In the second and smaller photograph

—a carte-de-\ isite vignet ted -Rossetti is seated, half-

length, tin 1 face again in

t hree-quartcrs \ iew. The t rue

shape of the nose is very w ell

indicated in both the-,, photo-

graphs — better than in the

full - face subject : it looks

sharper and mi ire shapely, wit h

the slight tendency which it

really had to an aquiline curve.

Next ensue six photo-

graphs, all save one produced

by the author of " Alice in

Wonderland," in the garden

of Rossetti'- house, hi. Cheyne

Walk. "Lewis Carrol]"' is

(or at any rate then was) a

very skilful amateur photo-

grapher, and in I S63 he to. k

an amicable pleasure in level-

ling his camera time artel-

time upon the painter's form.

One of the photographs re-

presents Rossetti playing at

chess with our mother: he i>

in the act of moving the

while rook. 'fins group,

vignetted IV a larger one,

gives one ol' the few extant

profile views. It is a true likeness, bul the down-

ward eyelids, and a want of definition in the lower

face, reduce its value as a r rd. It

w.i- engraved as a woodcut in 7'//'
i hortlj

after my brother's death. Another pic i

presumably on the same day, in the autumn ol' ISG3,

exhibits the whole family group—Dante Rossetti with

his mother, two sisters, and brother; he is lo

down over the shoulder of hi- mother, who is play-

ing chess with the elder sister. This photograph is

damaged by some splashing of chemicals ;
one of the

splashes coming over Rossetti's face. A third
|

graph show- the family, omitting our elder sister;

they are seated or standing close to the railed stairs

which led into tin- garden from the passage of the

house, behind the studio. Dante Rossetti is the front

standing figure, at the spectator's left hand; full-

length, nearly full-face; all excellent llkd,.
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an easy and simple attitude. One here sees Rossetl is and collected, l>ut open withal, the features all telling

stature and figure better than in any other portrait; oul to advantage; the deep den! at the spring of

the figure now rather fleshy and bulky, but less so the nose is remarkable here, and is of course clearly

than it was from time to time at later dates. This marked in all the photographs. The two which ensue

is Etossetti '' nel mezzo del cammin di nostra vita/' are again by the author of "Alice in Wonderland."

for he was now thirty-live years of age. Nearly at One of them presents Rossetti seated with his legs

the same time must have been done a photograph of crossed, nearly full-length, face in more than three-

Vhotoijraiih bij Mr. f.ricii Carroll.

Rossetti, with Ruskin holding his right arm. \V. I>. quarters view. He evidently happened to be in a new
Scott also a]'] eared in the group, in front

;
but his suit of clothes jusi at this time, and the waistcoat,

figure was not successful, and in most of the prints not yet thoroughly adapted to his shape, shows an

(cabinet size) IV the negative he was cut out. unsightly plait right across the chest. The likeness

Messrs. Downey produced this photograph. (See p. is extremely good and agi-eeable ; !>ut I think the sur-

')'.).) Rossetti is seen here nearly full-length, and in face of the lace must have been somewhat smoothed

full face; lie crumples his wide-awake hat in the left down of late years, after the objectionable fashion

hand. His figure is not quite well poised, talcing a of professional photographers. The hands come out

certain swerve towards the right ; but, as regards the more distinctly here than in most other examples

face, 1 think this version second to none for genuine The negative (belonging to our sister Christina) is

and agreeable likeness. Our readers may form their now deposited with the London Stereoscopic Company.
own opinion, as we have 1 n authorized to reproduce The other photograph— the last which I have to

the figure of Rossetti. The expression is very serious mention—was 1 think even better than the one just
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described; unfortunately the negative bas been lost.

This is again a seated figure, in a natural and rather

lounging pose—the rail of the garden stairs being

conspicuous behind. Our sister possesses ;i print of

ii ; and he who has seen thai photograph has seen

(as through a glass, not darklj
I
Rossetti in his prime.

A reproduction of it, with the stair-rail removed, is

given on the opposite page.

In all tin' photographs 1 may here repeal whal I

have already partly intimated) the expression of mj
brother is —with some perceptible differences of degree

it once serious, collected, and easy, with a marked ab-

sence of artificiality, whether in pose or in trick of IV.

i

(ure. He looks like what he was, a man conscious

habitually bu( undemonstrativelj conscious of power,

and superior to all the small device s of self-exhibition.

EXPRESSION IN DRAPERY.
By ANNIE WILLIAM.-

1! U'l'.liY illustrates

the ethical history

of man and records

the advances of

civilisation. It is

an unfailing clue to

nationality. It has

no historic com-

mencem e nt, but

there is little doubl

that it was utili-

tarian in its origin.

The saying is com-

mon that the char-

acter and social status of man or woman may be told

by his or her dress ; and the same may be said to

apply to nations and individuals, in their religious

and civil customs, in times of war and of peace,

to the long-vanished past and quickly-disappearing

present. It extends from the tar-distant time when

the savage, having learnt the comfort and use of

clothing, drew in trembling awe the ill-prepared

skin or rough cloth over the image that to him was

i god, his personification of evil or of g 1. of love

or wrath ; thus showing at that earliest stage of civi-

lisation that, mingled with the fear, were the sense

of reverence and self-denial growing up in his heart.

'1'akc any scries of decorative or pictorial pain! ings,

an\ sculptured reliefs, or indeed almost any single

representation of the human form, draped ever so

slightly, and I hold that with no other clue the care-

ful observer will, by the masses, the line-, the folds

or tin absence of them, be enabled to say whether

the subject of the work he is studying lived under

a tropical sun, or within the influence of the arctic

bergs, or, again, in those bracing and temperate

lands where the hardiest and mosl sterling quali-

ties are oftenesl found; whether he was groping his

way by the light of nature through the darkness of

ivagery, or sinking from an advanced civilisation into

effeminate inaction and luxurious excess; whether
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through imperfect revelations he was worshipping

the God of his being or was groaning beneath (he

weight of a religious despotism, or in spite of many
outward observances and complicated rituals he was

directing his life and work by the unerring lights < f

'j Lness and truth. The observer would learn, too

much of the history of the originator of the work
; and

although influenced by the forms unobscured by the

drapery or developed beneath its folds, the greater pari

of his evidence would come from the covering itself.

Drapery tells, too, of the moods of peoples and

individuals. Nations have always had their gala

dress and their robes of mourning, and individuals

have always felt that days of sunshine and pleasure

demand a different style to those of winter-lime and

sorrow, and each has expressed this instincl according

to their day and nation, their religion and position.

Drapery may be utilitarian or ornamental, secular

or religious. It may lake the form of contemporary

costume restrained by social or sacred laws, or it may
merely assist the embodiment of a poetical idea. Ii

may help the artist who would recall the past to his

canvas, and who would tell again on linen or in clay

those stories of the past which mankind is always

ready to hear. Andromache's sorrow* would affect

less hut for the ample folds of the garment of grief

in which she has hidden her beautiful form. See

the study on p. 62.

Historically, drapery is divisible into two sec-

tions; for, like the ancienl and modern world, it is

Pagan and Christian. Taking the Greek as the

typical Pagan, and comparing his draperies with

those of the Teuton of the thirteenth century, it

will be seen whal a broad line of demarcation lies

between them. This difference is clearly visible, ex-

cept in those times when people, as it were, halted

Note. We are bore permitted to publish reproductions of

Sir Frederick Leighton's orig f drapery foi

tun of "Captive Andromache " in thi< year's Royal A

exhibition. I

1 ol no living artisl could betli

not- the subject than thosi of th it Et
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between two opinions, doubtful which to choose, and There are certain principles which govern all

then, having chosen the new, struggled, at first mi- arrangements of drapery on the human figure, arid

successfully, to free itself from the traditions of the consciously or unconsciously those who have in any

old. Pagan draperies were undoubtedly adapted to way controlled or represented drapery have been in-

i. --Tin: drapery or Andromache.

(From the Study by Sir Frederick LeitjUon, P.H.A., for Ins Picture 0/ "Captim Andromache,")

Christian uses ami ideas. Imt they soon began to fluenced by them. Fitness and proportion, action

acquire an unmistakable Christian character. ami repose, parallelism and radiation—each plays a

The spirit that animated tin- originators of all part in the development of drapery; and in all good

forms of Pagan drapery that were removed from mere work the firsl two are found combined with the last

utility was the desire to proclaim and express what four in proportion as its motive may require.

t i
i

.

\ felt and know of the beauty of the human form, The principle of fitness in its earliest form was

whilst the Christian tried to conceal it and forgel it. the feeling which, guided by necessity, prompted the
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firs) covering for man; aud from such simp].' re- Tin- principle "l' proportion applied to drapery is

quirements as those of a man cold and seeking for an echo of the forms it clothes. The human figure

clothing, or going to war and desiring protection— naturally developed is acknowledged in he creation's

from such remote beginnings drapery may portray crown, and in so far as the drapery upon it harino-
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Parallelism imparts steadiness and emphasis when- lions of expression, are assisted and increased by

over il appears in the midst o£ it matters not how drapery. The way the Greek maiden in the fourth

many conflicting folds. A glance al the third study Mu.lv has gathered her loose skirt together tells

will explain the vahu- of this principle ; the circular us she has reached the goal towards which she

parallel folds round the waist and under the anus, was journeying. She is about to fill the pitcher

and the perpendicular folds from the lefl hip, give she holds. Action changes parallel perpendicular

stability and weight to th i plicated folds whirl, lines into undulating diagonal curves, and graceful

,l i(
.

v i,;, im ,|
diagonal folds into stiff horizontal masses; whilst

'Radiation is almost universal in drapery, all repose is constant and quiet— often, too, religious

movement produces it; and any piece of drapery in its suggestion.

hanging from 1 he figure, attached by one or more Tl spression of these principles, as I have

points, falls from these in radiating folds. said, vanes very much in every epoch of art, but

Vction and repose are motive- rath, a- than con- it is ,.nly by different combinations of the same

struct ive principles, which, in all their many varia- elements. The one or the ether is more or less
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apparenl according to the nationality, the degree of

culture, and the religion of the people among whom
the drapery is develoj ed.

Material in drapery is always subservienl to the

principles of fitness and proportion, whilst the ex-

pression of the other principles is modified by the

material. The char-

acteristics of heavy

draperi is are the large

fold ami round edge,

snggi sting warmth as

well as massive and

monotonous solem-

nity ; whilst those of

light draperies are

naturally the small

fold and angular edge,

lull of grace and va-

riety.

In Pagan drapery

there are four promi-

Ueiit features illus-

trating the ethical and

historical, as well as

the ffisthetical, side

of this branch of art

t he Egyptian
and Assyrian, with

their predilections for

despot ie governments

and cramped develop-

ment, and the free and

enterprising Aryan of

< iree< e and Rome.

The draperies "I'

the Egyptians stand

out in the in i~t s of

bygone ages as stern

and solemn records of

a despotic hierarchy,

a suppressed national

lite, and a traditional

:: nil eon vent ional

school of art. The
country was warm.

and the mass of men
wore nothing hut a

plain .loth round their

loins, and the women a loose ungiii

upper classes wore full girdled rob

and straps— the chief characteristii

peries being their small and stiff

[By Sir Fr acrid I i rhton, r.n.A., fu

with sashes

their dra-

rallel folds,

whilst the king was distinguished from Ids sub-

jects by his architectually-shaped head-dress. This

was also the case with the Kino- ,,f As-.yria.hu: he

and hi- people were far more luxurious in their

dress than the Egyptians. The} wore richly-em
broidered garments, made with elaborate additions
in the form of highly-decorated aprons, hands, and
sashes. There were eeh of a cruel despotism in

,1 "'~'' glittering, foldless garments— of effeminacy
too, self-indulgence an 1 degenerate luxuriousness.

from Egyptian and

Assyrian we
to the di-aperii i

< I n rir, which at once

recall a vision of rm-

paral leled he;, uty.

Whether we look at

the tunic and cL

Athens' senator, ot at

the long, full, and

girdled robe of ma-
tron and maid, Iheri

i- the same graceful

simplicity, the same
proof that the Grei I

of the age of I'.

knew better than am.

Other race of men how

to express mosl litK

the beautj of man
ami woman. Their

draperies were alwa\ -

beautiful ; the} obi yetl

all constructive prin-

ciples of dra] en , and

never lapsed into .lull

monotony. Tin' dra-

peries of Rome were a

sumpt uous exaggera

t ion of thoseof ( ir< eee

The cloak of the

Athenian was changed

for i he largeand heav}

toga, a- Roman as

anything in Home
;

and the robes of the

women were fuller,

more cumbersome, and

more ornamental than

those the (I ice i a I]

1 Women wore, all their

less important gar-

in the same way. Over the

the light of Christianity arose, and

heathen drapery, with all other aspects of the old

world, was transformed; from assisting in the wor-

ship of beauty it was enlisted in the service of the

new religion, being intended to condemn pi

vanit v and nee, and to teach chat il \ and

self-denial.



T1IK OPENING UP OF THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

OR a good many years— for more,

certainly, than the authorities would

care to be reminded of—the want

of a satisfactory catalogue and guide

to the treasures in the National

Gallery 1ms been nothing short of a

public scandal. "The larger edition of tins cata-

logue" [i.e., the "abridged" catalogue of the pietuies

in the foreign schools], "which lias been for some

time under revision, is now in the press, and will

lie issued shortly," is the note affixed as a matter

of course to every succeeding edit mn of the official

handbook, till the announcement is now met with a

shrug of incredulity, and the date of the promised

issue has come to be regarded as the Greek kalends

in the art-almanack.

As matters have now fallen out, we need care

but little whether the long-reiterated promise be ful-

filled or not, seeing that Mr. E. T. Cook, M.A.,

lias produced a popular handbook* upon which Sir

Frederick Burton or anyone else will find it hard, if

indeed he find it possible, to improve. In the short

chapter with which he prefaces the work, Mr. Ruskin

declares : "So Far as 1 know there has never yet

been compiled, fur the illustration of any collection

of paintings whatever, a series of notes at once

so copious, carefully eh sen, and usefully arranged

as this which lias been prepared, by the industry

and good sense of Mr. Edward T. Cook, to be our

companion through the magnificent rooms of our own

National Gallery, without question now the most

important collection of paintings in Europe for the

purposes of the general student. Of course,"' he

goes on to say, " the Florentine school must always

be studied in Florence, the Dutch in Holland, and the

Roman in Rome
;
but to obtain a clear knowledge of

their relation to each other, and compare with the

best advantage the characters in which they severally

excel, the thoughtful scholars of any foreign country

ought now to become pilgrims to the Dome (such

as it is) of Trafalgar Square It will

be a! once felt by the readers of the following

catalogue that it tells them about every picture and

its painter just the things they wished to know.

The} may rest satisfied also that it tells them these

things on the best historical authorities, and that they

have in its concise paces an account of the rise and

deeli f the arts of the Old .Masters and record

" A I'opulai Ilimcll k to the National Gnlli ry." B5 !'.. T.

\\ illi 1
IV fsicvbj John liuskin, LL.l)., I'.c.l,. (London :

I mill in incl Co. 1888.)

of their persona] characters and worldly state and

fortunes, leaving nothing of authentic tradition and
essential interest untold."

There are merits in this compilation other than

those pointed out by Mr. Ruskin, to which the atten-

tion of official cataloguers in genera] may well be

drawn. In the fust place, not only arc its readers told

"just the things they want to know," but they are

spared the telling of things they do not care about,

and that would be of little use or interest if told.

In other words, the book is strictly popular in its aim,

its phraseology, and its execution. Interesting facts,

explanations, traditions, and anecdotes are told of the

pictures and their painters, to the point that the book

itself may be considered entertaining reading. Mere
technical discussion and bald fact are boldly eschewed:

for them the " higher student " must seek elsewhere.

"As a collection of critical remarks by esteemed

judges and of clearly formed opinions by earnest

lovers of art," says Mr. Ruskin further on, " the

little book- possesses a metaphysical interest quite as

great as its historical one." For Mr. Cook has

illustrated the great majority of the pictures with

judiciously selected extracts from the writings of all

the most eminent critics, few nanus indeed being

absent, whether belonging to the past or to the

pr< sent day.

And in the second place, the book, although an

exhaustive catalogue in itself, is more particularly a

guide to the gallenss, deriving its chid educational

value from its fulness, correctness, and its unfailing

good-humour. Modelled in great measure upon the

plan of Airs. Jameson's "Handbook," it is at once

more complete and less diffuse. Reading as he walks

and looks, the visitor may pass through all the

twenty-six apartments, and learn the whole history

of art as exemplified in our National Gallery—his

attention being called the while to beauties which he

otherwise might not sec and to facts he probably

would not know ; and, if he do not elect to ski]),

he may acquainl himself with the shrewdest, the

most poetical, the most discerning and thought-

ful, or the most trenchant criticisms that have

proceeded from the pens of our greatest art-writers,

whether most favourably known as critics, histo-

rians, or poets.

The plan of the work is both simple and in-

telligible. After an introductory chapter, wherein

the history of the National Gallery is included, the

compiler sets forth the official regulations, and pre-

sents a plan of the gallery— the latter showing, by
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an ingenious system of cross-hatching, the extent and

the date of the various extensions of the building.

Then the visitor is conducted around the galleries,

one by one, to the aecompanimenl of history and

anecdote, and a tasteful hut profuse selection of ele-

gant and apposite extracts from the poets and from

Mr. Ruskin. Indeed, the works of the Hard of

Collision have never before been so effectively sub-

jected to the process of honey-sucking, doubtless be-

cause no man living is so minutely acquainted as

Mr. Gook with every written word of Ruskin, chapter

and verse —a Fact, indeed, thai Mr. Ruskin once con-

fessed to me himself. A pithy introduction to each

school heads the various chapters; then follows the

full index of painters (which, by the way, had far

better have come at the end), and, finally, we have

an " index list of pictures." Every particular con-

cerning their acquirement is here recorded— vendor,

donor, date, and price—together with the whereabouts

of every picture at presenl "on tour."

I have called attention to the practical merits

of Mr. Cook's book, not only because it. is far

an 1 away the best catalogue, so far as I know,

that has ever been published—surpassing even Air.

Scharf's, both in interest and utility—but because

the general principle observed in its compilation

cannot be too forcibly impressed upon those who are

responsible for the display of treasures of whatever

kind. Before any amount of real benefit can be im-

parted to the public by a collection of works of art.

or whatever else, however superb ami costly it may
lie, that public must he mail.' to feel an inter* I iii it.

This can only lie done by draw ing them to the gallery

by a bond of sympathy, and, by encouraging legiti-

mate curiosity and satisfj ing the new-born desire for

information, to ultimately cultivate a love I f art.

It is t. fteii forgotten that a public collection <

pictures is designed to serves triple end: the first,

to display and illustrate the history of art; the

second, to teach our art-students 1>\ affording them
an opportunity of emulating the greal works of

the great masters; and the third, and chief of all,

to entertain, educate, refine, and ennoble the great

mass of the people—who can be neither entertained,

educated, refined, nor ennobled h\ being told thai

such-and-such a picture was painted by S l-so i

the Early Venetian School in the year L-300, for the

simple reason that they will not h 1 such bald and,

to them, unmeaning information. The |
pie may

rightly claim to be taught how to blow the whistle

for which they have paid so much.
Air. Cook has done on an important scale what

Air. Whitworth Wallis has for some lime pas! been

doing in Birmingham on a more modest plan, and

he may he said to have fully opened up for the

first time, so far as the ordinary visitor is concerned,

our rich national mine of art-treasure, which, for

average excellence of its pictures and proportionate

number and variety of its masterpieces, is second to

none in the wot Id. Tin. Editok.

THE NATIONAL STATUE TO GENEEAL GORDON.

Till- uncovering of Mr. Thornycroft's statue of

Genera] Cordon, in Trafalgar Square, contri-

butes a very notable addition indeed to the sparse

sum of the works of art that open-air London can

boast. It is the outcome of a vote by Parliament

in 1885— the year of Gordon's death— when, acting

on the counsel of Sir Frederick Leighton, Sir John

Millais, and Air. Watts, Mr. Plunket, the First

i ommissioncr id' Works, commissioned Mr. Thorny-

erofl to execute the monument

.

It will doubtless he of general interest if AL\

Thornycroft's own account of the statue, written in

a private letter to the Editor of 'I'm Magazine of

Aut, be first presented to the reader.

"At first it was proposed that the statue should

he placed as a pendant to thai of Havelock—the

slatue of Napier to he removed further back in the

square to make room. To this removal there proved

to he some serious opposit ion. This I dii| not regret,

as the task of making a pendant to the Havelock

monument did not fill me with delight ; for I am
strongly of opinion that the scale of this statue i-

entirely wrong, and detrimental to the effeel of the

Square. I preferred rather having a site farther

hack in the Square for the Gordon, where I could

have a freer hand and could aim at making a

statue whose scale, at any rate, should he in proper

proportion to those buildings around mosl worthy i F

consideration, namely, the National Gallery, which

is really ;i beautiful building, the Church of St.

Martin's, and the College "I' Physicians.

''Thai portrait -statues in public places should

have a relation to the buildings in their inm

neighbourhood, and not to abnormal structures, such

as the Nelson Column, is, I think, not to 1"

tioned. We have removed one monster to the •,

of Aldcrshot, and there are -till others which might,

al an\ rate, be redu ed in scale, if we

beautify London. It is a vain hope, perhaps, bul I

• ie mid like to live to
I

C I.
% '-
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Prince Consort placed under the golden canopy in stone, considerably higher than the man himself, is

Kensington Gardens in lieu of the gilded Colossus repellent, in a certain degree, to the logical mind

now there. that has not become habituated to the idea through

" The Gordon monument consists of a bronze convention. In this matter there may be two ex-

statue of the hero, ten I'eet six inches high, and a tremes ; that in which, as in the ease of the Duke of

lofty decorated pedestal, containing on two sides of York, we elongate our pedestal ad absurdam, and gel

the shaft bronze panels in low relief. The subjects our hero out of the way by sticking him on the top of

are allegories the one ' Fortitude and Faith,' and a column a hundred and twenty feet above us, with

the other 'Charity and Justice.' a spiky lightning-conductor through his lea I. where

"Gordon appears as an English Staff- Officer, we cannot see him ; and the other when the portrait

wearing a patrol jacket, but without belts, sword, or is so tine and lifelike that the effigy almost ceases to

weapon of any kind, except his famous short rattan become a conventional representation of a man, and

cane, or ' Wand of Victory/ as it came to be called we begin to ask ourselves why this poor art's victim

duriiv his celebrated China campaign. Weapons he should remain up there to brave the wind and

never wore, even in his most daring undertakings. weather. In either case the rigid lines of the base

His arms are almost in the folded position, but the invariably clash in spirit with the lines of the figure

right hand is raised up to the chin, while the left above, and defy all the attempts of the artist to

[irmly grasps a Bible beneath his right elbow. Slung decorate them away. Why must we always have

at his hack is a binocular field-glass. He stands these apologies—however ample they may he—for

lirinly on the right toot, the other is raised on a something better? Statues there an—TabaechFs

broken cannon. Tins latter 1 introduced to give a monument commemorating the completion of the

military environment to the figure, and at the same Mont Cenis tunnel is a fair example of the prin-

time to express his dislike to bloodshed and war—as eiple — which are raised to the required level by

if, so to speak, he would wish to put his heel upon means of a picturesque treatment of the base,

it. The whole aspect of the statue I wished to he whereby the enforced idea of a pedestal is alto-

resolute, solitary, hut not sad. gether eliminated. It is surely high time that

"
I have had the advice and assistance of Mr. some variety should he introduced into our public

Waterhouse in the design of the pedestal. This is monuments.

composed of hard Derbyshire limestone, known as But if anything could reconcile us to the idea of

Hopton Wood stone, which, /'//like the depressing, a pedestal if is the graceful design of Mr. Thorny-

interminable, never-changing grey granite all around, croft and Mr. Waterhouse, embellished as it is with

lends itself to the sculptor's chisel, so that the cap, the two exquisitely-imagined reliefs by the former

or cornice, of the pedestal is here carved with appro- artist. They represent, as has already been said, the

priate ornament and scroll, giving the names of distinguishing "cardinal virtues'" of General Gordon.

Gordon's famous campaigns and victories. The In the western panel the symbolical figures of For-

upper pedestal, or sub-plinth, to the statue, is en- titude and Faith stand side by side; Fortitude, calm

riehed with bronze wreaths and festoons of honour and resolute, with her -word and buckler, which

to the man above. The proximity of the high ter- hears the legend, " Right fears no Might ;" and

race at the back required that the pedestal should he Faith, with uplifted hands and eyes, draped from

high, so that the whole monument measures twenty- the head, and wearing a cross upon her bosom. In

nine fret in height." the companion panel the composition is more elabo-

Thus far Mr. Thornycroft. He naturally con- rate. Charity here hears a nestling English child

lined himself to description m writing his letter, upon her arm, while with the other hand she draws

leaving criticism to those who felt themselves called dose to her a little Soudanese hoy whom she has

ii] to offer it. Willi respect to the work, we an- taught to read, and whose naked shoulders she covers

happy to recognise in it a charming simplicity and with the folds of her own gown. Beside this lovely

naturalness of posi— somewhat similar to that of group stands Justice, blindfold, bearing her usual

the statue of Lord Herbert of Lea outside the War attributes, the sword and scales. We know not

Office, but considerably more lifeliki— that add an when- to look in out-dour London for such a union

unassuming dignity to the qualities the sculptor of grace and beauty of composition and line, charm

sought more particularly to produce. The pedestal of feeling and of sentiment, of elegance and skill

is finely designed, and, to a certain extent, origi- (especially in the arrangement of draperies), that

ual. But w< nfess ourselves altogether opposed combine here to render these plaques masterpieces

to the accepted orthodox notion of a high pedes- in sculpture design. The public and the artist arc

lal at all. To place the bronze or marble elli-y equally to be congratulated, for Mr. Thornyerofl's

of a man on the top ,,f a huge block of decorated triumph is the people's gam. ]\j ]j g_
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GU STAVE BOULANGER,
Jiv M. H. SPIELMANN.

BY tlic death of Gustave Boulanger, which was among many dear and old friends—Boulanger divided

recorded in these pages last month, France his art between classic and Oriental life, so that it is

has lost one of her must popular painters. I say not surprising to find the more superficial among the

"popular " advisedly, for although he was a painter critics comparing the merits of the two painters ; but,

who always reached a high level of excellence, and as a matter of fact, the times were few indeed when

A MOORISH INTERIOR.

(From the Pietun by Gicslavi Boiilanger.)

seldom produced anything below its average or un- Boulanger— whose mind was of a much inferior

worthy of his name, he never rose to be a really great order, artistically speaking— came out the victor,

artist in the estimation of those whose judgment His technique, indeed, was not comparable to that of

accords the position. Talent he had of a very high Gerome, nor were his conceptions as vigorous; for

order, but though he exercised it with all the oppor- all that his col, mr was less hard, and his female

tunities afforded by his richly-inventive faculty, it figures invested with greater grace. The balance

never onee reached the borderland of absolute genius, has been struck, too, between him and Mr. Alma-

Talent, unlimited industry, a sure hand for drawing, Tadema; though he has never, to our knowledge,

a bright fancy, and a mind above the commonplace reached such a height in the art of painting as

— all this ensures him a foremost position in the Mr. Tadema usually attains, nor so impressed his

s nd rank of the painters of France, but can never spectators with the conviction of his sincerity.

entitle him to a place among the artists of genius. Perhaps his exact position may be best defined by

Like M. Gerome—his oldest and dearest friend saying that to Lord Lytton's knowledge of classic
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(F,r.

THE STATUETTE-SELLEE.

the Picture by Gustavo Boulanger.)

Of course, as a graceful painter of the

he had bu( slight opportunity outside of hi

Greek, Roman, and Pompeian subjects
; and

the nude was one of lus strong points. There
is some very graceful painting of the sorl

in " Le Mamillare," while for gra »f the

draped figure the reader may be referred to

"The Statuette-Seller," here shown. Yet for

this delightful quality he was bj an

to be depended upon, his grace as often

becoming affectation, as his ideal of beantj

constantly degenerated into mere prettiness.

To sum up, Gustave Boulanger was an admir-

able draughtsman, a pleasing colourist, skilful

in the handling of his subject, and spirituel

—sometimes even dramatic- in the telling of

his story ; steadily declining all the while I"

move with the artistic advance of his country-

men.

That he was an exceptionally keen observer,

too, his Oriental works sufficiently testify,

though tin' quality is not so manifest in his

finished pictures as in his sketches and studies.

lie had been sent to Africa at- the age of

fourteen by his uncle, and utilised tin' eight

months he' spent there in making sketches of

life and character. A love of Orientalism, both

in town and plain, became thus early implanted

in him, lint for all that ho could not resist

the temptations of the neo-Greek school that

was then exercising so great an influence on

French youth, lie therefore placed himself

under the tuition of Delaroche before entering

hl'e and something

of Mr. Poynter's
skill in drawing it,

he brought to bear

I lie -'lit inielit ..!' M r.

\\ Isand the poet rv

of Professor Sciuti.

He was, in short . a

realist
; for although

he often startles us

with the originality

of his scenes of Ro-

man life—that is to

say, net necessarily

the life as it was, hut

the light ;is he con-

sidered it ought to

have been—il is not

until we come t" < \-

amine his African

pictures that We see

Of what vigour he

was really capable. THE SllOl' OE THE UARBEB 1

Gusto
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the Beaux Arts. A subsequent visit to Rome fired In addition to what has already been referred to,

his enthusiasm) and, impressed by its archaeological his work included occasional portraiture of no in-

al st as much as by its sentimental side, and considerable merit and " history pictures/' altogether

still more by Ins vision of the mighty works oL' more important in aim than the historic genre on

Michelangelo, he returned to Paris (in the grandi- which he elected to base his claim to celebrity. But

" TIIH KM IK '

"

(From the Fictwc by Gustave Boidamjcr.)

loquenl language of an admirer) " lo share with it is more than likely that it is as a decorator

(uniine, I'ieoii, and Hamon, not the Empire of that he will retain Ins reputation, for in his wall

Alexander, but thai of the Cawars"! lie thus and ceiling paintings the limitations of his art and

continued painting Rome and Algiers alternately, powers are less apparent, and his fancy, restrained by

alrnosl from the first, for the latter of which he Ins academic draughtsmanship, had free but well-

found In- early studio- of type of no little value. controlled play.
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^Designed by < 7<- Chaplin. Engraved by Ch. Baudc)

ITALY, THE ART-CENTRE OF THE WORLD.
i:v .mux FLAXMAN, R.A.

" To the President and Council of the Royal

Academy of London.

" Gentlemen,—The Petitioners desire that Prance

may become the University for the Arts of Design in

the following words :
—

' It is necessary that all nations

should henceforth borrow the line arts from us with

the same eagerness they formerly imitated our follies ;

and when we shall have granted them peace, they

will be anxious to come to this country to imitate

the wisdom and taste which those works of genius

imparl.' But let us see what, advantages of this

kind France possesses, or is likely to be possessed

of, in comparison with Italy.

"An University or School in which all nations

are to study the Arts of Design should possess all

possible assistance to the progress and exercise of

Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture. This pre-

supposes the possession of the greatest number and

• Note.—A very short time after Buonaparte had led his victori-

ous army through Italy, annexing as he went every fine work of

hich ho could lay hands to enrich the Musee National at
Talis, a petition was pre3i nted to thi ir Government by a number
of over-patriotic French artists. The gist of this petition was,

thai seeing how many of the finest treasures of art were now in

1 iderable numher of which, howevi r, wen
disgorged a fi w years later)— the time was now ripe for the sup-

i of Rome by Paris as the great art-centre for students
of all nations. Alarm-. 1 at this over-bearing suggestion, Flaxman
raised his voice in reply, in a letter which he addressed to thi

English Royal Academy. This letter, hen printed foi :

time, was written in 1797, the year of his i \ lociate

of the Academy.

—

Editor.

variety of the most excellent works on Grecian Sculp-
ture—Groups, Statues, Busts, and Bas-reliefs in

marble and bronze—as likewise Gems and Medals;
of Paintings, the greatest number ami variety of

ancient Greet and Roman Paintings and Mosaics,
as also the best of those works which have beet)

produced since the revival of the Ails. This Uni-
versity should he situated in a country abounding
with buildings creeled from the remotest antiquity,

through the barbarous ages, down to the revival of

the Grecian orders in the fifteenth century. Here
the student of Architecture should see and study the

Palaces, Temples, Basilicas, Theatres, Amphitheatres,
Paths, Aqueducts, Fountains, Tombs, Chapels.

Altars, Sarcophagi, or whatever else of put, he or

private building or decoration mighl enable him to

make the most profound and perfect studies in his

art. The Fainter and Sculptor should he excited by
the objects to a habit of copying line living models

;

and they should have easy access lo able masters

fa- instruction. The local situation of such a scl 1

should be connected with the classical history of the

works which il contains, in order that the natural

connection between the Arts of Design and the

Belles-Lellres mm he preserved. The very climate

itself should he favourable to grand forms of counten-

ance and person, to the limbs being more uncovered

than in colder countries, to careless and variegated

groups and actions and flowing draperies. This Scl I

of \ its should likewise he in t he high road to Greece

and Egypt, Syria, Balbek, and Palmyra, to enable
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such as would study ait and science at their source as she is valiant in war, to be moderate in peace, and

in make the easier journeys into those countries, to suffer Italy to remain, as it has been, the Uni-

Xiiw, as Italy is the only country in the world that versity for all nations to study in, from which she

has all these advantages, it is evident that is the will ultimately derive much greater advantages, in

University in which all nations must study the Arts common with tin' rest of Europe, than she can in

of Design, future by dismembering that venerable Scl 1.

• France, on the i trary, wants them all, in Such an instance of moderation would secure to

common wit], her neighbours. In France there is France the praise of the present and future genera-

no series of Greek and It an buildings for archi- lions; it would prove that her love of the line arts

leets to study; in France there is no collection of is equal to her professions. Those inestimable collee-

antique sculpture worth notice—nay, in this respect, tions should be sacred and inviolable which are con-

perhaps England, Saxony, Prussia, Russia, and Spain tained in Rome, Florence, and Naples, cities so

excel her, for in those countries there are very line conveniently situated for communication with each

collections of ancient sculpture, notwithstanding that other, and winch, together with the surrounding

all the first, second, and perhaps third class remain country, make up the great University of Italy,

in Italy, where every true lover of arts and letters which may he said, immediately or intermediately,

must hope they may long continue. There is eer- to have produced all the greal restorers of Arts

tainly an extensive and valuable collection of Pic- and Letters. The collections of Home are not in

tures in Paris, which will be of the greatest assistance the same danger of being dispersed as formerly,

to Painters preparatory to their studies in Rome. for all the line works of art which have been found

Anion-' tie' work's of ehiefest merit are those in the or purchased for many years past are lodged in the

Luxembourg Gallery l>v Rubens; some Pictures of Clementine Museum, and belong to the Roman

Raphael and Corrcggio ; the Battles of Le Brun and people. The nephews of Popes do not now marry

the 'Life of St. Bruno/ by Le Sueur. But the paint- into the families of crowned heads, and by that

ings of greatest excellence, upon the study of which means give their powerful relations the plea to

alone an historical painter can hope to become great, seize their collections by inheritance; besides which,

remain in Italy; and there the best of them must the Roman Government will in future permit only

remain, as their sizes are enormous, and they are duplicates of antique statues or inferior works to

painted mi walls. The Paintings which I allude piss out of tin- State. I can assure the Petitioners

to arc Michael Angelo's ' Last Judgment ' ami ceil- that the Barberini and Giustiniani Collections are not

ino- in the Capella Sistini ; 'The Martyrdom of wholly carried off. It is true that a few years back

St. Peter ' and ' The Conversion of St. Paul,' in the some articles were injudiciously sold out of them,

Capella Paulini, by the same artist
; the chambers but they are at this time great and valuable col-

of Raphael in the Vatican; the chapel painted by lections. I can assure them likewise that four of

Signorelli at Orvietto; tie- Paintings of Titian in the best statues and some other articles from the

the Ducal Palace <<\' Venice; and the Domes by Negroni Collection are in the Clementine Museum
Corrcggio and Parmagiano, &c. &c. ; to which I mav in Rome.

add the ancient paintings at Naples, for these are "Having eon.' through an examination of the

In Italy, though nol of the number of immovables, object and principal arguments of the petition, if

If to th,' objections already stated we add the dis- only remains to say something concerning those

advantages of the climate and local situation of by whom it is signed. Several of them are per-

Fraiice. in comparison with Italy, we shall immc- sons highly esteemed for their industry and talents

diately see that nothing less than a new dispensa- in Painting. Sculpture, and Architecture. In this

tion of Providence ami arrangement of things in latter study (he French have been particularly mk-

this part of the Globe can ever give France the cessful, and in this place I cannot forbear doing

advantages which Italy possesses as an University justice to the merits of my former friend and fellow-

lor the Aits of Design. student in Rome, M. Percier. Although he is n |

"If it should appear, from what has been said, in the number of Petitioners, he is a man of un-

thal this scheme of making France the University of common virtue; his compositions are the most

the World is impracticable, as well as unreasonable beautiful architectural assemblages; his drawings

and unjust, all the lesser arguments of the Petitioners have been much admired and sold for consider-

must, of course, fall to the ground; but if anyone able sums in England. From a considerable know-

is dissatisfied with what has been advanced, although ledge of several of the Petitioners whilst we pursued

I Id produce other arguments, I could not pro- our studies at the same time in Rome, I shall set

diice stronger to convince him. down the following anecdote only : About ten years

"It would be great and disinterested in France, since a M. Drouvais died, who was a pensioner of
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the French Academy in that city. He was uni-

versally regretted For his extraordinary talents in

painting. His fellow-students, eleven in number,

instantly agreed to honour him with a marble monu-
ment. M. Michallon (one <•( the preseut Petitioners)

was tin' sculptor employed, and nobly gave liis labour.

inform Englishmen of particular virtues and talents

"i an enemy's country, which otherwise might not

be so generally known, and to lei Frenchmen see

thai we can acknowledge whatever is praiseworthy

in them with as much zeal as the} would themselves.
"

1 have < 1 1 1 \ to add my earnest u ishes as an
students paid by subscriptions for the Englishman and a real lover of m\ country that we

may in future cultivate the Arts of Design with
as much fervour, and labour as indefatigablj to

bring them to perfection, as the French have

by those means only whicli are just and honourable.

" I have the honour to be, Gentlemen,

" i'our iii"-t humble Sen ant,

" .1. li ix

"Buckingham Strei t

"

The ,

marble and other expenses out of their little pensions

of six shillings per week, allowed by their Govern-

ment to each, exclusive of their board and lodging

in the Academy. The design was the side of a large

altar; the pediment presented a medallion of the

deceased; on the dado were three figures in bas-

relief. Painting wrote his name. Sculpture supported

her arm, ami Architecture looked on with a mournful

countenance. 1 have introduced this anecdote to

THE ISLE OF ARRAN.—I.

]3y L. lllia.lv

THERE are hut few of the ordinary tourists who
visit the Clyde who do not know something of

Arran - -if r: is onls its striking outline as seen from

sole of their feet,

nightfall I k

It is in the

ami they are bound ti

piarters elsew here,

strictest sense a mon

ave before

dy of the

APPROACH TO ARRAN.

(Fivm « Drawing \nj J. M

the waters of the Frith, or from the Ayrshire coast ; fortunate
|

pie who can claim something mo
hut, fortunately for the lovers of this most beautiful a passing acquaintance with it. And though the

retreat, their acquaintance with it is of the slightest

:

comfortable hotel at Corrie, and the somewhat more

for there is practically no resting-place in it for the pretentious one at Brodick, are crowded from rool to
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cellar, and even the tiny Court House turned into an and yet be within twelve or fourteen hours of London,

exaggerated bedroom for the many from Saturday and close to Glasgow, is something to be enjoyed

to Monday, there is small chance of anyone not with trembling in these days of universal progress,

known to' the proprietor, or having seme friend on h is needless to say that the sort of people who

the island, finding room on the floor to sleep, much like negro minstrels, performing dogs and monkeys,

less :1 | ir ,i
and " a hand twice a day on the pier," do not visit

Once introduced to Arran, however, those who Arran.

appreciate its beauties, and love its absolute repose Arran is almost the same size as the Isle of

and freedom from conventionalities, become enthu- Wight, but is incomparably more beautiful, and of

VILLAGE COEEIE.

(From 'i Drawing by •'. MacWhlrtcr, A. I:. A Engraved by T. s. Bayley.)

siastie lovers, and regular lialitiu's. Before they a wholly different character. It has been said by

leave one season they have secured quarters for the geologists to he an epitome of the world, ami by

next ; and after a time come to consider they have tourists, who know it well, to he a retinue of all the

a. vested right in their picturesque little cottage, beauties of Scotland. Seen from the sea, it has the

embowered in trees, or snugly nestling on the side of appearance of a- singularly line range of mountains,

mic of the -lens. A few artists who know of the with wild and jagged outlines rising straight from

inexhaustible beauties of Arran conic there as re- the water ; and although the greatest heights are not

oularly each year as they leave London; the same important (Goatfell, 2,866, Cor Mhor, 2,618, and

visitors are found year alter year, at most moving so forth), they appear extremely imposing, from

from one part of the island to another, and never the fact of their being seen from base to summit.

dreaming of going elsewhere. Londoners, however, Nothing can be liner, in fact, than the long ir-

who come here, as a rule keep their retreat dark, regular ridge, extending from Hen Ghnuis on the

for one of its great charms is its utter remoteness south to Sindhe Fergus on the north-east. The

from ordinary life, while within a few hours' journey western range which joins this has a persistent

from town. To have the luxury of never seeing or altitude of 1,600 feet, with six summits not less

hearing a railway train, or even a tourist-laden coach, than 2,000 feet each. The whole island is curiously
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divided into two almost equal, but very dissimilar,

portions; the northern division consisting wholly

of these ragged mountain ranges, intersected by

wild and deep glens, which, diverging from one

centre, open seaward on a narrow belt of lowland

that is covered with the most luxuriant verdure

and splendid trees. Along this belt, and at the Eoot

of the old sea-cliffs, pierced with water-worn caves,

but now clothed with rich foliage, and over which,

after rain, waterfalls dash on to the low ground on

the north-west, the must picturesque parts of the

scenerj maj be round. Lamlash itself is not .1

Favourite with the Arran lover. It is too much
like other seaside pla< 1

,
and the fact of H0I3 [sland

laying completely across the opening of the baj

sts it- being shut in, which becomes

wearisome after a time. The walk over the

by Corrie lulls to Brodick, however, affords one of the

finest views of the rugged ranges of mountain- to be

found anywhere. Gleneloy is a wide, well-cultivated

/ll^vf.

LOCH KANZJ CASTLE.

(From a Drawing by J. ilacWhlrler, A.R.A. i:.
i

i

their way to the sea, runs the road from Brodick to

North Glen Gannox, where it turns up through the

glen ami crosses the mountain passes to Loch Ranza
on the north-west. From this point to Dongrie on

the west coast, at the mouth of [orsawater, it once

more runs along the beach under the ancient

cliffs.

The southern half of the island consists of a

rolling table-land, somewhat uninteresting inland,

hut possessing a coast-line of great beauty, and, in

some places, fine basaltic rocks and causeways. The

east side of the island is both the most sheltered and

the most beautiful ;
from Lamlash to Loch Ranzn on

quiet glen running- up from [nvercloy, in which

kilniiehael, the old mansion of the Fuller). .ns, is

situated. Up Glen Shirag runs a road, over what

is called " the string," right across the island, down

the Machrie Valley t" Blackwater fort on the

coast. From the high point- of this road a mag-

nificent view i- obtained, and : maj be fortunate

en. .ugh to see the in 1 rise from over the low

Ayrshire coast on th side, while the sun is

sinking into the sea on the other. Here, too, you

become suddenly aware that the streams which have

inning towards you, as you ascend the eastern

(laid;, are now making their way westward. Glen
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Rosa, perhaps the besl known of the Arran glens, earn the mails, which are delivered to the outlying

skirts along under Goatfell, and is divided at its glens after a fashion quite peculiar. Once a week
extreme end from Glen Gannox by a precipitous neck the banker comes from Lamlash and sits in a little

of rock, which, however, may be passed. wooden box on the pier to receive money, change
The ordinary tourist and professional sightseer, cheques, &c. As for Corrie, it is dependent for its

as a rule, makes the trip to Arran from Wemyss Bay supplies from the mainland mi the daily visit of the

in the steamer Ivanlwe, and an unusually beautiful Tvanhoe, or the mail-cart from Brodick: Loch Ranza
trip it is if I he day be line: past the glorious scenery and some of the west coast villages are in the direct

of the Clyde, through the Ivyles of Bute, and out route of the Campbelltown steamers, and in the

into the open Frith, past the Cumbraes, where Arran summer-time have communication with the main-

itself comes in sight, lying like a. sleeping lion on land at least once a day.

the summer sea, Ails.n Crag in the distance, and the Once or twice a week- during the season, too,

blue line of the Irish coast beyond. The steamer the Brodick Castle makes the complete circuit of the

makes straight for the sweel little village of Corrie, island by way of a pleasure-trip, calling, however,

which nestles at the very foot of the rugged moun- only at Lamlash, Brodick, and Corrie, for passengers.

tain, down whose sid ' the "white water " is seen Beyond sounding the foe-horn, for the sake of the

tumbling and slidine- over the granite almost from echo against the side of the mountains a little beyond
the very summit. Here the steamer lies to while Corrie, it does not, however, make itself disagreeable

tic passengers are brought off or landed in an open to the island and its summer residents.

boat that puts out. from the picturesque red rocks The secret of the isolation and primitive condition

which serve the purpose of a pier. Close under the of life in Arran lies in the fact that the whole island

land the Jranlioe now goes on to Brodick Bay, which is in the possession of two proprietors, whose chief

it enters from the northern side, just under the wooded desire is to keep out tourists and prevent its be-

heights on which the castle stands. This affords by coming a second Rothsay, as it would quickly do

no means the most satisfying aspect of tin' hay, from its nearness to Glasgow, the moment it was

although it is (hat chosen by the artist. From the possible to get lodgings or hotel accommodation.

Corrie Gills shore on the south, or from the landing- Glen Cloy, a beautiful pastoral glen opening out

stage at Inveicloy, one gets a view of th utral towards Brodick Bay, and a small portion of White-

range of mountains, with Goat Fell ami the opening farland Bay on the west, belong to the Fuller-

of (Men Rosa, and all the luxuriant growth of the tons, to whose ancestors the lands were given by

low-lying coast-line reflected in the still waters of Robert Bruce as a return for the shelter afforded

the sheltered angle of the hay, which can scarcely lie him when in hiding from his English enemies before

surpassed for beauty. This is, of course, if the day his invasion of the mainland. The whole of the

he line; for it is no uncommon thine- to o.-,, for a remainder of the island belongs to the Duke id'

day's trip to Arran, and never see it at all, so apt Hamilton, who thoroughly appreciates the beauty

is this exclusive little island to shroud herself in a and charm of the place, and is determined that it

vapoury mantle which completely hides her moun- shall not he turned into a tea-garden or a driuking-

tains from view. Round the point from Invercloy saloon for Glasgow.

the picturesque little Holy Island comes info view He rules il much after the fashion of an absolute

completely masking the entrance to Lamlash Bay, monarch, makes such laws and regulations as seem

although there is a deep channel on each side of it. best to his fancy, and the visitor who succeeds in

After a short stay at Lamlash, the steamer sets out finding quarters there must submit to them. He
on Hs return journey, picks up the tourists who does not allow any dogs to land without special leave,

hive had time for an hour's stroll at Brodick and and the lady who would take her shaved poodle or

Corrie, and carries them back to Glasgow; leaving her toy terrier must obtain s] ial permission from

I he inland alone for the rest of the day. the duke's agent, or she will have to go back to the

'idie steamers which cross twice a day during the mainland with her pet. He regulates the number
summer months from Ardrossan rare]}' bring tourists

;
and the size of the inns or public-houses, allowing

they do most of the serious business of the island. th' fewest possible for the aCCOll dat ioli of the

Fish, fruit, and vegetable sellers come over in them islanders. The hotels at Brodick and Corrie are

from the mainland, and anyone who wishes for ihesi' allowed by special favour, but no addition may be

luxuries must go to the pier to make their purchases mad!' to them. Nor will he give permission to his

after the Hrodid; Castle has come in. The very tenants to build anything more than they actually

bread for the mcisl pari comes across from the main- need to occupy themselves. As, however, the tenants

laud, and the one or two sh'ps m Brodick are sup- make more b\ their summer letting than b) their

plied in the same way. The Ardrossan boats also whole vear's farming or trade, they have a marvellous
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fashion of vanishing from June to October, and one as are to be had the summer life in Arran is a

and all lei their cottage or farmhouse to the fortunate of camping under thatch, and only those who can

people who know how to secure them. Many retire stand a little roughing care for its delights. One

to small iron or wooden shanties, which they set up often sees the head and shoulders of some well

IN- Iin: BIRCH WOOD .

(from a Drawing by ./. MacWhirtn; ,).«..!.)

in their gardens or on the hillside, leaving their homes man protruding through the attic window "1' a cot-

Eor the visitors, who bring their own servants. After tage while he makes hj s morning toilette. This i^

all, the number of houses and cottages in the whole less because he wishes to admire the scenery than

island is extremely limited, and for tie' mosl pari because if i- the only method by which he can stand

they are occupied year after year by the same
|
eople. upright in hi- bedr n. There is always the problem

Even the hotels decline to take boarders, and afti r of supplies to solve, though plenty of milk, butter,

a week's stay a polite intimation is given thai the eggs, fowls, mutton, and potatoes are brought to your

rooms are \\
i door 1>\ the farmers' carts, bul wine, beer, or spirits

To all except the families who secure such houses must I bti id From the mainland, as the hotel-
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keepers do not care to supply them, having quite

enough to do to keep up their own stuck-. As a set-

off against these difficulties, which to the lovers of

Arran are but added delights, you have a climate

which is mild without being enervating, a sweet, soft

air, which can lie excelled by none, scenery which is

not only beautiful in itself, but which lias a magic

charm from the marvellous changes of colouring and

of atmospheric effects; a combination of quiet pas-

toral scenes reminding one of the Swiss valleys,

with sombre woods and quiet flowing trout streams,

a background of mountains of grandly rugged forms,

glens which for absolute wildness and weird loneliness

are not surpassed in the remotest, parts of Scotland,

bills which gleam will) the bloom of ripened fruit as

(he sun strikes on their heather-crowned sides, and

the ever-changing sea taking such fairy-like opal

lints al sunrise or sunset as those wh l do not know

the strange beauty of northern sei s never dream

of—always the deep dark blue so peculiar to Scot-

land. Then the distant mountains on the mainland,

the jewelled coast of Ayrshire, on the wilder Argyll,

the passing storms which gather on the " Hill of

the Winds," and sweep down the o-lens, churning

up the waters in the bay, till one trembles to watch

them! And then towards evening all changes. The

wears' winds sink to rest, the sun gleams out, and a

veritable transformation scene takes place, such as no

one caii describe, and no one imagine who has not

seen it, Then every little stream has become a head-

long torrent, waterfalls are tumbling down where no

one guessed there was a rill, over the old sea-cliffs

between the red rowan-trees the wild Whitewater is

leaping and crashing down to the sea. The little brook

which yesterday we passed over so easily on stepping-

stones is now a river whose roar can be heard a mile

off, as it carries great boulders down in its headlong

course; and then, before the morn looks down on it,

repentant of its sudden haste, it is shrinking half-

ashamed within its hanks again.

People wdio pay hurried visits to Arran talk of

its climate as one of perpetual rain, because on the

one day they saw it it was so ; but those wdio know

it well are content to have an occasional day's storm,

for the beauty which succeeds when the mists are

rolling up the granite precipices of Glen Shant, or

forming a golden background for the jagged peaks

of ''the Castles," as the setting sun lights up the

hanging vapour behind their summits, and the whole

island and its surrounding sea sparkles into un-

known beauty. It is not often that there is con-

tinuous rain in Arran. Most generally a stormy

morning will have a glorious close of day, or after a

downfall over night the dawn will usher in a day of

perfect peace and loveliness. Often there .are long

spells of delicious Weather; while late into October

the sea is warm enough for bathing, and the daily

swim in the Burn is still possible and delightful.

The east- side of the island is, as we have said, by

far the most sheltered, and about the Fallen Hocks,

midway between ferric and the t'oek of Arran, is a

region of almost perpetual calm.

BH'Il) STONES, AERAN.

(From a Drawing by .'. llacWIUrtcr, . I. It. A. Engraved by A. Ulossi.)



There's nae matr lands totyne.my
And nae mair lives- togie:

Though a man think sair to Hue nae mair,
Theres but one day to die. W\

Tor a' things come anda ' dews j/z*

What needs ye rendj/cur hair ?
But hiss me tlil the morn's morrocu.
Then T// hissue nae mair.

/ands are /est ano
Gndui/iatu.-erethcutogi'i?

w

ru 'menu a man gives a7//ie can.

Our king coins ocoer the sea's Coater,

Qn.oT7 in- prison- sair;
But /'/ com out tAe morn's mcrrou,

Qnctye'// see pie nae mair. /f.C.S.

I
Poem I

\ .1 iCOBITE S FAR] WELL, 171 ">.
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MR. GLADSTONE AND HIS PORTRAITS
By T. WEMYSS RETD.

FOl! thirty years past no face in England lias of the necessary diplomas of his profession, and that

more frequently engaged the attention of the in dealing with the portraits of the ex-premier the

portrait-painter than that of Mr. Gladstone. Other critic suffers from an embarrassment of riches, the

men of eminence in politics and letters may during product of the care and labour of the greatest artists

that period have temporarily rilled a larger space of our day.

in the minds of their fellow-countrymen, and as a Mr. Gladstone is not an easy subject, though lie

consequence may have figured more prominently at is one in whom painters may well delight. His

certain periods on the walls of Burlington House, strongly-marked features, the deep lines and furrows

But they are gone, whilst Mr. Gladstone remains, which time and thought have ploughed upon his

\ia.\-i-.T rue.Mii, in downing stheet: waiting fok ukm-ati-iiks. e;j.

( From a Sl.-rtcli bii E. FairflvM.)

and Isss Mill sees him what he was in IS5S, one face, the lustrous "speaking" eyes, and the heave

of the most remarkable and undoubtedly one of the locks, once black, but long since whitened by the

most interesting figures upon the stage of public passage of the years, provide the artist with tempting

affairs. So it has come to pass that for an) English materials for the display of his powers. It might
portrait-painter not to have painted Mr. Gladstone seem, ind 1, thai his was one of those faces which
is almost equivalent to his not having received oue it is impossible to mistake, and which even the least
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skilful of painters can portray with accuracy. So within the folds of that collar, the dimensions of

far, however, from this being the case, there are few which are by no means so extravagant as the

men of distinction whose likeness it is more difficult turist seeks to make us bel

to fix upon canvas. For the expression— which alone of extreme old age, wrapped within itself, lost in

can give life to the portrait— varies in the rase of a reverie that deals with men and scenes 11

HON. V. E. GLADSTONE, 31.1.

Mr. Gladstone from hour to hour, almost, one might of by the present generation. As you scan Un-

say, from moment to moment. Those who know drawn and wasted Features, over which is

him well will (ell you that he has one face for the an ashen pallor that is almost startling, you find

House of Commons, another for society, and yet a it difficult to believe that the veteran ean eve

third for his own library. And in Parliament what be roused to any interest in the affairs of this world.

an infinite variety of moods it is that he presents to But in an instant all is changed. The eyes Hash

those who watch him! Now, with bead sunk deep forth the fires of youth, the head is raised as though
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in defiance, nol merely of the crowded benches oppo-

site, but o£ Time himself, whilst, as the feeling of

then ni dictates, the mobile lips express anger,

triumph, scorn, or a certain subtle persuasiveness

which is peculiar to Mr. Gladstone. It is impossible

for the artist, however great may be his mastery of

his art, to combine in a single portrait all these

varying phases of the statesman's face. His busi-

ness is to selecl some

happy moment in

which he is seen at

his best in a particu-

lar mood, and tn lix

thai moment upon

canvas.

Sir John Millais,

as all the world

knows, lias been ex-

ceptionally fortunate

in his portraits of

Mr. Gladstone. En-

gravings of the well-

known work painted

for the Duke of

Westminster, and

now (lie property of

Sir Charles Tennant,

form the popular

adornment of thou-

sands of Liberal

homes. The Glad-

stone of that epoch

is, indeed, one who

might well inspire

the admiral ion of all

« ho shared his opin-

ions. The portrait

was painted in L877,

at the time when,

l>v his inexhaustible

energy ami t he mani-

fold resources of his

intellect, Mr. Glad-

stone was smri-s-

I'nllv reversing thai current in the national feeling

thai was drawing us into a war on behalf o)

Turkey against Russia. Some one who was s^.eak-

ing of this portrait, at the time when it was being

exhibited in the Royal Academy, commented to

Mrs. Gladstone upon the pathos of the expression.

Yes/' was that lady's reply, "Mr. Gladstone was

thinking at the time how terrible a sin would 1«

committed il' England was to go to war for the

Turks." Of what was he thinking when he sat to

Sir John for that other portrait, a copy of which in

photogravure i- given as a frontispiece? The dale

THE RT. HOX. \V. E. I

(From ih, Bust by 77,

of the painting is ]ss.">. That is the year which saw

the close of his second premiership —the final termi-

nation, too, of his leadership id' a united Liberal

Party. Combativeness seems to be the prevailing

characteristic of the face as it is portrayed here,

and one gets some notion of the forces which have

sustained Mr. Gladstone, not only through successive

terms of office amid all the difficulties and trials of

English Parliamen-

tary life, but during

that period of un-

precedented struggle,

anxiety, and misfor-

tune, which has

elapsed since this

portrait was painted.

The earliest of

the portraits repro-

duced here is that

by Mr. Watts, which

the artist pro] oscs to

bequeath to the na-

tion. Xo one whose

memory goes back

for thirty years will

fail to hear testi-

mony to tin: admir-

able skill and fidelity

with which it repre-

sents the Mr. Glad-

stone of those days

— when as yet the

brilliant Peelite was

wavering between

two diverging paths,

and the popular

opinion alike of Con-

servative and Liberal

was that, although

as a Chancellor of

the Exchequer he

was above praise, in

any other position in

tin' Government he

would be distinctly dangerous. It is pathetic to note

the contrast between this portrait—so full of a calm

repose, so suggestive of latent- strength and great

possibilities— and the extremely clever portrait of

Mr. (Iladstone painted at Florence during the spring

of the present year by Mr. Thaddeus. Between the

two faces lie thirty years of strife, labour, and achieve-

ment. The stury is (old at a glance by the two

canvases. Whilst Mr. Watts has been happy in

indicating in Ins painting the forward look of the

man whose work still lies ahead of him, Mr. Thad-

deus seems to have been still more fortunate in
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selecting for representation one of those rare moments painting. Mr. Furniss knows Mr. Gladsi besl

when Mr. Gladstone forgets the anxieties of the day a< a Parliamentary leader, and he sketches him for

and the labours of the morrow, and indulges in the us as he sits even now, evening after evening, in his

long calm retrospective survey which is one of the accustomed place, listening with a critical intentness,

privileges of age. which speaks volumes for his mental vigour and

THE RT. HON. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.i

Of a very different character is the sketch by Mr. acuteness, to the speeches of his ,
ever on

Harry Furniss of Mr. Gladstone in the House of the alerl to find a flaw in the argumenl that is dis-

commons. It is a far cry from Westminster to tasteful to him, in the statement of facts

Florence. Mr. Thaddeus, as I have said, was pecu- which reflects unfavourably upon the wisdom ••!' his

liarly fortunate in seeing Mr. Gladstone at a dis- policy. The page of heads of Mr. Gladstone at

tancc from the passion and turmoil of Parliamen- various periods, which I am permitted to gii

tary conflict, and his good fortune is reflected in his Punch, is chiefl) interesting because of the lighl
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which it throws both upon the difficulty of the artist the terrace. Here, presently. Lord Granville and

in catching the man's real likenesSj and upon the Mr. Forster engaged in a game of chess, whilst Mr.

manner in which the English public has from time to Gladstone watched them, a deeply-interested spec-

time regarded (lie great Liberal leader. Mr. Tenniel, tator. From the windows of the Colonial Office Mr.

il is ileal, lias net been mi happy in his caricatures Fairfield saw the unusual sight, and lie made the

nf Mr. Gladstone a- lie has been in the ease el' many sketch of which I am able by liis courtesy to give a

of the public men whose Features he lias made familiar copy. It contains admirable likenesses of the mem-

;,, the world. The sketch, for which I am indebted hers of the Cabinet, net the least successful being

to Mr. Fairfield, and in which Mr. Gladstone is seen that of Mr. Gladstone, who is here seen surrounded

IX nil, HOUSE Ol I 03IJIOXS. I

el Stefc/i from Lift by Harry Fumlss. Engraved by .'.

surrounded by his colleagues in the Ministry of 1S6S, by some of the ablest and the best of the men

has a unique interest. It is, I believe, the only actual who were associated with his prime. The artist has

picture of a Cabinet Council in existence. The par- been particularly happy in catching the eharacler-

ticular Cabinet which il represents was one id' very isties of Lord Ripon and Lord Hartington, Mr.

special importance. It was that which was held on- Goseheu— standing apart from all in an attitude ol

Saturday in May, 1872, for the purpose id' hearing easy meditation— Lord Halifax, who is hurrying into

the decision of the Geneva Arbitration Court with the Cabinet room eager to learn if the expected tele-

regard to the indirect claims. 1 have told the story gram has yet arrived, and Mr. Stansfeld, who sur-

of the Cabinet in the " Life of Mr. Forster "—told veys his colleagues with an air of lofty superiority.

it from the pages of Mr. Forster's diary. Ministers Hut it is Mr. Gladstone who is the central figure of

met at the usual hour, ex] ting news from Geneva the group, and all who knew the Prime Minister of

momentarily. None came. At last, in weariness, those days will bear testi nj to the truthfulness

they hit the Cabinet room and sauntered out upon of this portrait in miniature.
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" THOUGHTS ON OUR ART OF TO-DAY."

By GEOKGE FREDERICK WATTS, R.A., D.C.L., LL.U

To the Editor of The Magazine of Art."

Sir,— Perhaps I may he allowed a small space an absolute triumph never repeated, except by Titian

in your Magazine for a few words suggested by himself.

Sir John Millais's very crisp ami interesting article. It is probable that tin' pictures by Reynolds are

Sir John is too great an artist to quarrel with a often lower in tone than they were, but it is doubtful

difference of opinion which is not captious, or to whether the Strawberry Hill portraits are as much
take as personal, criticism of opinion. I think it changed as may be supposed. Walpole, no doubt,

would be interesting if other artists, whose expe- called them " white and pinky," but it must lie

rience could give interest to their judgment, would remembered that, living before the days of picture-

contribute the conclusions to which their study ami cleaning, he was accustomed to expect, them to be

practice have brought them. brown and dark, probably even to associate colour

Sir John is certainly right in his estimate of strong with dirt in the Old Masters. The purer, clearer,

and even bright colour, but it seems to me that he is and richer the colours are, the better a picture will

mistaken in believing that the colour of the Venetians be; and 1 think this should lie especially insisted

was ever (•rude, or that time will ever turn white upon, since white is so effective in a modern exhibi-

into colour. The colour of the best-preserved pictures tion that young artists arc naturally prompted to profit

by Titian shows a marked distinction between light by the means cheaply afforded and readily at hand.

flesh tones an 1 white drapery. This is most dis- I think it is probable that where Titian has

tinctly seen in the small "Noli me Tangere " in our used brown-green he intended it, since in many of

National Gallery, in the so-called "Venus" of the the Venetian pictures we find green draperies of

Tribune and in the "flora" of the Uffizi, both in a beautiful colour. Sir John seems to infer that

Florence, and in Bronzino's " All is Vanity," also in the colours used in the decoration of the Parthenon

the National Gallery. In the last-named picture, for (no doubt used) were crude. The extraordinary

example, the colour is as crude and the surface as refinements demonstrated in a lecture by Mr. Pen-

bar.' of mystery as if it had been painted yesterday. rose on the spot last year, at which I had the good

As a matter of fact, white unquestionably tones down, fortune to be present, forbid such a conclusion. A
but never becomes colour ; indeed, tinier favourable feu- graduated inches in the circumference of the

conditions, and having due regard to what is under- columns, and deflection from straight line in the

neath, it changes very little. In the "Noli me pediment and in tin.' base-line, proved by measure-

Tangere," to which 1 have referred, the white sleeve ment and examination to be carefully intentional, will

of the Magdalen is still a beautiful white, quite not permit us for a moment to believe this could

different from the white of the fairest of Titian's have been the ease; so precise in line, rhythmical

llesli—proving that Titian never painted his flesh in arrangement, lovely in detail, and harmonious in

white. effect, it could never have been crude in colour.

The so-called "Venus" in theTribuneai Florence No doubt the marble was white, but illuminated by

is a more important example still, as it is an elabo- such a sun, and set against such a shy and distance,

r.itelv painted picture owing nothing to the bright- the wdiite, with its varieties of shadow, aided by

ness that slight painting often has and retains, the the colours employed, could have gleaned life and

colours being untormented by repeated re-touching. flame in its splendour. Colour was certainly used.

This picture is a proof that when the method is and the modern eye might at first have something

o
1 and the pigments pure, (lie colours change very to get over, but there could have been nothing harsh

little. More than three hundred years have passed, and crude. The exquisite purity of line and delicacy

ami til'' white sheet, on which tin' figure lies is of edge could never have been matched with crudity

still, in effect, white against the flesh. The flesh is or anything like harshness of colour. To tin. day

most lovely in colour -neither violent by shadows the brightest colours maj be seen on the columns at

or strong colour — but beautiful flesh. It cannot Luxor and I'hihe with beautiful effect.

be i pared to ivory or snow, or any other sub- I must further dissent from any opinion that

stance or material ; it. is simply beautiful lustre on beauty of surface and what is technically called

the surface with a circulation of blood underneath*- "quality" are mainly due to time. Sir John him-
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self lias quoted the early pictures of Rembrandt as

examples of hard and careful paintings devoid of

tin' charm and mystery so remarkable in his later

work. The early works of Velasquez are still more

remarkable instances, being, as they are, singularly

tighl and disagreeable^time having done little or

nothing toward- making them more agreeable.

Sir John, too, while insisting on the necessity of

careful study and who lias a better right ?—seems,

in his condemnation of apparent elaboration, to con-

sider it a greater fault than apparent carelessness.

Obvious elaboration is no doubt a defect, but hardly

so great a one as obvious carelessness, whether real

or affected; perhaps this last is the greatest to be

found in art or in anything else, being an indication

of want of sincerity. Completeness, the child of sin-

cerity, is never apparently absent in nature. I think

that there is a tendency nowadays to give undue praise

to obvious dexterity, implying thereby that a picture

should appear to have been produced without any

trouble. Nature never works in this way; and to

make it appear that in imitation of her fulness and

loveliness no heart-breaking pains have been taken,

is to treat her with an irreverence to grieve over.

There cannot be a more dangerous or pernicious prac-

tice, especially for young artists, than to take any

amount of pains to make it appear that none at

all have been taken. Perhaps, too, very dexterous

work, even legitimately dexterous, may be as likely

in the long run to weary by its apparent assertion,

as at first to charm by its ability. Certainly mere

dexterity cannot give lasting pleasure; it may
astonish and please for a time, but it will never

claim our love.

I think that a work of art should not only be

careful and sincere, but that the care and sincerity

should also he evident. No Ugly smears should he

allowed to d > duty for the swiftness which comes

from long practice, or to find excuse in the necessity

which the accomplished artist feels to speak dis-

tinetly. That necessity must never receive impulse

from a desire to produce an effect on the walls of a

gallery: there is much danger of this working nn-

consciously in the accomplished artist, consciously in

the stu lent.

Hut this i- an age of dexterity
; shown perhaps

more iu musical performances than in anything else.

It is not uncommon to find children achieving in

execution what former professors would have deemed

impossible. Whether this is proof of any real ad-

vance in the science may he doubted, but certainly

music has a greater real vitality than any other of

tin' Pine Aits, and occupies a position in modern

times probably occupied hv sculpture in the palmy

da\ - of ( rreece.

There is too much competition in these days to

permit of great deliberation in the exercise of art.

An age of i petition must be an age of rapid

results and brilliant effects; in art, striking appeals

t > the perceptive side of memory, of incidents, ami

peculiarities, rather than to those influences which

require leisure and reflection; and there will be

expectation to find in works ..!' art dexterous imi-

tation of re inhered things. lint this, if made
the end rather than the means, will extinguish art

altogether, since it means competition when i
-

petition can only he defeat. The -I perfect imi-

tation the hand is capable of, will he inferior to the

perl'., t reproduction photography will give us.

I shall take advantage of Sir John's menti f

Reynolds and Gainsborough to provoke some useful

refutation, by stating that it seems to me the latter i-

bv no means the rival of the former; though in this

opinion I should expect to find myself in a minority

of one. Reynolds knew little about the human
structure, Gainsborough nothing at all; Reynolds

was not remarkable for good drawing, Gainsborough

was remarkable for had; nor did the latter ever

approach Reynolds in dignity, colour, or force of

character, as in the portraits of John Hunter and

General Heathfield, tor example. It may he con-

ceded that more refinement, and perhaps individu-

ality, is to be found in Gainsborough, hut his manner

(and both were mannerists) was scratchy and thin,

while that of Reynolds was manly and rich. Neither

Reynolds nor Gainsborough was capable of anything

ideal; but the work of Reynolds indicates thought

and reading, and I do not know of anything by

Gainsborough conveying a like suggestion.

A little hook by tin' Russian soldier and artist

Verestehagin is interesting to the student. A- a

realist, he condemns all art founded on the principles

of picture-makers, and depends only on exact imita-

tion, and the conditions of accident. In our seeking

after truth, and endeavour never to he unreal 01

affected, it must not lie forgotten that tin- endeavour

after truth is to be made with material- altogether

unreal and different from the objeel to he imitated;

nothing in a picture is real; indeed, the painter's art

is the most unreal thing in the whole range of our

efforts. Though art -t he founded on nature, art

and nature are distinctly different things; in a

certain class if subjects probability may, indeed

must, he violated, provided the violation is nol dis-

agreeable.

Everything in a work of art must accord. Though

gloom and desolation would deepen the effects of a

distressing incident in real life, such accompaniments

are not i essar} to make us feel a thrill of horror

or awaken the keenest sympathy. The mosl awful

circumstances may take place under the purest sky,

and amid the most lovely surroundings. The human
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sensibilities will be too much affected by the human
sympathies to heed the external conditions ; but to

awaken in a picture similar impressions, certain arti-

ficial aids must be used ; the general aspect must

be troubled or sad.

\ erestchagin says the old-fashioned way nf setting

a portrait-head against a dark ground is not only

lessary, but being usually untrue when a person

is seen by daylight, should be exploded as false and

unreal. But it: is certain a light garish background

behind a painted head will not permit that head to

have the importance it would have in reality, when
the actual facts, solidity, movement, play of light

ami shadow, personal knowledge of the individual or

his history, joined to the effects of different planes,

distances, materials, &c, will combine to invest the

reality with interests the most subtle and dexterous

artistic contrivances cannot compete with, anil which

certainly the artist cannot with reason lie asked to

resign. A sense of the power of an autocrat, from

whose lips one might be awaiting consignment to a,

dungeon or death, would he as much felt if he stood

in front of the commonest wall-paper, in the com-

monest lodging-house, in the meanest watering-place,

hut no such impressions could be conveyed by the

painter who depicted such surroundings.

Lastly, I must strongly dissent from the opinion

recently expressed by some, that seems to imply that

a portrait-picture need have no interest excepting in

the figure, and that the background had better he

without any. This may he a good principle for pro-

ducing an effect on the walls of an exhibition-room,

where the surroundings are incongruous and in-

harmonious; an intellectual or beautiful face should

he more interesting than any accessories the artist

could put into the background. No amount of

elaboration in the background could disturb the

attention of anyone looking at the portrait of

Julius the Second, by Raphael, also in the Tribune,

which I cannot help thinking is the finished portrait

in the world. A portrait is the most truly historical

picture, and this the most monumental and historical

of portraits. The longer one looks at it the more it

demands attention. A superficial picture is like a

superficial character— it may do for an acquaintance,

hut, not for a friend. One never gets to the end of

things to interest and admire in many old portrait-

pictures. G. E. Watts.

ART IN THE THEATRE.
L—SCENERY.

By WILLIAM TELBIN.

CENERY is not painted with oil- The distance at which to judge a picture is the

colour. We do not use inllam- spot sufficiently far from it that the eye may take in

mahle materials, such as tur- the entire subject. At that distance scenery must

pentines or varnishes. It is also lie judged, ami with that test applied a well and

not a fraud, a make-believe, a carefully-painted scene will he found to he not only

sleight-of-hand trick, or a game as finished as the majority of pictures, hut even more

of chance. It is done to catch so. Of the quality of finish in either case nothing

tl ye, hul not in the sense in which a red rag is need he said, good, had, or indifferent, hut this: that

shaken before a hull. where it falls short in finish and detail is either

The reader may ask" why I open an article on owing to want of knowledge in the painter, or to lack

scenery by telling what it is not and what an ordi- of time

—

certainly not in accordance with any" prin-

narily intelligent observer never thought it was. ciple of stage-painting.

Now I know that a, very large percentage of the Having mentioned a few of the things it is not,

audiences thinks that it- lis painted in oil-colours, I will say a few words in excuse of what it some-

ainl 1 have been surprised to hear even many actors times is.

and actresses express the same belief. Officials of In a comparison between ourselves and a picture-

the Board of Works and Inspectors from the Lord painter I think it musl he allowed that we scene-

Chamberlain's Office have not yet learned that oil painters are considerably handicapped in our chances

ami grease of every kind are practically forbidden of acquiring special excellence in anyone direction.

things in the painting-room. It must he remembered that the picture-painter in

Seene-painting is not necessarily a coarse art most cases spends a life-time in studying one (lass

because you cannot read a square yard of a scene of subject (of course there are many and greal ex-

seventy feet by forty at the distance of a lew feet. eeptions), and often hut one aspect of that subject:
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one man gives us an almost perfect representation

of the mists and Hoods of the Scotch Highlands;

another a charming rendering of the gently undu-

lating lines of the Sussex Downs The lovely reaches

of the upper Thames have heell the life-study of

another; while two or three painters divide the

honours of seascape—depicting it each under some

particular aspect. Many of these men have never

turned their attention for an hour hut in one diree-

play is no! suggested by the painter; he receives the

subjects from the dramatist. The play, and no! the

pictorial setting of it, is, or rather I should sa\ ought
i" be, the thing. Of course we have a penchant
for certain subjects. One brother-artist prefers to

paint forests and woodland glades like those of the
Xew Forest or "Windsor's green retreats." Per-

sonally, I prefer sea, rocks, and ruins, hut I

have an opportunity of indulging my predilections;

THE SCE.N-E-PAIXTEK'S F1EST SKETCH OF A CAVERS TS CORNWALL, ADAITED TO REQUIREMENTS OK THE PLAT.

Macbeth (!.»;.)• "How now, you secret, black, ami midnight lings! What is't you do?"

(Draim by William Telbiri.)

t ion
, professionally— the subject which their natural

proclivities and tastes first led them to follow : they

have but one love, and all their energies are devoted

to it. One thing thoroughly done—but still one

thingonly. Ask the marine painter to paint a cathe-

dral, a London street, or a modern drawing-room,
and in all probability he would reply that lie never

did architecture in his life, and knows nothing about
it, and as to a drawing-room—well, he would nol if

he could. Ask the architectural man for a drawing
of a storm or a sunset at sea, the offer would he

refused.

Not so with us : we must do, or try to do, any

commission that is offered us. Although not In ggars

in the nature of things, we cannot he choosers. The

so that our tastes inii-t he cosmopolitan. Now
here is a list of some of the work done by one

man during- the last six years. Ballet-scene, panto-

mime-landscape, classical scenes, waterfalls and roses

(roses as big as pumpkins). Vault of the Capulets,

fashionable modern drawing-room, Sue/. Canal, a

"Claudian" olive orchard, Asia Minor, coral reef,

and wreck of a P. and (). steamer, the Red Sea,

a church in ".Much Ado." a street in Hath, a city

graveyard, ami an allegorical subject of the Jubilee.

These with side dishes, such as baronial halls, golden

honeymoons, a debtor's prison, and a madhouse ! Ami
for all this hut six years' hard labour! "You ought

to have had twelve"- so I often think ; hut, thank

goodness, with our few merits, our many faults arc
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soon forgotten. Time, whitewash, and occasional

fires soon obliterate all traces of them.

Our knowledge, archaeological, artistic, and me-

chanical, Ins to cover so large an area, that the

shallowness of it is sometimes really quite excusable.

The concentrated forces of a picture-painter's energies

and tastes cut by their very concentration a deep

channel I'm- themselves, and he becomes a recognised

interpreter and apostle of the subject he has made his

speciality. Again, with us a thine- is not done when

it is finished, but when it is wanted. Time with (he

announced production waits for no scene-painter ;
we

cannot alter, we must go on. The mere replacing of a

big canvas on a frame perhaps (as at Covent Garden

Theatre) forty feet high by seventy feet long means

a great expenditure of time, trouble, and money. A
scene-painter is nothing if he is not certain in his

execution according to his lights ; and the finest

artist if uncertain and unpunctual in his work

would be useless in a theatre. But with all these

draw backs scene-painting as a school has proved it-

self a good one; witness the very many men who

leaving it have made as great a reputation in the

picture gallery as in the theatre: De Loutherbourg,

Stanfield, Roberts, Pugin, Leitoh, and I may add

with the approval of many who still possess ex-

amples of his wafer-c dour drawings and in whose

memory the recollection of his scenic successes still

survives, my late father.

Stage-painting is in no way a false art because it

is shown by artificial light; the picture painted for

the gallery suffers more from gas-light than our

work does from daylight. Indeed, a well-painted cloth

(a technical term for a scene painted on a single sur-

face) will look better when stretched on the frame

and lighted by the brilliant skylight of any of the

big painting-rooms, than it would when hung, and

lighted by the indifferent light of the stae-e. We
must avoid powerful greens, which become coarse,

strong blues, which become blade, and exaggerate our

yellows, which are robbed of their strength by the

gas; and we must paint solidly. Distemper, like thin

oil-colour, always looks
) r.

\\ liafover the status of scene-painting may be as

an art, that it is very popular with the public is

certain. Upon the pictorial mounting of pieces, apart

from the pot-pourri called mue-en-seene in which

tin' painter has in the present day lost all individu-

ality, tens of thousands of pounds are yearly spent in

Loudon alone on the painter, on the frame-maker

and carpenter, the picture-hanger or scene-shifter;

on the studio tin 1 least expensive and the carpenter's

shop the most expensive; and on the scene-setter

—

his employment being most constant and absolutely

indispensable. But we are frequently hearing that,

too much is spent, thai tin' play is lost in the mount-

ing; that mounting is not the drama, that the set-

ting is not the jewel. Nonsense! Is not poor food

better for being well served and well cooked? Is

good food less acceptable for heme' equally well

treated? Is a handsome woman less handsome for

being handsomely dressed ? Of course, if the beau-

tiful woman is gaudily dressed, attention will be

drawn from the perfect form by the violence of her

attire. .Spices and herbs and sauces may smother

the natural delicacy and flavour of the dishes—in

which case they are over or ill cooked just as the

woman is over or ill dressed. "As You Like It,"

I should say, would be badly mounted if in the

forest scenes you introduced streams of real water

brawling and tumbling over a rocky bed such as

one might meet with in the forests of the Ardennes

or Fontainebleau ; the attention would constantly

be drawn from the poetry by the movement and

sound of the water. But otherwise, the more the

wood was like a wood, the fitter background would

it be to the figure of gentle Rosalind, and could

even the hum of insect life be truthfully suggested

it would not be an inappropriate accompaniment to

her delightful prattle and the philosophical vagaries

of the melancholy Jacques.

A series of pictures in the form of a vision,

illustrating Clarence's dream, I should certainly say

would be a very injudicious introduction, the text

being all sufficient. But, on the othe; hand, in " King

Lear,'' the wilder and more truthfully the scene on

the heath and the storm were depicted, even with a

roar, a very torrent of sound, hail, rain, wind, and

lightning—the more realistically in fact—the sadder

would appear the condition of the poor heart-stricken

ohl man. In the illustration of Shakespeare too much
cannot be done if done with a true feeling of admira-

tion and veneration for his work. Here it is the best

of all foods for the mind, and it cannot be served in

too tempting a form. In Mr. Irvine's mounting of

"The Corsican Brothers " you have an example of what

first-rate cooking will do for comparatively speaking

pom- dramatic meat

.

Now, if managers are not to do their best in

the placing of their pieces on the stage, at what

distance short of it are they to stop? A true artist

knows nothing short of his best. Which among
the appliances that science has placed at our service

are we to set aside? Gas, and return to oil?

Limelights for our moonlight effects, and return to

"as lanterns;;//'.'.' reflectors? Is electricity to be for-

bidden entrance at the stage door, and are we to

return to old-fashioned grooves in which strips of

painting were pushed on parallel with the audience'.'

Would the old spectacle be preferred of scene-shifters

charging one another with "llats" that ran in the

long extending arms of the grooves, and dropped down
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with chains? For my own part I musl say thai the In this scenic art the more pronounced effects i f

clatterand the turmoil "I' the battle of the flats did nature are those most suited to the stage. Sunrise,

tint add greatly in my mind to the impressiveness "1' noon, sunset, and 1 nlight tell best. The subtler

the last act of '• Macbeth." The unostentatious way effects el' nature are likely to tail short el' ||.e satis-

in which the scenes change at the Lyceum Theatre is factory— that very prejudiced illuminator, gas, would

assuredly nil n-e in accordance with the better appre- deprive the quiet greys el' dawn el' much of their

nation of the play. Therefore, these who are re- value, and twilight also would he disappointing,

sponsible to f.he public for the production of plays And above all, the uncertain proceedings of tin ga

i.l First Sketch for the Seem ted, showing thi Lint tlu Praeticabli Portii

': ii Miam Tclb'm.)

Of It I"

must surely mount them as well as they can afford to

do; and we, whom they trust and make responsible

for the pictorial illustration of them, must not leave

a thine- undone that may assist in making the illusion

more complete. Summa ars est celare artem should

be as much with the scene-painter as with the actor

the end to he attained. And then the sincere critic

need make np more reference to the mechanism of

the seene. and a mountain-view need not he enthusi-

astically described as "occupying the full extent of

the stage even to t be hack walls.'''

I hope that 1 may, without taxing too much the

patience of the reader, be permitted to say a tew

words nil selection of subject— or rather, 1 should

say, aspect of subject ; for choice of subject, it will

be borne in mind, does not rest with us.

men (though, as a rule, very intelligent and attentive

fellows) might, as like as not, help to mar an effect

of the gentler character.

In illustration of treatment of subject given

(say. Winter), I should say that Turner's " Frost}

Morning" on the stage would he comparatively

ineffective, even if painted by him. The snow

drawings of a man named Wallis, of whom .Mr.

Ruskin speaks in his " Modern Painters," would he

must suitable. The boj crossing the stile in Turner's

vignette to Roger's " Poems," exquisite a- il i .

would be too delicate and modest in effect, but tin

same painter's " Dido building Carthage,"" I lysses

deriding Polyphemus," " Bay of liaise," are mag-

nificent lessons t" the scene-painter in colour, com-

position, and poetry. How many times have not
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his compositions of " Tivoli," " Ancient Rome,"

" Modern Italy," " The Temple o£ Jupiter," and a

host of others, been copied for act drops, for which

they are, indeed, the " beau ideal," or been the in-

spiration for—well, perhaps, a little less satisfac-

tory "original" compositions? However, it' we are

not honest and industrious enough to copy his work

literally in treatment and feeling, depend upon it

we would if we could.

Now, given by the management "A Rocky Sea-

coast " as a subject to be painted, if the locality were

not determined for me, which should I choose? A
rock formation like that of North Devon or Cornwall,

the Land's End, with its granite masses piled one

upon the top of another, like colossal loaves of house-

hold bread? No. The conglomerate rocks, or the

limestone cliffs of Tintagel or Ilfracombe ? I should

select perhaps the former, with its great crumpled-up

masses rising diagonally in great waving lines from

the sandy beach, or out of the sea, with vast caverns,

tunnelled through by the action of the water—the

caverns, locking like the portals of unearthed Egyptian

tombs, or the homes of the dragons, whose serpentine

forms, twisting hither and thither, would seem but

animated portions of the tortuous rock from which

they had crept.

Leaving the subject of scene-painting proper, I

now turn to "modelled" scenery. "We very often

hear the remark that in the past the best scene-

painters were content with painting, and in conse-

quence, because some of us wish to strengthen the

effect by relief, we are told that scenic art in this

country does not occupy the position it did thirty

or forty years ago. That may be so
;
but the fact

that we model our foregrounds and certain portions

of our scenes that are in juxtaposition with the actor

is no proof of it. Painting, however good, must

suffer under certain conditions. Why the addition

of the sculptor's art to the painter's should be an

evidence of incapacity I do not know.

Besides that, 1 assert that many of the best

painters of flic past did avail themselves id' the

advantages afforded them by modelling. Stanfield,

who thoroughly understood and could paint the sea,

was not content with painting alone; in " Acis and

Galatea " he had a built and practicable wave, which

revolved, and he had an ingenious arrangement to

represent the foam, after the wave had broken, run-

ning up the beach. In speaking of Stanfield's

stage work, the sea-shore for "Acis and Galatea"

is always the one subject first mentioned.

M\ late lather- though exceptionally successful

in his one-surface pictures, such, for instance, as

the " Overland Route" and, many years afterwards,

the six views of Killarney, that were exhibited at

the Lyceum for twelve months—employed modelling

to a greater extent, I believe, than anyone has em-

ployed it since. To some extent, of course, the

earlier men were unable to do much in that way,

for many reasons. The pieces were changed almost

nightly, so that the stock of scenery kept in the

theatre was very large, and, for modelled work,

that takes up considerable space, managers had no

storage room. Moreover, the expense of it, in those

days of ridiculously short runs of even the most

successful pieces, would have been ruinous; but the

argument that effect was gained by absence of

relief appears to me as untenable as incompre-

hensible.

How many can recollect seeing a procession

come down a zigzag platform, marked with pieces

representing a hillside, the legs of all the pro-

cessionists being hidden up to the middle, and the

view from either side of the auditorium showing only

the wooden stages, and the edges of the framework

upon which the rocks were painted ? To two-thirds

of the house the description of the scene in the pro-

gramme was the only assistance their imagination

received.

The theatre being patronised now by a substan-

tial proportion of an enormous population, during

the run of a, successful production every seat is

occupied, and the live list is a thing of the past.

All parts of the house have to be equally well pleased.

This alone has greatly assisted in revolutionising

the arrangement of the scenes. Now three subjects

have to be welded together—right, left, and centre

—and in most cases the "sets" are opened out to

the side and back walls, so that, from certain points

of view, portions of the scene, seen edgeways, would

simply look what they are—framed screens. Besides,

the powerful relief of the actors and actresses and

the limelights thrown from all points, assist in ob-

truding the fact that the scene is "only painted."

Wherever powerful light is directed the work should

be in relief. That most telling scene of the earth-

quake in "Claudian" would have been ridiculous

had it been simply painted : we should have had

movement without substance. The Brocken scene

in Mr. Irving's production of "Faust" would have

looked a singularly poor affair if, when the fires at

the last leapt up, they had shone only upon scratched

and worn canvas—covered frames. However, that.

is more or less substantial ; the element of chance

steps in and many accidental and unexpected effects

of light and shade are realised.

Now, painting is not less necessary because an

object is in relief; we must model it so that it will

suggest the shallow, thus assisting, not contending

against, painting. We must paint so that we may-

heighten th<' effect, and not oppose or cross it
;

in

short, let painting and modelling so meet, that one
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cannot say at a distance where the

one ends and the other begins.

In order to strengthen my argu-

ment in justification of modelling) I

would suggest that the usual order of

things be reversed in the mind's eve,

that the scene be real and that the

dramatis persona be represented by

painted figures; then to the least ob-

servant the absurdity of the contrast

would be glaringly apparent. Even
to the nmst imaginative the attempt

to reconcile the actual with the arti-

ficial would be impossible.

Yet one more point in reference

to the outside charge of the ultra-

realism of the stage. What have our

critics t<> say to the daring- perform-

ances in the direction I speak of at

Twickenham and elsewhere? How
artificial under the blue sky. or the

spreading branches of the elm, in tha

searching eye of day must lie the

scenes even from Shakespearean plays !

How much of " make-believe " must
there he in the disguise of Rosalind

and the acceptance of the fraud by
Orlando ! Is it possible that with

eyes to see, and seeing Rosalind in

her boy's attire as we see her, that

the idyllic hero could have continued

in the darkness of his ignorance in

the midst of light and promise? No,
no. Shakespeare would never have

writ ten such scenes had he proposed

to throw down a challenge to Nature
on her ground and in her own strong-

holds. ''One touch of nature" is a

sun in the world of ait, accepted by
us all with humility, admiration, and

confidence; but, in the name of reason,

do not let us attempt to return the

patronage.

We have gone beyond the limits

of art when straining after realism : we
have gone out to her and said, "Look
on this picture and on this!'' Hut
short, infinitely short, of this is the

attempt to ease the descent from life

and movement to an inanimate and
painted representation. This is, I

think, not only necessary but in every

sense legitimate. Then at its proper

distance, remo\ ed from all unfair op-

position, painting has a chance of

speaking for itself.
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II.—A SHAKSPEREAN REVIVAL: "MACBETH.

By M. II. SPIELMANN.

§ASTE, beauty, histori-

cal accuracy, and

general completeness

—together with un-

limited expenditure

in their attainment

—

seem to be the lead-

ing characteristics of

stage artistry of to-

day. A realism un-

dreamed - of by our

fathers, a correctness

unhoped-for by dramatic students and lovers (it art,

have distinguished the English theatre of the latter

half of the nineteenth century. The productions of

ambitious, art-loving managers of the recent past were

indeed sometimes " grand " enough to compare, both

for elaboration and spectacular effect, with the finer

stage-pictures of to-day, but they were fitful in their

occurrence, and the theatre could in no sense lay

claim, either in point of finish or in the exercise

of ingenuity, of expenditure or sustained effort, to

the style and conscientiousness that nowadays attend

the production of nearly every form of dramatic

entertainment. What the re-all of this combina-

tion of play and spectacle has been, or is likely to

hi\ we need not now enquire, hut it will he readily

conceded that to no man, living or dead, is so much
credit due for the consummation of the union as

to Mr. Henry Irvine'. Liberality and taste have in-

variably lent distinction to his productions, which

have usually been placed in expert hands, untram-

melled with thoughts of cost ; while a wise mana-

gerial discretion has given unity to the whole. 'W hen

Mr. Alma-Tadema, Mr. Seymour Lucas, or some other

well-known artist of antiquarian knowledge and in-

stincts, supplies the designs for the dresses, we may
be pretty certain of accuracy and beauty; and when

the scenery is furnished by Mr. Tel bin, Mr. Hawes
( 'raven, or the more eminent of their hrot hcr-hrushes,

we maj rest satisfied beforehand of the result. On
these grounds it may be predicted that the revival of

•' Macbeth'" will be an artistic triumph, for all the

conditions of success have so far been fulfilled.

Writing some weeks before the production of the

play, and before any rehearsals have taken place in

I. a on at all. 1 am naturally unable to forecast

the transpositions and the groupings, on which so

much of the •' effect " depends ; for these are matters

of stage-management to be determined hereafter.

But being acquainted with the type of the scenery

as well as with all of the dresses and " properties,"

I may be able to give some idea of what a "great

Shaksperean revival " really means. I can, of course,

speak only of a single department— that of the

mounting of the play: the more important and

more troublesome one of the acting itself, and the

thousand and one difficulties and details connected

with it before the rise of the curtain on the opening

night, are not only beyond the scope of this short

paper ; they do not yet exist.

The word of command with respect to the produc-

tion of " Macbeth'' first went forth in the month of

July, and judging from the scale on which it was to

he revived there was (dearly not a moment to be lost.

The whole matter of costumes and accessories of all

kinds was placed in the skilful hands of Mr. Charles

Cattermole, R.I., while the scenery was finally en-

trusted to Mr. Hawes Craven. Thus on these two

men practically fell the whole labour of preparing the

spectacular portion of the play. A month later came

the numbers and "quantities/
1
but the time had pre-

viously been employed in searching the British and

South Kensington Museums for authority for every

article of costume, weapon, furniture, and domestic

utensil—down to every nail, and button, and blade

—as well as for details of architectural design and

decoration. Thus it conies about that the vessels in

u-e in the banqueting-seene, for example, are all 'of

them of eorreel design. They arc exact counterparts

of originals in the British Museum, while the patterns

for Mime of the embroideries come from an eleventh-

century cope at Smith Kensington—the eleventh

century being taken as the period of the play. The

Bayeux tape-try and contemporary illuminated MSS.
have provided much information, and among the

archaeological authors ransacked arc Viollet-le-Duc,

Montfaueon, Blanche, Strut!, Demmin, Skelton, La-

combe, Hefner, and scores of others. But, after all

is said ami all is searched, history is somewhat re-

ticent on the manners and customs of the period, and

much has had to he imagined, care being taken to

keep all interpolations and creations thoroughly in

the spirit of the time-. Some oonception ma\ he

formed of the labour entailed in such a production

when it is said that detailed working drawings are

required of all the Following objects in one scene

—

the banquet-scene, to which I have already alluded:
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swords, helmets, spears, daggers, shields, bucklers, workers of Naples. For the si pari low tones

armour (scale and ring), skin cloaks, caps, crowns, and sober harmonies prevail throughout the whole
belts, musical instruments, wine -cups, ivory cups, mounting of the play, bui there arc one or two
salt-cellars, candlesticks, Anglo-Saxon wine-puts, exceptions—Macbeth's second costume, for example,

besides cakes in the form of castles, and a host of being of heavy bullion-gold damask, hand-embroi-
i it her articles, dresses \\ iili all their manifold details, dered with maroon-coloured silk, with sleeves of li»h1

and furniture with its quaint designs ami seven

schemes "I' decoration.

Having collected Ins designs aboui him, Mr
Cattermole forthwith wave out the work, and tin

blue silk. In the last act, too, the golden armour
of the now desperate king is in strong relief against

the sadder hues. Of the vast amount of detail

involved in a revival en so extended a scale as this,

h

-'at '
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large workshops attached to the theatre, peopled with

forty skilled "hands," have been busily occupied for

months ever since; itside professional "cos-

tumier" being employed as middleman. Altogether

no fewer than tOS dresses have been made and

" passed," including 165 for soldiers (115 Scotch and

50 English), 80 for the " Flight of Witches," in for

lords and ladies, lij I'm- waiting-women, 8 for kin^s,

ii for 1 ks, and so forth. Besides these arc the dresses scene-painter is harassed, too. Mi'. Keele} Halswelle,

for the principals, with their " changes," all wrought who originally arranged to provide certain of the

in the house, in the midst of a scene every hit as scenes, intended to adopt the Cathedral-Norman style

busj and pictorial—for those who can appreciate it— of architecture. On his retirement, however, Mi',

as that afforded by bead-stringers of Venice or coral- Hawes Craven, on wh -painter

and tin' closeness of attention required from those in

command, the Hon. Lewis Wingfield has given si mc
idea in a former article of this series; but he was

not concerned to explain the additional difficulties

and pitfalls attendant on the product ion of a play

the " period " and customs of which are buried in a

somewhat irritating if artistic uncertainty.

To a lesser but still to a provoking degree, the
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then devolved, had recourse, as I have said, to the

authorities at South Kensington and elsewhere, with

the result that he determined on a Celtic, or Anglo-

Saxon order, more consonant with the spirit of the

play. The built-

up scones are un-

usually numer-

ous, while the

massiveness and

solemnity of their

appearance — as-

sisted greatly by

the uneven sur-

face by which

t h e a n cien t,

wea t he r - worn
stone nf the eastle

is imitated—im-

part a sense of

reality rarely be-

fore seen, even

on the stage of

t h e L y e e u m
Theatre.

At the dis-

tance of time at

which I write, it is difficult to say which spectacular

portion of the play will best repay the labour and

skill that have been expended upon it, hut I believe

that in the banquet-scene will he found the triumph

of Mr. Cattermole, of Mr. Hawes Craven, and of the

stage-management. Before action of the scene lie-ins,

the rough soldiery enter, hang up their shields and

drink; then a, procession is formed —a considerable

feature, this—of a score attendants and a number of

cooks to set the tallies, each man hearing viands or

furniture for the tabic; and, as the play proceeds,

Macbeth's body-guard are mustered round the great

solemn hall to act

as torch-bearers,

like " The Chief-

tain's Candle-

sticks" in Mr.

Pettie's picture.

And in the midst

of this weird, im-

pressive scene of

revelrythegauze-

clad
'

ghost of

Banquo rises and

disappeai's with

the seat of the

trick-chair, in the

manner of the

famous Faust
disappearance of

several years ago.

It will readily

be believed that

throughout on

this production all the resources and devices of the

modern stage are lavished, both mechanical and pic-

torial, and that, by reason of a careful and sympa-

thetic regard to the archaeological and antiquarian

aspects of the play, a thoroughly artistic ensemble is

secured. Whether the gem— the acting of the piece

itself — will he worthy of its setting, it passeth the

wit of man to prophesy.

3ETII : MR. IRVING S SECOND AND THIRD DRESSES

, From Drawings by C. Cattermole, ILL)

A 8E0OT OF SOLDIERS.

i From M Drawing by ('. Catti rmolc, /.'./

)
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> l VATIOX.

By WILLIAM POWELL FRITH, R.A.

VAST numbers of those who frequent the London Julius Caesar ami suchlike —how else can tin v be

and country picture exhibitions have a linn produced except from imagination?

belief that the works they see—notably the figure A still denser ignorance prevails in many quarters

subjects—are evolved from the artists' inner con- respecting art education. Someti s in quarters

WILLIAM POWELL FRITH, K.A. 1-7' .

(From the Portrait Inj EimseJf in (//> Kepplestone Collection Engrav * >..</ .'. M .

sciousness, or, to use their own words, "done out of

the painters' heads." People sit for their portraits,

of course, as some of these wiseacres know by their

own miserable experience, and they may have seen

1 on (j-h aired artists sketching landscape from nature;

but historical, poetical, and domestic scenes are all

done from fancy; are they not often called "fancy
pictures"? And how can you paint what you call

your historical pieces except out of your own head?

You can't get Oliver Cromwell or Charles I. to -it
;

and then your fairies and your classical people

—

where one would leasl expeel to find it. At a large

dinner-party some years ago 1 sal nexl to a young
artillery officer, who, after informing me he was verj

fond of pictures and never missed an exhibition and

si , said : " I often think what a delightful pro-

fession yours is. Wish I bad gone into it instead

of soldiering. There you sit, you know, weaving all

those charming things oul "I your brain. By Jove,

it must be awfully pleasant. No dashed grind to

go through like I bad before 1 could pass >uh gol

through by the skin of my teeth at last -wll
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you gentlemen, everything comes by nature; it's im- reason wliy I want to know—it's my son, sir. He is

planted in yon— must be. 1 on have no college to go rather a delicate lad, so I was afraid he might not bo

to; in. infernal classics to study, thai nohody cares a strong enough for our business: it's very hard, sir- -

blank aboul ; no examination to pass; no—you get very hard at times. I should like something in your

your easel, your brushes and colours and canvas, and line; it's SO much lighter than ours, you see. Don't

there you are, you know !
" want near the hard work that ours does.'''

This warrior's liking lor art was sincere, as he " Has your son shown any taste for drawing

?

"

proved by providing himself with materials—brushes, "No, but he has for painting. I could show

colours, and the rest—and employing his leisure hours you some beautiful ones he done for his mother at

in spoiling canvas. He could make nothing of it, he Christmas. Oh, he won't want no teaching. You
said. 1 suggested a few lessons. seem to do it very easy. 1 have a'most made up my

" Do you think so'.''' said he. "I suppose you're mind he shall go in for it."

right—just to learn to mix the colours, eh? Alter Whether the young carpenter went "in for it"

that there is nothing to learn, is there?" Would or not I never knew; but if he proceeded on the

I just give him half a dozen lessons? No, I had lines marked out for him by Ins father, he would,

no time; Imt 1 would introduce him to a friend who of course, find himself sooner or later—most likely

occasionally took pupils. My friend was a painter of sooner—in a similar condition to that of the young
ni iderate ability, to whom no style of art came amiss artilleryman.

— portrait, genre, history, profane and sacred, even The two specimens I have introduced to my
still-life—indeed, all styles found him ready to do readers may have been "mute inglorious" Titians

his best or his worst with them, lie was one of those or Turners; in other words, they may have been the

who, though not often able to do a thing himself, possessors of great talents doomed to everlasting

could always show others how it ought to be done, oblivion from want id' culture.

Never shall I forget that interview. Let us suppose (he genius, and consider the best

" Did you really paint all those beautiful things?
" way of developing it. Pace my friend the carpenter,

said the artilleryman. drawing should precede painting, inasmuch as without

"Oh, yes, and a great many more.'' it, in high excellence, painting worthy the name ean-

" Well now, do tell me how many lessons 1 must not exist. I am persuaded that anybody can learn

take before I can do like that." to draw, though line draughtsmen are rare, and I

" Tii it will depend upon your ability and in- fear it must be confessed that they are much rarer

dnstrv," said Mr. J. in England than abroad. From what docs this iu-

" Well ! any way, I should like half a dozen feriority arise ? Is it that the teaching is better in

lessons to begin with," said the officer. France and Belgium, or that the taught are cleverer?

The lessons were taken, and some weeks after Whatever the cause the fad exists.

I nut my friend at the Graphic Conversazione. Though I have had no personal experience of the

" Well," said I, " how does the gallant pupil go foreign method of teaching, I am pretty well ae-

on ? ' quainted with it, through the evidence id' many of

"Oh!" laughed J.; " he is not a bad fellow, lie those who have spent considerable periods in French

made a few horrible messes, and then he came to me and other foreign ateliers.

and said he fell hi' had made a great fool of himself, Some of the first painters in France are in the

and gave up tin' whole thing." habit of devoting much time in every week to the

The foil iwiug example of ignorance is much less direction and general superintendence of ateliers con-

extraordinary. Something had gone wrong in my taining large numbers of pupils. The method of

painting-room requiring the immediate attention of study adopted seems to be the mixing together the

a skilled carpenter, who, al tended with an assistant, antique and nature.

proceeded to rectify it. \\ hile the man was at work, No sooner has a pupil acquired a tolerable power

the master, after asking permission, looked over me of drawing from (he antique than he is permitted to

as I went on with my painting. try his hand at the ever-moving life. I say ever-

' Nice light work that, sir; might 1 ask if you moving, because the living model, however aecom-

artisl gentlemen are at all subject to what us common plished as a sitter, is movemenl itself compared to

painters experiences —in the way of colic now ?
"

the everlasting stillness of the antique.

"(>h! no," said I ; "our colours arc very dif- High finish in drawing from lie ancient statues is

ferent from yours, ami we use them in such small discouraged. The pupils are directed to observe and

quantities pared to yours; no, I never heard of reproduce the true proportions—the character and

any of my brother artists suffering from colic." the beauty and grace of the figure before them, and
' ion will excuse my asking, sir. You see the warned against laborious hatching and stippling, the
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production of which is considered so much waste of

time. In drawing from the nude model, the student

is instructed to acquaint himself with the intention

of the action of the figure, and to endeavour to

acquire the power of rapidly putting it upon paper—:i

most essentia] accomplishment in instances of violent

action, as from physical reasons it cannot be long

continued. Invaluable also in future practice is a

facility for catching action, character, and expression

from the unconscious models that the streets and

drawing-rooms supply.

A very tolerable proficiency in drawing is con-

sidered to justify the master in allowing the student

to use brushes and colours. At first 1 believe he is

confined to monochrome, and if a satisfactory result

is obtained, he is directed to endeavour to represent

mi premier coup, the flesh of the model before him.

The above is briefly the method of foreign in-

struction in art; supplemented of course by severe

study of perspective, anatomy, &c. Owing to the

enterprise of certain picture-dealers in this country,

we are familiar with the works of a great variety of

foreign painters, and I have no fear of contradiction

when I say that, from those of world-wide celebrity

down to unfamiliar names, these works display a

power of mere drawing which is not common
amongst the best of our painters, and but feebly

shown amongst the less famous.

Let it be understood that I am speaking of mere

drawing—one of the means to an end. Finis coronal

opus, and in respect of uses to which many of these

great draughtsmen put their powers I am an open

enemy. No doubt 1 shall find some of my friends

at issue with me in my estimate of foreign draughts-

manship; but, for the sake of argument, let it be

conceded, and let me compare our English curri-

culum with it. In England most art students

gravitate towards the Royal Academy Schools. En-
trance there is far more difficult than it was in

my young days. Candidates outnumber those of fifty

years ago by ten to one, and the excellence of certain

qualities in the drawings required is proportionately

increased.

As tremendously-laboured copies of antique statues,

many of the drawings submitted to the council of the

Academy are quite extraordinary ; but has not in-

valuable time been spent in vain over those stippled

productions? Has not the student ignored the soul

in these wonderful figures while sleepily reproducing

the body? And has he not also acquired some bad

habits ? He succeeds, however, in entering the schools

as a probationer, and then the grind begins again.

He must make another stippled drawing—over which

he spends several weeks—to prove he had done the

first. He succ Isagain. lie then recommences his

acquaintance with the antique, utterly dead to the

beauties of his model, which by this lime he di

He longs to paint, but before he is allowed to

what is called the preliminary school, where he will

be allowed to use colours for the first time, he must
stipple another piece of stone, and -e more
that the Laoc and the Gladiator are nothing more
than masses of stone or plaster to him. Again he
succeeds, and again a lone- process must be end i

before he is permitted to paint IV the life and to

take advantage -or to lie bewildered by the tuition

afforded him bj the Academicians, who are elected

as visitors, and are supposed to be, and indeed are,

amongst the most eminent painters of this country.

Each of these gentlemen has a method of painting

peculiar to himself. His attendance i- lor a month,
during which he endeavours to instil his principles

into willing or unwilling ears. The month end-, and

then comes another visitor with another method,

equally good, perhaps, and as urgently inculcated;

and this confusing system goes on for eight or ten

months out of twelve.

The opponents of our academic system of visitors

— of whom I am one— arc answered h\ it- advocates,

who maintain that the clever students will compare,

assimilate, ami digest the various methods proposed,

and evolv ic of his own from them; while the

inefficient pupil is destined to failure in whatever
method he may adopt. It is also urged that if one
special scheme by a resident professor were insisted

upon, confirmed mannerism would be the result.

Truly, to use the Spectator's word-. " much mm be

said on both sides," but of one thine- 1 gjve oll | v ,„y

individual opinion) there is no doubt, and thai is that

foreign students draw better than English ones
;
and

if I am right, it behoves us to find out the reason

and endeavour to improve our method of teaching.

That some grave shortcoming exists in our system

is rightly or wrongly felt by aspirants, and proved

by the numbers who go abroad for their instructii n,

and who return to show by their pictures—admirabl}

drawn, perhaps—some id' the worst qualities of French

or German art. If this continues, a severe blow will

be struck at the English school, the national char-

acter of our art will be lost, and it will he imj— ib]

to know an English picture from a foreign one.

This, in my opinion, i- a consummation de\

undesirable.

While admitting the superiority of the foreign

method of teaching drawing, I altogether demur to

that pursued in teaching painting. Here again I

judge by results, and I tale our students
5 work to

witness that, in -pile of the bewildering teaching by

visitors, each annua] contest for prizes shows examples

of flesh-painting rarely if ever equalled by the foreign

pupil. /'-• work or, in other words,

painting at once— results m students' hands in mere
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opaque suareestiveness : the true tones of flesh ar

never reproduced, but in their place a dull, muddy

surface, untrue and unpleasing.

If men of such transcendent genius as Titian and

Rembrandt and Reynolds adopted a process diametric-

ally opposed to the premier coup system—if such men

knew that they must employ all the artifices of re-

touching, scumbling, glazing, &c, before they could

hope to vie, however distantly, with nature—it seems

to me fatally wrong to allow a student, however

talented he may be, to think that by a single blow

he can hit a mark so high and so unapproachable as

a true representation of the colour of flesh. 1 may

be answered that there are examples amongst the

great masters which cut away the ground from

my argument. I admit this. Rubens, for example,

"painted at once." 1 have no doubt that the " Rape

of the Sabines " is a specimen of premier coup

work. Titian's " Bacchus and Ariadne" is not. Let

those two great works be compared, and the "Rape

of the Sabines" becomes a magnificent sketch. We
have no Rubenses nowadays. That splendid genius,

gifted with transcendent power, by some inscrutable

method avoided the muddy opacity so sure to result

from these rash attempts by inferior hands. There

can be no question that the finest works of Vandyke,

Rembrandt, and indeed most of the great masters,

were the results of repeated paintings before their

authors could satisfy themselves that they had

arrived, so far as their powers enabled them, at a

satisfactory approach to truth to nature.

In the best works of the British school, the

student has excellent examples of good painting , in

the true sense of the word. I venture to advise him

to study these models in preference to the foreign,

and while endeavouring to make himself a good

draughtsman, be equally resolute to become an

English and not a French painter.

ILLUSTRATED JOURNALISM IN ENGLAND: ITS RISE.—I.

By C. N. WILLIAMSON.

ERY few know how an-

cient is the practice of

illustrating news in

England. If we go

back far enough we

find that newspapers

had existed in this

country for only some

twenty years when

they began to be illus-

trated. At the British

Museum to-day may be seen in one of the ephemeral

newspapers of the time of the Civil War a rough

woodcut which is actually the first ''news-block"

ever published in England— the first attempt on the

pari of the press to illustrate the news of the day by

means of wood-eugraving. That crude cut is the

germ of all the magnificent engravings which since

that time, by means of the illustrated press, have car-

ried amusement and education into every English-

speaking land. The line of development may be

traced direct from the pom- little Mercurius Civicus of

1643 to The Illustrated London NewssaA Tin- Graphic

of I sss. It is a curious history, and one well worth

study. To a great extent it merges itself in the

genera] history of the newspaper press; ami the story

from - points of view is trivial, compared with

that of the newspaper pure and simple. No great

social or constitutional questions have been fought

out by the illustrated press. It boasts no Junius and

no Wilkes, no Woodfall and no Leigh Hunt. No
picture in an illustrated paper has ever produced

a hundredth part of the effect produced by such

an article as that of Wilkes in No. 45 of The A ort/i

Briton, or even, to take a more trivial instance,

that of Leigh Hunt on the Prince Regent in The

Examiner. Even in our own time, I consider, a single

letter of a Russell or a Forbes tells more of the for-

tunes of a war than a dozen sketches by a Simpson,

a Sydney Hall, or a Villiers. Illustrated journalism

even yet is scarcely taken seriously. Among the

ignorant there is still a widespread superstition that

the pictures "are made up somewhere in the Strand."

And if, on the social and political side, there is a

certain triviality in the history of the illustrated press,

the same triviality is to lie found when we regard it

from the point of view of art. Art, in any serious

sense of the term, and illustrated journalism are

things which one would scarcely think of associating

before the year IS 1-2, when The Illustrated London

News fust saw the light. The association to-day is

indeed genuine and close ; that it did not exist earlier

is due partly to mechanical difficulties which have

now been overcome, and partly to the decline in the

art of wood-engraving before the time of Bewick.

Yet the illustrated press is so important an affair

at the present time that its history is well worth

glancing at. Its early beginnings arc to its later

developments almost as the amoeba to man
; yet

in the study of the evolution of man the biologist
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must begin with the amoeba, as we with the Mer- of its news. Nor was the Mercurins Britannicusoi
curius Civicus. Marchmonl Needham a much more reputable print,

To fake up (he story at the beginning, we must for it sided " with the roul and scum of the | pli
."

go back to the overthrow of the Star Chamber in and made "weekly sport by railing at all that is noble."

Besides these, there were the Mercurius T)

Mercurius Pragmaticns, the Mercurins Melancholicus,

the Mercurins Politicus, Mercurius Aqnaticus, Mer-

curius Rusticus, and manj : ther, all highly inter-

esting to the student of the newspaper press in Eng-

land. Among these appeared the [itlle Mercurins

Civicus, with which in this article I particularly have

to ileal. Mercurius Civicus, London's Intelligencer, or

Truth Impartially Related from thence to the Whole
Kingdom /<> Prevent Misinformation, was the full

title of the first English illustrated paper. It was

a small quarto, closely and clearly printed, and was

issued weekly ; hut where or by whom it is probably
portraits of raE king and queen. now impossible to ascertain! Taking Nathaniel

"Mercurins Civicus," .lui,i, ;;. ir.r,.i

1 ti 1 1 . The Star Chamber being gone, the censorship

of the press was first relaxed, and by-and-by totally

broken down. Books, pamphlets, broadsides, and

newspapers were freely issued without any kind of

legal supervision. Printed anywhere and anyhow,
these anonymous sheets Hew about among a people

delighting in their newly- found liberty to think

and to speak. Intelligencers, Passages, and Diurnals

poured from the press ; and crude and clumsy as

these early newspapers were, they were a consider-

able advance upon those of twenty years before.

In 1643 the censorship of the press had become an

absolute farce, and this was the year in which ap-

peared the first of those Mercuries which marked

so important an ad-

vance in t he quality

of English news-

papers. Mercury was

the favourite name,

not only for the

newspapers, hut also

for those who dis-

tributed them ; the

" Mercury-women "

we re t h e n e ws-

hawkers of the day.

The Mercurius Au-

licns, begun in

January, I (i 13, ami

edited by John Bir-

kenhead, was the

first of the English
1/ for there was a 1A rcun Francais in Paris,

ami a Mercure d'Elat in Geneva). The Mercurins

Aulicus was trivial journalism ; it was more noted for

its " waggeries and buffooneries" than for the truth

5G7

PRINCE MAURICE, PRINCE RUPERT, THE
MARiji CASTLE, OB SIR
THOMAS FAIRFAX.

(From Successive Tssues o/ tht "Mercurius
VII.)

ISAAC PENNINGTON. LORTi MAYOR OF LONDON, 1643.

i From Hi' "Mercurius Civicus," .1" >. n. 1643.)

Butter's paper, The Conrant, or Weekly News from
I'm-,Km Parts, issued on October 9, 1621, as actu-

ally the first English newspaper, it will !«• seen

that the newspaper had been in existence oul\ o

twenty-two years before illustrations began to creep

into it. The Mercurius Civicus was published regu-

larly certainly until April, 1646,. and in the British

Museum several copies of it are preserved. \t i In-

head of each number is a table of contents, often

printed in verse. The firsl illustration in this re-

markable little paper appeared in No. '2. published

on May :2 s
. 1643. This, the pioneer woodcul in

the history of the illustrated press, is a portrait "I'

Queen Henrietta, the wife of Charles 1. The next

illustrations that can he traced (for perfect sets of

the Mercurius Civicus do not exist) are those in

No. 8, .Inly 13, L643; they are the portraits of ||„.

King and Queen printed on this page. As will he

-ecu, thej arc ile- roughest of rough woodcuts, vet

lacking neither in skill nor verisimilitude. The por-

trait of the King, indeed, shows us the unfortunate
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Stuart with a shocking fracture of hi? nose and a pied by a picture of a lady and gentleman (pre-

cast in the left eye ; but the portrait of the Queen is sumably the King and Queen) seated in a balcony,

better, and really not unlike the authentic portraits II is an elaborate block for those times, and the

of her Majesty. Over these portraits is the follow- perspective effects are comic. Of other portraits in

ing table of contents:—"The King and Queen con- the Mercurius Civiciis there are several. In No. 2:3

joyned, the Kentish news related, our forces are is a portrait of a cavalier in hat and feather, pro-

united, a publique fast appointed." Who cut these bably meant for Prince Maurice. In No. 12 we
blocks we know not, and none will ever know; the find Prince Rupert, with this summary of the week's

name of the tirst engraver of "news-blocks" has events:—"Prince Rupert's forces routed near Strat-

not come down to posterity. Nor do we know from ford-on-Avon, General] Kind's army dispersed by
what originals the portraits were executed. Indeed, the Scots. Himselfe wounded, and lied to Yorke.

it may shrewdly he guessed that there wen' no Banbery Castle besieged by Colonel Cromwell." Alas

originals. Maeaulay, in a well-known passage, when for the honesty of the early editor ! This portrait

speaking of the lack of the dra-

matic spirit in the genius of

Byron, compared his characters

to "those pasteboard pictures in-

vented by the friend of children,

.Mr. Newbery, in which a single

movable head goes round twenty

different Indies, so that the same

face looks out upon us succes-

sively from the uniform of a

hussar, the furs of a judge, and

the rags of a beggar." Inversely,

as with Byron's characters, so

with the portraits in the Mercv-

rius Civicus, the same head does

for many ho li. s. W ith a charm-

ing impu lence th i editor of the

pioneer illustrated paper used the

same block indifferently as Prince

Maurice or tin.' Marquis of New-
castle, Prince Rupert or Sir

Thomas Fairfax. The face was

the same; it was hut the title

that was changed.

Tin; SMiTinriT.il ghost.

tin "Mercurius Dcmocrlius, ' IBM.)

of Prince Rupert passes, in an-

other number, for that of the

Marquis of Newcastle. In the

number for April :>5, I (ill, there

is another figure of the King

armed with a sword ; and on July

lb, 1 014, there is another portrait

of Prince Rupert with these la-

conic head-lines :
—

"Prince Rupert with 3,000 Horse to

Chester advanced;

Knaresborough by the Lord Fairfax

besieged;

The Lord General! towards Plymouth

removed

;

The Marquis of Newcastle at llamborow

Portraits of " Charles Rex"
and "Sir Thomas Fairfax" on

April 30, 1646, are the latest I

have been able to trace. So

much for the poor little Mer-

curius Ciricus. It takes its hon-

ourable place in the history of

Portraiture was the strong point in the Mer- the newspaper press in England as undoubtedly the

curias Civicus. We can find only two illustrations earliest illustrated newspaper; but precisely how and
which are not portraits. The first is in No. 11, when it died, there is now no available evidence to

in which is illustrated "one of those weapons show. It. was revived, in name only, some years

which the Papists call Round-heads, fur that with later; for in the Burney collection of newspapers in

them they intended to bring the Roundheads into the British .Museum, there is a copy of No. 4 of a

subjection. It is a weapon with an ovall or round newspaper called the Mercurius Civicus, dated May
top, stuck full .4' iron spikes. The forme whereof 1,1660. It is, however, not illustrated.

for belter satisfaction is here set doune;" and a The Scottish /Ave was another paper of the same

horrid weapon it looks. The other illustration which period which may be recorded here. It made no
is not a portrait is of the "Oxford Junta in Cuun- attempt to illustrate the news of the day, but it had
eil." in the number for April II, 1644. It is a an engraved heading of by no means discreditable

-mall w lent some three indies square, divided design. The Scottish Dove sent out and returning,

down the middle On the left are shown a crowd bringing Intelligence from, the Armies, and makes some
of conical-hatted, wide-booted gentlemen, seated in relations of ••titer observable passages of both King-

disoussioii at a round table, whereon is inscribed doms far information and instruction ; such is the

" Help now or never." To them is entering hastily full title of this little quarto sheet. The Flying

a man with a large document in his outstretched P»st, " published for the cleere satisfaction of all for-

hand. The right-hand part of the block is occu- raigners and others win. desire certaine and weekly
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information," which appeared on May 10, 1614, had amongsl the Butchers a1 Smithfiulds Ban's, the

a rude but vigorous w l-engraving of u post-boy Shambles, White-Chappell, and Eastcheape, in the

J HE AJtT AMD MYSTERY of peintinq emblematically dibplayed.

(From "The ihiib Street Journal," No. nr, 1731.)

Dii a galloping horse j but uo attempt was made
to illustrate the news of the day.

Among the many Mercuries of the latter half of

the seventeenth century the Mercurias Bemoeritm
des irves particular mention. It was the comic paper

of the time— the seventeenth century Punch. Its

humour was as broad and farcical as it well could lie;

and some of its illustra-

tions were ei' a kind

which, were they pub-

lished to-day, would at

once bring the police

down upon the proprie-

tor. Tin' Mercnrius /> -

mocrilus, like man\' of

its contemporaries, had

great capacity for cre-

dulity, and it- pages

abound in marvels and

portents. As a sample

of this sort of thing,

and as an example, too,

of the slate of the art of

wood -engraving at the
, i ,,,.,« " n„ /•„/,!„ a

time, there is reproduced

on p. 106 "The Smithfield Ghost," a creature who
"flourished" in 1654, and this is what the able

editor of the time has to say about him: "There is

a great report of a Ghoast thai walks every night

habit of Mallett the lawyer, pulling the meat off

the Butchers' tainters ; many have adventured to

strike at him with Cleavers and Chopping-knives,

but cannot feel anything but Aire, livery Saturday

at night between 9 and 12 he walks his stations, in

this very habit as you see, doing more mischief to

the Butchers than ever Robin Goodfellow did to the

Country Hides."

The Faithful 5

of which the first num-

ber appeared January I ?,

1651, was perhaps the

most energetic and re-

putable of the prints of

the period
; though, sa\ i

for its engraved heading

of a man on a prancing

horse, it was unillus-

I rated. I low c\ CY scru-

pulous were the early

editors when they were

dealing with letterpress

ah 'Me. all scruples of eon

science seem to ha\ e be< n

cast to the winds when

tin \ came to illustrate their news. We have seen

with what effrontery the earliest papers changed the

titles of their portraits to suit the needs of t||e hour.

Examples of the same thing occur later in papers

MIKAL YEKM.NS ATTA'K ON V ITITOI',1 I I n.

1740.)
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which were otherwise excellent for their day. No

serious attempts appear to have been made to depict

any contemporary event as it happened. In Tin'

Faithful Post, for instance, for April S, 1653, there

is an engraving which purports to be a portrait of

the Dutch Admiral Van Gallen. In another number

of tlie same journal is an engraving of a blazing

star, said to have appeared in Germany. Our faith

in the trustworthiness of these illustrations is, how-

ever, naturally much shaken when we Hud that both

printers to twenty, all of whom were to be in London,

except one in York, and those employed by the

Crown and the Universities. Historical and political

works were to be licensed by the Secretary of State;

legal works, by the Lord Chancellor and the judges;

works on religion and philosophy, by the Archbishop

of Canterbury and the Bishop of Loudon. This Act,

renewed at times in a still more tyrannical form, re-

mained in force till 1695, and its effect was to put

an almost complete stop to all unauthorised publica-

"EMBLEMATICAL FliONTISrlECE " OF "THE JACOBITE JOUKNAL," 17-17.

(Attributed to Hogarth.)

of them had been previously published in The Poll- tions. Under such circumstances it is not surprising

tiqite Post of January t of the same year, where the that newspaper enterprise languished. L'Estrange

portrait of the admiral has no title, and the blazing himself brought out a newspaper called The Intelli-

star is said to have been seen, not in Germany, but gencer, and while the King was at Oxford to avoid

at Pembroke in Wales. the plague, The Oxford Gazette appeared, and ran

The liberty which the press had enjoyed during through eleven weeks. A little later (Feb. :,, 1666)

the disorganised times of the Civil War was with- The London Gazette made its first appearance ;
and,

held from it immediately after the Restoration, later still, The City Mercury. The news in these

Charles II. had been on the throne only two years papers was, however, of the mosl meagre description

;

when, mi May I lb L6G7, the passing of a stringent ami in the whole of this period we can trace but one

licensing Act renewed all the obnoxious restrictions attempt to illustrate, in a newspaper, the events of the

upon printing which had been put in force by the day. This was in a paper called The Loyal Protestant

Sin- Chamber ordinances ,,1' 15S5 and L637. For and True Domestic Intelligencer, published in L681;

the reason that " by the general licentiousness of the and in the number for April :i is an engraving of a

late times many evil-disposed persons had been en- " prodigious egg " laid al Home. A potent reason for

eouraged to punt and sell heretical and seditious the absence of illustrations in newspapers was that the

1 k-," lie- \et limited the number of master- art of wood-engraving had fallen to its lowest state.
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\i;t in the theatre.
SPECTACLE.

B\ iUGl SI I S HARRIS.

I7W10M the earliest (inns show and pageantry have of the displays are no! adepts in the art as of old
always had a great influence on the human when a " Master of the Revels" was E the

mind, and in ancient Rome it was even an adage officials of the Cour.t. Nowadays anybody con-
thai to keep the masses in order it was necessary to siders himself competent to direct a SpeCtaCUlar demon-

Till: SEA-FIGHT IN ''TIIK AKMAUA AT TIIK JIUUKV LANE I 1
1

I I : I

I

{Drawn by J. Fiimcmore, after tin Seem Designed and Paiut

provide them with " f 1 and spectacle." To-day

the love of show is no whit less intense than in

times past. To prove it, it is only necessary to point

to the masses that gather together in their tens and

hundreds of thousands, whenever any public display

is made, no! only in this hut in an) other country

in the world. It is, therefore, almost incompre-

hensible that in England, where Spectacle exercises

at least as great an influence as elsewhere, all our

public pageants should be of so poor and tawdrj a

character. The cause is not far to seek. Tli— who
are responsible for the organisation and carrying oul

stration, the result being thai our public I'uni

are of such a nature as would disgrace a fourth-class

German town! For years the great annual p

the Lord Mayor's Sh.,w, for which the richest town

in the world is responsible, has Keen the laughing-

stock of the intelligent foreigner, who in his own
land is accustomed to witness festivities, in the pre-

parat ion of which i he besl and in I n istic talent of

the country is pressed into the service of production.

As in our public displays, so it was in our theatres,

until a few years ago, and when I first became the

lessee of I >rury Lane -with the exception of the little
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Prince of Wales's Theatre, so admirably directed by

Mr. and Mrs. Bancroft -there was hardly a manage-

ment that produced plays in a manner worthy of the

metropolis. It was, indeed, an established saying,

" They do these things so much better in Prance."

Since then I am glad to say nous avons change tout

ed, i. A play badly produced in London is rather the

exception tban the rule, and although we are very

far behind the foreigner in our public alfresco Fes-

tivities, in our theatres, thanks to the many good

men and true who arc now at the head of affairs, we

have advanced very considerably ahead of him. I do

not mean to say that there are not a few theatres ad-

mirably managed abroad, but taking them as a whole,

from a spectacular point of view, their achievements

are not l«i he compared with the results obtained in

London to-day. It is only natural that this should

he so, for the long run which falls to the lot of a

successful play in London enables a manager 1"

spend large sums, which he could not afford were

the entertainment mure often changed; and as the

public who support our best play-houses are getting

day by day more educated, they are becoming more

critical and difficult to ple.ise. Any al tempt to pro-

duce a play incompletely, as of old, with inadequate

effects and " Adelphi guests," would be to court

absolute failure. A very Few years ago the proper

production of a piece was stigmatised as the work

of the carpenter, the upholsterer, costumier, and pro-

perty man ! But that which was then treated with

contempt to-day becomes, as Mr. Irving has very

frankly and Fairly admitted, a matter of absolute

necessity, and woe betide the manager who does not

recognise tins fact. What, For instance, would he

said to-day of a Romeo in a periwig, a Macbeth in

a Court suit, a Cymbeline in flounces, or a Portia in

powder? Yet it is From tins high level (heaven save

tin' mark !) that we arc supposed to have Fallen when

we absolutely dare to give a proper background to

Beatrice, and dress Duncan more like a king than a

pantaloon.

Tl is generally supposed that in order to prepare a

line spectacle it is sufficient to spend a large sum of

money, and that orders, given haphazard and regard-

loss of expense, are only necessary For the production

..I' those magnificent fea-ts For the eye, the ear. and

intelligence with which our public are now regaled

in some of our leading houses of entertainment.

Tin- i- a Fallacy. It is only those who Follow step

by step and day by day the work, the thought, and

eh incurred, who can have the slightest idea of

the labour, experience, talent, and taste employed.

Neither is a line spectacle the result of the efforts of

ingle brain, but of an army of workers talented,

trained, and proficient in their respective arts, acting

under the guiding influence of one competent man.

who, like a general in the field, should have risen

almost From the ranks, and consequently be thoroughly

acquainted with the technique and minute details of

the various branches of the services he is called upon

to command. A spectacular theatre must be, so to

saw the trysting-place of all the arts. The work

itself must be a labour of love, of perseverance, and

of pluck ; the co-operation of the most accomplished

masters of the various art- should be secured, for if

it takes nine men to make a pin, what details must

there be, For instance, in the proper preparation of a

spectacle!

After the subject has been judiciously selected, the

story and scenario carefully and laboriously worked

out due consideration being given For variety of

scenery, action, humour, and display—time allowed

for the change oF effects and dresses, for the mar-

shalling of the masses, contrasts and sequences pro-

perly distributed, avoiding such effects as have been

previously utilised, the piece reckoned so to be per-

formed in a given number of hours, and the whole

imagined as in a vivid dream. It must not only

appeal to the passing fashion and fancy at the

moment, but to the educated and refined classes of

the community, as well as the more humble and unso-

phisticated patrons of the more popular parts of the

theatre. Then the libretto has to lie written ; as

Shakespeare said. " the play's the thing." If the

book is bad, no matter how good all else, a great

and lasting success can never be achieved.

In a Christmas production, or in any other, it is

necessary to make the public laugh. They go to the

theatre For enjoy nt, and when they ask for bread

of cheerfulness they do not wish to be served with

a. stone of melancholy. To be Funny is a, most dif-

ficult task, and the fun should grow out of the

story, but it the author docs not give opportuni-

ties to the comedian it is almost impossible for

him to succeed. Then comes the selection— the

writing of the music, and the wedding of the words

to the tunes—which being good enough to satisfy

the amateur, must yet not be over the beads of the

"oils
; the fitting of the dance music to the require-

ments of the ballet-mistress, who should herself be

an ex-goddess of the poetry of motion, and whose

task oF designing the dances and drilling the dancers

is ;n itself a herculean one, requiring such patience,

endurance, perseverance, and stamina as is incredible

to those who have never seen the work got through.

Tl ngaging and selecting the army of auxiliaries

is I be work of months. The designing of the scenes,

dresses, and properties, although For only a panto-

mime, calls for the co-operation of students of the

deepest research and artists of the highest order,

endowed with the rare faculty of fanciful thought

and exquisite taste. It is on the proper execution
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nf these designs thai so very much depends. The

trouble taken, and the interminable labour, the hunt-

ing For details, the ransacking of our warehouses and

art-fabric repositories for an cxacl tone of colour, is

incomprehensible to many, especially to those of the

old school, who, for instance, while recognising that

there is a difference between light blue and dark

blue, are supremely happy in their ignorance of the

existence of the thousands of tones of the same hue !

It is, indeed, a question whether all the exqui-

site colourings and delightful combinations are fully

appreciated, excepl by a small and highly-cultivated

minority. Why, then, many ask, take the trouble

to do the thing properly it' not appreciated? Why
not follow the old Boucicaultian managerial axiom,

"never try to educate your audience"? Because

the minority is last becoming the majority, thanks

to the march of education. Because our critics and

other leaders of public thought now mostly belong to

that minority which can appreciate, and appreciating,

acknowledge and proclaim far and wide those beauties

which our ignorant detractors fail to perceive. The
liberal expenditure of money in itself has little to do

with an artistic result, but Art is a very extravagant

and lavish mistress. Although, in sonic instances,

she may be contented with a plain cotton gown,
when she desires to show herself at her best in her

state robes there is no length she will not drive you

to if you desire to execute her behests; and those

who talk so much of the love of art whilst producing

very little that is artistic, are generally those who
are either unable or unwilling to make such financial

sacrifices at the shrine of the goddess as sin- de-

mands.

Last, but not least, conic the actors—those who
have to give life to the story. How many good

plays have been ruined by an inadequate representa-

tion ! II. >w much good work has been thrown away
through the incompetency of its exponents! Every
character must be carefully east, actors and actresses

of experience engaged to portray and give life to

the various personages of the story which has to be

unfolded amidst the elaborate surroundings. Great

pains must be taken that no round pegs arc put into

square holes, or vice versa. An actor who would be

admirable in one part, will utterly fail in another

which is out of his line. When this much has been

d ;, the hard work may be said to commence in

earnest. The rehearsals and dove-tailing together

of tin- results of so many months' work, ami of the

efforts of so many talented persons, is a task re-

quiring the greatest consideration, assiduous atten-

tion, and unflinching energy: a work to try the

traditional patience..!' a Job! It is then that errors

are detected and unforeseen difficulties have to be

overcome before submitting to the judgment of the

public the work as a whole whose approval or dis-

approval none, however experienced, cau Foretell.

'I lie verdicl of the first night's audience maj
bably be reversed the next morning in the public

press, which it-elf is seldom unanimous as to the

merits and demerits of a performance.

.Many effects e.iiel'ulK designed to arouse the

enthusiasm may possibly have passed unobserved,

and something interpolated L\ chance at the last

moment may cause all the town to talk. An actor

or actress upon whom such dependence has been

placed may absolutely tall Hat, whilst an unknown
artist, who has never yet succeeded in doing any-
thing worthy of notice, may suddenly come to the

front and display such talent as he was never dreamt

to be possessed of. Such is the complicated task

that anyone sets himself when undertaking the pro-

duction of Speetaele.

Spectacle does not necessarily call for the em-
ployment of a large number of people. Indeed, take

the accompanying engravings of the palace scene in

"Puss in Boots" and of the naval battle in 'fin

Armada," although in the one many hundreds of

people are employed, in the other there are but a

few. Vet both have been pronounced triumphs of

Spectacle! All perfect stage pictures appealing to

the eye, of whatever character they be, are, indeed,

to a certain .Aleut, Spectacle whether a grand pro-

cession at Drury Lane, or a charming interior, com-

plete in all its minute details, as presented b\ tie

Bancrofts.

The "-tar'' system is, to my mind, the deadly

enemy of art. It is a formidable foe, for the pub-

lic support it. An artist once well known may soon

become a "star" if assiduously advertised if it be

through the medium of a tooth paste, transparent

soap, or patent wirework brushes, is of little moment
—the public will rush to support their favourite, in

the same manner as any other well-advertised com-

modity for which th.y have a partiality, whether it

be Column's mustard or Reckett's blue. The result

is obvious ; the " -tar." desiring to have t lie lion's -hue

of the credit, allows no rival to shine b\ his side;

with the further financial advantage of paying a far

smaller sum in salaries to those who lill up the other

parts, and the worse the support the greater the con-

trast the bigger the contrast the greater the success.

Compare with some of the perfect productions of

to-day the performances of the "star '

a few

yea ago, when it was tie rig ear for tragedj to have

a wide strip of green baize stretched acres- the front

of the stage, meaning nothing; when those horrible

tlats which joined in the middle formed the front

scenes, and, u] the prompter's whistle being blown

to change, discovered so mam begrimed scene-shifters

in the act of pushing them off. A fe i sets ol
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wings tlitl duty for everything; the difference in improvements enables much greater effects to be pro-

costume consisted of shirts, shapes, and square-cuts dueed with the outlay of less trouble, time, and money.

only ; each actor used to dress himself according to The most perfect stage in the world is the Opera

the extent of his wardrobe, regardless of colour, House at Buda Pesth. There, by a system of hy-

period, or common sense, or of the dresses worn by draulic rises and sinks, the whole of the stage ean

any of the other characters. The same throne did be so manipulated as to give almost any combination

service for Cleopatra, Julius Cajsar, or Henry V. of form and movement, enabling the stage manager

The stock scenery, properties, and paraphernalia of to produce the most marvellous and striking effects

the theatre were the only resources of the stage without the slightest trouble, ami no further expense

manager, and the "good old crusted" actor, for- than the installation of the machinery, which in itself

ovttinL; , the lines of the author, used without com- is of the most elaborate and costly description. In

punctioii to cover his discomfiture by inventing a the construction of our English theatres the praetiea-

te\t of bis own— an achievement known as "pong- bilities of the stage are considered to he of little or

ing." The star of the evening—thus barely sup- no importance, the result being that effects which

ported, appeared to be a Triton amongst Minnows can lie produced on such a stao'e as that of Buda

— aroused the enthusiasm of the audience ami en- Pesth are absolutely impossible to lie realised,

hanecd his reputation. In those days audiences went The highest form of spectacular art is, of course,

to the theatre convinced they were going to see art, grand opera, and no form of art has suffered more

and came away thinking that they had seen it! from the " star " system than the lyric stage, where

These were called the "palmy days!
" " stars " demand a greater sum than any management

As in tragedy so in pantomime—three weeks was can afford to pay; the result of the operatic star

considered a long time to give to the preparation of system in this country having been to close the opera

the Christmas entertainment ; old spangled dresses house, and abroad to place the musical drama m the

were looked out and "dodged up ;

" a few pair of hands of men who take' theatres and make engage-

Hats and a couple of set scenes were painted new; incuts, without even the possibility of being able to

some elaborate tricks made for the harlecpiinade, the keep thern. Salaries are promised which neither the

majority of which, not working on the Hrst night, management nor the artiste ever expect to see paid

;

were cut out on the second. A popular clown, with and this is further taken into consideration when

a veteran to assist him as pantaloon, 01 f the fixing the salary. In Italy the sum of the remu-

" bullet gentlemen" from the opera house dressed neration is divided into four payments: the first

like harlequin, and one of the "front row " of the when the artiste arrives in the town—this sum is

ballet as columbine, were supposed to he enough to generally paid out of the subvention the manager

attract our forefathers to the pantomime, which, gets from the government or municipality ; the second

being played alter a tragedy or comedy, generally and third payments are made during the season, the

began about half-past nine, and lasted a couple of date of the fourth being after the season is over.

hours. The dear old ladies and gentlemen who now This last qnartale is so rarely paid that it is seldom

insist that this class of performance should be played expected. Some of the impresarios, finding that

to-day, because it met with the approval of their opera in Europe under these conditions was no longer

generation, forget that the School Hoard was not possible, and seeking for " fresh fields and pastures

invented when they were young. Whereas in (he new," discovered the hitherto unexplored virgin oper-

oldeii times a pantomime ran a lew weeks, it now atic soil of South America, where the rich merchants

runs ;is many months. In some of our provincial and financiers were willing to pay fabulous sums for

towns the harlequinade is now dispensed with, and seats to witness a performance should any artistes of

in all others reduced to the smallest limits. As in Kuropean reputation come amongst them. Thus the

I, hai so in the provinces, the appearance of the star starves the ensemble.

clown is tlm signal for departure. But after all is said and done, Spectacle to-day

Drury Lane—generally supposed to be one of the asserts its sovereignty, and will doubtless continue to

finest stages in the world— m reality is one of the do so in spite of prejudice and ignorance, long after

worst For its size that I have ever seen, and the extra the time when the ideal New Zealander shall have

expense, in consequence, in producing big effects is contemplated the ruins of this Babylon from the

a most serious item. A fine stage with all the modern one remaining pier of Loudon Bridge.
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A1IT PATRONS.
T ! I E BEGGING F R I A US F I T A LY.

By F. MABEL ROBINSON.

|K English, far removed by

time and creed and sen-

timent from the monastic

spirit, find it difficult to

realise all that letters,

learning, art, even civili-

sation itself, owe to the

monks of a bygone age,

still more so to under-

stand that the Begging

Friars once occupied the

highest place as patrons

of art in Italy. To very many of us who have been

in Italy, the friar is merely thai shabby and rather

or shall we say very?) dirty old lay brother who

stood so inconveniently near to us in St. Peter's, and

whose brown garment was so unmistakably red. .lent

of snuff. The brown frock of the Carmelite or Fran-

ciscan seemed ubiquitous in Rome; we used constantly

to see the wearer in the grimy shops of the charcoal-

seller and the cobbler at the corner of the street.

Over liis shoulders he often carried a sack, wherein

to put the broken meat he begged from the poor for

the destitute, and he went about his business in the

leisurely Italian fashion, standing long in the door-

way, chatting ami cracking jokes with his grimy

patrons, who treated him with as little deference as

hi' exacted.

We may generally fake it that this neighbourly

old friar is a Franciscan, not a Carmelite, for this

friendly interest in the doings of the world they have

renounced is quite in the spirit of their founder,

'fhe white-robed Dominican and the brown Carmelite

are usually more reserved and dignified than the

friar of Orders Grey, having much more of the re-

mote and distant manner of the monk (and indeed

most of us unconsciously express this feeling by

speaking of Dominican monks and Franciscan friars),

although all the three begging orders—of Dominic,

Francis, and -Mount Carmel—are, properly speaking,

friars.

All the three orders date from the early part of

the thirteenth century, at which time there arose in-

dependently in several minds the idea of a monastic

order which should be absolutely poor, possessing

nothing, begging even for food and raiment, and,

when nothing was given, going empty. Very soon

after the initiation of the orders this ideal had to,

be modified, but in the beginning this absolute

poverty was the distinctive mark of the mendicant

orders.

Both in social and artistic influence, the Car-

melites are inconsiderable compared with the fol-

lowers of Dominic and Francis, who between them

divided with their influence the mass of society of

Central Italy till at one time it was difficult to

find a person of either sex, who had not either

secretly or openly adopted their "third rule"—

a

rule of religious life adapted for persons still living

in the world. Dominie, a Spaniard of noble birth,

was twelve years older than Francis, who was born

at Assisi iu 1182, but as the Franciscan order was

founded earlier, and gained the earliest and greatest

hold on the Italian nation, let me glance first at its

patronage of art. There is nothing to show that St.

Francis ever cared for painting, and indeed he was a

great deal too fond of all created things to feel any

sympathy with the Byzantine conventionality that in

his day governed painting. But although painting

and sculpture were at their lowest ebb. the tide had

already turned, architecture was leading the way to

a revival of the arts, and while St. Francis was still

a light-hearted pleasure-loving young man, there was

horn at Pisa the child destined to inaugurate the re-

vival of sculpture. More than a thousand years had

now passed since Hadrian had magnified tic waning

art of Koine ; that art, the product of Paganism, had

been hateful to new Christendom, and the establish-

ment of the Eastern Empire at Constantinople in 330

marks the extinction of ancient art. Thenceforth

Christianity was the religion of the state, and the

vast walls of the basilicas and churches soon set forth

the truths of Religion—a book to the unlettered.

The type and style, however, of both architecture

and painting was still classic, lor as yet Christianity

had only adopted, not created an art to expound her

doctrine. Up to the age id' Constantine tempera

and encaustic were the materials used in mural

decorations; but as the century wore on, mosaic,

which had hitherto been employed only for pave-

ments, began to be used for walls and ceilings, aud

alter a time almost entirely superseded less durable

materials. Its general adoption had enormous in-

fluence on the art of succeeding centuries, for its

unyielding nature restricted the artist to large and

simple forms and to a certain conventionality of

treatment, The finesl and best preserved mosaics of

the lifth and sixth centuries are those of Etevenna
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and of Sta. Marin Maggiore al Rome, where classic

distinction of form is still preserved. But from

this time onwards we have an extremely limited

range of subject treated rigidly and mure rigidly till

in the seventh century an absolutely lifeless immo-

bility was adopted, the faces lost their elastic youth

and beauty, and became by degrees, worn, lean, ugly,

and old.

In this time repeated invasions of Goths and

Vandals had almost overwhelmed Italian civilisation
;

seme influence from outside was imperative to artistic

life, and such artists as did not sink into barbaric

ignorance adopted the Greek or Byzantine manner

— a conventional rendering still adhered to in the

"sacred images" of the Eastern Church, but which

did not crystallise into its absolutely conventional

form until about the eleventh century. From that

period painter copied painter in slavish imitation,

hut it was not until the days of the founda-

tion of thi' mendicant orders that there was m

perceptible decline in technical skill. By this time

the worst days of the political degradation of Italy

were past. Home, as the Papal city, had regained

her position as a centre of civilisation, the Pope had

become a power temporal as well as spiritual, and at

the same time a new social element had arisen in

the-,' IV jities destined to play so prominent a part

in the history of Italy. Various of the invading

Germanic tribes that had devastated the country had

settled in the plains of Lombardy, hail become peace-

able and civilised, and were destined to be the leaders

of the Renaissance of art in Italy. Until the end

of the sixth century the debased form of Roman
architecture, known as Romanesque, had served for

the whole Christian world, but at that time two

great branches grew out from it: the Byzantine,

which became the architecture of Eastern Europe,

and the Gothic, or Western style, which attained to

the greatest perfection in France, and reached its full

maturity during the thirteenth century.

The Lombard tribes, influenced from the North

by this Gothic style, and from the South by the

Romanesque and Byzantine scl Is, created an archi-

tecture of their own, adopting the peculiarities

and beauties of each with audacious disregard for

classicism, and with a result that has more than

justified their daring. Hut the broad Lombard plain

yielded them no stone, and in default of it thev used

tin; native clay, modelling and ornamenting their brick

and terra-COtta with art ami skill that has never been

equalled before or since, and the charm of these brick

Lombard churches of the late eleventh and early

twelfth century is wonderfully great. They have,

moreover, an interest apart from their beautj , as

being the precursors of the Italian Renaissance. At

this time |i linn architecture was, broadly speaking,

far behind that of the countries north of the Alps;

the Gothic style had not. it is true, arrived at its full

development in any country, but many line buildings

had already been erected in France and England

—

Durham, Rochester, Chichester, and Norwich Cathe-

drals are of this period, a g 1 part of Canterbury,

and the naves of Peterborough and of Ely are also

unaltered since this time—SO that Italv, which was

so soon to eclipse all other countries in the unrivalled

beauty of her art, started at no advantage compared

w itli northern nations except her traditions from classic

times. At the time of the death of St. Francis, 1226

—the year of the birth of Louis IX. of Franci—this

Lombard province was the only part of Italv that

showed any sio-ns of new life. Hut Francis, who had

began his mission with only eight disciples, had left a

powerful and devoted order behind him. and the first

care of his many followers was to build a church at

Assisi, the place of his birth and of his death, wherein

In- body should rest, and which should he a worthy

monument to the most Christ-like spirit of his age.

Among the friars there was an architect, a German
named Jacopo, and it was he whom they employed to

design this church, and thus the Gothic manner was

introduced into Italy. The church is simple and

small, and the details arc very inferior to those of

northern churches of the same period, hut its erec-

tion is an important landmark in the history of

art, and its decorations afford a complete illustration

of the growth and development of art in Tuscany.

The church was begun two years after the death of

Francis; its odd construction in two storeys is familiar

to all of us. The lower church, suggestiveof an over-

ground crypt, was finished in four years, the upper

not until 1253, by which time Niccola Pisano was

already a famous architect, and Cimahuc a lad of

thirteen. His is the earliest hand we find engaged on

the walls of this church, where later Giotto and his

disciples were to continue what he began. Hut the

Giottesques did not complete the decoration, and the

frescoes at Assisi carry us right up to the close of the

sixteenth century. The later works are very inferior

to the earlier ones, for it was during the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries that the begging friars were

such prominent patrons of the arts.

The parent church of the Franciscans at Assisi,

though of the greatest interest, was s clipsed

in grandeur by their magnificent church of Sta.

Croce, in Florence. And this church also affords

quite a history of ail in Italy, and on its walls

are sou f the finest of Giotto's frescoes. Giotto

was born at Vespignano in 1276, and was there-

fore eleven v i';i rs younger tlnui Dante. S i after

his birth the life of Niccola Pisano came to an end,

and at that time Giovanni Pisi was beginning

imous fountain at Siena evidence that a new
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spirit had quickened both architecture and sculp- neither patrons nor painters were begging friars, and

ture before the marvellous genius of Giotto released it is not until 1387, fifty-one years after the death

painting from conventionality and work of Byzantine of Giotto, that any very important event occurred in

influence, abolished the gold background in Favour their history. In thai year was born Pra Giovanni

of sky, landscape, and that, Lombard architecture of Angelico da Fiesoli, the gentle Dominican painter,

which he was so fond, reformed design ami colour, whose art is loved all the world over for its celestial

and, in fact, inaugurated the modern style of painting, beauty and pure ideality. The life of Pra Angelico

Tins shepherd's son, whose painting is inspired extends over a very important period; at his birth

by the most poetic insight into character and Filippo Brunaleschi was a buy"!' ten, Ghiberti only

situation, the must delicate reverence of feeling, five, and Donatello a baby ; when he died at the age

the most convincing sincerity and good faith, was of sixty-eight, Masaccio was dead, Botticelli and Luea

in private life a person "I' infinite jest, ugly almost Signorelli almost full-grown youths. Perugino was

to grotesqueness in personal appearance. Beyond eleven, Lionardo a child of three, Luca della Robbia

this, and the fact that he had six children "all of sur- had invented his glazed ware, Donatello had long

passing ugliness," little is known of his private life, since chiselled the exquisite Annunciation for the

hut he must have had some much greater claim to Franciscans, and Ghiberti was laid to rest in their

regard or he could never have painted his pictures church in the same year of 1 loo, in which Fra

nor gained the friendship of Dante. One bond of Angelico was buried in the Dominican Church, Sta.

sympathy must have been their mutual devotion to .Maria Sopra .Minerva, at Rome. Despite the se-

the Franciscans, whose gentle ardour and mild en- elusion of his cloistered life, the gentle friar (whose

thiisiasin gained them many more friends than could soul was as pure and angelical as his painting) had

be attracted by the fiercer zeal of the Dominican trained up several pupils, chief among them Benozzo

ideal; and in Dante's Paradise, St. Francis is de- Gozzoli. Although more mundane than his teacher,

scribed as "'Ditto serafico in ardore," while Dominic's Benozzo hail much of (he spirit of his master, but it

righteousness does not exceed the righteousness of was one less constant to the teaching of the friar who

the Scribes and Pharisees. " Benigno ai suoi ed ai was destined to bring most glory to the Dominicans,

nemici erudo." Hut in the history of art the more for Cosino Roselli, pupil of Angelico, was master of

militant fraternity plays the larger role; their Bartolomeo. But the art (if "11 Frate" was not

church at Florence, Sta. -Maria Novello, is the rival inspired by the convent to the same extent as that,

in all ways of Sta. Croce, and, fully equal to (he of his predecessors, for he had made his reputation

Franciscans in importance as patrons of art, they arc before (he time when he, among the host, of artists

tin' most eminent of all monastic orders in the pro- employed by (he Dominicans, came under the in-

duction of great artists. Huence of the friars of St. Mark's, and especially of

Si. Francis is so poetic a figure, the ideal of his Savonarola, whose death tilled him with so great a

order so beautiful and sweet, and many of his fol- horror of the cruel world, that he at once entered the

lowers, such as Louis [X. of France and Elizabeth Order of St. Dominic.

of Hungary, were personally so interesting, (hat it The Carmelites are much less considerable as

is almost with regret that one confesses that the
|
atroiis of art than either Dominicans or Franciscans,

less endearing Dominicans have been intellectually hut (heir limited patronage in Florence was very

far more fruitful. Their female saint, Catherine of wisely extended, ami among its art-treasures their

Siena, was as clever as sin- was saintly, and their church contains those frescoes by Masaccio, which

order, besides innumerable greal preachers, bishops, arc a landmark in the history of art, as important

and a Pope, counts among its members such men as the l'isan pulpit or the first frescoes of Giotto,

as Savonarola and bra Angelico and Fra Bartol 1 1 itherto no greal advance had been made in technical

The great advance iii the arts of sculpture ami skill beyond the poinl to which Giotto had brought

architecture made by Niccola Pisano, was carried on it, and these frescoes, painted about 1420 by the

bj his son Giovanni, who had finished the Perugia shock-headed and slovenly young Florentine, are the

loin, tain, and had built the church of S. Maria della bridge that spans the gulf between the clear, pale.

Spina and the Gothic arcade of the Campo Santo at shadowless creations of the Giottesques, and the firm-

Pisa, while little Giotto was still minding his father's standing realistic figures of the golden age. And

sheep. The paintings on the Campo Santo walls, a these frescoes in the Carmine were the models from

little later in date, occupy a place in the histon of which the greatest painters learned their craft ; here

Italian art quite equal ill importance to the frescoes studied Lionardo, Andrea del Sarto, Fra Bartolomeo,

of Assisi ; the series of the triumph of death forms Perugino, Raphael ; and here also painted Michel-

llie next step, carrying realism beyond the point to angelo, a fellow -student , to his cost, of violent.

which Giotto had brought it, but unfortunately for us jealous Torrigiano, who lure m (his chapel smashed
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tbe nose of liis more successful comrade. Here, paid tlicm l>y monies and friars, and, with the ex-

toOj tin- little beggar boy, Filippo Lippi, the gutter ception of the brief local revival brought about by

child adopted by the friars out of pity, learned

tin' first principles of painting, probably grinding

colours for Masaccio and running errands for him.

Poor Lippo Lippi was at that time a child of nine or

ten, thankful no doubl to be well bouse ! and fed, and

little dreaming how unsuited was his nature to the lot

that destitution had forced on him. little guessing the

the preaching of Savonai-ola, the moral inll

of the mendicant friars was on the wane; the

of the age was turned towards classicism and un-

belief; the Roman Church was sinking into that

state of luxurj and corruption thai lift) years later

was to bring aboul the Reformation. \ uly in

art, but in morals also the friars had done a great

ST. AlT.rSTIXE EXPOUNDING THE DOCTRINE OF THE TEINT] I TO SS. Il SIC.

(From {ft, Pictun ' Sarto i« tki Uffizi Florence. I
<

exciting and questionable adventures fate held in

store for him. He lived till 1469, the year of Fra

Bartolomeo's birth, by which time the patronage of

the begging friars was much less necessary to artists

than it had been of old. For, greatly through the

influence of these friars, education had inereas id, and

the love of art became universal : the material pros-

perity of Itah. too, was established, the Papal power

was extending in Rome, the wealth and influence

"I the Medici paramount in Florence. Popes, nobles,

burghers, merchants now were the favourite pa

artists, who began to lament at tbe low prices

5f>9

work :
" In an age of oligarchal tyranny the) were

the protectors of the weak ; in an age of ignorance the

instructors of mankind, and in an age of profligacy

the stem vindicators of the holiness of the sacerdotal

character, and of the virtues of domestic life." Thus
writes of them a Protestant English historian o

own age, and lovers of art will count among their g 1

works that in an age when there were few wealthy

patrons, the) encouraged the highest art, that their

patronage was generousl) bestowed on the besl and

most enlightened artists, and that the) were in tli">e

early days leaders in the movemenl ol artistic liberty.
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art. While the Irish and

foreign Irish MSS. are de-

scribed at considerable length,

those in England are dis-

missed in a short paragraph,

and the labours of English

archaeologists like Professor

West wood, who may almost

be said to have discovered

Irish art, are complete]} ig-

nored. In the same way the

Palseographical Society's pub-

lications have been omitted

From the list of authorities

on illumination. Of metal-

work all the most important

examples are illustrated and

their various peculiarities re-

ferred to in considerable de-

tail. Many of the metal

shrines are of great interest,

as being associated with the

name of some early saint in

the first instance, and after-

wards handed down from

father to son in the family

of an hereditary keeper, thus possi

history for many centuries until at

ROSCREA BROOCH " (PETRIE COLLECTION

ssing an authentic

last a sale vest ing-

place was found in the Na-

tional Museum in Dublin.

The chapter on sculpture is,

perhaps, the least satisfactory

in the book, probably because

twenty-two out of the forty-

five Irish crosses have neveryet

been described or illustrated,

so that the list of subjects

is necessarily very imperfect.

The last chapter is devoted

to architecture, and concludes

with an exceedingly instruc-

tive chronological table giving

the dates of the various works

of art in stone, met a band MSS.

To sum up, Miss Stokes's

work is, in spite of all omis-

sions, quite the best text-book

extant on the subject, and

contains a vast amount of

valuable information syste-

matically arranged. It is to

l>e hoped that the result of

its publication will be to in-

crease the interest taken in

the study of our national art antiquities so as per-

haps in time to produce a " Neo-Celtic style."

— .~-»ioi

CUEEENT A.RT.

THE INSTITUTE OF PAINTERS IX OIL COLOURS.

FOR many reasons the Institute of Painters in the rich red hair of the other. Mr. J. J. Shannon,

()il Colours is to be congratulated on its winter whose work is always looked for with interest, sends

exhibition. Not only lias an unusually large number three canvases. Perhaps the finest of them is the full-

of interesting and able works been sent in, but the length portrait of a girl, in which " rose-pink " is

hanging committee has shown much taste and tact the dominant colour. It is doubtless too much a

in the disposition of the pictures. In the centre of work' of the impressionist school; at the same time

the large gallery is Sir J. 1>. Linton's portrait group

—

there is nothing slipshod in it, pose, colour, and draw-

" Maud and May, Daughters "I' E. Meredith Crosse, ing being alike admirable. Mr. T. B. Kennington's

Esq." Quite apart from its merits as a portrait, this " Portrait of Madame (J -." a lady in black, seen

work has many points of excellence. It is admirable against a grey ground —though perhaps a. little weak

in composition, and its background and accessories in colour— is drawn with much ease and grace. A

are lull of interest. Of the l Ids, one is seated word of praise must he said for Mr. Percy Bigland's

at a piano, the other stands, fiddle in hand, ready " Lady Elizabeth Taylor," a simple yet dignified por-

to play. The red of the draperies and the gold trait of a lady in grey against a red background,

of the screen have given the President an oppor- The portraits of " Baron Gevers" and " M. Le

tunity of rendering colour and texture, of which Comte de Saint-Genys," by Mr. Hubert Vos, have

lie lias not tailed to take advantage. Mr. Alma- not the fore and charm of this artist's work at

Tadeina exhibits a delightful little "Study" (sec Suffolk Street; they are nevertheless efficient both

p. 121) of two gracefully posed "iris, the interest of in colour and draughtsmanship. Before leaving the

the sketch depending in a great measure on the con- portrait- painters, who arc well represented at the

trast which the jet-black hair of the one affords to Institute, we must not omit to mention the works
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of Mrs. Louise Jopling, and of Messrs. S. J. Solo-

mon .-mil S. Melton Fisher.

Of purely imaginative ov allegorical pictures there

are few, and these few are by no means good. Mr.

Henry Ryland's "St. Dorothea and the Hoses," as a

piece of decoration, should be pleasing in colour, and

it is precisely in colour that it fails. We must
confess that we are wearied with the researches of

Mr. Stock's "Soul," in the natural world. With-

tedious iteration this curious embodiment contem-

"Our Fisher Folk" may he said to be in Mr.
John li. Eteid's latest manner. In colour, espe-

cially in the predominance of red, it recalls his

well-known "Smugglers," hut utterly without truth

in the lighting. It is, in fact, as different as can

be from the pictures, so < 1 in tone, which first

won him recognition. At the same time it i- a work

of power and force, anil is marked h\ a certain

grimness of humour. Mr. George Morton's" Vfter

the Bath" is a delicately-painted nude, with con-

M r 1x1:1-1; IX -I [1 1 MM.R.

(From thi Painting by Alfred East, i: I. ln.<t<t>,t, ,,f Painters in Oil Colours. Engraved by C. Cart,,-.)

plates something fresh in every exhibition. This

time it displays its wonderment at the "grass of the

field." Mr. Stock's other allegoiy, "Sin Piercing

the Heart of Love," is more thrilling, hut not much

more satisfactory. In the field of genre and figure-

painting the present exhibition is particularly strong.

'
'I'll- Children's Prayer," by Mr. Arthur Hacker, will

no doubt attract much attention, and it will do so

deservedly. It is an interesting, finely painted re-

presentation of children praying at their mother's

knee. But to us it seems lacking in realism, to

be too swept and garnished to he a faithful picture

of life. Mr. George Wetherbee's "Autumn" is a

strong canvas, representing a peasant girl carrying

sticks. "Rival Graces," by Mr. Lucien Davis,

is false and hot in colour, and cheap in effect. It

seems to he an imitation — a very long way oil'

of a memorable picture by Mr. F. .1. Gn

siderahle charm, though somewhat deficient in

strength. Messrs. Chevalier Tayler, I'.. A. Bate-

man, and Stanhope Forbes represent the Newlyn

school. For Mr. Porbes's " Fisherman's Reading-

room," a lamplight effect, which recalls his masterly

"Village Harmonics" in the last Academy, we have

nothing hut praise ; it is in all respects a thoroughly

capable work. However, when we examine the

works of Messrs. Tayler and Bateman we can only

regret that the school of painters who have done

so much good work at Newlyn should have become

completely enthralled by their own convention No

fault can he found with their /<•<// nit/in- ,• as crafts-

men they have attained a high position, yet they

seem now to be hopelessly mannered. Even if it

he granted that their convention is a good one,

that does not help them much ; for the best conven-

tion is had enough to prove the nun of an artist's
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individuality. In Mr. P. D. Millet's "Tender the ROYAL SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN WATER

Chord" there is some delightful work, especially in COLOURS.

the background. This skilful artist has evidently The winter exhibition of the Royal Society in

found his " period," and means to devote himself to Water Colours is on the whole satisfactory and re-

painting the quaint costumes and charming sur- presentative. The brilliant drawings by Mr. Hunt"

roundings which lent so much interest to his recent Jones will doubtless attract Hie greatest amount of

Academy picture. High praise is due to. Mr. L. attention. "Caritas" is a design of extraordinary

Bernard Hall's " Andante ;

" to say that it is far and -race and power. Both in colour and drawing it is

away the best nude in the exhibition is to give a entirely free from the conventionality and mawkish-

meaore idea of its merit. It represents a girl lying noss which, if the)- do not belong to Mr. Burne

on her back playing pipes ; in pose ami arrangement Jones, at least characterise the cult to which his

it is quite simple, \ et its singularly beautiful drawing pictures have given rise. The figure of Caritas is not

and richness of colour entitle it to he ranked highly haggard and lank, but of great comeliness ; while the

as a work of art. " Hagar," by Mr. A. S. Coke, is a, cherubs which surround her—so far from being lean

striking work, and, whether we like it or not, compels and lithe— are positively chubby. The draperies,

our attention. Hagar is represented draped in blue, which are of a rich red, are admirably rendered ; and

standino- in a desert of rock and sand beneath what as an experiment in water colour, whether strength-

seems a noonday sun. Mr. Fred. Brown's "Rude ened by pastel or only body-colour, the work is a tour

Boreas " is a convincingly truthful impression, full of deforce. "An Angel " (62) is not so satisfactory.

life and atmosphere. It sets before us the figure of a It is composed and painted in Mr. Burne Jones's

o-h-1 on the seashore, " the delight of the wind in her most "intense" manner, and is distinguished by

eyes, and the hand of the wind in her hair." The an angularity of feature and a sickliness of colour

Institute is never without a sprinkling of so-called which are somewhat tedious. In addition to these

humorous pictures, which are, as often as not, always two designs in colour Mr. Burne Joins sends a,

somewhat depressing. Mr. Carrington sends his ac- series of exquisite pencil drawings. His skill in this

customed dog-picture, which depends for its effect branch of art is uncontested, ami those who saw

more on its fille than on its painting; this time it his beautiful drawings at the New Gallery in the

is called " Thcv won't he happy till they get 'cm." summer will he pleased to have further evidence of

The qualities in the execution of Mr. Dollman's his perfect mastery of pure line. Mr. E. J. Poynter

" Vols. 1., II., and 111." hardly atone for its subject: exhibits an interesting study for the principal figure

black-and-white should have ! n its medium. In in " A Corner of the Market Place," done in chalks

landscape the Institute is genuinely strong. If for on red paper. His " Study of a Head'' is not quite

nothing else, the present exhibition deserves to be so o-ood ; while its juxtaposition to a drawing by Mr.

remembered for Mr. East's magnificent transcripts Burne Jones affords a capital opportunity of com-

from nature. Few liner landscapes have been ex- paring the method and quality of the two artists.

hibited by Englishmen for some years than Mr. On the same wall hang Mr. Poynter's other " Study

"

East's "Evening after a Storm" and, especially, (see next page), some finished studies by Sir Fre-

•• Moonri-o in September." (See p. 12-'3.) They show derick Leighton for his picture of " Andromache

"

an appreciation of tone and a, feeling for the subtle- that were recently published in The MAGAZINE OF

ties ..I' atmospheric effect and of light, which are only Akt. Mr. Stacy Marks exhibits no less than seven

t,„, rare in contemporary landscape-painting. Mr. of his careful, uninspired drawings, the pleasantest to

VV. L. Wyllie's " Highway of Nations" possesses look upon being the sunlight sketch entitled " Forty

the merit-, which characterise all this accomplished Winks." Miss Clara Montalba has never been seen

artist's drawings of the lower Thames. It seems a to greater advantage than in the present exhibition.

pity, however, that, by displaying so little variety She has at last deserted Venice and Holland, in

either in subject or treatment, he should run the the representation of which she was fast becoming

risk of he,-,, linn- known as a painter of one picture, mannered, for the lakes and sea-coast of Sweden.

"Still Waters" is the name of Mr. Alfred 1'arsons's She sends nine admirable drawings, which, with one

solitary canvas. Mr. Frank Walton is represented exception, "The Market Place, Stockholm," a vivid

by three vigorous landscapes, of which that entitled piece of colour, are all uncompromisingly grey. They

"Daylight on its Last Purple Cloud" is perhaps arc executed with much daintiness and refinement,

the best. Mr. Alexander Harrison, the well-known and display a subtle appreciation for atmospheric

member of the " open air scl I," sends three vividly effect. Mr. Robert W. Allan, as a colourist, has

drawn seascapes, while the works of Messrs. Keeley I'ew rivals. During the last few years he has been

Halswellc Joseph Knight, A. F. Grace, Ayersl In- steadily adding to his reputation, and the drawings

gram, and Ado'lph Birkenruth will all repay study. which he exhibits this winter will detract nothing
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{By i:. J Poynter, Water i

from it. He has caught the atmosphere of old-

fashioned Dutch towns with extraordinary precision,

as is proved by his sketches of Dordrecht.

Mr. Albert Goodwin's drawings of Clovelly are

far more intelligible than this, accomplished artist's

work generally is. In his sketch of "Durham," how-

ever, which is almosi a< lurid and unhealthy in colour

as Ids "Lincoln'' of last year was, he returns em-

phatically to that distorted conception of nature to

which he has accustomed us in previous exhibitions.

Mr. Herbert Marshall has fortunately torn himself

:

awaj from London, the t f which he never seems

to have quite caught, and contribute itrable

work. "A Cornish Street " and " Landing N

St. Ives Pier" are distinguished by a charm of

ing and truth of colour which entitles them to high

praise. Mr. Arthur Hopkins's " Golden Hour " is far

from satisfactory. Its foreground, we must a

is interesting and well drawn, hut its background

is entirely unconvincing. The artist seems himself

to have been undecided as to its form and substance,

and he lias not unnaturally failed to make n
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tbat the background is anything but a Hat silhouette.

Mr. Charles Robertson's " Mill Creek, Dartmouth,"

which hangs close to Mr. Hopkins's picture) is far

bet ter both in colour and effect.

It is difficult to fairly estimate Sir Oswald Brierley's

seascapes; as pictures they nearly all fail. Even if

Sir Oswald does depend more on reminiscences of

De Wint and the earlier English school than in his

own observation for many of his effects, yet he paints

the sea with tolerable accuracy, while his drawing of

1 is is no doubl unimpeachable. At the same time,

he never seems to compose his pictures; their interest

is " all nver the place," and they leave nothing but a

blurred image on the mind. That versatile and in-

defatigable artist, Mr. Walter Crane, in spite of the

labour entailed by the "Arts and Crafts," has found

time to complete and exhibit no less than eight water-

colour sketches. Several of them are the drawings

of the Acropolis at Athens; these, we must confess,

have little interest for us, but the " Study of Medi-

terranean Blue" is an exquisite piece of colour,

and " A Study from the Sand— Harlech " lias much
delicacy and charm. In the field of poetic landscape

Mr. Matthew Hale has achieved much, and this year

lie has dune himself ample justice. His "Italian

Twilight" is a line imaginative work, as is also his

"October livening," though the latter is perhaps

tinged a little too much with mysticism. By this

lime we have learnt to expect from Mr. David

Murray pictures full of light and life; we arc, there-

fore, all (he more surprised at the genuinely weird

and sombre little drawings which he sends f<> the

presenl exhibition. We have no fewer than ten draw-

ings from the facile pencil of Mi-. Alfred Hunt, who

slill remains faithful to his favourite Whitby. Nor

must we overlook the solitary seascape by Mr. Henry

Moore, the half a dozen delightful sketches of the

Surrey hills by Mrs. Allingham, whose touch has lost

nothing of iis delicacy, or the two vigorous drawings

by Mr. A. II. Marsh. We have only space to refer to

the landscapes of Messrs. Birket Foster, Waterlow,

Tom Lloyd, S. 1'. Jackson, and Naftel, and the fresh

little drawing by Miss Maud Naftel which bears the

inscription "The fields breathe sweet, the daisies

kiss -ur feet."

It will be gathered from what we have said

thai nearly all the most noticeable picture-, in the

exhibition are landscapes. Sir John Gilbert only ex-

hibits a couple of sketches for pictures, which have

hung in Pall Mall in former years; they are painted

n certain rude vigour, but without much dis-

tinction of style. Mr. J. II. Henshall's "Brown
Stiali '' -the portrait of a dark-complexioned girl in

brown- is admirable alike in colour and draughts-

manship. But there is scarcely another genrr, picture

in tic exhibition which we can unreservedly praise.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

The Royal Society of British Artists has of late

undergone many vicissitudes. It had perhaps touched

its lowest depth some years a^'n, when Mr. Whistler

took it in hand. Under the auspices of the " butter-

fly" it became the home of what may be called

the Jniransigeant school. It then served a distinct

purpose, for it enabled us to see the work of certain

able, if eccentric, artists, who do not readily gain

admittance elsewhere. It now, however, threatens

to relapse into its former state ; at all events, it has

bee ime once more unmistakably British. Its walls

are now hung with those cpiaintly humorous and

homely pathetic " subjects " so dear to the illus-

trators of children's magazines. The revolution is

indeed complete, and, as we have said, foretells dis-

aster to the exhibitions, so far as the members are

concerned. In fact, bad not the President displayed

extraordinary vigour in obtaining contributions from

outsiders, we should have little enough to chronicle

here. But, as it is, a handful of distinguished visitors

have lent their aid In Mr. Wyke Bayliss and redeemed

the exhibition from failure. The picture which no

no doubt will attract the greatest amount of atten-

tion is .Mr. Watts's " Ganymede." He has repre-

sented the youthful Trojan as an open-eyed child of

tender years; the eagle of Zeus by his side shows

that be holds office in Olympos, while the grapes

and the cup which he grasps in his bands are tin.

proper attributes of the cup-bearer to the ",'<>ds. The

picture—another version of which, by the way, has

previously been exhibited— is painted with a rare

combination of vigour and grace. The draperies are

of a rich red, and the colour throughout is admirable.

Sir Frederick Leighton comes to the rescue with a

"Study" of an ideally-pretty girl in green. It is

only a study and is very thinly painted, but it is

none the less of remarkable beauty.* The President

of the Royal Academy also sends a sketch fur his

"Daphnephoria," as well as three seascapes, "Sketches

from Rhodes," which, slight as they are, are full of

interest. The chalk-drawing of "Tin' Plight Hon.

Arthur J. Balfour," by Mr. Richmond pere, though

executed some years ago, still remains a speaking

likeness of the Irish Secretary. Mr. Wyke Bayliss,

the new President of the Society, exhibits three

architectural paintings which display great feeling

for tin' Gothic order, but which are marred by a

spottiness of effect and a lamentable want of firmness

in the draughtsmanship. The " Portrait of my
friend, G. Romen," by Mr. Hubert Vos, who is not

a member of the Society, looks strangely out of place

m tic present exhibition. Last year it might have

\ photogravure of this charming work will shortly be pub-

lished in Th. M iGAzixi oi Art.
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hung on the walls and attracted but do more notice

than its merits deserved; this year it seems the

must striking thing in the gallery. It is a bold im-

pression of a full-length figure, painted, perhaps, too

much in the convention of the impressionist school,

but, at the same time, easy, vigorous, and life-like,

splendidly drawn and modelled.

Mr. Vos is a versatile man. and his

"Study of a Head: Chelsea Pen-

sioner/' though in a very dilferetil

style, is no less meritorious. Mr.

T. B. Kennington's " Shelling

Peas'' is a bright, luminous little

picture, with an amount of colour

in it which is ii"t often observahle

in this artist's work. " Badinage,"

by Mr. Haynes King, represents

two fisher-girls leaning over the

pier bandying witticisms with

someone beneath, and is a satis-

factorj piece of work. In "The
Library in the Monastery " Mr.

L. C. Henley has broken fresh

ground, ami is hardly so successful

with his new theme as he is with

the subjects such as "Castles in

the Air" and " R.S.V.P.," here

engraved, which we have learnt to

expect from him. Mr. Gotch sends

two interesting little canvases, far

superior in technique and intelli-

1
1

» mi is! of the surrounding

work. The allegorical figure en-

titled '' Slimmer,'' by Mr. S. J.

Solomon, is a hasty sketch, and

cannot be considered worthy of

the artist. Mr. Carl Haag's " Co-

raan Reader "and Mr. Wetherhee's
•• Belated Shepherd " should not he

overlooked. Mr. Alfred East, of

whose brilliant canvases at the

Institute we have already spoken,

adds to hi> already strong position

with an excellent sunset entitled

' \ Cornish Harvest-field." Sir

John Gilbert's " Landscape: Even-

ing," a rapid sketch of a gipsy en-

campment, is painted with force

and energy ; hut the colour is not

good, the textures are badly ren-

dered, and the whole seems somewhat "woolly."

.Mr. Ycend King is t>> he congratulated on his

three charming landscapes; his "Rod Shed" is

especially to lie commended both for it> colour and

feeling. Mr. Dudley Hardy's "A la foire" is a

rapid impression of great excellence, and m t ue

and colour is one of the besl things in the
i

tion. Of the paintings of the sea, the firsl

must of course be given to Mr. Heni'3 Moore, whose
•• Becalmed in the Alderney Race" is painted with

his usual truthfulness and skill. The lazy rip-

pling of the blue waves 1- admirably rendered.

(Fro Painting by L. C.

Engmred by ' '.'

Mr. AverM Iiieram exhibits four Seascapes, "i I'

them, a sketch " Near Exmoutb," being excellent.

The deep blue sea and rugged rocks, the invariable

materials out of which Mr. Edwin Ellis comp his

pictures, are well known, and we do not look in vain

lor them in tic pictures here exhibited by him.
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that the background is anything but a flat silhouette.

Mr. Charles Robertson's " Mill Creek, Dartmouth,"

which hangs close to Mr. Hopkins's picture, is far

better both in colour and effect.

It isdifficull to fairly estimate Sir Oswald Brierley's

seascapes; as pictures they nearly all fail. Even if

Sir Oswald does depend more on reminiscences of

De Wint and the earlier English school than in his

own observation for many of his effects, yet he paints

the sea with tolerable accuracy, while his drawing of

hunts is li i
. doubl unimpeachable. At the same time,

he never seems to compose his pictures
;
their interest

is " all over the place/
5
and they leave nothing hut a

blurred image on the mind. That versatile and in-

defatigable artist, Mr. Walter Crane, in spite of the

labour entailed by the ''Arts and Crafts/'' has found

time to complete and exhibit no less than eight water-

colour sketches. Several of them are the drawings

of the Acropolis at Athens; these, we must confess,

have little interesl for us, but the "Study of Medi-

terranean Blue "
is an exquisite piece of colour,

and " A Study from the Sand— Harlech " has much
delicacy and charm. Tn the Held of poetic landscape

Mr. Matthew Hale has achieved much, and this year

he has done himself ample justice. His "Italian

Twilight " is a line imaginative work, as is also his

"October Evening," though the latter is perhaps

tinged a little too much with mysticism. Bv this

time we have learnt to expect from Mr. David

Murray pictures full of light and life; wear.', there-

fore, all the more surprised at the genuinely weird

and sombre little drawings which he sends to the

present exhibition. We have no fewer than ten draw-

ings from the facile pencil of Mr. Alfred Hunt, who
still remains faithful to his favourite Whitby. Nor
must we overlook the solitary seascape by Mr. Henry

Moore, the half a dozen delightful sketches of the

Surrey lulls by Mrs. Allingham, whose touch has lost

nothing of its delicacy, or the two vigorous drawings

by Mr. A. H. Marsh. We hav< lyspace to refer to

the landscapes of Messrs. Birket Foster, Waterlow,

T.m Lloyd, S. P. Jackson, and Naftel, and the fresh

little drawing by Miss Maud Naftel which hears the

inscription "The fields breathe sweet, the daisies

kiss our feet."

It will he gathered from what we have said

thai nearly all the must noticeable pictures in the

exhibition are landscapes. Sir John Gilbert only ex-

hibits a couple of sketches for pictures, which have

hung in Pall Mall in former years ; they are painted

with a pertain rude vigour, hut without much dis-

tinction of style. Mr. J. II. Henshall's "Brown
Study''—the portrail of a dark-complexioned girl in

brown- is admirable alike in colour and draughts-

manship. Bui there is scarcely another genre picture

in the exhibition which we can unreservedly praise.

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OK BRITISH ARTISTS.

The Royal Society of British Artists has of late

undergone many vicissitudes. It had perhaps touched

its lowest depth some years ago, when Mr. Whistler

took it in hand. Under the auspices of the " butter-

fly " it became the home of what may he called

tin' Tntmnsigeant school. It then served a distinct

purpose, for it enabled us to see the work of certain

able, if eccentric, artists, who do not readily gain

admittance elsewhere. It now, however, threatens

to relapse into its former state ; at all events, it has

become once more unmistakably British. Its walls

are now hung with those quaintly humorous and

homely pathetic "subjects" so dear to the illus-

trators of children's magazines. The revolution is

indeed complete, and, as we have said, foretells dis-

aster to the exhibitions, so far as the members are

concerned. In fact, had not the President displayed

extraordinary vigour in obtaining contributions from

outsiders, we should have little enough to chronicle

here. But, as it is, a handful of distinguished visitors

have lent their aid to Mr. Wyke Bayliss and redeemed

the exhibition from failure. The picture which no

no doubt will attract the greatest amount of atten-

tion is Mr. Watts's "Ganymede." He has repre-

sented the youthful Trojan as an open-eyed child of

tender years; the eagle of Zeus by his side shows

that he holds office in Olympos, while the grapes

and the cup which he grasps in his hands are the

proper attributes of the cup-hearer to the e-,,ds. The

picture—another version of which, by the way, has

previously been exhibited— is painted with a rare

combination of vigour and grace. The draperies ;ne

of a rich red, ami the colour throughout is admirable.

Sir Frederick Leighton comes to the rescue with a

" Study " of an ideally-pretty girl in green. It is

only a study and is very thinly painted, hut it is

none the less of remarkable beauty.* The President

of the Royal Academy also sends a sketch for his

" Daphnephoria," as well as three seascapes, " Sketches

from Rhodes," which, slight as they are, are full of

interest. The chalk-drawing of "The Right Hon.

Arthur .T. Balfour," by Mr. Richmond pere, though

executed some years ago, still remains a speaking

likeness of the Irish Secretary. Mr. Wyke Bayliss,

the new President of the Society, exhibits three

architectural paintings which display great feeling

fur the Gothic order, hut which are marred by a

spottiness of effect and a lamentable want of firmness

in the draughtsmanship. The " Portrait of my
friend, G. Romen," by Mr. Hubert Vos, who is not

a member of the Society, looks strangely out of place

in the present exhibition. Last year it might have

* A photogravure of tliis charming work will shortly be pub-

in I'm M U ;w.im: of Art.
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hung on the walls and attracted but do re notice'

than its merits deserved; this year it seems the

most striking thing in the gallery. It is a bold im-

pression of a Pull-length figure, painted, perhaps, Loo

much in tlir convention of the impressionist school,

hut, at the same time, easy, vigorous, and life-like,

splendidly drawn and modelled.

Mr. Vos is a versatile num. and liis

"Study of a Head: Chelsea Pen-

sioner/' though in a very different

styk\ is no lf-s meritorious. Mr.

T. B. Kennington's " Shelling

Peas
'"

is a bright, luminous little

picture, with an amount of colour

in it which is not often observable

in this artist's work. " Badinage,"

by Mr. Haynes King, represents

two fisher-girls leaning over the

pier bandying witticisms with

someone beneath, and is a satis-

factory pice- of work. In "The
Library in the Monastery " Mr.

L. ('. Henley has broken fresh

ground, and is hardly so successful

with his new theme a.s he is with

the subjects such as "' Castles in

the Air'" and " R.S.V.P.," here

engraved, which we have learnt to

expect from him. Mr. Gotch sends

two interesting little canvases, far

superior in technique and intelli-

to most of the surrounding

work. The allegorical figure en-

titled '• Summer," by Mr. S. J.

Solomon, is a hasty sketch, and

cannot be considered worthy of

the artist. Mr. Carl Ilaag's " Co-

ran n Reader " and Mr. Wetherbee's
" Belai d Shepherd" should not he

overlooked. Mr. Alfred East, of

whose brilliant canvases at the

Institute we have already spoken,

adds to In- already st rang position

with an excellent sunset entitled

"A Cornish Harvest-field.'" Sir

John Gilbert's " Landscape: Even-

ing," a rapid sketch of a gipsy en-

campment, is painted with force

and energy ; but the colour is not

good, the textures are badly ren-

dered, and the whole seems somewhat " woolly."

Mi-. Yeend Kino' is to be congratulated on his

three charming landscapes; his " Rod Shed" is

especially to be commended both for its colour and

feeling. Mr. Dudley [Iardy's "A la Poire" is a

rapid impression of great excellence, and in t ne

and co], ,,,,- i, Mue of the best things in the exhibi-

tion. Of the paintings of the sea, the firs | pb
must of course he given to Mr. Henry Moo
' Becalmed in the Aldern'e} Race " i- painted with
Ins usual truthfulness and skill. The lazy rip-

pling of the blue waves is admirabh rendered.

i

Mr. Ayerst Ingram exhibits four seascapes, one of

them, a sketch " Near Exmouth," being exc lleiit.

The deep blue sea and rugged rocks, the invariable

materials out of which Mr. Edwin Ellis c poses his

pictures, are well known, and we do not look in vain

for them in t\\r pictures here exhibited by him.
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THE ISLE OF ABRAN.—II.

By L. HIGGIN.

Til]'] connection of the Hamilton family with forest, its population of 600 people, the largest

Arran dates from aboul I I? I, a grant of lands gathered at that time in any one part of Arran,

in Arran being given as a dowry to the Princess being compelled to leave the island. They were

Mary, daughter of James the Second, who married, furnished with the means of reaching New Bruus-

as her second husband, Sir James Hamilton, created wick, ami are said to have formed a colonyat Chaleur

Lord Hamilton. They gradually acquired the whole Bay, which became very prosperous. But it is not

of the island, with the exception of the Fullerton pleasant, even now, to hear the way in which the

tAmW—

/ bo C. V. llroiruloio. i

estate, which they have never been able to purchase. Arran people talk of this high-handed method of

The Arran people love to tell you that the Hamiltons making a deer forest.

would cover the land with gold if the Fullertons On the site of Brodick Castle a stronghold seems

would sell their portion, but nothing will tempt them to have existed from very early times. It was a

to pari with Bruce's gift, place of great strength when it was besieged and

The Hamiltons would seem always to have ruled taken by Bruce, after his descent from Rathlin in

in a somewhat high-handed fashion: albeit, the L307. lie sailed from Brodick for the mainland on

present duke is, on the whole, a favourite with his mission for the liberation of Scotland, and it was

his tenantry, whose independence he seems to un- seven years before his authority was finally estab-

derstand and humour. Some year- ago, in order to lished by the fate of Bannockburn. In loll the

carry out improvements in tin' park and open up the castle was razed to its foundation l>v the Earl n['

view, the whole village of Brodick was demolished, Lennox, so that no part of the present building can

and removed to its pre-
, ait positional I nvercloy , at be older than that date,

the opposile end of the hay. Still earlier, in 1832, a Pre-historic and other ancient remains arc to he

little fishing-village at the month of (Hen Sannox found in every part of Arran, but the most striking

was wholly destroyed, in order to extend the deer of the former stdl to be found in position are the
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stone circles, known as the " Druid Stones," al

Formore, near Machrie Waterfoot.

Sir Walter Scotl selected Arran as the scene

of his " Lord of the Isles;" and it has always

been a place of great interest, as much to the

geologist as to the artist. Professor Phillips says

of it, thai every geologist who visits Arran is

tempted to write about it, and finds something to

add to whaf lias already been put on record ; and

Mr. Bryce enthusiastically writes in the preface to

his "Geology of Arran and the Clyde [slands'":

"Fur the student there cannot be a finer held; the

primary azoic reeks, the metamorphic slates, the

lower palaeozoic strata, the newer erupted rocks, and

phenomena of glacial action may all be examined by

hiin in easy excursions of a few days; and the ex-

easiosl way, and the road which runs from [nverclo\

round the l.a\ is one of the most beautiful in the
island. .Ill-t where it turns awas from the shore

stands by the wayside a huge upright stone, marking
the place where some chief lies buried, or perhaps the

scene of some decisive battle with the old Norse in-

vaders. It is of coarse red sandstone, and as this

does not exist, in tin' localities where these landmarks

are now found, it is evident that great mechanical

power has been applied in transporting them. A
complete circle of such stone- formerly stood at

the mouth of Glen Shirag just above, but not a

trace of them now remains. There arc many such

isolated stones as this- which is known as the

"Roman's stone" in the neighbourhood of Brodick

Park and of [nvercloy ; hut this special one is re-

0J~
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r i a Drawing by J. MacWhlrter, A.i: I. Engraved ; •'. Han

position of the strata is so complete in the rugged markable as forming a striking object in 01 1' the

mountains, deep precipitous glens, and unbroken loveliest views i! is possible to conceive of. On one

sea-coast sections, that the island may truly be side, beneath the branches of wide-spreading limes,

called a grand museum, arranged for his instruction the blue waters of the bay arc seen; while the

by the hand of Nature." entrance to (Hen Rosa, with its magnificent back-

The first excursion made by every visitor to ground of mountains, lies just over the v\ led

Arran is the ascent of Goatfell, which may be made course of the Rosa hum, which a little further on,

either from Brodick or Corrie. The former is the as the road turn- sharply to the right, is crossed by
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a picturesque old bridge. The easiest ascent of

Goatfell is by the castle stables and the old Brodick

Hotel, more than half a mile north-east of the Rosa

burn bridge. It is not until the summit is almost

reached that any difficulties begin, and then there is

a stillish climb over rough boulders and masses of

broken granite.

The name of the

mountain is a

stupid corruption

of the Gaelic
< raoth- liliein — or

hill of the winds

— a name which

it well deserves,

since, from its

peculiar position

among the other

mountains, it has

an almost per-

petual current of

an- circling round

its sharply peaked

summit. The va-

pours, arrested by

the Ben - Ghnuis

ridge as they rise

from the sea, are

condensed along

its winding sum-

mit ; and when a

w ind gets up, de-

tached bodies of

vapour are dashed

against the Hat

precipice at- the

side of Goatfell,

and are driven in

rapid eddies round

its cone, so as fre-

quently to keep it

ent irely hidden lor

days together,

while all the lower

portion of the

mountain is bathed

in sunshine. X" one dreams a

ascent of Goatfell when his cap

quently happens that when the

standing out against a perfectly c

starts from the plain, on r<

along which the ascent lies, one

veloped in a cloud which there is

u ill pass ;m.n I hat da\ , as oni

current il v

perhaps for

I' attempting the

i> on, hut it f re-

summit has been

loudless sky when

unding the spur,

finds oneself en-

hut small chance

e caught by the

ill tli

av: If the cloud w hell

actually on the flat summit great caution is required,

as on one side there is a sheer precipice descending

into Glen Rosa, down which one can throw a stone;

and as nothing can be seen beyond the actual spot

under one's feet, it is dangerous to take a single step

without a compass, lest, in the blinding mist, one

loses one's bear-

ings and fails to

find the downward

path. On a clear

day the view is

something to lie

remembered for a

lifetime : the wild

summits of the

r a n ge s clo s e

around lying be-

low to the north

and west, beyond

these the whole ex-

panse of the Firth

of Clyde, with its

innumerable wind-

ings in among far

mountain soli-

tudes, Loch Fyne

and the Kyles of

Bute laying as it

were close beneath,

and southward,

Ailsa Craig stand-

ing out in the

open. On the

horizon the view

reaches from the

Irish mountains of

Donegal and Li n-

donderry on the

west and south-

west, to Ben Lo-

mond and Ben

Ledi on the north-

east, and from Ben

Nevis and the

mountains of Mull

on the north and

north-west to the ranges of the South Highlands,

the Mull of Galloway, ami the Isle of Man in an

opposite direction.

Another favourite excursion is to go up Glen

Rosa—the (laelie name of which signifies "Ferry

Point," which would seem to show that at some

period its lower portion was an inlet from the sea—
turn up North Glen Rosa, where the Garbh-Alt joins

the liosa burn—coming tumbling down from the

summit of Ben Cliabhein in successive leaps over

'
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granite precipices overhung with rowan-trees and

splendid ferns—and keep on until you reach the top

of the Col, which connects Goatfell with Cior Mln r,

and which is known as "the saddle/' On the

Sannox side the path, it' such it can be called, lies

down the precipice, which Mr. MacWhirter has drawn

for us. Once having reached the bottom in safety

you arc in Glen Sannox—wild and weird a1 its uppi r

end, bul opening oul into greal beauty as you ap-

proach the sea. At the entrance to the glen is an

interesting old cemetery, all that remains of a i

denl on Kilbride Church, and dedicated I

Michael. It was j n this glen that the village si 1

in 1832, but no trace remains to show the demolished

houses. Close on the roadside is a little v

shanty, the driver of the mail-car

keeps a kind of shop in summer-time, and is ready
' a and biscuits, and dry stockings for the

excursionists, who generally reach her cottage in a

state to appreciate both, after a tramp over Suidhe-
- or Ceim-na-Cailliach.

The whole of the road from Brodick to North
Glen Sannox is of extreme beauty, and most of the

pretty tages where visitors resort are to be

found along its reach, though others find quarters

w the farms up in North or West Glen Sherrig

i Rosa. In the most picturesque spots about

Come or Glen Sannox the artists perch their little

or iron studios far up among the heather and
the birch, and live a life of perfect freedom, their

children running bare-footed along the beach, or

wading in the shadowed burns when the heat is great.

Everything here is simple and primitive, as if we had

gone back some five-score years or so. On the tree

which doos duty as a parish notice-board by the

Brodick school-house may be soon a half short of

notepaper pinned, containing a written request from
the Duke of Hamilton's agent thai the visitor- will

be kind enough to pull up the thistles whenever they
see them in their walks -" Make them of use as

weeders if they will come," we may suppose the
duke thinks or a notice aboul some losl brooch or

pocket-handkerchief. As you g along towards the

glens you will notice nailed against a tree or in the

hedgeside curious little w len salt-boxes— uch as

used to hang in every kitchen—with a sloping lid.

If curiosity moves you to open one (for they are

innocent of lu-k, you will find them full of letters,

cither on their way to post, or left there by tin

man as he passes, for some farmhouse up the glen.

This is the way your letters are delivered)

prefer to g i into Brodick for them yourself.

Bathing is carried on almosl as our first parents

may have bathed after the expulsion from Paradise.

There are two or three bathing-boxes al I:

and at Lamlash, but there is no run on them
;

it is

so much pleasanter and more healthy to dress in the

•pen after a swim in that delicious warm sea. A
small portion of Brodick Bay under the castle \

is reserved for the castle party—called the "duchess's

bathing ground "—but just beyond it, where a path

through the woods leads straight out onto the beach,

is a favourite place for visitors to bathe. Here, a

year or two ago, were some capital natural dressing-

3, with a carpet of soft sward sprinkled with

tiny wild pansies, and surrounded by high furze

bushes. Here there is deep water at any state of

the tide, and, unless the wind is due cast, it is always

smooth and sheltered. At Loch Ranza there is deep

water all along the cliffs, and any amount of dressing-

boxes in the rocks. The bathii

however, is at the Fallen Rocks, a splendid d<

of old red rocks, which look as if they had Keen

hurled from some high peak but ; hough

Hendrick described them more than seventy

ago just as we see them now.

"THE SNAKE-CHAKMEK."
By MARIANO

ONI- of the most famous work- of Fortuny is his

" Snake-Charmer"—a picture that was painted

in 1870, and exhibited in London the foil-

It must he admitl ha- less al

I r the "general public" than for the artist
;

yet the work is full of interest. As a study of Arab
life and character the picture itself is a triumph—
the wealth of colour and the sense of truth to

nature arc truly astonishing. Bul although we are

here deprived of the beauty of colour we are enabled
*•' recognise the surpassing excellence of the drawing

and the simplicity of truth and character, thanks to

the etching-nei dli of M. Boilvin. I lie etcher has

been highly successful in his attempt to s

nes and varied colour of tl riginal, showing

us truly how the painter has insisted on the half-

naked Arabs as the real subject of his work, while

the serpenl which has begun to devour the raM.it

that it holds within its toils is kept in a secondary

u. This picture, which was lately in tie

ion of Mr. A. T. Stewart of New York, was re-

peated by the artist for M. Eklouard Andre of Paris.
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EGYPTIAN TEXTILES AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.
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By FRANC

the multifarious ob-

jects which attract

the lover of art to

ilif South Kensing-

ton M useurn, few are

mure interesting, in

their way, than the

textile fabrics in the

South Corridor. But
it must be added that

perhaps no depart-

ment of the Museum
receives less attention. Occasionally a lady may be

seen curiously examining a fabric the beauty of de-

sign or delicacy of workmanship of which has arrested

her attention, or here and there an art-student may
be found diligently transferring to his sketch-book

the outline of some masterpiece of weaving or em-

broidery; but the cunning of the handicraft that

" inlays the broidered weft with flowery dyes" fails

to secure from the ordinary visitor more than a

superficial glance, if, indeed, it be not listlessly

passed by without notice. Of late, however, this

display has been further enriched by the acquisition

ol an extensive collection of tapestry-woven and

embroidered Egyptian textiles, and these, by reason

of their antiquity alone, may perhaps be the means
of attracting increased attention to this superb sec-

tion of the .Museum treasures.

It is now more than six years since the Arabs

discovered at or near Akhmim (Panopolis), on the

right bank of the Nile, half-way between Thebes
and Assiout, a gruesome hunting-ground

tombs or graves of long-buried Copts and

Egyptians who went to their rest in the

centuries of the Christian era. These have since

been looted from time to time, and so stealthily

that there is still some mystery as to the exad
locality from which so rich a harvest is reaped,

for the Cairo dealers profess to know little beyond
the Arabs tell them, and that is not much.

At first the latter direct, d their attention chiefly

to the gold persona] ornaments and trinkets, some
of winch (especially the snake bracelets) were of

the

,tl, er

•arlv

fine quality, and for a time they disregarded as

comparatively valueless the woven stuffs and other

fabrics in which or with which the remains were

interred. When, however, they found that there

was a ready sale for these also they were not slow

to avail themselves of it, and thus a considerable

number of Egyptian robes (whole or divided) and

other textiles, tapestry-woven and embroidered, and

of surpassing interest, archseologic and artistic, have

come into the market.

It is, however, a matter for the deepest regret

that the excavation of these relies of the past from

the tombs or sands where they have lain so long

should be left to predatory Arabs, to whom they

simply represent so much coin obtainable from the

Cairo dealers. If the French had control in Egypt,

so important a work would have been placed under

the supervision of men qualified to deal with dis-

coveries which may rank beside those of Pompeii

or Troy. Indeed, in one respect they are specially

important, for the recovery of garments and other

textiles of so remote a period must be regarded as

quite exceptional. It can scarcely be supposed that,

TUNIC- NO. 361.

with our present hold on Egypt, it would be difficult

to apply a little gentle pressure in the proper direc-

tion ; and it is to be hoped that the English Govern-

ment may yet send out such instructions as may
l>e instrumental In securing proper control and direc-

tion in the disinterment of objects of such unex-

ampled interest.
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The necessity for this is more than justified by rather than asserted 1>\ Mr. Alan Colej to whom th

the condition in which most of the fabrics reach the

hands of European purchasers. It would seem that

several sheiks or tribes have been engaged in ran-

sacking these graves, ami the division of the spoil

has been effected in the simplest fashion, the robes

ami stuffs being frequently divided into four por-

tions, so that each might have his sharej ami

when these fall

credit of preparing the catalogue is due.* There

are a few complete garments, and very numerous

portions of garments, with elaborate ornamentation

wrought by means of tapestry-weaving or needle-

work, alone or in combination. The textiles, in

their unadorned part.-, are woven with flaxen warp

and weft; in some cases the ornamentation, com-

posed of CO-

-. .-:.-;!•* .-.-i-iA
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loured wools, is

woven into the

fabric itself and

forms an in-

f egra 1 pa rt

thereof, whilst

in others it is

applied or at-

tached after-

w a r d s ; a n d

where needle-

work is em-

ployed, flaxen

threads are

used. The or-

namentation in

coloured wools

is generally
produced h\

the ancient pro-

cess of tapes-

try - weaving,

in which the

weft is closelj

twisted around

the threads of

the warp so as

to cover them

completely, giving a ribbed appearance to the design

—a process known even in the early days of Egyptian

* It is indeed difficult to assign a definite character to mixed

ornamentation such as is found here—such, moreover, as was

found in Europe at a much later period— owing to tie presence in

Northern Sicily of a flourishing school of Arab Bilk-weavers, who

established themselves there in the tenth century, and to whom
Professor Middleton attributes the silken staffs found with the

by means of sliding frames, adjustable at pleasure body of St. Cuthbert at the last opening of his tomb in Durham

in order to see the fabrics beneath them. They Cathedral in 1827, and which had in 1104 (on th, removal of the

• body to the then newly-erected cathedral) replaced others with
are variously assigned to different parts ot the first

Bimilar but iesa elegan1 ornamentation. At a meeting of the

nine centuries of the Christian era, but, generally Cambridge Antiquarian Society, held in November, 1886, Pro-

speaking, the catalogue does not profess to do this Eessor Middleton, in some remarks on reproductions of th tuffs,

. . ... , m, • i ,,
i , , . . bv means of block-printing, in white and coloured silks, explained

with exactitude. The period thus covered ranges / .,,.,. .... ( > ,r that from the eleventh to the fourteenth century Palerm
from the reduction of Egypt to a Roman province ^ued to be the chief centre forthe production of woven silk,

by Augustus to the subjugation of the country by which was largely exported in the for E ecclesiastical vestments,

the Saracens, and they are therefore styled Egypto- frontals, and dossals; and that the stuffs woven by these Siculo Irab

., ., t,
" ,. ,,, • .. r, ,;" craftsmen before the Xornians euii,|iiered Northern Sicily (c 1080-

Roman, Egypto - Byzantine, Christian Coptic, o.
, ^^ (a) purely orienta] „„.,„,.,. wi „, geometric orna

Saracenic, as the case may he; but the exact ment-and borders of real, or mere commonly sham, Arabic writing;

character of the Work, like its date, is su^e-vsted .n h) treatment suggestive of strong classical influence, and. in

into the hands

of different

dealers or pur-

chasers, the

chance of re-

uniting them

becomes very

small indeed.

The later
•• finds," as is

n o w w e 1 1

known, include

a number of

life-sjze por-

t raits head and

bust . which
were found
placed beneath

the heads of the

persons repre-

sented. Most

of these are

painted on pa-

nel, in tempera;

but some are in

oil, or tempera

varnished. The

A rah's sense of

justice necessitated, however, the same mode of

dealing with these panels, most of which have been

split in halves for equitable distribution.

Of the long-buried textiles more than three

hundred examples have been acquired for the South

Kensington Museum, where they are exhibited on

eisrht large screens; additional room being gained

c*#r
:w
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civilisation, in proof <it' which M. Miintz points to

the pictures on the walls of the catacombs at Beni

Hassan to show that the looms in use in the days

of Moses, and long before, were "singularly like

those used now at the Gobelins."* This use of

coloured wools (which did not become common in

Egj p1 until a few centuries before our era) has

resulted ill the partial destruction of the fabrics

now under consideration, for, whilst the flaxen warp

is left intact, the woollen weft of the ornamenta-

tion has in many places been eaten away. There

is, however, abundance remaining to show what the

design must have been, and in many iustances the

colours are as fresh and the work as complete as if

I lie piece had been woven but yesterday. The de-

coration effected by the needle with flaxen threads

has not been subject to such defacement, and is in

very good condition. There is in these fabrics no

example of the employment of silk, although we

gather from M. Miintz that this material also was

in use in Egypt at a period antecedent to that

to which they are assigned. There are, indeed,

ami presented to the Museum by Mr. C. Purdon

Clarke, CLE., Keeper of the Indian Collection

(to whose courtesy and intimate acquaintance with

Eastern art the writer desires to express his obliga-

tions), and they well deserve close attention. The

delicate treatment of the horseman, flshes, and other

figures indicates, however, a later period than that of

the rest of the examples. As to these one fact is cer-

tainly very evident. Whether we look at the work of

pagan Egyptians, of Christian Copts, or of Saracens,

we see that the ornamentation (especially the figure-

weaving) must have been the result of great labour,

such as could only have been commanded by persons

of considerable means, a fact which has an important

bearing on the condition of the Copts (by whom or

for whom much of this work was done, as is manifest

from the Christian symbols woven into the orna-

ment) in the early days of Christianity.

These Egyptian textiles are classified as follows :

(a) tunics and robes, with bauds and square or

circular panels, of which there are ten examples; (b)

wide or narrow bands for robes, chiefly tunics of the

i.
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Grecianj and Byzantine influences have so modified

;iik1 superseded the art of! older Egypt, as we arc

accustomed to recognise it, thai the archaic ty] E
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sufficiently ample i" close in folds a< the sides. In

like manner the arm-pieces fall over the aims and

Borm sleeves, open beneath; and thus we have the

BAND OF WOVEN" TArESTKY '. TOOL AND YELLOW FLAX.

Egyptian ornamentation has well-nigh disappeared.

Indeed, "the only instance amongst these specimens

from Akhmim of the influence of early Egyptian

ornament " which Mr. Cole has been able to discover,

is seen in the presence of the lotus flower in one of

(lie decorated hands (No. 7(>9). The collection is,

however, none the less interesting' on this account,

and while it

offers a wide

field of interest

to the archaeo-

logist, there is

also much that

i s p r e g n a n t

with sugges-

tiveness to the

in o d e r n d e-

signer for tex-

tile manufac-

tures, the or-

namentat ion

being extreme-

ly varied both

in design and

treatment.

The few
complete gar-

ments have, of

course, a special

interest, and a

somewhat pre-

cise description

of one of the

tunics (Xo.

361) will doubt-

less be accept-

able. This robe

is woven in one

piece, without seam, and is exhibited as it is seen in

the sketch (p. 132). It is here folded in halve- aj

the shoulders : when opened out its extreme dimen-

sions are about 8 feet 6 inches by > feet 9 inches.

A slit is cut in the centre for the head to pass

through, and the robe falls to the ankles, being

SQUARE PANEL OF WOVEN TAl'ESTRY
J
BROWN WOOL AND YELLOW FLAX

A LINEN KOBE.— NO. 690.

simplest possible garment, requiring no manipulation

after leaving the loom, beyond making an opening

for the head. Hands of ornamentation (which is of

brown wool aud yellow flax, and, so far as it extends,

forms the weft of the robe) run across the shoulders

and down the whole length of the robe, hack and

front, and there are similar bands on the edges of

the sleeves. In

cases where
these bands ate

adorned with

figures of hu-

man beings,

animals, &C., it

will be found

that at the neck

they are re-

versed, so that,

when worn, all

are seen in pro-

per position.

Another tunic

(No. 633) va-

ries from the

last, not only in

the ornamenta-

tion, which is

of t apest r \

-

woven brown

and red wools

and yellow flax,

but also in the

length of the

bands, which

end in triple

pendants and

do not extend

to the bottom

of the robe, and in the additional ornamentation

at the neck, where it forms a sort of collar (see p.

133). In a third (No. SJ71) the ends of the hands

and of the pendants thereto are rounded, and the

ornamentation, much dilapidated, is composed of

human figures (some of which have nimbi encircling
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their heads), animals, and floral motives; but it does Their condition is very varied: in some, otherwise

not form part of the texture of the robe itself, which much dilapidated, the remaining ornamentation is

is muc-li coarser

than that of No.

633, ju-t men-

tioned. More
perfect examples

of this adorn-

ment may hi'

seen in the hand

N... 734, in

which there arc

groups sugges-

tive of sonic of

Our Lord's
miracles, and in

the medallion

No. ? L.3, ascribed

(like the last-

mentioned funic)

to the Christian

Copts, sixth to

ninth century.

< )ne "t her t unic

NTo. 636) is a

short robe, with-

out sleeves, ainl

is remarkable for

the very com-

plete state of the

tapestry - \\ oven

decoration of

brown wool and

STAR ORXA3IF.XT OF LINEN CLOTH OR WRAPPER OF WOVEN TAPESTRY AXL

NEEDLEWORK; DARK BLUE WOO] AND WHITE FLAX.— NO. G35

very Drigftt and

perfect, whilst

in others, more

complete, the

colours have lost

some of their

freshness. To
describe a tithe

of the number

in detail would

occupy greater

space than 1 have

at command, and

I must be con-

tent with men-

tioning a few

examples as de-

serving particu-

lar a 1 1 en t ion.

Amongst these

arc Nos. 922 and

829, which have

Greek inscrip-

t ions : the former

is of those which

suggest a com-

parison with the

Roman mosaics

figured in the

Wollaston Col-

lection at the

yellow flax. It will be seen that its band- termi- South Kensington Museum. The Coptic band (No.

nate in frhi°-ed ends, and the dimensions of the robe 849) is an interesting one, and affords room for

indicate that it was designed for a young person, speculation as to the figure, which Mr. Cole sug-

BAND "1 WOYES I'.il ll.'V, BROWN WOOL AND YELLOW FLAX I END OF A CLOTB "1 ROUGH MATERIAL.—NO.

The separated bands form the largest section of the gests is that of St. Paul of Thebes, carrying on

catalogue, and will well repay studious examination, his arm the raven which brought him sustenance
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in the wilderness. In No. 711 is a group which

il is suggested may possibly represent St. George

and the Dragon; in No. 66-1 a repeated key pattern

or fret Borms pari of the decoration
;
which is of

woven tapestry and needlework, in brown and yellow

llax ; No. 729 adorned the neck of a linen robe,

being a continuation of its perpendicular bands, an

still retaining the button with which it was fastened

at the throat. In No. 683, a handsome band of black

wool and yellow

llax (see p. I--ill,

the design is formed

of vine-leaves and

tendrils
; in N o.

912, of dark blue

wool and white flax,

the guilloehe orna-

ment is prominent
;

in No. 772, as in

many others, groups

(if figures are intro-

duced into the com-

position of the orna-

ment ; No. 726 is

a large medallion,

seventeen inches in

diameter, in the cen-

tre of which is an

eight-pointed star,

the octagonal centre

lilled with interlac-

ing scroll ornament;

No. 257, a band

with varied orna-

mentation, is repro-

duced on p. 135
;

and so forth.

Of the remain-

ing specimens, men-

tion should be made of No. 743, a medallion and

adjacent portion of a robe woven in coloured wools,

with a group supposed to represent Joseph, Mary,

and the infant Jesus, the two latter having nimbi.

A square panel and band of singular beauty (No.

708) serve as the initial letter and head-line to this

SaUAHE OF WOVEN TAPESTBY; PUBPLE ANH COLOOTED W
OF A CLOTH OF ROUGH MATEUIAL. SO. 745.

similar to that of a batli towel. No. 810, a band
and square, is a noticeable example of this class, as is

also No. 754, in which a deteriorated acanthus leaf-

scroll is recognised see p. 136 . No. ! 1.5, a band and
square adorned with purple and other wools, is in a

very complete state, and the colours are remarkably
fresh. In the centre of the design is a horseman,
with a green scarf floating from his shoulder and a

dog running by his side, the composition of the frame-

work includinglions

and other animals,

flowers, and vases

ee this pa

Though it i

somewhat difficult

to select from such

a wealth of examples

as is to be found

here, sufficient has

been adduced to in-

dicate the excep-

tional interest at-

tached to this col-

lection, in the eyes

of the art-student

and (d' t he ant i-

quarian alike. It

should be borne in

mind that at tin'

time when 1 he ear-

liest of these textiles

were wrought Eg \ pi

had seen iuan\ dy-

nasties of rulers,

and, like Britain,

was reduced to the

condition of a [io-

nian province ; but

,

\\ liereas our history

ommencing, Egypt had

nd fall, after centuries

t' a very adv;

a nation was but

witnessed her decline

upon centuries of civilisation

type. The period to which the majority of th

examples are assigned is coeval with our Hep
tarchy, and there are probably few that hai

article; and the panel No. 690 (seep. 135) has also not left the loom before all England came under

the figure of a horseman in the centre, a favourite the sway of the first of our Saxon kings. \\ hen,

device, with various animals in the composition of the therefore, we plume ourselves on our antiquity, it

border. No. 768, a beautiful ornament of woven serves as a wholesome corrective to look on these

tapestrj and, needlework, in brown wool and yellow richly-woVen textiles, and to remember that, old as

tlax, consists of an elaborate eight-pointed star: they are, they must be assigned not to ancient,

Nos. 635 (see p. 136), 724, 752, and 755 are interest- but to what is really modern Egypt, albeit the}

ing varieties of the same form; and No. 711 show- take u- back to a remote past, anil have there-

part of the head of a female wearing a diadem. fore an intere I
and, moreover, a human interest.

There are also a number of specimens in which which the thoughtful will not be slow t,. appre-

tlie material has a rough surface of long flaxen loops, ciate.
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THE PORTEAITS OF DANTE GABEIEL ROSSETTL—III.

Iiv WILLIAM 11. ROSSETTI.

Vi5mbi£^-S" RECUR for a moment

to the photograph by

Messrs. Downey first

mentioned — that

which appears in Mr.

Caine's volume. This

porl rait wasobviously

the one which chiefly

guided Mr. Menpes in

producing an etched

likeness of Rossetti,

published towards

L876. Mr. Menpes,

I presume, never saw

my brother; at any rate they had no personal ac-

quaintanceship. It is a lone- while since I beheld the

etching by this gentleman, and I cannot now speak

of it in detail ; it is, 1 believe, an able work of

art, and so far like my brother as it is like the

photograph upon which it was founded. This was,

till lately, the only instance in which the art of en-

graving on metal in any form had been brought into

requisition for producing a likeness of Rossetti

—

if we leave out of count the skit by .Mr. Sandys.

Recently however—in 1887—another etching of his

head was produced by some skilful French artist,

I know not who. This is again from the Downey
photograph. From an art point of view it is quite

approvable, hut as a likeness of Rossetti it fails,

being decidedly ''dour" and rather fierce in ex-

pression. Thought and energy are abundant m this

head, suavity and self-possession absent. So at least

I think: but 1 have found that Mr. Madox Brown

is more favourably impressed by the head as a like-

ness. The etching forms the frontispiece to Madame
( 'lenience ( 'olive's able and sympathetic (though not

impeccably correct) French translation of "The
House of' Life."

We now come to an example of foremost in-

terest- -the small pen-and-ink portrait of Rossetti

bj himself, which forms our next illustration. It

belongs to the Editor of 'I'm; Magazine of Ai:t.

This small portrait, three inches and an eighth by

three and seven-eighths, was executed in 1870, with

much precision and minuteness of touch. (See op-

posite page.) It is certainly a fair likeness, and

may be called a g 1 one, though I think that

my l>roihcr has been not, quite just to his nose in

giving it s.miething of the appearance of a bumpy

or protuberant tip — a disadvantage which it as-

suredly diil not possess. The expression, though

concentrated, is quiet, as of a nature rather solid and

acute than fervent and high-strung. In this respect

also I think it falls a little short ; it tells a minor

truth, and does not fully emphasize the major one.

But perhaps the reader will be more disposed to

accept the evidence of Dante Rossetti, in the form

of delineation, than that of William Rossetti, in the

form of verbal comment; nor can I complain if so

they do. 1 may add here that the number of male

portraits produced by my brother was relatively

small. There were our grandfather and our father.

careful pencil drawings; Madox Brown two or three

limes, and W. B. Scott, pencil; llolman Hunt, as

previously mentioned; Browning and Swinburne,

moderate sized water-colours, both excellent, par-

ticularly the former; Huskin, Mr. W. .1. Stillinan,

Mr, George Hake, his father Dr. Gordon Hake, Mr.

Theodore Watts, Mr. Leyland, life-sized chalk draw-

ings, all line, and the last three (more especially) first-

rate likenesses. 1 cannot remember that he ever

painted a regular male portrait in oils, except the

one (which, in point of date, 1 should have named first

of all) of our father. This was done, life-size and

near half-length, about the same time as ''The (ihi-

hood of Mary Virgin:" it now belongs to Mr. Leo-

nard Lvcll, a grandson of Mr. Charles Lyell, who

was my brother's godfather, and who commissioned

the work.

The principal one among all the portraits of Ros-

setti was briefly referred to in my first article—the

life-sized bust portrait in oil, full-face, which Mr. (i.

F. Watts executed. It was exhibited m Burlington

House in lSS.'i as an addendum to the collection of

works by Rossetti himself which was then got up

by the Royal Academy, forming a portion of their

annual display of " Old Masters and Deceased British

Artists." In the Academy catalogue this portrait

was said t.i have been "painted about 1865." This

i- certainly not far from the truth, bill I should say

that the work is later than L865, rather than ear-

lier. Mr. Watts produced the picture for his own

satisfaction, treating my brother as one of those

" dist inguished men" to whom he accorded this

honour ; and he presented it to the sitter. It is

a completed yet not an elaborately -finished work.

To my thinking, the picture is well worthy of

its pre-eminent author, but is not one of the most
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conspicuously successful of his portraitures; some

.hi' more admirable as works of art, and several more

striking as likenesses. My brother himself valued

•ilu- picture, but did no! absolutely acquiesce in i1 as

a resemblance. The complexion and the hair appear

to me somewhat too ruddy for that period in my
brother's life, and the expression comes nearer to

settled placidity than was consistenl with either his

aspeci or his nature. My brother was, in Pact,

though a tolerably easy-going, still a vehement man
;

in liis character tin-re was more "I' impulse than

I recognize in Mr.

"Walls's portrait, and

in his expression more

.
.1' si ress, though not

of -train. If his ele-

ment was not that of

•' St nrm und Drang,"

neither was it " t he

shadow nor the soli-

tude." However this

may he, the portrait,

when 1 re-examined

it in 1883, impn— 1

me much more deeply

and pleasurably than

it had done in earlier

years. I found it

a line work, bearing

good witness to the

painter who produced

it, and to the other

painter whom it re-

cords. Mr. Leyland

is its present owner.

Only one otli, r

portrait of Rossetti,

done during his life-

time, is known to me.

His attached friend

the painter Mr. Fre-

derick J. Shields, being in Rossetti's studio on " May
22nd, 1880" (the date noted in the corner), made
on a leaf of note-paper a pencil sketch of him as

he sat at the easel painting " The Day-dream." One
sees only his back, with hair rather long and un-

dipped, fringing abundantly the partially bald head.

Broad shoulders in the loose painting coat
;

palette

and mahlstick
;

painting table, his own pattern,

slightly indicated; the chair he was wont to sit in

at work very defined and recognizable. His rotund

figure tills it well. 1 found this sketch among my
brother's belongings, and preserve it affectionately.

Featureless though the head i.-, the whole forms a

very genuine item of portraiture.

I shall not dwell at much length upon posthumous

P. G. KOSSKTTI AT TOT

(From a Drawing <>;/ Himself. In the

records. On Huh April. 1882, the daj succeeding

my brother's death, Mr. Shields, generous^ doing
violence to his own strong feelings in order t

my wishes, made a careful pencil drawing (heightened

with a very IVw touches of white of my brother as

he ln\ prepared for his last home. The details here

are verj precise, and. to anyone who desires to know
what were the facial mould and type which Rossi tti

had come to at the close of his life of nearlj fift)

four years, they furnish tin irrefutable document

—

reproduced on the next page. This drawing was
of course made in

the bungalow villa

(now named lio>setti

Bungalow . Birching-

ton-i in-Sea, near Mar-

gate, in which my
brother died ; I he

house having been

liberally placed at hie

dispi isal bv Ins valui d

old friend the archi-

tect Mr. John 1'.

Seddon, w ith the as-

sent of the owner, M r.

Cobb. Mr. Shields

was one of the small

group present as my
brother drew his last

breath in the even-

ing of Easter Sunday ;

the others were my
mother, my sister

Christina, Mr. Theo-

dore Watts, Mr. Hall

Caiue, the local

cal man Dl'. Harris,

the trained nurse M

Abrey, and myselfi

Shortly afterwards

Mr. Shields repeated

this important drawing, but not with literal identity,

for my sister, and likewise for Mr. Leyland. Simul-

taneously with his first design 1 got a plaster east

of my brother's head, and also of his hand, executed

by Brucciani. From a certain point of view a i I

admits of no dispute; but from the point of view

of likeness realizable b\ the eyes and the feelings

of survivor-:, I am obliged to allow that this cast

proves a total disappointment; 1 would hardly have

ventured to say that it represents my brother, and

will definitely affirm that it misrepresents hue

Even the dimensions of the f In ad seem stinted

and contracted. In the summer of the same year

Mr. Henry Treffry Dunn, yy
assistant, partially d-m Y uct for years in the same

AGE OF FOIiTY TWO.

Collection of M. II. Spidmc
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li.n-.se, 16, Cheyne Walk, made an interesting and gives an agreeable impression of. the face, the ex-

pleasant water-colour of the small dining-room o£ the pression being candid and thoughtful; the eyes,

house, with .all its curious and tasteful appurtenances however, appear to me over-large, and (here is Less

of furniture j and he introduced into the interior small "grip" altogether in this oil picture than in the

whole-length figures of Etossetti reading one of his chalk drawing. Lastly I have to mention the bust

poems (we may suppose "The King's Tragedy"), and of Rossetti, modelled by Madox Brown, and cast

of Mr. Theodore Watts as the listener. The general in bronze, which serves as his memorial in connec-

likeness of Rossetti is here fairly given, on its small tion with the drinking fountain, from the design of

scale ; but the upraised right hand with which he Mr. Seddon, erected in ]ss7 by subscription just in

fronl of 1 ti, Cheyne

Walk. Mr. Brown

has here aimed at

a typical imam' of

II' ssetti the painter

and poet, rather

than a precise like-

ness of him at any

'particular day or

year of his life ;

the age represented

is forty or there-

abouts. The con-

ception is vivid and

energetic, t he exe-

cution forcible. The

head has (he air of

an impetuous and

inventive man —
which Rossetti was

—even of a, some-

what overbearing

and severe one.

Overbearing he was

at times, hut severe,

to my thinking, he

was not. Th e

bronze bust (which

in general arrange-

ment is partly re-

could not name any painted portrait which conveys miniscent of the Shakespeare bust in Stratford

a more immediate, or (within certain limits) a more Church) presents a striking appearance in situ. A
decisive, impression of Rossetti than this one does. plaster cast of it holds a prominent place in .Mr.

Much the same may be said of a second oil-head Brown's house, anil is there seen under advantageous

by Mr. Dunn, belonging to Mr. Theodore Watts: conditions of lighting and environment; and it ap-

it is founded upon the same photograph, or per- pears to me to bring out the likeness even more

haps more directly upon the other one deposited decidedly than the bronze in the open air.

with the Stereoscopic C pany. Here the com-

plexion is paler and better, and the likeness again l>s Since my Article it. was in print, I have been reminded
'

,.
, ,, , , , , T , by my sister that the account there riven of the head of Rossetti

stroll"1

. .Mr. Ionian hint executed towards sv> . ,, ' .. . , ,, .. , , , ,, , ,,.,^ in tlie r:iricatiiix-ili'.sii;-n l.y Mr. Sandys is ii"t tiillv accurate. I lie

a moderate-sized oil portrait of my brother, head- fact is that Mr. Sandys, who did not otherwise know my brother

aild-shoulders, using as his authority the head drawn at that date, called upon him before .In, win- the head, to see

by himself in coloured chalks (engraved in my what he was like
:
some slight errand was , lo the ostensible

. , \ ." . • motive. Also the date of the Downey photographs in the
hi [article), supplemented by rem iii isceiiccs ol Ros- [nvcra08S cap , should have been given as December, I

setti s a peel in subsequent years. This work 1S63 or earliei

accompanies or en-

forces his delivery

of the verses is not,

I think, character-

istic ; it may rat her

be regarded as a

means of intimat-

ing to the eye that

the personage is

reading aloud. Mr.

Dunn also painted,

a year or so after-

wards, a life-sized

portrait in oil.head-

and- shoulders, of

1! issetti, founded

principally upon

that photograph by

Lewis Carroll

which has been

here engraved : he

presented this to

mv mother. It is

firmly and well

executed ; and. al-

though the com-

plexion appears a

little "brickdusty"

and want ing in re-

lined gradation, I
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ILLUSTRATED JOURNALISM IN ENGLAND: ITS RISE.—II.
Bv <J. X. WILLIAMSON.

THOUCIII there is no doubt that while sonic of

the earlier engravings reproduced in these ar-

ticles wore the work of professed wood-engravers,

others were as certainly executed l>v persons who had

not learned, and did not regularly practise, tin- art.

Some of the outs are no doubt the work of printers,

and the} are as rude in design as they are coarse in

execution. Between 1650 and 1700 the art of wood-

engraving in England reached its lowest point. In

Italy, France, and Holland there were, indeed, a few

engravers whose blocks show the hand of the skilful

workman without any of the inspiration of the artist;

but in England there was scarcely an engraver who

their editors and printers subject to serious paiii

penalties if they published anything offensive to the

authorities. With the year L695 a new epoch
for the press in England. Tin- House of Commons
decided without a division that the Licensing Act

should not again he renewed; the Lords insisted

(hat it should he renewed; hut ai a conference the

Lords (largely influenced by the representations of

John Locke) gave way, and the pi-ess was released

from son I' the fetters which had so long retarded

its progress. The effects at once became manifest.

Newspapers rapidly increased in numbers, and for

a hundred years some of the most brilliant >

"A STBANQE WILD BLAST SEEN IX FRANCE."

(From tht "St. James's Chronicle" Jim

could produce blocks of any more artistic value than

those of which specie' is have already been shown.

Two causes, however, Wi re shortly to operate to give

fresh impetus to the progress of illustrated journalism

—the lapse of the Licensino; Act on the accession

"I William III., and the revival of wood engrav-

ing with Thomas Bewick in the latter half of the

eighteenth centurj

.

This eighteenth century was the period of the

adolescence of the press in line-land. In the seven-

teenth century we see puerile newspapers dealing

largely in monsters and prodigies, meagre in their

news, venal in their comments, issued by stealth,

of their tines were content to he writers for tie

press.

The establishment of The Observer on December
i, L791, marks the origin of modern illustrated jour-

nalism, and the years from 1695 to L791 offer com-

paratively little of interest. Attempts were

sionally made to di ts of the day; and it is

obvious that the idea of illustrating news b) i

of pictures was still present in the minds of news-

paper editors. In . example (a

paper started by Benjamin Harris after the failure

. D i .lul\

25, 1701, there was a map oE the seat of war in
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Ital\ ; and in The Daily Conra.nl of September V able papers of the last century. Some of the saddest

llll'.l, was a plan of Mons. The Daily Couraut, and most singular chapters in modern literary liis-

started on March II, 1702, and issued at first by tory are those dealing with Grub Street and the

cue Mallet, "next door to the King's Arms Tavern, Grubean writers. Grub Street was an Alsatia for

at Fleet Bridge/' has the honour of being the first the neediest ballad- writers, pamphleteers, and anony-

English daily paper, and it was published till 1714 mous libellers. The attacks of Pope and Swift upon

by Samuel Buckley, of Little Britain, one of the the unfortunate Grub Street writers have made the

most successful newsvendors of the day, and at one name synonymous for ever with all that is ignorant

time publisher of The Spectator for Steele and Audi- and ignoble in literature. The Grub Sired Journal

1111, I'.K.VIX-SUCEEn ; OK, THE MISERIES OF AT3THOBSHIP.

it Uminii'i by nmrtandson, i»i ' Tin British Mercury," May 12, 17&7.)

son. Though education was new rapidly spreading was founded by Dr. Richard Russell and Dr. John

among the people, we ran still note in the illus- Martyn, not to advocate the cause ol' Grub Street,

tinted press of the time revivals or survivals of that, but to carry on the attacks of Pope and others upon

love ol' the marvellous which was so characteristic the whole tribe of Grub Street writers, and upon the

a note in the journals of the previous century. An papers to which they contributed. In several of

occasional caricature on the South Sea Bubble and Swift's letters to Stella he refers to a pending Act

a rough cut of an eclipse are the only illustrations for licensing the press "which will utterly ruin

which enliven the London newspapers till we come Grub Street;" and in "Law is a Bottomless Pit;

to The Grab Street Journal, which made its first or, The History of John Bull" (usually attributed

appearance on January 8, 1730. The (I ml, Street to Swift, hut doubtless the work of Arhuthnot),

Journal appeared regularly till December 29, 1737, there is a long passage of semi-serious rejoicing

when it was re-issued, apparently under new manage- over the effect the new muzzling Act would have

incnl.as The Literarj/ Conner of Grub Street, which on the Grub Street publications :—" How will the

continued only until July :!7, 1738. The Grub Street noble acts [? arts] of John Overton's painting and

Journal was in man) ways one of the most remark- sculpture languish! where rich invention, proper
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expression, correct design, divine attitudes, and artful

contrast, heightened with the beauties of elar-oscur,

embellished by celebrated pieces to the delighl and

astonisbmenl of the judicious multitude! Allien,

persuasive eloquence! The quaint metaphor, the

poignanl irony, the proper epithet, and the lively

simile, are fled for ever !

"

The reference to John Overton is particularly

interesting'. He was an engraver of cuts for several

newspapers of the day, and his is one of the first

portrait, from a painting by E. Markham, presum-
ablj of the Lord Mayor of London. In \,.. 95

(October >. L731 the firsl two pages unfold and
contain w leuts, executed fairly enough, of the

Lord Mayor's Procession, and in thai week there

are onlj two pages of type. In No. I 17 is another

copper-plate of "The Art and Mysterj of Printing

Emblematically Displayed," and this is so curious an

affair that it is here reproduced. (See p. 107.) Sub-

sequently thev returned to wood-engraving, and in

g^yij^jZrpSM li ~?i
-mw

NELSONS COFFIN AND FUNERAX I LB,

[From " T!i. Times; January I". 1S0S.)

names that has come down to us a< a pioneer of

illustrated journalism. But though the superior

writers of the day are thus so severe upon the unfor-

tunate Grub Street papers and their illustrations, they

did not hesitate to bring out illustrations in their

"\\ n journal. These were, however, distinctly superior

to anything of the kind which had been attempted

before. In several cases the engravings were on

copper plates, and it was thus necessar) to have two

separate printings, which in a paper sold for only

twopence must have been a mosl expensive process.

The firsl illustrations arc in No. 43, published on

October 29, 1730. 'they are woodcuts, occupj a

page, and represent the arms of the City Companies.

On the fronl page of No. 48 is a capital copper-plate

the number for October 25, 1733, we find o rough

cut of the '' Art of Trimming Emblematically Dis-

played," and with this I take have of The Grab

Stn 1 1 Journal.

One of the most important of tbe daily news-

papers of the middle of the eighteenth century was

/ h p Started in 1719 with the help

of Defoe, and as a rival to The < tl had a

long and prosperous carer. Defoe wrote for

over five years, hi- most interesting contril

being " Robinson Crusoe," which came cut in its

columns for the first time, running throug

numbers. The new paper professed to correct the

errors of its contemporaries, and to give trustwor-

thy new- without an\ distortion of the facts. In
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connection with it a weekly miscellany, The British

Journal, was started in 1722, and later (in 17:20)

the paper fell into the hands of Harry Woodfall,

the head of the famous family of printers, who
changed its name to The London Daily Post and

General Advertiser, subsequently to The General

Advertiser, and finally to The Public Advertiser.

In The Pul lie Advertiser appeared the letters of

Junius. Here, therefore, was an energetically con-

ducted daily paper competing actively with two

all the battle-pieces of our Melton Priors and our

Simpsons, our Sydney Halls and our Villiers.

To the studenl of the development of the news-

paper press in England The Jacobite Journal is a

most interesting paper. It was the elaborate jest

which Henry Fielding sprung upon the town to

satirise the Jacobite party; but its particular interest

in connection with illustrated journalism is that it

had an " emblematical frontispiece/
5 which was said

to be by Hogarth. (See p. 108.) The paper ran only

rivals, yet throughout all the copies I have searched from December, 1717, to November, 1748. It ap-

1 have been able to find but one illustration, and that peared every Saturday, and the engraving was re-

a |»>or little woodcut of the humblest kind. It occurs tained only in the first twelve numbers. A remark-

in the number for March :'!>, 17 -In, and represents able conjunction of intellects on an illustrated paper

Admiral Vernon's attack on Portobello. (See p. 107.) was this of Fielding and Hogarth—one that has,

The long account of tin.' assault- hv "a gentleman on perhaps, never since been repeated,

board the Burford (the Admiral's ship) at Porto Bello ''Our special artist" now again appears upon the

to his friend at Newcastle "is signed " Wm. Richard- scene, for in Owen's Weekly Chronicle for June 3,

son," and lie also probably supplied the sketch. Ill 1758 (a journal not to be confounded with The Uni-

the person of this •• Wm. Richardson," of whom all versal Chronicle started by Newbery about the same

other record is for ever lost, I am inclined to hail time), we have a view of Fort Fouras, to illustrate the

the earliest of the race of special artists. In the unfortunate expedition against Rochelle. "It is/'

midst of the battle and the assault "Win. Richard- says Mr. Mason Jackson in his work on "The Pic-

son " had an eye for the public at home, and jotted torial Press," " the earliest attempt in a newspaper

down on paper the positions of the Spanish defences to give a pictorial representation of a place in con-

and the British ships. Insignificant, pictorially, as neetion with news," and the same high authority

is his little sketch, it marks an epoch in the history surmises that the sketch must have been the work
ol the newspaper press, for ii is the forerunner of ,,f some officer who accompanied the expedition.
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WASHINGTON A.LLSTON, A.I.'.A.

l!v M. (.'. VAX RENSSELAER.

IF we try to draw up a hsi oE our earlier American

painters we find some, like West and Leslie, who

have their truer place in a history of the English

school. Among those who more properly belong to

us, those who were American n<>t only by birth ami

after, and he was so fragile a child thai at tl

of seven he was senl north for the benefil of a more
bracing climate. His early education was received

at Newport, Rhode Island
;
ami there wa then no

American town better fitted for the purpose, especially

WASHINGTON AT.LSTON, A.R.A.

,/ a ConU mporary />'»'.
i

breeding bul also by resilience and labour, Gilberl

Stuart and Washington Allston stand pre-eminent

in fame, Yet to the younger generations of their

countrymen they were little more than honoured

names, great but untested reputations, until a few

ago, when their works were gathered together

for exhibition in Boston in l
s ^l.

The Allstons of South Carolina were gentlefolk

by long descent, and are believed to have been of

Northumberland origin. Washington Allston was

born "H the hereditary estate of Brook (liven, near
( " irgetown, in the vear L779. His father died soon

as concerned thai arl toward which he had shown a

strong childish leaning. From Newport he went to

Harvard College, and here again he learned all he

could from local artists, as well as from the few g 1

imported pictures he found in Cambridge and the

neighbouring Boston.

As soon as he had taken his degree lie returned

to the south, establishing himself at Charleston with

lus college friend, the miniature-painter, Malbone.

lint his longing for foreign travel could not be sup-

pressed, lake a born artist lie was ignorant an i

reckless in money matters. Legal complii i
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threatening his heritage, he sold it at a sacrifice; and

even then lie did not reflect that lie might live com-

fortably on tin 1 income of the price received—he simply

put liis capital in the hands of a London banker, and

drew freely upon it until it was exhausted.

In May, 1801, lie embarked for England with

Malbone. The latter remained only a few months,

but All-ton settled himself t<> steady work in the

schools of the Royal Academy. Mr. West, he tells

M-, received him with the greatest kindness, and

Fuseli likewise; though, upon learning his desire to

devote himself to historical painting, the latter in-

formed him frankly that he had "come a great way

to starve." For two years he remained in London,

diligently cultivating his mind as well as his hand.

Then he went to the Continent with Vanderlyn,

another young American artist; travelled for two

years through the Low Countries, France, Switzerland,

and North Italy, and in the spring of 1805 found

himself at Rome. Four years in all he spent in Italy

in eager study of tin' old masters and of nature, and

in intimate association with many famous men of

widely different qualities. The Cafe Greco, in Rome,

was the favourite haunt of poets and painters ; there

he met Turner and Cornelius, and Thorwaldsen and

Gibson, Byron and Keats and Shelley, Hans Andersen

and Fenimore Cooper, and their common admirer,

Louis of Bavaria ; while at William von Humboldt's

house he learned to know the move famous brother,

.Madame di. 1 Stael, the Schlegels, Sismondi, and the

whole diplomatic circle of the moment.

Truly at that moment, Rome was fertile soil for

the development of any spirit which hail within it

the seeds of intellectual life. Washington Irving

tells us of the general esteem in which the young

American was held there, and tries to explain that

personal charm which now, as in his later life, seems

to have worked very potently upon all who knew him.

In 1809 Allston returned to America, and married

a lady to whom he hail long been engaged—the sister

of his boyh 1's friend, William Ellery Channing,

the famous I uitarian divine During a stay of two

years in Boston he seem- to have received some en-

couragement as a portrait-painter, hut feeling the

n lot' fresh inspiration, he sailed in 1MI with his

wife for England. With them went Mr. Morse, then

a, painter too, afterwards the inventor of the electric

telegraph. Charles Leslie followed soon, and though,

as I have said, he eventually threw himself wholly

into the current of Foolish art, Allston was his first

instructor. An interesting relic of these long-buried

friendships is a portrait of Allston, which was then

painted by Leslie, and was given by Morse in L86C

to the National Academy of Design in New York.

\ serious illness which attacked All-Ion at this

time brousjhl his friends' devotion into strong relief.

Morse, Leslie, and Coleridge watched devotedly by

his bedside, and Southey cheered his convalescence at

Clifton. After his recovery he finished a large com-

position, showing " The Dead Man Revived by Elisha's

Rones," which was exhibited at the British Institution,

awarded the first prize of two hundred guineas, and

purchased for the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine

Arts. Another important work was " The Angel

Uriel Standing in the Sun," which also received a

prize from the British Institution, and was purchased

by tin' Marquis of Stafford ; and still another, "Jacob's

Dream," which was bought by the Earl of Egremont.

Smaller canvases, some of which also found their way
to Petworth, were " Clytie," " The Repose in Egypt,"
" Hermia and Helena," " Falstaff and his Ragged
Recruits," and a landscape called " Elijah in the

Desert." And at this time was begun the huge
" Belshazzar's Feast," which was to play so tragic a

part in the painter's later life.

It seems probable that, had it not been for his

wife's death, Allston might have remained perma-

nently in lino-land. But with bereavement and

depression of spirits came a home-sickness which

neither work nor travel nor friends could cure,

and in the summer of IMS he set sail for Boston.

Much was said against this step, not only by his

personal friends, but by his brother painters, speak-

in g, as they believed, in the interests of his art

and future fame. Nor did they soon cease to

urge his return, electing him, for example, Asso-

ciate of tin: Royal Academy in 1819, and writing

him, a few years later, that only the fact of his non-

residence stood in the way of his reception into the

higher body. But he never wavered from that de-

termination to remain at home, which he explained

by citing the liberal patronage that was there be-

stowed upon him, and the strong taste for art that

was then 1 developing (with "a quicker appreciation"

of artistic effort, he maintained, than characterised

any European land), and by his firm conviction that,

" if we have any talents, we owe something to our

country when she is disposed to foster them "—

a

conviction, by the way, which we may well wish

were shared by all the American artists of to-day.

In 1830 Allston married again, and again the

sister of a very early friend, Richard H. Dana. The

next year he removed to a new home and studio in

Cambridgeport, near Boston, where he dwelt until

hi- death in 1843. His feeble health and his devo-

tion to his art and to his books prescribed a life of

the most purely domestic kind; but his circle of

friends was large and affectionate, and there was not

a budding artist in America but came to him for

counsel and inspiration, or an intelligent foreigner

hut sough! to know him. The memoirs and note-

books and periodicals and letters of the time make
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constant mention of his name, and bear unanimous

tribute to bis singular charm of presence, of char-

acter, and of conversation. In the writings he has

those in England, which 1 have not seen. 1 should

like, for example, to be able to describe his " i

Dream/' or that " Angel I riel," which Leslie said

ntiii,, bii Washington Attstcm, A.R.A., i« the Possession of Mr. Win. W. Gardner, Boston, U.S.A. Engraved by
F. K. Fillibroion from the .1/. zzotint by Andrew and Wagstaff.)

left, both prose and verse, we can see for ourselves

his pure and beautiful soul, his clear anil cultivated

ami philosophic mind; all of which qualities, we are

told, were expressed through a perfect manner, at

once winning and imposing, and a golden gift of

speech.

The exhibition contained forty of Allston's pic-

tures, together with man)- sketches, studies, and un-

finished canvases. All branches of his work were

included ; and if the historical branch was nut repre-

sented by the must notable examples even among
those which are owned in America, yet it was possible

to turn to these in other places, and, by the light the

exhibition afforded, to judge of them more intelli-

gently than had before been possible. As I have

said, we tried not to expect too much, and certainly

did not expect all that the aiii>t's contemporaries

hade us anticipate; yet the impression we received

was distinctly disappointing.

Perhaps the best of his more ambitious essays are

was "equal to the best works..!' Veronese/' But 1

confess there is little in the pictures that I know to

justify, in even the faintest sense, an\ comparison

of such a sort. The huge " Dead .Man Revived by

Elisha's Bones" I have seen in the Philadelphia

Academy, where it banes near Benjamin West's

"Death on the Pale Horse." A comparison with

this it well sustains, proving, I should say, that

Allston came a very distinct degree nearer 1.. being

a great artist than his elder fellow -count rv man.

But, together with the "Angel Delivering St. Peter

from Prison," and the "Jeremiah and the Scribe,"

and the smaller, but kindred, " Saul and the Witch

of Endor" (here reproduced , it fails to prove that

he really reached the goal. He has feeling of a

certain sort, and West has none. He draws :i> well

as West, but in the same laboured academic way.

His colour is much better— not at all the colour

his contemporaries thought it. but -till possessed

of undeniable excellence; and his handling is far
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more personal and sympathetic and artistic than his such pictures as the "Sisters" (here engraved), the
master's. Bui in each of these qualities there lacks " Rosalie," and the "Amy Robsart," each a single

that indefinable something which means the difference half-length figure of life-size
; and the " Mother and

between a mere artistic gift and real artistic power

—

Sleeping Child;" and to such genre subjects as

and power is needed Eor the adequate treatment of the " Lorenzo and Jessica '' and the " Valentine."

heroic themes. Moreover, other important qualities Here we find colour which, in truth, lias none of

are wholly wanting. There isn f that immediate- that Venetian strength and brilliancy with which
seeming grasp of a subject which gives the observer an it once was credited, but ye! something of the true

ELIJAH FED BY Till'. RAVENS.

(From ill. Paiiduig Uii Washington Allslon, A.B.A., In the Posszssion of tlu M<t

Enrjrared >•;/ Andrew. >

0/ l-ni, Arts, Boston, U.S.A.

instant impression of pictorial Tightness. His figures Venetian breadth ami suavity and charm— colour

in themselves an 1 also palpably academic, palpably which is, beyond comparison, better than that which
wanting in true dramatic force. It is not really Saul was characteristic of currenl English figure-painting.

he has seen and painted, or Jeremiah, or St. Peter, Allston, for one, knew the great fact, then so com-
but some soulless model into whom be has tried to monly ignored, thai colour meant tone and not merely

force the desired expressiveness; with a result, now colours. And here, in addition, we find a handling

of meagre commonplace, and now of melodramatic which, although it also lacks in strength, falls neither

exaggeration. Nor, again, do bis landscapes seem into the sin of emptiness nor into that of hardness,

to me to have much value. The best known nor yet into that of "niggling " over-elaboration, but'

among them, "Elijah Fed by the Ravens"— re- is broad and simple-seeming, adequate, pleasing, and

produced on this pagi

—

will show how little he truly painter-like ; and, finally, a sentiment which is

was innuenced by that great modern school of land- very charming and quite peculiar to this artist only.

scape which was already blossoming in the England .Much has been said and written to prove that

of In- earlier years. It is coldly conventional, Allston's career was blighted by the supposed mistake

"classic" in conception; and, moreover, its dull he made in leaving England for America. Hut such

browns give no hint of the colouristic gift he really a statement rests upon the belief— in my eyes most

possessed. mi-taken— that he was at his best in the domain of

To see tins gift in evidence we must turn to "high art." When he came home he brought with



THE SISTERS.

[From tl, Pletwi by Washington AlUton, A R.A
, in (Ac I'osset ion 0/ Sirs. S. H
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him a huge unfinished picture of " Belshazzar's long years of Europe, there has been an immense
Feast ;" and during the years lie spent in Boston, exaggeration of their profit to Allston the painter.

while it lay rolled up in a corner for want of space to Almost all that is good in his art seems as though it

stretch it, and while his hand was busied, perforce, might have developed at home. None of his later

with humbler things, his thoughts seem to have dwelt works are much better, technically speaking, than

upon it with a singular intensity of longing. That that early portrait of himself to which I have already

was (he work he wanted to do; and only when he referred, while the sentiment that makes the charm

should have done it would lie rest content as having of the '• Amy Robsart," for example, to me the most

shown the world whal his very best might mean, interesting of all his creations, is essentially native,

lint though his second marriage brought him pecu- personal, and spontaneous.

Iliarj ease, though lie spread the vast eanvas in his Some of those who mark in much of Allston's

new studio al Camhridgeport, and worked upon if For work the gap which divides intentions from accom-

years with single-minded earnestness, nothing came plishments, and mark also the non-pictorial, "literary"

of all liis hopes and labours; when he died he left character of these intentions, are led to think that

not even the half-fulfilled promise of a successful work. he should not have tried to paint at all— that he was

lie who wills can gaze upon it where it hangs to- meant to be an artist in words, and not in lines and

day— on the staircase of the Boston Museum of the' colours. But the volume of poems he has left does

Fine Arts. The place does not sound very honourable, not in the least confirm such theories. Within certain

hoi, alas! it is good enough for this meaningless, narrow limits he was successful in his pictures, while

hopeless, thrice-pathetic wreck' of great ambitions and he never even approached success in verse. His prose

sincere enthusiasms, for no one can call it aught hut writing', however, is very interesting; and if space

a patent, irremediable failure. sufficed I should like to show how fine and keen and

Of direct artistic inspiration there was certainly sane a critical instinct he possessed. His endowment
little or none in the New England of Allston's day

—

in this direction seems to me most remarkable, espe-

cither in the collected works of an elder time, or in cially when we remember how intensely " literary" is

the growing works of worthy rivals, or, indeed, in almost all the critical writing of his time. Nor need

the presence of visible material beauty of any sort, it surprise us that one wdio could sec quite accurately

^ et he had lived for many years, and gathered many when and why another had achieved the best success,

memories amid richer surroundings, and had trained should not have steeled his own course better. Such

his hand and eye and mind, we must believe, to instances are not uncommon in the history of art
;

as high a degri f power as in them lay. His and, moreover, we are led to believe that some sad

American public, though small, washy no means un- insight into the realities i<\' his own ease came home

intelligent ; and loved, and admired, and believed in to him in those long last years when he was working

him so fervently thai one cannot feel his gifts were faithfully and earnestly, hut it seems almost hope-

blighted for hick of what is called encouragement, lessly, on his " Belshazzar."

By this public all the minor products of Allston's And yet, if a pathetic fact for himself, it was a

brush were received with enthusiasm, and accepted fortunate fact for us that his ideals ami ambitions

—

as sio'ns and promises of even greater powers than these being but the translation of his whole nature—
they revealed. Never was a picture more eagerly were so much loftier than his gifts and opportunities,

awaited, more widely discussed in anticipation, more If his pictures can have no notable influence upon

confidently pronounced a masterpiece, ere any eve had American art, his life and character had an immense

seen it, than was the " Belshazzar's Feast." If if and happy influence upon the reverence for, and ap-

nevei' grew to be a masterpiece, if, indeed, it never preeiation of, art in America. What we needed fifty

grew lo finality of au\ kind, external conditions do years ago was no( so much a great artist as a great

not seem to me to blame. 1 cannot regret thai he prophet and apostle and servant of art. We may
did not remain in England, if his remaining there wish, if we will, that Allston had left us liner works

would have meant his continued absorpl ion in "high and more voluminous critical writings; hut after all,

ail ;" and I cannot regret thai he was poor in the best service he could have done us was to work

Boston, or that Boston was too poor to give him in the spirit he did and to he the man he was. I

c 1 1 i,— ii »i i - of the sorl he craved; for I am sure do not think I under-estimate the value of his paint-

thai the work he did under compulsion, while the ing when I say that he was by no means the potent

" lielsha/zar " lay untouched, was the best he ac- artist our fathers thought him. But 1 am sure 1

oomplislicd — the best he could have accomplished could not over-estimate the value of his life, of his ex-

will] thai limited, if delicate, and true artistic gift of ample, of himself— a strong and needed and gracious

his. In truth, while we can hardh over-estimate the influence while he lived, and to-day a helpful, all in-

lien lit which accrued to All-ion the man from his spiring tradition.
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in 102S, and among them was the portrait of Duke —Giacomo Sansuina and Lorenzo, sculptors, and

Federigo, which was afterwards sold to Cardinal Gio. Bat. Colomba, antiquary—bore witness to their

Richelieu, but i( is described as a "giovanotte being modern. On this. 1 li< Marchesa sent one back

armato" armed youth)— not a mere head in plumed to Raphael, and the other to a restorer at Narni,

cap and doublet, as was Raphael's. The price put on named Angelo Germanello, to be repaired, before for-

i( was sixty lire, while Raphael's portrait was valued warding it to Raphael, for if had been broken. The
at 1,200 lire, and remained in the palace, not being painter, however, refused to give hack the forty-four

among those sold to Charles I. gold seudi, for he persisted in asserting the objects

1 know not it' the real Raphael portrait lias to be genuinely antique. This was before the sack

ever 1 n retraced, for if was lost in the sack of of Rome (152-6), and from that time to 1529 the

Manlua by the Germans in 1(330. This, however, Marchesa had regained neither her sculpture nor her

was not the painting winch caused the quarrel be- money.

fwecn Raphael and the .Marchesa. He had a com- At thai time a relation of hers, Francesco Gonzaga,

mission to paint a picture for Isabella Gonzaga in was in Rome as ambassador, and she commissioned

1515, of which she sent him, through S. Agostino him to see Raphael on the subject, and get him
Gonzaga, the measures of the size she wished if. to either to return the money or the statue, and also to

be. The artist was not very earnest about if. and a try and obtain from Messer Ottaviano, brother of

certain Alfonso Paolucci of Rome wrote to the duke Monsignor de Cesis, that portrait of her sen which

in 1519, "that Maestro Raphaele only worked at the artist had left unfinished wheu Pope Julius died.

the painting when Castiglione was with him, and A great deal of correspondence passed between

quite neglected it at ether times." the ambassador ami the Marchesa in the summer of

The painting was a Holy Family, in which St. 1529, from May to September. He says he cannot

John is presenting fruit to the Divine Babe, while get the picture from the brother of Monsignor, who,

St. Elizabeth kneels in front, and St. Joseph stands having bought it, considers himself the rightful

in the distance. It is known as the " Madonna della possessor; and he can get no satisfaction out of

Perla," and was sold to Charles I., after whose death Maestro Raffaello, who says he sold the statue as

itpassedto Philip IV. of Spain through the Spanish antique, and antique he believes it, therefore he

ambassador, Alfonso de Cardenas. It is not wholly declines to make restitution of the money. As to

Raphael's work, having been finished by one of his returning the statue which the Marchesa sent hack

scholars, after the artist's death.* to him, he cannot do that either, for he lost it from

The quarrel then was partly about this unfinished his studio in the sack of Home by the Spaniards,

picture and partly about two statuettes which Raphael The letter of the Marchesa mi June 27th, 1529,

had sold to the Marchesa Isabella for forty-four gold says "she does not wish the ambassador to go to

scudi, asserting them to In' antiques. This is a law with Monsignor Cesis, though sin 1 cannot eon-

very interesting transaction, and it hears testimony cede his claim to the picture, as if was known to

to the painter's antiquarian pursuits. So deep an have been more than a year in front of the shop of a

archa-ologist was he, that he proved very successful marble-cutter after the sack of Rome." Then she

in directing excavations in Rome, using Vitruvius adds: " As to Maestro Raffaelo, who excuses himself

as a guide, and found so main treasures, that, by by professing to have lost our statue, together with

a Papal brief, dated August 27th, 151(3, he was made other things of his, and who, besides, insists that

superintendent of antiquities. tin' said figure was antique, we judge that his inten-

I can lind no description of the two ancient tion is to let us remain deprived of our little 1 figure

statuettes he sold to (he Marchesa Gonzaga, hut il is and the money, which would he a great discourtesy,

n-i ai all probable that he knew them to 1." falsifica- and not honest. However, content yourself by say-

tions ; such an acl would have been quite foreign to ing that if I cannot have the figure, because it is

his character. It was a favourite practice for siailp- lost, as he asserts, &c, and he cannot lind means to

tors to imitate the antique at thai lime, and so well restitute our mi y, let us he content to fake in

as to deceive the best judges, as did, for instance, exchange that large medal which pleased us. with

Donatello and Michael Angelo. However the case other things equivalent ; and if the said medal is

may have stood, the transaction was unfavourable for the true one, and i flier, we will consider ourselves

both parties. The statuettes had been already sonic satisfied by him. If by chance you lind him pertina-

tinie m the possession of (he Marchesa when if was cious in this fantasy id' his, and he does not care to

discovered they were not antique ; and three experts do his duty in one way or another, we will not talk

el' it anv more; ami you will fake care, at least,
I: ii nl e Ml Mail una di lln Pi >l.. " »-n >! C'unn i ,

•
'

,
,

' ,• ,,
i

i Hl ( | lis ! m(i , i,,.,,!,.,!,], H ^ |,, fjiuiiu Uoni-ino wliii-h «-is
'" " ,l ' ;im that other statuette trom (.jcrmancllo, and

Klena Suvgo, nuta Cull i

send it to US when you have a secure opportunity,
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together with the two vases which Monsignor Rev.

Palmieri li;is consigned to nm, and which we much

desire."

Hut Raphael refused also I" give up his antique

medal, and the Marchesa writes again on August 12

to say *' she does no1 believe kis excuses, nor ran she

think he is too poor to render any justice." As to

the picture, she haughtily remarks, in another letter

of Sept. I,
'• that she declines to argue more, for

she sees thai Monsignore de Cesis dues not wish to

oblige her, and she will not litigate with a reverend

personage;" adding, in the same letter: "Let us

have at least that antique medal, which we have

before written about ; for we do not know with what

honesty Maestro Raffaele can deny it to us. El

bene valete.
[SABELLA .

-1/ toe, 4 Sept., 1529."

It would seem that Raphael, who, believing him-

self in the rightj refused so long to make restitution

fur (he fancied wrongs of the Marchesa, was at length

worn "in |>y her persistence, and offered her s e

things (1 do nut know whether his precious antique

medal was among them) a- a kind of , ipensation

for the figure which he could not return; Eor the

last letter of [sabella Gonzaga to the ambassador,

Francesco < fonzaga, runs t bus

:

"M\ Lord Francesco Gonzaga, We have keen

until now in so little hope of Maestro Raffaele doing

anything on accounl of our statue, thai we shall

consider as a gift that which he has offered. There-

fore, we are content for you to accept the things

hi' consigns to you, anil yon will send them to us

k\ the first opportune messenger that occurs. Bene

valete- "Isabella.
•• Manlim . 29 Sept., 1 5 :9.

Thus, with a little concession on each side, the

painter ami the Marchesa wen- at peace again.

NETSUKES: THEIR MAKEKS, USE, AM) MEANING.

By II- SEYMOUP TROW I I:

SOME apology, I feel, is due from one who has polish, and incomparable finish went straight to my
never keen in Japan for venturing to write heart.

about netsukes. My excuse for the attempt is that The true satisfaction of collecting lies, I take it,

I have been a in learning the history of one's treasures, the con-

profound admirer ditions under which they were produced, the ideas

they embody, and. if possible, something of tie

artists who created them. Hut such informal ion

about netsukes is difficult to acquire. Very little

of these marvels

of the carver's art

ever since they

found their way
to Europe. I fell

in love with them

at first sight. 1

remember.as w ell

as if I had han-

dled it yesterday,

a certain tiny

bundle of parti-

coloured rats in

the Japanese I >e-

partment of the

I nternat ional Ex-

hibition of I 862.

In those days my
admiration was,

for sufficient, or, more accurately, insufficient pecu-

niary reasons, perforce Platonic; and when, later, I from the mass of

became the happy possessor of a tew examples, my general literature

i
f what they signified was absolute. I upon Japan.

only knew how much they pleased m\ eye and grati- Nel uke-colleetin

lied my t :h ; that then- fidelity to nature, exquisite native dandier-. In

i

has keen written on the subject.

Anderson has treated it hut briefly

devoted to it a.

single chapter of

I.' \rt Japonais ;

"

and Mr. Ernest

Hart has confined

his attention to

compiling a valu-

able list of tin' car-

vers and t heir sig-

natures. As for the

stories— historical,

legendary.and other

— which netsukes

illustrate, they re-

quire unearthing

Air. William

M. Gonse has

has long keen a fashion \\ it h

;-! there was publish
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Osaka an art manual which contained the names

of renowned carvers, with woodcuts of their best-

known productions. This curious treatise

refers to watches as " the netsukes worn

by Dutchmen, so complicated that the

cleverest Japanese artificer could not re-

produce them ;
" notes their peculiar tick-

ing, ''which stops if the netsuke be vio-

lently shaken; " and adds that " the best.

of these come from the country calle

France." One warning it contains which

is never out of date: " Beware of for-

geries !
" The works of all the old masters

have been freely copied, and their signa-

tures imitated for the benefit of unwary

customers. This should always be re-

membered in regard to the products of

a country where forgery has long been

raised to the dignity of a tine art, and

whose modern dealers are no more scru-

pulous than their predeces-

sors. "With netsukes, as

with all curios, caveat emp-

tor. Not imly are signa-

tures untrustworthy, hut the

mellow golden colour that

ivory chains with age is imi-

tated by snaking in strongly-

brewed tea and other " fak-

ing" decoctions. Perhaps
" Hat-catchers " have their

redeeming side
; annoying

enough, they arc more likely

to delude the wholesale

lni\ er—who only wants " a

collection," and places him-

self unreservedly in dealers'

hands —: than the modest

curio-hunter, who selects his P
treasures one by en,, for the

genuine pleasure their artistic merit yields him.

There is no short cut to netsuke-collecting ; it takes

time, study, and patience. The market is flooded

with utterly worthless rubbish, and one may look

over hundreds without finding one to repay the

search. Specimens exist of every grade of merit,

from the rude toggle worn l.v the labourer, to the

exquisite toy which gratified the vanity of some

eclectic Daimio, worthy to -'race the girdle of the

Sei-i Tai Shogun (Barbarian -Subjugating Great

General), or of the invisible Mikado himself. There

is comfort in the reflection tint masterpieces are still

to he found unsigned, perhaps, or signed only by

some name unknown to faun

—

which, for perfection

of design and felicity of execution, hear comparison

with the most-valued works in am connoisseur's collec-

tion. These are the prizes which await the patient

searcher, and lend excitement and fascination to his

pursuit. A tine netsuke is, indeed, a

statue in miniature "in seipso totus,

teres atque rotundus." The workman-

ship is marvellously conscientious; from

he top of the head to the sole of the

foot, nothing is scamped ; every detail is

worked out with the utmost care. This

is what renders them so delightful to the

touch, and makes the gazing at one side

only of tiny masterpieces imprisoned in

glass-cases the most futile of conceivable

amusements. To enjoy and understand

a netsuke, one must

have it in one's hand,

with a good light and

plenty of leisure. They

cannot be read by those

who run. The careful

work of months de-

serves respectful exami-

nation. The tools em-

ployed, and the hands

that use them, must he

delicate indeed to exe-

cute the marvels of

undercutting and such

work as strings perfect

in every strand. The

accuracy with which pieces appa-

rently top-heavy balance on the

smallest possible surface— a single

foot, or even a single patten, as in

Fig. 1, is, perhaps, the most re-

markable instance of the carver's

dexterity.

Mr. W. E. Griffis tells us that

.j "ne" is the Japanese word for root,

and that " tsuke " means to fix,

hold, or hang ; whence " netsuke," pronounced netske,

the /' not being sounded. The use of the netsuke

is the retention of the medicine-box, pipe-case, to-

baoco-pouch, penholder, or purse at the waist. It is

attached to one end of the chain or silken cord with

which these objects are provided, and this being

passed under the girdle, the netsuke above secures

t he appendage below i Fig. 3)

.

It is important to insist, /e for all, upon

the essential difference between netsukes (articles

made tor a distinct use and admirably adapted

thereto) and a mass of other carvings, equally line

in workmanship perhaps, but intended as orna-

ments simply, oijets t/'/ir/.* These, from their

very fineness and elaboration, are utterly unsuited

* Japanese, oh
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Fig. l.

to the risk which an article mus! incur in the wearing,

and are only meant to be placed on stands or in cabi-

nets. Although usually confounded with netsukes, a

lit tli- examination enables one to distinguish between

them. The Japanese, before the commercial invasion

of Europe,

were far too

atf^fe55^v thorough
workmen to

I urn out anv-

thingnol per-

fectly fitted

for its pur-

pose, so that

a g e n u i n c

nets uke is

always exqui-

sitely round-

ed. Nothing

protrudes which would bo likely I" break off, or 1"

catch in the dress; and all wen' pierced to receive

the string of their appendage. Modern carvers are

exporting elaborate specimens, perforated as for a

string; but a glance will show that no sensible

Japanese, with the high national respect for works

of art, would dream of attaching such delicate and

brittle toys to his girdle. In fact, one may say that

almost all Japanese carvings made to-day are suitable

for the cabinet alone. The production of netsukes

is believed to have originated with the carvers of

false teeth from boxwood. It was an industry

peculiar to the artisan das-, hut renowned masters

in the more highly-esteemed branches of art-work-

,

painters, lacquerers, and metal-chasers, such as Korin,

Ritsuwo, and Seimin, followed it occasionally, and

exceptional skill was sometimes rewarded by titles of

distinction. The materials employed are various

—

wood, ivory, bone, deer and antelope horn, ox-horn,

walrus - tusk,

whales'-teeth,

amber, crys-

tal, pottery,

porcelain, lac-

quer, coral,

fossils, &C.

Some exam-

ples are heau-

t ifully inlaid,

a n il in etal
''-' •' plaquesof fine

workmanship

are frequently mounted to serve as netsukes. Wood
and ivory arc the substances chiefly used. Ivories

were all the rage in Europe at first ; we are only

beginning to learn that wood was the vehicle for

some of the most spirited work of the best masters.

The woods selected cherry, box, pear, ebonj

other varieties —arc remarkable for hardness, -

ness of grain, and capacity for receiving a magnificent

polish.

Netsukes arc said to have Keen worn in the

fifteenth century, but the earliest-known exa

date from quite a hundred years later. They arc

heavy, rude, and rather clumsy objects, for the most

part elongated in shape, figures of mythical sages,

of foreigners, Coreans, and Dutchmen, or of animals

unnaturally distorted. The carving of fine netsukes

has certainly not prevailed for more than two hun-

dred years. S 1 ; u/.au. the first master whose work has

come down tc,'"us, flourished towards the beginning

of the eighteenth century. The pieces ascribed to

him are always of w 1, usually painted or lacquered,

and occasionally signed*. About this time, the simul-

taneous introduction by the Dutch of tobacco and of

ivory gave a great stimulus to the carving industry,

causing universal demand for pipe-cases, tobacco-

pouches, and for

n et sukes from
which to suspend

them, and fur-

nishing a new
material for their

fabrication.

Am ong t he

more celebrated

artists, it will

suffice to mention

the three Aliwas,

whose talent and

versatility exer- Fig. i

cised enormous

influence upon their pupils and successors. They

worked almost exclusively in cherry-wood. Tomo-

tada's oxen have a well-deserved reputation. Thej

arc generally recumbent, and were supposed to be

propitious to the study of calligraphy, for the reason

that the patron of the art rode upon an ox. It was

the custom for students to place a fresh cushion

underneath the figure for each year spent in ac-

quiring proficiency, and some of these oxen are

represented reclining upon quite a pile of cushions.

The Deme family I n, Joman, and Jokiu were

especially famous as carvers of masks Fig. £ ; their

treatment of de ns was eminentlj Gothic, recall-

ing the grotesque gurgoyles upon which mediaeval

stone-masons lavished the exuberance of their

weird imaginations. Masanawo, who worked in

both « 1 and LVOl'3 . eXCi Med ng animals.

Ichimin's cattle may almost bear comparison with

i hos i of Tomotada. Tadatoshi is noted for his

; Morimitsu and Ikkan for their rats, and the

latter carved fruits, which are wondrous bits of still-

'W'Bi'igi
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life; Masaichi, Mitsuhide, and Mitsumasa devoted skeletons so true in nature, so absolutely correct in

themselves principally to reproducing the habits and every detail, that anatomists admit they would serve

antics of monkeys; Kokei's frogs are much prized; perfectly for demonstration at a surgical lecture.

Horai,Tadamitsu, One of tin' great charms of uetsukes is the cx-

and Doraku exer- cellence of tin' jokes and the humour— worthy of

eised their inge- .Mr. Punch's best artists —they so often embody.

unity on masks, Itien n'est mere for this people of infinite jest. There

which are little in- is a very material version of the thunderbolt, in

ferior to those of which the dread wielder of heaven's artillery has

the Deme family

;

fallen to earth with his missile, and becomes inl-

and Giokumin is, pleasantly conscious of the consequences of trifling

perhaps, the most with the law

in •• is of the of gravity
L-:'«\oise-carvers. (Fig. I). The

\i g i lern annual purifi-

inen, Ono Riumin cation of the

is justly ilistin- house by beans

guished for the — quite as

complexity and e Hi e a c i o n s

delicacy of histiny against de-

groups ; and the moiis in Japan

Shiliavama 1'ami- as is holy
ly, or school, have water in Eu- Fijj 9

made a speciality rope — affords

of the gem-like great scope for mirth. The good housewife, zealous

inlaying of ivory to rid her house of the pests, scatters the vegetable

with crystal ami exorciser with utmost earnestness, happily unconscious

Fi». 7. mother-of-pearl. that the enemy is safely ensconced beneath her vol u-

As a general minous skirts. But tin 1 demons cannot always escape

criticism I am disposed to say that superior hold- thus easily. Fig. 5 exhibits the grotesque misery

ness and spirit characterised the work of the early of a group of them cowering under a bean-shower.

eighteen th-eentury masters; thai their successors ex- It would seem thai imps still haunt Japan, for we

celled them in delicacy and finish, and developed find them depicted seeking shelter under undeniably

hio-her relish for a joke; that while the former were European umbrellas furnished with crutch-handles.

solely i ul en I on artistic effect ami harmony of cumpo- Shoki, the awe-inspiring demon-queller, loses all terror

sition, the latter more obviously aimed at displaying in the carver's hands; he becomes a men' giant of

their manual skill and overcoming technical difficulties, pantomime. His nimble prey perpetually evade his

The carvers of t
- clumsy efforts at capture, and retaliate upon their

day, subject to the cumbrous enemy

exigences of an with all sorts of

impatient and in- practical jokes.

discriminate mar- I ) a r u m a , I h e

ket, are apt to Buddhist mis-

work mechanical- sionary, whose

ly, and to content nine years' self-

themselves with imposed penance

turning out to of remaining with

order feeble epics arms folded with-

of tin' models of a in his sleeves con-

more leisured and verted unbe-
artistie period; or lievers, furnishes

they manufacture a perpetual fund Fig. 10.

figures and groups of amusement.

remarkable for little beyond elaboration. Happily I can never forget one specimen in Mr. Mitford's

the inherited skill of generations is not entirely lost, collection (sold at Christie's some years hack) por-

Asahi. a \ei\ old man, is still fashioning skulls and traying the agonies the poor saint endured from a

i
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wasp settled on his bald pate, which all the contorti in

of his tortured features fail to dislodge. Daruma is

;ii times embodied as one gigantic yawn. I. G

shows the saint enjoj ing

the unwonted luxury of a

thorough stretch at the end

of his wearisome ordeal. Da- VHP?
ninia— the head, a1 leasl , for

tli" body is usually repre- -^^0^

sented asa ball— is a favourite

plaything with Japanese chil-

dren. Kul anon the toy-

maker, fashioning this simu- Fi

laerum of i he saint, is startled

by a new version of the story of Pygmalion, as Ins

creation suddenly develops arms and knocks him

down. Later we sit the saint (Fig. 7), weary of

incarceration as a toy, protruding legs and arms,

and bursting the wooden rising- ,,|' the top in which

he lias been con-

The Jaj anese

are on the must

intimate terms

with their gods,

and the netsuke-

ean er neverscru-

ples ti> treat them

with a familiarit v

hardly compati-

h 1 o w i I h the
Western idea of

reverence. The dimensurate brain-pan, distended by

all the knowledge which the god of longevity has

accumulated, is a line field for Inn. That the crown

i 1 1 : i \ he -!ia\ ed , I >aikokn, who plaj s

barber, must lie perched upon a

ladder ; ami in Fig. 8 a sacrilegiou

urchin is actually swarming up the

eminence, 'the gods, out at elbows,

ma\ lie seen trying to turn an

bonesl penn} as mountebanks;

Daikoku, mi his back, balancing

his hales with his feet, while

\ ehis acts as showman.

1 1
is well to note by the way

thai the definitions of Daikoku as

god of wealth, Bisjamon of war,

Yebis of fishermen, Jiurojin of

learning, I fotei of contentmenl in

poverty, Fukurokujiu of longevity,

and Benten as goddess of love, are

only generalisations of M. Hum- Fi

berl , and that tin: accurate expla-

nation of these divinities and their attributes is to In

1'iinnd in Mr. Anderson's British Museum catalogue

Netsukes provide us with innumerable illustrations

of the domestic life of the people, the occu| aliens of

artisans, the games of children, the life of the '

the Ni w *i ear dancei I

21), and the heroes of the

stage. \\ e trace most careful

habits of observation in ex-

traordinarily accurate i

ductions of cattle, monl

I In
', hares, b rtoises,

snails, rats Fig. 9 . snakes,

and fish, and are startled to

find alongside this truthful

following of nai ure.ab iluti U

of other quadrupeds, such a

lives, the lal ter lean beyond

panose must he imaginative

invent ional renderin

1,

IV:

lephants, and

all possibility. The

in the extreme,

For (he netsuke-

earver ml roduces

ns into a per-

feet ly new World

of imjis, goblins,

and bogeys.

Besides the de-

mons already

mentioned, we
h a v e w i n g e d

sprites, whose
bird - nature ex-

tends to being Fig 1 1.

produced from

eggs, some with exaggerated noses, others with beaks.

In Fig. 11 we have the greedy sprite who has incau-

tiously attempted to extrac! a clam IV it< shell.

tightly caught 1>\ the closing bi-

valve, and vainly struggling to

extricate himself. Then (here is

the water bogey (half-frog, half-

tortoise . depicted in Fig. I 1.

Tin- brute among other proelivi-

t ies, has a weakness lor i

hers, ami for catching unwary

damsels by the petticoats and

dragging them down to Ids watery

lair. We have also bibulous spirits.

whose existei is one long bout

of intoxication on sake; mermaids,

and ghosts without number. There

is a complete m\ (Ideal fauna : t he

dragon, the phoenix, t he unii i irn,

whose tread is so lighl it would

not crush a leaf or the most

insignificant of living creatures.

The unicorn is too frequently confounded with the

Chinese lion, which the Japanese carver contrives to

13
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freal rather as .1 poodle than as the monarch oE the government, which prevailed in Japan for nearly seveu
desert. The lion is the guardian of the sacred gem, hundred years. The young Yoshitsune passed his

usually represented as a ball, so cut that it rolls youth among the sprites of the air, and from them
about inside his mouth. We find animals, too, en- acquired prater-human agility. He may often be

dowed with magical power—the badger, which can seen squabbling with his winged playfellows and re-

distend its paunch and use it like a drum, producing ducing them to order. His generalship and bravery

therefrom dulcet music, beguiling luckless travellers contributed greatly to Yoritomo's triumph, but only

into swamps and devouring them. The badger has engendered jealousy instead of gratitude. The Shogun
also power to as- hired assassins to kill him, and a favourite subject is

sume human the stealthy approach of the would-be murderer be-

shape, as in the hind the youthful hero as the latter discourses music

crackling- moun- from the flute

tain story, where ( Pig. 15). Ac-

it kills an old eordingtothe

woman, makes legend, soen-

her into soup, and 1 ranting was

then, disguised the melody

as the victim, that the
induces an on- savage breast

happy woodman W as en m -

to sup off his own p 1 e t e 1 y
spouse. The con- tamed, and
dign vengeance the projected

figf. 11. which befell the crime aban- Fig. 17.

treacherous mon- doned. An-

ster is told in every Japanese story-book. other favourite subject of illustration is Yoshitsune's

Long arms and long Icl;s are tin/ creations of a henchman—the Friar Tuck of the day—the royster-

( 'hiiK.se Swift or Herodotus, who has left, on record a ing robber-monk Benkei. This worthy is one of the

full and doubtless true account of the country they earliest of the noble Confraternity of collectors. He
inhabit. In his journeyings this veracious traveller loved line things, but was little particular as to his

encountered men who, being without bellies, dared not methods of acquisition. He coveted the bell of the

laugh. Presumably they failed to see the point of neighbouring convent Miidera, and may often be

his stories. He traversed the land of men with tails, seen conveying it on his back to his own belfry,

so careful of these appendages that they invariably staggering beneath its weight. The bell, however,

due- holes For their reception before venturing to sit did not approve its change of quarters. Suspended

down. He even discovered a race with perforated among unfamiliar surroundings, it could never be in-

chests. The arrangement served admirably for loco- duced to ring out any other sound than, " Take me
motion; no palanquins were required, or indeed ex- back to Miidera ! Take me back to .Miidera!" At
isted; porters conveyed the inhabitants from place to last this exhausted Benkei's patience. Unhooking
place upon poles passed through

t lie convenient orifice.

Netsukes are a perfect store-

house of quaint folk-lore and

romantic legend. We may trace

among them the whole story of

loshitsune, the Bayard of Japan,

from the mom. ail w hen his mother

Hies with him, a babe in arms,

1 hrough the blinding snow to es-

cape the Taira faction, who hail

slain bis father. The bigger boy

trudging beside' her and gripping

Fig Hi.

it, he carried it to the edge of the

convent-hill, ami, with one vigor-

ous kick', sent it rolling in the

direction of its old home. 1 am
told that that bell bangs in the

belfry of Miidera to this day, and

that its scratched and battered

condition is evidence of the truth

of the talc. Metal-work, appar-

ently, was bis weakness, for he

determined on the addition of

1 ,11(111 sword-blades to his museum.

For this purpose he lay in wait

! his father's blade -is th • elder brother Yo- on the Gojo Bridge, and whenever a warrior came by
ritomo, destined in later years to wreak exemplary armed with a weapon which Benkei deemed worthy
vengeance u])on the enemies of his race, and, becoming bis collection, he straightway challenged the owner,

the first of the Shoguns, to found the system of dual ami thus "inherited" 999 line specimens. The
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thousandth which took his fancy happened to be

wielded by the young Yoshitsune, who plied it with

such vigour upon his adversary's burly back, thai

the gigantic highwayman was

both morally and physically van-

quished by the superior prowess

and incredible agility of his op-

ponent, and, having found his

master at hisi , served him there-

after to the death with incom-

parable and dog-like fidelity.

This fight will be familiar to

anyone who has ever seen a

Japanese collection. It is fre- Fij

quently represented in metal,

paintings, and okimonos. Benkei used a conch-shell

as a hum, and is often portrayed ensconced within it

(Fig. I:' i. The great mass of the legends centre in

the Yoritomo period. The story of Fig. 13 is told

of two of his followers—Matano Goro and Kawadsu
Saburo. The pair had a wrestling-match, and feeling'

ran high among their backers. As Matano lifted

Kawadsu off his legs to throw him, the latter, by a

dexterous twist of the ankle under his opponent's

knee, contrived to fall uppermost and snatch an un-

expected victory. This trick lives in Japanese me-

mory as the " Kawadsu throw." It profited the in-

ventor little, for a disappointed adherent of Matano
shot Kawadsu with an arrow as he left the ground.

Kawadsu's son promptly retaliated upon Matano, and

thus were laid the seeds of a very pretty and pro-

tracted M >od-feud. The story of Taira no Takanori,

the founder of the great Taira family, is strangely

popular with Japanese artists, and indicates that even

among this people—brave to foolhardiness, and utterly

reckless of life—a reputa-

tion fur courage could he

cheaply won by a man
more indifferent than his

fellows to supernatural

terrors. Taira no Taka-

nori and others— so the

story goes — one night

belated, were horrified to

see approaching through

the darkness a monster

with horns and glaring

i \ es. Takanori, less su-

perstitious, or perhaps

more sober, than his

companions, alone was

bold enough to approach

the apparition. This, when collared, proved nothing

more formidable than an old priest in a rain-hat, with

a lantern and oil for lighting and replenishing the

lamps in a temple garden.

Pig

Proverbs, riddles, and puns furnish motives for

tiie exercise of netsuke-earvers' ingenuity, and whole

stories are often symbolised m a single object, 'the

frog with an umbrella, mounted
on patten- under a spray of wil-

low, recalls the Robert Bruce

legend of Japan, the perseverance

of Tofu. Once upon a fcj

Tofu took refuge from a shower

under a willow-tree. There lii

espied a frog tr\ ing to i atch a

swinging branch ; six times it

failed, Imt the seventh it succeed

is. ed. " Had I Imt the perseverance

of that frog," said Tofu to him-

self, " I might become the greatest calligraphist in

Japan." Needless to add, he carried out his reso-

lution, and won high honour. And the story is per-

petually reproduced with all sorts of variations. ^ mi

may have Tofu pick-a-back on his frog, as in Fig.

1; the frog jumping on to Tofu's hack, and i i-

pletely upsetting the dignitary; tin' frog with um-
brella under arm, wearing the cap of nohilitv to

which Tofu attained.

One often meets with an old man in the act of

opening a box (Fig. Hi). This is the Rip Van Winkle
of Japan, the fisher-boy Urashima taro, win one day

caught a tortoise and restored it to its element. When
presently a storm arose, the tortoise appeared to the

fisherman, and saying, "(let on my back, you will

be safer there." straightway swam away with him to

the palace of the queen of the dragons under the sea.

This lady entertained her guest with every hospi-

tality, " lion souper, bon gite el le reste," hut at

the end of a week he expressed the wish to return to

his people. As a. parting gift she gave him a box,

with strict injunct ions

never to open it. When
he leached the shore

where he had dwelt,

his home had disap-

peared, he could find

no trace of it ;
hill in

the graveyard were t he

moss-grown tombs of

his parents, dead a

hundred years ago.

Tlnn I rashima open-

ed the box, and a- lie

did so, suddenly his

youth left him. he lie-

came a shrivelled old

man. and died.

Ono no Koniaehi. tin' wit. the beauty, and the

poetess of the Court. iposed verses "I' such magic

power that they drew rain from heaven, and averted

i
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an impending drought. We often find her washing

a scroll. A jealous rival, it appears, overheard the

lines which Komachi was composing for a cere-

monial occasion, copied them in pale ink in an

antique MS., and, when the

courtiers were applauding the

ode, produced this damning proof

of plagiarism. I Jut. water ex-

punged the recent writing, leav-

ing the old visible beneath, and

Komachi vindicated licr origin-

ality. This gifted child of the

Muses was too proud to wed wii h

mortal man, and when her beauty

faded, she fell into dire distress,

wandered a homeless outcast

through the land, mocked by

the children, pursued by village

dogs, and found her death by the

roadside with mine to tend her. l'i

It is as the miserable mendicant

that the artist usually portrays her (Fig. 20). A
dragon with a human head, streaming hair, and

hands grasping a hammer, while its tail encircles a

bell (Fig. 17), tells a weird tale of man's perfidy and

woman's vengeance. A priest once wooed and then

deserted Kiyohime, a village beauty. Driven In

desperation, she appealed (" evil spinls to aid her

vengeance. From them she learnt to transform

herself into a, dragon at will. She' then sought

lea- lover within I he monastery walls. Forebod-

ing In- fate, the craven hid himself within the con-

nt-bell ; the witch, in a paroxysm of fury, pur-

d him to his retreat ; coiling herself round the

II she showered blows upon it, until the metal,

owing hot, fused at last, and the pair perished

tnyether in the molten mass.

There is no limit to these tales,

and space will not allow me to

dwell upon the wondrous feats

of Asaina, the Japanese Her-

cules, who vanquished Yemma,
the ruler of Jigoku, Hades, in

single comlial ;
Watanalie, who

severed the demon's arm from

the shoulder with one swashing

blow of his blade; Raiko, who

traced the ogre Shuten-doji to

his lair, and freed the Court

ladies from a Minotaur's tri-

bute; and other heroes equally

redoubt able.

Note,—The following list of books will perhaps tie of service

t<> those who desire to acquaint themselves further with this

subject: "Le Japon Illustre," A. Humbert (Paris: Llachette ;

" Pictorial Aits of Japan," W. Anderson (Sampson Low; ;
" De-

scriptive and Historical < Jatalogue of Japanese and Chinese Paint-

ings in the British Museum," W. Anderson (Longmans] . "Chinese

Readers' Manual," Mayors (Trubneij ;
" Chiushingura," Dickins

(Allen); "Mikado's Empire," GrifEs (Harper, N.Y.) ; "Japanese

Fairy World," Griffis (Barhyte, Scheneciady, N.Y.) ; "Hokusai's

Hundred Views of Fuji," Dickin Batsford : "Tales of Old Ja-

pan," Mitford(Macmillan); "Japan,"B i" Hoddi rand Stoughton);

"L'Art Japonais," Gonse (Paris: Quantin) ; Murray's "Hand-
1 1. for Japan;" and "Japan and it- Art,' M, B. Uuish Fine

Art Society .

"A HOPELESS DAWN."

Painted by Frank Bramley.

ADMITTED by genera] consent to be one of the alarm, on to her mother's knees; the expression of

most genuinely pathetic pictures in last year's anguish and sympathy on the elder woman's facej

Royal Academy exhibition, Mr. Frank Bramley's (he candle sputtering in its socket j (he threatening

"A Hopeless Dawn" vindicated its claim to be sea and howling wind without, all tell their tale with

considered perhaps the hot work of the younger a directness that can hardly lie too highly praised.

painters in point of technique by its selection for The restricted scheme of colour, cool and sad, harmo-

purchase by the Council, under (he terms of the nises admirably with the subject, while the lighting

Chan trey bequest. From the artistic as well as the and general composition leave little to be desired.

literary point of view— for incident pictures must Mr. Bramley is a young man for (he distinction

also be strictly judged in both these aspects—the the selection of his picture implies, but the promise

picture is more than satisfactory. The story is told held forth by earlier works justifies us in watching

with much dramatic power, and, what is perhaps his career with confidence and hope. The painter of

more unusual, with completeness. The "Hopeless " Domino " in L8SG, ami of " Ryes and No Eyes"
Dawn" lighting up this fisherman's home; the dc- and "Weaving a Chain of Grief" the following

spuiring attitude of the young wife, who has thrown year, is destined to rise to a high point, if he be not

herself, sick with wear) watching and ever-deejX'ning thwarted by early success.
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I'll \ LIPPO LIPPI.

By I', \\ [LSON.

'Or from Browning some 'Pomegranat

Shows a heart within lil l-tinctnrod,

rPUF question, What is Art, what does it do

J- for us, and what is its relation to Nature?

Browning answers in "Fra Lippo Lippi" in the must

complete way, and to the thinking of most people

who care for art " for art's sake," and for something

more, his answer will seem the only one worth having.

Browning's delight is to speak from behind the

mask of his dramatis persona ; and so various are

his points of view, so well does he understand how
to catch the tune of the times to which he transports

us, so ahly can he put himself in another's place and

see with another's eyes, that we are never suffered to

feel a moment's tedium or impatience from the sense

that we are being preached to. His usual method is

to launch us direct into the loquitur, and so to make
his characters tell their own story. We thus gain a

lively idea of their habits of thought and of feeling,

while at the same time Browning cleverly weaves in

some line or so. (,, bring vividly before us the scenes

in which the events took place.

Filippino Lippi, the chief mover in the present

episode, seems to have had many characteristics in

common with Falstaff. He is brimming over with

humour, fancy, a sensual grasp on life. We imagine

him jolly and rotund. Under some lights, indeed,

be seems, like the fat knight, as "little better than

one of the wicked." who. by some carnival mistake,

finds his head in a monk's cowl. He reminds us

of the Friar of Orders Grey, hut he takes his -way

down life's valley to a very different tune; to what
extent, the works that live after him declare. Fra

I.ippo Lippi is Italian—that is to say, he is full .if

vitalitj and vivacity, and, above all, he is touched

with the divine fire of "•enius.

We must prepare ourselves for the lirst line of

the poem by conjuring up all the medievalism of

a Florentine street at the end of the fifteenth

century, by moonlight, with its high, silent-looking

dwellings. We see the Florentine police going
their rounds, and flaring their torches into the dark-

shadows thrown by the sombre arches, grim gate-

ways, ami quaint facades. Suddenly we perceive a

monk's burly figure, in "-serge and the rope that

goes all round," scurrying along over tic rough

pebbles. But the authorities are to,, manj Eor

him, and he is roughly caught and held. "
1 am

poor brother Fipp", by your leave." From this

-.' whic h, it .in deop down tin middli
.

of ;i veined humanity."
/

I rUhip.

apologetic i rnonplace the painter-monk sou,

diverges into his usual strain of irresistible good
humour ami g 1 sense. There is a freshness

the /'/We that makes us pardon his very repreheusible

flightiness. He adjures the "Judas" to J
.

- 1 go his

grip on his throat, and tells them that, though the

Carmine's his cloister, he is now at work painting

in the house of Cosimo de Medici. Not relishing

the protracted duress with his paints and canvas,

a dancing song passing under his window is at last

too much for the sportive monk, ".all the bed-

furniture—a dozen knots, there was a ladder."

Lippo does not omit a friendly hint, by the way, to

the head of the hand as to the management of his

men, and to his special captor he says, "Remember
and tell me, the day you're hanged, how you affected

such a gullet's-gripe !

"

Lippo's own theory of art, the art of flesh and
blood realities as opposed to the skeleton and nimbus
school, is briefly introduced in his keen glances a! the

torch-lit faces round him, and his careless comments
on them from the painter's point of view. In those

days the range of artistic subjects was limited t i

holy families and stunts, and their accessories, and

Lippo is wise in his daily work, lie mi>-is no

chance, hut seeks to chronicle whatever may he of

future use to him.

"I'd like his faci -
His. elbowing on his comrade in the door

With the pike anil lantern,—for the slave tint !.

John Baptist's head a-dangle bj tin hair

With <nii' hai ('Look you qow,' as n ho shout I

And his weapon in the other, yet unwiped !

It'- nut your chance to have a bit of chalk,

A wood-coal, or the like ' "

What a dramatising eye the " ' look you now' "

reveals. We have all seen a hundred times the half-

exultant, wholly unmoved figure holding the di

tated head just so.

Though Fra Lippo Lippi loved to depict na

as it is, had he I n called upon to paint a lark

he would probablj have made it a nighl bird. I

hood does not make the monk, and. tit a loi

disapproval at his tricks. Lippo gives an ai

of how he came to wear the monastic habit. His

was a common type; a little orphan lad of eight

"quitting this verv miserable world" for "da)
blessed idleness." at the instance of an aunt to wNom
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the starveling child was only an extra burden. As

usual, the future genius did no good at horn-boot

and declensions. " All the Latin I construe is, Amo,

] love." The prior, more liberal than most of the

lymphatic or acidulated crew of a convent, encouraged

the boy's overweening tendency for drawing, till at

lasl he was set to do up the Trent of the church

with a fresco. Lippo buckles to his work, and, when

the scaffolding comes down, everyone is struck with

surprise ami admiration. The verdicl of all is the

highest compliment that simple folks and the learned

alike can pay to artistic effects. "It 's the life!"

But the prior and his atrabiliar associates soon

detected the dangerous point in this innovator, and

how ill his easy naturalism assorted with their own

system. " ' Faint the soul ; never mind the legs and

arms ;
make them forget there's such a thing as

flesh.'" Era Lippi, on the next page, routs this

moribund system, albeit the weighty contempt poured

on him as no lit third in art to " Brother Angelieo
"

and " Brother Lorenzo" is not without its effect on

his work. All the same

•
1 always see the garden and God there

A-making man's wife ; and ray lesson learned,

The value and significance of flesh,

I can't unlearn ten minutes afterwards."

And we may be thankful for the cause of art that

the historic Era Lippo Lippi came to make, if not in

words, in fact, this avowal of faith. Prater Lippo

here "'ives a generous testimony to the promise of

his apt pupil, (undo, "hulking Tom," as Browning

translates Tomasaccio. Lippi's own deepest artistic

principle is tin' glory and the joy of reproducing

earth's beauties, and the passage in which lie hears

witness to this overmastering yearning of every greal

artist's soul is line in the extreme.

It is a very natural process of reasoning by which

Lippi perceives how little this strain of truth fits in

with monastic plans of life :
—

" ; Ay, but you don't bo instigate to prayer !'

Strikes in the prior: ' When your meaning 's plain

It does not say to folks, remember matins,

( )r, mind you last next Friday.' "

How firmly Browning here lays his finger on the

defects of mediaeval Catholicism, with its unwhole-

some train of asceticism, celibacy, and superstitious

observances. These things have hut to lie viewed in

relation to the life of nature, large, serene, lapping

round us and our theories with its sunlit waves, to

lay bare their discordance and unreality.

There may be a want of dignity about poor Lippo
;

he was of the earth earthy, though it seems probable

that Vasari has treated him far too harshly. But,

notwithstanding the faults of a gay nature living

in a free age, he is a likeable character. Being an

Italian, he can shuffle, bribe, and even cringe; but

about the more lasting things by which a man's mind

may lie measured he has a strong hold on truthfulness

and the courage of his convictions. In the main

Lippi was not treacherous to his own artistic con-

science for the sake of respecting the numbers of

timorous consciences around him, and with him art

was dominant. Here, at the thought of the chasm

he has unwarily trodden over, the monk excuses him-

self, ami begs not to have his idle words reported at

headquarters. He recommends his auditors, who by
this time seem to be on capital terms with him, to go

si x months hence to the church, of Sant' Ambrogio and

see the picture which by that time he will have painted

for the nuns. He o-iyes a description of how he in-

tends to do it, and the artless and diffident way in which

he will introduce himself into a corner of the canvas.

AT THE -OLD MASTERS.
By r'l;Ki>KI:ii'K \\ lCIHUuKK.

THE Winter Exhibitions at Burlington House and

at the Grosvenor Gallery will have fulfilled this

year a mission beyond their usual one. They have

been part of an education; they have been much of

an amusement ; and they have called us, with a voice

not strident lint seductive, to appreciate more and

more the general excellence of our chirr English

of the work of a particular

master be a < rainsborough

•essarily lr-s than a large

• I our English pictures to

1
1

iter

li assembling

n though the

: ,lds—does nei

llanc.us eollecti

tic student with the force, the variety, the 1

flexibility of our art. The worst that can be said for

this year's Grosvenor Gallery collection is that the ex-

pert was already pretty familiarly acquainted with half

of the finest pictures, and that the pastels, which had

been held out as a sure source of attraction, were not,

when taken altogether, worth one single "preparation "

of Latour's. The exhibition at Burlington House is

to be praised with scarcely a qualifying word ; for

it hardly counts at all that the purely Academic

person, the antiquarian professor, the mere burrower

among remote archives, was deprived of his favourite

ttle contest in the matter of attributions, and that
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tl uce over-rated Primitive, the babe and suckling

nl' painting) was nol there for him to look at. One
noble school and one astonishing master were, it is

true, conspicuously absent. No! a trace was soon this

year of the great Venetians, from Giovanni Bellini

to Veronese. Nor was there a sign of the magic of

Velasquez's brush.

A welcome feature of the Burlington House

summary process, ami in the short-hand of a master,

deserve a word of recognition. They are fifty-one in

number, ami were the firs! resull of a three weeks1

tour undertaken in 1819. Turner was then -I' middle
age, ami in the middle period of his production. II.'

ha.l just finished, in the " Liber Studiorum," the careful

display of the immensity of the range of his art. He had
begun the publication of his " England ami Wales

;

"

THE MUSIC LESSON.

( From Surrugue'a Engraving of tlu Pictun by Watteau. In the Collectioi R ' Wallace.)

Exhibition has been the further display of Turner's

water-colours; an unfamiliar one, the opportunity

afforded for knowing not a little of the fine French

school. I will speak of these things first. I will

speak of them chiefly.

A numerically important contribution of the great

landscape-painter's drawings comes from Farnley Hall

in Yorkshire. Hut the more delightful instances of

Turner's work which Mr. Fawkes possesses, or at all

events very many of them, have been lent in other

years, and it is not by the lengthy series nl' Rhine

sketches now at the Academy that the reputation "I'

Farnley as a treasure-house of Turners will he main-

tained. Nevertheless, the drawings, executed by a

and these Rhine sketches, suddenly unrolled before

Mr. Fawkes's grandfather — when Turner, having

taken packet from the Low Countries to Hull,

arrived in the familiar country-house on the familial'

hillside—were intended as preparation and material

for works as intricate and exquisite as any in the

" England and Wales; " and. i m I I, elaborate drawings

of Cologne, Marksburg, and Biebrich came in due

course to be executed. "Preparation and material"

—the first rough labours in the artist's workshop—
that is what these drawings are. Others, the loaus

of other collectors works thai come to u~ nol bj

fifties hut by twos and by threes —are miieh more.

None are exceedingly early
; none are exceedingly late.
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Bui the many years of the long middle period, and

some that hardly fall within that limit, are nearly

all represented : it may he by an enormous drawing

like Mr. Unit's "Falls of the Clyde "—a great and

splendid treatment of what, is after all one of the

leas! interesting of the subjects in the "Liber"—or

if mav he liv a dainty and jewel-like little water-

colour, such as .Mr. Irvine Smith's " Steeton,"

radiant and calm. I'm' astounding delicacy. For the

rare union of breadth with finish, we have Mr. George

Gurney's " Stirling Castle
"— a tiny thing of 1831,

engraved in the " Prose Works of Sir Waiter Scott."

For
i

tie dealing with a theme which in itself offers

something of the prosaic, we have Sir John Fowler's

" Stamford," engraved in the "England ami Wale-."

\nd for the same series there are the " Barnard

Castle" the ruin seen from the meadows, under

the serene illumination of a sun already in the west

-ami, to mention but one other, Mr. Kingsley's
' Yarmouth," a work of profound interest, whether

we behold it endowed with colour, as it left Turner's

hand, or in the silvery greys and delicate gradations

of \\ illiam .Miller's priceless engraving.

Thanks in chief to Sir Richard Wallace and to

Mr. Alfred de Rothschild, the visitor to Burlington

House has been permitted at all events a partial

vision of that which French Art could accomplish in

the century when it was most itself; the century

which followed that in which Claude and the Poussins

had been influenced more by Italian scenery than l>v

Italian painting ; the century which preceded that

in which Theodore Rousseau and Diaz and Daubigny

have Keen influenced by the naturalistic vigour and

the uncompromising directness of Constable. To face

the only unbroken wall of the little second room at

the Old Masters has been for the last few weeks to

he cu plein di.r-huitieme Steele. Lancret is to the

left of you. In front of you is Watteau. To the

right, perchance, is Greuze. It is true that remark-

able persons, who deserved a place about as fully,

are to your regret, absent. Pater, a direct pupil

ol Watteau, and a painter at least as engaging as

Lancret, if not quite so masculine, is unrepresented.

Boucher, whom Madame de Pompadour encouraged,

and whose art was of a nature that her intelligence

was capable of enjoying, sends you here no portrait

of hi- patroness— talkative, volatile, in pale blue and

rose colour and sends, moreover, no fragile realisa-

tion of the Olympus he conceived, in which an

indolent \ eiius trifles with rotund Lives. Latour,

too, the pastcllist, whose firm, decisive, and vivacious

depicting of Rousseau and Voltaire it may he. or ii

ma\ 1 f the Camargo and Mademoiselle Fel, draws

the true studenl of ureal portraiture to St. Quentin

in the Aisnc, has. of curse, nothing to reveal at

Burlington [louse. And, amidst the array of grace-

ful and enticing canvases which record the picnics of

the privileged, the amusements of the super-subtle

in pleasant out-door weather, under just rustling

branches, or by sun-lit waters, there is nothing to

suggesf the existence of a painter to whom, as to

Chardin, the busy middle-class, the petit bourgeois

ili' Paris, was the entire creation. Chardin, with

an honesty as great and a penetration as keen as

Hogarth's, and by far gentler methods, was the

historian of the bourgeoisie—depicted the affairs and

the leisure, the homely entertainment, the sincere

religious exercises, of all that world which was so

sober, so sedate, so self-controlled. And Chardin is

not here.

Of Watteau's real mind—of the spirit of the

master who did his graceful work during the first

twenty years of the Eighteenth Century, and whose

influence remained, gradually weakened, of course,

until, at the century's end, it was not difficult to

crush it for years under the overpowering regime

of David—of M atteau's real mind the pictures at

Burlington House, admirable as they are, reveal less

than would his drawings. For he had, of course,

some thought of the public in his pictures, and, in

his drawings, he thought only of himself. And the

public, which appreciated his grace, hardly under-

stood his gravity. They would even have resented

his peculiar sadness, which was the sadness of the

finely organised. But if a certain side of the genius

and temperament of \\ atteau passes almost unsus-

pected as we survey a group of his paintings—the

side that permitted him to depict the peasant and the

negro, and the beauty very tired of admiration—there

is yet in the collection at Burlington House enough

to assure us that his range was not limited, that

he was not merely the chronicler of the picturesque

picnic. His dramatis persona are wont to wear only

the dresses of the masquerade —beneath the dresses

beats the heart of a humanity thoroughly underst 1;

ami the open-minded spectator of Watteau's painting

readily realises that for the master himself the life

was more than the raiment. The truth is, Watteau

was a profound and comprehensive analyst of character;

exc lingly reflective as well as exceedingly observant

— painting with just as much directness the little

f/oitrgeoisie from which he sprang as the world of court

and theatre ill which were chiefly spent the too brief

years of his manhood. Miss .lames, to whom belongs

a collection of his drawings even more admirable than

that at the Louvre, or than that at the Museum, or than

t hat at Monsieur Fdmond de Goncourt's, is, if I mistake

not , t he owner of a little canvas absolutely consecrated

to the record of the purely domestic. "L'Occupatiou

scion I' \o-e," it is called, and what it shows us is the

1 icly business and tin' moderate joy of three genera-

tions of women-kind. That, however, is not at the
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Academj . But the lovely little" Mum- Le it
." which

belongs to Sir Richard Wallace; unites with all its

quietude an indescribable grace. (See p. Itbj.) What
masculine vigour, what freedom, what large gesture,

in tlic man who is tuning his guitar! What happy

restfulness in the Hgure and the face of the young
woman whose eyes rest on her opened music-book!

Ami how contented in her compan} is the silent ad-

mirer who bends above her!—" time " and "place''

and "loved one" being, in spite of Mr. Browning's

verse, all granted him, it seems, for once, " together."

And then the little children, gathered, like cherubim,

about her knees. In a drawing of Miss James's there

is a study for one of them, who has in a pre-eminent

degree the qualities which Watteau gave to childhood

—prettiness, liveliness, naivete. " Heureux Age," Mr.

Alfred de Rothschild's, devotes itself to the record of

these qualities: exists, so to speak, that it too may be

their perfect chronicler. The children in the "Garden
Party in theChamps Elysees"—the " ( thamps Eh sees

"

alone is the title under which Tardieu, a hundred and

fifty years ago, so admirably engraved it—are not less

natural nor less beautiful. Sir Richard Wallace's is

the engraved picture. His, too, is a much larger

version of what is practically the same scene. 1

should suppose tin' larger to he the earlier, for I could

not understand such an artist as Watteau changing for

the worse a feature so important as that of the stone

statue by the fountain. The figure is a sitting one,

and a little clumsy for once, in the larger Version. In

the smaller, she reclines along the wall-side, the right

arm dropping its graceful length below it— the verj

figure and the very pose, ] remember, of Watt can's

own Antiope in the Salle Lacazc at the Louvre.

A statue that represents life so completely—that

is allied with the master's own representation of life

at its very fullest —brings us, without abruptness of

transit ion, to pictures of the living nude. Watteau

wronght them comparatively seldom, but always with

infinite graciousness, with infinite knowledge, and

it is fitting that his picture of "The Toilet"— the

"toilet" in its quite earliest stage -should have i
t

~

place on these walls. French painters of the follow-

ing generation would have conceived of such a theme
without Watteau's refinement, would have execute 1

it without his tenderness, and without his science.

" I. \ecordce dii Village" shows yel another of the

less known sides of Watteau's capacity—shows him
with reminiscences of the country about Valenciennes,

was it? or was it with more recent memories of

the Nogent of his friendly cure?—painting what is

frankly a village </<'/< -picture, a festival, as it were,

of the peasantry. A hundred years later David

Wilkie would have found in that subject a thing to

suit him thoroughly. Would he have painted it with

a fuller understanding of the country character, with

:i disposition of the figures more finely ordered I

doulit it. And if his work mighl have aboundi
more in energetic expression, it must needs hav<

less opulent in its possession of the virtues f

and of charm.

When Nicholas Lancret, who was not, like Pater,

Watteau'.-, duvet pupil, though he was unquestionably
his follower, painted the fete galante, or some scene

symbolic of the warmth of summer or of the

autumn, the pleasant hours which people of

breeding may pass on ordered lawn- are apt to

he exchanged for moments of rather rough em-
bracing, for contests of almost Tciiiers-like viol. inc.

Watteau, however honrgeoh to begin with, was in

spirit agreat gentleman. Lancret's rude force must

have seemed to him at times upon the edge of vul-

garity. Yet Lancret was an important personality:

the w ielder of a brush energetic ami facile, as, to those

who are ignorant of his labours, Sir Richard Wallace's

" Pastoral Group" and " Group with Dancers " una

abundantly prove. Sir Richard, too, is the owner
of the famous engraved portrait of Mademoiselle

Camargo, the Phyllis Broughton—dare 1 say?—of

her epoch, as .Mademoiselle Salle was assuredly its

Sylvia Grey. " Les Nymphes sautent comme vous,"

wrote Voltaire of the first : "les Graces dai

comme die," he added of the second. The picture

paints for us " La Camargo " in a momentary pause,

healthy and Hushed; behind her, the operatic back-

ground of nodding foliage, and an ideal little

orchestra, where no orchestra really gets.

Greuze alone, among the Eighteenth Century

Frenchmen, remains to be dealt with, and the pretty

side of his talent is known so wad 1 in England that

a word is enough for him. Is it his mission, one

wonders, to make innocence sly. or to endow a far

too knowing and to,, presuming maidenhood with

a suspicion of naivete? for once, at least, in a

Fascinating " Bacchante," smooth of surface, untami

able of spirit, he is content to do neither.

Only in gallery upon gallery and hall upon hall

would it be possible to represent completely the

masters of the great Dutch Seventeenth Century.

But if evidem f exquisiteness is asked for rather

than evidence id' range, we have it in Lord North-

brook's Metsu, " The Intruder." If it is sought to

discover Jan Steen's capacity for humour his com-

plete acceptance, too, id' all that belongs to humanitj

—the chance is easy in inspecting "The Doctor,"

and the Duke of Rutland's "Grace before Meat."

Van Miisscher again— a pupil at last of Adriaau vau

Ostade, but les- addicted than his master to degraded

type and vulgar incident is -ecu at hi- very best in

a studio interior, with William van de Velde sitting

before the easel. ^ succession of portraits bj Rembrandt
of which perhaps the most striking arc the portrait
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of the painter himself, elderly, weighty of build, very

weighty of expression, lent by Lord Ilchester, and

the portraits of a certain busy shipbuilder and Ins

companionable wife, lent by the Queen—show, in

the fullest measure, nut his mental range indeed, but

his grasp of character and the changes in his technique.

The most familiar things in our earlier English

painting — Hogarths, Reynoldses, Gainsboroughs,

came to Hull no incapacity to do his very best; for

the decisive seizure of mental qualities somewhat

intricate and subtle is what gives its greatest value

to the " Lord Spencer," which is almost the last

of all. Habitually Holl's triumph was obtained in

fixing on the canvas the features of the strongly

marked. Beauty had no temptation for him ;

smoothness repelled him. Can you imagine him

Romney
upon ; 1

should 1

w.,rk of

portraits

artist's i

tioii as

gave us

land," a

Aii.l n

the add

s— then' is neither time nor need to dwell

ut it will he expected, no doubt, that a word

>e said about whit was practically the life-

Frank Hull

—

incident pictures to begin with,

i afterwards. Vet nobody remembering this

arliest successes at the Ro\al Academy can

idled his command of a pathos profound and

and slill less can there have been any ques-

to tin' forcibleness of (he portraiture which

ili.' " Lord Spencer," the " Duke of Cleve-

nd the " Captain Alexander Mitchell Sim."
is interesting to note that, notwithstanding

d hurry of much of the later Work', there

devoting himself to immortalise the qualities of the

quite average university young many But Sir

George Trevelyan's conscientious indecision, the un-

hesitating resolution of the Duke of Cleveland, the

pleasant shrewdness of Mr. Chamberlain —acquired

by contact with what a world of various humanity,

from the most unimpeachable dissenter in the pro-

vinces to the most charming pi rsons in all America !

—that was what Hull revelled in depicting. And
an unconscious pathos—as potent in reality as the

more obvious tears of his first essays—heightened to

the very last the interest of his pourlrayal of the

effort ol' the very old still to live.
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LOOKI-Vii TO THE MAINLAND USUI ARBAN.

(From a Drawing by J. UacWhlrter, A.R.A. Engraved by R, Paters

THE ISLE OF ARRAN.—III.

Il\ L. HIGGIN

LOCH RANZA is one of the most pictm-esquc

i spots on the whole island, though it docs not

enjoy the same sheltered and sunny climate as Corrie

or even Brodick. A dark circle of gloomy hills lie

behind it, ye1 sometimes catching gleams of colour

in the sunset that turn thorn rosy-red. Between

Torneadaneoin—a finely-shaped mountain 1,057 feet

in height—on the oast, and Meall Mhor on the west

side, runs Glen Eais na-vearraid, and through its

gorge a torrenl descends into the head of the loch.

There seems to Be no doubl thai in the ice period a

glacier filled the whole of this wide glen. Here, as

in Glen Rosa and in other parts of the island, geo-

logists find ample evidence of the action of the ice in

transporting the gigantic boulders which arc perched

in places where no other agency could have placed

them ; nor are the Arctic shells wanting, which show

this ice age to be no mere faucj of the geologist.

The curious bar of shingle on which the ancient

castle still stands, and has si 1 for at leasl 2,000

years, is another evidence of the action of the ice in

throwing down the detritus, which formed the firsl

basis of the hank, afterwards taken advantage of

by the hardy islanders to proteel their harbour of

refuge.

There is a complete double loch having this

curious ridge lying straight across it, in the centre

of which stands the castle, a regular structure of

stone and lime, with very thick walls. It is men-

tioned as a hunting seat of the Scottish Lum- in

L380, hut nothing is known of its first erection,

The inner loch is almost fresh water, though tilled

twice in the twenty-four hours by the tale, which

rushes round the narrow channel between the castle

hank and the mountain-side. A curious ell',

produced by this combination of salt and fresh water

in sueli ;i sheltered spot Both seaweed and fresh-

water mosses seem to grow side by side, and, as the
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tide retreats and leaves the bed of the river exposed,

the marvellous colouring—the golds and purples of

llif weeds over the stones— is something to be re-

membered. The (inter loch is generally full of pic-

turesque fishing-boats, and on a fine summer's even-

ing so quiet is the scene and so absolutely still

the water, that the reflections are as vivid as the

i mtains themselves, with all their varying tints;

while the old castle and the idle fishing-boats seem

doubled in the glassy loch. One thinks of LThland's

castle by the sea :
—

"And fain it would stoop downward to the mirrored wave below,

Ami fain it would soar upward in the evening's goldi a glow."

At oilier times—when the little village itself is

shadowed and grey, and the sun hidden behind some

darkling cloud—a perfecf screen of brilliant irrides-

eent vapour eloses the entrance from the sea, a

veritable rainbow curtain shutting it from the out-

side world.

Arran is full of romantic legends and spots hold-

ing some storied interest. On tin 1 level sward at the

foot of the stem old cliffs, a little beyond Loch

Ranza, is a lonely grave ; and some kind soul has

raised a headstone of rock, while others, when we

saw it, had planted ferns around, and on the top

of the mound which marks the grave had traced

the sacred monogram in white pebbles. The story

of the "sailor's grave" is half forgotten now, Imt

thirty or forty years ago it was a remit tradition;

and, what was more, the restless soul of its occupant

was known to haunt the wild sea road and cliffs. It

is said that a foreign ship once put in at this spot,

and that men, speaking a language none of the

islanders understood, bore one of their comrades,

who was suffering from some disease which made

them dread his presence in the ship, to this lonel)

shore, and left him there to die. The people

of the glens ministered to him as well as tiny

could, fed and placed some shelter over him, and

when he died they buried him where he had lam,

and raised the little cairn over him. The last time

the apparition was seen was one wild eerie night m
late autumn. An artist who was staying at Catacol,

tempted by the weirdness of the wild night, was

wandering under the cliffs alone- the sward. Just as

he rounded a jutting rock by the sailor's grave a

wild shriek met Ins ear, and a white figure rose up

from the earth; at the same moment he was blinded

by a shower of small pebbles which showered down

on him. When this ceased, and he could look up,

the ghost had vanished. The next morning all Loch

Ranza was shaken with the story of the sailor having

risen from his grave beneath the rock— for had not

•lean M' Mister seen him when she was waiting close

b\ lor In lover, and had fled shrieking hack to the

village, and confessed her midnight escapade, but not

before she had flung her two handfuls of pebbles at

the bogie!

Near the hanging woods of Brodick Castle is, or

was, an opening in the ancient sea-cliff called " Lily's

Cave." For here lived an old woman and her beau-

tiful daughter Lily, after they had been turned out

of their cottage home to make more room for the

game
;
and here she died, for she would not desert

her mother for all the pleading of her lover, and the

old woman utterly refused to leave the cave, whither

she had removed when her house was pulled down.

Another romantic story attaches to a boulder in

Glen Sanuox. A garrison of eighty men had been

left in Brodick Castle by Cromwell. Irritated by

the excesses of some of these soldiers, the islanders

set on them when they were out on a foraging expe-

dition and put them all to the sword, with the ex-

ception of one young man, who concealed himself

under this boulder. Here he was discovered by a

faithful Arran girl whose heart he had won, and fed,

until an opportunity occurred, when, forsaking her

own people, she lied with him to the mainland.

Of the Bruce there are many legends and spots

held sacred to his memory. The Kino's Cove at

Drumadoon is a favourite excursion, and an extremely

interesting one. Basaltic columns of from eighty

to one hundred feet form an imposing precipice on

this coast. On the top of the hill are the remains of

a large fort, or place of refuge for families and cattle

in time of invasion. On the farm of Drumadoon is

a line cromlech, said to be the "grave of Fingal's

daughter." .Many of the prehistoric remains have

been destroyed, but in former times this neighbour-

hood abounded in them.

The cave in which tradition says Robert the Bruce

lived after his landing from Rathlin in loll?, ami

before his seizure of Brodick Castle, is a natural

cavern some little distance beyond the basaltic cliffs.

It I- one hundred feet lone,-, fifty feet wide, and fifty-

five feet high. A column at the back has a two-

handed sword and a cross rudely carved on it. There

are also drawings of sheep, goats, and cattle, ami

part of a chase.

In this cave also Fioun, or Fingal, the great

Gaelic hero, is said to have lived, and to have had a

son born to him, whose footmark, made when the

child was two days old, and which is two feet long,

is still to In' seen !

King's Cross, on the south of Lamlash,aud between

it and Whiting Bay, tradition says was the spot

where Bruce embarked when he went to rouse I he

men of Carrick. A cross at one time commemorated

the event. Close by this spot are the rums of a fort,

which evidently was used to protect the natural land-

ing place.
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Forts and strongholds, or the remains of them,

arc tn be found all round Arran. Of these, Loch

Ranza on the north-west, and Kildonan Castle on the

south-east, are in the best preservation. There was

an ancient fori on the spot where Brodick Castle now
stands, and i( would seem to have been a place of

great strength.

Holy Island has a very ancient history. It was

formerly called [sle-a-Molass, from the saint, whose

cave there is still to be seen. St. Lasrian or Molassus

was born in Ireland a.h. 566, and educated in Bute

l>_v his uncle St. Blaan. He returned to Ireland, but

when only twenty years of age retired to the her-

mitage on the island off Arran, which became known
as Holy Island in consequence. He died Abbot of

It would seem thai in very early times there was
censtant communication between Vrrun and [reland;

ami it is noticeable that the Hint implements found
in the Arran cairns have apparently 1 n brought

from Antrim, where they abound, while none are

to be found in Arran itself. The stone circles at

Tormor i the open moorland behind Drumadoon
are said to he the hot preserved in Scotland. In

L860, by permission and with the assistance of the

Duke of Hamilton, a number of these circles were

excavated, and human remains, earthenware, orna-

ments, and Hint weapons were found. In some cases

the bodies had been burnt, and the ashes only were

found in rudely-made urns; in others they had been

buried in stone coffins or cists. The place of burial

PRECIPH ES A.T HEAD OF HI I v iwnx.

(From a Drawing by J. MacWhtrtcr, A.R.A. Engraved by II

Leighlin in Ireland in 640. An Icelandic inscrip- in all cases occupied th. ntre of the circle of

tion, meaning "Nicholas this engraved," in the stones, and in one case a cist which had never been
same cave as thai formerly occupied by St. Lasrian, used was opened, showing thai it had been prepared
refers to a Norwegian hermit who lived there almiit for some person of consequence.

1100, when the Norsemen ruled the Western [sles. Those who are able to take long walks and are
An abbot of the small monastery on Holy Island lies nol afraid of a mountain climb, will certainly have
buried in Glen Claehan, his tombstone bearing his the mosl enjoyment in Arran. On the long tramp
chalice and pastoral staff, but no other inscription, over "the string" or up some of the wild glei
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human being may be met for hours, but you may puzzling enougli to English people; but it only
have the rare chance of seeing a golden eagle soar- means that at the farmhouse down the lane a

ing away from his rocky fastness, and on the lonely wagonette or other conveyance with one horse may

BRIDGE IN GLEN SANNOX.

(From .1 Drawing by '. UacWMrter, A.B.A. Engraved by It. B. Lodge.)

shore the seal will still come curiously up to watch he hired for a small consideration. By the help of

you when bathing, wondering, no doubt, who has these, the longer excursions may sometimes be at-

eome to molest his ancient solitary reign. On the tained where any road is to he found, and from

curious little notice-boards nailed on trees one Brodick or Corrie a good carriage may always be

sometimes sees " Machine and Single" announced, obtained.

THE DEAD BUM)."

Painted B5 Greuze. Engraved by Auguste Morse.

ABOVE all things a painter of prettiness— in spite

of his ambition to he considered an historical

painter— .lean Baptiste Greuze was as certainly

among the best colourists of his day a« he was, when
he chose, among the most delicate and refined. There

i> a charming sentiment about this little picture of

childish grief, but at the same time the charge ol

affectation sometimes levelled against it, especially

in the expression and disposition of the head, can

hardl) be withstood. This subject of a child mourn-

ing the death of her bird was a favouriteoue with the

artist, who painted it three times with certain varia-

tions: the first, exhibited at the Salon in 1759; the

second (the one before us), in 17<u> ; and the third, in

L800. In the Scottish National Gallery in Edinburgh

is to be found one of these versions. That which is here

engraved was added in 1880 to the collection of the

Baroness Nathaniel de Rothschild, at a cost of £4,800,

who has permitted it to be engraved \i\ M. Morse, one

of the most sympathetic line-engravers in Paris.
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ILLUSTRATED JOURNALISM IX ENGLAND: ITS RISE III.

liv ('. N. WILLI AM.-'i IN.

w ITII two more reproductions of illustrations Brain-sucker ; or, the Miseries of Authorship." (See

p. 1 12.) It marks, perhaps, the highest poinl of en-

deavour in the illustration of newspapers during the

eighteenth century.

Prom the beginning of the presenl century until

the foundation of The Illustrated London Vews in

1842, and even later, several weekly and some daily

from London newspapers we may leave the

barren eighteenth century. The SI. James's Chronicle

was a tri-weekly independent Whig paper started in

L760, and in the subsequent 1 pat tie for the freedom of

the press its printer played a brave part. It was in

e\ cry way a serious and importanl paper; yet the only

Do to the Cart-ho Stable Window.

Lofl I ib. Door by which the Officers entered

VIEW OP THE EXTERIOR OF THE HOUSE USEIJ B1 I in: CATO STEEET C'OXSl :
I

(From " The Observer," March ... 1830.)

thino- it thought worth illustrating was " A Strange

Wild Beast sen in France," and this woodcut appeared

on June 6, L765. (See p. 1 11.) Of this remarkably

cheerless beast we read that "it is larger than a calf

of a year old, strongly made before, and turned like

hound behind. His nose is long and pointed,

his cars upright and smaller than a wolf's, his mouth

of a most enormous size and always wide open; a

streak of black runs from his shoulders to the begin-

ning of his tail." Later still in the century we find

One more illustration in a newspaper : The British

Mercury. No. 1, published on May 12, 1787, con-

tains a liv no means badly-executed print of "The

papers were constantlyin the habit of illustrating the

news of the day. The pencil and the graver gradually

became indispensable auxiliaries to the pen of the

reporter, thanks to the great revival of the art of

wood-engraving under Bewick, in the last years of

the eighteenth century. The papers which wen'

most diligent in illustrating views were The Ob-

server, The Morning Chronicle, Bell's Life in Lon-

don, and The Weeklg Chronicle. But before these

papers began the regular practice of publishing w 1-

euts of the new- of the day, the same thing had

been d.>ne by a paper more important than them all

—no less a journal than the mighty Times itself.
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It was three years after the management of The

That s was assumed by young John Walter, the

second of that name, that illustrations appeared in

its columns. The second John Walter was not yet

nineteen when, in 1803, he became "joint proprietor

and exclusive manager" of The Times, and bis most

formidable rival among the other morning papers

was The Morning Chronicle. Young Walter aban-

doned many of his father's opinions and methods.

It was on January 10, 1806, that The Tune* pub-

lished an engraving of Nelson's coffin and funeral

car. The death of Nelson had profoundly moved the

popular heart, and The Times paid deference to tbe

widespread interest in the subjed by publishing the

rough engraving on page 1 13. But after the block

was cut, an alteration was made in the arrangements,

and The Times bad to publish this explanation :

—

" Tl nly difference in the appearance of the funeral

ear from the engraving is that, contrary to what

was at first intended, neither the pall nor coronet

appeared on the coffin. The first was thrown in the

stern of the car, in order to give the public a com-

plete view of the collin ; and the coronet was carried

in a mourning coach. We bad not time to make

the alteration." Later, in 1817, when the paper was

under the editorship of Thomas Barnes, Tin- Times

ngain published an illustration—this time of Robert

Owen's agricultural and manufacturing village of

Unity and Mutual Co-operation.

These illustrations in The Times wire, however,

merely spasmodic. They were published at long

intervals of time, and had little or no artistic merit.

It i- to The Observer that we must give the position

of the premier illustrated paper; and the success of

its engravings no doubt led subsequently to the

establishment of The Illustrated London New*.

The Observer, established by William Clement

in 1792, was not the earliesl of Sunday papers, but

it, soon became the most popular and the most

powerful. William Clement was a man of enterprise

and originality. Besides The Observer he owned

two other Sunday papers, The Englishman and Bell's

Life; and later, on the death of James Perry, he

bought The Morning Chronicle besides. The' idea

of employing wood-engraving to illustrate news

having even a! that time hardly penetrated into

the minds of newspaper editors, The Observer began

by using copper plates, which necessitated two print-

ings to produce the paper. Their earliest- attempts

in this direction were a view of the Island of St.

Helena (see p. Ill':, published October 29, 1815, ami

three years later a portrait of the murderer Abraham

Thornton. It was about the year 1S20 thai Clement

finally adopted wood-engraving; and from that time

onwards to the foundation of The Illustrated Lon-

\ In four paper- were Frequently illus-

trated, the same picture sometimes appearing in all.

The character of the woodcuts showed a consider-

able advance upon the earlier methods, but tbe

element of art was still conspicuous by its absence,

and tbe choice of subjects for illustration was, it

cannot be denied, very much that now left to The

Police News. Among the earliest of The Observer's

illustrations are those depicting the Cato Street

Conspiracy. These appeared on March 5, 1820, and

they were reprinted with additions on March 12.

They comprised views of tbe exterior of the house

(see p. 17 -'3), of a grenade and daggers, and the hay-

loft where the conspirators were seized, entitled

"Interior View of the Hayloft at the Moment when

Smitbcrs received his Death-wound."

Later in the same year and early in the next

(September 17, 1820, and January 21, 1821) the

energetic Observer gave illustrations of the House

of Lords as prepared for the trial of Queen Caroline,

and of the interior of tbe House of Commons. On
July 22, 1821, Clement outdid all his previous efforts

by issuing a double number of two sheets, contain-

ing four engravings representing the coronation of

George IV. Nothing on this scale of newspaper

enterprise had ever been produced before, and though

the number cost fourteen-pence its sale was enormous,

61,500 copies being printed and sold. Each of the

two sheets was stamped and charged for. One of

these engravings of the coronation is reproduced on

tbe opposite page, and it is easy to see that the

art of wood-engraving, as applied to newspaper il-

lustration, had made rapid progress. Illustrations

followed of the visit of George IV. to Ireland on

September 2, 1821, and the capture of Cadiz by the

French, October 5, 1823. This view is well en-

graved by W. Hughes, one of tbe earliest engravers

we know as a worker for newspapers.

The next grand coup of Tin- Observer was in

November of the same year, when on tha 10th of the

month Clement published several woodcuts dealing

with the memorable murder of Mr. William Weare,

which was committed on the 24th of the previous

October. (Seep. 176.) Only seventeen days thus

elapsed between the commission of the murder and

the publication of the illustrations ; and this, con-

sidering the period, showed commendable enterprise.

The pictures are the best of the kind which had

been published up to that time, and they illustrate

the murder fully, showing Probert's cottage and gar

den; the scene of the murder in Gills' Hill Lane;

the pond in which the body of Weare was found;

front view of Probert's cottage; and the parlour,

and the couch on which Hunt slept. On January

11, 1824, the date of the trial, another double num-
ber was issued with further pictures, one of which

was that of the murderers carrying the body to the
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stable by Lantern light. So very ghastlj were some
of these pii tures thai the proprietors of the paper fell

bound to offer a balf-hearted apologj for their publi-

cation, and they add this curious explanation of the

ruts: '• For the sake of effect, the artist has given

gravers; a plan of the alterations in St. James's
Paris caused \<\ the building of Buckingham Pa

a plan of the Porl of Navarin i
;

" Mr. Gurnej 's new
steam carriage

;

" an irruption of water into the

Thames Tunnel
;

" a correct view of i.seot Heath
all the views as the} would appear in daylighl

; but Racecourse, taken by an eminent artist on Thursday
with the exception of Plate II. the scenes oughl to last," the eminenl artisl in question being William
have been represented as at night." Harvey, with the names of Jackson and Smith again

It were tedious and unnecessary to recapitulate as engravers ; a portrait of William Corder, th
all the engravings published in The Obser ver between Hani murderer; the Siamese Twins; New Loud .1

L824 and 1847, when the last woodcut appeared in Bridge opened by William IV. and the 1

its columns. They appeared pretty regularly up till

1841, when there was a long interval before the last

cue, and they illustrate with tolerable fidelity many
of the most striking incidents of those years. We
find, for example, a portrait of the Duke of York
and his lying in state in St. James's Palace ; a p ir-

1'iesehi and his infernal machine; the funeral of

William I \ . ; I he cut ranee to Eusti in S

Station; Cooking's parachute; the coronation of

Queen Victoria ; and finally, on November 14, 1841,

a large drawing on the occasion of the birth 1

Prince of Wales. This drawing, which dealt with

traitnf Canning, published at the time of his death, famous episodes in the career of carlj Pi
1

and with the names of Jackson and Smith as en- Wales, was b\ Mr. W. 1!. Scott, the most noted
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artisl yet employed in such work, and it was en-

graved by " Smith and Linton," Linton being none

other than the W. J. Linton, whose name lias since

became Famous as one of the greatest of modern

« 1 - engravers. From this time till 184-7 The

Observer published no more illustrations, regarding

and George Cruikshank * were concerned in "The

Gallery of Comicalities," among the early illustra-

tions in Bell's Life.

Tin 1 Weekly Chronicle, an enterprising journal

started in 1836 to enjoy a comparatively brief life,

made illustrations one of its staple attractions. It

it probably as hopeless to compete with the then early showed a taste, however, for criminal horrors j

ilill Lane. Plate ll.-lhe Pund in i

"THE MURDER OF MR. WEARE."

{From Vie Obsei \ ember 10, 1833.)

flourishing Illustrated London News. Its very last

illustration was on July \:l, 1847, on the occasion

of the installation of Prince Consort as Chancellor

of the I University of ( iambridge.

For convenience' sake I have traced the history of

The Observer up to the time when it ceased to pub-

lish illustrations ; but contemporaneous with it were

other paper-, to some of which reference has already

been made, which also occasionally brightened their

letterpress with more or less artistic cuts. Some of

these do not come within the scoj f this article.

But artists of the highest gifts were now employing

their pencils on the newspaper press; in fact, such

famous draughtsmen as Seymour, Kenny .Meadows,

its pictures of the incidents connected with the

murder by Greenacre being disgustingly sensational.

The Champion, The Magnet, The Weekly Herald, and

one or two more occasionally published illustrations,

but they all ceased to do so after the successful foun-

dation 'of The Illustrated London News. Of the

establishment of that paper, of its career, and those

of its successful and unsuccessful rivals, we shall

speak in another papier.

• The reproductions of Cruikshank's work, at least, were made

without tin' permissi f the artist, who used to complain as

bitterly of the miserable character of the cuts—libels on some of

his best work, previously published elsewhere—as he did of the

unblushing " annexation ' Editor.
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GR^ECO-ROMAN PORTRAITURE IN EGYPT.

A RECOVERED PAGE IN THE HISTORY OF PAINTING.

By .mils FORBES ROBERTSON.

WHEN travellers describe Africa as "the dark

continent/' we, their readers, are apt to Forget

that the Valley of the Nile lies westward of the Red

Sea, and thai Egypl for long ages was the Pharos

of the nations—the light of the world, whither all

men wont for illumination in ail and science, law,

literal ure, and religion.

Everj country lias its characteristics; but none

can for a moment compare with Egypt in absolute

individuality

.

Other

countries have their

sacred cities ; but in the

Delta all is hallowed

ground, and it would be

difficult for the traveller

to pitch his tent upon a

spot which had not 1 n,

some t inic or other, dur-

ing the long succession

of ages which make up

the sum of l\o'\ pi 's life,

sacicd to human endeav-

our and suffering — a

centre of the ceaseless

industry and untiring

ambition of man.

From Memphis on-

wards, hundreds of cit ies,

onee rich and populous,

have disappeared from

human ken; but from

the nature of the (
-

serving sands, in which

many of them are en-

tombed, modern archaeo-

logical zeal may 3 el . for

some of them at least,

bring about a quasi-re-

surrection. These s mds
possess this preservative art in a degree far exceeding

that of the mummy-maker, whether they approach

their embalming work slowly, stealthily, and un-

noticed, or with the terrible palpability and sudden-

ness of the simoon. It is thi< same dust of the

desert which makes Egypt an everlasting land of

treasure-trove j ami nun from nations yet unborn will

search curiously for what human hands have fashioned,

when the Pyramids, perad venture, are but a memory.

577
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lii this respect the Delta compares advantageously

with other lauds. There is no lack of antique re-

mains in Asia .Minor, where there existed, even in

the days of Herodotus, ruins of cities of unknown
antiquity. But neither in Asia .Minor, uor a ng
the mounded ruins of .Mesopotamia, do we expect

to find the same unbroken continuity of interest.

Egypt is all the world's epitome, and never during

her marvellously lengthened story docs she lose touch

with the surrounding

nations. So much can

scarcely be said of the

civilisation-- which once

flourished on the Tigris

and the Euphrates.

These refer only to

themselves, and confine

their archaeological tes-

timony to the palmy
days of Empire, mainly

represented by the names

Nineveh and Babylon;

whereas Egyjit speaks

of many empires, civi-

lisations, and peoples ;

and while, in turn, domi-

nated by all, she never

lost her individuality,

either w hen her fort lines

were at their nadir, or

even when she herself

claimed sovereignty from

the Euxine to the In-

dian Sea.

In nothing does her

conservatism appea

pronounced than in the

treat nn nt of her dead,

and in the sculptures

which commemorated them. The Egyptian canon

of human proportion was only twice altered during

a period extending over nearlj four thousand years,

and her painted representations of the human figure

underwent no great modification till the advet

the Ptolemies.

This is well illustrated by the series ol G
Roman pictures brought to light a few months

ago, and exhibited recently in the Egyptian Hall by

SHOWING HOW THE 1"

Till. IK l'LACES.
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Mr. Flinders Petrie, the young archaeologist, from

whose wisely-directed excavations in the Fayoum

the learned world has much to expect. His ex-

plorations during the last seven years have attracted

the attention of Egyptologists all the world over, and

IIil' results of the past winter's work, addressed to

the completion of his magnum opus, are impatiently

awaited by the savants of London, Paris, and Turin,

who may be said to be on the tiptoe of excitement

and expectancy.

Egypt had been for centuries subject to Greek

and Roman domination, and yet the treatment of the

dead, with very slight modifications,

presently to be noticed, was the same

in the da) s of the Antonines as in

those of the earlier Pharaohs.

The district of the Fayoum lies

some sixty mil's above Cairo, on the

left hank of the river, and includes

that natural depression of the Nu-
bian desert of which Amenemhat

111. made such admirable hydraulic

use. Connectingas hedidthis great

natural hollow- witli the liver by

means of a canal, he was able to

correct any irregularity which might

occur in the annual rising of the

Nile; and his great artificial reser-

voir, the Lake Miens of the Greeks,

enabled him to preserve the dwellers

in Lower Egypt from drought on

the one hand and inundation on the

other. This mighty piece of en-

gineering was carried out nearly five

thousand years ago, for Amenemhat

belonged to the Twelfth Dynasty,

and the still unsatisfactory state of

Egyptian chronology docs not allow of one being

more precise in a statement of date. This is the

same Pharaoh who built the famous Labyrinth, a vast

palace containing three thousand chambers, half above

ground and half below, with numberless courts and

colonnades covered with sculpture—a mighty struc-

ture of unascertained utility, hut which, nevertheless,

remained lor ages one of the wonders of the world.

The Fayoum, created by his provident beneficence,

remains to this day the garden of Egypt ; whereas

of the creation of his caprice, multitudinous chips

and insignificant and shapeless fragments are all that

remain to tell Mr. Flinders Petrie that such a place

had ever been.

In searching, however, among the ruins of the

funereal chapel belonging to the uncased pyramid

of llaw.ua, lie found several hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions containing the cartouches of Amenemhat 111.,

which male it a matter of certainty that the tomb

FEMALE PORTRAIT, DETACHEH

of the great engineering Pharaoh lay within the

pyramid.

It was while Mr. Flinders Petrie's men were tun-

nelling towards the central masonry of this tomb

that he accidentally came upon a vast cemetery in the

neighbouring sands some four bundled aires in ex-

tent, and where he found, two or three feet from

the surface of the ground, numberless uncoffined

mummies, so to speak, carefully bandaged, and in

many instances having their portraits painted on

panel-, with a wax. medium occupying the natural

position of the face.

It i- these portraits which 1

have ventured to call the recovery

of a lost page in the historv of

painting, and several of which I

have been enabled, by the kindness

of Mr. Flinders Petrie, to introduce

in these pages. They were about

sixty in number ; but their dis-

coverer had to leave about a dozen

of the best of them at the Museum
of Boulae. This requisition on the

part of the Egyptian authorities

was natural enough, ami perfectly

consistent with a due regard to na-

tional interests. Athens claims the

same rio-ht.

Those portraits which have hap-

pily reached our shores, and some

of which have found a final resting-

place in the British Museum and the

National Gallery, enable us to form

a fair estimate of the artistic value

of the limner's art, so far as Grreco-

Roman craftsmanship was concerned,

in the second and third century

of our era. Their precise date, according to Mr.

Petrie, ranges from L 50 a.d. to about 250 a.d.,

and belongs, of course, to a period when Kgypl

had long been in possession of Imperial Rome.

The phrase " Grffico-Roman " is used advisedly ; for

not only was the limning Greek itself, but the exe-

cutants were Greeks, and the practice continued ill

Greek hands for more than a thousand years. In

like manner, Roman architecture, with the except inn

of the arch, which is purely a Roman development,

followed Greek lines and did little more than em-

phasise certain Greek features, just as Roman litera-

ture, with the exception, perhaps, of Lucretius, was

little more than an echo of the masterpieces of

Greek genius.

1 have already said the portraits are in wax,

a medium which artists have used from time im-

memorial. In size they are slightly under life, and

arc, for the most part, painted full-face, with some-
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times enough of the shoulder to indicate by the

colour of the border of the robe to what rank the

wearer belonged.

The portraits arc liy various hands, and show

various degrees of art-merit ; but the worsl of them,

even when the drawing is scarcely all we could have

desired, show craftsman-like familiarity with the

materials in hand, and the best of them a strength

and refreshment . Still, as I bave aln a I.

implied, the usages of ages could nol be shaken "II

in a day, and the manners and customs of Lin

querors, whether Greek or Roman, became In a great

measure absorbed, or, at all events, modilied bj il

of tlic conquered.

These painted mummies, for example, were often

kept in the houses of their relatives for twenty or

of modelling and a feeling for the delicacy and thirty years, and only linally buried rather carelessly

witchery of colour as are to be found only in the

best period of Italian practice.

Even after the publication, early in the century,

of the mural paintings of Pom-

peii, we used to read with a smile _w.-

of incredulity in the pages of

Pausanias, Pliny, and others, the

marvellous stories of Greek rea-

listic art — how birds were de-

ceived by painted fruit, and art-

ists themselves by painted cur-

tains. We used to argue with

ourselves in this wise: " \'-s; the

Greeks were doubtless mighty

masters in the sculptor's art, for

brilliant examples of their achieve-

ments are around us, and abound

in every art-centre in Europe
;

but their painting is quiteanother

thing. W hen shall we find au-

thentic examples in this branch

of ait ? Phidias and his fol-

lowers were Titanic realities; but

Polygnotus, Apelles, Apollodorus,

Zeuxis, and the rest, with all the

wonderful stories of their powers,

were t i us shadowy names, fond

traditions, ami nothing else."

Looking now at those exhumed portraits, and re- is cream-coloure

membering that the palmy days of Greek art had soothing effect;

passed awav with the dominion of the Ptolemies, we

arc ipiite prepared to believe all that was ever said of

the surpassing excellence of Greek art by Aristotle,

Cicero, Quintilian, Lucian, and the rest. When
art and learning left Greece for its primeval home

in Egypt, and the intellectual centre of the world

chanced from Athens to Alexandria, this truly

naturalistic art of Greece must have struck the
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in the sand when a generation arose whose filial

pietj did ict extend towards grandfatbers, grand-

aunts, "i- cousins <d' remote degree.

The portraits arc mainly of

iTyP^s. Italian type ; but there is an

Oriental touch in the treatment

of the eyes. Before, howi

condemning this enlarging and

emphasising the organ of ight,

we must not forget thai in

the East the eye, especially in

woman, was the feature /"'/' ex-

cellence, and artificial means were

used—as, indeed, is the practice in

our own time with actresses and

others— to give it prominence.

Apart from the art-merits of

tic portraits, those concerned

in the archaeology of bead-gear

will find much to interest them.

The wrappings of the dead, too,

are marvellously artistic in their

arrangement. The tissues are

crossed and re-crossed diagonally,

layer upon layer, with mathe-

matical precision, so as to form

a sunken lozenge-shaped pattern.

In the case of tic boy. the I

, and has a remarkably rich and

while that of the lady is yellow

and black, and the black threads of the material

arc so utilised as to give added depth to the sunken

pattern of the lozenge. But the body was not

always swathed in this sofl material. The cere-

ments were sometimes plastered or stuccoed over in

such a way as to mutate a mummy-case.

Here, for example, is a figure pinch Egyptian in

form though Greek in face. On the stuccoed sur-

Egyptian mind, schooled during countless generations face, which is exquisitely smooth and of a bright red

in ecclesiastical trammels and traditions of the most colour, are depicted various hieroglyphic forms cross-

rigid kind, as something startlingly novel and out- ing the body, and mosl admirably modelled in low

rageous. The fetters with which the Church bound relief. One has a certain pleasure in reading this

art for centuries during the .Middle Ages were used legend on tin- <aucti.iv, if we mav so term it. of this

by the Egyptian priesthood during long millennia; magnificent example; " Artemidore eupsychi," in

and whatever they may have been to the ruling beautifully-formed Greek characters, and which may

hierarchy of the Delta, the arms and arts of Alexander be lively translated thus: •Oh! U-temidoros the

must to the people at large have been a welcome have souled." This well-painted head is encircled
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wit 1 1 a gold wreath, and the high-souled Avtemidoros Once in the long, long ago, the Sun in the pleni-

may have been a poet. tude "1 his power entered into a compact with the

Greek ari received a greal cheek on the rebuilding Sands of Nubia to drink up the Nile and efface the

of Byzantium by Constantine in 330 A.D., and its final very channel in which its waters ran.

death-blow when the Arab Omar took Alexandria in The Sun, being a revealer rather than a keeper of

638 i.d. After tins date it led a miserable and secrets, told, this to the Rain-clouds that came sailing

almosl unrecognisable existence in various parts of up from the Red Sea, and. they straightway whispered

Magna Graseia all through the Middle Ages ; and the it t<> the Mountain-peats of Abyssinia,

modern representatives of the art-practice fostered by They, in their turn, entered into a perpetual

the Ptolemies and the Antonines may he found in alliance—an everlasting covenant—with the object

those lifeless conventionalities which the Greek monks of defeating the maleficent purpose "I' the Sun and

manufacture without ceasing, in those vast monaste- the Sands; and, in token of mutual amity and love,

rtes which crown

Mount Athos.

Nevertheless,

it was from these

sorry inheritors

of ( ir.eoo- I! all

art, when prac-

tised by them in

Southern Italy,

that the Pisanos,

thi' Oimabues.au I

the Giottos de-

rived their tech-

nical knowledge,

if not their inspi-

ration, and were

thus enabled to

prepare tin' way
for that glorious

outburst of art

called the Kenais-

- a IM' e, w h i e h

crowned the clos-

ing years of the

lift cent h cent urv.
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the Mountain-

tops and the

Clouds kissed

each other.

AY he 11 e \ e r,

then, the Nile is

at its lowest, and

the human out-

look of those

dwelling in the

Delta which its

waters fructify is

most hopelessand

gloomy, a thou-

sand hills in the

far-away south

clap their hands,

and ten thousand

streams leap into

sparkling life and

bound down the

mountain - sides

in noisy jubilance

to the fast lessen-

ilio- Kile.

It is earnestly to he hoped that this tomb of Its shallow waters, in fond anticipation of coming
tin 1 great Pharaoh, on which .Mr. Flinders Petrie joy, move uneasily, the papyrus-leaf thickens, the

is engaged, will he found tenanted and untouched, lotus-hud expands, and presently they and a multi-

The hand of the mere spoiler is profanation ; hut tudinous plant-life feel themselves rising in all the

when the explorer enters the royal resting-place and bravery of renewed life on the broadening breast of

breaks in upon the sepulchral silence of five thousand the mighty river, whose swelling waters sweep on

years, the spirit of the embalmed Amenemhat may in conscious majest) to the Mediterranean Sea.

well welcome the western stranger in the assurance ^ ear by year this conflict is renewed, ami year by

that the seeker after knowledge may enter every year, when the waters subside, the heart of man is

realm and still he justified in all his ways. gladdened with the revelation of a new earth, fruit-

Egypt in all ages has been associated with won- ful as Eden,—an Eden whose apples of knowledge

—

dcr and mystery ; and it presents to us the curious for it was the Nile which taught men first to sec

—

hist iric paradox ,,f combining the wisdom and koari- convey with their eating no curse. And year by

ii< -I' aire with the vigour and vivacity of youth. year the desert sands help, by their very restlessness

Its individuality, in short, as already hinted, is much and proneness to conserve whatever they conceal, to

more intense than that of any other country that guarantee for us the continuity of our knowledge;

could he named. In further illustration of this, I and Egypt itself will be held in grateful and ever-

woukl venture, in conclusion, to solicit the reader's lasting remembrance as the Alum Mater of the

attention t the following apologue

:

western world.
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THE BARBIZON SCHOOL.
XAKCISSK VIRGILIO DIAZ.—I.

By DAVID CROAL THOMSON.

THE artistic personality of Diaz is not so interest- shows the ascendency of Rousseau in a stronger light

ing as any of the four other great Barhizon than the devotion of his follower am] supporter,

painters. Diaz was more limited in his art, less Diaz is chiefly known as a painter of Oriental

daring in his attempts, and do! so individual in his figures, gorgeous flowers, and Fontainebleau land-

results. He had almost as much the character of a scapes. In these landscapes lie often chose stormj

pupil as of a teacher, he was better pleased to be led effects or set I ing suns, in half-unconscious compel il ion

than to lead, and he conceived it his greatest pleasure with I!<usseau; and, though it has to be allowed

to try to promote the happiness of the one he called that he never achieved the grand dignity of Rousseau

his master, Theodore Rousseau. Nothing, indeed, in his landscapes, he frequently produced pictures of

578
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extraordinary merit and quality. In some instances

he approached very closely the masterliness of his

teacher.

As a painter of Oriental figures, Diaz has for

rivals the two great artists, Montioelli and Isabey,

and amongst the three there has been a kind of

competition, of which even yet we do not quite

see the end. Monticelli, when not too extravagant,

produced some compositions of an order never ac-

complished by Diaz; and even Isabey—who, how-

ever, is a little passe—has given the world several

large-size pictures such as Diaz attempted very

seldom, and never with disfinef success. The small

figure-subjects by Diaz, however, are often of the

supremest merit in colouring ; rich, gladsomej and

beautiful, composed of choice harmonies of the finest

quality, and painted with exquisite taste and feel-

ing; and from them he sometimes was called the

Covreggio of Fontainebleau. Remarkably enough,

Diaz never was in the East, and his women of the

Mahommedans were known to him only in imagina-

tion. Yet his pictures are admitted to he more

really Eastern in character and effect than many by
those who have gone farther afield. He caught the

correct and luxurious harmonies, usually revealed

only to an Eastern weaver, and he employed his

instinct for colour in producing scores of their

luscious little o-ems.

With this feeling for colour he naturally excelled

in painting flowers; and many admirers of Diaz con-

sider that a perfect example of his work can be ob-

tained only in one of his flower pieces. These have

all the richness of the Oriental subjects, they are

usually less extravagant, while they are always grate-

ful to the eye trained to perceive colour.

Rut if Diaz is less interesting as an artist he is

quite as interesting as a man, and his story, at least

at its beginning, reads more like romance than

reality. Seldom, indeed, did more trouble crowd it-

self into a young man's life. Narcisse Virgilio Diaz

was born at Bordeaux of Spanish parentage. His

father, a resident of Salamanca, had become involved

in treasonable practices, and had been compelled with

his wife to lice from his native country. Like all

political refugees, they were making for England;

but the troubles endured in passing flic frontier, in

tin mountains between Spain and France, were too

much for the mother, and a halt had to be made

at Bordeaux, where her only child, Narcisse, was

bom on August 20th, 180S. Leaving his wife in

Bordeaux, Thomas Diaz de la Pena proc led to

England, where he died, after three years' constant

struggle against adverse circumstance-.

Madame Diaz, a woman of considerable character,

did not lose heart under her many afflictions, but

resolved to earn a respectable living for her son and

herself. She left Bordeaux for Montpellier, then

went to Lyons, ami ultimately got to Paris, where,

in the suburb of Sevres, she taught Spanish and

Italian to the children of an English resident. There

she appears to have made s ime firm friends. But

the boy's misfortunes were not over, for Madame
Diaz died in 1 S 1 7 , when her son was only ten years

old. A retired Protestant clergyman, Michael Paira,

living at Bellevue, (dose to Sevres, undertook to look

after the orphan ; but it is to be feared that worthy

man and his wife allowed young Diaz too much of

his own way. The bo\ was permitted to spend the

day in the woods of Meudon, St. Cloud, and the

neighbourhood; and altogether he appears to have

done pretty much as he liked. Rut Diaz had occa-

sion bitterly to repent this licence. One day, un-

thinkingly, he lay down on the grass in Meudon
wood and fell asleep, and his foot was bitten, it

was supposed, by some venomous animal, so that

when he awoke he found his leg had become greatly

swollen. With bad nursing, gangrene set in, and

the boy had to be removed to a hospital. Another

misfortune befell the unhappy youth : his foot was

cut off, but it was so badly done that a second

operation hail to lie performed, and nearly his whole

leg was sacrificed.

Diaz is alwavs remembered by his wooden leg.

He treated the matter as a joke, and many anecdotes

are told about it. " Mon pilon/' my stamper, was

the constant motive for humorous witticisms. He
used to say he feared his English admirers would

walk off with it some day, and leave behind a con-

sideration as if it were a picture. But these numerous

disasters did not dispel Diaz's lively nature, and,

wooden leg and all, be was one of the most active

of men ; exercising, swimming, riding, hunting, even

dancing, were all entered into with zest and pleasure.

Brought up close to Sevres, it was natural that

when young Diaz got over his amputation his

guardians should think of making him an appren-

tice to a porcelain manufacture, and in due time he

was entered with the uncle of Jules Dnpre. and be

commenced his artistic career by painting dishes of

various kinds. Apprentices to this business at the

same time were Jules Dupre, Cabat, and Raffet, all of

whom afterwards became painters of recognised merit.

Diaz decorated all sorts of dishes, and although he

appears to have remained at the work for some years,

he really disliked its monotony, and he wearied for

greater liberty. He employed all his leisure time

in practising painting on canvas, and in 1831, when

he was in his twenty-third year, lie was far enough

advanced to have a picture hung in tin' Salmi. This

was the same year that Rousseau, four years younger

than Diaz, also had a picture exhibited there.

The apprentice years of Diaz seem to have been
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passed in working hard at decorating various kinds of

porcelain during the day. and in going to the Parisian

theatres in the evening. He read enormously also,

and was particularly fond of Victor Hugo's "Notre
Dame de Paris " and " Lucrece Borgia." He was a

wilful youth, and was the cause of some trouble to

his master; but the Protestant pastor stuck to him
through thick and thin. On February L5, L8S1,

we find this clergyman writing a letter expressing

designs on the porcelain, instead of the insipid pretty
things of the period. It. had Ins own will, however,
after hours, and painted what he would, and Bo

small payments. At from live francs upward , lo

twenty and twenty-live francs at the outside, he
-old sketches of Oriental figures and of flowers.

These were of sucli quality, that many years after-

wards a connoisseur eaiue to see him and said he had
purchased a number of these early works, "which,

"THE CHAI I

."

{Front the Painting ';/ .v. V. Diaz, in tin Collection 0/ 1' Cottier, Esq. 1

his satisfaction with the first large work of his

>

'—a large picture of the Saviour—and seek-

ing for a reasonable payment of it; concluding that

he was glad to do everything in his power for the

young artist, " whom," he says, " I love very much,
and who, for a long time, has had no other supporter

except ourselves."

Young Diaz' trouble with his employer arose

chiefly from his desire to paint strong and strange

in my opinion," said this honest hut mistaken patron,

"are' more valuable than those you paint now."

It is curious to note that in these early sketches

Diaz represented his figures a- in a desert, as trees

embarrassed him in painting, and he steadily avoided

them ; although his later years were spent principally

in st udying and painting them.

Neither in his life nor in his art can Diaz he

dissociated from Rousseau, and only by studying this
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influence can Diaz lie thoroughly understood.* It became deeply attached to him. Some time later

was while Diaz was still a painter on porcelain that Diaz went to Barbizon, for which place Rousseau's

he first encountered Rousseau. This was probably in strong- liking was becoming pronounced. lie longed

THE FOREST OF FOXTAIXl.liLEAl -

.

From the Painilnn by X. V. Diaz.)

1830, or at latest 1831, when Rousseau, although to rid himself or the pots and dishes, ami when Ik

only nineteen, was already proclaimed the greatest of saw the exquisite studies by Rousseau, he felt as i

the new school of painting. In the evenings a large

company met at an esfaminet in the Faubourg St.

Denis, where Decamps led the revolt against the

classicists. Diaz met Rousseau there frequently,

and it is recorded how much he was struck witli

the grave dignity of Rousseau, so different from

the usual swagger of successful youth. He recog-

uised the great man from the beginning, and he soon

he hail had a revelation from another world, and h

admiration for Rousseau became so strong as to last

his whole lifetime. Sensier wrote while Diaz was

still living: "Let any one speak to Diaz and he

will see his face lighten as at the remembrance of

a great chief, who had conducted him to victory, and

he will feel that his heart swells at the memory of

Rousseau."

SELF-PAINTED PICTURES.
By FORD MADOX BROWN.

IT is a g 1 many years since I saw the first of promised to put in, as background, his works and their

these pictures and was tempted to copy it; hut high chimney at St. Anthony 's-on-Tvne. For this

refrained. 1 came upon it after this fashion. I was purpose 1 had to sketch them from the opposite or

painting the portrait of Mr. Leathart, who has the south side of the river. Here I remember I was

line collection of pictures at Bracken Dene, and had ensconced, as sheltered from the cindery wind as 1

•Compan articl on TModor, Rousseau in The Magazine of
i '"" 1 ' 1 make ,">^ 11'- on the easter" ,

'"'
1 "'' :1 '""-

.\ii, \.i ii., p. 385. wooden cottage, just making my first scratch, when
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of a sudden my car was si nick with a babel of sounds,

a clatter as of a table d'hote or excursionists' repast.

It was noun, ami a large family were taking their

mid-day meal; and the plank-walls being thin I was

the involuntary recipient of every word they said. I

heard every word— true, I understood not one of it all

;

gained 1>\ eavesdropping (literally at the eaves) when

the language sp 'ken i- like the following specimen.

Writer [to burly-looking native Northumbrian):

"Can you oblige me with the way to ?"

Hurlj/ 'Northumbrian first stares; linn se<

decide (hat a stranger deserves some kind oj

FORD MADOX BEOWN.

{From tlu Pictun painted '•</ BimsetJ In IS78. l» tin Possession oj Theodoii Wa Johnstone.)

hut the position was none the less that of a spy, which

during the first French Revolution might have en-

tailed my exaltation to a lantern, had there been such

a thing in that cindery neighbourhood. However,

the windows and door of that elongated cottage were

all at the further, the western, end, and I escaped

unnoticed; hut had I been of a curious disposition

I leave the reader to imagine what I should have

couragement—suddenly with his right hand If

hold of questioner's left shoulder, and bearing with

his whole weight on it , swaying slightly the while, he

shouts right in his ear, waving his left hand vaguely

in front, " Streetoon doon tro-ad."

Not taking kindly to the duties of a weigh-

ing machine I politely thanked him and got away.

I5ut it was not without reflection, 1 can assure the
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reader, that I determined the instruction meant what

in plain English may be translated— well, follow your

nose. My sketching done, I strayed on in desultory

m 1. The northern side of the Tyne I knew, and

the grandeur of the effects there to be snatched from

it-- railway about the liuurs that Americans name
"sun-down": when the red (ires of the Walker

smelting-furnaces mingle with the scarlet of the

setting sun, and when steam and smoke hanging

over the river are alike informed with the hues of

Tartarus. But the south side at noon was more

novel to me. 1 liked its waste of dreary cinder

mounts. With the now blue Tyne seen rushing be-

t u . en I hem with its numberless craft and steamboats :

and glimpses of the red tiles of North and South

Shields in the distance. Insensibly 1 wandered on till

I found myself in South Shields itself—the dingiest,

grimmest-looking place that perhaps ever a searcher

For the beautiful found himself in. 1 have been in

Deptford, I know Sheerness, I have often passed the

Isle of Dogs, I know the approaches to Salford—and

I believe South Shields for grimness and griminess

would snatch the prize; and yet turn your hack on it,

and on a sunny afternoon look over its scarlet roofs,

descending to the busy river, and again at the op-

posing scarlet roof's of North Shields climbing from

the busy river, North Shields with its one red-tiled

tower projecting out among the waters—shot-tower

or whatever it mar be— and you are aware of a

panorama such as rarely falls to the lot of traveller

wherever he may stray to. But I felt that I wanted

an elevation of someyards to secure me the scene in all

its harmony of line and colour. Looking round 1 saw

an inn or " pub.,"' more familiarly called, projecting

from between two streets, with a convenient balcony

for me to lounge in and enjoy the scene. Into the

"Pilot's Arms" therefore I trespassed ami inquired:

first, could I be allowed to paint a view of the scene

from the room with the balcony; and secondly, could

I have something to eat? Both questions seemed to

raise boundless admiration in the simple landlady's

mind. The room in question was the club room of all

pilots id' North and South Shields ami Tynenioiitli, and

the question of food seemed never before to have been

broached in that hostelry. "Vitals and drink," as the

song says, did not seem the chief of its customers' fare,

but lather dunk alone ; 1 know that in an English

house of entertainment in country parts to ask for

food i- almost as much an insult, as to ask for tea.

The room itself displayed shiny chairs of wood, shinv

tables, a shiny bagatelle board, several pipe-racks, and

endless spittoons, and in general all the aceommoda-
1 1' in necessary For upright sit t ing ami project ing clouds

of smoke from horizontal cla\ pipes held out gn -

fully at an angle of '.mi . lint the view from the bal-

cony, never perhaps before bail it ravished mortal's

gaze. But there, looking west by nor'-west it lay, a

large ship-breaker's yard filling up the foreground

n. xt the scarlet roofs—then the Tyne with steamers

and crafts of various builds. The ruins of Tynemouth
Priory standing out ''with its case of eyes" once

windows) staring blankly on the German Ocean.

Mr. Leathart would have commissioned me to paint

this Tyne view, and richly I should have enjoyed it,

only it would have kept me months away from my
London studio and other works there then awaiting me.

Toward evening as I crossed the high-level bridge

on my return to Newcastle, picture number two

was exhibit ul for me. This was a twilight scene.

High to your right looking over the misty, many-
vapoured Tyne, rose a church, I forge! its name,

forming the apex of a group of old strangely-

fashioned and ghostly-looking houses of Gateshead-

on-Tyne. The part of the church seemed to be to

play moon to this twilight landscape— lor then its

just lighted clock-face looked like the just risen orb

of the queenly mistress of the night. On the fur-

ther, the north side of the river, were the wharves

and offices of Newcastle proper, somewhere behind

which stood on its four buttresses the spire of St.

Nicholas, now the cathedral. Low down beneath me
paddled and churned or glided steam-launch, or coal-

barge, or Inlander, in vaporous fashion darkly, or

every now and then aflame with the red rays that

still stole from under the bridge 1 stood on.

Our picture visions now lead us far south ; into

Devonshire, again by the sea. The reader must climb

with me some 12,000 feel up to the rounded cone

of a mossy , heathery hill, overlooking the mouth or

make-believe harbour of t he L\ n ; that noisy, restless,

seemingly useless little river. In summer she will

toy with the vari-coloured rocks and boulders, and

like a flirt appear always stepping backwards from

them. In winter she will decorate herself for miles

with snow arcades, as if for the triumphal passage

of King Boreas. The farther side of her. as high and

as hilly as this, is for a mile or two lined with young

oaks, delicately yellow in spring, warmly russei in

autumn. Up at this height the stream's voice is but

a muffled roar, her aspect but as a woolly pathway to

the sea. Beautiful are the upward leading line.- of

her hill-like banks on cither side; on this side level

with the Castle rock and Devil's-Cheese-Press, those

natural formations that overlook the northern Devon-

shire coast. Hearing Ilfracombe, and on the farther side

joining the steep sand} stage-coach road that leads

from Lynmouth to Minehead, past that curious mist-

capped day-beacon, which is rarely caughl without its

cloud-cap even in the brightest or blowingesf weather.

Between these beautifully coloured and nature-planted

heights, the l,\ n dashes and splashes and coquets

till the point nearer the harbour where twice daily
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she does battle with the foanwcrested sen, and twice

daily triumphs and sees it retire humbled. From the

height where we arc sitting, tliis point is the small

bul distinctly-featured centre of interest of the pic-

ture. Hero we have the curious miniature jetty-like

projection from the hither bank of the stream, ended

by tlic small [talian-looking, Italian-roofed tower

—

out among the breakers ; meant to favour the impres-

sion of its being a harbour, but surely intended more

to attract landscape-painters than ship-pilots; built

of many-coloured, many-shaped lumps of sandstone,

Near here also are seen dot-like cottages or houses

sustaining the use of a name "Lynmouth" for the

place— and tiniest of craft, sticking about at all angles

when the tide is out, or reposing trimly when it is

in again. An anchor or two red with age suggest-

ing some forgotten shipwreck completes the pictures.

Sprinkle in a few figures like flies crawling about the

sand ; add mist where required and plenty of atmo-

sphere, and depth of tone.

Our next landscape must take the reader and me
into Wales; unfrequented South Wales. About five

miles north of Cardiff, not far from Llandaff Cathe-

dral, stand the ruins of Coch Castle, a mediaeval

fortress; or I should rather write stood— for the late

William Burges so thoroughly restored these ruins

For Lord Bute, that ruins they no longer are, but a

perfect modem nineteenth-century fourteenth-century

castle, furnished and appointed with all muniments

and requirements of war according to the ideas of

those early times. When I saw it, it was chiefly open

to the sky. Rooms measuring about 18 feet square

had walls Is feet thick: the window embrasures were

like tunnels of the same length. Small must have

been the amount of light admitted.

But walk with me to the end of this window-

tunnel and look forth, taking care not to "crumble"
forward with the ruinous masonry while peering.

First we gaze forth over the tops of a young

forest reaching up to the sides of the castle, trees in

the early summer as it then was, yellow of leaf and

whitish of bough; a pair of ancient birds, ravens, I

beheve, had built a large dark and nnsymmetrical nest

in these young trees— especially bent on effect to all

appearance. Beyond these lies the vast outstretching

cloud-like scene that I must, now try to render. To
your right, looking south, runs a long level tract of

alluvial soil, green fields beyond green fields till they

reach to Cardiff itself, built with all its houses on the

-ca, ami its forests of masts or docks behind them

—

the Bute Docks. Along this alluvial tract two road-,

almost contiguous, lead to the busy city, one a water-

road with (from when' we look) its tiny bridge an I

lock-house and group of nondescript buildings at-

tached
; ami almost following t he same track a thread

of iron or rail-road—no embankments, simply laid out

over the grass beside the canal; nothing uupictorial

are these owing to the distance. Beyond this level

tract to the west of Cardiff tic soil rises and breaks

up into wild-looking uneven (dill's, or rather what

might be cliffs if seen from their outside. I

lift of the alluvial space and cast of the city the soil

rises with a bold curve or sweep of browned plowed

land. Thousands of acres, perhaps, unintersected by

hedges ; a bold rich background over which one could

just distinguish the plows moving. Behind Cardiff,

behind all this, the Bristol Channel with two tlat

islands in it, Steep Holm and Flat Holm, and steam-

ers leaving their long banners of smoke trailing after

them—and behind them, faintly perceptible, the coast

of Somerset. The most remarkable feature of tin-

vast and varied scene was its breadth, speaking pic-

torially, and even more its simplicity. It was not

one of those ''line open views" that the unprac-

tised mind delights so in, cut up into hundreds of

pieces like portions of a puzzle, and all spoilt with ill

planted trees. Of trees there was an unusual dearth.

Everything might be laid in. in this picture, with

simple bold sweeps of the brush. The distant sea

seemed to form pari of the sky. The brown middle

distances grew broadly out of tin? green of the middle

fields. The young trees of foreground woods formed

only a frame to the picture. \\ hat would I not have

given to have seen Mark Anthony at work upon ij

with his copious deep-toned brush !

But again we must change (he spirit of our

dream, and the reader must fly with me to Scot-

land, Perthshire, where the waters of Loch Tummell
emptying themselves, form a very striking cataract of

the brown stout and froth kind, common to the land

of cakes. There is nothing very unusual about the

scene, nor would it tax the beholder's imagination to

reconcile it with the most academic canons of art.

It fulfils most accurately Byron's verses:

—

"The hell el' waters, lew they how] and hiss,

Ami boil m endli ^ torture ;

"

only it would have been more accurate bad n been

"the Hell of brown-stout," for in colour and con-

sistency such this waterfall exactly is. alter cross-

ing the peat-mosses in rainy weather. You survej

the scene from a broad ledge of moss-covered rock,

capable of accomi lating anj sorl of foreground

figure— Highland deer. Highland children, or High-

land tourists. The porter in front of one, seething and

churning, rushes over from the channel, the dancing

surface of which is just on a level with the eye, and

advances with a bold sweep bet ween two overhanging

walls of rock, covered with Highland verdure. The

chiaroscuro of this scene was only too perfect, sug-

gesting lie photographer's toning down at tin

corners. I only witnessed it lor a short period m
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grey rainy weather ; what the hazard of sunset-rain-

bows over mist (Scotice, must), and the various effects

of morning, noon, and night bring round, I leave

to the budding Turner to imagine.

Another " Ilieland " scene now recurs to me, of a

very dissimilar character— in Arran, this time, on a

lovely August afternoon, tepid with sunshine. We
were returning from Lamlash Deep, where il hides

down the circular tree-sheltered road, beside its placid

small harbour, locked in from harm by the opposing

Holy Island. Returning to Brodick about •"> p.m.,

we wore stopped and made to alight and deliver up

our admiration by the sudden glory of the view in

front of us. The Goat Fell, or " Hill of the Winds,"

was reared there in beauty and in majesty some three

miles to the north of us—warm and gay with after-

noon sun-tints, vapourous with tender grey shadows.

To our right, or cast, between our road and the sea,

lay hillocky uplands, to our left appeared a wide-

spreading valley bisected by that serpentine growth

of white 1 .irks that invariably denotes water in these

parts, water deep running beneath them and its

banks. Glowing with many rich and golden tints

were the ferns and bushes that clothed this valley;

unfortunately no spot of water shone in it owing,

of course, to the vigorous draining pursued over the

island by the duke's agents; the only substitute for

these nature-mirrors being accursed trenches cut at

regular intervals, whereby the moisture might dis-

creetly escape. A three-quarter moon, like a very

steady kite, floated to left of the Goat Tell, amid

the fleecy atmosphere behind it. Many shapes of

fairly coloured hills led the eye up to the Mother

Hill'. She "of the winds," the "Goat-Tell," showed

her grey serrated summit of bare basaltic rock, look-

ing as though some mile-long ichthyosaurus skeleton

still reared its vertebra.' across the mountain-fops,

christened as they are by some prehistoric poet,

"The Old Wife's' Steps."

But leaving Arran now, we must toe-ether climb

the path that leads to Edinburgh Castle, and survey

the eit v of Arthur all shrouded in snow and bi-lighted

together by the yellow gas and the tender violet

twilight. An unsubstantial and fairy-like scene,

that one would almost fear to close one's eyes on, lest

it should have vanished on reopening them. I am

sorry to have missed Mr. MacWhirter's picture of

Edinburgh, last year, as I fancy it had something id'

the same illusory quality; and Mr. MacWhirter's

picture- have always to me the charms of luminous

colour, and " poel icality."

Bui from the pure biting air of Edinburgh Castle

and King Arthur's Seat the reader must come with

me lor eiii- eighth picture to smoky Manchester,

ami even beyond that, he must visit Salford, of

all dirty place-; for Salford is to Manchester what

Deptford is to Greenwich, what Rocherhithe is to

Regent Street, what Montfaucon with its dead

horses used to be to the Chaussee D'Antin, with

all its " cocottes " and " gandins." Grimier for

sure it could hardly be; and yet tread your way
with me as far as its crescent of old-looking George

II. or George III. houses, which curves gently round

your left hand—and then look sharply round to your

right ; and your eyes will embrace a view, for fore-

ground and background, ay and for middle distance, a

scene hardly to be outdone— well, no matter where.

Very dirty places seem to delight in these contrasts,

as at South Shields we have already together noticed.

Shelving down from the crescent road, the steep

banks of the Irwell first exhibit a straggling line of

young limes or birches, over the light pale leafage of

which one looks. Deep at the bottom Hows the sombre

Irwell, sweeping in a huge horseshoe from your left

in the distance towards your right; and back into

the distance again. The middle distance is all hay-

fields, somewhere amid which shows a lozenge-shaped

raised reservoir of water that placidly reflects the sky.

At the far end of this artificial lakelet a queer old mill

still towers and looms in all weathers, but sailless long

since. Once no doubt its sails helped to till this

reservoir, but for many years it has no doubt resisted

destruction solely through the valuelessness of its

stones and roof. .Behind it, in the extreme distance,

is Lower Broughton, a suburb of Manchester, with

some of its foremost tiny houses telling out white-

washed in the sun, when there is any. To the left

the trees and museum of Peel's Park frame the pic-

ture ; on the right the receding Irwell is banked up

high with strong irregularly built walls supporting

factories. From these walls jet forth at all times

streams of boiling water—and the curving river is

henceforth nothing but white foam till it disappears

.somewhere into Lower Broughton, through a steamy

background from which issues a fleet of tall chimney-

masts, each with its pennon of smoke all blowing one

way. And of all I have here described nothing looks

vulgar, because it is all so small with distance and ap-

parently, therefore, put in with the brush of Claude

Lorraine, tilled with Italian cerulean atmosphere.

When I last surveyed this life-stirred scene it

was from the open windows of Kendriek Pyne's

—

the renowned organist—music-room, all aglow as

it was with the sunset, and a gorgeous William

Morris yellow wall-paper scttine- off the dark-hued

cabinets, and well-known rare old instruments, spin-

nets and harpsichords, and Turkey carpets, and a

cymbal that hail belonged to .Mary Stuart, and,

rarer still, a clavichord that might have belonged

to Bach or Beethoven. This strange instrument

these great masters would use for thi' first warbling,

so to speak, of their inventions, when they cared not
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those in the next room should hear. The rich, low

chords under our young master's fingers, sounded soft

and distant as if up in heaven ; and to this was joined

the distant voices and laughter of the hay-makers,

within the meadows of the horsesh f the river,

and the pungenl ineffable odour of the new hay en-

tered the window simultaneously, and mixed with the

sounds.

So even a Salford, decried by its own Lauca-

shb'e Edwin Waugb, can brim over with poetry for

such as want it. But now tin- last of our pictures

beckons us to it not very far off— to Urmston, a few

miles down in Cheshire. I had been searching for

a stagnant duckweed-grown pond, tor my fresco of

Dalton, in the Manchester Town Hall— Dalton col-

lecting marsh-fire gas for his experiments. I was

unsuccessful in this neighbourhood, am! found later

the pond 1 did paint within a stone's throw of m\

own house in the .Manchester Victoria Park. But

if unsuccessful in the matter of standing waters, I

found flowing waters, of a more gloomy and more

renowned description—I found the River Acheron. At
least, if it was called the .Mersey it ought to have been

called Acheron or Styx, for never was gloomy grandeur
more sternly portrayed than here in this Lancashire

river at Urmston. It was closing evening when Elias

Bancroft, the Manchester painter, who was kindly

my cicerone, and 1 under his guidance reached the top

of a high hank in a richly wooded part, and looking

down saw. some thirty feet beneath us, an ebony
coloured river, swooping round in a mighty curve
from high tree-grown hanks approaching us, to others

receding into the distance. Many ominous looking

dead tree-trunks stood out against the sky, in which
in place of m. .on glimmered a strange constellation I

believe the very southern cross described by Dante in

his " Commedia." Near the farther bank a e iuple .4'

harsh circular streaks of white foam showed where
the waters ground uneasily over the pebbly l».1t. .in ;

a large ferry-boal of antique pattern was approaching
this, lilhd with a most wretched crew of emigrants,

looking so seared that they hardly seemed to care

whether their tunics clung to their figures or not. I

noticed that each one held in his distended right

palm— a. penny. He who conveyed them across was

old, with a long beard, and his harsh careworn fea-

tures were strongly lined with the grime of that

region. He pulled the ferry-boat across by means of

a line half-submerged in the stream, and as he neared

the farther hank he shouted at some shadowy forms

up there among the trees: " Ho ye there, loiterers,

clear the gangway !

" All these must be lauded forth-

with, and there are many more pennies to be earned

ere night, and the stars' light renders crossings not

to be attempted.

And all this may be seen not more than five

miles from Manchester, near Urmston, for a sixpenny

fare—by the help of a little imagination.

THE TEIUMPH OF SPUING.

By (;. P. Jacomb-Hood.

ICTORIAL decoration in its highest

form, as distinct from pictorial illus-

tration, is an art not well understood

in England till within quite recent

years. Indeed, with the exception of

a very few noteworthy artists, it was a

branch of art almost uncultivated, and

quite untaught in our schools ; and it

le denied that to that section of artistic

England " which has studied abroad we
owe much of the improvement that is one of the

features of the art-movement id' the day. "The
Triumph of Spring," which forms our frontispiece,

is a happy example of the style of work we refer to.

Delightful in its subject— which, he it remembered,
is a subject rather of imagination than of fact—
fresh in treatment and colour, with just enough of

realism to remove it from the region of conven-

:annot

"
'l ollllL

tionality, g 1 in composition and grouping, and

capital in drawing, it charms us mainly from its

eminent!) decorative qualities. The purity of feeling

in this bright procession of youths, maidens, and

children, happy to find the blossoms of Spring burst-

ing forth at their approach, and attended by doves

and kids, is entirely characteristic and delightful.

Mr. Jacomb-H 1. one of the si promising of

the younger school of English painters, made his

<l<
:
lji'l in the Vcademj onl} ten years ago, when his

picture was hung upon the line. Since that time hi'

has studied in the studio of Jean Paul Lauren-, who
completed the education of the j g Slade student.

and directed him along the road to fame, toward

which he is eeriainh advancing with rapid stride-.

"The Triumph of Spring" was one of the principal

attractions at the sum r exhibition of the Grosvenor

Gallery in 1888.
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OUR ELDER ART AT THE GROSVENOR GALLERY.

By FREDERICK VVEDMORE.

AT the Grosvenor Gallery the exhibition of early where it lay last year: in the assemblage of our

J\- English pastels came to very little. Respect- earlier oil paintings.

able family portraits of the stolid Georgian period 1 will begin by naming some of the great men of

were unearthed from remoti untry houses, and whom the representation was at the leas! inadequate.

lanrv heads it may 1»' From flic chambers of dealers
;

Hogarth was certainly on.' of (lean. Turner, 1 think,

and most of Lhein were opulent in their possession was another. The representation of the first, however

of
; i varied dulness, rich in suggestions of the art of genuine as far as it- went, hardly requires discussion ;

"how not to do it." 'I'll.- strength of tie- ( rros'venor and when, out of four Turners, one was an exceedingly

Exhibition in reality a very interesting om— lay formal architectural picture of the High Street of
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Oxford, and another the exquisite but nearly ruined
"

I *.

.

| ..
"
— \ ill;i," it ..in scarcely lie imagined thai the

master was beheld in Force. 5fel no one who really

appreciates him will deprecate the exhibition of a

canvas so charged in it ~ composition with the grace

of quietude as the last that has been named. For, if

"Pope's Villa" showed the havoc which time and

rough usage may make of Turner's colour, it showed

also his easy pre-eminence, in his own day, in compo-

sition —his assured command of a science now almost

vanishing from our school. The pict ure is of his early

middle period. John I've—whom Turner ever after-

wards valued—engraved it in the year 1810, carrying

into the plate the distinction and the seeming simpli-

city—nay, the very illumination too—of the canvas.

An important Scotchman must he reckoned

among the artists to whom scant) justice was done.

llael. inn's power of mere likeness-taking is of itself

enough to satisfy the demands of those who do not

want in art the qualities of the artist, hut the quali-

i es of the phol grapher. Hut his draughtsmanship

and i Idling had characteristics of their own, beyond

their capacity lor faithfulness. His work could lie

luminous to,,, and transparent— it had great painter's

qualities. These were besl shown in .Mr. Orrock's

by no means highly finished, hut profoundly artistic

possession, " A Lady's Portrait." They were not

shown at all in another portrait of a lady, hanging
in the same large room -a portrait which may con-

ceivably have been wrought by William Owen— while

as for the portrait said to he of Sir Walter Scott in

boyhood, the method is wholly unlike that of the

mister; it i<. to boot, I think, unlike any method

practised in the days when Scott was so young ; and,

to crush it with yet a third blow, the researches of

Mr. Lionel Robinson prove—am I free to say?—that

at the period of Scott's life at which the picture is

supposed to represent him, Raeburn and the future

author of •• Waverley" could not by any possibility

have come together. At the Grosvenor Gallery, Mr.

Walter Armstrong—a critic wdio knows his own
mind with promptitude—took his share in the hang-

ing. It is understood that he experienced consider-

able satisfaction in having confined the had pictures

pretty much to the second room. Another year, if he

should help Sir Coutts again, may his ambition he

less modest. Let him stand resolutely at the very

gates, barring the way to the false, in the first place,

and next , to the mediocre.

Perhaps on the whole, among our landscapists, it

was Wilson and Constable who were the best repre-

sented. For though by Wilson there was nothing

of quite the glory of the two greal pictures which

' pelled attention last year, there was the restful

tranquillity of \1,-. Hollingsworth's " Sion House;"
the g irgeous vision of Mr. Orrock's picture, in which

a temple was reflected iu a serene lake
; and, lastlj . th

exquisite refinement of a little picture of Mr. Joseph's

in which a silvery and tea-green w Hand stretched

itself around turquoise waters. By Constable there

was a very masterpiece of the higher realism—the

commonest forms of nature wrought somehow into

charm, and the whole scene sparkling and alive—

I

mean, of <;,u,-m\ Mr. ('. Morrison's "The Lock."
And then, at the end of the narrow gallery— where

the senile art of the professional was wonl to find

itself fitly cheek-by-jowl with the amiable endeavour

of the well-connected amateur there was a numerous
group of Constable's slighter works, lent by the

executors of the late .Miss Isabel Constable; an.

I

while some of these were crude to the last degree,

others were admirable instances of the painter-

power. There was a vivid sketch for the Waterloo

Bridge picture, for example ; there was a " Dedham "

in which the four-square church-tower lay placidly

beyond the windings of the river; there was a

"Landscape" in which the artist had made a villa

interesting, and had so seen a suburb that it wore the

colours of Romance.

Morland, Sir Joshua Reynolds. Gainsborough,

and Romney are the only painters left of whom, in

this brief writing, I shall think it well to speak.

Several canvases witnessed to Morland's happy
fashion of pourtraying the simple-minded gentle-

woman as well as the peasant-girl. He was no

profound student of various character. To discrimi-

nate subtly was no m tier of Morland's ; hut, in his

day, did anyone more truly appreciate the typical

English healthiness and the typical English grace?

The Grosvenor held, too, several pictures in which the

early correctness of his vision of landscape was de-

lightfully evinced. Two little pictures in particular

—both of them of "Partridge Shooting"— seemed

to me to he singularly pea-feet records ><\' the sports-

men and the stubble-field and the crisp autumn
morning: the figures giving vivacity to the scene,

the fields stretching aw.n under the breaking morn-

ing-skies, and the scent of the earth rising into the

freshness of the keen air. "The Masters Gawler/'

with their " grave reality"— the two hoy-faces clus-

tered together—showed Sir Joshua quite at his most

manly. And did he ever bend more graciously to

the record of childish mood nay, to the very soul

of infancy— than in the fascinating canvas called

"Crossing the Brook," in which an overburdened

damsel, a little Mts- Cholmondeley, all earnestness

and all attention, hears her favourite beast— passive

and affectionate, shaggy and submissive — to the

other side? Such a painting of childhood lives in

the real student's memory, not so much with the

facile suggestions of prettiness which have ever

been nest admired, a- with those entirely masterly.
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entirely unerring, studies of the true child-life which

were only a part of the boon vouchsafed to us by

Wat trail's genius, and by Jan Stern's.

Of Gainsborough's work in portraiture, the pre-

sentment of ''Admiral Earl Howe"—a full-length

foliage is dashed in with rapidity. Its colour is

arbitrary. With the truths of tree-structure it is

little concerned. Yet who wants more than the

facility of its elegance, when the real theme is in the

folk who parr and promenade! The picture, with

(From thi Picturi by

J..U.Y HAMILTON AS EUrHROSYXE.

Romney. In thi Possession of J. Whitehead, Esq. Engraved by Jonnard.)

its ease and grace, its elegatil suggestive looseness,

belongs, of course, to Gainsborough's later time.

Romney's somewhat famous portrait of an artist in

comedy, Mrs. Jordan, lias had to be accounted dis-

appointing, but it was still possible that Romney

could make honourable mark in an exhibition which

The Mall"— albeit slight and not particularly contained the blond and silvery record of his own

lied have ai least Lord Bacon's beauty, of countenance in youth and the rose-coloured and golden

riii and gracious motion." The background of beauty which Lady Hamilton had ever in his eyes.

with the brad studied very completely, and somehow

dominant, notwithstanding that the highest light

falls on the calf of the Admiral Earl Howe's leg—and
the beautiful half-length ..I' " Mrs. Lowndes Stone,"

a. woman of refinement, with powdered hair and

deftly twisted fichu, axe typical examples. His figures



MRS. LOWNDES STONE.

(From the Picture by Gainsborough. In the Possession / Sir Richard Garth Engraved by Jonnard.)
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ART IN THE THEATRE.
THE PAINTING OF SCENERY.

liv WILLIAM TELBIN.

H\ are we scene-painters ? Wha1
are the inducements and tempta-

tions thai lead to our adopting

scene-painting as a profession?

Is our reward, all things con-

sidered, proportionate to the

amounl of time and continued

application bestowed upon our work? We are scene-

painters, many of us, because our fathers were so,

jusl as actors
1

sons are actors, and lawyers' sons,

lawyers. A ready-made mad is thus found, and a

protected path through struggling humanity formed
I", years of paternal labour; sometimes because the

energy, the " go," and the force of character to incite

ns to hew for ourselves a fresh course are wanting,

or perhaps, again (though the cases are few when
tin- i- the directing power), because we have a sincere

inherited taste for the profession amongsl the asso-

ciations of which we have grown up.

Some young men enter with a very mistaken idea

..I' the business they have entered— for business, and

by iiM mean- play, is il. All the Bowers of Roses,

the Paradises with their Peris, and the Haunts of the

Fairies, peopled with a teeming population of lovely

nymphs in an almost Adamless Eden, are delights

that bear a very different aspect when seen from the

wrong side of the proscenium wall. The theatre is

found to be, after all, as much a place of business as a

banking-house or a lawyer's office; for loafers there

is no room. All the funny men become serious, the

natural lines of the face crossing and contradicting the

levity and grotesqueness of their assumed character;

all have their serious business to do.

Hit ween the acts, though all is confusion to the

uninitiated, each man has his allotted task, and hut

little time to complete it in. Order is evolved out of

chaos in five minutes. " Beg pardon, sir; " " Mind yer

feet, sir;" "Mind yer hat;" "Mind yer head"

—

and mind, too, you don't lose it, or you may break

your neck. Things coming down, things going up,

arms of trees struggling to reach the parent-

stem, marble staircase- and columns weighing tons

irentlj are being handled with greal facility

couple of men, or swung into position with

moderately-sized ropes, -all this hardh constitutes a

place in which to spend a happy ten minutes.

It ha- often occurred to me that the habit of

accepting young men or hoy- as articled pupil- in

scene-painting is no! quite as it should he. It is

neither fair to those who propose painting as a profes-

si nor is it t,> the hot inter.-t of our branch of arl

m the theatre. A preparatory education in art should

most certainly precede their technical education in

scene-painting; otherwise in few cases will any solid

foundation he laid, and in < sequence any superficial

dexterity acquired is really all hut worthless in com-
petition with those who km.w thoroughly how lo

draw, and have been taught that there is :( difference

between the leaf of the oak, the elm, the birch, and
the chestnut; and that there is also a si obvious

distinction between the formation of one rock and
that of another. To teach him this we scene-painters

have no time; nor, in many cases, have we the know-
ledge. But we can assist him in acquiring thai which
may, if the raw material is there, make of it : ,

marketable commodil v.

In the past the scene-painters must have been a

happier class of men; their lives were spent from

week to vveek in a less anxious -tale than is now the

ea-e. The majority of theatres then kepi a resident

artist or artists. Now only two do so. Druiy Lane
Theatre in Macready's time employed main

; Stan-

field, Danson, Marshall, Tompkins, and my father,

besides others, were retained during the entire season.

Covent Garden and " Her Majesty's," also, employed
for many years the Grieves, father and sons, and

Marshall. Now, with the system of "contract"

—

that is, painting each scene for so much—the painter

has increased, as the manager has decreased, his re-

sponsibility. We in our turn have become man
on a small scale. With the rent of the vast studio,

the gas and colour hills, the assistants and the servants

—our expenses are heavy. We must push on early

and late, or time and outlay will defeat us and al

all our income. There is no leaving off nowadays

and listening, brush in hand (in hand always), to an

amusing anecdote or to some long and interesting

personal experience.

The la-t generation of scene-painters were, from

all we hear, a "jolly set," and true Bohemians. The

la -i of the scl I, and .i . rsona grata amongsl us all,

was called away some months ago Henrj Cuthbert.

tie was the chronicler of the deeds and misd 1

departed hosl ol our profession whicl sdeeds, as

kindly and geuially related by Cuthbert, did no! hang
heavih upon them. They and their (plaint sayings.
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their amusing and ingenious shifts in limes of ad- two feet by seventy feet. This enormous stretcher

versity, are now a lost history with us. From him, is worked up and down by means of a very powerful

as from a phonograph were to be heard, with much windlass with multiplying gear, and hung by iron

humour and subtlety, and true appreciation of personal chains. The canvas to cover such a frame would cost

peculiarities, the voices and sayings of Ducrovv, Kean, aboul £15 with the sewing. The physical strain in

Macready, Maddox, Stanfield, Fitzball, and Flexmore. covering so large a surface, and in walking backwards

As I have said, in the past, when hut few theatres and forwards from one end of the room to the other

existed, scene-painters were a gregarious people

—

to judge of the effect, is exceedingly severe. Perhaps

PAIN'TI>JO-R0O3I OF THE OLD "HUE MAT I.STV's Till \ I

1:1,"

(From a Drawing by W. TclbVn.)

almost a happy family. Now, with the great increase

in the number of theatres, with the consequent greater

demand for painters, the circle has become so enlarged

that the feeling of brotherhood has ceased to exist.

Then, again, very few of the more recently-buiH

theatres have painting-rooms that anyone who valued

health and sjo-ht would care to painl in; hence

any painting that has to be done is painted outside

in rooms specially built and lilted with all the neces-

sary apparatus for raising the scenery and stretch-

ing the large canvases. There are three very line

rooms in the older theatres—Covent Garden, Drury

Lane, and Her Majesty's (the latter for some reasons

is the most agreeable to paint in of the three, as there

is no thoroughfare through it
;
across Covent Garden

and Drury Lane rooms workers in other departments

have a right id' way 1

. The room at Covent Garden

if vast proportions (ninety feet long by thirty \rv\

wide and about liltv-live feet high), and possesses

four separate stretching-frames— the largest, forty-

this great physical exercise is conducive to a healthy

action of the liver, and compensates to some extent for

the loss of purer atmosphere.

The present arrangements in England are a great

advancement upon the older method of spreading the

canvas out upon the floor, and painting it standing

up with long-handled brushes reaching to the ground.

Scenery in France, and mi the Continent generally,

is still painted so; in the old " Her Majesty's"

the painting was done on the floor over the audi-

torium. Within half an hour of the opera open-

ing, the scene-setters used to arrive and roll the

scene up to light the chandelier, the circular opening

above which had been during the day Idled in to

make an even and sound surface upon which to

paint. In the illustration annexed, the artists, having

set aside the brushes, are enjoying, from this very

elevated "location," the sister art—perhaps on the

ilrhi'l of Mile. Nilsson in "Traviata," or the pro-

duction of Cherubim's "Medea," in which Mile.
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Tietjens created such a memorable impression. On
one occasion I recollect an old friend oL' my father's

dropping in— or, to speak literally, climbing up to

our crow's-nest—for a chat, and to catch a few

of the more ambitious notes that had the power to

soar as high, relating how many years previously he

had had occasion officially to examine the roof of the

theatre, and to report thereon. The substance of his

report was that the principals forming the roof were

night just referred to, the picturesque old bam of a

place succumbed to the element that mostly claims
the theatre as its prey. I was almost the last person
in the old theatre; leaving off work I crossed the

stae-e in utter darkness at nine o'clock, it beingan off-

night of tl pera. The lire must then have been

burning in the cellars beneath me, I'm- at midnight
nothing but the two end walls remained standing.

I max now, perhaps, be expected to devote a few

MODELLING A SCENJ

[From a Drawing by W. Tclbin. Engraved by C. Cartel

in a very unsound condition at the point where they words to the financial aspect of our profession, though
rested on tin' wall-plates; but from the time' the it is, of course, impossible for mi' to say in a general

result of his inspection was handed in, to the hour in way whether we are well or ill paid for our work.

which we listened to his statement, nothing had been This 1 may say, however that the income of the

done to repair the mischief. However, Providence most successful scene-painter i> certainly very much
nightly watched over the unsuspecting audiences, smaller than that of a very second-rate cabinet-picture

and nil disaster happened; but shortly after the painter, or even of a tolerably successful draughtsman

580
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for the chief illustrated journals. Yet, considering the

amount each scenic picture costs the management

—

for it must be borne in mind that the frame-maker,

the canvas, and the scene-setter are all included in

the cost of the picture— it will be readily understood

that the scenic picture would not amount to less

than the work of a highly successful picture-painter.

Thus a heavy "set " at Covent Garden or Drury

Lane would cost £700 or £800, and at other theatres

in proportion, according to their size. Then, again,

we never paint on speculation as a picture-painter

does; we only paint when we receive a commission,

the monetary risk remaining with the management.

Whence, 1 take it, considering all the circumstances

of the case, we are paid according to our deserts

—

often escaping the proverbial whipping through the

leniency of our critics and, may be, the indifference

of the public.

On a line summer's morning passing through the

stage-door the heart is heavy at leaving the sunshine

and the fresh air, and having to dive into a zone of

comparative darkness, where the atmosphere is gas-

polluted and excessively dry and hot. But in the

winter-time the condition of things is entirely re-

versed; for passing from the damp, cold, and foggy

streets, the visitor who ascends to the painting-room

finds much to interest him (where all is warmth,

light, and glitter) in these realms of "eternal sun-

shine " or " perennial greenness." In all corners of the

room plenty of foil paper is to be seen, if the subject

in progress should lie a transformation scene. This is

a paper with a highly reflective surface of every tint,

capable of producing much excellent effect when used

as colour with painting upon it. The subject to he

represented with its aid gains greatly in effect when

in bas-relief, for with them are obtained an elabora-

tion and a richness of colour, as the one surface is

reflected in the other. I recollect seeing a Scotch

artist illustrating the. wild poppy with foil papers.

It was an exquisite piece of work, as, with delicate

touches of colour, he emphasised the petals of it, and

made them look as fragile and tender as the real

thing—showing me for the first time of what foil

paper was capable. Hut it is an expensive material,

as may be judged when 1 say that the paper used

up. .n the scene so dee, .rated at Covent Garden would

cost about £200.

When the scene-painter receives his commission

from the manager, he receives with it some sort of

particulars of what is wanted. Some managers can

graphically illustrate their requirements ; others, not

possessing this happy faculty, give the key to the idea

and requirements of the situation by word of mouth.

Other- can only explain tin' situation-, ami " practic-

abilities," leaving the artist absolutely five-handed.

nnjr to themselves (he riiiht of alteration when

they have a tangibility before them, either in the

scene itself or in the model. 15ut, when all is said,

the material generally furnished us is of the slightest

—perhaps all the better for that, for it is extraordinary

how little will influence the mind and hamper the

imagination.

The most satisfactory way to proceed is to spend

time on the model (which is a representation of the

stage to scale), and thoroughly to understand from

it wdiat you propose doing—not only the "practic-

abilities," but also your composition, colour, and

scheme of lighting. Any alterations considered

necessary are then easy to make. For according to

tin' scale —perhaps half an inch to the foot, pieces of

paper in the model representing canvas and frame-

work—a piece which in the model represents, say, a

tree or a column fifteen inches high, would, in the

actuality, lie thirty feet high; to re- make or to

alter ami re-paint this would mean considerable

labour and expense.

The uninitiated in affairs theatrical would he

greatly amused to see the collection of miscellaneous

articles in modelling that are scattered around us

—

hits of silk, gelatine, tissue papers, muslin, coal, birch

brooms, plaster of Paris, books, sticks, and the indis-

pensable glue-pot, photographs, tools, colour-box, and

scissor-;. With coal and plaster we create our mimic

rocks and beetling crags ; from selected portions of

the broom dipped in and modelled with plaster we

construct our trees, clothe in verdure our hill-sides;

and with silk, coloured gelatines, &c ,
we make our

atmosphere ; and night or day is according to the

density and colour of the medium in which we clothe

it. Over a ledge of rock pours a torrent of floss silk ;

the more distant portions of course are painted. The

1 ks, photographs, sketches, and print furnish us

with our authorities for detail.

Strange to say, no material you may possess, how-

ever' good, ever fits exactly the requirements or spirit

of the subject to be represented ; introductions and

alterations are found to he necessary. This sketch

will not lend itself to dissection into set-pieces, wings,

&c., so as to cover the entire stage; that affords no

opportunity of overcoming the ever-present difficulty

of the borders (portions of the scene screening the

top lights and masking the roof of the theatre)
;

another will not furnish us with the opportunities For

the necessary entrances ami exit-, platforms, &c, for

arranging people upon; but having read up and

mentally digested the material around us we com-

mence to build our palace (regardless of expense),

pih' up our mountains, regardless, we are afraid, of

geological correctness, or distil from our imagina-

tion the spirit of the " valley of roses."

The creation of the scene in the model is certainly

one of the most interest mil;' of the many processes
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most painful, most ludicrous to witness; the fore-

ground all disintegrated, over the sky patches oi

dense fog have spread; when vvel the effect was

capital—the work of one who knew a( whal he

was aiming; bu1 this treacherous distemper lias

robbed liis work of all evidence even of a g 1 in-

tention.

The model completed, the seine painted, for a

day or two the stage is given up entirely to the

artist for the scene to be set and lighted. This

that in the aggregate constitute the scene-painters'

art. Here all is under your finger and thumb; you

can place your trees at any angle, light the scene

with much delicacy and point, and besides being

your own painter yon are without much exertion

yoill' own carpenter and scene-shifter. (See p. L97.)

The model completed, after being duly inspected

and approved by the management, the master-car-

penter comes to see it with respect to the construc-

tion of it mechanically, and to hear your sugges-

tions as to setting and striking it in some-

thing like reasonable time (English time,

not French). At the English plays we wait

only while the scene is being changed; at

the French, while the actresses' dresses art

—

the interval is theirs ! When all is under-

st 1 he traces the various portions of the

model, and from the duplicates constructs the

actual scene, one foot to every half-inch ol

the model.

A tew days after, almost acres of frame-

work and bales of canvas are brought in
;

one great surface is stretched on the frame,

and having been duly prepared, upon it you

first start— this generally represents the hack-

portions of the scene. Then you paint the

different pieces in order till you arrive at

the foreground, gaining in strength as yon

advance.

A splendid material distemper —of what is

it not capable ! Tor atmosphere unequalled, and

for strength as powerful as oil, in half an hour

Mm can do with it. that which in water or oil

would take one or two days. But how' little

we understand the merits of this beautiful

material at our service; our greatest mistake

in using it is that we make no mistakes, or

rathter admit none, by sweeping our work out

and getting a base upon which to model and

build up. One may say to a thinly-painted

landscape, or perhaps a sky and sea with high

horizon, that the stage is forty feet deep.

ignoring entirely the deception intended. If

tin colour is thick and the sky has really

been manipulated and "gradated" by the artist, and setting is the most anxious time of all, and the st

not blue-washed by the painter's labourer, it would experienced of us cannot help asking himself, How
he most difficult to guess bow- far it recedes or (he will it come together? For by the most earnest

proportions of the stage upon which it was set; hut work in the painting-room we ran hut deserve, uot

the material capable of producing such effect plays command, success on the stage. What a weary time

sometimes very strange antics with its greatest ad- it is sitting and standing about while the many neces-

mirers. With the amateur it appears to he devoid of sary carpenters' fittings and < lections are being corn-

all sense of responsibility. Leaving it after diligent pleted, and the canvas portions hung b\ the fly-men!

aid well-intentioned work of three or four hours, he At last, after dawdling about perhaps from nine ill the

returns to find a singular and most unintelligible sur- morning until nine at night, the " sett ing " is begun,

lire of smears and mildewed greys; the entire plan and if happilj it comes well and quickly together, the

i f his work in the process of drying has been reversed, artist may proceed at once to " light "
it ;

it it docs

STAGE AND SCENKEY AS SEEN EKOM THE SIDE BOXES THIBTY YEABS AQO.

(From 1/ Draining by W. Teloln.)
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in it—why, it must be completed fco-morrow. If it is of the Lyceum is no less a person than the manager

all right, order follows order:—"Light away," "Turn himself) ; no one knows so well how to light a scene

up the light," " Put out the light," " More light," as he does, veiling its defects and enhancing its

"Where is the limelight?" "Turn on the lime- merits. On rare occasions the sun shines from the

light," "Is the light full on?" "Yes, sir!" And north and south at the same time, but surely that

by W. TiU.ui. El

the end of it all is that the artist determines that it is a fault to us in England on the right side, for

won't do at all. All round one sees elaborate and nol favoured with a midnight sun, with a mid-diy

interesting hits of painting; but, notwithstanding night we too often are. "If I cannot have more

that, the general effect is weak and meagre in the light." thinks the painter, "perhaps it is that I had

extreme. The best scene ever designed and painted too much, and that the painting is bleached by it

—

can be ruined by injudicious lighting; Fur the illu- if, indeed, the lighting is not too even." Now he

mination is the last and most important touch to the begins to turn down some lights, and finds how the

picture it- verj life. Oh, for a hint from Henry scene gains in force. Other lights remain full oi(,

living (the much-praised, and justly so, "gas-man" and by contrast their power is doubled. After much
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weary work of running about between th<' stage

and tlie front of fcbe bouse to see the effeel of his

experiments, shouting from there till he is hoarse, an

agreeable and telling effect is at length arrived at,

and lie leaves the theatre weary of foot and husky of

voice, into the deserted streets. Oh. what a change

from the theatre with its collected impurities of a

week's day and night rehearsals, as we step on to a

fresh-laid carpet of tender snow; the clouds, having

deposited their fleecy load, have sailed away leaving

the deep blue s1 ar-bespaf tered sky to light with the

purity of a mid-ocean firmament the deserted streets,

through the market with its cart-loads of mistletoe

and holly, and past "the finest barn in Europe/'

looking liner for the high relief the snow adds to

the proportions of its nobly swelling columns; ex-

periencing some slight revival of our almost exhausted

powers of interest at this fresh set-scene, " we home-

ward plod our weary way."

In conclusion, I am inclined to ask, with refer-

ence to a subject recently touched upon, is it pro-

bable that the stage will ever draw recruits from

the Royal Academy, whose ranks in the past it had

helped to swell? is it likely that the success-

ful picture-painter, in the fulness of his ripe ex-

perience, would care to sink his individuality and

freedom, and be directed and made in all subservient

to another art, in which all permanent record of a

great painter's work would be lost, and has been

lost ? Supposing, for the sake of argument, that he

could readily acquire the varied technical knowledge

thai in the aggregate constitutes the scene-painter's

art, that has taken him many years to learn, how
many managements could afford to r< mpense him
at the rate at which bis Academic pictures have paid

him? One, perhaps two, on one or two particular

occasions, not more; and certainly the glamour of

his reputation would be a source of much indiscreet

and unfair criticism, doing in the long run more
harm than good to a sisior art it was proposed to

honour and assist. 1 consider that a scene-painter

of marked ability might be an equally able painter

of cabinet pictures, but it is exceedingly impro-

bable that a highly talented Academician would do

anything worthy of his reputation in a theatre.

A good drawing reduced by photography generally

gains in effect ; enlarge it by the same process ami

its merits would be reduced in the same ratio to its

enlargement. How delightful it is to see in focus-

ing an object in a camera or a field-glass the gradual

development and perfecting of the subject, gaining in

brilliancy and sharpness until it becomes a veritable

gem. Having arrived at this perfection, turn the

focusing screw the other way about till the beau-

tiful vision is entirely lost. In the first instance, ex-

pectation and improvement made all the process

delightful, but, in the reversal, disappointment only

followed. From the stage to the Academy is a refin-

ing, concentrating, and clarifying process

—

vice versa

is a process of undoing. The stage may again be tin-

nursery of the Academician, but from the Academy to

the stage would be a gain to neither and a loss to art.

DKEAEY ROAD HOME AFIEK TlOi LAST KICIIFAhsAI. "T 'HIE l'ANTOMIME

(Prom a Drawing by W. Ttlbln. Engraved by C. Carter.)
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SHAKESPEARE AND THE APT OF PAINTING.

By \V. W. FENN.

ONSIDERING the universal

character of Shakespeare's

knowledge, it seems at first

curious that he should have

displayed no very intimate ac-

quaintance with the actual ait

(if painting1

. This is the more

striking when we recollect how

much he knew of the details and positive technique

of nearly every other profession, calling, or handicraft

under the sun. His familiarity with them, as shown

by the use «'f purely professional phrases and trade

words, has given birth to a host of profound treatises

wherein the writers have striven to demonstrate that

the poet must, in a sort, have served an apprentice-

ship tu a dozen different trades. His entire accu-

racy in these respects is undoubted, and is testified

to by masters and experts. On this ground it has

been attempted tu prove that in turn he practised

as a lawyer, a surgeon, a physician, a horse-dealer, a

butcher, a soldier, a, sailor, a farmer, a gardener, a

schoolmaster, and heaven knows what besides; whilst

travellers have declared that unless he had himself

visited many of the countries he describes, and been

familiar with their languages, he could never have

alluded as he docs to their numerous minute char-

acteristics.

1 am not aware, however, that anyone has been

hold enough to assert that he was a painter, or

artist, as we understand the term. Nor is this won-

derful, perhaps, seeing, as I have hinted, that we
look in vain through his pages for anything more

than a cpuite superficial knowledge of the use of the

palette and brushes. Indeed, the words palette and

brnsh ii'. where occur, nor do those of easel, maul-

stick, or an)' of the paraphernalia of the studio.

And this. I repeat, is rather singular, lor if the

art, with the means and materials for practising it,

were uncommon in England in Shakespeare's day,

they coul. I scarcely have keen so in Italy, Germany,

Flanders, or France; and he was so conversant with

the habits of continental nations that one would

have thought the artist's life and its surroundings

would not have escaped him in detail. Yet he never

even mentions the painter's brush, it is always his

" pencil;
3
' and although we know this word popu-

larly expresses the instrument by which artistic work

produced, it is at least odd that the poet avoids the

use of its literal synonym, especially remembering
the vast scope of his vocabulary.

Clearly then, it may be assumed he never saw

or conceived the spectacle of an artist standing in

front of his easel with palette on thumb and a sheaf

of brushes in his hand, otherwise there would un-

doubtedly have cropped up somewhere some hint of

the situation. Nor would its outward aspect alone

have been suggested. There would have appeared

an indication of the mental tribulation of the limner,

his difficulties, his anxieties, the distress caused by

failure, the joy and triumph at success. Y\ e should

have had some comment upon the rarity of meeting

with a good likeness in combination with excellence

of workmanship, together with a multitude of similes

and criticisms bearing the stamp of intimacy with

such processes as stippling, scumbling, glazing, and

the like. We should have been told more about

'"composition," "grouping,'" the management of

high lights, and of light and shade generally. I

mean, technical secrets would have been revealed,

and the whole phraseology of the atelier laid bare, if

Shakespeare had been as familiar with it as he was

with the slang of the stable, the farmyard, or the

workshop, or had he known the points of a picture

as thoroughly as he did those of a horse.

With ordinary writers of those or any other

times, such a lapse excites no surprise. He who

treats of horses is not expected to treat of picture-,

and vice versa. lint the great genius in question

grasped all subjects so miraculously that, albeit the

art of painting was not then in a vastly flourishing

condition in his own country, we might have ex-

peeted him to have received the same divine inspira-

tion on this subject as he displayed on others, but

there is no evidence of it.

Sculptors and sculpture fare little, if at all, better

at his hands ; in fact, the two words are conspicuous

by their absence from his writings. IS'or is there

any mention made of the far-famed Greeks—Phidias,

Praxiteles, and their fellows. Certainly, Guilio

Romano is quoted as the chiseller of the statue of

Hermione ("Winter's Tale"), but to us moderns

Guilio Romano is known as a painter—a follower

of Raphael's— also as an architect, even an engi-

neer; but there is no record of his sculpture. True,

allusions are made to the sculptor's technical skill,

and more than one of his tools is correctly named
;

whereas the poor painter would appear obliged to

rely solely on his " pencil" for the execution of all

his work. What he paints on, too, whether canvas

or panel, we arc not told, any more than we are
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what the material was he painted with; there is nof

a syllable about varnishes, mediums, pigments, or the

like ; neither is there any punning, joking, or play-

ing on words at the artist's expens<—an opportunity

to do which was seldom missed in regard to other

callings.

Moreover, as far as my memory carries me, nol a

single name eminent in the craft is mentioned. No
Michelangelo, Raphael, Titian, Veronese, Sec, nor

any of their great works, religious or otherwise,

although their renown would have reached these

shores. Specimens, too, of the " cunning " of such

men as Albert Diirer, Holbein, and many of the

Dutch school were extant here, and would have come

well within the master's ken. The ancient painters,

Apelles, Zenxis, Parrhasius, like their contemporary

masters of the chisel and mallet above mentioned,

are entirely overlooked. This probably may be re-

garded only as a confirmation of the assertion, that

Shakespeare had " but little Latin and less Greek."

It is, however, when we are lace to face with a

brother of the brush, and a painter in propria persona

steps upon the stage, that the unkindest cut of all is

dealt him. The solitary instance in which we dis-

cover him as forming one of the persons represented

is in " Timon of Athens," and here he cuts by no

means a dignified or creditable figure. In the "pin-

ing scene he shows up as a xrvy conceited gentleman,

thoroughly well satisfied with his own production.

He tacitly praises it himself, anil accepts the admi-

ration of it from his equally-untrustworthy friend

the "Poet," with perfect complacency. The pair, in

fact, present two very fine specimens of the "Mutual
Admiration Society"—an institution which would

seem to have flourished in Athens in those classic

da\ s, with a vigour equal to anything seen in London

at this end of the nineteenth century. After revert-

ing to his own craft in some truly beautiful sentences

such as only Shakespeare, of course, puts into his

characters' mouths, the poet asks:

" What have you there ':
"

And the painter replies :

" A picture, sir. When comes your book Eorth i

Poet. Upon the heels of my presentment, sir.

Li t's see your pii ce.

Painter. "I" is a good piece.

Poet. So 'tis; this comes off well and excellent.

Painter, indifferent.

Admirable. How this grace

Spi aks his own standing ! What a mental
i
ower

This eye shouts forth ! How big imagination

Moves in this lip ! To the dumbness of the gestm-

e

One might interpret.

Painter. It is a pretty mocking of the life.

Here is a touch ; i-- 't
g

Poet. I'll say of it.

It tutors nature : artificial strife

Lives in these touches, livelier than life."

This is the nearest approach to \vha1 we may call

the familiarity of studio gossip and criticism. No-
where else occurs so g I ar) opportunity for the

display of the (vrr and easy intimacies existing in

that sacred region, bui nothing is made of it. The
artist talks no "shop," tells nothing aboul his

models, who sat to him, or the difficulty of getting

the sort of heads he wanted. Nothing is revealed as

to the technique, ox the system of priming the canvas,

or laying in this or that colour firsf
; or what, in

a word, the process and progress of the work have

been, as, I submit, might fairly have been expected.

Neither is tiny further clue offered as to the

nature of the subject, nor any hint as to its dimen-

sions; but later on, when the put ion Timon sees it,

he commends it, and in spicing his admiration with

some philosophic moralising, pays a just tribute to

the noble art thus :—
" Painting is welcome.

Painting is almost the natural man :

For since dishonour traffics with man's nature,

Hi' i^ but outside; these pencilled figures are

Even such as they give out. I like yum work ;

Ami you shall find I like it."

If this significant promise was never performed,

it was Master Painter's own fault, and he was

rightly served. In the hist act of the play we
discover what he really is; and if our heaven-

gifted " Swan of Avon " intended to typify in 1

the artistic character generally, we can only sav his

opinion of it was not high. Would it be a terrible

heresy to add that it also betrays the shallowness of

his acquaintance, if not with the art of painting, at

least with its professors? The scene is too lone.' <<>

quote, but it is little less than a. libel upon the whole

community to have it exemplified in the person of

such a mean, contemptible fawning sycophant, as

the painter shows himself.

What would St. John's Wood and Kensington

say, if a modern playwright depicted one of the noble

army after the fashion of this creature? What a

roar of indignation would ascend from the Melbury

and Grove haul Roads! Let the memory be refreshed

by a perusal of the first scene of the fifth act of

"Timon of Athens," and then imagine a modern
Timon, a millionaire collector, represented on the

stao-e of the Haymarket, in the retiremenf of the

country, overhearing a dialogue in thai k<'\ between

two representatives of literature and art whom he

once had delighted to honour. Imagine, I say, what

the feelings of an artistic first-night audience would

be, and what course they Would be tempted to adopt.

But let this pass. We know thai the 1 higher

purpose of the play in question is served by holding

the painter up with the resf in this detestable light,

however unflattering it ma\ lie to those concerned

Besides, it may correctly represent the tone of societ)
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of that far-off civilisation; who shall say? People,

probably, were no better and no worse than they are

now; notwithstanding that it was the halcyon time

of art, when Pericles gave Athens her Parthenon, and

Phidias and Praxiteles, Apelles and Zetixis wrought

their miracles in marble and colour.

Apropos of architecture, it may be noted in

passing, that this art and its professors come off

with even less recognition at Shakespeare's hands

than do painting and painters, if any consolation be

obtainable from that fact; and it will, perhaps,

scarcely he believed that "architecture" is another

word tabooed in the Shakespearian vocabulary.

Portraiture and allegory were the principal, if

not the side, themes of the pictures referred to by

the bard, when speaking of the productions of the

artist's pencil. Innumerable are the instances in

which portraits— particularly miniatures, such as can

be worn as trinkets or carried in the pocket—appear

in the possession of the dramatis persoiue throughout

the plays. Only to quote a few examples at random.

In the "Two Gentlemen of Verona," we find the

characters for ever prating of portraits.

" Here is her picture," says the jealous Julia, con-

templating her rival's miniature:

—

"Let me see, I think

If I had such a tire, this face of mine

Weir lull as lovely as is this of hers."

Trot eus exclaims :

" 'Tis but her picture 1 have yet beheld,

And that hath dazzled my reason's light."

And in another place :

"Vouch me yet your picture for my love,

Tlie picture that is hanging in your chamber."

And again :

"Tell my lady

1 claim tin 1 promise for her heavenly picture."

Silvia too, of course, refers to her own portrait in

several lines. " lie sends you for a picture

bring my picture here," and so on.

The Prince of Arragon (" Merchant of Venice "),

opening the silver casket, is dismayed by finding the

" portrait of a blinking idiot," whilst another of

the caskets contains " her heavenly picture." Then
there is the oft-quoted expression of Hamlet's,

" Look nil this picture, and on this,"

which refers, 1 take it, though the point has been

disputed, to the two likenesses- those of the late

king ami the present.

Other lines, wherein allusions to portraits as

pictures happen, may readily he found; but in the

majority of eases the word is used figuratively, as

where Olivia in "Twelfth Night " discloses her fea-

tures to Viola, who, disguised as Cesario, the duke's

page, has come to press that nobleman's suit :

—

" Olivia. Have you any commission from your lord to negotiate

with my face r You are now out of your text, but we will draw the

curtain and show you the picture. Look you, sir, such a one as

I was this present : is 't not well done ? [Unveiling.

Vtuhi. Excellently done, if Cod did all.

Olivia. 'Tis in grain, sir, 'twill endure wind and weather.

Viola. 'Tis beauty truly blent, whose red and wdiite

Nature's own sweet and cunning hand laid on
;

Lady, you are the cruel'st she alive

If you will lead these graces to the grave,

And have the world no copy."

This is an exquisite illustration of the symbolic

use to which Shakespeare puts the art of painting

;

and will serve, as well as a dozen, to show that

mainly in this direction it was in which he delighted

to utilise such knowledge as he had of what comes

from the artist's brush. Verbal and written descrip-

tions of face and form are likewise constantly spoken of

as " pictures " and " portraits," and in that sense are

" drawings " of the individuals. Here is a sentence

in point :
" I have drawn her picture with my voice."

And here another from " Lear," where the deceived

Gloster determines to have his misjudged son Edgar

pursued. " The villain shall not escape," he exclaims.

"The duke must grant me that ; besides, his picture

I will send far and near that all the kingdom may
have due note of him ;

" meaning, of course, that a

" Hue and Cry " shall be raised, or a written account

of the fugitive distributed.

But these and many similar phrases used in the

same sense, and often to be met with, are but poetical

adaptations of the literal skill of the painter, and do

not advance Shakespeare's intimacy witli the craft

itself. A little more direct and definite knowledge

of it may be inferred from the induction to the

"Taming of the Shrew." The mock servants of

the lord are doing homage to the lately-awakened

Christopher Sly, and where we find one saying to

him :

—

" Dost then love pictures? we will fetch tine straight,

Adonis painted by a running brook,

And C'ytherea all in sedges hid
;

Which seem to move and wanton with her breath,

Even as the waving sedges play with wind.

I, on/. We'll show thee lo as she was a maid,

And how she was beguiled and surpris'd,

As lively painted as the deed was dene.

.",,./ Si 1 1 ,m/. I ir I laphne roaming through a thorny w_ood,

Scratching her legs, that one shall swear she bleeds;

And at that sight shall sad Apollo weep,

So workmanly the blood and tens are drawn."

Here too is just a suggestion of landscape-paint-

ing, but it is nothing more, and only touches on its

treatment as accessory to the figures. Pure land-

scape, as represented nowadays, probably had no

existence in any shape three hundred years ago, nor,

for the matter of that, marine-scape either; therefore

no one supposes that in those rough times the sight

of a white umbrella sheltering the patient sketeher
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encamped in some sweet pastoral spot, would have

met the eye of any wanderer throughout the length

and breadth of rural England. Hence, the master's

oblivion of tins phase of art excites no wonder.

On the other hand, he was quite aware of the

existence of " water-colour/
J and of it- comparative

weakness as a material, evidence whereof is to he

discovered in two plays. Worcester (" Henry IV."'

Part I., Art v.. Scene 1) is upbraiding the king

for his ingratitude, and the base advantage he took

«'t' Richard the S nd's protracted stay in Ireland, to

seize the throne. The usurping monarch sneers at

the complaint, and declares that it is the practice to

"articulate" these things.

•• To face the garment of n bellion

With some fine colour that may please the eye

I if 6ckle changelings and poor discontents,

Which gape and rub the elbow at the news

Of hurly-burly innovation :

And never yet did insurrection want

Such water-colours to impaint his cause ;

Xi'i moody beggars, starving for a time

Of pell-mell havoc and confusion."

Also iii the second part of '' Henry IV." (Act ii .

Scene 1), Falstaff in endeavouring to cajole poor

Dame Quickly to forego her claim against him, and

when she protests that if he does not pay, "I must

be fain to pawn both my plate and the tapestry of my
dining-chambersy" replies :

"Glasses, glasses, is the only drinking ; and for

thy walls—a pretty slight drollery, or the story of

the Prodigal, or the German hunting in the water-

work, is worth a thousand of these bed-hangings, and

these fly-bitten tapestries."

This cunning suggestion of the fat rascally knight

distinctly points to water-colour—probably distemper

stencilling—as a cheap way of pictorially decorating

the rooms when denuded of their tapestry.

By passages like the foregoing, an insight is

gained of the great poet's infinite diversity of re-

source, but they only serve, however, to emphasise

what has long been admitted as incontrovertible,

namely, the stupendous amount of reserved strength

in him. Even after the most sublime flights of his

genius, we still feel that he had not in the faintest

degree exhausted his powers, and that he never put

out all he knew. So, after all that ha- been said,

very likely lie did know more about the art of

painting itself than he has chosen, or thought he

had occasion, to show. Besides, we see that he could

fully appreciate the waywardness of Nature in her

bestowal of the divine fire which lights the artist's

torch. He understands how capricious the greal

mother is in the distribution of her gifts, for he tells

us by the mouth of Simonides in " Pericles," that

'
. . . in framing artists,

Art hatli thus di en ed

To make some good, but others to excei d."

Still, all this is but a knowledge which is shared by

the million, and wholly incommensurate with what

he exhibited, as I have said, respecting a host of

other professions followed by mankind.

We must admit also that thedetails ami technique

of music are not entered upon much more fully than

those of her sister-art, and no one would pretend to

say that our great poet was ignorant of music; but

then that "heavenly maid" is, even to this day,

better understood by the multitude than is the work

of brush or pencil, and she appeals to a far larger

audience. Let it, however, be borne in mind, that

in spite of what I still think are curious omissions in

respect of the limner and his work, all that I have

adduced goes a very little way in his case to prove

that he could not, had he thought propel", have told

us a great deal more than he does about the noble

profession so much akin to his own.

"To a mind like Shakespeare's," says Cowden

Clarke, 'the acquisition of knowledge of all sorts

was like inhaling the air he breathed, a sheer vital

necessity ; he could no more help the one than the

other, and both he turned to best account." Hence,

it will be always open to question whether his in-

timacy with painters and their profession was really

as limited as I submit it would seem to have been

from what he penned. Like so many more matters

concerning him, there is no direct evidence to show,

and except upon the general assumption as expressed

by the commentator above mentioned, we have

nothing to guide us but what is negative as regards

the art of painting.

<-
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THE KEPPLESTONE PORTEAIT GALLERY.
By JAMES HOW.

A PLEASANT trail in the character of Sir hundreds more seemed to be in the same plight."

Thomas Lawrence is n -ded by Allan Can- In respect of size at least it is not "the principal

ningham. The popular painter and companion of room " at Kepplestone which is devoted to the col-

-•-*--.'-'

SIB 1 iajihKli'K LEIGHTON, BAET., l'.l:.A.

I From the Pietun by Himself. Engraved by II. Ktinkiclit.

princes was not only fond of gathering fine specimens lection of portraits, nor did the founder of the

of the work of his compeers, but of seeing their faces collection enjoy facilities which enabled a court

about him. " His principal room was crowded with painter and President, of the Royal Academy to

portraits in all stages of study. Some had the 1. rows, cover his walls with the faces of the most distin-

eyes, nose, and mouth touched in; others had the guished persons of his time. Vet so strong was

shoulders added, while a third class exhibited the Mr. Macdonald's love tor art, so well adapted were

head exquisitely finished, and only abiding the leisure his methods of pursuing the object he had set his

of the artist, to obtain a body. At one time 1 saw mind upon, that he was able to found such a portrait-

the heads of Scott, Campbell, West, Fuseli -all gallery of modern artists as exists nowhere else in

awaiting their turn to be exalted upon shoulders; the world.
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•• My days among 1

1

Around me I behold,

Where'* r those c isual

The mighty minds of old,"

says Southey, beautifully, of his 1 ks. Mr. Mac-

donald, like Sir Thomas Lawrence, desired less to be

surrounded by the mighty dead than bythe illustrious

living. Tlie visitor who steps across the threshold

there has been no partiality or exclusive devotion

t.i one school. " We are all going to heaven, and

Yaihl\ ck is of the company ," whispered < lainsborough

from liis death-bed to his rec siled rival Sir Joshua

Reynolds. And in this gallery the brotherh 1 of

the brush and the burin lias been recognised with

the utmost frankness. There is no rivalry, but on

the ciintrarv the most happy combination of catho-

of the Kepplestone Portrait Gallery finds himself licity and distinction as represented by the works or

(From <•• Pi • n b

suddenly surrounded by some four-score faces pictured

from among those most prominent in the world of

art in England and on the Continent, and chosen en-

tirely with reference to their artistic claims. For

here we have no intrusion of any foreign element
;

the collection is exclusively artistic. In the whole

gallery there i-; no likeness of anyone who has not

won distinction either as painter, sculptor, engraver,

draughtsman, or architect. And while a recognised

position in art has been the only claim to admission,

features of Alma-Tadema and Israels, of Watts and

Millais, of Leighton and Leader, of Barlow and

Boulanger, of Gerome and Rajon, and ii must be

freelj allowed that even from the point of view of

the doctor or the drill-sergeant it would not be easj

to find four-score liner faces, even in mere physical

appearance. The erratic painter Mortimer, proud of

his bodily strength, could some generations back

speak of his brethren as a collection of "the halt,

the blind, and the maimed." Judging by this
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JOHN S. SABGENT.

{From thi Plctun by Eimself.)

collection, thei'e would be small point in any sue

reproach if levelled at the artists of to-day. One
somewhat remarkable feature of the collection, how-

ever, is this : that it includes neither the features nor

the work of any woman. A few specimens of such

work as that of Rosa Bonheur might perhaps have

si ill further diversified with advantageous results

tins very interesting and notable gallery. When
a lady wrote to the President for the time being

asking for admission to the Royal Academy, and

claiming thai "Our imaginations arc vivid, our

tastes capable of the highest refinement, and we only

wait your fostering rare to become all that genii!

short of vour own ran aim at," Fuseli exclaii

" What a termagant !

" But much has happened

since t hen, ami the visitor may rest assured that no

similar feeling mi the part of the founder el' tin

collection kept the artistic sisterhood from being

represented at. Kepplestone.

The half-dozen examples reproduced in the present

issue, together with the portraits (if the late Frank

1 Hell and Mr. W. P. Frith recently given in Tn E M vGA-

e zi\i; iii- Art, may he taken as a very fair sample

of the whole. All the portraits are of the same size

and shape, and unlike those of Sir Thomas Lawrence

already referred to, none of them are absolutely want-

ing in shoulders. Put in all the head is the one

thine- painted, and in different portraits, as may be ex-

pected, the style differs very widely. The portrait of

the President of the Royal Academy, by Sir Frederick

Leighton himself, is one of the most pleasing and

lifelike in the whole collection. (See p. 2H(i.) Tl is

also one of the earlier works, having been painted

expressly for the purposes of this collection in lsS;2.

ned, The refined features of the President show admiral il)

against the dark green drapery of the background-;

and the light-coloured overcoat and rich scarf harmo-

nise well with the delicate flesh tints of this exceed-

ingly effective picture. It is hardly too much to saj

that Sir John Millais has rarely done anything better

in it-, way than his portrait of Mr. du Maurier. (See

p. i 1 I.) It. i- full of hie, force, and colour—a sketch
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LTJKE FILDES, It. A.

(From the Picture by Himself.)

it may be said, 1>ut showing by its strong individuality

and rapid realisation the hand of a master. It is

peculiarly rich in colour, and, taken as a whole, maj

be regarded as a remarkable portrait of a remarkable

man. Slightly perhaps, but certainly not far behind

the Du Maurier picture, is Sir John Millais' full-face

portrait of himself painted in L8S3. A side-face

portrait of the same distinguished artist had formerly

been painted by Mr. George Reid for Mr. Macdonald
;

both are excellent portraits as well as admirable pic-

tures. In striking contrast with his own work, lmt

displaying qualities which have drawn forth the ex-

pression of Sir John Millais' warmest admiration is

Josef Israels' portrait of himself. (See p. 207.) It is

painted mi a panel with a combination of solidity and

delicacy of touch; and though some who know the

great painter well take certain exceptions to the like-

ness, there can he no two opinions as to the power

of the picture. Even if the expression of the features

may not he absolutely exact, the tone of feeling and,

so to speak, the likeness of the painter's mind are

unquestionably here. It is easy for anyone familiar

with the work, though not with the features ..!' the

painter, to perceive that this picture gives a true

and sympathetic presentmenl of the artist who

painted "The Sleepers." One of the gems of the

gallery is unquestionably the portrait of Mr. (I. I'.

Watt- from his own easel. From the mature and

mellow brilliancy of the colour in tins work one

might almost imagine that it had been painted f6r

many generations. The artist in his In-own painting

robe conjures up the idea of a Doge of Venice. This

portrait is of peculiar interest and value, both on

account of the fidelity of the likeness and because

it gives an admirable example of the sincerity and

thoroughness of the artist. In a different yet charm-

ing style Mr. Pettie has executed several portraits Fot

the collection, including a side view of his own face

remarkably rich in colour, ami dashing in execution.

His portrait of Mr. Thomas Faed i- one of the most

striking of his picture- here, and i- indeed a marvel

of rich eolour and rapid broad effect. The portrait of
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M. J. L. Gerome, painted by himself so recently as as showing what artists whom everybody thinks of

ISS6, is miic-li ni, ,iv highly finished, and belongs to in connection with dreamy landscapes can do in the

; ntnvh different school of art; the artist com- way of delineating "the human face divine." The

bines strength with delicacy of touch in a remarkable portrait of Mr. T. <). Barlow, II. A., by Mr. Ouless.

degree, and besides being a charming picture the is interesting as giving one more representation of

work is an excellent portrait. The clear-cut refined features frequently reproduced; in this picture Mr.

features of the late Paul Rajon are also admirably Ouless is at his best, and in his own portrait also he

rendered in a careful and spirited picture from his is admirable. Over half a hundred of these portraits

own easel. Van llaanen, who is a master in the have been painted by the artists themselves, and the

U'chuique as well as in the inspiration of bis art, advantages of this method are the most clearly

contributes a portrait of himself which might be obvious to those most intimately acquainted with the

taken for Venetian. Of the work of the late G. B. art. "No man ever yet bated his own flesh/' and

Boulanger there is a g 1 example in the bead of surely the painter has the best opportunity of doing

M. Charles Gamier, the eminent French architect. justice to bis own portrait. Nothing after a good

Many of the beads in this gallery are highly subject is more desirable than a favourable mood, and

JULES

(From tin Victim ti'j Uimsiif. Ungmral by M, Kliulcivht.)

interesting, apart even from the intrinsic merit of the in this respect, also, the painter has a freedom of

work. A melancholy charm attaches to a portrait of choice in dealing with bis own features that he can

the late Randolph Caldecott, executed shortly before secure in the case of no other sitter. .Many artists of

he last sailed for America. Self-executed portraits by high ability, before and since the days of Rembrandt,

Messrs. I',. \Y. Leader and Birkei Foster are curious have achieved decided success in reproducing their
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own features, and in the Kepplestone Portrait Gallery

their is ample evidence that the practice is one which

may still be cultivated with highly advantageous re-

sults. In addition to other advantages, the oppor-

tunity of seeing artists as they see themselves must

afford an added insight into their characters and their

aspirat inns.

In walking round this gallery, it is natural to

think of how SO many treasures of art, and in a sense

treasures of history, came to !" brought together in

the neighbourhood of the city which, three hundred

years ago, gave birth to Jameson, "tin 1 Scottish

Vandyck," and which numbers " Spanish Phillip"

among her modern children. Though he was able to

artists which would have done honour to a peer of

the highest rank or to ;i statesman of the loftiest

position. Edmund Burke, writing Prom Beaeonsfield,

says, " It was hut the other da\ that on putting

in order some things which hail 1 n broken here on

in\ taking leave of London for ever, I looked over a

number of line portraits, most of them of persons now
dead, hut whose society in my better days made this

a proud and happy place," and he goes on to tell

how Sir Joshua painted Lord Keppel's portrait and

svas " a common Friend of us both, with whom we

lived for many years without a moment of coldness,

of peevishness, of jealousy, or of pain to the day

of our final separation." These wen' the term-.

no MAUEIEE.

{From Oi Pictun by Sir John Mlllai , Burt., R.A. Engl t by V. A

render ureal services to his native place and to the also, on which the founder of the Kepplestone collec-

cause of art, there can be no doubt thai the late Mr. tion lived with many artist-friends, and it was his

Macdonald would have accomplished much more had endeavour, both b) bringing Fast Friends and line

'he three-score years and ten heen allotted him lie portraits together, to make In- home ''a proud and

had a love for art, and a relish for the society of happj place." All too soon the generous and genial
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collector was taken, ami even since these articles were

begun men such as Rajon, Richard Ansdell, R.A.,

Thomas Webster, R.A., Samuel Cousins, R.A., the

engraver, Robert Herdman of the Scotch school, and

Frank Hell, R.A., whose portraits Mr. Macdonald

had brought about him, have "gone over to the

majority." It is all the more satisfactory to reHeel

that when once the idea of founding this unique

gallery of artists' portraits took hold of him, the

founder pursued it with all his wonted tact and

ardour, and was thus able before his lamented death

to bring it to a state of wonderful completeness.

It was no easy matter within a space of four years

or thereby to bring together tins unique collection.

Yet it had not been begun at the beginning of the

decade, and Mr. Macdonald died in I SSL The story

of its rise and progress may !» briefly and simply

told.

In October, L880, Mr. Macdonald expected a

visit from Mr. Alillais, and spoke to his friend and

neighbour, Mr. George Reid, of his desire to have

a sketch of the famous artist's head. St. Luke's,

then Mr. Reid's usual home, to which he pays a

visit of some duration every summer, lies close by

Kepplestone House, and on the second day Mr.

Millais strolled over to the studio to enjoy his smoke

after breakfast, and give Mr. Reid a sitting. No
work could well have been executed under more

favourable auspices, for the studio is charmingly

situated and the sitting was merely pastime—at least,

to the more famous of the two painters. The same

process was repeated next day, and the progress was
so good that Mr. Millais proposed to take round the

picture, could a frame he found, and surprise his host

by a sight of it when he returned from the City in

the afternoon. The frame of another picture which

happened to be in the studio at the time was ap-

propriated, the little " surprise" was carried out, and

Air. Macdonald was highly delighted. This was the

first picture in the portrait collection, and it is a very

admirable work. Next July Mr. C. S. Keene of the

Punch staff paid a visit to Air. Macdonald, and the

process was repeated. Charles Lamb was no greater

lover of " the weed" nor anything like such a con-

noisseur m pipes as Mr. Keene. And it so happened

that his portrait was painted by Mr. Reid with a pipe

in his mouth, a peculiar short little pipe, of the very

old-fashioned sort sometimes picked up in the mud of

the Thames foreshore, and which was then in special

favour with the genial draughtsman. The expres-

sion of quiet, delicious satisfaction in the face of the

smoker is infectious, and must have been the result,

in some degree, of a fellow-feeling on the part of the

artist. By-and-by, in August of the same year, came
another admirable '' subject " in the person of Mr.

J. C. Hook, who had been painting out-of-doors in

Orkney or Shetland for a couple of months, and who
brought hack an eye keen as a hawk, and a complexion

brown as a berry. His portrait in the collection is an

admirable and very pleasing picture, altogether apart

from its value as a likeness. Mr. Hook having been

successfully dealt with, Air. P. II. Calderon was Air.

Reid's next sitter for the gallery. Air. Macdonald

next induced Air. Pettie, Air. Orchardson, Air. Hodg-

son, and others to paint their own portraits, and

his appetite rapidly grew by what it fed on. He
was a constant guest at the banquets of the Royal

Academy, and during his visit of 1882 he succeeded

in booking " ever so many '' members of the Academy

for their portraits, Sir Frederick Leighton among the

number. This process was repeated year by year till

the time of Air. Macdonald's death, and even since

that time his widow has laboured most loyally and

successfully in bringing his designs to completion.

ANCIENT ART IN CEYLON.
By .1. CAPPER.

IX few countries are the remains of ancient art kingdom the glories of which have long since passed

more interesting than in certain districts of the away. When our ancestors were dwellers in mud
inlcrior of Ceylon, though hut little is known to the hovels, this island of the Indian Ocean contained a

antiquary or the traveller of the rums which it is city of vast extent and much architectural pretension,

proposed to illustrate in this paper. The sites of tin' remains of which still exist in great profusion,

ancient cities, some of which flourished before Britain

was visited by civilised mankind, attest a former

greatness difficult to realise by those who witness the

present condition of Ceylon and its ] pie.

For many leagues the face of the north-central

districts of the island is strewn with the dust of

centuries, testifying to the former greatness of a

fving the ravages of time. Anuradhapoora ("the

city of a thousand kings"), the earliest capital of

Sinhalese sovereigns, dating b.c. 150, is reputed

to have covered an extent of ground little less than

that now occupied by London. To-day its site is

thickly strewn with ruins, many of singular beauty ;

whilst the remains of palaces ami temples, of huge
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"dagobas "* or relic-shrines, bear witness to a civili-

sation and a population far beyond those of the

island at the present time. These remarkable ruins

are no longer overgrown bj dense Eorest. Care lias

Keen taken by successive governors of Ceylon that,

so far as practicable, the dire effects of jungle growth

shall be arrested. Lofty tires have been felled,

undergrowth removed, and roads have Keen opened

through the more interesting portions of these ruins,

so that the tourist can drive along green lanes and

pleasant avenues flanked by monuments of other

nine storeys high looked out upon the city, were

silent witnesses of much historical romance and some

tragedy. Beneath the brazen roof of that huge pile

a queen of Lanka met her doom as Eew sovereigns of

the West have done. Anula, the ruler of that day,

bold but unlovable, beleaguered by overwhelming

hostile forces, without a. hope of help and con

of her fate if captured, made a funeral pile of all

that was rich and choice within its hundred chambers

and many corridors, and with her own hand- Hied

the heap of COStly cloths and rich hioeades, rare

Mil iNSIONK lil-.liiRE rr.LAiJIINU-HAlL AT ANIT:AIUIA1\|IJ1:A.

times, where for centuries imposing processions

passed on gala days from palace to temple and

dagoba, in celebration of Buddhist high festivals.

Stories in stones may be found in rich profusion

where the wreck of fallen dynasties abound, scattered

broadcast alone- those thoroughfares, once trod by

priests, by warriors, and kings. Thanks to stone

writings on the walls of Lanka's palaces, and many
tomes of well-kept pali records, the history of every

lofty dagoba and stately palace and monastery, the

story of their downfall, with all the deep romance of

ruin attendant on the train of conquering hordes from

Southern India, are known to those who have learnt

w lure and how to read.

A hundred pillars finely proportioned, still stand-

ing where two thousand years ago a brazen palace

* Literally " caskets."

582

garniture and carved work, and, defying the invaders

of her realm, died in the blazing ruin, ransoming her

liberty with her life.t

The story as here related points to much of this

palace having been of wood. According to pali

chronicles an audience-hall was in the centre of the

building, resplendent with gems and beads, the

ceiling supported by golden pillars resting on si

lions; in the centre was an ivor) throne, having a

golden sun and a silver moon on either side, whilst

above all glittered the imperial "Chatta" the white

canopy of dominion.

The highly ornamented wine-walls of the flight

of stone steps leading to a platform hewn from the

rock, shown in the illustration on this page, are good

t This incident, not Found in thi chronicles, was related t>j i

Buddhist priest at Anuradhap >ora a few yeai
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specimens of what were known to early Sinhalese

builders as " dorakottowa dewiyos," or guardians of

the approaches, of which numerous examples are 1"

be found amongst the pala-

tial and monastic ruins at

Anuradhapoora. The gro-

tesque demon figures shown

on the exterior of these

wing-walls were supposed

to be endowed with a mys-

terious power, vested in

^r -;~. -£' ^?ij their intense hideousness, of

searing away enemies of

Buddhism from any ap-

proach to the spot. On the

inner side of these same

wing- walls were usually

carved in high relief figures

SEVEN-HEADED COBBA. £ men an<] women, flowers,

trees, and oilier natural ob-

jects ', whilst at the base of the steps, on either side,

was a carved "dwarpal' J
stone, or janitor, though in

(he present instance these are absent. The building

with which this was connected was constructed by

King Dutugamina (about B.C. 1 till), after and in com-

memoration of his victor)' over Elala,the Tamil usurper

of his throne. For many years a wanderer amongst

the mountain fastnesses of the central country, or

hidden in the cave temples of Dambool, Dutugamina,

tlic descendant of a line of Sinhalese sovereigns, at

length took heart, gathered about him a large follow-

ing of ln's subjects, and waged war with the usurper

outside the walls of the capital. During three suc-

eessive days tin' battle raged with fury and heavy

slaughter on both sides, when Dutugamina, grieved

at the loss of so many of his subjects, and wishful

to spare tin.' lives of others, delied Elala to single

combat. The bold challenge was accepted, and each

commander, mounted on his war elephant) fully

equipped and armed with buckler, sword, and javelin,

went forth, in the presence of the opposing armies,

to decide iii their own persons the right to claim the

victory and the throne. After a protracted and

desperate encounter Elala fell, pierced by his rival's

javelin, upon which Dutugamina was proclaimed

king, and greeted as such by the two armies. The

victor, generous in his triumph, raised a lofty dagoba

or shrine over Elala'.- grave, at the same time issuing

an edict enjoining all chiefs in tin- future, on pass-

ing that spot, hallowed by the remains of a gallant

warrior, to descend from their palanquins, and cause

the music of their band- to cease until beyond its

limits. 'I'hc royal injunction has been well observed

even iii modem times, for it is related that in 1816

a Kandian chief who had made an unsuccessful

attempt at rebellion against the British, was living

for his life through that part of the country ; hard

pressed as he was, and weary in his flight, he never-

theless alighted from his litter and walked reverently

past the venerated monument.

The dagobas of Ceylon are undoubtedly the oldest

in the world. The term dagoba, or casket, was be-

stowed upon them by reason of their being usually

the receptacles of some reputed relic of Buddha.

They are generally of one form, but differ very con-

siderably in size, some being two hundred feet in

height, while others are not more than sixty or

seventy feet high.

At the base of most of the steps leading to

palaces and shrines are to be seen to this day

elaborately carved "i Mistimes," semicircular in

form, on the face of which are concentric rows of

the figures of strange animals, birds, and the lotus

(lower. There is little, if any, variation in the

carvings <>(' those found at Anuradhapoora. That

which is shown here is a copy of one situated at

the base of steps leading to a large preaching-hall in

what is believed to have been a palace of King

Dutugamina. The face of this stone is in good

preservation, and the circles of figures covering its

CUXPTUBED STONE, l.KA/l.X TALACE.

surface still stand out in bold and clear relief, but

little touched by decay—a fact explained by the

extreme dryness of the climate in that part of the

island, where rain seldom falls. It may be observed
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tli;it the face of the lowest step is oi'namented with

three squal figures of strange beings, such as are

commonly found on the remains of ancient edifices

in Ceyl whilst on the face of each of the upper

steps there is Imt one central figure. These u n-

stones are noi found in any Buddhist ruins of other

countries, and appear to be peculiar to Ceylon. The

outer face of the right wing-wall is covered by one

of the strange and hideous figures shown on a larger

scale in the illustration on the opposite page, whilst

the inner fare of the left wing-wall is adorned by

a number of grotesque Imt not repulsive figures. At

the base of such winy-walls may frequently he seen

carved figures in stone representative of the Buddhist

emblem of protection (the seven-headed cobra), which,

with distended hoods pointing in different directions,

were believed t<> indicate watchfulness—hence their

position, overlooking the approach by way of the

i nstone. (S ipposite.)

Amongst the many specimens of mural sculpture

to he met with in the existing ruins of Anuradhapoora

i- one Ian illustration from which is here shown, and

which may he taken as a fair representation id' the

sculpture of that early period) which it is evident hail

attained some considerable

decree of excellence. The

figures represent a man and

a woman seated, their flow-

ing hair intertwined, and

their figures admirably ren-

dered.

The group formed a por-

tion of a terrace front on

the first of three flights of

stone steps cut on the face

of a lofty rock leading up

to the entrance of what is

now known as the "Isuru-

maniya " Vihare, or Bud-

dhist Sanctuary (the correct

name of which, according

to the Mahawanso, is " Is-

sara Moonie "), said to have

been the work of King

Qewenipiatissa, B.C. 306,

at about the period when
Buddhism was introduced

into Ceylon by the mis-

sionary Mahindo. It is

one of the many rock-temples which this zealous

convert to the new faith caused to lie constructed

in various parts of the country. There arc at the

present time hut fr\v remains of the terrace, and

St steps except the mural sculpture here shown,

and one of a kindred nature on the opposite side of

the terrace, this group being on the right hand of

Ml'UAL UECUKATIU.X AT A NIM: AIiHAI'O'JlLt

the steps leading to the unimposing entrance to the

cavernous Vihare above. The structure, even in

its ruins, is remarkable for the beaut} oi its carvings,

the latter being equally effective in the bold yet

graceful mouldings as in the ornamentation of the

steps and lion. Over it there was evidently at one

time a roof, and it is probable that this structure

formed a portion of the large hall roofed in for the

reception of the preacher, the remainder of the build-

ing being left open for occupation by the hearers.

It was doubtless the custom then, as at the present

time, in Ceylon for the officiating mi nks to hold

forth to the people on moonlight nights, seated

beneath an ornamental canopy, and screened From

public gaze bj light drapery.

Prominent amongst the Buddhist Vihares in this

island are those known as the " cave temples " at

l'aml 1, which the traveller passes on his journey

from Kandy to Pollonaruwa, the se id ancient

capital of the island. They form a group of five

temples, excavated from a huge rock which rises six

hundred feet above the plain on which it stand-,

closely adjoining the high-road, whence a narrow

path leads past a " pansela," or monks' dwelling, to

the principal entrance, a

shown on the next page.

The stone doorway to

this the "Maha Dewa
Dewale," or " temple ol the

great g"d," is profuselj

ornamented with figures of

Hindu deities, w hilst \\ it liin

the entry is placed a sedeut

figure of Buddha, seven fei I

high, cut from the solid

rock. This portion of the

sanctuary was constructed

by King Walegam Balm,

B.C. 80. A far larger and

more imposing chamber is

the " Maha Vihare," or

"great temple," measuring

one hundred and sixty l'< ej

by fifty Eeet. In this

spacious exca\ at ion are up-

wards of fifty figures of

Buddha, ranged in grim and

solemn order, many larger

than life - size. Besides

these, there is a figure of the Kino- Walegam Bahaj

whilst behind the rows of Buddhas are numeri u

highly -coloured frescoes, illustrating the deed-: of

Hindu ami Sinhalese heroes, and especially incidents

Connected with the early history of the island. 1

1

the

landing of the first Indian settlers under Wljayo, to

the planting of the sacred Bo tree at Auuradha] ra.
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The deep gloom of this large chamber, with its in the exercise of mystic rites in honour of old-world

many figures and paintings but dimly discernible in deities. When King Waligam Bahu, B.C. 75, lied

the faint light, strikes the visitor in strange con- from Anuradhapoora before invading Malabars, he

trast to the bright sunshine and rich foliage without, sought refuge within the dark recesses of this roek-

liool:'

( Eng ,1 l'ii II. Purchase.)

Other chambers, smaller in size, contain figures of

Buddha in various attitudes, as well as a rudely

executed wooden figure of Rajah lvirti Sri Nis-

sauga, win) added much 1t> tlie decorations of this

shrine.

How much of the cavities in which these shrines

are located arc natural and how much artificial, is an

open question. According to tradition, caves existed

in this rock long before the colonisation of Ceylon

li\ \\ ijayo, and at a date prior to the introduction of

Buddhism priests of the existing religion used them

temple, where for a number of years he eluded all

search by his enemies. Eventually he was aide to

drive out the invaders and regain his kingdom, when

gratitude to the monks who had aided his conceal-

ment induced him to expend considerable sums in

the enlargement and re-decoration of the Dambool

shrines. At a later period King Kirti Nissanga

added much to the adornment and furnishing of the

interior by means of gilding and paintings, whence

it derived the name of the "Cave of the Golden

Rock."
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rnHE Corrodi family (of Italian origin, as the name esteemed, the Eorce and depth of colour of oil-

-L denotes) have been always men of letters or paintings. His speciality is the faithful rendering

artistsj they were Protestants, and being persecuted of the colour and character of the Italian landscape,

al the period of the Waldensian persecution in Milan, which, ;is all artists know, presents so many diffi-

-

1'UOFKSSOR HKEMAXN COKKODI.

(From a Pen Drawing by Himself I

they expatriated themselves and went first to Germany
and afterwards to Switzerland, where they settled.

The ancestors of the subject of the presenl memoir
obtained the citizenship of the city of Zurich, where

they had established themselves, and later, for services

rendered to the city, were nominated " Patricians"

of Zurich. Solomon Corrodi (the father of Hermann)
was the son of a Protestanl pastor. He was horn in

1810, and was the first of the Family to return to

Italy, the country of his ancestors. He established

himself in Home as a water-colour painter, and was

noted for giving to his works, which were much

583

culties to the painter. Tin's venerable artist is called

the Nestor of water-colour painters in Italy, and

there is no more respected figure in artistic circles

in Rome.

His son Hermann was hern in 1844, during a

summer sojourn of his parents a( Frascati. Hi- real

vocation for art was displayed at a very early age,

not sii much in attempts at execution, as in a per-

cept] f the beauties of nature and a desire to

contemplate then undisturbed, singularly unusual

in a very young child. No doubl also the surround-

ings and associations of his earliest \ ears contributed
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to make him a painter, while he was gifted in an chains of verdure formed by their woven branches,

extraordinary degree with what may be called eye- The small painter in embryo was so absorbed in

memory. A friend to whom Corrodi himself narrated studying these effects that he tumbled into the water,

the story gave me a singular instance of this. He but his cries fortunately brought his nurse and parents

states thai certain effects in nature and certain impres- to the spot in time to save him. Twenty years later

sions of subjects and landscapes have remained clearly Corrodi made a charming picture of this little corner

pictured in his mind from the age of six years, and of Italian woodland with its fountain and its minia-

I II%-tf"
A STUDY OF LANDSCAPE.

i From «x Kicking bv nermann Corrodi.

thai twenty years later he painted what he considered ture lake, just as il had presented itself to his childish

01 this hcs! pictures from an impression received eyes, with the exception that instead of Ins own

at that early age. His parents were passing the infantile figure, it is a nymph who is pensively ad-

summer of Iviii at Frascati inhabiting the Villa miring the reflections in the limpid water. Hermann

Piecolomini, and little Hermann having escaped from Corrodi's first studies, and those of his brother Arnold,

the custody of his nurse, set off to enjoj the beauties who was fourteen months younger than himself, were

,.f nature alone in the park of the villa. The child made at Rome under the direction of their father.

was transfixed by the charm of a little fountain with A< rding to the ideas of the family, academic

a small lake,,!' perfectly limpid water in which were instruction in Rome at that time was quite insuf-

rcllecteil the tall tree- growing around, with the iicicnt, and later the two young' students wen' sent
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to Germany, and they also passed some tunc with

Calame at Geneva. It will be seen later why it is

impossible to Follow the career of young Hermann at

this period withoul frequent reference to his brother.

The elder had no« dedicated himself by preference

to gt ure and landscape painting, the \ ounger to genre

and historical pictures.

Hermann always declares himself to have been

immensely dominated by the influence of his gifted

After having exhibited in Germany in L868
firsf in Berlin and afterwards in Vienna, where, in

L870, tiny both gained medals the} wenl lo Paris,

and remained for several years either in the capital or

its environs, having a little p i at Bougival

on the Seine. These years musl be considered the

most derisive in determining the benl and style "I

their painl ings.

They were both seized with enthusiasm for the

cadet. The brothers were literally inseparable, and French school, and from this time dates a complete

the affection existing between them was like that change in their treatment of subjects and mode of

.' by /'. KahA mann. i

which is usually found between twin children, rather

than the ordinary fraternal sentiment. Their passion

for art, for poetry, and for the beautiful in nature,

united them still further, and was the point of de-

parture of all their ideas and of all that inspired

their works. The great and acknowledged talents .if

Arnold Corrodi

—

talents all too soon List to the world

of ait —together with his great quickness and delicacy

of mind, aroused a s at of generous enthusiasm in the

soul of his brother which greatly influenced his own

life and works.

They were, during that portion of their lives, as

perfectly happy in their work, in their early successes,

and in the pursuit of their beloved art, as it is

given to very few 111 irtals who are endowed with the

artistic temperament to he. In Germany and France

the\ were often spoken of a- ''the hapiy brothers of

Rome."

work. It was not that they were imitators— it has

always been a boast of Hermann Corrodi'- that he

was never the disciple of any particular academy or

school; hut, probably for this very reason, the im-

pression made upon them by the reality and vigour

of many of the masterpieces of modern French ait

was profound, and decidedly influenced the future

work of both the brothers. They freed themselves

for g 1 of an\ idea of leaning henceforth on what

they called with juvenile ardour "that tottering,

broken-down old nurse which we call Academic" and

encouraged each other on the new course ol per-

fect freed in art by citing all the distinguished

painters of modern tine- who have come forth from

no academy or si 1 1, but have keen young men

endowed with talent who have marked out an

independent path for themselves. A favourite say-

ins of Hermann Corrodi's is that if then' is any
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liberty ai all in the world there should be liberty of happiness and success, and on the eve of great

iu art. projects for important pictures to be painted for

M'iihout going so far as to agree with many several great world's exhibitions, Arnold Corrodi was

painters of the modern school that " academic " and seized with cerebral inflammation and died suddenly in

"decrepit " are interchangeable terms, it may l>e here 1874, It is difficult to exaggerate the effects of the

noted on their side of the argument thai Makarl blow upon the surviving brother. Hermann Corrodi

was expelled from the

Academy of \ ienna for

" want of talent."

But pleasant as was

the sojourn in Paris,

and enthusiastic as they

were about the new im-

pulse which they had re-

ceived from French art

,

the "happy brothers''

could not remain there.

They had no idea of

exiling themselves per-

manently from beautiful

Italy, and in 1870 they

returned to Home.

Hermann now pre-

pared his first picture

lor the Salon—" A Tem-

pest in the Mediter-

ranean," which was ex-

hibited at the Salon of

L870;"TheSmugglers"
(" Les Contrebandiers ")

for the Salon of 1871;

and " A Procession at

Bchia," which was ex-

hibited in the Salon of

1872, and which some

years later was bought

by the Queen of Saxony.

During this period he

a 1 so pa i n t ed several

large pictures of views

in Venice, which went

to Berlin and Vienna.

At the same time

the younger brother

executed his fine picture

of "The Entry of Titus

into Home,'' his large

historical work, "The

I From tlu rid

by thi P)

mri.ili. Presi nted to Tier Majesty the Qu

o/ Wales on the occasion oj her Jubilee.)

believed at first that he

could not long survive

his brother, and he

shortly afterwards left

Italy under the impres-

sion that he should never

again return.

It was at this time

that he made his First

travels in England, be-

lieving perhaps instinc-

tively that he might be

in some measure dis-

tracted from his grief

by entirely new scenes

and surroundings.

While he remained

in London, and time

was doing- its beneficent

work, he once more be-

gan to feel promptings

to return to his own

sunny Italy and try to

work once more. lie

contracted a happy mar-

riage here, too, in J S7 (5

,

with a lady who is now-

one of the ornaments of

society in Koine, and

this benign influence had

the effect of bringing

him back as it were

to the world, and to

work.

Corrodi passed the

entire winter of 1 876 -7

in Cairo ami on the

banks of the Nile,

making studies for pic-

tures ordered by the

K h ed i vi', whi eh he

afterwards completed at

Conspiracy of Faliero at Venice/' "St. Paul before lb. me. These were: "The Baths of the Harem,"

Felix/' "Petrarch Crowned at the Capitol," "The " The Carpet Bazaar/' " Sunset at Gezireh," " Inun-

ChaM\" time of Henry [V. of France—and other dation of the Nile at Ghizeh," and many more,

pictures, which were all exhibited with great success, After Egypt, Corrodi visited Syria and the Holy

and brought medals and honours in abundance to Band. Jerusalem, Bethlehem, the Dead Sea anil its

the gifted young artist. environs furnished him with subjects for important

Bui icw the thunderbolt fell in the serene sky pictures, among which may be noted the " Holy

of Hermann Corrodi's artistic life. In the midst Fountain," on the great Place of the Temple where
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the Arabs wash before entering the Mosque of property of the Grand Duke of Baden in L880. Its

Omar. motif'is 01 f those gorgeous sunsets which so often

The effects of dazzling liu'ht and of intense heat till with splendour the sky of Cairo,

are cleverly and truthfully given in this picture, and Among other important works which were the

A CONVENT NEAli VENICE

., by nermann

could only have 1 n so rendered by one thoroughly result of the numerous and careful studies made by

familiar with the atmospheric effects of the climate as Corrodi during his Eastern travels, maj be mentioned

well as with the scenery which he portrays. This a nighi scene on the Dead Sea. V bermit, one oi

picture, which 1 haw seen in the studio of the artist, the many who haunt those lonely shores, is absorbed

is a large and very importanl one, and became the in ai stasy of prayer, Ins fire has died down, and in
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the darkness partly illuminated by the rays of the

moon, hyenas and other beasts of prey are dimly

seen. The chiaroscuro here is very striking1

, and is

in strong contrast to Corrodi's bcsl known style,

which deals with glowing sunsets, clear afterglows,

or dazzling 1 inlays. This picture was bought

by the Empress Augusta, and is now in the royal

chateau at Coblenz.

Another was the so-called " Grotto of Christ," on

theshnres.il' Lake Tiberias. There are several grottoes

thus named, the tradition being that our Saviour

rested lirst in one and then in another, during His

forty days' fasting and wandering in the desert.

They are all now inhabited by hermits. In Corrodi's

picture wc look out of the cave, the entrance to

which is bordered with plants and flowering shrubs,

mi to the lake, which is seen in all the splendour of

a summer morning.

. The subject el' this picture was the personal choice

el' the Emperor William of Germany, who commis-

sioned if, and it gained for the artist the Cross of the

Red Eagle, which the venerable Sovereign elected to

bestow on him with his own hand. At the same

time he commissioned Signor Corrodi to paint a

triptych which he wished to present to the Empress

Augusta, representing the Holy Places. This is now

in the royal castle at Berlin.

Consideration of space prevents me giving a de-

tailed list of even the more recent works of this

indefatigable artist, still less of his numerous royal

and imperial patrons. The series of studies made in

< \ pius cannot, however, be passed over without notice.

These were made when the island had just been ceded

to England, and Lord Wolseley was there as Governor.

The whole resultant collection of studies and pictures

was exhibited, it will he remembered, at Wallis's

French Gallery, and attracted much attention. The
almost dream-like beauty of some of the subjects,

and the exquisite effects of aerial perspective peculiar

to the island, were rendered with a fidelity and a

delicacy worthy of the highest praise. Many smaller

studies were bought by the Princess of Wales, and

several pictures found places in private collections

in England.

" The Fishermen's Ave Maria at Chioggia,"

which is the subject of the illustration on page 220,

was commissioned in the spring of L886 by the

Prince and Princes. f Wales for the sake of its

simple, peaceful subject, which they thought would

please the U ii. and they presented it to her on the

occasion of her " .1 ubilee."

\ fisherman's family have moored their boats at

the foot of one of those cha] >el-slirmes built on raised

piles w h idi are not uncommon on the Venetian lagoons

\ young girl has ascended the rickety wooden ladder

in order to trim the lamp and place flowers be-

fore the shrine of the Madonna. It is the hour

of prayer; and as the distant chimes of the "Ave
Maria" float faintly across the waters from the

towers of A cnice in the far distance, a murmured

prayer comes in response from the lips of the simple

fisher-folk, men, women, and children, in the two

boats. In the original, the chief poetry seems to me
to he centred in the figure of the old man standing

while telling his beads. The figure is very simple and

noble, and is relieved against a pale luminous stripe

of yellow sky with admirable effect. The whole upper

part of the sky is covered with soft greyish masses

of cloud. The far-stretching waters of the lagoon

lie like a pale gulden mirror in the distance, while

in the foreground, in the shadow cast by the boats

and piles, there is a faint ripple on the water, and

the natural blue-green of the changing lagoon waters

is strongly given in the wavelets which are in shadow.

A few sea-gulls flying high dot the upper sky.

In the "Madonna of Chioggia'" (see p. 219) we
have a very similar subject, but so differently treated

as to give a very g 1 example of the artist's versa-

tility, lb-re the fishermen and their families (and

be it known that at Chioggia all are fishermen—
even the Syndic) are praying to the Madonna before

setting out for the night's work or for their longer

excursions on the sea. Again it is after sunset, the

hour of the "Ave Maria," but sea and sky are as

different from those in the other picture as possible;

just as in nature we never see two sunsets alike.

Here the glassy lagoon and the translucent sky

are almost of a pearly whiteness flecked with clouds

of rose colour. The boat in which the fishermen

stand or bend in prayer is at a little distance from

the stone steps which lead sheer out of the water to

the shrine and church of the Madonna on the island.

The women kneel upon the steps where they have just

strewn some flowers before the image of the Virgin.

The colouring of this picture is so true to nature,

and the effects of air and distance so admirably ren-

dered, that one almost feels inclined to draw a long

breath in order to inhale the still, salt air of the

lagoon more freely; and to listen in the intense

evening silence for the faint creaking of the boat,

and the subdued voices of the women at prayer.

" Golgotha/' engraved on the next page, is a work

so different again from those already described, that

it is difficult to believe it painted by the same hand.

The actual locale, it must be remembered, was well

known to the artist, and his portrayal of nature

as he imagined it at that awful moment is full id'

grandeur. "A Convent near Venice," again, is one

of Professor Corrodi's happiest ( lpositious. The
white-robed figures of the monks who have come

down to the convent gate break the masses of shadow

with good e fleet ; and the towering c\ press trees
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of a splendid sunsel

.

Such is the work of

HERMANN COHRODI.

ii the side lights in the glow

223

1 emperors alike have no) been ill-bestowed. It

may be truly said thai his motto in life ha been

musl be counted the oft-quoted line of the old Italian writer — '- Vrte

GOLGOTHA.

/„;, Cvrii ;,i by P. Kahdei

quite in the foremost rank of professors of Italian sempre sara il pin bel fior dellavita"—which has

art of to-day, and all who appreciate the earnest thus been rendered:—
and unwavering pursuit of a high ideal will feel that 1<0{al] the Bowers that gi ice th< i irth,

the unusual honours conferred ii]i"ii Corrodi by kings Artbl I weetesl from hei t>ii
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THE ROYAL ACADEMY,

By THE EDITOR.

OXcr; more the Royal Academy opens wide its be felt or advanced against it, the work of no other

doors and invites the public to view its ex- man in the whole Academy will more amply repay

hibition—this year the hundred and twenty-first

—

study, or more deeply open up the springs of argument

and in accordance with the precedent last year es- touching ail -criticism or art -craftsmanship. Not

I From tin HiljumI Ski Mi hij

THE SII'.YI..

el U ighton, Bart., P.R.A., foi in the Royal Academy Exhibition.)

tablished in The Maoazine or Aim, a review and

reproduction of some of the chief attractions to be

found upon its walls are now presented.

The work of the President claims our first atten-

tion, for it may be safely asserted that whatever may
I"' its merits or demerits, and spite of all that may

that I propose to pursue this themt—as well for con-

sideration of space as consideration for.the reader
;

but a little way it may be well to «-o, for the theme

is one pregnant with interesting suggestions for the

average Academy visitor. There can be no doubt

but that Sir Frederick Leiffhton's art—thouirh not
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1. The 1 2. The X Drap.
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Ins sympathy— is wholly out of tunc with the

realistic tendency of our rising' Franco-English

school. It lias been urged against him l>v oi I

the most eminent of living English artists that

Ins figures seem to be fancy portraits of Neo-

Greek ladies and gentleman, neatly modelled in

wax and coloured by hand ; while ethers quote

against him that exclamation of the Great Master

—

"
I am painter, Sir, not a tinter! " Robust colour,

naturalistic representations of everyday scenes and

passions certainly do not come within the sweep

of Sir Frederick's practice, Imt what, we do in-

variably find, irrespective of subjecl and irrespective

even of success in the result, is a striving after

a beauty of form, idea, and execution. In these

he succeeds exactly in proportion to his ability,

and where lie fails marks absolutely and frankly the

limitation of his powers. There is little doubt but

that the chief excellences of his work are usually

missed by the greater public, sometimes even by

painters of opposite methods, who might be ex-

pected to have a juster appreciation of their tech-

nical beauties. The greatest merit is undeniably his

elevated "style," that sense ,,1' distinction of which

he is in England cue of the last remaining re-

presentatives. Next ciimes his learned composition,

with an ahs. .Intel v unsurpassed knowledge— or should

1 nut call it inspiration V—of the necessities of the

beauty of line. .Many qualities of another kind

distinguish Ins work, such as his power of using

architecture and its ornaments decoratively in his

pictures, without allowing them to interfere with

either the preconceived line and scheme of c lour.

In these respects his art is complete, anil it was

(loiilitless the appreciation of this fact that prompted

the Berlin Commission to award to him the Gold
Medal for science in painting, while they awarded to

Sir John Millais the corresponding medal for exe-

cution. Heauty is Ins ami—beauty in the human
figure, where it finds the highest expression, in the

graceful line of draperies, and so forth, and to the

extent that beauty has ceased to lie the attendant of

everyday life his work' is wanting in realism. So

far, happily, his themes have nut run dry that he is

reduced to the sweet-stuff shops, the madhouses, and

drinking-saloons of other "schools."

1 have said that the sense of line in composition,

in figure a ml drapery, is one of the chief qualities of the

artist ; and the conviction that the method in which
lie places them upon canvas with such unerring suc-

cess— for it may he said that the President rarely,

il ever, produces an ugly form in a picture—would

he both interesting and instructive, prompted me
tu learn in what manner his effects are produced.

This I have done, having special regard to i f his

i\
]
id i. res, " The SiU I," which, being a

single figure, simplifies greatly the explanation of the

mode of procedure. This explanation holds good

in every ease, be the composition great or small,

elaborate or simple; the modus operandi is always

the same.

Having by good fortune observed in a model an

extraordinarily tine and " Michelangelesque " forma-

tion of the hand and wrist—an articulation as rare to

find as it is anatomically beautiful and desirable—he

bethought him of a subject that would enable him to

introduce his trouvaille. As but one attitude could

display the special formation to advantage, the idea

of a Sibyl, sitting brooding beside her oracular tripod,

was soon evolved, but not so soon was its form

determined and fixed. Like Mr. Watts, Sir Frederick

Leighton thinks out the whole picture before he puts

brush to canvas, or chalk to paper; but, unlike Mr.

Watts, once he is decided upon his scheme of colour,

the arrangement of line, the disposition of the folds,

down to the minutest details, he seldom if ever

alters a single line. And the reason is evident. In

Sir Frederick's pictures

—

which are, above all, decora-

tions in fh real sense of the word— the design is a

pattern in which every line has its place and its

proper relation toother line-., so that the disturbing

of one of them, outside of certain limits, would throw

the whole out of gear. Having thus determined

his picture in his mind's eye, he in the majority of

cases makes a sketch in black and white chalk upon

brown paper to fix it. In the facsimile of this first

sketch, which appears on page 225, the care with

which the folds have been broadly arranged will fie evi-

dent, and, if it be compared with the finished picture,

the very slight degree in which the general scheme

has been departed from will convince the reader

of the almost scientific precision of the artist's

line of action. Rut there is a good reason for this

determining of the draperies before the model is

called in ; and it is this. The nude model, no matter

how practised he or she may be, never moves or stands

or sits, in these degenerate days, with exactly the

same freedom as when draped ; action or pose is

always different—not so much from a sense of mental

constraint as from the unusual liberty experienced by

the limbs, to which the muscular action invariably

responds when the body is released from the discipline

and confinement of clothing.

The picture having been thus determined, the

model is called m, and is posed as nearly as possible

in the attitude desired. As nearly as possible

I say, for, as no two faces are exactly alike, no

two models ever entirely resemble one another in

body or muscular action, and cannot, therefore, pose

in such a manner as exactly to correspond with

either another model or another figure —no matter

how correctly the latter may be drawn. From
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the model the artist makes tin' careful outline, in

brown paper, as shown in fig. :l- -a true transcripl

from life, which may entail some slight corrections

of the original design in the direction of modifying

the attitude and general appearance of the figure.

Tin.- would be rendered necessary, probably, by the

bulk and material of the drapery. So far, of course,

the artist's attention is engaged exclusively by

"form/' "colour" being always treated more or less

ideally. The figure is now placed iii its surround-

ings, and established in exact relation to the canvas.

The result is the first true sketch of the entile design,

figure and background, and is built up of the two

previous ones. It must he absolutely accurate in the

distribution of spaces, for it has subsequently to he

"squared off" on to the canvas, which is ordered to

the exacl scale of the sketch. At this moment, the de-

sign being finally determined, the sketch in oil colours

is made. It has been deferred till now, because the

placing of the colours is, id' course, of as much import-

ance as thi' harmony. This done, the canvas is for

the first time produced, and thereon is enlarged the

design, the painter re-drawing the outline—never

departing a hair's breadth from the outlines and

forms already obtained—and then highly finishing

the whole figure in warm monochrome from the

life. Every muscle, every joint, every crease is there,

although all this careful painting is shortly to be

hidden with the draperies ; such, however, is the

only method of ensuring absolute correctness of

drawing. The fourth stage completed, the artist

returns once more to his brown paper, re-copies the

outline accurately from the picture, on a larger scale

than before, and resumes his studies of draperies

in greater detail and with still greater precision, deal-

ing with them in sections, as parts of an homoge-
neous whole. Of these, Figs. 3 and 4 are a fair

sample ; hut they, of course, do not represent more

than a selection. The draperies are now laid with

infinite care on to tin.' living model, and are made
to approximate as closely as possible to the arrange-

ment given in the first sketch, which, as it was not

haphazard, bul most carefully worked out, must of

necessity he adhered to. They have often to he

drawn piecemeal, as a mode! cannot by any means

always retain the attitude sufficiently long for the

design to he wholly carried out at one cast. This

arrangement is effected with special reference to

painting— that is to say, giving not only form and

light and shade, hut also the relation and "values" of

ten,-.. The draperies are drawn over, and are made
to conform exactly to the forms copied from the

mules of the under-painted picture. This is ,-, cardinal

point, because in carrying out the picture the folds

are found fitting mathematically on to the nude, or

nudes, first established on the canvas. The next step

then is to transfer these draperies t,, the cam
which the design has been squared oil', ami this is

done \\ nh flow ing colour in the same monochr c as

before over tic nudes, to which they are intelligently

applied, and which nudes must mver mentally at

least— he lost sight of. The canvas has been prepared

with a grey tone, lighter or darker, according to the

subject in hand, and the effect to he produced. The
hack-round and accessories being now added, the

whole picture presents a more or less completed aspect

—resembling that, say, of a print of any warm tone.

In the case of draperies of verj \ igorous tone, a rich flat

local colour is probably rubbed over them, the model-

ling underneath being, though thin, so sharp ami

definite as to assert itself through this wash. Certain

portions of the picture might probably he prepared

with a wash or Hat tinting of a colour the opposite of

that which it is eventually to receive. A blue sky,

for instance, would possibly have a soft, ruddy tone

spread over the canvas— the sky, which is a very

definite and important part of the President's com-

positions, being as completely drawn in monochrome
as any other portion of the design; or for rich blue

mountains a strong orange wash or tint mighl be

used as a bed. The structure of the picture being

thus absolutely complete, and the effect distinctly de-

termined by a sketch which it is the painter's aim to

equal in the big work, he has nothing to think of bul

colour, and with that he now proceeds deliberately,

hut rapidly.

Such is the method by which Sir Frederick

Leighton finds it convenient to build up his pictures.

The labour entailed by such a system as this js, of

course, enormous, moreesj ially when the composition

to be worked out is of so complex a character as the

"Captive Andromache" of last year, every figure

and group of which were treated with the same com-

pleteness and detail as we have seen to attend the

production of so simple a picture as " The Sibyl."

Deliberateness of workmanship and calculation of

effect, into which inspiration of the moment is never

allowed to enter, are the chief characteristics of the

painter's craftsmanship. The inspiration stage was

practically passed when he took the crayon in his

hand; and to this circumstance probablj arc to he

assigned the abseni f realism which arrest the

attention of the beholder, for the rest, this picture

of ''The Sibyl," thi' production of which I have

so fully set forth, is strongly reminiscent ol the

" Mnemosyne" in Sir Frederick's ceiling-decoration

exhibited in I S8G.

As regards his other works, "Girls Playin;

Hall " takes precedence, inasmuch as its composition is

ol' a more elaborate character than the others. This

picture, of two graceful figures clad in brighl i!

and flyingdraperies, playing ball on the terraeeor house-
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"THE HABIT DOES NOT MAKE THE MONK."

Picl G F. train, 1: A Engi iv
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top overlooking an ideal sea-shore, is full of poetry

and grace, with just enough of realism to enable the

travelled Englishman to recognise one of the bays

near Rhodes, the curious formation of which is as

picl uresque as it is unmistakable. Here, as elsewhere,

the President strikes the same chord on the same in-

strument

—

" the tuneful note of the dulcet lute."

In "The Invocation" a more difficult effect is at-

tempted in the representation of sunlight whitened

and diffused by the veil of the devotee. This maiden,

who lifts her muslin veil on upraised arms as she

worships before the column-altar, discloses to us a

blanched face in which the expression of pious awe

approaches the extreme, but which is chiefly interest-

ing to us as a successful attempt to grapple with the

problem of infill rating ho-ht , its reflections and values.

" Melancholy " is another work, which, however,

offers no special features other than arc to be found in

all the President's work—an ideal head, with indeed

much of Fletcher's sentiment,

" There's nought in this life sweet,

But only Melancholj ,

aweetest Melancholy !

"

which, too, is "green and yellow/' like Viola's. Sir

Frederick's final contribution is a portrait of Mrs.

Francis Lucas —a work of taste, richness, character,

and harmony.

Landscape once more furnishes Sir John Millais

with the1 theme for his principal works; nor can

we complain on the whole that he has left sub-

ject and incident for the time, such a sense of atmo-

sphere, of strong crisp air, and real sunlight, docs

he infuse, and such skill, too, does he brine' to bear

in transferring to canvas the subtler effects of

sky anil the intricate and delicate network of the

limbs of leafless trees. The first of these he calls

" Murthly Water"—in reality a comprehensive view

of his own fishing on the Tay— in which a couple

of resting anglers serve to introduce the human
element; but they are, as they are intended to be,

ipiite subservient to the landscape. The sweep of

the ground in front, the finely-drawn trees of the

middle-distance, the rippled stream, and the wooded

slopes beyond, form a bit of purely natural scenery,

unconstrained by arbitrary rides of art—in fact,

a "natural composition." The season is late in

the autumn; November tints are brio-lit. and rich

and strong, and till the picture with full greens,

orange, and red-browns; and the beautiful inter-

lacing of the bare branches stand forth against the

clear sky. A bit of real landscape this, which is

evidently meant by the artist, to be a true portrait,

without any attempt whatever to invest it. with
" poetn " beyond what any man may find in it

jus! such a bit, indeed, as you may sec any day m
Scotland (if you arc fortunate in the weather) out id

your carriage-window. In the other picture, entitled

"A Green Old Age/' sentiment is the keynote

—

sentiment o-f just such a kind as pervaded the land-

scape of "The Vale of Rest," although just thirty

years have passed since that masterpiece was hung in

the Royal Academy. This formal garden, with its

close-eut, Dutch-like box-hedge running to the centre

of the picture, this old stone fountain on the left, tin'

gravel paths, and the winter rose-trees peeping over

the hedge, form a foreground and middle-distance

entirely different from what has hitherto been seen

in Sir John's pictures. But beyond, where the real

interest of the picture lies, we are on more familiar

ground. Out from among the yew-trees rise the

gable ends of the grey-green Scotch manor, and

from its chimney a column id' thin smoke curls up

into the still sky, while the whole is closed in by a

glimpse of the distant mountains. The work is

strange at first sight, but its charm grows upon the

spectator and fascinates him as he looks. Brilliance

and dash distinguish the portrait of "Mrs. Hard}'."

The pose of the lady, who stands attired in black

evening dress, is a commanding and dignified one,

and force of character is in her face. The black and

flesh colour are relieved by the brown and orange in

her hair and fan, constituting altogether a portrait

of great power, yet simple and reticent in its quiet

harmony ol colour.

A sino'le canvas represents all that Mr. Watts has

been enabled, through ill-health and other causes, to

complete for the Academy during the past year; but

that one work is sufficiently delightful and sufficiently

charming to retain for him his artistic eminence in the

mind anil heart of the most superficial observer. Con-

ceiving it in flic highesl and brightest vein, he has pro-

duced a bewitching illustration ol' the saying, "The
Habit does not Make the Monk ;" or as Catherine of

Arragon put it, "All hoods make not monks." A
chubby, laughing, rosy Love, ill-concealed in the

monk's habit which he gathers around him with

childish awkwardness, taps gently at a door, and

as he waits his face assumes a mischievous expres-

sion that forbodes ill to the lady within should she

chance to respond to his roguish summons. Such is

the subject of the picture, playfully imagined and

gracefully carried out, the si lid or third work of the

kind in which .Mr. Watts has lately permitted bun-

self to give rein to the more amusingly-poetic side of

In fancy. It is certainly a remarkable instance of

"•race and what may be called a dignified playfulness

becoming more and more pronounced in an artist

alone- with advancing age—the more remarkable as

we find here no sign of failing power cither in im-

agination, design, execution, or colour. Indeed, it is

in point of colour— rich, prismatic colour— that the

picture is strongest. M. II. S.
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I VZ shared the general feeling of diffi-

culty in making a friend of Rousseau,

and although Rousseau often spoke

to him in the evenings at Barbizon

about what he had been painting dur-

ing the day, Diaz could not for a long

time summon up courage to ask to ac-

company Rousseau, and see his method of work.

When Rousseau started in the morning, supplied, as

Sensier tells us, with liis lunch in his pocket, Diaz

used to fallow him as an ogre who scents fresh meat,

"dodging him and spying his work in a comical,

hide-and-seek sort of way." Diaz was trying to

find out the secrets of Rousseau's palette; for the

colours of the master, the russet, the grey, and

the green, puzzled him. He said he "almost

thought Rousseau must employ sorcery,'' for he

himself, so passionately food of colour, searched

without being able to find the delicacy, and a! the

same time the strength of tones of the studies of

Rousseau. At last, however, he screwed up courage

and asked Rousseau to tell his secret, and that

indeed was a red-letter day in the career of Diaz.

Rousseau showed him how he employed his tones and

harmonies, and he took special care to explain to him

the use of emerald green (a colour scarcely employed

in oils by British painters), Naples yellow, and other

colours, which Diaz without assistance would never

perhaps have found out. There was not perhaps very

much in what Rousseau had to tell Diaz, but the

lessons fell on good ground. He knew how to use

the knowledge he had obtained, and he became in a

short time a very worthy disciple of his teacher.

The palette of Rousseau hire good fruit in the hands

of In- ardent pupil, and this incident was the point

de depart of the talent of Diaz.

At the time when he first encountered Rousseau,

Diaz had already acquired a certain fame as an

oriental painter, making pictures of Eastern female

figures, nymphs, Turks and Arabs, but they were more

or less painted in a low tone. In the public gallery at

Nantes there is an early Diaz very difficult to recon-

cile with the master's later work. It has much more

of the sombre character of the works of Couture or

Delacroix. Hut Diaz gradually developed into rich

colouring, and many of these little pictures arc perfei I

gems, luminous, rich, and fascinating, glowing with

all the fervour of a strong sun on gay coloured attire.

So much of this style was employed by Diaz that,

he was credited with going ever) summer to the

Mast, and even yet many
| pie will not believe he

never saw the dwellers in harems, and the pashas in

their ordinary life.

Diaz painted several historical works about this

time, and in L835 exhibited what he called the

"Battle of Medina," which was nicknamed by bis

brother artists the "battle of the broken pots of

paint." The composition was terribly confused, and
was a mass of brilliant colouring with very little

apparent design. In 1836 he painted the "Adora-
tion of the Shepherds," and in 1840 the "Nymphes
de Calypso," which again was dubbed a "broken
sweetmeat picture."

It was not until about lsll thai Diaz, as be

is now known and admired, was revealed in his

strength. He had gradually developed, and from

this time forward his work was of the finest quality.

The prices he obtained for bis pictures had risen

rapidly from the time he began to exhibit at the

Salon, and from this period he could command g 1

figures, but of course nothing like what his works

realise now, when the supply lias stopped, and the

artist cannot excel or undo the reputation his name
has acquired A little later he began to enlarge tie

size of the figures he painted, and he even did some

life-size, but only one or two .if these are satisfactory.

His smaller pictures in figure painting are without

doubt his best works in this class. But Diaz painted

s»p many small figure subjects during his career, for

he always found a ready sale for them, that his land-

scapes being more rare are likely in the long run to

be most sought after.

In Ml Diaz obtained a third class, in 1846

a second class, and in IM^ a first class medal. In

L848, also, he was a competitor lor an official re-

presentation of the Republic which had ju-t

into power, but his design was not used. In |s;,i

he was elected to the Legion of Honour, and at the

dinner to the recipients for that year he proposed

the famous toast, "Theodore Rousseau, our master

who has been forgotten."* In this matter of the

pointed neglect of Rousseau, Diaz at once tools

strong sides with his teacher. lie wished to de-

cline his own honour, actually sending bis cross of

honour back to the Minister of State, and at the

' Sa 'I'm Magazine of Akt, vol. xi.. p.
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official banquet be rose and proposed this toast. He which was a triumph for Rousseau, was a dis-

was the only one who dared beard the administration appointment for Diaz. He had given his imagi-

ln its den, and all the other decorated artists present nation lull swing, and, in the face of the strongly

sat silent and forsook Diaz for the moment—horror- expressed advice of his friends, sent a picture to the

struck at his audacity. Suppose that some painter, gallery called " Last Tears." There was a great deal

newly-elected an Associate of our Royal Academy, of discussion over this picture, some critics declaring

THE Nl CK] LI
I

, re :m ill. Painting by X V.Diaz, Engraved bu Jommrd.)

were to get up at the annual banquet and propose they thought it a splendid work; but it must be

the health of Mr. C., "our master who has been admitted that generally it was condemned. The

forgotten," would the courageous one meet with any composition was weak, the drawing of the figures

immediate support? It is to be feared not. Every questionable, and the whole colour disappointing,

asje of painters has its own troubles, and our own is The great majority of friends and foes aliki con-

uof without them. demned it, and there is no doubt Diaz's reputa-

Tho 1'ails International Exhibition of 1855, tion was seriously injured. However, he returned
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to bis smaller works, and very soon retrieved Ins

position.

From this time forward there is little to tell

aboul the artist. His pictures found a reasonably

ready market, he had many friends, and he seems to

have Itch happy enough to have no history. Tn

I860, however, a great calamity overtook him, for

that year died his favourite sou,Narcisse Emile Diaz.

This young man was horn in Paris twenty-five years

before, and his father had trained him as an artist.

He was, however, more a poet than painter, and wrote

some excellent verses. Hi- | try was stroll crlj

tinged with the ideas of Victor Hugo and De Musset,

pro-

Meissonier and other artists delivered orations over
the grave, and now that the painter was dead alas !

how often it happen.- tkej did nol hesitate to

claim him the greal artist he really was.
It is always interesting to know what artists'

works have aroused the enthusiasm of a painter
whose works wo, in our turn, admire. Diaz's

favourite old master was Correggio. For him he
had a passionate liking, and he used to go to the
Louvre to study there the picture- by that master.

The well-known " Intiope " was the work he chiefly

admired. Diaz had also something of the Velasquez
in him, hnt Correggio was his greatest inspirer.

(From <n, Etching by Chavrel, after tht Painting by .\ Y Dial <

hnt it was still quite individual. In L870, during
the Franco-German war, Diaz took refuge in Brussels,

tor he was too old to fight.

Diaz died on November 18th, 1876, at Meudon,
near Paris, where he had resided tor several years.

It wa- in the same neighbourhood he had lost his

limb when a boy. For many year- previously, and
especially since I

^ 7< , ho had been one of the fashion-

able painters, ami at his death a large number of

people followed his funeral to Moutmartre Cemetery.

585

Diaz was also an ardent admirer of ,1. 1'. Millet.

Whenever he saw a picture in which he detected

genius, his warm southern temperament leaped into

Ham.'. When Millet exhibited in the |s|
I Salon

his group of children playing horses, he -aid. " \t

last here is a new man who has the knowledge

which I would like to have, movement, colour, and

expression to,, here, ind 1, is a painter." When
Millet found times hard, Diaz, then his neighbour

it Barbizon, did much to help 1dm. He made a
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tremendous propaganda for Millet, urging amateurs

and dealers to purchase this artist's paintings, if

they did not wish to stand in his eves as blind and

incapable creatures.*

As a man, Diaz was in personal appearance ro-

bust and sunburnt like a gipsy, of shortish stature,

brusque as a Castilian, eloquent as an Italian.

Latterly he had a grey beard, and eyes which Hashed

and sparkled like his own pictures, lie talked con-

tinuously, arguing ami disputing, being passionate

and self-willed, and very reluctant to allow himself

beaten, lie was firmly attached to the belief that

qualit) of colour in a picture was of far greater im-

portance than perfection of line. He was generous

and enthusiastic with his friends, and very strongly

opposed to those he did not like. lie enjoyed life in

his own way, hut in some respects was ton fond of

good living.

When he had plenty of money be sometimes

threw it into all sorts of odd corners in his studio, so

that when out of funds he would commence a search

for a napoleon, and when he came across it he was

refreshingly delighted. When anyone visited him,

they could, after ringing the bell, hear the noise

of his wooilen ley stump-stump-stumping along as

the painter hurried to open the door. Then his

line energetic-looking face would brighten up and lie

would commence to talk immediately, and scarcely

stop until his visitors had left. Of course Diaz had

had a very great deal to struggle against; his edu-

cation as a youth was imperfect, his training was

none of the best, ami when he became a man, his

oat- were of the wildest description. Then, when
he developed into a favourite painter, training or

restraint was out of the question, and generally bis

life was without well-directed curb.

For the student Diaz is a less desirable master to

study than Rousseau, especially in his figure pictures.

As a landscape-painter, as which it is quite certain

he will live longest, he cannot lead anyone very far

wrong; but his brilliant colours in his figure pieces

are a pitfall for the unwary. Tbough easy to imi-

tate when once produced, they are difficult enough to

create, ami quite undesirable to form a good style upon.

But Diaz was an artist to his finger ends; indepen-

dent, and perhaps capricious, hut still a great painter.

Of the examples of Diaz's work which accompany

this notice " The Forest of Fontainebleau,'" on page

184, is probably the most interesting. It is an almost

perfect little specimen of Diaz's landscape work. "The

Storm'' (page £33) is also very tine in quality and

composition. ''The Chace" (page ]s:3) has been

found most difficull to translate into black-and-white,

for this picture is more an example of colour than of

careful delineation of form. "The Necklace" (page

iJ32 is in the Luxembourg, and is one of the few

large figure pictures in which Diaz was completely

successful.

STUDY OF A HEAD."

By Sii: Frederick Leightox, Bart., I'll A.

HIS little picture, a photo-

gravure of which tonus our

frontispiece, is one of the

most recent works from the

brush of the President of the

Royal Academy. The public

had quite lately the oppor-

tunity of peeing the original

itself, as it was hung in the place of honour in

the last exhibition of the Royal Society of British

Artists. We then called attention to the charm

of this pretty head, standing so daintily against

the background of rich deep blue, while a drapery of

* "Life of Millet."

a light tender green completed the harmony. The

picture itself is little more than a rapid sketch in

oils. As may he seen, it is very thinly painted, yet it

presents that aspect of completeness, which, as we

have pointed out in o ir article on the Royal Academy,

when dealing with the methods of its President, is

one of the characteristics of his work as soon as it is

put upon canvas. The head is an idealised portrait of

a young lady whose face ami figure— in common with

those id' her four pivti\ sisters —have many a time, in

paint and canvas, graced the walls of our exhibitions.

The picture was presented to Lady Halle by the

artist as a wedding-gift, and to her courtesy we are

indebted for permission to reproduce it.
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STUDIES IX

A SUIT OF

ENGLISH COSTUAJ E.

I'HK TIME OF HOGAKTH.

Bi RIl II \l:n III ath.

npHERE entered a man dressed in a plain habit,T with a purse of gold in his hand. He threw

himself forward into the room in a bluff, ruffianly

manner, a smile, or rather ;i sneer on his countenance."

This portrait of the Prime Minister of England

:|1 s< brutal. There was, however, arising a spirit

which some may think better, s worse, a desire

to gild this Augean stable, to polish its walls,

and at least to hide the mire out of sight. " Let

tins fine varnish, so necessary to give lustre to the

Kg. I.—SUIT OF THE TIME OF HOGAETH : THE COAT.

scut s the charae-

nly

iii'!

during the Hogarthian peri

leristie features of its society.

No time more easy to know, since it not

had Hogarth for its delineator, but Fielding

Smollett and Richardson, all working in the same
field : nevertheless, the life they depict is so un-

savoury that we shrink from its study, and only

give it cursory and occasional glances. No one,

Lord Chesterfield in 1751

le and -mule object of your

whole piece," wrot

to his son, " be the

utmost attention." Sir R iberl W alpole tands at

the entry, Lord Chesterfield at the exit of the

stage over which our costume shadows now flit.

The first influence is powerful at the opening, but

is waning all through the period, and a more pol-

ished order of thin-- beginning to take its nlace.

however, who has so much as glanced over Hogarth's Chesterfield gives us its keynote when he says,
works can he ignorant that its materialism was " Plainness, simplicity, Quakerism, cither in dress or
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manners, will not do ; they must both be laced and here (London) display some character or other in

embroidered."" their dress; some affect the tremendous, and wear

Bui there was a quarter of a century to be a great and fiercely cocked hat, an enormous sword,

traversed, and the suit here produced Prom the ward- a short iraisfcoal, and a black cravat." Lord Chester-

rol 1' Mr. Seymour Lucas will exactly represent field's reference as well as the examples in Hogarth's

this period, while the maguificenl laced waistcoat print of the " Beggars' Opera" show thai waistcoats

which is added will very aptly indicate the fact that were now cut shorter and completely square. This

plainness m dress was going nut of fashion, and lace caused the breeches to he mure visible than was for-

and embroidery coming in. merly the case, while the square-toed shoes attracted

The cut i if this suit is in every respect Hogarthian. more attention from the increased size of their buckles.

We come upon such a coat first in a print of the h[ the picture entitled "The Indian Emperor' J

ME\sri;EMl NTS OF COAT.

'• Beggars' Opera Burlesqued" L72S), where it is worn i
I ?•">]), we again have a coat cut as the one before

h\ a performer playing the bagpipes, the difference u«, hut it is an example el' the way lace is coming

in this riy.it and that, of the previous period being again into ordinary wear, the series of notched holes

chiefly in the pocket-holes, which had now ascended at the back of the skirts giving place t<> a series

nearly to the waist, But the coat represented in this of squares in gold lace. In this coat the cuffs are

print has button-holes, or at least false ones, all the different to ours, for they are cut open as they

way down, which is not tin' case with ours. The approach the elbow ; this fashion is frequently ob-

same style of coat appears again in the picture, servable in pictures of the time, and may he -ecu

" Examination of Bambridge, Warden of the Mint, on the figure given from the " Laughing Audience"

by a Committ f the House of Commons, appointed ( 1 7-33)

.

(i 729) to enquire into the tortures inflicted in that In the "Midnight Conversation" (1734-) every

prison." But the cuffs here do not agree with ours, portion of tin' suit may he fully seen: the square-

being long rather than wide; in fact they almost cut coats and waistcoats, the breeches fastened by

reach the elbow. a strap and buckle just round the abdomen and

In the " Beggars' Opera " (1729) we see the same buttoned at the knees. Hogarth has given us two

coat again, with a shorter square-cut waistcoat which sketches of the breeches of his time —a full view and

now began to take the place of the long-flapped aside view—which accord almost exactly with those

waistcoats of the George I. era. fjord Chesterfield, here given, and which were described in my last

in warning hi. son against the affectation of singu- article The flaps of the waistcoat being open for

larity in dress, tell- him. Most of our young fellows eleven inches, gave ample opportunity for the wearer
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to pui his hands in his pockets as the young lord is We have thus arrived nearer and nearer to the

doing in Plate II. of the " Rake's Progress," and coal before us, bul it is only when we conic to the

throws a li^ht. on the scene recorded by Hervey, series called " Marriage <l la mode " thai we actually

where Miss Bellenden is so worried by the Prince "I" reach it. In the first picture, "Drawing up the

Wales twice taking his purse out of his pocket and Contract," the coat worn by the alderman resembles

counting over his money, that she threatens to leave il very closely, bul the cull's arc rather longer, and

the room if he does il again. no! so deep. Thai worn by the doctor (who in lasl

A. very near approach to the coal is seen in thai scene is rebuking the terrified servant For fetching

worn (Fig. 6) by the violinist in the levee—" Rake's

Progress" (1735), showing the way in which the

body and skirls of the coal fell when worn. The

breast-pieces and front skirts were lined with buck-

i by tin

irrified

the laudanum) is the coal in ever) particular. See

Pig. s.i Ami this coat, from its cul and material,

very probably belonged to someone of the class of

the alderman or doctor. Tt appears to be made of

Fig-. 3.—EMBROIDERED BILK WAISTCOAT.

(From Mi Wardrobe oj Seymour Lucas, Esc[; A..U.&.)

ram or ci arse canvas. The latter is used in the

coat before us (Fig. I) in order to make these parts

stand out stiffly from the body, the folds at the side

of the skirts being stuffed with horsehair, making

them stick out, while the hack- and hinder skirts, not

being so lined or padded, fall loose and flat. The

only points in which the coat of the violinist differs

are the cuffs and the hue trappings at the buttons.

There seems at this period to have been some

idea of giving up button-holes and wearing embroi-

dered straps. In the " Hake's Marriage " (1735) we

have the same coal bul without buttons, their place

being supplied b) straps, one at the neck, and two

at the waist. And ' In the Gaming House (same

si ries) a similar style of fastening the coat occurs.

grogram, which was a stuff composed of m ihair and

silk. In this case the mohair would be brown, and

the silk yellow, giving the material the effect, in

some lights, of shut silk. It is lined with yellow, of

a material unlike anything we ordinarily sec to-day.

The buttons and button-holes arc in couplets, and the

pockets are still ornamented with the five notch-holes,

but the series which usually adorned coat-tails, even

at this time, have dwindled I ly two. The waisl

coai belonging to this suit is a mustard-coloured silk,

elaborately embroidered with a thread of the si

colour. It would appear to have been shortened a

trifle h\ a small piece taken oul of the waist. There

aiv twenty -1 wo buttons an I twelve button-holes, the

lower ten buttons being only ornamental. 1 have
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already alluded to the way in which breast-pieces are

made to stand oul by means of a coarse canvas under

the lining and the skirls by being stuffed with horse-

Fi". I.—MEASUREMENTS OK EMBROIDERED SILK WAISTCOAT

SHOWN IN" Fid. 3.

hair. The quantity may be inferred from the weight

of the coat, which is nearly seven pounds.

The series just spoken of
—

" Marriage a la mode
"

— gives mam opportunities of studying the wear of

the waistcoat and breeches. We see the very square

cut prevailed at this time as illustrated in our

examples. We see from Plate II. that the stock-

ings were still pulled over the knees, but that the

fashion was already going out abroad, for the Italian

singer in Plate IV. is represented in breeches which

buckle over the stocking at the knee. In the fifth

scene we see that they were fastened by a hand

buckled at the waist.

The dress here illustrated prevails not only

throughout " Marriage a la mode," but also through

the series called " Industry and Idleness," and maybe

specially studied on Plates IV. and VIII. In Plate

IV. the figures of the master and his favourite ap-

prentice give the front of the coat and the wig most

probably worn with it ;
and in Plates VI. and VII.

we have figures which show it behind with the bars

or notched holes on the tails.

In the passage already quoted Iron. Chesterfield

in illustration of affectation in dress he speaks of

some who wore brown frocks, leather breeches, their

hats uncocked and their hair un powdered, and

carried great oaken cudgels. And in the London

/ ,, Post of December, 1738, the following

account is given of the odd figures a young lady

sees at the play. " When we sat down in the front

boxes we found ourselves surrounded by a panel

of the strangest fellows that ever I saw- in my life ;

some of them had those loose kind of great-coats

on which 1 have heard called wrap-rascals, with gold-

laced hats slouched, in humble imitation of stage-

coachmen ; others aspired at being grooms, and had

dirty 1 ts and spurs, with black caps on and long

whips in their hands, and a third set wore scanty

frocks, little shabby hats put on one side, and clubs

in their hands."

Fielding, who in his life of Jonathan Wild the

Great, cleverly satirises the manners and ideas of

the ruling classes, represents Newgate as divided

into two parties, one of which wore their hats

fiercely cocked, and were called Cavaliers, Tory Rory

Ranter Boys, &c, and the other preferred the nab

or wrencher cap with the brim Happing over the

eyes, and were called Wags, Roundheads, Shake-

bags, Old Nolls, &c.

The coarse and careless ruffianism suggested

by these quotations indicates the mood in which

this period opens. There is still in the young man

of fashion a touch of the Mohock. But Lord

Chesterfield sees it is already the mere affectation

of brutality, and scornfully says that he is convinced

that they are meek asses in lions' skins, and only

quotes their example as one to be avoided. His

maxim is " Dress yourself fine when others are fine,

plain where others are plain,'' and he is never tired

of urging the necessity of careful and graceful

dressing. "I do not, indeed, wear feathers and

red heels, which would ill suit my age, but I take

care to have mv clothes well made, my wig well

Fig. 5.—MEASUREMENTS OF BREECHES FORMING PART

OF THE SUIT.

combed and powdered, my linen and person ex-

tremely clean." Lord Chesterfield's allusion to

feathers is explained by Fig. ''. where we sec a

bat of the period cocked before and behind and
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edged with feathers. This, as well as lace on the

hats, now became more and more the fashion, which,

as the works of Hogarth plainly teach, was tending

in. >rr ami more to extravagance of all

kinds. The hair was sometimes worn

in a pigtail, or the long ends behind

tied up and put into a bag and orna-

mented with an immense black bow.

White powder by L785 was quite the

rage, and everyone who wished to

be in fashion began to wear wigs

like that of the king, clipped in the

manner of a hawthorn hedge and

literally loaded with powder. Lord

Hervej presents us with one of his

graphic sketches when he writes i "As

for Selkirk, lie makes his purple nose

quite white six or seven times a day

by thrusting it into the king's peri-

wig, in older to get at his Majesty's

ear, for the purpose of communicating

the court news he is always collecting.'"

In connection with the bag and

how at the back of the head we see a

curious loose black collar worn round the

neck. The violinist (Fig. 6) in the levee wears t

Fig. 6.

[After Hogarth.)

"black solita'm his neck to adorn,

it of Versailles by the courtiers there worn."

J ondon ftfagazint , i
'," '

Prom which ([notation,

dated two years earlier

than the publication of

t hese prints, we learn the

solitaire had become the

fashion in London, and

that 1 lie man who wished

to he in it was

'• Now quite :i Frenchman in

liis garb and mien,

His neck yok'd down with

bag and solitaire."

Modem Fine Gentleman, 17 Hi.

Tims in the '' Arrest

tor Debt " we see the

Hake emerging from his

chair arrayed in court

COStume, of which this

decoral ion forms a part.

Chest erlield dwells par-

ticularly on the import-

ance of clean linen ; in

the prmi. Bambridge

before a Committ* I tin' House ol Commons/' we
sco that the loose and carelessly tied Steinkirl; now

fell in regular folds on the chest, producing the effect

of the narrow-pleated shirt front with a plain white

hand for a cravat. In the same print we observe

that everj our on tin in 1

1

lit tii- wears

ruffles, some oven a double row. In

I < 37 ruffles had again become of such

importance that at the very time

Queen Caroline was dying, Lord Her-

vey says :
" The King in the midst of

all his real and great concern lor the

Queen, sent to Ins pages (it being

the day appointed for a levee) to bid

them to he sure to have his last new

ruffles sewed on upon the shirt he was

to put on that day at his public

dressing."

And, as we have seen, not only

lace hut embroidery was coming more

and more into fashion. We have

noted how richly embroidered is the

coat the Rake is wearing when ar-

rested. There is a passage in '' Joseph

Andrews" which, as it o'i\os a good

idea, of the tendency of dress in the

Chesterfield direction, 1 shall take

leave to quote :

—
"The gentleman who owned tin' coach-and-six

came to the Assembly. He soon attracted the e\ es of

the company ; all the Smarts, all the silk waistcoats

with silver and gold edgings,were eclipsed in an instant.

" ' Madam,' said

Adams, ' if it he not

impertinent, I should

be gla
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" ' Vis, madam, this it, I assure yon, was made of the marriage of the Princess Royal in 173-i, men-

at Paris, ami I defy the best English tailor even tions Lord Crawford as "dressed in a white damask

to imitate it. There is net one of them can cut, laced with gold." Hut the bridegroom ou thai <«-

madam; they can't cut. It' you observe how the casion and his father-in-law claimed precedence by the

coat is turned, ami tins sleeve, a clumsy English gorgeous grandeur of their costume. The Prince of

rascal can do not hing like it

more than a great-coal

to an Englishman."

And Lord Chester-

field was of the same

opinion, for he tells his

son that the Milords

Anglais in Paris are

noted for their ill-cut

clothes, which, how-

ever, he patriotically

ascribes to their being

made by Scotch or

Irish tailors.

In " Pamela " we

read ol' an individual

who appeared arrayed

in a line laced waist-

el iat of blue paduasoy,

ami his eoat a pearl-

coloured fine cloth with

-old buttons and but-

ton-holes, ami lined

with silk. And the

young lord in "
1 'raw-

ing up the ( lontract
"

is arrayed in a waist-

coat equally splendid,

I never trust Orange was in gold-stuff embroidered with silver, and

George II. also in gold-

stuff, with diamond

buttons to his coat : his

star and George shin-

nig most gloriously.

Alter this we can well

believe we see in Mr.

Seymour Lucas's splen-

did example, which

is here reproduced

(see Fig. 3), a waist-

coat worn, perhaps, at

this pompous ceremo-

nial. It is a delicate

primrose brocaded silk

most richly embroi-

dered with silver. But

as in France St. Simon

stripped the Ludovican

Court of all its ribbons

and furbelows, and saw

even in the superb

monarch himself only

a rather diseased mem-
ber of Humanity, so

in the < reorgian Court

there was " a chiel
"

Tor it is worked with honeysuckles, something like amongst them taking notes; and words are incapa-

a beautiful specimen to he seen in Mr. Sherard- hie of expressing the disgust with which, according

Kennedy's wardrobe. Malcolm tells us that in to Lord Ilervey, the greatest personages on the oc-

I7 : '>") "noblemen ami gentlemen at court chiefly casion referred to, took part in the tinselled pageantry,

wore brown-lloweral velvet <>r dark cloth suits laced

with gold or silver, or plain velvets ol' various

colours and breeches of the same ; their waistcoats

were either gold-stuffs or richly flowered silks ol" is ol' course only a fine sentiment, but the remorse-

a large pattern with a white ground; the make less strippings of " good my Lord Ilervey " must ren-

iniich the same as has been worn some time, only der the most thorough-going cynic glad that men ami

many had open sleeves to their coats." "Lord women were not wholly given up to the practical phil-

Castlemaine," we arc further told, "made a very osophy of Sir Robert Walpole and Lord Chesterfield,

splendid appearance among the young noblemen who, as the mutes in a funeral procession, now usher

in a sjold-stuff coat."' Mrs. l>claiic\ m her account before us the cavalcade of their dead and corrupt times.

The gowd is but the guinea stamp,

The man's a man for a' that,"—



/7LL black and win
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te and grey—a snowy steppe,
ere a stump or rock, and far

gged fringe of dusky pine.*
pall of" hopeless lead.

ft Ah! life too much in this dead land of cold
A sleigh and horses three that sped for life,

| A driver and a mother, priest and I

And after all the wolves inf

p Dropped like a pin in haste or- fear, the child
| Rolled in the snow; and, as a child, the priest

In impulse leapt. These stayed, and the wol
stayed.

Dragged to the nearest village, where the
Stopped still with shivering knees, a cloud of

s t e am

.

And there they found the motl
A mother-dead, and a I

Who cried, as other babes, he knew not why.

T T R E.

tVhoimr, Drawing hy Arthur I.rmon. Etigravr»1 by F. Babbage.)
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THE EARLY DAYS OF THE RENAISSANCE IN ITALY.

THERE is a sort of magic in the word " Renais-

sance." When we hear it, a procession of

magnificently-apparelled princes, of courtly painters

and sculptors, of gentle scholars and poets, passes

through our mind. It suggests to us a period, cha-

racterised by an energy of thought, a splendour of

life, and a love of art, which are almost without pa-

rallel in history. The Middle Ages were a long night

throughout which the art-world slept; the Renaissance

is the brilliant dawn, when the whole world awoke

and recognised once more how glorious a thing it is

to live, see. and think ; when the human spirit became

young again; when science and philosophy were re-

stored to the place of honour from which bigotry and

ignorance had thrust them ; and when beauty ami plea-

sure were pursued with a devotion worthy of the age

of Pericles. The curious subtleties of the Platonic

system grafted on to the doctrines of Christian

charity, produced that "humanism" winch is happily

not yet quite extinct. The discovery of a lost clas-

sical author, the unearthing of a Greek statue, thrilled

the suuls of Florentines of the fifteenth century.

The bones of Livy were one of Padua's greatest

treasures, while the King of Naples regarded the his-

torian's arm as a priceless relic. A new work by a

distinguished sculptor or painter at once commanded

thousandsof spectators. And yet, with all this fervid

intellectuality, physical strength and prowess were

not for an instant despised. The hunting-field, the

joust, all those exercises which aided physical develop-

ment, were held in high esteem. It was thought to

immeasurably enhance the merit of Albert i (architect,

I-
miter, sculptor, litterateur) that he could tame the

mettled steed, that he could leap the height of a

man with his feet tied together, and that with a coin

he could hit the roof of the cathedral of Florence.

And then how interesting were the political circum-

stances of the time ! On the one hand, we have the

cultured tyrannies presided over by patrons of art

and letters; on the other hand, the free republics,

whose citizens were only animated by a desire to

confer honour and glory on the place which gave

them birth. All men bestirred themselves to beautify

their homes. In the Middle Ages it had been re-

garded as idolatrous to erect statues in honour of

living persons ; they were now set up in every town

in Italy.

To all these circumstances is due the peculiar

charm of the Renaissance, as well as the extraordinary

energy which has been devoted to the elucidation of

its history. A vast literature has sprung up dealing

with this single period, and the latest addition to tins

literature is a work of the greatest value from the

pen of M. Eugene Miintz, and entitled " Histoire

de l'Art pendant la Renaissance."* The volume be-

fore us deals with the revival of art in Italy in the

fifteenth century, and is, we believe, only an instal-

ment of a comprehensive history of the movement

throughout Europe. We have nothing but praise to

give to M. Muntz's great work. It is written in a

charming style, which detracts nothing from its

erudition; it approaches art from every point of

view; and it is illustrated with a tact and profusion

which add immensely to its usefulness.

" Les PrimititV," as M. Miintz calls them, include

the great masters of the fifteenth century. All

thai was noblest in the architecture, sculpture, and

painting of this time is represented in the work of

* "Histoire de l'Art pendant la Renaissance: rtalie. Lea

Primitifs." I'm- Eugene Miintz. (Hachette et Cie.)
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Brunellesco Donatello, and Masaccio. The ideal of harmony. They served tw a ter nature on the

these masters was no doubt the classical ideal, but, as one hand, antiquity on the other
;
and it is this dual

M. Miintz well points out, if was not the fact of apprenticeship which explains their achievement,

having slavishly copied ancient models which gave From antiquity they learnt beauty of form, purity

the earh Renaissance its life and fertility; its of line, nobility of i leption. It was nature thai

triumph was due to the fact that classical art was the gave them their inspiration, their freshness of senti-

heritao-e of the Italians, who were the direct and ment, their clear and free vision. Then they were

legitimate successors of the Greeks and Romans, ever ready to take advantage of the lessons of scieuce.

and had assimilated the classical spirit until it Donatello studied eagerly the anatomj not only of

had become their own. This is the reason why man but of the horse. .Masaccio devoted him ell

classical models, which have destroyed so many to perfecting foreshortening and linear perspective

schools of art, only gave fresh life and health to They would learn of all who had anything to teach.

the Italian school of the

fifteenth century.

But let it not be

thought that the Italian

school, with its classical

aspirations, leapt at once

into being, like Athene

from the head of Zeus.

Ancient art had been

vaguely discussed even

in the Byzantine period.

Phidias and Praxiteles had

long been names to con-

jure with, even though

nothing was known of

their lives or styles. They

were regarded as magi-

cians, who had produced

masterpieces in bronze

by supernatural means.

Giotto, too, was not un-

acquainted with Roman
architecture and ornament,

though he had hut faint

glimmerings of the possi-

bilities of the study of an-

tiquity.

It was not, indeed, un-

til the time of Brunellesco

and Donatello that the in-

(By Donatello.

ST. CECILIA.

The Earl of Wei ij/ss's Collection. I

From artists of the Flem-

ish school, for instance,

they gained a know ledge

of aerial perspective, as

well as of the technical

processes of oil-painting.

( )ne of the noticeable

features of the Renais-

same was the extraor-

dinary impetus which

it gave to architect urc.

During the .Middle Avvs,

life had been nomadic.

Churches and monasteries

had been built with un-

ceasing assiduity ; hut

civil architecture played

only an insignificant pari

in mediaeval life. In the

fifteenth century a marked

change took place. Life

in cities had by this time

become more settled. The

princes of Italy, who loved

splendour and pomp be-

yond all things, built for

themselves glorious pa-

laces. In every city tri-

bunals, halls, hospital-,

sprang up as if by enchant-

fluence of classical art fully revealed itself . Yet these ment; and all were in the approved Roman style,

masters never forsook nature. Their work was always Vet architecture was the least emancipated of the

much more than an echo of antiquity. Donatello him- arts; and while painting and sculpture gained in

self is a daring realist ; but nevertheless his subjects, strength at the great revival, it must he admitted

his types, the attitudes and draperies of his figures,

are never free from a suggestion of classicism. Their

reverence for the Greeks and Romans never turned the

eyes of the Italians of the fifteenth centurv away from

the life of their own times. They studied their con-

temporaries with unfailing earnestness. They drew

modelled those they met daily in the streets of

that architecture lost something of its former free-

dom and picturesqueness. The study of the monu-

ments of Rome and the writings of Vitruvius pro-

duced a style of architecture in which everything was

sacrificed to symmetry and an almost mathematical

precision.

The architect no it characteristic of the fifteenth

Florence. Thev did not hesitate to caricature beggars, century is Brunellesco, whom M. Miintz calls the

conspirators, rascals of all sorts; _\ et they informed Christopher Columbus of modern architecture. He

even their meanest works with a spirit of grace and it was who, alter years of quarrelling with the
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Council, lmilt the cupola of the cathedral at Florence.

The story of the disgraceful treatment to which

Brnnellesco was subjected reminds us of the per-

sistent persecution endured by Sir Christopher "Wren

at the hands of the committee who presided over the

huildinffof St. Paul's ; ami in the ease of Brunelleseo,

the first place is due to Donatello. This marvellous

genius was the son of a wool-carder at Florence. lie

was born in 1382, or thereabouts, fur it is a fact not

a little characteristic of his absence of mind that he

forgot the exact year of his birth. So simple was his

plan of life that he kept the little money which he

^ ruiwIMftiiii"

JHII.DRE.N' D.VNCIM

(r.u DonaMlo.)

as in that of Sir Christopher, the behaviour of the

Council was utterly unjustifiable. For the Italian

architect, though touched with a love of diplomacy,

was a kindly, magnanimous soul ; and when the

sketch which he executed in the competition for the

gates of the Baptistry was adjudged the best with

Ghiberti's, lie at once retired from the field in favour

of his rival. Among the many buildings which are

due to his genius, we may mention the churches of

San Lorenzo and Sau Spil'ito at Florence, both of

them constructed on the model of Christian basilica?.

Contemporary with Brunellesco were the architects

M iehelozzi and Alberti. The latter was one of the most

accomplished men the world has ever seen. Not only

was he handsome, athletic, and socially charming,

hut he displayed extraordinary ability in every branch

of art and literature, lie was the friend of Donatello,

and the adviser of tin' Medici ; while for the Ruccellai

he built a splendid palace at Florence, which is,

perhaps, his masterpiece.

But it is when we turn from architecture to

sculpture that the true greatness of the Renaissance

appears. The sculptors profited far more than either

architects or painters by classical inspiration ; and this

is not to be wondered at, for the classical "cuius was

pre-eminently plastic. Of all the Italian sculptors,

earned in a basket suspended from his ceiling, letting

it up and down by means of a pulley. It was no

unusual occurrence for him to wander up and down

Florence in rags; indeed, it, was only by a sub-

terfuge that he was ever induced to cast off his

worn-out clothes. His friend ami patron, Cosmo de

Medici, used to change his garments while he slept,

and Donatello would unconsciously put on the new

ones, ami never recognise the change. His long life

was entirely devoted to his art; but so indifferent

was lie to the rewards which his work might legiti-

mately have brought him that when he died, in

1 1.66, he was a poor man. Engravings of three of

Donatello's works accompany the present article.

The stati f St. <1 lorge, which may be regarded as

the type of military courage, is perhaps his master-

piece, and is as strong anil noble in pose and execution

as it could well be. Very different in spirit is the

charming St. Cecilia, which is in the collection of

Lord Wemyss, ami was one of the most interesting

works of sculpture exhibited last winter at Burling-

ton House.

The great work of Ghiberti's life, the second

great sculptor of the Renaissance, presents a striking

contrast to Donatello's restless force ami almost petu-

lant execution. The two artists have scarceh any
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been produced since the golden age of Greek art. and nobility of line, have rarely been equalle
lhe Sreatesl ol tne contemporaries of Donatello, Neither Fra Angelieo nor Fra lap,,, Lippi belonj
ataong the painters, was undoubtedly Masaccio, who, j„ spirit to the fifteenth century. They carried c
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the tradition of an earlier age, considerably modified, We have here given only a brief survey of the

in each case, by personal idiosyncrasy. But Era period, which is treated with great fulness and judg-

ST. GEOKGE.

the Slatut hii Donatello. Engraved by Barbant.)

Angelico was not at all, and Era Lippo Lippi was ment by M. Miintz. To his account of this per-

very slightly, inHueneed by the great revival winch haps the most brilliant period ia the history of art

was going on around him. we cordially commend our readers.
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OLD A.KTS AND MODERN THOUGHTS.

ARS PALLIATA.

By J. E. HODGSON, R.A.

TIS GREECE, BUI' LIVING GREECE

XO MORE."

(Drawn h,i j. E. Hodgson, i:.A.

by G. Faber.)

De Quincej 's

'• Letters to a

Y u 11 g M a ii

whose Education

has been Neg-

lected," there oc-

curs the follow-

ing passage :

—

' Now, it is my
private theory

. . . that the

antique or pagan

literature is a

polar antagonist

to the modern or

Christian litera-

ture ; that each

is an evolution

from a distinct

principle, having nothing in common but what is

necessarily common to all modes of thought—namely,

good sense and logic j and that they are to be criti-

cised from different stations and points of view." The
same thing, I venture humbly to submit, may be said

ill' ancient and modern art. Greek art, as we know it,

had a certain unreality forced upon it as an essential

condition of its existence; it ministered to the worship

of gods, demigods, and heroes, beings with human
forms, and attributes, but on a larger and more

perfect scale than those which belong to ordinary

humanity. To treat such persons with the familiarity

which belongs to naturalistic treatment would have

been to degrade them in the eyes of the worshippers

—the life of human beings on earth was one thing,

the life of the gods on Olympus was another. Art

dealt mainly with the latter, and the artist had to dis-

cover some means of enforcing the distinction between

these two modes ut' life—the life of mortals subject

In disease and death, and the life of immortals

who enjoyed perpetual youth ami vigour. A certain

conventionalism and formality, a certain want of

individuality and expression—which would have been

defects in the representation of ordinary human lifi—
were the only means by which a statue could be made
to express that it represented the life of g-ods. Hut

with modern or Christian art the conditions were

exactly reversed. It also ministered to the service of

religion, but to the worship of a Cod who took upon

himself ordinary human flesh with all its physical

infirmities, who was a Man d' Sorrows and died upon

a gibbet. The whole interest of Christianity centres In

I lie ordinary human life, and its only connection with

the superhuman is through spirituality— through the

invisible attributes "I' the soul. A close and intimate

rendering of human life became a first necessity of

modern art, and the invisible attributes of the soul

had to be suggested by the only possible means—by
facial expression. T have just quoted De Quinccy,

and it reminds me of another pas-age, which, though

it is applied to the theory of Greek tragedy, helps,

by analogy, to enforce the distinction T have been

insisting on. Speaking of Creek tragedy, he says:

"It is a life treated upon a scale so sensibly different

from the proper life of the spectator as to impress

him profoundly with the feeling of its idealisa-

tion. Shakespeare's tragic life is our own life exalted

and selected." And again, "The tragedy (of the

Greeks) was projected upon the eye from a vast pro-

fundity in the rear, and between this life and the

spectator, however near its phantasmagoria might

advance to him, was still an immeasurable gulf of

shadows."

It would seem necessary, having established such

a vital and fundamental difference in the origin and

development of ancient and modern art, that our

judgment should at all times recognise that difference,

and be influenced by it whenever we come to com-

pare them; and further, that whenever we propose to

ourselves to engraft any of the qualities of ancient

art upon our own, we should take good heed that those

qualities are not inherent in the vital distinction which

exists between them.

This has certainly not always 1 n attended to.

The first effect upon art of the Renaissance—of the

revived study of Greek literature and art—was to

produce a more refined and rational naturalism, as in

Michelangelo, Raphael, and Titian ; but their art

remained essentially Christian—though they perfected

the representation of the body they did not lose sight

of the spirit -they, like Shakespjeare, represented

"our own life exalted and sole, led." Rut the im-

pulse did not slop there. Several causes— the study- of

Greek philosophy amongst others —combined to break

down the simplicity and integrity of the Christian

theory of art, and to produce a hybrid which had

no rational or logical justification, in which the

ideality and impersonality which the Greek artist had

been compelled to give to his representations of the
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immortal gods was engrafted upon scenes portraying These men accepted the fine theory of the Grecian

actual events of human history. sage -that everything in this world lias its prototype

In the wild intellectual excitement which followed in the region of pure essences, where man once was,

the discovery of the literature of Greece, that new but was degraded to earth; that he still cherished

world of poetry, eloquence, and philosophy, it was a dim recollection of those perfect types, of which

natural that the writings of its greatest philosopher beauty is the essence, and that consequently the act

perhaps the greatest of all philosophers—of whom of imagination by which he creates a work of art is in

Emerson says "that his writings have preoccupied reality an act of memory. We cannot tell exactly

"THE WOKKS OF PHIDIAS . . . WERE MADE TARGETS OF BY TURKISH SOLDIERY.

(From a Drawing by J. 1:. Hodgson, R.A.. Engraved by 11. Schm.)

every school of learning, every lover of thought, every

church, every poet— making it impossible to think on

certain levels except through him"—should make dis-

ciples, and there arose a second school of Ncoplatonists.

The brilliant circle of friends who used 1" meet round

the table of Lorenzo the Magnificent, Pulci, Poliziano,

Pico, Michelangelo, and others, became Platonists to

a man ; llic sonnets of Ihe great Florentine sculptor,

painter, architei I , and poet, are steeped in Platonism.

whence imagination gets its materials, and there is no

gainsaying this theory—all it requires is belief; the

effect of it was to make abstract beauty the basis of

art in the place of representation of actual life. "When

put into practice, it was found that artists could

no longer remember what the pure essences they had

once eomtemplated in a former state were like, as the

Greeks were supposed to have done, and ideal beauty

was transformed from the essence to the symbol, as in
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all idolatries ; the Greek statues themselves became

the beau-ideal—the abstract beauty which it was

necessary to worship. This idolatrous belief became

the essential groundwork of professorial and academic

theories. Mengs and Winckelmann and Count

Mgarotti preached il openly in the last century, and

neither the sound and sturdy Richardson nor his fol-

lower Reynolds is free from it. Count d'A/.ara, an

editor of Mengs' works, calls " Guercino Caravaggio,

Velasquez, and infinite other painters, servumpecus;"

and quite lately a French professor, M. Cousin, found

it in his heart to say : ''There cannot he any modern

sculpture ; it is exclusively antique, because it is

primarily the representation of form and beauty, and

the study as well as the worship of beauty belongs to

it should be imputed to the painter as a merit, thai

in depicting an assemblage of half-starved Israelites

in tin' desert he had given them the aire and graces,

" les allures," as a Frenchman would say, of gods and
o'oddesses. shows how completely in the seventeenth

century the theory of painting had become perverted

from its natural and rational hasis.

Bareh two centuries hail passed since the mind of

Europe, exulting in youth and strength, and quick-

ened by enthusiasm, had discarded the bonds and

restrictions which had been imposed upon it during

childhood, ami in \ eiiieo, Parma, Florence, and

Home, had produced works of art such as the world

had never seen before— works instinct with life,

passion, and expression, inspired directly by nature.

"'IT IS THE LAOC00N OF PUNY I EXCLAIMED SAM HALLO.

(From a Drawing '»/ -f. E. Hodgson, R.A. Engraved h : i it. &fteu.)

paganism." That is as much as to say that nothing

which has not the exact form of Greek sculpture can

be called sculpture; in other words, that sculpture is

a form.

In a former paper 1 alluded to Andre Felibien's

conferences; in one of these the subject under dis-

cussion is a picture by N. Poussin, rejiresenting \\u'

"Children of [srael in the wilderness, when God sent

them manna," ami the exponent , M. le Brun, bestows

the mosl extravagant praise on the painter ami extols

In- judgmenl to the skie> because he has given to Ids

figures the proportions of the best antiques. One

resembles the Laocoou, another Niobe; in fact, the

entire Pantheon of Creek sculpture is represented

—

A lit i in >us, Apollo, the Wrestlers, and Lam n's sons,

and one very dangerous young Jewish maiden is a

manifest reproduction of the Venn of Medicis.

We ma\ he permitted to doubt the fact
;
hut that

and burning with an energy which, as far as we are

aide to judge from what is left, us, was utterly alien

to Hit' refined hut cold and passionless spirit of Greek

sculpture : and ninety years only after the death of

Titian, what do we find left of all that noble energj ?

Nothing; absolutely nothing. In its stead, a pedantic

and slavish worship of a few statues, most of them

inferior copies which give no idea of the excellence to

which the art had really attained in Gr< e. It is a

curious fact that at, the time when this areha-olat i v,

to coin a word, was at its height, the Venus of Milo

and the I Icrmes were still slumbering under the ruins

piled over them by barbarian hands, and the works of

Phidias were unknown to artists or connoisseurs, and

were made targets of by Turkish soldiery.

It is questionable if any of the statues known in

tin seventeenth century are originals. Mengs him-

self doubts it. The \po]|,, Belvedere i- made of
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Seravezza marble, and thai quarry was nol discovered,

as Pliny distinctly states, till the reign of Nero.

Thai statue and the "Dying Gladiator" were, no

doubt, executed during that partial revival of Greek

sculpture which was brought about under the patron-

age of Hadrian. Many of the names found on these

statues, such as Glicon and Agesander, do not occur

in lists of Greek sculptors handed down by their his-

torians. The Laocoon may be the original statue

bepraised by Pliny, bui even that is open to doubt.

The history of the finding of this statue was in this

wise. It happened in L506, when Raphael, a youth

of three-and-twenty, was painting in Florence. In

the month of June, a messenger arrived in hot haste

at the Vatican to tell Pope Julius II. that workmen

excavating in a vineyard near St. Maria Maggiore

had come upon statues. The Pope turned to one .if

his grooms, and lad him run to his architect, Giuliano

di San Gallo, to tell him to go there at once and see

about it. San Gallo instantly had his horse saddled,

took his young son Francisco, who relates this, on

the crupper behind him, and called for Michelangelo,

and away the three trotted through the hoi and dusty

streets, as we may imagine, in a great state of excite-

ment. When they reached the place, they beheld that

agonised face which we all know so well, ami which

many of us have tried to copy so often. " It is the

Laocoon of Pliny!" exclaimed San Gallo. Mad with

excitement, they urged on the workmen, a great hole

was cleared away, and they were able to contemplate

that wonderful group, eerlainh the finest monument

of antiquity which had as yr\ been revealed to the

modem world. Alter this, as Francisco says, they

went home to dinner. How they must have talked !

We can imagine the poor wife crying despairingly

to her lord: " Dear Giuliano, do leave oft' talking

lor a moment, dinner is getting quite cold!" I

should like to have been there ; hut that is idle.

The statue was transferred to the Belvedere, and

then arose the question, was it Pliny's Laocoon or a

copy?— a question nol decided to this day. Pliny

says that tin' statue was carved by Agesander, Poly-

dorus, aud Athenodorus of Rhodes out of -, single

block of marble. The L oon is in five pieces, but

very skilfully joined.

Giovanni Cristofai f Rome, and Michelangelo

Buonarotti of Florence, sculptors, gave evidence to

that effect ; and also surmised that Pliny must have

1 n mistaken, because it was not possible to carve

so complicated a group out of one single Mock
;
and

there the matter rests. It is clear that the two sons

are very inferior to the father, and also that these are

unequal respectively.

We, who have seen tie works of Phidias, find

it difficult to understand the admiration bestowed

upon such statues as those of tic Niobe group, which

are wretched copies of a lost original, of which,

perhaps, the mutilated torso preserved in Naples (if

1 remember rightly) may he a fragment.

This servile adulation of Greek statues was, as I

firmly believe, one of the main causes of the decline

of art during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

;

it was the official programme of education, the

routine which crushed all originality ami individual

feeling under its iron wheels. In France, all the

prizes, the travelling studentships, the graiirh pri.r

de Rome, were awarded exclusively to one particular

form of art, and no young painter dared to depart

from what was the only recognised avenue to honour*

and patronage. Chardin, one of the most charming

French painters of the last century, only won his

election into the Academy by a nominal compliance

with a conventional standard, and by painting pic-

tures uncongenial to his genius and his taste. It is

sad to think of what misguided theorists had during

those long years been doing with the beautiful art

of painting, whose province it is to represent form,

colour, life, movement, passion, and expression— all

the evanescent beauties of external nature— things

which no other art, neither sculpture nor music, can

convey; they had been killing it, and trailing its

lifeless body, as Achilles did that of Hector, behind

the chariot -wheels of sculpture.

I must guard myself againsl misconception. I

began this essay with the distinction which exists

between ancienl and modern art the one represented

the life of gods, of beings removed from human joy-.

sorrows, and infirmities, the other the ordinary life

of men. The more unreal and unlike human creatures

the Greek artist could make his figures, by the attri-

butes of beauty, stateliness, and strength, the greater

was his success; but the modern or Christian artist is

not precluded from representing beauty, even a greater

degree of it than falls to the lot of ordinary mortals.

Shakespeare, who stands at the opposite pole from

the Greeks, has invested his Portia with an ideal

beauty of character which is far to seek amongsl the

daughters of men
;
and the whole quest ion turns upon

the probability of the representation, which touches

a verv wide ami complicated question—a question I

dare no) go into. All I will venture to maintain is,

that the process imputed to X. Poussin, and advocated

by the theorists of the seventeenth century, must

lead directly away from probability into the region

of vagueness and unsubstantiality.

The representation of beauty is a necessity to the

artist, not only because his art appeals to tin' under-

standing and the imagination through the senses,

but because it is often the only mean-, of conveying

his idea. The poet does not appeal through the

senses, and they consequently play a secondary part.

Homer could venture to describe I lysses as having
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legs too shori for Ins body, because a | m only

suggests bodily peculiarities, bul cannot bring them

prominently before us; what he brings prominently

before us are the wisdom, the adroitness, and the

craft of I lysses. A painter <>r sculptor cannol re-

presenl these, and by bringing prominently before

us such a physical deformity as a long body and shori

legs, he would make the figure contemptible which

he was bound to make heroic. A French writer,

Proudhon, in his book " Du Principe de Pari,'' has

illustrated this very cleverlj and very happily. In

speaking of a picture representing Hercules between

\ irtue and Vice, he says :
" Hercules prefers Virtue;

it is quite simple—she is more beautiful than Venus
herself, and we should do likewise. It would be an

unhappy blunder on the part of an artist if his Virtue

was less well-favoured than her rival."

In short, the ideality of lern or Christian art

rests on a wholly different basis from that of ancient

or pagan art
;

it rests on the individual and the

characteristic, not, as in the other ease, on the typical

and the abstract.

But however pernicious the slavish worship of

Greek examples may once have been, we have outlived

its dangers; and as the world of art swings round

with the revolving years, new constellations sparkle

in the firmament, and mortals worship other stars,

in this age, like the Athenians of old, it seems to be

erecting altars to the unknown god. Few libations are

poured out to the gods of Hellas; no incense smokes

bel re the \ lrgm's shrine it is seeking a dn nitty

—

it is dreaming of some new beatific state, some nihr-

wana of impressionism ; and the influence of Greek art

—how far it may be pernicious, how Ear salutary—is

important and interesting to us mainly as it affects

the education of the artist—a subject I propose to

treat in my next paper.

It must of necessity be a mistake, and one tending'

to make art profoundly- uninteresting to the world

at large ami barren of inspiration to the artist, to

erect it into a special study, a thing requiring initia-

tion, reading, and, above all else, "tall talking" to

appreciate.

\A hen the " Madonna " of Cimabue was carried in

triumph through the Street of Gladness in Florence,

the hosannas of the crowd were uttered heartily and
spontaneously. In these days, an educated public

asks for nothing better than to be told what to

admire; but the plaudits bestowed upon " the picture

of the year." at the bidding of newspaper critics, are

mere shadowy and unsubstantial echoes compared

with that glad shout with which an entire population

greeted the manifest and intelligible expression "I'

their own ideas, their dreams and aspirations. Clearly

in the days of Cimabue art was not specialised
; bul

in these days we have got to the end nf interests;

everything has I n so thoroughly thrashed out, over
cramming has brought on dull satiety, and I certainl)

feel a touch ..f sympathy for those
| pi,, who com-

plain of the weariness of being intellectual. Nothing
is more refreshing than to be stupid occasionally to

find yourself drinking afternoon tea with two or three

ladies and a muscular man or two who make no

pretension- to know anything, who speak earnestly

and knowingly of the ordinary concerns of life. Such
converse would in fad be utterly delightful, did

people not have a habit of chilling you back, of

turning round upon you when a certain subject is

alluded to, saying, " but. you knowall about that, and

can tell us about it." Why should knowledge he

a burden to us—can we not live up to our instincts

as men did of yore? And cannot art live up to the

instincts of all the world as it once did? A little

more or a. little less of erudition—what can these

matter in the wide sphere of its activity? It-

business is to speak so that all can understand— to

give precision to the unformed thoughts of men who
feel—to trace a firm outline round tin' misty un-

corporeal pliant s which float in men's imaginations
— and to do that it must keep touch with its age. If

we were now to ask a certain number of people, selected

for their intelligence and ed ileal ion, what was to them
their ideal id' art, and if we could ensure their answering
in a genuine spirit, without any thought of what was
the right thing to say—which would be difficult—does

my reader think they would speak about Greek art,

of Phidias, or of Renaissance art of Michelangel .

Raphael, and Titian? I don't believe it for a moment

.

They would express the needs of the spirit and the

imagination as these were present to them; they

would ask for something which should supplement
and give fuller expression to their daily thoughts and
aspirations.

The Bishop of Peterborough was candid enough
to say at a public dinner tiiat he once bought a picture

of a sunset on a river, which he hung in his study
;

it was a bad picture, but it had a powerful influence

over the Bishop of Peterborough, and he confessed

that when he looked at that picture "a curate mighl
play with him."

Human life Hows onward like a river. To the

Bishop of Peterborough, to me, and perhaps to you

also, gentle reader, whoever yon ma\ be, the sun is

beginning to slope towards the west, and we approach

the evening of our days ; life i- immeasurably richer

and fuller than it was fuller of experience, of know-
ledge and of feeling. There is loss glitter in the pro-

spect before us, " less effect "as artists saj ;
there are

no brilliant lights, no sombre shadows a mellow glow

blends the scene before us into harmony. We recognise

it- beauty, and we feel the touch of melancholy whii h

gives that beautj its impressiveness. These ideas are
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common to you, to me, and to all men
; an indifferent

picture may convey them, ami may affect us by the

power of association— it is in harmony with the

thoughts of its age, ami a line work becomes a priceless

companion. Of the landscapes of the preseni day none

affect me more powerfully than those of Ernest Water-

low. They are inspired by a tender, pure, and quite

original sympathy with nature and with human lives

and occupations; whatever else may be, and however

difficult it may be to classify, these are ideal works

—

'deal with the idealism of the nineteenth century. Art

has gone through many phases, and has reached the

most difficult of all. Jn ruder ages, each belief, and

every aspiration, had their material symbols, Apollo

and Athene, the Virgin and the infant Saviour.

We have discarded all concrete types, we live in a

world of abstractions, and impressions go no farther

—

we leave them in the vague. Art has to appeal to us

without a form to appeal in, without a recognised

symbol ;
it must express what we are thinking and

feeling, although we have never put our thoughts or

feelings into shape. If it decks itself in the trappings

of a bygone age, we recognise them as things we have

discarded, and we remain cold and unsympathetic.

" Ideality art," inasmuch as it expresses the idea

of what is most beautiful, in the minds of the people

at large, can never again be the representation of the

perfect human form. Times have changed, modern

habits of thought and custom have thrown a discreet

veil over the subject ; it is not spoken of as an idea.

As a fact it is buried under a panoply of clothing

impervious to the sight; and if in the vagaries of

fashion an insignificant cantle in excess of the

ordinary is displayed, stern moralists rush into the

held and inveigh against the degeneracy of modern

taste and morals. We are a clothed people, and our

art will for the most part be clothed also. But we
have aspirations ; we reverence something nobler than

the ordinary life of mortals
; we have before our eyes

an ideal picture of truthfulness, piety, honour, up-

rightness, love, and self-sacrifice, greater than any

w Inch exist on earth. We should lie grateful to the art

which could bring it before us. The painter who
could perpetuate on canvas the faces of those we

loved, which we could gaze at long after the grave-

stone had hidden them from our eyes, and see in

those faces the look, the sparkle of the eye, the

kindly smile which we best loved to remember them

by : or he who could raise up before us the aspect of

some familiar scene in nature, which recalled to our

minds the excitement of springtide, the placid enjoy-

ment of summer, or the melancholy forebodings of

autumn—surely we should hail these as ideal artists,

as men who thought with the inmost thoughts of

their times, who had the genius to express and make

visible the aspirations which were in every heart, the

longings which oppressed the souls of thousands.

Greece, Rome, Italy, and Holland had their day

of splendour. The day has passed away and the

splendour with it ; and the greatness of modern

ait. must perforce come out of modern thoughts

and modern aspirations.

i/0'"" " Drawing by •'. /;. Hodgson, li.A. Engraved l/ii .1. Rlime.)
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« MORE THOUGHTS ON OUR ART OF TO-DAY."

WORDS ADDRESSED TO STUDENTS, BY A STUDENT.

By GEORGE FREDERICK WATTS, i:..\.

HAD hoped that the name of Gainsborough, of flinging captious disapproval where I ouglil rather

so especially venerated, would have been to take off my hat and si s, 1 propose to add a few

vindicated from what may have appeared words, as a student speaking to student, as I cannot

to he an unreasonable and even arrogant criticism say them to my fellow-students

made by me in a former letter in The Magazine op For Reynolds, within his limitations, I have the

Art; perhaps it was thought to be too slight and most profound admiration, and have seen flesh-paint-

thin an effort to be seriously regarded. iie^- by him that neither 'Titian, nor any man who
I nwilling it should be supposed I have so little ever lived, could excel. Of Gainsborough I know

artistic sensibility as to be indifferent to great less, and perhaps have not seen his liest ; but I re-

qualities, and so little veneration as to be capable member a whole-length portrait it was, and perhaps

5S8
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still is, in the National Gallery) of a very ordinary

personage in a pink coat, which for naturalness ami

unaffectedness could not be better. T ought also to

say that] speak of Gainsborough with very imper-

fect knowledge, accident having always prevented

me from seeing his collected pictures when they have

been exhibited.

I have saiil that neither Reynolds nor( rainsborough

could draw, ami that both were mannerists; 1 will

endeavour to exemplify my meaning, ll seems to

me thai, from their portraits, almost any number of

eyes might, with due regard to light and shadow, &c,

l>e shifted and transferred from one to another.

Now, similar as eyes are, no two are the same,

and this without reference to expression. In portraits

h\ Reynolds the eyes are usually put in with an ex-

ceedingly direct and masterly touch, hut with little

attention to the actual and individual form
; Reynolds

was shortsighted. With Gainsborough there is more

attention to the form rendered by line; but still, as

in Reynolds, the eyes might he transferred.

Now take, for example, tin' eyes in the portrait

called " Gervatius," in the National Gallery, attri-

buted to Vandyck, but hardly, I think, suggesting

his work, though it would be difficult to attribute it

to any other painter, unless, perhaps, on some occa-

sion Rubens might have been inspired with so fervent,

a love for art that he forgot his satisfaction in scat-

tering his over-ripe dexterity ! The eyes in this por-

trait are miracles of drawing and painting, and no

one could for a moment think of fitting them in to

any other painted head.

It is not necessary to descant upon the clearly

indicated difference between hone, cartilage, muscle,

and pulpy flesh, shown in the brow, cheek-bones,

upper and lower lids, mouth, &c, all exactly repre-

senting nature and flesh in a most surprising degree.

How the eye swims in the somewhat viscous

fluid ! They arc a little tired ami overworked, and do

m4 so much see anything as indicate the thoughtful

brain behind. How wonderful the flexible mouth!

with the light shining through the sparse mous-

tache. How tremulously yet, (irmly painted, no dex-

terous touch doing duty for manly explanation. The

ear—how set on ; it could not. be moved by a hair's

breadth, or by any possibility transferred to any other

painted head. So throughout, not to weary the

student, there is no part of this wonderful portrait

that might not be examined and enlarged upon ; hut

1 would ask my fellow-students to do this for them-

selves. What I would wish them to take special note

of is, that there is not a touch put in for what is

'

1 by t he word " effect/'' Dexterous in a super-

lative degree, there is not in the ordinary sense a dex-

terous dab doing dul\ for honourable serious work :

nothing done to look- well at listance or another,

but to be right at every distance, whether examined

with microscopic attention, or looked at from a dis-

tance which would present only the general effect.

I think it inferior to Raphael's "Julius II."

and Titian's " Charles V.," because it comes so in

competition with actual facts that the poetic impres-

sion is diminished. A waxwork representation which

requires touch for certainty is less satisfactory as a

work of art than the productions that produce a

powerful intellectual impression, but exercise no decep-

tion at all. The Book of Nature is spread open, and

may be read by all, but it is to most people a foreign

language, understood better when ably translated.

So, although to my mind some portraits by

Raphael and Titian are greater, intellectually nobler,

I think the modern student will learn more from this

picture than from any one I am acquainted with. It

accords more with modern aims and tendencies, and

the study of it can never mislead.

There is one thing to be added : all that has been

well done is to be regarded only as showing what

excellence may lie reached, not as anything to be re-

peated by imitation. Nothing but peculiarities can

ever be repeated, and he who follows will always be

behind.

I think I have said enough to show my meaning

when I said that neither Reynolds nor Gainsborough

could draw, though I did not intend the remark

should be applied to their portraiture; but in all I

say I speak under correction, and only direct the

student to principles;

It has been remarked, and accepted as a fact, that

it was reserved for the modern mind to perceive and

appreciate the charms of Nature, as seen in sky and

sea, mountain-top, valley, and forest. This, I think,

was not so; the poets, indeed, busied themselves with

the mysteries of human passions and their conse-

quences. Hut no one, with mind attuned to Nature,

and trained by Nature's interpreter, art, can stand

amid the ruins of the Parthenon, and, looking out on

the surroundings, can fail to feel how the architect

and sculptor were influenced by them, or that the

endeavour to raise the soul into communication with

what they felt to be noble and beautiful, gifts of

the gods, was earnest and sincere— religious with the

sense of religion, without which man is in many
respects below the inferior animals.

Probably neither Ictinus nor Phidias believed in

the personality of Pallas Athene, but the symbol re-

presented an idea of a spiritual and vital nature,

such as humanity can never dispense with without

bewilderment. To me it seems certain that in the

age of Pericles, art -the pure art of the architect and

sculptor—was carried to the uttermost human reach;

commanding, intellectual, perfect in beauty; not

emotional or spiritual as Christian art was.
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Phidias probably believed in the actual existence

of Pallas Athene as much as Raphael believed in the

actual existence of the Madonna when he painted his

sublime " San Sisto," in an age and amid surround-

ings as sensual, as unspiritual. and as little devout

as any the world has ever known. The natural

spirituality of man found a resting-place in a habit

of unquestioning faith.

It appears certain that Phidias must have been

actuated by more than mere artistic impulse in the de-

sign and execution of the chryselephantine and bronze

statues— the latter outside the Parthenon—so impres-

sive that the barbarian invaders shrank abashed from

its presence and forbore from their intended plunder.

These statues, could we now see them, would

probably surprise us very much by their archaic cha-

racter; certainly, the)- could have been in no sense

realistic. Perhaps the Sphinx by the great Pyramid

may afford some idea of what I mean.

The miraculous impressiveness of this creation

must he felt by all, battered and ruined as it is. It

never could have been like humanity, not for want of

art or artistic ability in its designer, but intentional

abstention ; against the sky, the line of the cheek, a

s\\ ccp of twenty feet, is as beautiful as in a Greek head.

The artistic ability displayed by the Egyptians in

their jewellery, their unrivalled excellence in carving

the very hardest materials, their astonishing work-

manship in fitting together enormous blocks of stone,

quarried above the first cataract, a distance of 600

mile-, with the precision and perfection of a watch-

case, can leave us no doubt that they would have

been great artists if imposed conventionality had not

prevented development in this direction ; indeed, the

earliesi sculpture and painting are so admirable as to

challenge comparison with the best modern work. A
group of geese, a fresco of the third or Eourth dynastj

2,000 years before the Exodus, are as good as any

work of the kind can be. A wooden statue of the

same period, or earlier, might be a realistic work of

yesterday; and a portrait of a well-nourished Euro-

pean gentleman, one sculptured squatting figure (all

in the Boulack Museum), reminds me very much of

Blake, while various carelessly-executed groups en-

gaged in domestic offices are such as Caldecott might

have given us.

Though by no means an austere people, the

Egyptians were eminently serious, and I think the

imposed conventionality was intended to restrain art

from becoming the servant of luxury which it has

become in modern times.

Much less than justice has been done to this greal

people, the wisest and most dignified of antiquity,

probably on account of the antagonism created by the

Biblical account of the oppression of the Israelites.

The records of that oppression which must have

been exercised in some province, the governoi of

which perished in the pursuit of the fugitives, have

yet to be unearthed: the} do not appear to be found

among the general archives.

1 myself have touched the actual hand of the

Pharaoh of the day— Rameses the Second, who then

ruled over Upper and Lower Egypt, under whom the

greal temple of Karnac, begun by his grandfather,

Rameses the First, and carried on by his father Seti,

was finished.

Nothing in these sculptured records indicate- the

barbarity so apparent in the Assyrian slabs. On
the contrary, it is abundantly proved that the Egyp-

tians were a, just and merciful people, who succoured

the vanquished and abided by their treaties.

"The old order changeth, yielding- place to new."

The ceaseless ebb of the receding tide had long left

the shores of the bright artistic realm silent, tenant-

less, and dim, when the revival of the knowledge

of the Greek language and Greek literature raised the

long ebb into a wave that swept over civilised Europe.

On its glittering crest the Venetian painters espe-

cially were lifted into the society of gods, goddesses,

nymphs, and satyrs. They might see sky, sea, and

earth peopled with radiant beings
;
perhaps with a

sort of semi-belief such as we accord to the Lorelei

and fairies, creations that somehow easily worked in

with creeds and experience. Anyhow, they might

see Pan come dallying down the sparkling brook-side,

now shouting to the laughing brown nymphs rustling

through the reeds and pretending to be afraid, now

scattering a shower of notes from his pipes, that

would fall upon the ear as the brightness of the iris

overa fountain falls upon the eye. Perhaps the phono-

graph may yet give us the voices of Nature audible in

the busy growing of her happy children, flowers, and

plants. The poets have ever been seei'S and prophets !

As we. journey onwards all things change. He-

fore reaching us the bright wave subsided utterly

into that long- roll of the mighty swell that is ever

carrying us towards the unknown.

So unfavourable are modern conditions that it is

not probable the early glories of art, in the purely

artistic unemotional sense, will ever again illumine

the earth ; it belonged to the fresh morning of civili-

sation which cannot be simulated or renewed. Never

again the like can be.

The muse of pure art has accompanied the

voyagers on the Ocean of Time with reluct

too mil lira 1 to submit to the trammels of introspection

and analysis with perfect case. Her sisters of science,

willingly accompanying, have gained in width of

scope, ami those of Nil,-, powerand sweetness of voice.

If I claim for Phidias that he was impressed bj

natural beauty, the sense of which i>, 1 think, falsely

denied to the past ages, the evidence is still stronger
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in tlie architects and builders of mediaeval times. In In spite of extravagant, and even absurd, defects

them one distinctly feels the influence of Nature's (for the great artist's eyes no longer served him faith-

beauty and grandeur, absent from other intellectual fully) when Titian, towards the end of a long life,

utterances. While even Dante finds nothing but painted the "Europa," in the possession of Lord

brown horror in a forest, the builder of the eathe- Darnley, the muse who inspired Phidias laid her

ilral feels and imitates the sacred majesty of the hand on the old man's shoulder, and she inspired the

gloom : while the monk thought he had something wealth of volume, ease of line, and glowing sense of

better to do than read God's Book in his works, the Nature's exuberance.

architect evidently studied them, lie saw the glory That I should express profound admiration for

of piled-up clouds and mountain-tops, and loved the that facility which makes the achievement look like

infinity and grace of flower and tendril, tenderly caress- a natural and unpremeditated outcome may seem in

hilt them into his work ; even the hovel and shanty contradiction to what I formerly said—that the ap-

partook of the wayward fantasy of Nature. And now pearance of carelessness was a greater fault than the

we have a curious fact: is it in accordance with the appearance of elaboration] but neither Phidias nor

change and oscillation which seem to he s<> evident a Titian ever call upon one t" perceive with how little

law? As scon as literature and poetry opened their trouble they have worked any more than Nature

eyes In what is undersl 1 by the expression "(lie dues. 1 repeat there is a want of veneration in

beauties of Nature," tin- architects hist sight of affecting carelessness thai is not characteristic of any

them. Henceforth it mattered nut how the most ex- real greatness, either in poetry or art, or anything else.

ipiisito harmonies of Nature were desecrated. The position held by art in the days of Pericles as

It may seem strange if 1 place the Venetian tin/ exponent of man's religious and political outlook,

sel 1 and the Titian, with his liberal line—which, retaining its religious functions in the Middle Ages,

however, is by no means wanting in reticence— in not its political, must be resinned to poetry and

closer relationship with Greek art of the great period literature. Perhaps it will take its place by the side

than the more classical schools of Tuscany and Home; of the modern novel—Aaron's rod among intellectual

hat this seems to me to he clearly the fact. Sup- efforts. Now and again the inherited delight in form

posing one were to endeavour to paint a restoration will break out, in an endeavour to express ideas by

of the pediments of the Parthenon, it would he pos- bygone symbols and fashions, for it will always he

sible to interpolate with figures by Titian, never with pleasant and refreshing in literature and art to take

any by Poussin. or, 1 think, even by Raphael or an occasional plunge into the purely suggestive. Hut

.Michael Angelo. this, most likely, will he rare, and always with con-

Not long since 1 saw in Athens the group called scious effort, which is as great an enemy to] try as

the " Fates," easts onlv, hut so near the ground that it is to art. Most probably art, in its most natural

1 was able to examine them as one cannot do in the domain, is a thing of the past.

British Museum. Well as 1 know them, I was struck Child of the Sun and of Loveliness, a Princess in

with amazement ;
the wealth of volume in the form, olden times, she may become the handmaid of reality

;

il ase and How of curve, infinite variety of plane, she may busy herself tenderly in the cottage, the

refined precision and flexibility of completeness (cor- hospital, and the workhouse.; and, from Hogarth to

resp ling with the lightness of Venetian touch), as, Francois Millet, prove how she can tell the story

for example, when the line drapery lightly cuts into of everyday life, and call to mind human needs and

the flesh on the shoulders with such concealment of sufferings. Sin 1 will hardly compete with language,

ail that, the great art-critic of the day, when they but in display of beauty and splendour even poetry

were first seen, Payne Knight, regarded them as mere is a beggar by her side, for in splendour she was

mason's work ! nurtured, and splendour is her natural home.

The volume, the richness, the ease are all distinc- In an age of miracles she is left with less occupa-

tions of the Venetian school. Allowing for difference tion than in simpler times. She cannot render the

of material and Greek dignified reticence, 1 find a wonders of the phonograph. Still, while human

correspondence not discoverable anywhere else. nature continues to be the same, we cannot think

I would strongly recommend a periodical study of that art will evercease to exist
; and whatever may be

these most astonishing fragments. It is the fashion her mission, or whatever he may set himself to say, the

now to subscribe as to an established fact that they artist can only hope for real success through absolute

me excellent in the highest possible degree, sub- conscientiousness, lie must cultivate sincere con-

cribed to as the millionaire subscribes to the as- victions, and endeavour to carry them out with equal

hi. that it is hard for a rich man to enter the sincerity according to his means ; and whether they

kingdom of heaven, and with pretty much the same will he abundant or slio-ht will depend upon his

result, thoughtful industry.
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THE PLAGIARISMS OF THE OLD MASTERS.

MICHELANGELO.

l;\ CLAUDE I'll I l.I.I PS.

T III" Dryasdust tribe have

wearying efforts to the

tailed plagiarisms of the ( rn

always devoted un-

tracking-out of the

at Masters ; and not

numerable instances succeeded in running to earth

examples of such plagiarisms -some undoubtedly

genuine, some probable, some at anj rate h n trovati.

(In tin Church of St. VcUr, at Rome. By Michelangelo. End of the Fifteenth Centv I

painters and sculptors alone, but all creative artists But the object has often been less the worthy

of high rank, ami more especially poets and musicians, one of following into its innermost recesses the work-

have been marked out as the pre} of such investi- ings of a master-mind thus enabling the student to

gators. A laudable industry lias been displayed in divine ils workings and assist at its developments

such researches, and a ferret-like instinct has in in- than the small and pettj one of seeking to drag down
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the giant to the level of the dwarf, to undermine with

the industry of the ant the foundations of the colossus.

By all means let us salute with enthusiasm the re-

velation of any fact connected with the genesis of

a masterpiece; but let us not lightly assume that,

because the chosen of the world, following an unerr-

ing instinct, may on occasion borrow from precursors,

or from contemporaries, an idea or motive—assimilat-

ing and perfecting the borrowed suggestion by in-

fusing into it all their own commanding personality

—they must in so doing necessarily sink below, or

even to the level of, those from whom they derive

inspiration ; or by their deliberate appropriations de-

serve the reproach of plagiarism pure and simple.

On the contrary, it is just those master-spirits

who have felt within themselves the power to sway

and transform art, whose right to grasp with all-

embracing hands whatever may best serve their pur-

pose we may most unreservedly admit, applauding

its exercise in its results. It is the lesser tribe of

those who merely perpetuate traditions and formulas,

who seek to preserve the husk while letting slip the

kernel, who should beware; it is the eclectics who

think to sustain and perpetuate the traditions of a

great period by sipping the honey of every flower

—

by borrowing from a thing of beauty merel) its

external side, while neglecting to penetrate them-

selves with its essenei— to whom we may rightly

cry, Hold! Their robberies, indeed, are without

excuse, as they are without enduring result. Hut to

those who can transform the rough pebble into the

rich jewel, whose magic touch can mould and fuse

discordant elements, so as to evolve perfect beauty

from conceptions of half-concealed power and un-

eomprehended charm, to such let us rather pay the

tribute of our wonder and our gratitude.

Shall it he said that a Shakespeare must descend

from his throne, because he has sought and found in

rude and half-developed talcs the raw material for

the world's great tragedies? because he may have

discovered at times in the work of others the crude

sketch, the skeleton which by his magic he ha- clothed

with life and gifted with immortality? Shall we

scoff at .Milton because, perchance, it may be possible

to show that he owes something to Yondel, or because

we may wonder to find in the " Fiend " of Calderon's

"El Magico Prodigioso " the germ of his loftiest

invention, the awful figure of Lucifer? Shall Phidias

be less reverenced if he be shown to have evolved

the conception of his great chryselephantine figure of

Athene Parthenos from the preceding archaic type

of the goddess? or Praxiteles lose fame because,

before In- gave to the world Ins " Hermes and

I hoii\ mis," his sire, Kephisodotos, had produced

the " Eirene ami Plutos " from which its leading

motive is evidenth derived? If the boundaries

of the iiii'iiiii and ////in/ had been as closely guarded

as some purists woidd have it ; if to genius were

refused that permission to make its own by right of

conquest the motives and types of preceding periods,

which we cannot safely concede to mediocrity; then

might the world, indeed, be poorer by some of its

greatest masterpieces. But luckily, it is the natural

and uncontrollable impulse of great genius of the

creative order to spurn such conventional trammels,

and to go its own way unheeding.

In the fine arts, especially, those who have soared

highest and whose place in the hierarchy is least open

to question, have also been the most conspicuous

for the courage with which they made their own

that which appeared most applicable for their great

purposes.

It is such as Michelangelo, Raphael, Diirer, and

even Rembrandt, who have been remarkable for the

boldness and success with which they borrowed and

assimilated conceptions suggested by their prede-

cessors— a boldness in strange contrast with the

presumption of the Caracei and the degenerate eclec-

tics of their school, who ventured to seize upon the

perfected masterpieces of a Titian, a Correggio, a

Raphael, ami to serve them up again thinly disguised,

ami bereft alike of vitality ami meaning. It is

with some instances from the works of Buonarroti

that 1 propose to illustrate these remarks.

No one has exercised the royal prerogative of genius

with greater freedom than Michelangelo, the mot
tremendous, the most original genius of the com-

pleted Renaissanci

—

without parallel, if we regard

his personality as a whole, and without successor

—

and no one has more absolutely transformed and made

his own what he condescended to borrow. Nume-
rous instances might be adduced of this assimilative

power of the great Florentine, but, for our present

purpose, some few prominent examples may suffice.

The first with which we have to deal is not, perhaps,

the instance in which the creative faculty of Buonar-

roti has most transeendently evidenced its superiority,

a- well as its power of adaptation and development.

This is the famous " Pieta/' executed in 1 L-99 for

the French prelate and envoy at the Roman Court,

Cardinal Jean de Villiers de la Grolaie, who ordered

the group for a chapel of the old Basilica of St.

Peter's. This, the first plastic work in which the

young giant fully asserted his personality", ami de-

parted for ever from media-val form and mediseval

feeling, while in a scum- continuing media-val tradi-

tions, has perhaps been as enthusiastically and as un-

reservedly admired as any Work of the master. And not

without cause ; for the youthful sculptor, still pene-

trated with the classic influences of the garden of

the Medici Palace, brought forth a new thing, and

marked at the same time the close of the glories of the
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Quattrocento, and the firs) phase of a short period of no way sought in the " David " to imitate its outward
incomparable power, containing within itself, alas ! al- design, yel its influence is in thai work unmistal

mosl from its inception, the germs of decaj
.

Nothing made manifest. The unique impression made on the

can exceed the massive dignity of the yel youthful beholder by the " St. George " is in a greal me:

Madonna, supporting the finely modelled and natur- due to the absolute repose of the attitude given to the

ally disposed form of the dead Christ, to whose inert sculptured saint, contrasted as it is with the sense of

limlis her heavy and boldly-cast draperies form an physical ardour and spiritual steadfastness conveyed

admirable background. Yel if is to be questioned by the noble and living head. And here is surel

whether, in simple pathos, in truth and directness of be found the fountain of inspiration whence Michel-

presentment, the Florentine has equalled the humble angelo derived the idea, of the undaunted youno

precursor of the Fourteenth century to whom he shepherd, calm yel full of fierce resolve, whose iin-

evidently owes, not only the firs! idea, bul indeed the mobility is with lightning swiftness to be exchanged

main outlines and arrangement of the group itself.

The mediaeval collections of the British Museum con-

tain a small " Pieta " in

ivory, painted and <nlt—due

apparently to the hand of

an Italian artificer of the

fourteenth century — which

has evidently formed part

of the decoration of a bis-

hop's pastoral staff. This,

as Mr. Maskell lias demon-

strated with great cogency

in his " Ivories, Ancient and

Mediaeval " — one of the

South Kensington Hand-
books—has an extraordinary

resemblance to the group of

Michelangelo, and yet is dis-

tinguished I'l'om it by a me-

diaeval pathos and simplicity

all its own, while the great-

ness of the subject loses

nothing from its representa-

tion within so small a space.

If it is too daring an as-

sumption to take for granted

that the great sculptor de-

rived his inspiration from the very group in ques-

tion, yel it is evident that, at least, both works are

traceable to a common source—perhaps an architec-

tonic sculpture in stone or marble, or a work in

metal— from which Michelangelo's first inspiration

was in all probability drawn.

If in the colossal "David," completed in 1504,

we find both in dimensions and attitude a certain re-

semblance to the great "Castor and Pollux" groups

of Montecavallo, which enjoyed in the age of Michel-

angelo an unbounded reputation, on the other hand the

motive and inner meaning of the statue, and especially praised by Mr. I!

its suggestion of impending action in repose, carry us that, in the famou

(From an Ivory Group in the British Uusex

half of ih < Fourteenth Century.)

for violent action. In this case, too, it is doubtful

whether we can claim the palm for the later sculptor.

For greal as is Ins concep-

tion of the Jewish youth,

nerved to meet the worse

fate, and weighing yel dis-

daining danger, slill the

Christian hero of I lonatello

is the higher and nobler

concept ion ; he has achieved

the supreme triumph of rea-

lising in the marble image

the militant type of the

warrior tempered by the

spiritual ecstasy of the saint-

It might fairly be ar-

gued that in the instances

just given Michelangelo has

hardly so absolutely justified

the unrestrained use of the

royal right of appropriat i n

as to give support to my
theory. But at any rate in

the typical example now to

be brought forward liis su-

premacy is made manifest

in extraordinarily striking

fashion; his happy daring in the selection of the

motive of a greal precursor is shown to have had as

its result the evolution of one of his most sublime

masterpieces—one of the typical creations to which

one involuntarily reverts when the name of the

master is spoken.

Too little attention has been given as yet either

to the life or works of the great Sienese sculptor,

Jacopo della Quercia, enthusiastically as his monu-

menl to "Ilaria del Carreto " in the Cathedral of

St. Martin at LllCCa has in bygone days been

. and though we know
ipetition for the commis-

lattcr

lack' to the famous " St. George" of Or Sanmichele, sion to execute the first pair of bronze gates For

executed upwards of half a century before b) l> >na- the Baptistery of San Giovanni, he, in the opinion of

fcello. We know that the young Buonarroti was his contemporaries, approached nearest to Ghiberti

deeply affected by this masterpiece, and though he in and Brunelleschi. His mosl considerable work is
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the decoration of the great portal of San Petronio, undeniably contained the first suggestion for the awe-

the metropolitan church of Bologna, in which, inspiring type afterwards perfected by Michelangelo

among many marble reliefs, illustrating subjects in the Sistine frescoes—a conception which was im-

drawn from the Old Testament, we are especially mediately adopted and recognised as final by his con-

attracted to that which represents the " Creation of temporaries, and from which even Raphael, as is

Eve." It bears, indeed, such an extraordinary resem- evidenced by his " Loggie" and " \ ision of Ezechiel,"

blance to the fresco of Michelangelo which deline- did not venture widely to depart,

ates the same subject cm the ceiling of the Sistine From this same type, invented by Jacopo della

Chapel, as to strike at once even the most casual ob- Querela, and repeated by him in other portions of the

server. The earlier work, and, indeed, the whole decora- sculptured portal, Michelangelo lias derived not only

tin Fresco on thi Ceiling oj tin Sistim Chapel, liij Uichclangclo. Engraved by Paunemah r. B.giiiiung <;( tin s,.,t,eulh Ce„in n t

tion of the portal (of which a line east has recently his conception of the Deity, but two other distinct

been placed in I he Smith Kensington Museum), shows variations of the same type; one the nobly pathetic

a surprising ease and daring both of conception and figure of the seated " Jeremiah," than which the

execution -sometimes, indeed, verging on over-daring supreme artist has produced nothing more deeply

and exaggeration. These qualities are the more eal- moving; the other the terrible "Moses," which,

ciliated to excite our wonder when we consider that indeed, with the strange snake-like locks of the

Querela was some years the senior of Ghiberti, and long flowing heard, and the superabundance of the

considerably older than Donatello, neither of wl i weighty draperies, comes almost nearer in externals to

he, indeed, approached in execution or in enthusiastic Quercia's conception, than do even the works already

devotion to the study of nature, though he sometimes cited. Michelangelo's indebtedness to his precursor

surpassed them both in the boldness and originality of is also made clear by an examination of other por-

his flights, [n the nude form of the recumbent Adam tions of the Sienese sculptor's work, and appears

of the sculptured relief may he distinctly traced the notably in two other reliefs, "Eve Spinning" and

germ of Buonarroti's greal figure. In the figure of the " Expulsion from Paradise." Nor is there cause

the Almighty—striking and majestic, notwithstand- for surprise at the indelible impression thus shown

ing the unfortunate effect of the projecting triangular to have been made on the mighty Florentine; for we

nimbus, an emblem appropriated in many works of the know that he twice dwelt at Bologna, a first time in

Quattrocento to the first Person of the Trinity— is II'.U, and again from L506 to L50S, when he was
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Simmon thither 1>\

dossal bronze statue

:tuallv modelled am

Julius II.

of that I

(list ill s

e over

portal

•huroh.

It,

tiguous tn Sau Petroni

occupied a ni<

this same centi

of the great

until in 151 I

pulled down i

stroyed by the

citizens.

Another famous in-

stance in which, how-

ever, ii lias never been

c lea rly estahli shed

whether Buonarroti was

the borrow er or t he in-

ventor— is the fresco of

" Judith with the Head

of HnlofiTiii's," also pari

of the ceilingof the Sis-

1 ine Chapel, which shows

a resemblance, so re-

markable that it cannol

be fortuitous, to the

design of the so-called

" Signet-ring of Michel-

angelo," now preserved

in the colled ions of the

Louvre. This is an in-

taglio, formerly consid-

ered to be an antique, but

which, as has now been

Tl

in execut

'ope, which

n orkshop

when com]

• the artisl has 1 n shown to he, on occasion, even in

was the inception of works of still greater magnitude,

con- it appears not altogether unreasonable to suppose

leted, thai a design, beautiful ind I, but not in itself of

any great significance,

may Inn e bei n appro-

priated bj the painter

of t he Sistine IV, i i

and by his t ransmuting

power enriched and en-

dowed wit h new life.

Quite recent ly it was

pointed out in the al-

ready defunct A

fretuidthai the first idea

for t he lam,, us " Leila
"

— a design frequently

repeated, wit h and w it h-

out variations, both in

painting and sculpture,

and (lie original of

which, much injured, is

preserved in the private

apartments of the Na-

tional ( fallery— was in

all probability derived

from a relief forming part

of a Roman sarcophagus,

the subject of which is

reproduced in an ancient

codex now preserved in

the Royal Library of

THE CREATION OF EVE.

(From "" '•'i<<it Portal of San Prtrmno. rioii'mm. Ihi .1<k.ii„

a Qui rcia. MidOU of the Flftei nth Ci ntury i

Berlin.

cleai'ly established, is the work of PiermariadaPescia, Itdoesnot come within the scoj I' the present

i i ontemporary of Buonarroti. Though it slmws ap- article tn do more than to call attention once more to

p ircni 1\ ,iiil\ a scene IV, mi a vintage—one woman who, the great impression which, as has so often been pointed

standing before another, snatches at bunches of grapes out, was produced by the works of Luca Signorelli

contained in a basket which the latter holds— it is

yet, a- regards the attitudes ami the general lines of

the composition, almost identical with the scheme of

i lie " Judith " group. It has been argued, and with

considerable probability, that- the Eresco cannot well

hi' derived from a contemporary work by comparison Michelange

so insignificant as is the gem in question, but that, ever, evidenced

The furia, the in-

expression through

mi his younger contempor

domitable energy, the now

the medium of the naked human body, the love of

strange and contorted attitudes, which mark the

elder painter, left a most powerful impression on

an impression which is, how-

by any actual adoption "I

on the contrary, the design of the gem was more particular designs or motives From Signorelli's

probably taken from the fresco, or perhaps was even works than by the assimilation and reproduction in

furnished by Michelangelo himself. Yet, on the altered and developed shape of many of hi

other hand, seeing what the method of the great qualities.
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PORTRAITS OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT.

By CHARL*

IT was saidj something more than n year ago, that

the sarcophagus of Alexander the Great had

been unearthed at Saida in Syria. Whether this

is true or not does not seem to have been estab-

lished, but the report could

not fail to remind us of

the career of one of the

most extraordinary men

that ever lived. His death

at the early age of thirty-

two in a foreign country,

and after a wild revel

lasting several days, is

particularly tragic. And
vet if is just such a

scene as this that fitly

closes the life of a hero,

all of whose act ions were

the outcome of violent

impulses. More than two

thousand years have

elapsed since his death

turned the current of his-

torv, but the mere ru-

mour that his bones had

been discovered was lis-

tened to with the intensest

interest .

As to his character and

abilities, historical con-

troversy has lone- been

busy. Seine critics have

asserted that he was a.

mere marauder, utterly bust op aiexani

devoid of statesmanship,

who destroyed with a wanton hand what he

knew he could never replace; others, on the con-

tram', regard him as a Hellene, fighting against

barbarism, and Following out what he conceived to

be a wise and noble policy. But after all it is

not only as a kino- and a conqueror that, he has

a claim to be remembered. In spite of the fact

thai he spent the greater part of his life in the

battle-field, he exercised a very decided influence

upon the ait of ins time. As if to justify Ins

assumption of the title of Hellene, he seems lo

have been always eager to distinguish himself as a

patron of artists and a connoisseur of painting and

sculpture. In itself it is by no means remarkable

that a powerful monarch should look with kindliness

ni the pursuits of peace, but in Alexander's case it

i tin: more noticeable, because he was playing a part

which, in the history

assumed before. Hitberti

IN tut: Lnl'VUE.

them to represent him in

the same time, the cxp

Heracles and Achilles, the

Greece, had rarely been

, Greek art had not de-

pended on individuals for

its encouragement, but

had always been devoted

to religious or, at least,

civic purposes. In earlier

times it was the custom

to dedicate statues to dei-

ties, or set them up in

honour of athletes and

citizens who had deserved

well of their state, but,

realistic portraiture was

almost unknown. When,
however, the personality

of the Macedonian king

began to dominate the

world, art gradually be-

came more private in cha-

racter. Alexander, for

instance, gave commis-

sions, purchased statues

and pictures, and paid

handsomely for them
;

and more than this, he

honoured himself with the

friendship of many of the

most distinguished artists

of his age. He appointed

Lysippus Court Sculptor,

and Apelles ( lourt Painter,

and especially authorised

bronze or on canvas. At
lits of Alexander or of

leroes whom he reverenced

above all others, were the favourite subjects of the

less distinguished artists of the period.

With Apelles, the painter of " Calumny," that

celebrated picture which suggested a subject to both

Inner and Botticelli, Alexander appears to have lived

on terms of peculiar intimacy, and several anecdotes

have comedown to us which illustrate the relations

existing between the greatest painter and the greatest

monarch of the fourth century before Christ. It need

scarcely be said that we cannot accept these anecdotes

as the literal truth, but doubtless they are but pic-

turesque distortions of actual facts, and every one of
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them probably has its undercurrent of reality. On accounts given us by Plutarch, Pliny, and others,

one occasion, we are told, Alexander, when at Ephesus, By far the most celebrated was that which adorned

went to look at a portrait of himself ou horseback the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus. In this picture

the king was represented as wielding the thunderbolt

of Zeus .1 piece of blasphemy no doubt flattering to

the vanity of one who impiously regarded himself

as descended from the ruler of Olympus. Tradition

says that this portrait was so realistically treated

that the fingers and thunderbolt seemed to project

from the canvas, and that the king was so pleased

with it that he used to say that there were two

Alexanders, the one invincible, the sun of Philip, the

other inimitable, the work of Apelles. li is interest-

ing to note that the enormous sum of £5,000 was

paid for this picture. For the rest, Apelles repre-

sented him as riding in a triumphal car followed

by War in fetters, and also in a group with Castor

and Pollux, and a figure of Victory. The last two

pieturos were carried to Koine, where the Emperor
Claudius thought to enhance their value by substi-

tuting the features of Augustus for those of Alex-

ander. These works are only known to us by

repute, but there is one picture, illustrating an

incident in the Persian campaign, a copy of which

BUST OF ALEXANDER IN THE BEITISH MUSEUM.

which Apelles had painted. The kino' expressed no

admiration of the picture, but the horse, on which

lie was riding, neighed approval; whereupon Apelles

remarked that the horse was a Fetter critic of ait

than the rider. At another time, when Alexander

suggested what he considered as an improvement in

Apelles' work, the artist silenced him by saying that

he was only making himself ridiculous to the Fo\s

who mixed his colours. This retort might still he

found useful (if artists, nowadays, only hail hoys to

mix their colours) fur the suppression of the re-

fractory sitter.

Bearing in mind his professed interest in art and

his intimacy with artists, it is not surprising that

innumerable portraits should have been executed of

Alexander the Great. We propose in the present

article to examine a few of those that have come

down to us. In the general destruction of all Greek

paintings the celebrated portraits of Alexander by

Apelles have, of course, perished. We can therefore

only form an imperfect judgment on them from the

BUST 01-' ALEXANDEE IX COUNT EKBAC1I 3 COLLECTION.

is st ill in existence.

of Usiir-," painted b)

This

a hah

s the celebrated " Battle

artist of Fo \ piian birth,
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named Heleua. The original was taken to Rome by left, a deformity due to an inequality of the muscles

Vespasian, in whose reigu it was probably translated of the neck. There was a liquidity about his deep-

into mosaic. Judging from the copy, which is new set eyes which gave a far-off leek to lus face. His

in the Naples Museum, the original was an admirable eyebrows were shaggy, and there was something

work. The moment chosen for representation is that manly, awe-inspiring, almost leonine, in his glance;

at which the Greeks are making an onslaught on the his hair was in curls and brushed up over his brow.

Persians, one of whom is translixed b\ the spear of These characteristics scarcely suggest to us the fear-

Alexander himself. Darius, the king, is in imminent less conqueror, and seem rather to belong to the

danger el' his life, and, though he is hard pressed by dreamer, philosopher, or poet.

the enemy, his charioteer in vain urges his horses m The best known, though least satisfactory, portrait

flight. One of his

nobles has leapt from

hishorse,and is hold-

ing it ready for

Darius to mount and

escape. But this the

Persian king does net

notice, and his face

wears an expression

of fear and despair.

Alexander is easily

recognisable by his

shaggy hair and

heavy e\ ebrows. The

WOlk is excellently

e e m p s e d , a n d,

though somewhat de-

ficient in drawing and

perspective, is re-

markable for accu-

racy of detail and the

vivid expression of

emot i e ii. Goethe,

whose opinion el' ar-

tistic matters is al-

wa\ s interesting, says

of it, " Neither tl'ie

present age nor pos-

terity can do justice

to this marvel of

art ; after careful con-

sideration and re-

oi AIIX.VNDEE IN Till: CiriTOL. K'.Ml:

of Alexander is the

bust new at the

Louvre (p. :U>:1). It

was found at Tivoli

in 1 77'.', and was pre-

vented by Chevalier

Azara to Napoleon

1., an emperor who
rivalled the Macedo-

nian net only in his

thirst for conquest,

hut in his kindly

patronage of the arts.

This bust, which is

the only "lie new

extant which is in-

scribed with Alex-

ander's name, is lie

doubt a Roman copy

el' a ( rreek original,

and probably belongs

to about the last cen-

tury el' the Roman
Republic. In its pre-

sent condition it is

hard to pass judg-

ment en it as a work

el' art, for its surface

has been much worn

by time and exposure.

Compared with the

portraits to which we

search we arc obliged to return to the attitude el' shall refer later, it lacks individuality, and can

simple and pure wonderment." scarcely he called Mattering. All the intenseness

Tlii- is tl dy relic of Greek art which enables and restless energy which we expect to hud in the

us te form any judgment en the painted portraits head el' Alexander has been emitted from this bust.

of Alexander. But when we come i>< sculpture the However, in spite el' its insipidity, it may probably

case is widely different. .Many busts and statues he regarded as an accurate, though uninspired, por-

are known te us, from which we can gain an adequate trail, and, as its inscription makes it quite clear that

idea e|' Alexander's Features, and most of them we it is a presentment of the Macedonian king, it is

can ascribe with tolerable certainty to the artists useful as a standard by which te judge the claims

who executed them, or te the originals el' which el' ether busts te authenticity.

they arc copies. While examining the sculptured A far liner work el' art is the British Museum

portraits of Alexander it will he well te hear in mind bust (p. 263), which is in every respect notable. It

the description which Plutarch and others have given was found at Alexandria, in Egypt, and is of fine

us of him. His head was slightly inclined te the Parian marble. Its delicate modelling and fine work-
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manship stamp it at once as the production of n great for the firsl

master, and it- style is easily recognised as that of in 1791, an

Lysippus, tin- Macedonian Court Sculptor. Thai it piece of a I

is an original work by ihis artist we cannot believe, to a bust

because, as far as we

know, Lysippus only

worked in bronze ;

luit there can be

little doubt that it

i- an earlj copy of

one of his famous

portraits. It repre-

sents a youth of

singularly at tract i\ e

features. The head

is slightly inclined

towards the left ;

the eyes are deep-

set beneath a pro-

minent brow, ami

possess a far-off and

schwdrmerisch look

quite in keeping

with Plutarch's de-

scription ; the haii-

falls over the neck

and ears in curls,

which cluster round

the brow ; the nos-

tril is dilated, and

the upper lip is

curled as if in scorn,

while there is a good

deal of waywardness

and sensuality in

the slightly opened

mouth. In fact, ex-

cept in the broad,

-i p mg chin, we seem

to see in this bust

only the impulsive

side of Alexander;

here we might, in-

deed, recognise the

murderer of Clitus,

the slave of ungo\ -

ernable passions^and

t he victim of innu-

merable supersti-

tions, but we look

in vain for the fea-

tures which should characterise the conqueror oi two

continents.

An interesting contrast to the last mentioned is

the bust from Count Erbach's collection p. 263), a

reproduction of which is, i believe, now published

THE GABII STATTE OK ALEXANDER IN Till', I.OVVr.E.

the British

strain! reca

school. \\ i

ascribe it t<

of Seopas.

time iii England, li was found at Kin.

1 only tie' head i- original. It was not a

Timiial figure, hut undoubtedlj belonged

.r a statue. Before it was restored a

distinct inclination

of the head towards

the hit was dis-

cernible, hut this

has I.em lost in fit-

ting the head ,.|i the

shoulders. l! will

he noticed that in

essential points it

a grees w ith the

British Museum
bust, which I have

alreadj described.

It has the same

fine! \ -cut profile and

nobly arched brow,

the same over-sha-

dow ed eyes, the
same parted lips.

The hair falls over

the neck ill simi-

lar! v arranged curls.

But in the Erbach

bust there is what

Professor Mark
terms "a determined

energy and Attic

Sophrosyne," which

is quite lacking in

the British Museum
portrait. The for-

mer possesses an in-

tensity and serious

ness which are quite

its own, and strong-

ly suggest the more

masterful side of

Alexander's charac-

ter. In style too

there is a wide dif-

I e reiiec bet ween
these two works ,,f

ail. 'file bust of the

Erbach collection is

not so realistic nor

so individual in cha-

racter as that in

Museum, hut its refinement and re-

1 the host traditions of the later Attic

may, with some amounl of probability,

Leocbares, an \ttie sculptor and pupil

This artist is known to have collaborated
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with Lysippus in producing a group representing type, and that it should be classed with the British

Alexander at a linn hunt, and by himself executed Museum bust. It is quite possible that it belonged

statues of Amyntas, Philip, and Alexander in gold to a full-length statue, as the shoulders are a modern

and ivory, which have, of course, perished with all addition.

other examples of this sumptuous art. The head of the so-called dying Alexander at

The bust of the Capitol (p. 201) is also an un- Florence, with its terrible expression of acute agony,

JIAEbLE STATUE OF ALEXANDER IN THE GLYPTOTHEK AT MUNICH,

i,Eu<ji„r,.l hi, Jounur.l.)

mistakable portrait of Alexander, though it has I'm- is now generally acknowledged to he either a youthful

many years been described as a Sun god, principally giant from the Pergamene Relief, or, at any rate,

because in the band which encircles the head there the work of a Pergamene sculptor. No sooner were

are seven holes, in which metal rays may have been these sculptured decorations of the great altar of

placed Bui after comparing it with acknowledged Eumenes at Pergamum discovered, than it was seen

representations of the Macedonian hero, we cannot that the Florentine head was decidedly similar to

but conclude that it is an Alexander of the Lysippus them in style. Though it does possess some points
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of resemblance to tbe Alexander type, by which, energy, although M maj be objected thai the horse is

perhaps, it was influenced, its claim t<> be described treated in a somewhat conventional spirit.

as a portrait of the king was always more than Bui it was not only to the painters and sculptors

doubtful. of Greece thai Alexander served as a model. The
Of the full-length statues of Alexander, by far practisers of the lesser arts were equally inspired by

the most interesting known to us is thai a1 the Glyp- his noble brow and impressive Features, and nowhere
tothek at Munich, which is engraved hero (p. 266 . is the influence of his personality more clearly seen

It is of Parian marble, and came from the Rondanini than in the coinage of his own and the sue
Palace at Rome. Thorwaldsen, so much of whose age. "On coins before the time of Alexander the

work is to be seen in the gallery of ancieni sculpture Great," says Professor Gardner, " there arc bul two
at Munich, restored both the arms from above heads that have any pretensions to be regarded as

the elbow, the right

leg, and added several

unimportant details.

The motive of the

statue is doubtful, hut

it has been suggested

that the figure was

fastening on a greave,

an attitude in which

Alexander's favourite

hero, Achilles, is often

represented. The pose

of the head, however,

is against this theory,

and perhaps, where we
have so few data to

argue upon, it is idle

to speculate further on

the matter. The style

of Lysippus is also to

be observed in the

Gabii statue in the

Louvre (p. 265), which

is, in all probability,

a copy of a celebrated

statue of Alexander

holding a spear. This

work was executed by

Lysippus in competi-

BRONZE EQUESTRIAN FIGURE OF ALF.XANPER FROM
HERCULANEUSI.

portraits." But with

the accession of the

sin of Philip the age

of portraiture began.

Not only <1<> we find

Alexander'shead, some-

times with divine at-

t ri I mt i s. placed on his

own coins mid on those

of the Diadochi, but

henceforth Zeus and

Heracles, deities and

heroes alike, are repi i

sented with tbe deep-

i t r\ es, the parted li] s,

and the overhanging

brow of the conqueror

of India.

( )u the obverse of

a com nf Lysimachus

p. 268) a wonderfully

beautiful head of Alex-

ander is represented.

AVe have no difficulty

in recognising here t he

characteristic features

nf the Macedonian

king. It will be ii. i-

t iced that he is repre-

tion with Apelles, who, as I have stated above, re- sented as horned, like Zeus Ammon, whose descendant

presented Alexander as wielding the lightning of he professed to be. The tetradrachm, struck between
Zeus. Fortius the sculptor reproached the painter, 330 B.C. and 280 B.C., which is also reproduced (p,

preferring- to invest his state with a less fanciful 268), is interesting as showing how the Heracles type

attribute. The head was upturned towards the gradually approached that of Alexander. The coin

sky, a pose which, perhaps, finds its explanation before us is distinctly archaistic in style, and yet,

in the physical deformity to which attention has beneath the linn skin nf Heracles, we can scarcely

already been called. The figure above is a repro- help detecting the deep-sel eyes and slightly-opened

duction of a bronze statuette of Alexander on

horseback from Ilerculaneum. It is nol unlikely

that it is a copy on a small scale of the statue of

Alexander, which formed pari nf the group which

the king- himself ordered of Lysippus to commemorate
tin- battle i,

I' Granicus, and which he had set up in

Dium in Macedonia. It is a work of considerable

merit; the figure of Alexander is full of life and

mouth nf the s f Philip.

The thiol is .in Egyptian coin, on which Alex-

ander is represented wearing a head-dress i posed

(A' an elephant's scalp. If. is full nf Force and

strength, the lower part of the face especially re

calling the British Museum bust.

Enough has already been said tn show how ex-

tensive was tl,,. influence which Alexander exercised
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on the art of his own time. Hut this influence portrait about with them set in a bracelet, ring-, or

did not cease with his death. Centuries afterwards other ornament, while Commodus Macer prized

01 Ml '
I

he was reverenced as a deity by Caracalla, and among his possessions an amber cup, in the centre

Alexander Severus placed an image of him among of which was the head of Alexander, and round the

his household gods. In the later days of the Ho- border of which were sculptured some incidents

man Empire we are told that women carried his from his many campaigns.

"A FAMILY PORTRAIT."

By Rembrandt. Etched r.v Daniel Mordant.

AMONG the great lights of painting, none,

~±\- perhaps, have been so continuous in then'

developmenl as Rembrandt van l!vn. Titian,

Velazquez, Rubens—all these had their stages, their

"manners" one used to say; hut with them long

years elapsed after their first maturity, during which

their art underwent hut little change. With Rem-
brandt it was different. From 1(1:2?—or L625, if we

accept a lately discovered portrait—when he dated

his first picture, down to dose upon the daj oi his

death in 1669,1ns art expanded yearly, grew larger,

broader, more significant in handling, and holder in

the use of colour. This, coupled with a habit of

dating about one canvas in every ten, makes it, easy

to arrange his work chronologically. We may,

therefore, put faith in the date of 1662 3, given by

Vosmaer for thr f his most famous pictures, more

especially as it is accepted by Mr. Bredius and oilier

more recent authorities. The first of the three is the

picture at Stockholm known as " The Oath..!' John

Xiska," which is believed, however, by some good

judges who have seen it. to represent an episode from

the history of Judas Maccabams. The second is the

portrait group at Amsterdam, in the Van der Hoop

ell,, lion, which, like the "Ziska," has lone- passed

under a title now contested, that of the "Jewish

Bride." The third is the large " Family Portrait
"

in the Brunswick Gallery, of which an etching by M.

Daniel Mordant precedes these pages. A fourth pic-

ture Iron i t In- same time, according to \ osmaer, is the

" Jew Merchant " of the National Gallery. Here,

however, the lamented Dutchman's chronology is less

accept able, and a somewhat earlier date may be the true

one. As for the pictures at Brunswick and Amster-

dam, their mutual affinity cannot lie overlooked. The

same man ami woman occur in both. In each there

is the same frankly audacious brushing, the same

bold use of various reds, of rich golden yellows, of

lights as solid as the modelled jewellery of the

Italian quatfro-centisti. In each, too, we find the

same directness of gesture and simplicity of aim. In

the one group, as in the other, the scheme of light

and shadow gives no more than a hint of the research,

the deliberate infinity, of Rembrandt's earlier years.

The Brunswick picture used to be called '' The Family

of Rembrandt," ami some have professed to descry

a likeness to the painter's fellow-sinner, Hendrickie

Stoffels, in this staiil young mother. No ingenuity,

however, could make a Rembrandt of the man. And

yet his identity may not be beyond our reach. In

the Munich Gallery there hangs a half-length por-

trait, numbered 345 and ascribed to Card Fabritius.

To my eyes it appears to be by Rembrandt rather

than his scholar, ami to have been painted from the

Brunswick paterfamilias in his early youth. It is

believed to represent. .Ian Haaring the younger, a

writing-master of Amsterdam. So far as I know,

there is nothing to contradict the supposition that

Haaring sat: to Rembrandt in after years, with his

w il'c and children, and that the master, attracted by

their beauty, portrayed the couple twice over. The

date of the Munich portrait, which, whether by

Rembrandt or Fabritius, must- have been painted

about L650 :.'
, lits in completely with this suggestion.

\Y \u in Armstrong.
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CURRENT AKT.

' RCH Al. ACADEMY. 1 1.

By THE ii'lTui;

rpilKKK eau be no question that, taken as a whole,

_L this year's exhibition of the Royal Academy is

one of the most interesting the present generation

has seen, an 1 that iu spite of the abstention of such

leading artistic spirits as Air. Burne Jones and Mr.

E. J. Gregory. Hut brilliant as are the canvases of

one or two of the foremost Academicians, the greatest

successes, relatively speaking, arc achieved by out-

side artists, to whom our great Republic of forty

has this year accorded such generous, such unstinted, sequently, in fulness of promise. The groups of

ami, at the same time, such well-deserved hospitality, young artists who have thus named such remarkable

Thus the catholicity of the Academy, doubtless distinction have all, I believe, acquired abroad thai

stimulated by the intrinsic quality of the canvases first facility of draughtsmanship which is so necessary

submitted by the Outsiders, has raised its character before a picture can be attacked with self-confidence,

for fairness beyond the point it has reached here- certainty, and fresh vigour—qualities that are al

entirely absorbed bj these great masters of the

English school at any rate, the work of the '

eiders could hardly be taken into serious aecounl at

all. To-day, however, the old order is changed ; tin

half-dozen finest winks of Academicians are fairly

rivalled by the half-dozen lines! works of outside

contributors, it' not always in skill and finish, at

least in grasp of subject, in originality of design

and handling, in virility, in earnestness, and, con

(From the Picture by II. Muore, .1.7.'.. 1. Engraved by P. Kah&einann.

tofore, and has secured for the collection a higher solutcl) requisite, if the result is to 1 mvincing

average of excellence. Fifty years ago a greater by reason of its realism, its truth, and the

number of planets of the first magnitude blazed earnestness of the artist. Such is the group led by

in the artistic firmament : Wilkie, Turner, Landseer, Mr. S.J. Sol on and Mr. Arthur Hacker; such,

Roberts, and Constable, for example, among them, the "Newlyn School," of which Mr. Stanhope

But the artistic geuiu of the country seemed to be Forbes, Mr. Frank Bramley, Mr. Tuke, and Mr.
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Adrian Stokes are foremost representatives} such, which Mr. Sargent is the most brilliant as well as

the group of French-taught Americans—Gallic in the most defiantly-original example. To these I pro-

theiv boldness and dash, but entirely national and pose to refer further on, pausing here to continue the

individual in their sense of "race and style— of remarks on the individual achievement of the most
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promintiit of thf Academicians which considerations

nl' space obliged me to break off in the last number

of this Magazine after considering the work of Mr.

G. F. Watts.

From the art of -Mr. Watts to that of Mr. Alma-

Tadema is a far cry, so dissimilar arc the artists in

their ultimate aim- the latter ohielly seeking to appeal

to the eye of the spectator, and the former through

the eye to the inner man. In one respect, however,

they make common cause, standing as they do shoulder

to shoulder to resist that wave of " sloppiness," or

affectation of carelessness, that threatens to under-

mine the art-constitution of many of the rising artists

of the day— Mr. Tadema using his brush as a silent

protest, but Mr. Watts his eloquent pen as well. I

believe that at no time has Mr. Tadema produced so

admirable an exposition of the art of the painter, as

in his picture entitled "At the Shrine of Venus;"

and exactly in proportion as the extraordinarily fine

technique therein displayed extorts the approbation

and applause of public and artist will the false im-

pressionism just referred to receive a salutary cheek.

In this picture—fanciful the scene, yet so realistically

presented that it surely must have happened—wc see

the interior of a Romau hairdresser's shop, where two

maidens are reclining in the inner room, while, from

the alcove-window in front, a third, whom we only

see from behind, is challenging the passers-by with

some new cosmetic. The artistic value of this superb

little work surpasses, I am inclined to believe, any-

thing that the artist has hitherto produced, including

even that gem, "A Favourite Author," in the New
Gallery. Not only is his power over textures and

bright sunlight as complete as ever, but his figures

arc more human, and tones are richer and deeper than

he has before succeeded in making them. This

sumptuous scene is filled with all -those objects and

conditions that challenge the painter's power over

technique—marble, Howers, silver and gold, satins

and skins, hot sunshine and cool shade ; and he has

not only juggled with them as a painter, but dealt

lovingly and skilfully with them as an artist ; so

that the resull is a triumph of which he may well

bo proud.

But a greater work than even those I have men-

tioned— tin.' greatest 1 venture to think that has

appeared in the Royal Academy for many a year

—is Mr. Orchardson's -'The Young Duke."' The

subject itself is a suggestive and a highly decora-

tive one, although a subject is, of course, of only

partial account in a work of fine art. This " \ oung

Duke" of the time of the French Empire is pre-

siding at a banquet which has ice hid the dessert-

stage, hi- sense of boredom barely relieved by the

toasting that is going forward. Ilis friends and

parasites are all standing, glass in hand, drinking to

his health, at tabic- spread with a white cloth, and

ilckcd with the usual accompaniments of dessert;

while on a small table nearest tin- spectator is a bowl

of rich roses itself a miracle of painting, and. .it

the same time, of infinite use in the balance of the

harmony of colour. It is difficult to know which to

admire st in this extraordinary work—a canvas in

which "impressionism" reaches it- highest form of

expression i
the perfection of the drawing and i i-

position, the truth of facial expression, the consum-

mate art in the scheme of colour carried up with

unerring skill to the chief actor in the scene, who is

placed with tine effect against the riches! portion of

the background. The whole picture is the master-

piece of a subtle colourist of a high order, whose

facility is entirely under control, and who has the

ability to realise with apparent ease and infinity of

resource many of the chief conditions of perfection

in pictorial art.

In "The Chapel of the Charterhouse" Professor

Herkomer displays his rare gift of combining genuine

sentiment with powerfully-expressed character. It

is late in the day as the grand old pensioners lil.

in, with every phase of nobly-born misfortune on

their faces and in their figures— the personification of

honest suffering, the types of splendid failure. The

sentiment of the scene pervades the work not only

in the figures themselves and in their attitudes, but

equally in the treatment of the light and shade, and

in the sense of solemnity that is happily produced.

Mr. Frank Dicksee's " Passing of Arthur " alto-

gether excel- his work of recent years. He has, in

the truest spirit of reverence and of
\

try, transcribed

for us Tennyson's version of the launch of the dying

king on to the Sea of the Greai Unknown, lb

shows us the wounded kino-, full-armed, lying prone

in the "dusky barge, dark as a funeral scarf from

stem to stem," the wailing queens around him, and

his pale face, like t he level lake, illumined by "
t In-

long glories of the winter moon." Mysterious, as it

should be, in its stealthy light and prismatic shadows,

ill,, picture is more strongly painted than anything

that has come from Mr. Dicksee's hand for a long

time—indeed, its impasto is as loaded as the colour of

Mr. Orchardson is thinly laid on.

Of the other Academic painters of incident , Mr.

Poynter, with his " On the Terrace," ami " \ Corner

in the Villa," repeats the successes he in. ;dc last

.....ii at the Academy, and theyear before at the

Grosvenor Gallery. Mr. Briton Riviere i- frankly

humorous in his Rabelaisian scene, "Of a Fool and

his Folly there is no End," the frighted horses being

admirably drawn, and the attitude of him in motley

excellently conceived. Mr. •'• W. Waterhouse's

"Ophelia" i- somewhat disappointing; not that

tins girl lying on the grass is not well painted—the
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face is admirably and the whole tiling constitutes "a
good picture," but the artist is a man of such a stamp

and of siii'h ability that with a great Shakespearian

subject for inspiration a liner creation, or I might

say, realisation, might have been expected from him.

Mr. Cow's" Visit of King Charles I. to Kingston-

on-Hull, li>l\!," where the hapless monai'ch aud his

indignant staff meet with their first rebuff at the

hands of the governor, is drawn and grouped with

striking skill—such, indeed, as Meissonier might not

be ashamed to put his name to; but the colour is

somewhat weal;, and the general ell'eet, therefore,

one of comparative flatness. Could the artist but

strengthen his colour, he would be hailed as quite the

foremost painter of his class in England. Mr. Sey-

mour Lucas's picture of "The Surrender" isadecided

improvement on his last year's work-, good as it was.

He shows a keen eye Tor character and composi-

tion in this representation of Don Pedro de Valdez'

surrender to Drake on board the Revenue. All the

credit due to a born antiquarian must be awarded,

to the painter, for every portrait in this interesting

canvas has its "authority;" but mure important

than that are the excellent colour and sound tech-

nical work that distinguish it.

Mr. Vicat Cole's "The Summons to Surren-

der" pictures an event immediately antecedent to

thai in Mr. Lucas's work. There can be no doubt

but that the picture is one to command attention

and respect, albeit it just misses being a really

fine one; nor can we place it in the same cate-

gory as his last year's " Pool of London." The

colour is somewhat crude, details appear unfinished,

and the drawing of the masthead-top is extremely

faulty; yet there is genuine power in the render-

inn- of the rough sea, and spirit, too, of a sort little

suspected by those who lor a series of years have

watched -Mr. Cole work his way through his great

contract for pictures of the Thames. Of a far more

truthful and brilliant order are Mr. Henry Moore's

two sea-scapes, " Shine and Shower" and "As when

the Sun doth light a Storm "—the former a splendid

rendering of the blue, tumbling sea, on which play

t he sun'- rays where here and here t hey break through

the heavy rain-clouds, and the latter a wonderful

<tudy of the foam-whipped waves breaking on the

Varmouth beach at the end of a ten-days' gale. Mr.

Hook, who, like Mr. Watts and one or two others,

appears to he improving with advancing years, has

made certain phases of the sea as much his own as

Mr. Tadema has appropriated classic life at the time

when its moral decadence had begun. It is difficult

to select among his three beautiful works, but on the

whole " The Sea-weed [taker" is, perhaps, the finest

it i quisiteness of painting. Mr. Peter Graham'
' Where Wild Waves Lap" must rank among the

finest of his efforts ; while Mr. Wyllie's ghostlike

" Phantom Ship"—curiously reminiscent in design

of Turner's " Fighting Temeraire " and "The Burial

of Wilkie "—is not ouly a work of imagination, but

it is one of the very few pictures in which Hashes of

lightning have been truthfully pourtrayed.

In the department of landscape there is lament-

ably little of the first rank. Mr. Goodall has a large

and effective picture of " Harrow-on-the-Hill," and

Mr. Leader entirely succeeds, as usual, in extort-

ing the general praise of the visitor. A work that

comes very near to being a great success is Mr.

MacWhirter's "Constantinople and the Golden Horn"
—a picture of great beauty and charm of colour, which

only fails through the undue coldness and evident

falseness (one would think) of the foreground.

It can hardly he realised without a visit how

much the Academy suffers in respect of portrai-

ture from the absence of the familiar hand of

[
r Frank Hull. Nevertheless, many admirable

works are to he seen. Mr. Ouless, among his

eight portraits, touches the high-water mark of

hi- ability in his presentments of his fellow-Acade-

micians Mi'. Pearson and Mr. Sidney Cooper. Mr.

Herkomer, with a like number, is strikingly suc-

cessful in a brilliant portrait of Mrs. Gladstone, and

in his dainty, though slightly affected, picture of the

beautiful young Lady Eden, in green draperies.

Mrs. Gamble and llerr Ludwig are also among his

best represented sitters. Mr. Luke Fildes's large

"three-quarter" portrait of "Two Sisters" is one of

the "pictures of the year." Painted somewhat in

the manner of Gainsborough, it is a rich though sub-

dued harmony in white, gold, and red; refined, and

full of style. Mr. Pettie is much as usual—a little

hard, hut brilliant ; Mr. Saul is sweetness itself;

while Mr. Seymour Lucas's portrait of Mrs. Will iams-

Vauo'han, in blue, is the work of a colourist.

Thus far 1 have spoken only of the works of

Academicians—works which standout with distinct-

ness from their surroundings. Put as we see some

of our official Masters of Art at. their very best—
"and better," as an Irishman might add —so have

some unaccountably sunk far below the average. It

would he a thankless and useless task lo follow them,

for not a few have done fine work heretofore, and

others have tripped for the first time this year. If

will therefore be more profitable to turn the atten-

tion to the work of sonic of the many Outsiders who

have set their mark unmistakably on the walls of

Burlington Mouse, ami proved beyond any doubt that

there are those among (hem ready and competent to

take their places inside the institution whenever called

upon to do so.

What 1 consider the lines! work in the class we
now approach i- Mr. John Swan's "Prodigal Son."
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Mr. Swanj who has this year burs! Eor the time

upon tlic art-world at the three great art-galleries, has

hitherto hern known as an animal painter, but this

picture of the swine-herd, whose loins are girl with a

--kin. anil who buries his head in his hands as the mists

of night lloat along the plain, ami the lasl lighl "I'

the after-glow touches the hills beyond with silver

—this work, 1 say, contains not onlydeep poetic Eeel-

ing, but a true knowledge of real high art, joined

to great manual dexterity. Hence we have fine

" quality," grand colour, whether in the painting of

the flesh-tones, of the poppies, or in the blue dis-

tance, the whole consolidated by excellent drawing.

Mr. Solomon J. Solomon's " Sacred and Profane

Love"* touches a higher flight in point of subject

than the artist has yet attempted ; hut the problems

of colour, line, and composition are in reality what
tin' artist has set himself to solve. Mr. Solomon's

portrait of Sir John Simon in his sergeant's robes

is more complete as a work of art, and, ranking con-

siderably above his Dr. Liiw\ of a year or two ago,

must be mentioned among the fine things in the

exhibition. Mr. Arthur Hacker paints much in the

same manner, and his " Return of Persephone to the

Earth " is full of beauty. The composition, however,

is somewhat diffuse, and hardly explains the story it

is intended to illustrate. But the colour is charm-

ingly managed, and the figure of the i^-i il who floats

at Proserpine's shoulder is full of grace.

Coming to the work of the Newlyn School, we
find that this little coterie includes some six or eight

painters of striking ability and greater promise. They
are not " colourists" in the ordinary old-fashioned

meaning of the term; they are rather " tonists," if

1 may use the expression. Drawing, atmosphere, and

truth of local colour (which is seen by them greyer

and far colder that it is usually represented in paint

and canvas)— these are the tenets of the new creed.

Chief of the fraternity is Mr. Stanhope Forbes, in

whose rendering of " The Health of the Bride"—the

frugal breakfast at a sailor's wedding—character is

finely suggested, while certain passages are rendered

with consummate skill in drawing and the disposition

of light and shade. In Mr. Frank Bramley's powerful

picture, too, of " Saved,"* the dramatic element is well-

imagined and well-sustained, character is kept firmly

in mind by the artist, while the great problem he has

set himself to solve— that of rendering at once the

contending lights of the dawn and of the yellow lire

that beams on to the face and figure of the poor half-

drowned woman before it— is satisfactorily realised.

We may object to the strength of the yellow firelight,

but that will doubtless be softened 1>\ time. Next
' )e Mr. Tuke's " All Hands to the Pumps," a \ei ,

A photogravure o£ this picture will appear in a forthcoming
riuMiln i of Tin Magazine of Art.—Ed.

powerful picture; Mr. Chevallier Tayler'i "Outward
Bound," a lamp-light scene of a concert on board
ship; and Mr. Blandford Fletcher's village scene of

a town-crier and his audience, '
( ) pes ! () \ es !

"

The Ugerian " Nest of the Sea-Mew," l.\ M. Emile
\\ aiders, is a work of a different kind, far more
mature in its execution, but with a kindred aim

that of rendering not only the character of tl,r
i ene,

but also to fix on canvas the subtle variation- of

the dazzling whiles of Eastern architecture under the

rays of a tropical sun. The excellent pastel-drawing

by Mr. Hubert Vos the young Dutch artist win.

has made England his painting-ground— is a fine

representation of the •• Brussels Almshouse for

Women," and cannot be omitted from any list of

the best, works in the Academy. Of the water-

colours, Mr. T. B. Hardy's large Dutch-like draw mil;-,

"Change of Wind, Boulogne Pier," and Herr Carl

Gehrt's banquet-scene from " .Macbeth," are among
the most, striking compositions.

Space fails me to speak at such length as they

deserve of the portraiture of Mr. Sargent, Mr.
Shannon, Mr. Margetson, Mr. Carter, Mr. Calkin,

Mr. Fred Roc, Mr. A. S. Cope, Mr. Blake Wirgman,
and Miss Mortloek ; but of all it may be said, in

greater or lesser degree, that the art of portrait-

painting in its various phases of treatment is safe

in their hands, and that we may look for one or

more of them to worthily till the place left vacant by

Frank lloll. Several of them have already gained

public recognition ami applause, notably Mr. Sargent

and Mr. Shannon ; but we may fairly require still

higher achievements from so brilliant a bodj of

young painters.

Mr. Adrian Stokes, with his "Harbour Bar," a

picture of stream and sand, achieves a striking

success; Mr. R. Noble, a young Scottish painter,

whose very revelry In colour is finely displayed In his

"Coming from Church;" Mr. Brangwyn, with his

pictures so startlinglj suggestive of vessels beating

forwards through the waves; Mr. David Murray,

Mr. Yeend King, Mr. Aumonier, Mr. Waterlow,

Mr. Alfred Parsons, Mr. Edwin Haves, and Mr.

Arthur Lemon—have all produced land- and sea-

SCapes of notable power and beauty.

Such is the hundred and twenty-first exhibition

of the Royal Academy, the best feature-- of which

I have attempted to epitomise in these few short

columns. It raaj not contain a series of mastei

as in days gone by, but a few masterpieces it unques-

tionably can boast, while the high average of rit

attained by the rank and tile of " I I or Majesty's

Opposition " in art is of such excellent achievement

and better promise, that i :an walkthrough the

galleries and 1 therwise than of good cl r as to t be

future of English \n.
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THE AIM AND TENDENCIES OF CARICATURE.

By M. l'HIITs JACKSON.

ING GEORGE II. of happy

memory, who hated both "1 tr\

and bainting," and was very wroth

when Hogarth ridiculed his Guards

I
on their march to Finchley, would

have been somewhat astonished

could he have risen from his grave and seen the

estimation in which "that bainter fellow " was sub-

sequently held. The art of caricature, or, in other

words, the art of ridicule, is almost universally

popular, as to laugh at the weaknesses of others is,

by force of < lparison, to elevate ourselves. But
Hogarth, the greatest of modern art-satirists, was

the exponent of one of the two branches into which

caricature art has ever 1m- -ii divisible. His designs

were (if we judge of him by his greatest works)

attacks upon vicious habits, systems, and customs,

rather than upou individuals; and in such chefs-

U'aucre as his " Marriage a la Mode" and " Rake's

Progress" there is a disquisition on vice and folly

in the abstract rather than one that is personal in

character. The advantage of this is that it is art

enduring for all time. Hogarth was in that re-

spect like Shakespeare, the "Marriage a la .Mode"
being hnt the "Manage de Convenance " of the

Orchardson of to-day, and the idea involved has

probably existed in principle from the lirst institu-

tion of the ceremony that tied two human beings

of opposite sexes together for life. In like manner,

"Tin- Rake's Progress" was a homily, not on the

time-, hat on nature itself, and is revived merely

in another form m Frith's "Road to Ruin."

Some of the stronger exponents of this kind of

motive in caricature art in our own country have

been Cruikshank, Doyle, Leech, and, among those

happily still in our midst, John Tenniel, Du Maurier,

and Keene. Were those who have distinguished

themselves more particularly as book-illustrators to

he added, il is needless to say the list would he

very considerably enlarged, for the names of de-

lightful artists like Hablot K. Browne, and many
others whose talents have given interest and enjoy-

ment to oar literature, would be of the number.

The region of politic-, has always 1 n a fruitful

ouree of inspiration to the caricaturist; and very

properly so, for in a country which boasts of freedom

a man's political belief can he no offence to am
reasonable human being. But designs of a political

clas> have, as a rule, tended more towards personality

than generalisation of motive. There are, perhaps,

few men of great eminence who are not distinguished

by marked physiognomical characteristics, and, as

we may remember in the pages of leading comic

journals like Punch, Brougham, Wellington, Lord

John Russell, and those of like fame, suffered

severely in the hands of their delineators. Every

important act making up the sum-total of their

public lives has been handed down to us in personal

delineations in which exaggeration has been carried

to the point of grotesqueness. As upon the modern

stage it appears necessary to exaggerate in order to

heighten effect, so may it he requisite in pictorial

art to increase personal defects that the impression

upon the spectator he strengthened. But this is

rather a distressing necessity in order to eke out

the weakness of the art itself.

Apart from this, politics are a great element of

our social life, and political caricature has doubtless

had the result of concentrating attention upon a

subject which will, under any circumstances, become

a question for individual judgment. Ridicule is a

powerful motive-power in influencing the acts of

men, and there can scarcely he much doubt that

the well-directed shafts of satire of which our

comic journals have been sponsors, had their in-

fluence upon even great political movements like the

Reform Bill, the Corn Laws, or the Emancipation of

religious bodies from oppressive restrictions. Still,

political caricature has, as a rule, been more per-

sonal than general in character, and probably for

the reason that it is easier to ridicule principles

through individuals rather than in a less obvious

manner. Nearly a century ago almost the whole

civilised world joined in lampooning that arch-

brigand Napoleon Bonaparte, and the ways, acts,

and works of his life of bloodshed and ambition.

Hut his deeds of rapine, his arbitrary laws, ami

the social revolutions of hi- reign, were chiefly

brought home to us in caricatures in which he

figured personally and conspicuously. Most of us

are familiar with the inimitable designs by Cruik-

shank of that time in which " Bony " and the acts

with which he insulted the human race were made

so apparent. And not less startling was the bitter

pictorial satire with which the Corsican's ambition

inspired the genius of a Wicrtz.

But all this class of caricature, being personal

in character, whilst it may strengthen impression,

offends the canons of good taste. It was hut the

other day that an art-controversy sprang up, called
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into being by the remarks of a Royal Academician

in a paper read al a meeting of one of the important

societies. It is needless to go into the merits of thai

controversy— il', indeed, from an art-point of view,

there can be considered to be two sides to the ques-

tion by sane men— but the response to that in our

leading comic journal was a portrail of the Acade-

mician habited as an old woman— a pictorial skit

that will stick to him as long as lie lives. This,

again, was of the order of personal caricature, and the

universal amusement it excited—right or wrong

—

had the effect of calling attention directly to the sub-

ject in dispute, and of adding the emphasis of direct

illustration to all that had been said and written.

Hut I hold thai the likeness itself was an unneces-

sary offence, and the lesson sought to he inculcated

could have been as powerfully taught without wound-

ing individual feelings. It was also lmt recently

that the metropolis was well-nigh electrified by the

opening of an exhibition in Bond Street, which, as

the work of one man, was unique in talent and cha-

racter. Here, again, the art was personal, although

in a somewhat different direction. The feelings of

individuals were likely to he, and indeed were, sorely

wounded. The shaft of ridicule aimed at the work

of an artist might possibly he the means of inducing

him to seek to amend his faults, and thus benefit

art; but it should lie remembered that all things,

however sacred, pure, and beautiful, may furnish food

for satire, and that to give occasion to scoff at or

regard as contemptible the result of the earnest and

honest efforts of the professors of any particular

craft is certainly not the lesson to be taught by the

art of caricature.

And now to look at another view of the subject.

Not to multiply examples, where so many are

furnished in the long list of talented caricaturists

our country has produced, John Leech and Du
.Maurier are fairly representative exponents of what
may be termed impersonal caricature art. With
marked fecundity of imagination and a charmingly

facile pencil, John Leech appeared to be wholly

without spite, venom, or malice, in his nature. His

hunting, drawing-room, and sea-side designs, were as

genially witty as they were truthful, and he has left

behind him records of the follies of his time, told

gracefully and with keen sense of humour. His

delicate perception of female beauty was assured, as

was the touch with which he realised the conception
;

and one has hut to remember " The Comic Historj

of England," and "Mrs. Caudle's Curtain Lectures,"

to recall one who was both man of n'euius a- an

artist and a strong humourist.

With views of art not dissimilar in motive to

those of the eminent man referred to, George I hi

Maurier, the illustrator of Thackeray's " Esmond,"

591

The Corn/till Magazine, and other leading jour-

nals, has turned his attention to the comic side of

social life. A pupil of Gleyre in Paris, with whom
he for some time studied assiduously, he commenced
his career with the sessary stock-in-trade know-
ledge of a practical artist, whilsl a lengthened resi-

dence in the French capital enabled him to utilise

in his designs the knowledge of the manners and
customs of the people thus obtained, lake Leech,

his satire is of the kindliest character, and in his

keenest shafts of humour lie is ever an educated

gentleman. In bis crusade againsl wealthy vulgarity,

fashionable follies, and in his exposure of sonic id' the

Eoibles of our neighbours across the Channel, there

has been avoidance of anything that could wound
reasonable susceptibility, whilst the exposure of any
human weakness attacked has been at least sulli-

cient to focus if with ridicule.

One of the peculiar characteristics .)' caricature

is the suitability of the art to the country from

which it emanates. Sense of humour, one would
almost imagine, is universal. Some think that our

countrymen north of the Tweed are deficient in this

respect; whilst it is beyond all question thai thai

which is regarded as comic in France and Germany
raises no responsive feeling in the minds of those in

this country. Difference of language, life, and social

manners, hardly accounts for or explains this. Even
with a perfect mastery of the language and customs
of the people, the comic publications of Germany, for

example, fail to excite our risibility, whilst the illus-

trations of French humorous journals constantly strike

us only as being far-fetched, exaggerated, and, too

often, coarse. No—if indeed sense of humour be

universal, then is it so controlled and influenced by
the physiological conditions governing mankind that

it has no universal form of expression as in the

sister art of literature, where we find the thoughts
<>f a man like Shakespeare recognised by the civilised

world.

And now to turn to the second view of the

subject. Speaking broadly, the ai't of caricature

must act either as a scourge or a blessing. The ail

itself has acquired formidable dimensions in this

and other countries, and it is not too much to say,

that the most popular method of bringing home to

the people ;iny greal movement in political or social

life is through the medium of pictorial burlesque.

And as the agency is potent, so is this art, perhaps

mosl of all others, subjeel to degradation. Not,

only when it descends to the region of personality,

hut when it i> made the medium of impurity, or of

untruth, then is its power formischief made apparent,

That there an' but t< lany examples of human
invention of this class in journals openly sold ami

approved, there is more Ik, 111 sufficient evidence to
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prove in some of the Parisian kionqitex. Curiously meat of the design may be grotesque; and of the

enough, the press censorship which finds such favour nature of caricature, 1ml there can be no question

in various great Continental countries, whilst it of the artist's earnestness, nor of his wish to avoid

exercises strict discipline in cases of political pictorial buffoonery, whilst he enforced a view not unworthy

art, allows a blamable latitude in offences affecting of a great mind.

the people's moral welfare. The laws of our own It is not perhaps very difficult to predict the

country are fortunately stricter in this respect, so future of the art of caricature in this country. In

that we do not countenance similar debasing in- 1764 Hogarth died. He was an artist in advance

fluences, and, on the other hand, we are under a debt of his time, and unfortunately for himself his farm—

-

of gratitude to men like Cruikshank and Leech, the at least in the degree in which it places him in his

leading motive of whose work was the repression of proper rank among painters—was posthumous. It

folly or vice. will be remembered that his series of six inimitable

A curious example of a certain branch of carica- pictures of the " Marriage a la Mode," sold in June,

lure art is thai furnished by the Parisian " Exposi- 1750, for one hundred and twenty guineas, his eight

tion des Arts [ncoherents," the illustrated catalogue pictures of "The Rake's Progress" he sold for one

of which most of us have seen. Here the grossest hundred and eighty-four pounds sixteen shillings,

exaggeration in the sketch portraits of the artist and his " Strolling Players" in the same year

exhibitors, and occult, or rather vulgar, delineations (17 IT) for twenty-six guineas. It is useless to

and jokes, form the staple of the catalogue. Here, speculate as to what those splendid productions of

again, it is singular that that which here recom- a profound genius would realise if brought to the

mends itself as excessively funny to our brethren hammer now, but we can at least congratulate our-

across the Channel would scarcely resolve itself to selves upon the fact that a visit to our national

our minds as in the slightest degree humorous, collection and to the Sir John Soane .Museum will

We may take two examples from the catalogue, one enable us to estimate what place their author should

a sketch of the Venus de Milo statue, with an old take in the muster-roll of British artists,

man's bearded head upon the shoulders, and the title Should we as a nation retrograde, the weak-
" Le Mari de la \ eims de Milo;" and the head nesses and follies of a failing community will be

and shoulders portrait of a girl, with a tall hat orna- still further heightened by the satirist's pencil,

mented with flowers, and the face itself a mere blank It is true that we have had no Hogarth since his

piece of paper, called " Cruelle enigme ! ! ! Char- time. And there is no present evidence to show
mant ! ! !

" Ait of this description, if we make the that we shall ever again have among us such

most of it, is to us but vapid, brainless folly, rendered another master-mind in his particular branch of

more deplorable by the evidence of a certain degree art. Only the merest semblance of Elijah's mantle

of technical skill, hut as far as any good result is has fallen upon his followers. That there has been

probable from such work there is evidently none, and a succession of talent in this art has been abundantly

one would far rather see the artists turn honest proved, if only in the names already given, and

paper-hangers, butchers, bakers, or respectable me- there is every reason to suppose that in the future

chanics, for then they might 1 f some use to the vacant places will be taken by other artists of

world of which they form part. like jocular instincts. It is both unnecessary and
To compare for a moment with the ait- just unpleasant to indulge in pessimistic views, so let

alluded to something very opposite in character—- us hope that these humourists of the future will

George Cruikshank's singularly original picture in not in talent lie unworthy of those who have pre-

our national collection (now circulating in the pro- ceiled them, and that they will ever remember

vinccs called "The Worship of Bacchus." It is that their mission is not only to amuse, but to

needless to comment on the workmanship of that render less probable by their shafts of satire those

remarkable composition. Hut there is no mistake as human follies of which we have but little reason to

to the motive and design of the master, and I will feel proud. If this fact be ever held in mind and

undertake to say that few persons of ordinary in- acted upon, the work of the caricaturist will continue

telligence would examine the work without retaining to occupy the niche it has hitherto worthily tilled in

the impression of it to their dying day. The treat- the great structure of British Art.

— •^=»«o»fci:»
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OLD AJiTS AND MODERN THOUGHTS.

EDUCATION IN ART.

Ilv .1. ]•:. HODGSON', R.A.

(Craicii 6;/ J. I

G. Fab r.)

' ''•''

(1

educate t lie

young, both from

moral and poli-

tical considera-

tions, must ap-

ne of the

must, important

duties which can

devolve .in tin'

aged ami the ex-

perienced. In an

ideal republic wo

can imagine every

citizen who lias

attained power,

t i ne t inn, or

wealth, employ-

ing a portion of bis time in imparting, to those

about In start in life, botb the practical maxims

which have been taught him by experience, and the

principles which have guided him to success. In

sucb a society the science of education would rank

next in importance to the science of government.

Actually, this is far from being the ease, and no

theory of education lias yet been formulated which

is other than a prescription administered experi-

mentally, in s ime cases acting favourably, in others

detrimentally, as chance and tin' constitution of

tin- patient may determine. It is my linn con-

viction that many of the finest qualities in our

national character are fostered, if not actually brought

into being, by the conditions which obtain in our

public schools; and yet there is no denying that

to timid, vacillating, and dependent natures those

conditions arc' wholly injurious.

We proceed on an <*> priori system
; we teach

our \onths to appreciate the highest principles, the

purest examples of literary style, and we leave them

to bring those principles and that style to bear upon

the conduct of their lives and thoughts by a deductive

process. In foreign countries education begins from

a diametrically opposite point ; it proceeds induc-

tively. Youths are given the means of independent

study, they are put in possession of several languages

and of practical science and mathematics, and are

left to find their own way upwards into the higher

regions. Each system has it- advantages; and the

results are, thai English thought is of a more elevated

type, English literature i- purer and more classical in

form, and an English gentleman is more profoundly

imbued with courtesy and forbearance than foreign

types of such matters ; whereas the foreigner is more

careful and precise, he is incomparably a better work-

man, and his manners arc superficially more polished

and graceful. This distinction holds perfectly good

with art. We must perforce confess to ourselves thai,

iii scholarly ability , in matters of education, in general

knowledge of their craft, foreign nations, especially

the French, take (dear preceded f us; whereas

they, if we may judge by the verdicts pronounced by

them on English pictures exhibited in Paris, Vienna,

and Berlin, acknowledge our superiority in conception

and treatment.

This distinction is not wholly attributable to dif-

ference of education ; it is partly inherent in national

character. To take the ease of the Frenchman: his

mind is of a very robust practical type and not very

sensitive; he delights in extremes and violent con-

trasts ; he is not satisfied to please, he must astonish

and appal; the delicate shades of sentiment, the

familiar scenes and incidents which English artists

have illustrated with so much sincerity and tenderness,

appear to him as the weak half-tints of thought ,

there is a law in his nature which impels him to

overstep their limits, both in brilliancy and in depth

of gloom ; he cannot stop, but goes on exaggerating

until the sexual passion becomes a raging madness

and tragedy becomes carnage. Hut he is eminently

cautious and practical, lie looks far ahead, he is

satisfied to labour and to wait, secure of a distant

reward. The familiar central t\| f the French

student, the man whom we associate intuitively with

the Quartier Latin and Notre Dame <h- Lorette, is a

creature who has no prototype in this country; the

vieitx rapin, a clever, dissolute, dirty, and generally

disreputable fellow, who is as poor as a rat but does

not repine, who i- satisfied with his breakfast of

polenta " ami the cheap joys of a suburban

gette, who labours on for seven or eight years at the

daily drudgery of the master's atelier, who, even if

he is successful in painting a picture which i- ac-

cepted at an exhibition, i- not over-elated by it. hut

goes back to his school conscious thai there is a

technical perfection which he has not yet attained,

and which i- the only promised land for which his

lent i- yearning.

The English student is much h-s> patient, he

i- haunted by the phantom of respectability; it is
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perhaps a noble failing, but he yearns for the glossy

hat and the silken umbrella; give him the excuse

of an accepted picture or a small commission and

he says good-bye 1" further education, he hires a

studio aud sets up as a qualified practitioner. It. is

this, far more than any difference in the system of

education, which accounts for the manifest technical

superiority of French art; it is not that the French

painter's schooling is superior, but that he has far

more of if. There is little or no difference of system

in the two countries, but in its practical working

the advantage lies with France. In an art-school

example is unquestionably superior to precepl ; the

student gets advice and instruction from the master,

but he imbibes enthusiasm and emulation from his

fellows, and these are all important in a matter so

difficult to explain, so purely sensuous, as is the

technical part of painting ; and the novice who enters

a French atelier enjoys the inestimable advantage of

daily seeing men at, work who are passed masters

in the use of their tools, who have had seven years'

training with the brush and the pencil, and have

learnt to manipulate those mighty instruments. Add

is the most immediately telling and comprehensible.

Hence, he eliminates, he simplifies, he will have

nothing to do with subtleties which he cannot master,

he will not flounder about in a chaos of noble inten-

tions which he has no power of regulating or bringing

int -dcr and tidiness; he makes sure id:' every step

as he goes along, ami up to a certain point, the point

where studentship ends, he is consequently the surest

guide.

The Englishman starts from ideal principles, and

descends; the Frenchman from elementary facts, and

ascends; but the two rarely touch each other, and

never overlap. Every peach has its unripe spot, the

melon is rotten where it rests upon the ground, and

French art education has also its element of unsound-

ness. It places the technical and mechanical part of

the art of painting on a level with the theoretical and

imaginative, and equality in the case of the latter

means degradation. " L'art pour l'art " is a dictum

which could never have arisen amongst idealists;

sentiment can admit of no rival near its throne. To

place one there is to dispute its empire, and to revo-

lutionise the government of art.

THE GOOD SHU' "BELLE S.U'VAUE.

(From a Drawing by J. E. Hodgson, /.'.l. Engraved by Miss Bert/mann.)

to this, as sincerity and a regard for truth compel There is no page, which records the efforts of

me, though quite reluctantly, to admit all the superior human activity, so utterly dreary to peruse, so mi-

advantages of French art-teaching, the Frenchman satisfying to the spirit, as the exhibition of the

is by nature practical and not a dreamer ; unlike the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, where two or three hundred

enthusiastic young Englishman, he does not think of prize-pictures have been brought together with the

what is the theoretically finest thing to do, but what laudable intention, no doubt, of stimulating the
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enthusiasm of each succeeding generation by exhibit- classicism in this country. As far as we know none
ing the incompetence of thai which had gone before, of these men, excepl Hogarth occasional]} , drew from
It is appalling, or any other tremendous adjective stone or plaster; they were all colourists, and they
which the reader's imagination can supply, to con- all possessed a quality hard to describe, a certain

fcrasl thai scries of pictures—a series which extends suavity aud lusciousnoss of manner, the opposite of

over many years -with the efforts of generations hardness, a quality which is Morland's unique claim

ON THE TEEEACES IX UTOPIA.

(From a Drawing by J. K Hodgson, R.A. Engraved by I'. Natimann.)

which struggled upwards out of darkness ; to contrast

those colourless vapid imitations of the antique with

thi' joyous vitality, the spontaneity of Giotti, the

perfeel truthfulness of Van Eyck, the unfathomable

mystery of Diirer, the living flesh and blood, the

grace of Raphael, and the terrible sublimity of Michel-

angelo. Had darkness settled once more over Europe,

not the darkness of ignorance, but a darkness deeper

far of misguided knowledge? Something of that

sorl had occurred to produce such a series of works;

and that tiling—what was it? Art education, or-

ganised, systematised, and subsidised; a national

iii-til ut ion with its array of dignitaries and pro-

fessors, with its huge halls tenanted by the lifeless

exuvia', the fossil diatoms of a former existence, with

its brainless formula of classical infallibility. In the

history of British art we may, if we are pleased to

be self-denying, find something akin to a parallel

case. Its earliest painters, Gandy, Hogarth, Rey-

nolds, Gainsborough, Wilson, and Romney, developed

an art which had no classical elements ; which was,

let it be confessed, superficial, presenting the aspect

of a great work without its structural completeness,

but which was healthy, which smacked of the soil,

and which was, above all things, not colourless in

anj sense of the word: that was before the age of

to our consideration, and which in modern art is

very far to seek.

I will not dogmatise; I will admit the possibility

that cold colouring and a hard manner are natural

symptoms of decaying art, th itcome of exhausted

centuries; that their being common to painters who
have drawn much in their youth from stone and

plaster is an accidental coincidence. I will mereh
give my reader some written evidence of a contrary

belief, and leave him to compare that with facts as

he finds them.

There is no easier or mor tnvenient method of

teaching a youth to draw the human figure than \t<

give him a statue to copy. It does not move ; he can

measure it, and ascertain it- poise «ith a plumb-line;

but convenience is no reason for its adoption if it

is ultimately injurious. Ait is the precious resull

of difficulties overcome ; it is beset by them from

first to last, and i! would he desirable to lessen their

number if in doing so we did not also lessen the

value of the product. An easj road makes fast

travelling, and nothing can be more flattering to the

teacher than the progress made by students in our

antique schools. It is only when the student is pro-

ne. ted to draw from the life that the teacher is made
aware that that progress ha- been specious ; he has
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sadly to recognise that between the living breathing

and consequently moving human flesh, and the still,

lifeless plaster there is a gulf fixed, and thai even the

foundations of the structure by which it must be

bridged have nol been laid. On this subject I may
lay claim to the authority of long experience. The

antique is form without life, a body without a soul
;

its beauty is losl upon the beginner, its lifelessness is

but too often stamped upon Ins art for ever.

The system of education by the antique began

with old Squareione of Padua, in the fifteenth century,

and the lirst outcome of it—Andrea Mantegna, a man
of unquestionable genius — is to tins day the typical

example of its results. 1 need hardly say that he is

not the n we should select as typical <>f the highest

technical excellences of paint inn1

. For this we should

choose Titian, P. Veronese, or perhaps, with still

more appropriateness, Peter Paul Rubens; and his

testimony on the subject I am discussing, which we

fortunately possess, is certainly worth)' of respectful

attention.

Count Algarotti, a slavish worshipper of the

antique, and a bigoted advocate of the system

under discussion, was compelled reluctantly to admit

"that the methods hitherto laid down are attended

with some danger; for by too slavish an attention to

statues the young painter may contract a hard and

dry manner;" and M. Guizot, in reviewing the

Paris Salon in lslli, regrets, as he expresses it, "the

influence of sculpture on a school of painting which

lias been brought up on statues. Masters teach their

pupils to paint by giving them plaster easts as their

lirst models; how can they possibly avoid becoming

cold and grey colourists ? The importance given to

form at the expense of colour by the present school,

proves clearly that it is iguoranl of the peculiar

province of painting, and that it follows too ex-

clusively the track of sculptors;'' and, again, an

anonymous German author of a clever book on

" Imitation m Art," writing in Pome in 1817, says

that " i'ew zealous imitators of the antique have

avoided the danger of introducing its stoiiincss into

their painting-."

Other quotations might easily be found, but these

will suffice to prove that a low growl of disappro-

bation has constantly been uttered by earnest anil

thinking' men against a system of art education

which is all but universal throughout Europe.

Let me dream awhile ; let me forget both time

and place ; lei me gather up, as in a skein, the im-

pressions of years, the fleeting thoughts which Hashed

upon me in the stress of life's battle; let nic look

back upon m\ own education and compare its results

with the material it had to Work upon, and then

pronounce the blame and say when- the fault lay.

W>a, verily, as I live, the blame is King at m\ own

door. 1 see no great impediment from without, no

fault in institutions. There is but one thing wanting

in the backward prospect— the figure of a wise and

trusted friend who should have reproved, admonished,

and encouraged me ; and many, no doubt, will say the

same. What we most want is good guidance; to

some it comes by nature or chance. There is a happy
fatality which points to the right road, as there is a

baneful one which leads astray ; but it is a perilous

thing for youths to be left to their own devices.

There is no form of art education, no system of

academies or colleges, which can be equivalent to

the old paternal relationship of master and pupil.

The apprentice who serves his time with his master,

who lives in his house as a member of his family,

who flirts, or does not flirt, with his daughter, as

that is immaterial, but who works daily under his

master's eye, and lias an insight into his master's

affairs; he is in the best ease, and starts in life's

battle armed, as none other is armed, with a wisdom

beyond Ins years. He may incur the risk of being

pilloried before posterity, as the unhappy apprentice

of Gatien Phlipon was, by his uncommonly outspoken

daughter, but that is a small risk to set against the

enormous gain.

With niv readers' permission I will lor awhile

forget the things that are, unwise as such a pro-

ceeding undoubtedly is. 1 will project my thoughts

towards the unsubstantial region of perfection, across

the dark ocean where mortals suffer shipwreck, where

they float on crazy rafts, the derelicts of fate and

fortune, a prey to hunger and to hope deferred, to

the land of peace and plenty, to the land which

knows no winter, no fogs and no cast winds, to the

fabled island of Utopia. Let us imagine that we
possess some document relating to it, say, the diary

of the special correspondent of this Magazine, who

ha< hern sent there at enormous expense to gather

information for the good of art. Through the kind-

ness and courtesy of the most influential gentlemen

of the island, who have entertained our correspondent

with the most respectful hospitality , we learn that

art education is there conducted after the folk,wing

fashion.

In the lirst place, no youth is allowed to enter

the artists' profession merely because he does not

seem to possess assiduity or ability enough to succ 1

in any other calling. In this matter they are very

strict ; every candidate is set to make drawings from

nature, and those drawings aic examined by pro-

fessors trained to the purpose. In judging of these,

no stress whatever is laid upon correctness, which is

understood to be an after-result of education
; what

is looked for mainly is a certain grandeur and im-

pressiveness, a far-away look as in the scenery of

dreams. After that the youth is taken into picture
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galleries and made to describe the pictures one by

one, careful note being made "I the impression they

produce on him and of the qualities he observes ; if

he Fails to attain the requisite number of marks

necessary For a first class, he is handed over to the

schools where art is taughl For the purposes of design

as applied to manufactures and other industrial ends.

\\ hen the candidate is successful in passing into the

first rlass, he is handed over to teachers who put

him through a severe course of Freehand drawing; he

is made to copy lines of every degree of curvature

until his hand is educated. Sunn' boys in Utopia can

draw a circle mathematically correct without any

appliance but a pencil. In the next stage the pencil

and white paper are discarded; still-life, groups of

flowers, heads, and figures are drawn with white

dial k upon dark blue paper, the th y being thai

the Forms of nature are defined by the amount of

light which objects reflect, and also that the ex-

pression of light is the most important quality of

painting. The eve by tins means is trained to

discern gradations of light instead of gradations of

shade—an important difference. When the student

is advanced enough to be entrusted with a palette

and brushes, lie proceeds in like manner, applying

light upon a dark canvas. No preliminary outline

with chalk or charcoal is allowed; all the work must

be done with the brush, and in the early stages there

is no retouching. There is a saying amongst Utopian

professors that in every act the hand should he made
to 1'eel the responsibility of painting. The student is

provided with sketch-hooks, and during his hours of

recreation, which are always spent in the open air,

he is enjoined t<> make memoranda of anything thai

strikes his fancy, either for its beauty or for any un-

common quality it may possess. With elementary

students these sketches represent stationary objects,

such as rocks, trees, and houses; with the more ad-

vanced, groups or single figures of men and women.
The people of Utopia are eminently pictui-esque, and

they have very cheerful and social habits; they love

to meet and converse in the open air, in which they

are encouraged by their beautiful climate ; all day

long they may be seen in the market-place or on the

terraces overhanging the sea, gathered together in

groups, sitting or standing in graceful though per-

fectly unconstrained attitudes. The student is en-

joined to make memoranda of such chance groupings,

and, on the authority of Lionardo da Vinci, to "jet

down those quick motion-- which men are apt to

make without thinking when impelled by strong

affections of the mind."

But the1 most remarkable, and certainly to a

stranger the most novel, institution in their art

Schools is what is called the " mucuc.nl.- " class ;

there is one attached to each department, and Forms

an adjunct or corollary to the work done in that

class. In the preliminary school, for instance, an

object is placed before lliein and ils construction and

properties explained: il is then removed, and thej

take a drawing of it from memory. To such per-

fection i> this Faculty brought by cultivation that

the advanced students arc able to make an exact

likeness of any individual they are allowed to look at

for a short time.

From the preliminary the Utopian student passes

into the life and painting scl I, where the same

rules are observed. His drawings are made with

white chalk on dark paper, and the same process of

painting is insisted upon
;

there are the same re-

strictions as to colours, the method of laying on the

tints, and in the mailer of retouching. Here also

be is instructed in (he tl retical branches of his

subject ; he attends lectures, given by professors ap-

pointed For the purpose, who deliver original lectin,

In the last stage the student makes drawings in

the life and antique school alternately; a model is

placed in the attitude of some Greek statue, and

after they have made that drawiug they compare il

with the .sculpture. A master points out where and

how the Greek simplified forms, and in what manner,

by selection and comparison of many forms, In- bail

improved upon ordinary nature.

Finally, a gold medal is awarded tor a picture

representing some given subject, taken either from

history or literature; but they have an Index l\-

purgatorius which is tolerably copious; no subject

is allowed which refers either to Agamemnon, Cly-

temnestra, or Iphigenia, to Orestes pursued by the

furies, to the finding of the body of Harold, or to

anything connected with Don Quixote, the Near of

Wakefield, or Dr. Johnson.

By this time the student has accumulated a vast

mass of memoranda of attitudes, expressions, ges-

tures, and groups taken rapidly in the terraces and

gardens, or drawn at home from memory— that

faculty, by the system I have described, being extra-

ordinarily developed, and be is enjoined to use these

materials in constructing Ins gold medal picture.

Tu making tin- award considerable stress is laid b\

the jurors on the success with which attitudes ami

gestures observed in nature have been made appro-

priate to the subject chosen.

A curious custom is recorded in the document

before us. In Utopia all students and young artists

generally are compelled t>> paint in a peculiar process,

which is extremely Fugitive". II' their works are

deemed meritorious they are subsidised by the Stale;

but after the close of the annual exhibition tin

colours fade aua\ and the canvas reverts to it

original condition and can be used again. Tin :it

first sio-ht would appear to be aii unnecessary burden
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upon ratepayers, but it is considered the lesser of two

evils. The area of the island being very restricted

there were just grounds of fear that it might become

encumbered with pictures; and in reality the subsidy

to artists is no burden mi the State, it is more (ban

compensated for by a tax on criticism. A licence,

duly signed, scaled, and paid for, is necessary both

for praise and blame, the latter being very much more

in demand than the former; the charges are very

high, and the proceeds quite cover the subsidy, so

a Russian proverb; we are embarked in a certain

scheme of artistic education which was built up and

handed down to us by our predecessors, and all ex-

perience shows that more practical good is go! by

gradually improving old existing institutions than

by suddenly revolutionising them. There is no

doubt that- the cultivation of memory—a faculty

that admits of it to quite an unknown extent—must

1
1' immense service to the artist; the ceaseless

activity of Turner has been attributed by a very com-

that, it may be said, in Utopia t he artists are main- petent authority to the extraordinary memory pos-

tamed by the evil things which are said of them. sessed by the great landscape-painter; and if it is

r,0OD-BYE TO TTTOriA.

(From « Drawing by .1. E. Hodgson, R.A. Engraved h>i II. Seheu.)

Bui it is time that, I should depart from this not from the stores of memory that imagination

happy island and revisit once more the less poetical selects its combinations, whence do the materials

bul more Familiar atmosphere of Ludgate Hill. As come, unless we assume that imagination is a, mira-

usual, after such an enterprise, I come home freighted culous Faculty—an assumption which, it' logically

with a commodity of unmarketable goods. How- carried out, would lead to very subversive con-

ever admirable and perfect may be the institutions elusions? And, finally, though I have hitherto

of Utopia, and however suited to the climate and avoided expressing my own individual opinion on

geographical situation of the island, when trans- a matter which admits of, and where there is actually

planted into other countries they do not seem in found so much difference, 1 will venture as a parting

the least degree to harmonise with anything around word, to say that it is my firm conviction that the

them; the same institution which works admirably in student in this country is not admitted soon enough

the latitude of 265 S. and longitude 790c
E. appears to draw from the living model, and to regret that his

utterly unhinged and out of place in Piccadilly. "To earliest and most impressionable years are spent in

every town its custom, to every village its habit/' is copying the cold, colourless, and lifeless plaster.
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FTlHE appearance of a new edition of Professor P. is beyond question, are no( b) the more excitable

J. Villain's widely-accepted "Life and Times of classes the less valued in this country beeau

Gii'olamo Savonarola/'* which was published in Italian think, or pretend to think, thai the end justifies the

thirty years ago, and first translated into English use of means more or less mischievous, crooked, or

more than a quarter of a century since, is almost as even crapulous. It is strange thai a | pie like ours,

M>4
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remarkahle as the fad that this is the second trans-

lation of the text by :i new hand well versed in

English, sharing the enthusiasm of her author, and

able to give a clear anil glowing version of the ani-

mated, sympathetic, and highly picturesque work.

It is rather an apologia than a calm and critical

biography in the sense demanded by English students.

or a calm history of times and circumstances all of

winch possess great interest and an al st passionate

charm for those who, like mam of our countrymen,

are deeply ved by the careers of reformers, sincere

or self-seeking alike, not of the slow, laborious, and

-ii-i, l,u( such as were Wat Tyler, the leaders

of the Pilgrimage of I rrace, Rienzi,and the Adbigenses.

Emotional and passionate reformers like these,

even when, which is not often, their lione^

* Translated by Linda Villari. Two volumes, with portraits

and illustrations. T. Fisher I

which considers itself the most straightforward of

mankind, si Id, when moved by patriotic and senti-

mental sympathies, ask no questions about right or

wrong before sanctioning the mosl outrageous viola-

tions of the Ten Commandments. It was said long

ago that Englishmen, though nol Scotchmen, are apl

to admire things they d< t understand, and that

enthusiasts like Savonarola who not onlj pretended

to have made a journej to Heaven, bul claimed eredil

Tor visions, special revelations of the Divine Will,

secrel inspirations, and celestial communications as

guides in carrying out his schemes for religious,

moral, social, and political changes—are sin

admirers anion- us 1 1' fed Britons. It i- strange,

on Mm' other hand, that .Machia \ elli
,
the greatest, if

not the only, statesman worth) of (ho name in its

modern sense of Ins own age, a genius quite different

from that which popular fancies have construct
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of nothing, and who enjoyed better opportunities for

judging Savonarola than ours, should have treated

the" visionary monk" with serene contempt, tem-

pered by admiration for what he called [lis " artful-

ness.'" Tlic unsophisticated reader stands aghast

before the ideal of a man to whom Machiavelli him-

I'll' could apply the term " artful "
!

In estimating the character and career of Savona-

rola, who was born in 1452,* we must remember

thai be was by no means the first of his class to

appear out of the convent or the pulpit in the part

of a social, moral, and political reformer. Two hun-

dred years before the of Pra Giorolamo was taken

up John of Vicenza, a Dominican, had for awhile

rescued Pavia, Padua, Bologna, Verona, and other

cities, in mi a state of hideous anarchy. Success

made him crazy, and he fell. In 1356 one Fra

Jacopo del Bussalaro, another monk, touched the

populace of Pavia to the heart, and, although as pure

a patriot as ever lived, was defeated by the Visconti

in I
'!.">!>, ami consigned to a convent dungeon, whence

one ol the noblest souls of the Middle Ages, after

long years of seclusion and forced penance, departed

to its rest. San Bernadino da Massa, of Siena, was

the third of these worthies who aimed at reforms of

all sorts, effected some of his aims, and for awhile

maintained a good influence by noble means.

Then came Fra Roberto da Leece, who, in L448,

preached in Perugia with wonderful effect, and seems

to have outdone Savonarola himself in his emotional

appeals to the masses. At the steps of the cathedral

lie produced to them one Eliseo di Christoforo (whose

\er\ name may have suggested the profane prank),

a barber of Saul' Angelo, stark naked, with a huge

cross upon his shoulders, a crown of thorns upon his

head, and with bruises as of scourging on his flesh.

To these succeeded Fra Giovanni di Capistrano, of

Brescia, who, in 1 l."il —the year before the birth of

Savonarola—produced a great impression, which was

soon absorbed in the exercise of the brutal rancour

of the people, great and small. The English Pil-

grimage of Grace, like the preaching of Peter

the Hermit in France, the grotesque passion of the

Flagellants, which, under the guise of religious

observances, included bestial orgies ; the furious

domination of John ol' Leyden, and scores of similar

outbreaks against rule, were all more or less like the

achievements of Savonarola. We see mild reflections

of these incidents in the proceedings of tin' Salvation

\rin\ of this day. Whatever may be known of the

lln yc ii I" fori tin' fall of Constantinople and the

in (ion of the [{hi i Umpire, in the thirty-first yi ill of

" n King It, nn VI.; the thirl} -fii i yi ir of Charles VI] oi

tin year of Schafer's invention of movable cast metal

i, '. ami while the troubles of .1 imi - II of Scotland

wen approaching that climax, his stabbing Douglas with his own

sincerity of the leaders of some of these astonishing

explosions, there can be no question of the honesty

of the majority of their followers.

Mr. (i. A. Symonds, in an appendix to his " Re-

naissance in Italy, The Age of the Despots," gives us

what may be called the philosophy of popular frenzies

of this kind in the following pregnant sentences

anen t Savonarola: " Combining the methods and aims

of all these men [the above-named Italian predecessors

of Fra Giovanni], and remaining within the sphere

of their conceptions, he impressed a role, which has

been often played in the chief Italian towns, with

the stamp of his peculiar genius. It was a source of

weakness to him in his combat with Alexander VI.

that he could not rise above the monastic ideal of the

prophet which prevailed in Italy, or grasp one of

those regenerative conceptions which formed the

motive force of the Reformation. The inherent

defects of all Italian revivals, spasmodic in their

paroxysms, vehement while they lasted, but transient

in their effects, are exhibited upon a tragic scale by
Savonarola. What strikes us, alter studying the

records of these movements in Italy, is chiefly their

want of true mental energy. The momentary effect

produced in great cities like Florence, Milan, Verona,

Pavia, Bologna, and Perugia, is quite out of pro-

portion to the slight, intellectual power exerted by

the prophet in each case. He has nothing really

new or life-giving to communicate. lie preaches,

indeed, the duty of repentance and charity, insti-

tutes a reform of glaring moral abuses, and works

as forcibly as he can upon the imagination of his

audience. But he sets no current of fresh thought

in motion. Therefore, when his personal influence

was once forgotten, he left no mark upon the nation

he so deeply agitated. We can only wonder that, in

many cases, he obtained so complete an ascendency

in the political world. All this is as true of Savona-

rola as it is of San Bernardino. It is this which

removes him so immeasurably from IIuss, from

\\ esley, and from Luther.''

The philosophy of Professor Villari would have

been simpler, as well as more comprehensive, if it had

included the fact that ninety-nine of every hundred

of Savonarola's audiences were, at the best, susceptible

to no other impressions than such as touched the

imaginations of the better men, the envy, spite, and

jealousy of their superiors which affected the mass

below these, and that general curse of unrest which

disturbs every polity, every human association ; and is,

after all, the best, often the only, apology for tyrants

of all sorts, imperial, royal, oligarchical, and whatnot.

Unsustained by physical force, and often disclaiming

its use, the dominion of reformers like Savonarola

soon passed away. Claiming the gift ol' prophecy,

and leading his audience to expect miracles in support
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of li is authority, lie failed utterly when it came to

the pinch ; and aeither archangel all in arm-, fierj

chariot, nor champion like one of the Dioscuri, came

to his support at the critical moment of his fate.

How great was the influence of Savonarola, and

how profound the impression his earnestness had pro-

duced upon many persons, are facts attested by Pro-

fessor Yillari's vivid account of the execution of this

enthusiastic monk, who to this day many consider to

have been a martyr to religion and the love of man-

kind. Savonarola had been, it is to he remembered,

tried if the process in question can be applied to a

monstrous travesty of law and justice —not once, nor

twice only, but thrice. It is needful to say this with-

out accepting the strong statements here borrowed

from Burlamacchi (or the original he followed), who
was a monk intimate with Savonarola, on that, au-

th >rily, and naturally a pleader on his side. Among
these statements is one, at least open on the face of it

to doubts ami suspicions, an 1 a fair example of many
more. It is to the effect that a letter from Rome
t" Benivieni stated that the Papal Commissioners

sent from Runic to Florence "were instructed In j/ut

Savonarola to death, were he even another Joint the

Baptist." Of course, such incredible hearsay is

not evidence of more value than the assertions we
have from the same source that Romolind, one of

these commissioners of the Pope, said to one Pundolfo

della Luna, his host in Florence, " We shall make

a fine bonfire; 1 ljr.tr the sentence with me already

prepared;" the sentence being that of death to the

accused.

The third time Savonarola was put to the question

under torture, with a similar result. The judges

would nut accept his denials of guilt, and falsified

what he did say. Their report was concealed from

the public eye, and the Prior of Sail Marco's

—

i.e.,

Savonarola himself—Fra Domenico, and Fra Silvcstro,

were condemned to he first hanged and then burnt.

The indomitable Domenico "begged ami almost im-

plored that he might be burnt alive, so as to endure

a harder martyrdom for the cross of Christ." The

three were brought out into the Piazza, where a kind

of gibbet was erected, with three halters and chains,

the first being to hang the friars, the second to

keep their corpses suspended over an enormous mass of

fuel which hid been gathered there when it should

he set on lire.

The story of the sacrifice is told with horrible

minuteness, and it is added that certain ladies dis-

guised as serving-maids forced their way through

the crowd to the pyre and gathered relics .if the

victims. In vain the Signory ordered the ashes to

be cast into the Arno. The Piagnoni, or followers of

Fra Girolamo, attended the carts and picked up what

fell from them, or gathered fragments of the corpses

at the place of execution. The relics were placed in

casket- and almost worshipped. Pico the young i

declared that he possessed a p. .rti. in bf Savonarola'

heart, recovered by himself from the river- which

he believed worked miracles of healing, exorcised

evil spirits, and achieved the like wonders. The foes

of the Fra even cursed and degraded the bell of San

Marco's convent, bringing it int.. the streel aid pub-

licly flogging it, because it hail sounded the alarm

on a day of riot. A poor donkej was, in dishonour

of the Fra, vicariously cudgelled 1o death on the

steps of the duomo. Thus died Savonarola, in due

time to he honoured as a saint, and then, as the world

cbanged, to be more than half forgotten. The besl

record is in these volumes and their original.

It may be asked, what was the starting-point of

this strange, eventful, passionate, and, for a time,

momentous career with a terrible ending? It i- no1

surprising that Professor Villari sees in the growth
of that sort of Paganism which is called Xco-Phitoii-

ism, and the consequent neglect if not profanation of

everything Christian which obtained in Italy during

Savonarola's boyhood, causes enough to rouse the

enthusiasm of so ardent and devout a nature as his.

The fall of Constantinople had lei loose over Italy a

number of persons who were more learned in (luck

than devoted to Christ; the fantastic spirit of the

time actually revelled in a sort of blasphemy which

was in every sense academical and far removed from

sincerity of any kind. When he was quite a h<>\

Savonarola saw at Ferrara statues ol' pagan divinities

set up in honour of the Pope, or, as he was hound

to accept him, God's Vice-Regenl upon earth. He
saw carelessness and corruption everywhere, and men
and women abandoned to wanton enjoyments ; he

fell in love with a maiden of the Strozzi, and was

insolently rejected as of unworthy blood. Despite

the pleadings of his mother he devoted himself to a

monastic life, and when his novitiate was past, lived

according to the severest conventual rule, mostly alone,

often lost in contemplation and so deeply rapt that

the brethren often believed him In a trance.

It is almost enough to say of such a nature that

its fierce antagonism to authority was due to the

scandalous condition of the Papacy and hideous in-

famies of Alexander VI., Sixtus IV., and Pietl'O

Riario or the Cardinal Sail Sisto, who, a- Archbishop

of Florence, could not but come to the young enthu-

siast's notice in a very emphatic and shocking manner.

Lorenzo the Magnificent was the \vr\ type of a ruler

hateful to such a man as the young monk, who

—

s i after the I'az/.i slew (liuliaiio dc' Medici i
I

t he altar of t he Florenl ine duomo, and at t he momi nl

of the elevation of the Hosl preached hi- 1

1

1-1

sermon with a greal effect. The ecstatic pictures of

Fra Aneelico on the walls of San .Marco's couveni
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were likely to give light as well as Form to the monument, insenl.nl "Diva liotta Sacmm," in the

visionary tendencies and rapturous energies of such most splendid chapel of the church of St. Francis,

a nature as Savonarola's, heightened as that nature where the whole temple, indeed, would seem to be

i From a,, Painliii.i />// Fr,< n.irluhinn

was liv a life ascetic, studious, and secluded, if not dedicated to this cruel ruffian, to his Isotta, and the

austere. A vasl amount of sham learning was then drily of the Gentiles, rather than to the Virgin or

current and offensive to his own genuine attainments, the God of the Christians? The EYa might have

What could such a genius say to that which was seen a bronze Venus carved in the gate of the

practically the deification of lsulta da Rimini, Sigis- sacristy, and Pan in marble chase a naked nymph
moiul i Malatesta's concubine, and the erection of her round the baptismal bowl.
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the new gallery.

THE - nd summer exhibition at the New ( lallery is the more strange because those i pon ible for the

will add immensely to its influence and position, management of the New Gallery are by no means
Its policy and purpose arc now more fully declared, limited in their choice of pictures. They have re-

To carrj on the best traditions of the old Grosvenor, ceived the support of so many distinguished artists

to afford the memhers of the more advanced schools that they mighl surely dispense with the aid of the

IN Tilt; FIRELIGHT.

(/•'com the Piclui •

an opportunity of showing their pictures, to give

prominence to such works as are directly inspired by

the d rative spiril —these are the ends and aims of

the directors of the New Gallery. There is, however,

one complaint which may fairly be brought against

the way in which the hanging committee have dis-

charged their functions. They have erred t hn lughout

on the side of leniency, and have placed upon their

walls a certain number of work--, ambitious enough in

conception, as is generally the case with the efforts of

amateurs, but lamentably weak in execution. This

593

pretentious amateur. We need no1 here call particular

attention to the many failures iii the gallery, but we

may perhaps be allowed a word of protest against the

uncritical spirit which allowed Mr. J D. Batten's

• Doom of Loki "
to be exhibited. This colossal

canvas, which occupies a large space on the line in

the West lloom, p— isses little artistic qualitj . and

can in no sense pretend to be an illustration of its

vast and impressive subject.

On the other hand, the New Gallerj contains

re strikingh able works in proportion to its size
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than any other in London. First of all there is Mr.

(i. F. Watts's magnificenl " Fata Morgana," which

has the tone and colour of a veritable Old Master.

The flesh is admirably modelled and rendered; the

draperies air decorative and unconventional ; indeed

this picture, though linishrd quite recently, might

almost have conic from the hand of Titian himself.

Among Mr. Watts's other works are two fresh,

truthful sea-scapes, a small picture bearing the 111!.'

"Good Luck to Your Fishing" ami representing

a delightful little Cupid skimming over dark blue

waves, and " The Wounded Heron." This last must

excite considerable interest, for it was exhibited by

Mi-. Watts at the Academy as long ago as 1837.

There are few artists who have had a career of more

than half : ntury and kept their style anil vigour

unimpaired.

It is so seldom thai Mr. Alma-Tadema leaves the

Held which he has made his own that his contribu-

tions to the New Gallery are more than welcome.

His three portraits, especially that of M. de Soria,

have much distinction and charm of colour, and bear

the impress of the painter's individuality. " A

Favourite Ant hoi-" exhibits all the refinement of

arrangement and technique which is never absent

from Mr. Tadema's work, hut affords little opportu-

nity for freshness id' treatment. Mr. Poyntor, too,

in his " Roman Boat-race," gets his inspiration from

classical literature, and has succeeded entirely, as far

as design is concerned. -None of the artists whose

aim is consciously mediaeval, ami who some years

ago gave the Grosvenor its distinctive character, ex-

hibit works which will linger in the memory as rich

masses of colour or tine pieces of decoration. Of

this school Mr. Strudwick is the most accomplished

member, hut his "Ramparts of God's House," the

subject of which was no doubt suggested by Ros-

setti's "Blessed Damosel," is not a good specimen

of his art. There is a wide gulf between the pleasant

convention of this group of artists and the strong

realism of Mr. Arthur Lemon and Mr. J. M. Swan.

These painters never lose' sight of pictorial effect, hut

above all they achieve truthfulness of tone. Nothing

could he more admirable than the open-air effect of

Mr. Lemon's " Midday Bath." The materials of the

picture are very simple; it represents three horses

in the water, with a naked hoy on the back of one

of them. \ r\ the composition is so masterly, the

sunlight is so unerringly indicated, ami the whole is

painted with such firmness ami conviction, that we

are almost ready to accept it as a masterpiece. No
less remarkable as m result of study and observation

is Mr. .1. M. Swan's " Polar Bears." The artist has

subtly contrived to give the idea of wetness, and

the bears are not poised in the water; tiny are really

swimming.

In portraiture the New Gallery is immensely

strong. Much—but not too much—has been said in

praise of Mr. J. S. Sargent's " Miss Ellen Terry as

Lady Macbeth/3 No portrait has been exhibited

for some years which excels this in grandeur of pose,

fineness of modelling, and magnificence of colour.

The long green sleeves, the robe gorgeous with

beetle-wings, and tin' rich blue ground, indeed, pro-

duce an impressive effect. There is, perhaps, a too

obtrusive attempt at decoration in Mr. Sargent's

work, yet no picture id' the "aesthetic" school that

we have ever seen has so certainly displayed the

decorative instinct as this noble portrait. Above all

it is a tine design—a gorgeous pattern in blue and

gold and green. Then there is Mr. Arthur Melville's

"Mrs. Sanderson and Daughter," an artistically-con-

ceived, low-toned group, to which the Hon. John

Collier's able " Portraits of Mrs. Harold Roller and

Joyce Collier" forms an interesting contrast, both

in colour and treatment. Mr. H. H. La Thangue's
" Portrait of Mrs. Tom Mitchell," a study by lamp-

light, is a strong, vigorously-handled piece id' work
;

and there are excellent works by Mr. J. J. Shannon

(wdiose "Portrait of Mrs. Sidgwick " is particularly

good) and Mr. H. G. Herkomer. The reputation of

Mr. E. A. Ward will not be increased this year. We
can only regard his " Right Hon. J. Chamberlain,

M.P.," as a serious libel on that politician. Mr.

W. B. Richmond's " Death of Ulysses " is a work of

infinite thought, intended to compress into a single

scene of great and touching simplicity the whole life

. and character of the hero. In loftiness of aim Mr.

Richmond is a worthy disciple of Mr. Watts.

Nor is there any dearth of good landscapes at

the New Gallery. Mr. Adrian Stokes's "Wet West
Wind " is wonderfully truthful and unaffected. We
have seldom seen better work by Mr. David Murray
than the two canvases which he exhibits here.

Charmingly decorative and cool in colour are the

pictures by Messrs. Peppercorn, Hennessey, and

Homer AVatson ; while .Messrs. Mark Fisher, J.

W. North, Bloomer, Parsons, Mesdag, East, and

Wimperis, are adequately represented. One of the

few attempts we have observed this year to catch

the style of Claude Monet is to be found in Mr.

Edward Stott's " Nature's Mirror." Space will only

allow us to refer to the intensely classical and re-

fined landscapes of Professor Legros.

Upstairs are to be seen an interest inn' collection

of silver-points and pencil drawings. Among these

are a large number of studies by Mr. Burne-Jones

for a picture of " Avalon," a series of portraits in

silver-point by Professor Legros, and some portrait

sketches by Mr. Rudolf Lehmann, which are tech-

nically not so complete as the others, hut are inter-

esting on account of their subjects.
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THE GROSVENOB GALLERY.
There are few distinguishing characteristics of

the Grosvenor Gallery of this year. If there are

no masterpieces on the walls which at once compel

our attention; there are few instances of amuteurish-

they do at Burlington House itself. Of the Acade-
micians, Sir .1. E. Millais, Mr. Briton Riviere, and
Mr. Goodall arc represented, bul ii is nol in the
work of these artists that the strength of the exhi-

bition lies. Sir John Millar' "Shelling Peas" 1- not

PAULINE IN " TIIK LADY 01 LYONS : A POBTEATT.

(From tii' Picturt by <. I'. Jacomo-Hood "< tin >< r Gallery.)

ness. Nor can the Grosvenor be said to illustrate one of liis happiest efforts, and though it i- painted

in an\ special direction tin- strength .a- weakness with ease and energy, we cannot gel over the fact

of the British school. Absolute catholicity has been thai the colour is nol pleasant throughout. It i-

shown in the selection of pictures, ami canvases an achievement to have given a fresh interpretation

by the most inveterate of Academicians hang side in the legend of Prometheus, and this Mr. Briton

by side with those of the younger school, just as Riviere has succeeded in doing; bul tl secution of
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the picture is nol adequate, and its monotony robs it and greens which are frankly distressing, and are

of interest. Mr. Swan, whose work at the Academy fortunately nol often to be observed in nature. His

and (he New Gallery we have already mentioned, "Landscape," which is conceived in a sturdy old-

sends a study of a dead lion to the Grosvenor. "A fashioned spirit, ami painted with rare energy, is

Fallen Monarch/' as (lie picture is called, shows the ruined by its startling garishness. Too many "low

conscientious realism ami quiet force which mark all tunes" ami "grey skies'' are apt to produce a re-

i From ih, n,

ttu: fishi

by 11. S. Till.

Mr. Swan's work; yel it has not the power, tin'

poetrj , or tie' impressiveness of tin' " Prodigal Sun,''

or the undoubted convincingness of the "Polar Bears."

A thoroughly healthy ami genuine piece of work is

Mr. Clausen's " Ploughing," which was evidently

inspired and studied cut of doors. The draughts-

manship ami colour are sincere ami truthful, ami

the picture suggests t.i us, as no doubt Mr. Clausen

intended it should, the work of Bastien-Lepage.

Similar in its naturalistic aim is Mr. Fred Brown's

"Suffolk Fisher Boy," which is admirably modelled

and harmonious in colour. Among other figure-

pictures we may mention a very powerful piece of

impressionism by Mr. .Melville, called " La ban ;
" a

well-drawn lmt somewhat sentimental figure of Hetty

Sorrel, by the Hon. John Collier; and an extremely

dexterous and dainty canvas by Mr. Jan van Beers, en-

titled " Le Prie-Dieu Improvise." The developmenl

of the style of M,-. J. 1!. Reid has been an inter-

esting study, lie has every year approached more

nc;irl\ lo crudeness ami harshness of colour, and he

has at last succeeded in producing scarlets, blues,

action, and this reaction of Mr. Reid's is assuredly the

most striking and threatening of all.

Among the portrait-painters Mr. J. J. Shannon

has perhaps the first claim on our attention. We
arc afraid that his works at the Grosvenor will

scarcely add to his reputation. He exhibits nothing

this year as good artistically as his "Myrrah" and

''Miss Williamson" of last. lie shows sio-ns of

sacrificing breadth to smoothness and prettiness of

effect. And yet be has not lost his skill of expres-

sion or bis happy knack of o-ivino- his models o-raceful

poses, and be almost always succeeds in making an

attractive picture. Of Mr. Llewellyn's two portraits,

that of Miss Clare Wright is the more satisfactory.

This is an arrangement in green—a repetition of his

last year's pastel—and were it not for the impression

which it gives that the artist is unduly straining

alter effect, it might be accounted a complete success.

Mr. Pettie's " Mr. Rider Haggard" presents a some-

what superficial, sentimental resemblance to the sitter,

but we can hardly accept the propriety of the flesh-

tints ; but his " Study of a Head," conceived in the
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manner of U ulx-ns, is carried out with a vigour, a

" bigness," and dashing skill thai constitutes it one

of the very finesl products of his brush. Mr. W . M

.

Loudan's " Gladys " is cool and refined in colour, and

quite unaffected in pose and arrangement. Painted

without mannerism or pretence is Mr. Logsdail's

"Frederick Villiers, Esq.," a sound and Faithful

likeness of the great war-corresj dent. In this

portrait immense care has been spent upon the acces-

sories, and the result must be confessed to be some-

what distracting. It is no inconsiderable part of the

artist's work to know what to leave out, and Mr.

Logsdail does not seem to have quite realised how

important is the suppression of details. There is

a good deal of force and dignity in Mr. Vereker

Hamilton's "The Fencer;" and Mr. Margetson's

" Miss Ellen Terry," which shows us the celebrated

actress in the sleep-walking scene in " Macbeth," is a

Jacomb-H 1, Bigland, and Skipworth. The last-

named is wr\ adroit, very chic and, we are afraid we
must add. somen hat \ ulgar.

Spai e « ill only allow lis to direct the reader's

attention to a Pen of the really admirable landscapes

to be seen at the Grosvenor Gallery. The impres-

sionists are very well represented, Messrs. Noble,

Roche, and Paterson all sending thoroughly charac-

teristic canvases. Mr. Muhrman's low-toned land-

scapes are broad and interesting in treatment, while

Mr. Hennessey has seldom painted better pictures

than those which lie exhibits here. We have no-

thing but praise for Mr. Arthur Tomson's " Dawn,

Picardy," which is distinguished for realism of tone

and decorative feeling. Among the works of those

who adhere to an older method of landscape must

be mentio 1 Mr. Keeley Halswelle's picture of the

"Blasted Heath" and Mr. MacWhirter's vigorous

1

'

. l:.n WON.

I
i

conscientious but somewhat disappointing work. In ' Wei I'd Sisters." Excellent work, too, is contributed

addition to those we have mentio 1 there are por- by Messrs. .1. I!. Knight, Percy Belgrave, Waterlow,

trait: ol more or less interest by Sir J. E. Millais, Hook, Llewellyn, Bough ton, Brangwyn, ami Mark
.Mis. Waller, and Mes>rs. S. .). Solomon, Thaddeus, Fisher,
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THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF PAINTERS IN
WATER COLOUR.

It is a constant boast that in water-colour at

least ili' 1 English sel 1 of to-day is independent of

Foreign influence; and lias achieved a success which

may be regarded as a national triumph. So often

has this boast been expressed thai it may be heretical

to doubi whether it is justified. But the exhibition

of the Old Water Colour Society certainly gives us

-nine ground for taking a gloomy view of the case.

Every year the same men send the same pictures,

until we confess ourselves a little wearied with the

monotonous prettiness and uniform smoothness oi the

exhibition. Besides, the collection of Dutch water-

colours which has recently been seen in Londou has

proved that much more may be accomplished in this

delightful medium if it is only handled with vigour

and freshness. Indeed, we believe that if the English

painters in water-colour are to retain t he high position

which once they held, they must not be satisfied with

their old models and their old mannerisms, but they

must return once more to the study of nature on the

one hand, and on the other to learn if the modern

schools of Holland and France have nothing to teach

them. In the present exhibition in Pall Mall, there

is very little that we have not seen before. If we

accept the British convention, the standard of excel-

lence may be said to be high ; but if we look for

freshness of treatment and fine pictorial effect, it

is only in a very tew drawings that we shall find it.

We are g-lad to see the veteran Sir John Gilbert exhi-

biting so energetic a pieee of Work as t I le " ( 'liai'eoal

Burners." Here there is an honest attempt at gran-

deur of composition, at something more than the

finicking si thness which so many water-colour

painters affect. Admirable, too, are Mr. Arthur Mel-

ville's drawings. This accomplished artist, who is

a member of the, modern Scotch school, contributes

the finest work in the exhibition. His treatment is

always broad ; he knows precisely what to omit from

his compositions, what to insist upon with precision

and definiteness. There is nothing superfluous in Ins

• Fete of the Dosseh ;" the massing of the crowds

is managed with the utmost skill, the general effect

is picturesque, and the drawing oaves an unerring

impression of Eastern life and colour. A comparison

of tin- drawing with Mr. Robertsons " La Douleur

du Pacha'' will slow at, ome the differences which

exist between the modern and old-fashioned styles of

water-colour. Mr. Robertson's picture is an adequate

representation of a Pacha who grieves because ''son

tigre de N'ubie est mort." It will he noticed that in

this latter drawing there is no mystery; nothing is

left to ili,. imagination, nor are we given the oppor-

tunity of supplying ourselves the sense of truth the

artist has omitted; all details have an equal impor-

tance, and the result is that the composition lacks in-

terest. In balancing the merits of these two artists,

there can 1»' no doubt how great is the advantage on

the side of Mr. Melville. There is little to note in the

drawings of Mr. Herbert Marshall, who continues to

paint the streets of London with a certain superficial

accuracy and a pronounced mannerism. We never

fail to recognise the locality which he sets before us,

hut we are conscious of an entire absence of picto-

rial quality. Ear better is the work of Mr. Albert

Goodwin, who, if his conception does sometimes out-

strip his execution, has at least a rich and varied

vein of imagination. The view id' "Windsor Castle,"

by Mr. Alfred Hunt, is an exceptionally fine work,

standing out from it-; surroundings in an unmis-

takable manner. Objection may he taken b\ some

to the point of view from which it has been drawn

—entirely original though it is—for it robs the

venerable pile of some of the picturesqueness of its

outline. But there can be no doubt as to the

technical qualities of the picture, and the subtlety

with which the atmospheric effect has been ren-

dered. The best, of the remaining landscapes are

by Miss Clara Montalba, and Messrs. Henry Moore,

David Murray, J. W. North, R. W. Allan, and Tom
Lloyd. For the rest, there are two of Mr. Crane's de-

lightful pieces of decoration, and a very strong draw-

ing by Mr. G. Clausen entitled "Crow Starving."

THE LOYAL SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

The Royal Society of British Artists has lost

something of its right to exist. It represents no

school, no artistic movement. Its members have no

aims in common ; they have come together fortui-

tously, and each docs his own work in his own way,

without a thought of the Society in whose galleries

he exhibits his pictures. And therefore the Suffolk

Street Society cannot, have the artistic interest which

once it had, and which the >vew English Art Club

may still be said to possess— that of representing

a distinct aim and school, be the end right or

wrong. For all that, there is a considerable amount

of good work in Mr. Bayliss's exhibition, though

it must he confessed that dull mediocrity prevails.

Mr. Hubert Vos is undoubtedly the main support

of the Society, and it is to his six pictures that

the interest of the exhibition is chiefly due. There

i- an unmannered catholicity about Mr. Lis, a de-

termination to tackle all subjects which come in his

way, and this has saved him from narrowing down

his energies to the representation of one subject, one

effect of light and shade. This year he has at Suffolk

Street a spirited portrait in pastel, two admirable in-

teriors, a COUple of landscapes e of which, "The
Old Fountain, St. Cloud," is so badly liiino a- ti

be practically invisible), and a large composition



A PASSING SALUTE."

entitled " Les Pauvres Gens." This last is in very give his model a rest, is a broad and energetic

low (ones, and is suggestive of the work of Israels, piece of work, and decidedly good in colour. Among
It presents a tragic picture of domestic misery, and the landscapes are some excellent works bj Mi

i

the colour and treatment are entirely in keeping Percy Belgrave, Brangwyn, Ayerst Ingram, Nelson
with the subject. Mr. Wyke Bayliss, the President, Dawson, Poole, Bromley, and others. Tin onl\

(From tin: ririin; by Hubert Yos, exhibited at the Royal Society o] British Artists. Engraved by C. Carter.)

sends more studies of cathedrals. His mastery of noticeable piece of sculpture at Suffoll Str is Mi

so well known that we need not enlarge upon them no sympathy whatever with this kind of work. The
here. There is style and strength in Mr. Dudley presence of an uncouth Puritanical humour does
Hardy's two small canvases; his "Idle Moments," not atone for the absence of every shred of artistic

which represents an artist pausing in his work to quality.

"A PASSING SALUTE."
Painted by Tom Graham. Etched by A. Masse and A. Withers.

MR. THOMAS GRAHAM—or Tom Graham as

he is generally called—is a prominent member
of the vigorous band that travelled to London from
Scotland some years ago to reinforce the English

school of landscape, and infuse into it the freshness

and breeziness that form the chief characteristics of

his work. Besides being a facile draughtsman and

an artist full of the traditional sentiment of his race,

Mr. Graham is a born colourist. Not that his colour

is over-effective, or "screaming;" but his pictures

are distinguished by a quiet strength and a rich

harmony that not infrequently are death to their

neighbours on the exhibition walls. Among the earl)

works that attracted attention were "The Dominie,"
"The Laird's Pew," and "The Gypsy's Last Halt

"

—the latter being selected as one of the repn

tive British works for the Paris Exhibition of 1878.

In "A Passing Salute" Mr. Graham has pined
upon canvas one of the scenes lie lias witnessed per-

haps a hundred times during liis holiday rambles in

search of rest ami inspiration. Tin- -.nl nl of the

picture has been well caught bj M. A. Masse and .Mr.

A. Withers, hut it is not a little interesting (•> see

that it is not without difficulty that, skilled as they

are, they have translated with the etching-needle the

drawing aud the atmospheri of the original picture.
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ART FOR THE VILLA.

By GEORGE MOORE.

5UDALISM is extinct, war is less

[uentj palaces are disappearing,

and a new ideal, exclusively utili-

tarian, mildly artistic, concerned

wholly with the interests of home-

ife, is growing up and becoming

national. 1 do not invite resistance, bul acceptance

—artistic acceptance of the spirit of villa life which

is moulding the destinies of the twentieth century.

Constituting myself exponent and advocate of the

wants of the artistic villa, 1 ask my readers to con-

sider if a room decorated with plates, etchings, draw-

ings, &c, is not pleasanter and prettier than a room

hunt;- with oil pictures. That large subject-pictures

in heavy gold frames are beginning to he deemed a

bore, I am disposed to think ; hut although there is

certainly much vague feeling in the air for lighter

forms of decoration, little has been evolved out of

general sensation into definite idea and distinct ex-

pression. Tradition grips firmly, and many would fear

to admit that they preferred etchings on their walls

to oil paintings ; others probably think that if they

could exchange their hundred-pound landscape by

Brown, and their hundred-and-fifty-pound cattle-piece

by Jones, for a couple of two-thousand-pound pictures

by Mr. Tadema and .Mr. Orchardson, that all would

be well. All would not, he well. The villa owners

might hang Raphaels and Leonardos, and still find

that etchings, china, and drawings were pleasanter

to live with. A lion in nn African forest is a noble

and picturesque animal, lint a lion, even if lie lie kept,

on a chain, is inconvenient and disagreeable in a

back garden; and for continuous unpleasantness I

in Lisa iii I In- drawing-

the hack mu-den a dose

am convinced that the Mn
room would run the lion in

race.

We do not want great ideas thrust into our little

homes. That mysterious ever-smiling female,—

a

hesitating smile that starts someone from the family

hearth-rug to slice her dimpled cheeks with the

carving-knife. [magine the fulgurant glories of

the Ariadne for ever spreading golden ideas in

the parlour. That homely room would speedily

become uninhabited, and if the exigencies of

family life did not permit, of its complete abandon-

ment, we should read of death resulttng from an

over-dose of Titians, ami suicide consequent upon

an obsession of Da Vinci. Who would bear with

life were they forced to live in front of a perpetual

performance of " Hamlet " or " Tristan und Isolde "?

To witness tragedy or opera at undetermined in-

tervals, to raise the eyes on a winter's evening from

a page of De Quincey and dream over one or the

other, is the rarest of delights. To pass from the

noise and clamour of public ways through the swing
doors of the National Gallery, to feel the soul

flow into the golden spaces, to feed the eyes on

the miraculous poise of body, is more than mere
pleasure, it is enchantment, that lingers when you

have again entered the tedious routine of daily ex-

istence ; hut who would choose to eat their daily

dinner beneath such a picture? A great picture is

out of place in a private house. Tapestry, mirrors,

marbles, all sensuous ornamentation, gently rests or

gently stimulates the fancy; a great picture demands
the soul, the entire soul, and in return it o-ives ab-

solute annihilation of past and future, creating a

momentary but ecstatic present. In a private house

a great picture may even fail to impress ; it requires

the lofty light, and peace of the gallery, as the alba-

tross requires the boundless ocean. Upon deck the

bird is ungainly, and, as Baudelaire savs, the sailors

tease it with their short pipes. In a house where

I am sometimes asked to balls, there are a large

Turner and a large Constable. Perhaps both are

inferior specimens ; it may be my mind was distracted

by the difficulty of helping ladies to select from a

various and complicated menu, maybe we will

not pursue the analysis any further. Certain it is

that neither picture ever caused me a thrill; I saw

them without seeing them, and it is perhaps per-

tinent to add that out, of the hundreds who throng

that supper-room on the nights of Lady 's balls,

1 never noticed that anyone even attempted to enjoy

either. Now if a picture fails to impress, it fulfils no

purpose ; for 1 am surely venting no paradox if I say

that, considered merely as material, the uoliest chair

the Tottenham Court Road ever brought forth is

beautiful compared with a gold frame enclosinga piece

of coloured canvas. Let us pause here for a moment

—only for a moment —to consider the effect that any

one of Mr. Long's annual rows of Egyptians and

mummies, viewed from the point of view of house

decoration, would have in our dining-rooms, and, lest

Mr. Long should think I am treating him unfairly,

1 will add in our drawing-rooms, or indeed in any

room, from t he attics to the cellars.

It may be argued that those who buy expen-

sive oil paintings, though they represent nymphs or

mummies, though they be bad or good, have private
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galleries to hang them in. This is not the case;

those who buy pictures hang them in their dining-

rooms and drawing-rooms. There are nol a dozen

private modern picture-galleries in London. A private

picture-gallery is a monstrous and ridiculous anomalj

which ii" one would build buta retired cheesemonger,

and which no one could a1 all bear with except a

duke who spent the greater part of his time abroad.

A private picture-gallery is a room fifty feel long

with an oak floor and some chairs and an ottoman
—a something which jars the harmony of the rest

of the house, reminding you disagreeably of an hotel

sitting-room. How often docs the owner walk into

this ugly and solitary place, and, standing with his

hands behind his back, look at his favourite Gains-

borough? You cannot sit and talk beneath a great

picture; so a private picture-gallery would not be a

suitable place to bring your guests after dinner;

nor would a private picture-gallery prove a perfect

pla ven to give a dance in. The owner would

surely lie asked to remove his pictures so that

thed, re might lean with greater comfort against

the walls.

1 have never seen a private sculpture gallery,

hut 1 have seen halls and vestibules filled with
-roups and single figures in white marble. A re-

plica of Gibson's " Venus " stands in a house I used

to visil when I was a hoy. Nor have I forgotten

the effect of this statue seen against an adjacent

book-case, and lighted by a moderator lamp. To
discu-s the possibility of possessing good sculpture,

when oul}' some two or three pieces of passable

sculpture are produced yearly, would he futile; and
it will suffice for my purpose to call attention to

the fact that if large subject-pictures in gold frames
jar the harmony of a modern room, white marble is

a wholly discordant and discrepant note in modern
decoration. The material is unsuitable. And this

confronts us with the great question: Are we
learning to love the material for its own sake, in-

dependently of the idea expressed in the material?

This is the root-idea of this article. The rehabilitation

of the artisan in art, with allusion to such economic

changes as will simplify the subject-matter of pictures,

and reduce their dimensions and their price, is siih-

ordinate to and dependent upon this central idea.

Love of the material for its own sake is observable

ill modern art, ami this movement in artistic sen-

sation is in harmony with— indeed, is consequent

upon—the social tendencies of our daw Art is

looking towards the far East.

This truth was revealed to me and impressed upon
me in a novel and unexpected manner in May of last

year. \- 1 sf 1 rapt jn admiration of Rodin's

beautiful bust, I heard soi me close I" me and just

behind me saj .

" Michelange < h I ." It was

5 'i

'""' "' those acute i liticisms possible to no one
but an artist. Turning, I met the eyi o\

gularly handsome young man. He was well dressed
;

and yet there was son,, .thin- in his hi .loth jacket
buttoned across the throat, in his manner of wearing
it (or was it the large trousers, cu1 somewhat after
the pattern of the while ducks of a house-painter ?

that suggested the artisan. W'c exchanged a few
remarks, and then he told me he was a sculptor.
We walked about, and when we had seen all the

sculpture, and I was about to wish linn good-day,
he aid, "Would you care to see some sculpture of
a different kind ? \ young friend of

mine, a provincial, is exhibiting Ins bronzes in Pass}

.

Me will id exhibil here
; he finds himself out of

sympathy with all this Greek tradition. A l,,d\

who is interested in his work has allowed him to ex-
hibit his bronzes in her house. If you have nothing
better to do? '....] replied that I was in

Paris to see art
; and after a long drive we arrived at

a villa— a real French villa ; that is to say. a villa full

of iron-work, pink silk, tapestry, carved and painted

ceilings. The rooms were Idled with some thirty

bronzes and various models in wax. The\ produced
in mi' that shocked sense which only original work
produces. My young friend look me before a half-

length figure, which he I, ild m,' was a portrait of (he

sculptor. It represented a man in a blouse. One
arm was stretched forth— a stiff and rigid gesture

the eyes stared, hut il had all the proud and lofty

grandeur of an Indian god. Impossible not to he

struck by the blending of the blouse with the

pedestal, by the naturalness of the executi and the

independence of mind displayed in the treatment of

every fold ; and fascinated by the novelty of the work-

manship, I did not then perceive thai ih iginal

of the wax model was standing by me. Having
introduced ine to the lady of the house, he said, "

I

must leave you now. I will meet you an hour hence
at the ('ale I'Etoile." I promised to meet him, hut

broke my appointment. I never met hini again,

and only heard of him once again. An appreciative

article by Albert Wolff in tie / <ro a few days

after told me his name, which 1 have forgotten,

but I have nol forgotten his genius. I said to

myself, "This young man's art is Oriental, not

Western
;

he is net pr icupied with any thought

of rendering his idea of innocence, beauty, voluptuous-

ness, &c. ; he love l he material ; the bronze is as dear

to him as to a Japanese. Mi is not a man who
in. ilo a design in clay and gives it to a workman to

execute in marble; he has made it all with his own
hands; he is the artist-artisan." Then I smiled,

thinking how the man's inner nature was revealed

in his clothes. This man ought to have lived in

Florence in the fifteenth century. This man had
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evidently said, " Marble was right for the Greeks;

they had blue skies and seas to see it upon; they

lived in the open air; but we have but grey skies,

and spend three parts of our lives within doors ; we

live amid upholstery and hangings. Bronze and wax

are therefore the suitable materials for the orna-

mentation of our houses."

This young man was the first to express such

beliefs; but these thoughts are in the air, and have

been for some time, and are still seeking expression.

Witness the exhibition of the Arts and Crafts and

Mr. Morris's writings. Mr. Morris's whole working

life is a vehement expression of belief in the re-

habilitation iif the artisan in art; and that means

no more than a revival of the love of the material

for its own sake. And in the revival of this an-

cient love the Royal AeailelllV will find its doom.

The protests that have been launched against this

and that abuse were but the half-COnscious and

incoherent knowledge of imminent and inevitable

revolution.

The unpleasantness of living with a great ideal

has already been shown
;
also the still greater un-

pleasantness of living with large canvases, such as

Mr. Long's mummies, or Lady Butler's soldiers ; and

many even those who do not hold, as 1 do, that

these pictures are merely dreadfully ugly things— will

agree that tbey do not lend themselves to any scheme

of decoration, and could not for purely decorative

reasons fail to prove an eyesore in any drawing-

room or dining-room. And Inning carefully con-

sidered the advantages of not possessing large

subject-pictures, it, now behoves me to inquire into

the relation between the pnee of such articles of

luxury—not, Mr. Long's or Lady Butler's pictures,

which cost thousands of pounds, Imt the ordinary

large subject-picture. "Louis \1\. receiving his

Court," three feet by six, hung on the line in

the Royal Academy, is generally priced at three

hundred or four hundred pounds. But the majority

of the people we know spend from a thousand

to two thousand a year; and how can he whose

income is two thousand a year spend four hun-

dred pounds on a picture'.' The artist cries, " But

m\ 'Court of Louis XIV. ;
cost, me three hundred

pounds to paint— studio, models, costume, a journey

to Versailles, &c." " Very likely it did, my good

friend, but why paint pictures which cost so much
io paint?'" "1 must paint something; what shall

I paint'''' "That's your affair, not mine. 1 am a

critic of life and manners; and notice there is

hat'dh am market, and soon will he none at all, for

the 'carefully' painted ' Border Foray/ price £400,

and the • honestb '

painted ' Court of Louis \ I \ .,'

price L'300. I tell you so; it is For you to cut your

canvas to ml the civilisation you live in

Civilisation is destroying palaces and building

villas; civilisation is stealing away from public life

and fortifying itself in the f.unily circle, civilisation

is distributing a modicum of comfort and education,

and creating a large suburban class living in villas.

These people demand art—not historical art in heavy

gold frames, hut pleasant and agreeable art that will

tit their rooms and match their furniture -art that

is art—and, above all, art at a price that will not,

disturb too violently the balance of their weekly bills.

This is the art we need, and this is precisely the art to

the production of which few have tin ned their tl ghts

and taste an art which is at once an art and a handi-

craft, a hybrid between the picture ami the biblot.

This is an age of biblots. "Give us biblots, and

we'll Inn," cry the villas

—

"biblots varying in price

from ten pounds to fifty." The biblot which isat one
biblot and a work of art exists or has existed in

Japan, and will soon become a natural product of

English life. English life demands it; therefore it

shall he, and the artist shall become the artisan.

From the artisan he came, and to the artisan he shall

return. From Greece man started on his pilgrim-

age in quest of Idea. lie holds the sublime flower

withered in the light of the setting sun, and he must

retrace his steps, pass tin 1 Caucasian .Mountains, and

in the land of the rising sun, amid the wisdom of the

ancient races, learn again to love matter.

The Oriental spirit, introduced into our Western

art greatly through the medium of Mr. Whistler,

made itself felt by rejection of subject, the picto-

rial setting forth of a, fable, the representation of a

human passion or sentiment, by reliance on the har-

monic arrangement of tints for effect, and by the

introduction of the artistic scheme of the picture

into the frame, which had hitherto been considered

as a separable thing. Mr. Whistler was among

the first to refuse the brightly-gilt carving of the

frame-maker, and institute sweet marriage between

paint and gilding. What wealth of design this

person has rescued from the Japanese albums !

What beauties he has found there, what genius

he has appropriated ! The discoveries he made in

these albums arc alone sufficient to establish his

claim to immortality. As he pored over these

pre. ions hooks, he must have often felt like Cortez,

"silent upon a peak of Darien

;

" he must have

often chuckled, like Blueher when he was shown

London, "What line plunder!" By his appropria-

tion of Japanese genius Mr. \\ histler indefinitely

enlarged the artistic' horizon, and formulated the

conditions of the modern movement in art— viz., the

abolition of all interests except colour and line ill

painting, and the tl ry of the indissolubility of the

frame the picture, and, 1 may add, the wall on

which it is hung. The wave pattern and the check
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pattern discovered by him we meet again in Mr.

Menpes's frames—sometimes in their entirety, some-

times in many beautiful modifications. These frames

are so beautiful in themselves thai the etching which

they are intended to rout a in is almost superfluous —the

beauty of the pal tern, of the gold, of the copper tint

of the "Id Dutch etching-paper laid upon the sheel

of while Whatman, is enough; without delay they

can be hung 1
1

j • > 1 1 tiif walls, and in due course the

artisl will introduce some slighl design, an excuse, a

pretext, if such 1"' needed, for the existence of the

beautiful frame.

Honour to him to whom honour is due, and it

is to Mr. Whistler more than to Mr. Albert Moore

to \\ 1 we owe tliis fresh impulse in art. From

him it sprang ; it was he who pointed out the

wa\ the art of the century would have to tread.

Bui though he made and pointed out the way, he

has not walked in it. Nm- could it be otherwise;

for although the artist is the child and thrall of

the years in which he lives, the land of im-

mortality, which genius may not quit, is narrow,

whereas talent by its very nature must walk in vast

districts, temporal and circumstantial. And it is to

the talent of Mr. Menpes that we owe the first

victory of the axt-biblot. Whether Mr. Menpes's

talent will develop into genius, I offer no opinion. I

know too little of his work, even if I were otherwise

qualified, to speak on this point. I prefer to take

him for what his Japanese exhibition represented

him— a designer of objets d'arts. In his instance,

objets d'arts took the form of luminous spots of

colour set in gold panelling of exquisite tone and

design. This definition of Mr. Menpes's talent may
1"' misunderstood ;

it is possible that it will be inter-

preted as huckstering, as commercialism in its basest

sense. But it must not be forgotten that fifty years

ago none knew that a Japanese bronze and fan were

works of the very highest genius. Tradition wears

slowly from the mind; a certain vague sense -till

survives that it is meritorious to paint Kino- Lear

cursing his daughters, and undignified to paint the

water-hut t in the back garden. Too many still

fail to realise that there is more beauty in a side-

board by Chippendale than in all the pictures that

certain Academicians ever painted; it is therefore

not astonishing that the importance of the fact

"I an artist who could have won honours on the

Academy walls taking in preference the position

of a designer of objets d'arts is both overlooked

and misunderstood. If Mr. Menpes were a dreamer

who thought he could serve his art better by

painting biblols than "carefullj " painted pictures

of Louis \l\. receiving his Court, the art-world

might sneer and turn it- no-,- up at ease; but it'

ideas maybe overlooked and misundersf I, pounds,

shillings, and pence will not allow themselves to he

cither overlooked or misunderstood
;
and the fact has

to be I'aeed that while those who ask tliri r four

hundred pounds for a " carefully " painted " Bordi i

Foraj "are starving, Mr. Menpes is piling up • old

by selling his charming sketches at prices varying

from ten to thirty-five pounds.

Of the many enigmas which life offet I ur dis-

traction, 1 know none more insoluble than the prices

artists put Oil their pictures. The refill uiation set on

foot is therefore most salutary ; it should deal a death-

blow at the "Court of boms XIV.," should open up

a new held for the display of artistic industry, and it

should enable those whose incomes vary between one

thousand pounds and two thousand pound- a \<n to

possess some pieces of charming art ist ry. To instance

the gulf that for ever yawns between the villa-owner

and the possession of a work of art, I need not -ira\

from the Chelsea School, of which Mr. Menpes is a

member. Mr. W. Stott, of Oldham, is a painter with

wdiose aims I am in entire s\ mpathy, and whose w ork

I often sincerely admire. Some \ ears ago he exhibited

a pastel at Suffolk Street; the picture was on es

hibition in the Grosvenor Gallery last winter -two

feet of canvas filled with the sky of a real summer's

day ; and the sky soars as a sky will .-oar when you lie

under a hedge with half-shut eyes. Below, a .-lice of

green Held where some sheep drowse. So charming

was this picture that I strongly advised a lady to buy

it, and begged of her not to let the occasion pa--.

" You will." I said, "be able to get this picture for

thirty or forty pounds." She consented, and we

went to ask the price: it was eighty pounds. In

the same exhibition Mr. W. Stott, of Oldham, ex-

hibited another picture—a large picture some -i\

feet square: long reaches of wet sand with naked

boys. This was priced at six hundred pounds. At

that price the number of purchasers must be \r\\

limited, and I must think of them as beings that

live 1 in circumstances of which I know nothing.

The picture is an admirable picture, a picture full of

interest, and yet I would not care to possess it; 1

should not know what to do with it; it would fall

in with no scheme of decoration, and would jar the

aspect of any dining-room or drawing-room. I'm

the sky picture would blend and harmonise with

almost any .scheme, and would be a thing of beaut)

and an eternal source of delight in any r i. The

boys bathing would be out of place anywhere except

in a picture-gallery. It is too large, it is a subject-

picture, it is traditional. for the villa we want

lighter work. Few may possess a work of genius;

and though genius may not reign in the parlour,

harmony and concord ma\ enter low K d

And tin- brings us back to the subject of this

article. Art for the villa, art suitable to the size of
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the modern house, above all, an art thai will lie well

within the reach of incomes varying from cue t<> two

thousand a year. The artist must come down from

high [prices ami high art; lie must forget the picture

gallery and remember the drawing-room. Art is

nol a superfluity, hut a necessity in the life of

man ; it is bread ami cheese and 1 r in another

form, that is all; ami the artist serves his art

best by supplying the community in which he lives

with the mental comestible which their taste asks for.

No line acted up l<> this principle more thoroughly

than Shakespeare, and artists of to-day will produce

mure lasting work bv supplying the villa with an ail

suitable for the villa than bv supplying it with a tra-

ditional art descended from the palace or the cathe-

dral. Art is merely the embodiment of the dominant

influence of an age. The dominant influence of the

fifteenth century was the cathedral, therefore the

fifteenth century gave tie' art of the cathedral ;
the

dominant, influence of the seventeenth century was

the palace, therefore the seventeenth century gave the

art of the palace; the dominant influence of the nine-

teenth century is the Hampstead villa, therefore the

nineteenth century should give the art of the Hamp-
stead villa. It may do this supremely well; it must

paint the " Sacrifice of Abraham " supremely badly.

THE BARBIZON SCHOOL.

CHARLES FRANCOIS DAUBIGNY.—I.

DAUBIGNY, though, like Corot, classed as a mem-

ber of the Barbizon school, does not strictly

—at least, in the geographical sense belong to

the group. Probably he was frequently at Bar-

bizon, and. in any case, was good friends with his

fellow-artists living there; but he lived more oil

'KOAL THOMSON.

Barbizon and Fontainebleau are. The Oise was, in-

deed, his favourite paintiug-place, and the majority el'

his famous pictures were produced in ils locality.

But by poetry and power Daubigny belongs en-

tirely to the Barbizon school. The sent inieiil in his

daylight pictures has much in common with Corot;

CHAKLES 1 KAXCOIS DAUBIONY.

ram „,, Etching b,i I. Ma ml

th' river Seme and Oise. ami more in the country while Ins sunsets possess qualities not very far re-

i ilh west el Paris than in the south, where moved from those of Theodore Rousseau. His finest
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efforts are clear and luminous in colour, with some-

thing akin to Corot, yet with a difference easily dis-

cernible In a picture, though difficult to describe in

words. Often thej are stronger than Corot in execu-

tion, lull not so masculine as Rousseau -a kind of

half-way between the two, and yet different from

either. Withal, Daubigny is entirely individual; for

no one, even with only a little experience, can fail to

dl .serve how he varies from Corot, as Well as from

Rousseau, while showing something of the feeling

expressed by both these painters.

The story of Daubigny's life has neither the

charm nor the attraction of the career of Corot,

Rous an, or Diaz. His life was the most prosaic of

the live great painters of the school of Barbizon, ami

it affords a striking contrast to that of J. F. Millet

(the subject of the next and last of the present

series), for little or nothing is known to the public of

Daubigny's life, while .Millet's "misfortunes" have

been the theme of many a doleful tale. The artist,

equally with the people, is happy who has no history
;

and although there exists a fairly well-written memoir

of Daubigny,* from which many particulars herein-

after given are culled, there are in his life no start-

ling experiences to describe, no unhappy calamities

to chronicle, nor any special incidents to enter into

in full detail. Nevertheless, it will be found that

his life is not without its interest.

Daubiguy came from a thoroughly artistic family.

II is father was a landscape-painter ; his uncle and his

aunt were miniature-painters ; and most of the family

friends were learned in the line arts. Little wonder,

then, that from his youngest, Daubigny was accus-

tomed to use the pencil ; that, in fact, he knew how

to draw before he knew how to read. He had not

very much ordinary schooling, for his mother, who

was Ins teacher, died while he was young, and his

education was never completed. But he had enough

1,, carry him through life; and if he was no book-

si holar, it left his ideas fresher and more natural for

development as a landscape-painter. Chalks Francois

Daubigny was born on the loth of February, 1S17,

an. I, like Rousseau and Corot, he was a native of Paris.

\\ li\ town-born people should turn out the best

landscape-painters might form a good text lor some

original writer to think out. Daubigny, however,

had an advantage over his colleagues, for, being some-

what delicate, he was sent from Paris to the country

while very young, and for several years he lived at

Valmondois, on the Oise, about fifteen miles north-

west from I'aiis. There with Nurse Bazot, the

weakly child grew into boyhood, and most of his

earliest impressions were of the delightful country in

that neighbourh 1. Naturally, too, when he was big

i lo travel alone, he spent all his holidays with

• '•(.'. [),iubi;;nv ' son OEiivro." !' rlenriet(1878).

his old nurse
; and when ho had saved money, after

he became recognised, his first thought was a house

in the vicinity. So much has it been thought that

Daubigny was a native of the Oise country that

frequently pictures of superior quality, representing

one of the villages on the river, have been named bj

too credulous dealers " The Birthplace of Daubigny."

Certain it is that Daubigny often painted these vil-

lages, but equally certain it is that he wa.s not born in

one of them.

Early in life Daubigny had to take his share in

helping to earn the daily bread of the family. His

father never achieved more than artistic mediocrity,

and there was the usual lack of ready cash. Daubigny

as a youth learned well the value of money, and his

habits of prudence, then acquired, never forsook him.

For about two years he painted pictures and flowers

on decorative objects such as landscapes on time-

pieces, and glove-boxes, scent-boxes, and other kinds

used for presents. At seventeen he found he was:

able to keep himself independent, and began to con-

sider how best to strike out in some new and more

original way from those around him.

But even in his dreams Daubigny was prudent

enough to make his money before he spent it. lla\ ing

heard much of Italy he came to the conclusion that

one of the best ways of becoming a thorough artist

was to study at the fountain-heads of art. Com-

municating his scheme to an equally enthusiastic and

prudent young painter of his own ace, called Mignan,

the two resolved to save every centime possible, and

gather together enough to take them on their travels

to the South. For more than a year the young artists

putawayall their little savings into a hole in the wall

of their attic—a bank they devised so that they could

not get their money out without knocking away the

plaster. The two comrades worked hard to attain

their end, and they painted panels tin' decoration of

rooms and ornaments in the Palace of Versailles, and,

in fact, anything fur which they could get money,

so as to be off on their journey as soon as possible.

At last, one early spring day, when the air Idled them

with longings for the country, they decided to open

their bank, and with hammers the two broke into

their treasury, and found in all nearly 1,400 francs,

or fifty-six pounds sterling.

It was the summer of 1835 that Daubigny spent

in Italy, visiting Koine, Naples, and Florence, seeing

and studying all the old masters in these cities. The

landscapes of .Ian Bott and of Claude Lorraine chiefly

interested him, and he also laid the foundations of

some lifelong friendships. Within a year after their

departure from Paris they re-entered it, Mignan to

marry and settle down to commerce, and Daubigny

to go on in his pursuit of art.

Rut the 1,400 francs were all spent, and the want
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of cash drove Daubigny to accept any work he could

get, and he received an appoint ol under the official

Conservateitr det tableaux of France as assistant pic-

ture restorer. Hi-- business was to paint on the old

masters after they had been re-lined ; but his spirit

revolted at the vile work. He frequently saw mag-

nificent cltefo-d'ttiim touched out of all reason by

his chief; he expostulated, then quarrelled, and very

soon found himself again without means of livelihood.

painted at twenty-three, » is con idered somewhat of

a success, and he entered as a competitor I'm- the

Ho al tin' Ecole des Beaux-Arts. He
studied in Delacroix's studio forsix months, and duly

passed the first examination for the prix, which is

the chief aim of all young French painters. Bight

students were selected, and of these Daubigny was

tin' third. But unfortunately he Forgot, or had never

been told, that it was necessary t" attend the day

MANTES.

(From the Painting by Daubigny. In the Collection of A'>x<n,>i< r Yown

However, with the friendships he had already

secured, he joined a sort of mutual society founded

by young artists, who, having a common purse, were

able to keep each other from starvation, and also from

painting pot-boilers for the buyers of cheap pictures.

The first work Daubigny had hung at the Paris Salon

was in L838, when he exhibited a view of the apse

of Notre D;tme from the lie de St. Louis. But he

was not yet at all sure of his metier, for in 1840

he painted a "St. Jerome in the Desert/' a curious

subject for one who was afterwards to become a

master of landscape; but the truth is, Daubigny's

journey to Italy had rather hurt him than helped

him, and it was only by an apparent chance that he

did not devote himself to historical paint ing, in which,

probably, he never would have achieved fame. His

studies in Italy had led him awa\ from nature, and

he wanted to emulate some of tin' "Id masters, whose

works he could not but admire. This St. Jerome,

before the final examination, to hear the subji

be painted given out. He went to \ incennes, a few

miles off, to spend the day. in order to divert his

thoughts ; and although a messenger was sent to

hi- house, he did not know, because of hi- absence,

until next day. that his name hail 1 n cancelled and

hi- opportunity lost. This, of course, was a dreadful

blow to the young artist, and all the more because he

felt he wa.s himself greatly to blame in not making

himself acquainted with the regulations.

This mischance was really the besl thing that

could have happened, and the turning-point E his

career. He determined to leave painting the figure

for a little time, and resolved to study land

from nature. Almost his first trial convinced

him that hi- forte was landscape and not histori-

cal painting, lie saw nature with new eyes, as it

were; for his study of I he figirrc had taught llim

much in seeking For colour, and he found revealed to
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himself fresh and brilliant ideas in liis search for

tones ;i ml half-tones. Daubigny did nol hesitate,

l>ii! almost there and then settled to abandon the

figure and take to landscape-painting entirely.

His first landscapes were painted near the house

of his old nurse at the Isle Adam. Valmondois, where

lie had a second home. The old lady welcomed him

always, and more than one famous picture represents

" La Maison de la Mere Bazot," a modest cottage in

.1 fertile French vale. Besides his St. Jei-ome, he

sent to the Salon of HW a view of the valley of

Oisaus ; in Is 11, another view in Isere, together

with a frame of six etchings; and in 1847 and the

succeeding years of Ins life he was an almost regular

contributor, sending landscapes in oil, with an occa-

sional etching.

But while early in the forties he searched to find

his metier, and seemed succeeding with landscape, he

had to work very hard for daily bread. His sister's

husband, Louis Trimolet, a well-known honk illus-

trator, died in 1843, and Daubigny had to provide for

this family as well as his own. lie married about

this time, and in 1 M |<( i his son Karl was horn. Karl,

it may be said in passing, afterwards became a painter

of similar subjects to his father's, and the son's work

has sometimes been mistaken for the elder and by far

the greater Daubigny. After painting all day, he

drew on wood and on si. me at night, and he produced

many illustrations which are now somewhat sought

after. He had worked a good deal in black-and-

white, his brother-in-law having shown him the tech-

nique. In 1840 they together engraved a plate of

the lV'le given in that year to the heroes of L830.

They sent it to the Minister of the Interior, asking

him to give it his official sanction, and also request-

ing him to patronise the work by purchasing a number
of proofs; but, of course, a Minister is too great a

man to trouble himself with such affairs, and a civil

refusal from an under-official was the reply.

In a succeeding paper I will treat of the time

when Daubigny commenced to achieve fame, and of

his later life and paintings. Meanwhile I may refer

to the illustrations accompanying this portion. The
best known picture by Daubigny is " Le Printemps,"

a large and superb canvas in the Louvre. It is car-

ried much farther than Daubigny usually painted,

and shows the artist at his strongest time. More
artistic, however, in quality and pleasant in composi-

tion is the ''Mantes,'' from the collection of Mr.

Alexander Young. The well-known cathedral and

old tower are seen against the evening sky, with the

bridge to the left and the Seine in front.

"THE SNAKE IN THE GUARS."

By Sir Joshua Reynolds, P.E.A.

rpilK Snake in the Grass," or ''Love unbinding

JL the Zone of Beauty " — for it hears both

names— was a favourite conception of Sir Joshua's.

Three embodiments of it exist in public collections.

One is in the Hermitage at St. Petersburg, where it

q es by the name of " 1/Amour detachant la ceinture

de J'eims ;" a second is in the So. me Museum, a col-

lection so perdu that a well-known English painter,

1 ' whom the writer of this note mentioned it the

other day, declared he had never heard its name,

and wrote down the address ! The third example

—

the original picture and perhaps the best is in

the National Gallery, whither it came in 1^7 1 with

the rest of the cabinet of Sir Robert Peel. It is

from this that M. Jonnard has engraved the wood-

cut winch appears on the opposite page. The picture

was painted for Lord Carysforf in 1 78S. In Sir

Joshua's pocket-hook for June in that year, an entry

appears which seems to show that it was in the

first place ordered by Prince Potemkin, for it is on

that gallant lover's account that Lord Carysfort

pays an instalment of one hundred guineas as its

The picture must have been finished about the

time of Potemkin's momentary eclipse, after his suc-

cessful campaign against the Turks in 1787, which

may account for its remaining in this country. It

has been engraved by John Raphael Smith, by S, W.
Reynolds, and by Chevaucher for the work of the

late Charles Blanc. When it came to the National

Gallery, the surface was very dark and treacly; it

has since been cleaned, not, perhaps, with the complete

success which has attended most of Sir Frederick

Burton's adventures in that direction. In seme

respects "The Snake in the Grass" may fairly be

called the happiest of Sir Joshua's excursions into

the ideal. The action of the girl's right arm is

neither graceful nor possible; it must have Keen in-

vented and carried out away from the model. The

general arrangement, however, is good. The leading

lines, the chiaroscuro, the colour harmonics, have

been well thought out, while the flesh has a

Titianesque warmth and pulpiness, and the single

eye a fire, which show that the Kitty Fishers and

\cll\ O'Briens did not sit in vain to the first of

the P.R.A.'s. \v w.na; Armstrong.
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[From Hi- Pictun by Sir Joshua Reynolds, /'./.'..!, In thi National aallcry. Engraved by Jonnard.)
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ART PATRONS,
MAXIMILIAN" I.

H\ F. MABEL ROBINSON.

HE mediaeval arl of northern

countries, unlike thai of

Italy, inherited no tradition

of classic beauty, no model or

standard of the Greek ideal,

ami owed tittle to the past

save through the indirect

influence of Romanesque on

Gothic architecture. As we have already seen,

architecture invariably precedes the sister arts; but

whereas classic architecture bad always recognised

the independent value of sculpture and painting,

and encouraged their development, the Gothic style

reduced them to the rank of mere ornament, and

the absen »f Hat spaces for mural decoration had

immense influence on German art. Climate is

largely responsible for this lack of any arrange-

ment for wall-painting, fresco being ill-adapted to

endure the damp and rigour of a northern winter;

and the open porticoes and arcades so common in

warmer countries serving no purpose in the chillj

north. The comparative dearth of light and sun-

shine, too, made stained glass a more effective deco-

ration than wall-painting, and it was better suited to

tin genius of a people whose eye for colour was far

more highly developed than their feeling for form.

The glowing colours of the glass threw even altar-

pieces into the shade; the cast window became an

almost universal institution, and in later times the

passion for stained glass had a fatal influence upon

architecture, degrading it to the condition of a frame-

work for the support of these gem-like pictures. A

wall of coloured glass, admitting yet subduing and

warming the chill grey light of a winter's day, took

the place of the fresco-covered stonework of the

south, and painting, after it, had shaken off its sub-

servience to architecture, confined itself chiefly to

easel pictures. Generally these were small, for do-

mestic no less than ecclesiastic architecture placed

a restrict i,, n on tin- size of pictures, northern houses

being constructed tor warmth, not for coolness, and

Were therefore of restricted area, with small low

rooms. Moreover, in Germany, painting did not

enter into concerns of public life, hut as it deve-

loped it b( came essentially a popular art.

It was not until the latter half of the fourteenth

century that painting made much advance in Ger-

inany, or that provincial schools were formed, or the

painters of Cologne, Prague, ami Nuremberg de-

veloped local characteristics; and even later the in-

dividual artist was still merged ill III- school, his

work being distinguishable IV that of his asso-

ciate- oiiK In it, greater or less technical skill, not

by its character.

Cologne was the lily of Churchmen the < rerman

Home-- and its arl displays a depth of religious

fervour and pious rapture such as no imagination

has since attained
; long sinuous [igures, gentle com-

posed faces with clear true eyes and smooth high

brows, are, with brilliant transparent colours, tin char-

acteristics of this school, while tin' school of Prague

—the city of nobles ami of the Empire—is dis-

tinguished by thick-set figures, sometimes over life-

size, with dignified, earnest faces, and stern wide-open

eyes. The colour is deep and sombre, toned 1>,\ gre}

shadows, and until influenced by the revolution in art

brought about by the brothers Van Eyck, of Bt

the background, like that of all painters north of the

Alps, was of gold, lint earlj in the fifteenth ecu.

tury the brothers Van Eyck changed the character

of northern painting as suddenly ami permanently as

Giotto had changed that of Ital\ a century 1

Landscape, destined to play so large a role in history

of Teutonic art, wa- introduced h\ these artists;

and they were the first to attempt to render personal

form and expression of face as distinguished from

type. Hitherto Nuremberg had been half-way

between Prague and Cologne, artistically as well

as geographically, and its artistic development was

less advanced than that of either of its rival-; the

influence of Bruges, however, which destroyed the

characteristics of the other schools, instilled new life

into the art of Nuremberg, which, despite the in-

fluences brought to bear upon it from die Rhine,

Bruges, Ghent, and Northern Italy, and its develop-

ment with the new idea- of the age, maintained its

austere hut vigorous and individual character, and

never sank to mere imitation of any of its teachers.

Bruges was at that time the mosl considerable

commercial citj north of the Alps, and the chief

agency of that League of Hanse or free associated

commercial towns, which had banded then

together for mutual defence againsl pirate- ami

invaders, and which occupied so commanding a

position from the thirteenth to the fifteenth cen-

turies. The flower of Germany and of the Lov
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Countries was congregated into these trading towns

tin centres of civilisation and wealth, the leaders

of progress, and the patrons of the arts; for in

Teutonic countries culture and advancement were

with the commercial, not the noble class, ('hid

of all the Hanse towns was Bruges; but wha)

Bruges was to the entire League Nuremberg was to

I pper Germany, and to if came art-workers from

all part- of the country. Among those who had

settled there was a Hungarian working goldsmith

named Purer, who, in 1467, married the daughter

of his Nuremberg master, she being then a girl of

fifteen and lie a man of forty. The third of the

eighteen children el' this couple was Albert, who

was horn in 1171, the year in which Caxton

set up his printing press in Westminster. His

birth-time was about the commencement of the

golden age <( ait, ami the years of his life em-

braced one of the mosl hnlliant periods of pro-

duction and development that the world lias ever

-ecu. In it Leonardo, Titian, Michael Angelo, and

Raphael eclipsed the glory of all other painter- south

of the Alps ; m it Memling, Quintin Matsys, \ an

Orley, Lucas Cranaeh, and young Holbein shared

with him the laurels of Teutonic art. It was the

age of Luther and Columbus—of learning, reform,

discovery— the transition period from the old order

I,, the new.

Like Ins older contemporaries Francis and Ghir-

landajo, Alhert Diirer was trained as a goldsmith, hut

his genius for painting developed early, and at the

u , of fifteen he Was bound for three year- to .Michael

Wohlgemuth, a fellow-townsman who was less a

painter than the organiser of a picture manufactory.

This year of I PS6, in which Diirer was placed with

Wohlgemuth, was also a landmark in the life-time

of his future patron .Maximilian, for he was al thai

time chosen King of the Romans. Twelve years the

senior of Diirer, Maximilian was also a man of the

transition period, and his nature contained traits

characteristic of the old things and the new. Suc-

ceeding as Emperor to his father in I I'.i.l—the year

in which news of the discovery of America reached

Europe—he inherited from the weak and treacherous

Frederick an empty coffer, a feeble power, a de-

graded title, the name of Hapsburg by no means

glorified. But to the shadowy honours and the

title of Holy Roman Emperor, Maximilian had

already secured for In- family the inheritance of

the House of Burgundy, by his marriage with

Mary daughter of Charles the Bold, and later he

enriched himself b} a second marriage with the

daughter of the Duke of Milan; while by the

alliance of his sou Philip with the Infanta Joanna

he opened the way for the association of Spam

with the Empire In earlier lime- the Holy Roman

Empire had been to the Papacy what the b >dy is

to tie- soul, hut in the preceding century, during

the long sojourn of the Popes at Avignon, tho Papacy

had come to he regarded by the Empire and by

England as the pliant ally of the hostile power of

France, and in the time of Maximilian the Roman

Empire had become lost in the German, and neither

he nor any of his successors were crowned at Rome.

Indeed, the strong political anti-papal feeling was one

of the many causes that brought about the Reforma-

tion. The reformatory spirit was abroad in politics

as well as in religion. Maximilian was a shrewd

politician, a reformatory ruler, a man well-versed in

all the modern learning. Yet there was a mediaeval

side to his character; his love of chivalry earned for

him the title "last of the knights;" he had an

old-world passion for tournays and feats of arms,

a simple Quixotic vanity, and to a zeal for social

and political reform he united a craving to In-

made Pope and to he canonised. And with all

this he possessed a truly poetic and artistic nature,

was himself the author of several hooks, and inspired

that romantic autobiography the " Weiss Kunig,"

and the " Theuerdank," an allegory setting forth

the adventures connected with his tirst marriage.

His appreciation for painting was quickened by the

fact that he did a little in that line himself, and

during his brief stay in Nuremberg he made some

charcoal drawings in Diirer's studio under the

painter's supervision.

The Emperor of those days had no settled abid-

ing place ; in time of peace' he wandered from town

to town of his dominions, and in the beginning of

the year 1512 .Maximilian arrived in Nuremberg, a

centre of artistic activity famous for the proficiency

of its artists in the comparatively new crafts of en-

graving on wood and copper.

True, woodcutting hail been introduced into Europe

nearly a century earlier, and copper engraving—the

outcome not of woodcutting but of goldsmithry—had

been practised in the Rhine Provinces for fully fifty

years, but it had remained for the genius of Diirer

to raise these arts to a higher place, and to him is

ascribed the invention of etching. As for his w I-

cutting, it achieved an excellence surpassing all that

has followed it, as it surpassed all that had -one

before; its minuteness is illimitable, every hair and

every wrinkle being rendered separately, but this

detail is never mechanical, for every touch is full id'

meaning, and every stroke i- firm. But though the

technical quality of Diirer's woodcutting is inimi-

table, it- greatesl interest is in the design— that

outpouring of thoughl and fantasy and symbolism,

for the expression of ideas was the chief aim of

German art, and Diirer, a true child of his country

and Ins century, was full to overflowing of ideas and
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th iughts profound, fantastic, philosophic, anti-papal
;

less an artist than a man of genius who painted.

His ambition was the ambition of the teacher, the

reformer, the man of letters; he wished not only

to express his thoughts but to promulgate them,

so that the multiplication of copies and the low

price of liis works became to him matters of the

lirst importance. These cheap prints of his met a

very large demand, I'm- with the declii I' mediaeval

feeling there had grown up a popular taste for

the adornment of homes, and designs expressing the

ideas which Idled all thoughtful minds were eagerly

bought up. The new craft el' printing, too, hail

widened the sphere of engraving, illustrated 1 ks

were popular, and in many eases the text shrank

to nothing to afford more space to the illustrations.

Durer, though the greatest, was far from being

the only popular painter of Nuremberg; Hans

Burgkmair, a native of Augsberg, and Diirer's junior

by a year or two, had an entirely different method

of woodcutting, and each painter had his school

and following of less considerable artists. In these

Nuremberg masters the Emperor found exactly what

he wanted — men full of ideas, willing and pre-

eminently aide to express them, and with a wealth of

imagination that converted the simplest thought into

an inspiration of genius. The thought which Maxi-

milian wished to have so glorified was the ever-fresh

and delightful thought of his own greatness, and to

celebrate this he suggested a work to be called "The
Triumph of Maximilian," which was to take the

form of a woodcut surpassing everything that had

gone before it both in size and magnificence.

It was to (-.insist of two parts—the arch and the

ear—both fairly familiar to us through copies and

reproductions. The arch, designed solely by Durer,

and cut bythefa usengraver, Hieronymus Andrea',

consisted of ninety-two separate blocks, which when
put together formed one gigantic woodcut ten feet

six high by nine feet wide
; and tin- stupendous and

marvellously-detailed work was finished in three years.

The en-, w ith it- endless procession .if heralds, hunts-

men, courtiers, musicians, jesters, mummer-, jou

countries, battles, wars, provinces, trophies, prisoners,

nobles, soldiers, waggons, savages, and baggage, con-

sisted of a succession of a hundred and thirty-five en-

gravings from designs by various masters, Burgkmair
being the author of sixty-six, and Durer of twenty-

four; hut ere this pageant was completed Maximilian

was a prisoner following the triumphal chariot of

King Death. In the meantime, despite the laid; of

funds which prevented him from paying the artists

in his employ, he commissioned Burgkmair to draw a

hundred and twenty-four representations of the saints

uf his race; while Durer designed for him the eight

patron saints of Austria—those Court costumes so

familiar to all who are interested in t he history uf dress

—and, above all, that marvellous prayer-book which

some critics consider the masterpiece of this artist.

Certainly, it is his finest work at this period, for

the designs with which he covered the margins of

the forty-live pages of the hook displayed an inex-

haustible wealth of fantastic humour and imagina-

tion

—

sailed, profane, serious, comic, grotesque—as

characteristic of Durer and Germany as the exactly

contemporaneous ornaments of the Vatican are of

Raphael and Italy. But Maximilian did not In.'

long to enjoy the treasures of this priceless volume,

for in 1519 he died, and was sine led by the youth-

ful Charles V., whose fame, whether as art-patron or

as Emperor, was soon to eclipse the fainter glories of

his orandsire's reign.
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JOHN BROWN, THE DRAFTSMAN.

By J. M. GRAY.

IN a future paper on John Kay, the caricaturist, I

propose to deal with a Scottish artist in black-

and-white who was a humble recorder, the value of

whose work is mainly antiquarian; but in John

Brown, "the draftsman"—as I take leave to title

him—we have one possessed of admirable technical

dexterit y, who bestow ed

the dignity of art. the

charni of beauty, upon

all that he touched.

His father was a

goldsmith and watch-

maker in Edinburgh,

and he was born there

in 1752. Though his

parents were in a humble

social position, he re-

ceived a sound and ex-

cellent education, such

as is always within the

reach of even the poorest

Scotchman, and began

to lay the foundation of

the culture and scholar-

ship which distinguished

him in later life. Red-

grave and other authori-

ties state that he studied

under Alexander Runci-

nian ; but if this were

so, it must have been

at a very early age, as

thai painter left for

Italy when Brown had

baldly completed bis

fourteenth year. From

a manuscript history of

the School of Art, in-

stituted in Edinburgh in L760 by

Manufacturers —drawn up in 184-7

Christie, A.R.S.A.—we find thai

pupil of that academy ; and in t In

• account of eai'l
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which lie embodied in bis " Hypogaci." from his

compatriots ami fcbeir friends Brown received the

heartiest welcome, and his evenings were passed in

their congenial and improving company, lus days being

devoted to strenuous study in the Academy of Art,

and in drawing from antique statues. In the words

of Lord Buchan, "the pencil and crayon were ever in

Ins hand, and the sublime thoughts of Raphe! (sic)

and Mirhu'l Angelo ever in his imagination." One

of his sketch-books, Idled with pencil drawings from

the antique, is preserved

in the Library of the

South Kensington -Mu-

seum. They are touched

with the greatest ten-

derness, delicacy, and

accuracy, and show the

admirable care and pre-

cision of the young art-

is! 's execution.

It was at this time

that he began to prac-

tise as a portraitist in

pencil ; and especial

mention is made of an

admirable head thai he

drew of Piranesi, the

celebrated etcher of

architectural subje its,

w hose uncontrollable

restlessness had baffled

the efforts of such

painters as had previ-

ously attempted to cafrh

his likeness. Brown also

experimented with the

palette and pigments of

the painter, and Lord

Buchan assures us that

only his extreme fasti-

diousness prevented his

prosecuting oil painting

and winning fame as a colourist. This judgment is

tiie partial estimate of a friend. The pencil drawings

of the artist which exist arc, in themselves, sufficient

to prove that, like another greater master of black-and-

whiU— like Charles Meryon—he was naturally with-

out a keen eye fur colour, that he was a hern delinea-

tor, that his true aptitude lay in the direction oi

f.>nn and chiaroscuro, and that we have lost nothing

by the tinal restriction of his efforts to work with

t he crayon and the lead point.

In addition to his pursuit of art, Brown spent

much time in the study of Italian, and acquired such

facility that his poems— of which, however, none

survive—were usually composed in that language.
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odours as well as light was diffused by the lamps."

We can only regret that Brown was no longer in

Edinburgh in 1787, when Burns was so frequently

the guest of Mouboddo, the charms and beauty of

whose daughter he embalmed in Ins verse and in his

Portrait Gallery. Hunter is said to have written

the greater part of the first volume of Monboddo's

'•Treatise of the Origin of Language/' and in

the preparation of this work Brown gave substan-

tial assistance. In its fourth volume Mouboddo

ktvuy OF cilia,.

iZ by -Joint Brown !« the Royal Scottish Acaile

letters. So devoted was Brown to Ins art that a friend

tells us he could hardly be in a room without pulling

out his sketch-book and portraying the features of

some of the faces beside him ; and if fate had ever

permitted him to meet the poet, he should certainly

have secured a pencil portrait of him which would

now have possessed inestimable value, preserving every

contour of his gloriously impassioned face, and all the

dej.th and intensity of those dark brown eyes—the

eyes are always most telling points in Brown's

portraits—which Scott never forgot all his life,

though lie had met Burns only once, when he himself

was a mere schoolboy.

Of the worthy judge, Brown executed an ad-

mirable portrait, still preserved at Monboddo, which

was delicately engraved in stipple by Stanier in

tin' European Magazine; and also a portrait of

Ins clerk, John Hunter, afterwards Principal of (lie

United Colleges of St. Salvador and St. Leonard,

St. Andrews, and celebrated for his editions of the

classics a drawing now in the Scottish National

slates that he was himself ignorant of the Italian

tongue, and that his remarks on the subject are de-

rived from information received from Brown, "who,

besides understanding the language perfectly, is

more learned in the Italian arts of painting, sculp-

ture, music, and poetry, than any man T ever con-

versed with . . He . . only draws, but better

than anybody I have ever known, and I know from

gentlemen who were in Rome when he was in it,

that la- was then reputed one of the best drawers

in Italy."

Among Brown's other patrons was the celebrated

Dr. Gregory; and mention should also be made, in

this connect ion, of Alexander Campbell, an unfortunate

man of talent and of very various aC( lplishments.

During most of his life, Campbell was an Edinburgh

music-teacher; and among his pupils was the future

Sir Walter Scott, who, upon his old master's death,

wrote his obituary in the Edinburgh Weekly Journal.

But he was also known as the author of " The Gram-

pions Desolate/' and other volumes of poetry, by his
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"Introduction to bhi I tistor) of Poetrj in Scotland,"

his " Journej from Edinburgh through Various Parts

of North Britain/' illustrated with aqua-tinted plates

from his own drawings, and by several other volumes.

'i'im' tun last-named I ks contain - e interest-

ing particulars regarding Brown, and the former was

dedicated "To II. Fuseli" in those words:—"Sir.

had the man whom you once knew, and knew how
to estimate, been alive, the following sheets had been

addressed to him; since he is no re, 1 take the

liberty to inscribe your name, as revered by the lovers

of art and science, on the page thai records my
affeel ate remembrance of the late learned and

ao omplished Brown, the friend of Monboddo. \\ ith

But the patron from whom Brown 11

mosl extensive commission, for whom he executed
the series of drawings which remains the besl

men! of his skill, was David, Earl of Buchan. This

kindly, fussy, consequential peer, huh interested in

the things of culture, and eager to forward (hem to

the besl of his rather limited knowledge and means,
had succeeded, in L780, in Founding the Society of

Antiquaries in Scotland; and in the following year

he directed Brown to draw a series of life-sized

pencil heads of the leading members. According hi

Lord Buchan's accounl there were to be flfl

traits, hut of these only abnirl thirty were executed.

The Antiquaries seem, at any rate, to have possessed

MRS. I I

Portrait bit John Rrotm, in a Murray, < <
•

unfeigned respeel for your talents, your learning, and no fewer than thirty of these head-, bul three of them
your virtues, I remain, Sir, yours sincerely, Alexander were lost in the various removals from place to place of

Campbell.
'

their museum, during the troublous earl\ days of the

Fuseli's high opinion of Brown, implied in this Society. Mosl of the drawings are titled, and th,<\

dedication, seems hardly borne oul by the story, given include the effigies of some of the mosl disl iuguished
a1 p. t24 of Vol. II. of Smith's " Nollekens and his Scotsmen of the time. First comes the portrait of

Times," of the characteristically impatienl and bias- Lord Buchan himself, representing him in middle
pbemous exclamation of the painter when Northcote life; nol indeed at his best, for the drawing shows
and Legat, the engraver, praised the Scottish drafts-

man during a walk at Hampstead in \\\< company.

neither the youthful beauty of Reynolds's picture,

painted in 1764 and mezzo-tinted l>y Finlayson, nor
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tin' white-haired comeliness which the Earl attained

in age, ami which made Lockhart pronounce that

lie had never beheld "a more exquisite old head.'
J

Then we have James Cummyng, Herald Painter and

Keeper of the Records in the Lyon Court, his face

-—with its homely features and protruding under-

lip— raised, his hand grasping a quill as becomes the

first secretary of the society. Following Cummyng
is Sir Alexander Dick, who in early life, before ho

changed his name on succeeding to a baronetcy, was

thai Dr. Cunyngham who was the friend of Allan

Kamsav, the painter, and his companion in his con-

tinental travels when they both all hut lost their

lives by shipwreck at Leghorn, as detailed by Cunyng-

ham in a diary published in The Gentleman's Maga-

:///, for L853. Oil portraits of him by Ramsay's

hand hang in his mansion of Preston field, and

in the hall of the Royal College of Physicians,

Edinburgh, of which ho was for seven years presi-

dent. Among the other heads are those of Dr.

Andrew Duncan, celebrated as a. physician and a

philanthropist; William .loans, the sculptor; David

Deuchar, seal engraver ami etcher; John Baxter, the

architect; 11 aim, strong face of William Smellie,

printer, and translator of Buffon ; Dr. John Brown,

the founder of the Brounonian system of medicine,

with his burly features and bottle-nose, portrayed

in ;i i id of especial benignity, with none of that

characteristically belligerent aspect which appears in

the miniature by Donaldson, engraved by William

Blake. There is also a slight hut particularly ex-

quisite drawing of Principal Cordon, of the Scots

College, Douay ; and in another sketch there appear,

IV, fin under the ma~-es of an enormous black wig,

the grave, large features of George Paton of the

Custom House, one of the very worthiest, of last cen-

tury Edinburgh antiquaries—the correspondent of

Ritson and Cough, of Chalmers and Herd, who, with

a salary which never exceeded eiglity pounds a year,

collected, with a patience and frugality that might

have put Jonathan Oldbuck himself to shame, a valu-

able gathering of rare books and antiquities in his

humble bachelor rooms in Lady Stair's (dose. A
much smaller version of this portrait, also the work

of Brown, exists in the Scottish National Portrait

Gallery. It was acquired from the collection of the

late .1. T. Gibson Craig, which contained several

works by the draftsman, especially a very highly

finished portrait of the celebrated Duchess of Gordon

and her sister, and a portrait of Elizabeth, Countess

of (ilcneairn, which, with two unnamed heads, is

now in possession of the Scottish National Portrait

Caller*

This series of portraits belonging to the Antiqua-

ries, of some of the worthiest and mosl intellectual of

the Scotsmen w ho were its founders, is full of interest
,

and it is to fie hoped that when the Society removes

its museum to the spacious building which is now

being prepared for it, the drawings may he framed,

and placed on view to the public. They are done with

the tines! skill and discernment, each of them is life-

like and vivid, each impresses us as being a true portrait

"done to the quick," seized with unfailing insight.

In artistic method they arc excellent, the touch dear,

incisive, and masterful; the modelling wonderfully

searching and thorough: and for pencil portraiture of

equal quality we must, I am inclined to think, go back

for a hundred years from their time— to Nanteuil in

France, and White and Loggan m England.

Three of the drawings—those of Lord Buchan,

Cummyng, and Smellie—were reproduced in the

" Archaeological Scotica," Vol. \., Part I. Of the

two reproduced here, the dignified head on page 310

is given as a favourable example of the artistic

quality of the series. We know nothing of the per-

sonage it represents— " Mr. Drill

n

liiond "— except that

he was a. teacher of the French language in Edin-

burgh, and a donor to the Museum of the \ nt iquaries.

Adam Cardonnel (see p. -'ill), however, is a figure of

some importance in the history of Scottish archaeology.

Grand-nephew of the Adam do Cardonnel who was

seeretarj to Marlborough, and afterwards, in 17 hi.

Secretary at War, he studied for the medical pro-

fession, and for a time practised as a sure-eon;

but, being in easy circumstances, he devoted him-

self to antiquarian pursuits, and published the

" Numismata Scoticse " in 1 7 Mi, and the " Picturesque

Antiquities of Scotland" in 1788-93, both illus-

trated by etchings from the hand of the author.

He was the friend of Grose, whom he aided with

materials for his "Antiquities of Scotland." and

it- was to him that Burns enclosed the letter in-

tended for bis friend upon which he wrote that well-

known impromptu beginning ''Ken ye ought o
J

Captain Grose."

Among the other pencil portraits of Brown,

similar in size and handling to those in the collection

of the Antiquaries, are three unnamed heads, and a

portrait of Lord Monboddo now in the possession of

the Scottish National Portrait Gallery; an unnamed

head in the collection of the late W. F. Watson, now

belonging to the Board of Manufactures, Edinburgh,

in whose hands there is also a small and much injured

head of Lord Daer, the friend of Burns ; and the por-

trait of the Rev. John Logan, the poet, in the Scottish

National Portrait Gallery, which has been engraved

in line by David Somerville in 1812, and by W. II.

Lizars and by A. Duncan in 1822, as also, in stipple,

by D. P.. Pyel in 1807, and by Freeman in L810.

The Royal Scottish Academy possess several large

unnamed heads by Brown, including two portraits

of Alexander Runciman, the painter, one of full scale,
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the other reduced by the draftsman himself for the

use of the engraver, J. Stewart, who reproduced it in

stipple in Stark's " Biographia Scotica." The Academy

further possess several good examples of Brown's pencil

work in miniature -two admirably vivacious and mosi

daintiU touched male beads, and two slight full-

length studies of girls, one of which is reproduced

on page 312, as an example of the grace which

the artist occasionally attained in Ins draperies.

Yet in the treatment of sucli accessories be was

by no means uniformly

-urc. ssful, the dress iii

his life -sized portraits

being frequently hard

and stiff in the expres-

sion of its lines and

folds, and contrasting

with the masterly ease

and power of the execu-

tion of the countenances

t hi mselves. Of his

landscape and architec-

tural subjects to the

Academy belong two ex-

amples, pen drawings of

the " Tempt' della Pace,

Interim da Roma/' and

a view of a vineyard.

Of all the smaller

portraits by Brown thai

are known to us, the

most admirable I'm- pre-

cision of touch and ex-

quisiteness of Gnish is

the likeness of Jean

Erskine, afterwards Mrs.

Carr, eldest daughter of

Lord Alva, the Scottish

judge, which appears on

page 313, from the collection of Sheriff Erskine

Murray, of Glasgow, a collection exceptionally rich in

portraits, documents, and other relics of the Erskine

family, ranging from the time of James VI. to our

own. The drawing is signed by the artist and dated

L785. The same gentleman has also a highly

finished likeness of Christina Carruthers, wife of

John Erskine, of Drumsheugh, and one of .lean

Stirling, second wife of Lord Alva, an exccllenl

example of Brown's slighter and Freer style of por-

traiture: and I believe that other portraits by the

artist of various members of the Erskine familj

are in the possession of the Rev. Mr. Paul, of

Dollar; while his delicate miniature of 1>i\ Beattie,

the poet, thrice engraved in stipple— by Ridley,

bj J. Stewart, and by II. R. Cook belongs to

the .Misses Forl.es, of .Murdoch; and ill the hands

JEAN STIRLING

tlu Dl m: by '

Hurray,

of Brown' descendant are a few works, among the

rest his portrait of Mrs. Siddons, and that of his

sister, Mrs. ( !unningham.

Among the works of the artist mentioned in

contemporary accounts of his life, which I have

been unable to trace, are portrait of Lord Keith

Stewart, Dr. Cullen, Dr. Joseph Black, tie R,

Dr. Hugh Blair, and Mme. I .all v, the musician.

After a residence of about live years m Edin-

burgh, Brown, having married a Miss Elpin, left

lor London, in the

.-priii,;' of 1 786, lo seeli

a wider Field for his

talents. Among the last

works that he executed

before leaving Scotland

must have been those

preserved at Meadow-

bank, For the finest of

them, a small and most

delicately finished half-

length oF Elizabeth Wei

wood, wife of the first

Lord Meadowbank, is

dated in that year I

other drawings in this

collection are raostlj

slight, with th tcep-

tion of a large head

of Lord Meadowbank,

similar In scale and size

to the portraits of the

Ant iquarics.

There arc Few records

of Brown's life in the

met r >] olis. I Le was

again employed h\ Mr.

Tow nlo\ in making draw -

ino-s from the antiques

in his collection
; and his admirable transcript of

the bust of Homer, as well as his head of Pope from

the bust by Rysbrack, was engraved in stipple by

Bartolozzi, and published alter his death For the

benefit of his widow and son. The original draw-

ings for hotb are now at Meadowbank. His health,

which had never been robust, began to give his ft

great uneasiness, lie was recommended to try a sea

voyage; and, as Ins presence was required in Edin-

burgh to settle the affairs of his Father who had

recently died, he embarked For Leith. During the

voyage lie suffered greatly, and landed in a con-

dition of extreme prostration. lie was removed to

the house iii which his Friend Alexander Runciman

had died Four years previously, and here, after Con-

siderable suffering, he expired on tin' 5th of Sep-

tember, 1?^?.

. o 01 "ii u fil.

m. In !' Collccth •1'
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THE PICTORIAL MUSIC-PLAY: "AN IDYL."

l:\ PROFESSOR HERKOMER, A.R.A., M.A.

HAVE been told My first object is to

that Charles draw all the available ac-

Dickens longed for a lors aud actresses from

irivate theatre of his my art-students. Hut, as

own that should be many of the characters

near his house, where in the present play need

he could play what he stronger histrionic powers

liked, when he liked, than can be expected in

and how he liked. Il would not be unreasonable art-students, outside aid has been brought in to

['or a painter to haw (he same longing for a make the whole picture as perfect, as lavs in

private theatre, in which h ild experiment in our power. A- it is musical, il necessitates more

scenic art, in grouping figures, and iu story-making, than mere acting. And as there is an absence

only changing his canvas for the stage in order of all dialogue, it needs higher histrionic powers

to express with real objects and real people the for the telling of the story than is required when

thoughts he placed ordinarily upon canvas with words are given to help the action. It, is no mere

brush and colour. And such a theatre would he whim of mine to leave out speech when music ac-

unfettered l>v tradition, or by the demands of a companies and expresses action. Had music been

paying public. Nucha theatre would form the most left out as an additional source of interpretation

delightful source of recreation for a painter, and take and colouring, mere action would t 'asily have

him away from his day's work, and he a change lost its connectedness and its poetic aspect. Mr. .1.

of brain-work, which, in it-* way. means rest. Thai Bennett invented the name " Pictorial Music-Play
"

all men must do nothing in order to rest cannot for my experimental entertainments at my Bushey

hold good with all temperaments. To some, en- Theatre. That precisely expresses my purpose in

forced idleness mean-, disastrous friction, and wear- these plays, which are musical throughout

—

i.e., first

the brain more than wholesome application to some the picture, then the music to attune you to the

change of work. Let each man find out what suits picture, and lastly the story, or the excuse for the

him best for rest. Personally T could have estab- whole thiug.

lished no more delightful source of recreation than Words are sung only when it is absolutely neces-

by ui\ theatre, which is attached to my house, for my sary to carry on the story. All that can be done in

own private experiments in art—pictorial, musical, dumb show (with, of course, orchestral accompani-

and dramatic. There is no reason why a hobby meiit) is interpreted by these methods of expression,

should not sweeten one's life without robbing it Occident led me to this kind of musical picture last

of the more serious purposes that arc hound up in year in our first attempt to act a piece. 1 had built

ireer. Such a theatre as mine is not subject the theatre (with a much smaller stiige than now),

to the general laws of comparison. and not receiving a piece that was promised me, I
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determined to make up something in the most simple

way to try my hand at scenic effects and general

stage - management. It was a. wild incongruous

fragment; but romantic, for all that, I think. Not

being able to write dialogue, and nut trusting my
students with it it' 1 could have written it, I deter-

mined to try something that would lie pictorial and

musical, and that would not necessitate dialogue. Of

course much of our meaning was lost, or was not

made plain, but enough was left to interest a large

number of people in the experiment. Seeing how

favourably it was received, il was but natural we

should wish to try something more ambitious.

Whilst the fragment was being acted I thought, out

the present story. Soon after I took the story, in

scenaric form, to Mr. Joseph Beunett, asking him to

write lyrics for it. He was at once pleased with the

story, and has written, in my opinion, some beautiful

verses for ir, which materially develop the story. In

composing the music for it, I wished to be entirely

guided by the scenes, ami not by the mere deve-

lopment nf musical phrases. Hence the music must

necessarily sound fragmentary without, the scenes.

Having allowed the scenes alone to guide me, it,

happened that the present piece, which is in three

Acts, has only one solo for the hero, and none for the

heroine— that is, the heroine only repeats snatches of

a sung sung by her father. But in this way I hope

to make the piece consistent in an artistic scum'.

And here 1 must add that 1 am writing this account

before the piece has become fully realised in rehearsal,

luil far enough advanced to show its shape, tone,

and drift ; the reason fur so early a description being

consequent on this Magazine having to go to press

collie weeks before the time of is-uc. I speak of

all this theatrical work as my pleasure, but 1 must

admit that some of the tribulations inseparable from

theatrical management have come to me.

1 allow nothing to interfere with my painting

whilst there is daylight, the music had to be

written in the evenings of last winter; and I must

confess 1 was sometimes wickedly glad when dark-

ness set in a little earlier, under which condition

alone I permitted myself to work at the music.

Scoring lor orchestra is, indeed, like painting; and

even from my small effort I verily believe there is

nothing more fascinating than orchestral composi-

tion. The combinations that are possible are quite

a- great and as varied as those of the colours of our

palette. Hut unlike any other sensation I can think

of, is the sensation of "seeing sound.'' And lean

answer for the intense excitemenl of first hearing

one's music played by the orchestra, especially if one

conducts it oneself. The excitement of having a

first picture on the line in the Academy is nothing

to it- lint the wearisome copying out of parts for

chorus, solo, and orchestra, with the everlasting

mistakes that the best of copyists make, is certainly

not one of the pleasures with which musical compo-

sition has to be coupled. In making a play for my
theatre many existing conditions had to be taken

into account. The bulk of the students must act,

and that means introducing a crowd. Certain

leading students should be supplied with solo parts,

and so forth. All these conditions are, perhaps, safe

enough at the start of a playwright's career. But I

need not anticipate the terrors of the future. In

L873 1 had my first oil picture in the Academy; it

represented a street, in the Bavarian Highlands. On

a seat in front of a house the old people congre-

gated at eventide, awaiting the arrival of the workers

from the fields. This picture started the idea of this

play, and the first thing I saw in my mind was

a fourteenth-century street, in England, with a dis-

tance beyond ; with old people and children on one

side, and a smithy on the other side of the street.

From this picture I started my story, never losing

sio'ht of the scenic effect I sought to produce.

There is one glorious effect in nature that no

scenic artist has yet attempted, and it is that evening

effect in harvest-time when the setting sun illumines

the distance on the opposite side. All is bathed in

warm light, which deepens in colour, but does not

pass away until the great harvest moon has risen in

the pink sky. Then the land turns colder in colour,

and as the daylight fades the strength of the moon

increases. This change of colour in the moon, from

the time it rises to the time it passes higher into the

sky, has most assuredly never been done on the stage.

But it takes much experimenting before the work-

ing of such an effect, with its subtle gradation and

change of tone, is satisfactorily accomplished. As it

is, I need six men to work the lights, all practised

to time, according to the purpose of the Act. To

rehearse the lights with the music alone is not, with-

out its ludicrous side, especially when the moon is

admonished for rising too quickly or not appearing

in its proper time. Stage moons are proverbially of

bad character, but I must, say my moon has been a

joy to me from its creation, for it, is a luminary as

like the original as one could wish to sec.

The First and Third Acts arc to be the same

street-scene. That must be, because 1 wish to produce-

the true value of colour and light on the same scene in

evening and in broad daylight. Now there is a pos-

sibility for a middle Act, which shall be an interior.

So this settles the background for my story, and the

characters and incidents must work harmoniously into

these lines. This is of course distinctly a painter's

method of story-making, and not a literary man's.

A bit of landscape or background invariably suggests

to us a subject. Xo doubt a single situation will
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suggest a story to an author. There is a difference,

however, between a "situation" and a "pictorial

background." But although methods are interesting,

it matters little how a tiling- is done as lono- as the

result is good. That a thousand-and-one difficulties

arise in makings story suited to musical expression,

where situations shall he at once clear without

explanation of word, is known to all who have

touched this kin 1 of work. I cannot he reconciled

to plays that are divided between song and speech.

down no laws. 1 am hut experimenting, and simph
carry out my beliefs, right or wrong; thej would not

haw Pound their waj into print i!' 1 had not pledged

myself to write an article to accompany some draw-
ings.

In this present plaj I have introduced manj little

pictorial incidents such as would happen in a

of that hind, and I give the eye the chance of looking

about and seeing all there is to see. It is not until the

First Act is nearly at an end that theston commences.

JOHN THE SMITH.

(From a Drawing '<« Professor Herlcomer, .l./.'.l.i

Son«- in a play may ho utterly wrong, and some

uii| tie natures will declare tin- opera ridiculous

in its primary purpose. Song is assuredly no more

ridiculous than the form of verse for story-telling.

When we admire beautiful declamation we at once

say it was musical. Go a little further, and you at

once add another form of poetic colouring to your

story by putting your meaning in musicalform. lint

tin-re is nothing, to me, more absurd than the old-

fashioned method of introducing songs into a play,

and thereby utterly blocking the way, and positively

stopping the development and progress of the story.

Dialogue after song is jarring to the ear, and it

always seems to me like this :- first te -after big

SOng, " Well, I low that we have got rid of the uiiisie,

let us enjoy ourselves, and have a comfortable chat."

Let it, however, he clearly understood that I lay

Tin- story is cliieflj developed, ami ind 1 concluded,

in the Second Act, which is an interior, and in which

there is no distracting from the dramatic action of

too much to watch and see. The Third Aet is merely

a sequel —or a picture, belonging of couise to the storj

.

Hut let me tell the story of this pla\ ,

" All Idyl."

The scene opens on a narrow street in a quiet four-

teenth - cent my hamlet, the quaint gables of the

mediaeval houses showing on either side. It i> a

late afternoi n an autumn day, and the shadows

already begin to lengthen on the broad hillside sweeji

of cornfields and meadow-laud. In tin- foreground

stands the blacksmith's forge, where the smiths have

nearly reached the close of their day's work
; while

on the benches before the houses sit the old folk in

little groups, with the children playing round them,

whilst the) sing their evening song.
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This peaceful scene is interrupted by the quick Fitzhugh approaches softly from behind and gently

entrance of a small hunting-party, which as quickly takes the instrument from her, whispering to her as

passes through; but one of the party, Fitzhugh, lingers lie does so, then mounts the anvil, ami strikes up a

behind, and, drawing a hoy aside, asks him to point brisk dance-tune. John the Smith, Edith's father, has

out the h if Edith—Edith, the pride of the been watching all this, and sadly leaves the scene.

hamlet. His curiosity satisfied, he rapidly hurries Edith herself does not join the dance, but stands apart,

after his companions ; and after this flash of excite- as if in a dream, moved by some strong feeling.

ment the old people

a ga i n lapse into

quietude.

Presently the tones

of the A ni_; eliis are

heard, and all devoutly

pray, while I he women
teach the children to

put their hands to-

gether and repeat a

prayer. When t lie hell

cea es, the children

wish to eon! nme their

games, hut, an old

granny, who thinks it

time for rest, persuades

them, after much coax-

ing, to listen instead to

a story. While she is

telling it the voices of

the reapers are suddenly

heard in the distance,

and with a sigh of

relief the old people

move with the little

ones up the street, to

meet t he reapers, who,

headed by Edith, now

appear laden with corn.

Edith seems unac-

countably (dated, and

when her lover, Dick

..'the Dale, comes for-

ward to greet her, she

will have nothing; to

AT THE ANVIL A. I' I

SU;rtch by Pro/rssor fferkomer .1 I: .1.1

When the dance is

over, Fitzhugh moves

off unconcernedly, and

the rest exchange
" < iood-night " and go

out,though little knots

linger on the way, the

..Id women pointing

suspiciously at Edith,

who still seems in a

kind of trance. Pre-

sently Fitzhugh reap-

pears, and steals up

quietly behind her,

takes her hand and

kisses it, and sings a

love-song. It is just

eiid.il when her father's

voice is heard calling

from wit bin the house,

and with a start Edith

tears herself from Fit z-

hugh and rushes in-

doors. \a>\\ alone, he

shrugs his shoulders

and smiles, then strolls

jaunt ily up the street,

singing a light sere-

nade. As he does so

John the Smith comes

out of the house, angry

a nil 1 roul.l ed, a ml

watches his retreating

steps, and when Fitz-

hugh is out of sight,

do with him, hut goes from one to another of the sinks sadly on a bench in front of his house, while

crowd, persuading them t.. start a dance. Dick there passes through his mind the air of an old ballad

watches her sadly, unable to understand this sudden which tells of such an unhappy story as he fears is

change in her manner to him, and when presently being enacted with his daughter. And the curtain

some one takes down a. rel.ee from the smithy wall falls on the First Act.

and asks him to play, he stands holding the in- [n the principal room of John the Smith's house,

slriiiiient listlessly in his hands, and. in spite of late in the evening, his apprentice .lad;, and Meg
the el'1'..rts of the men to rouse his spirits, remains the maidservant, are laying supper for the household,

unmoved. While this is passing, Fitzhugh enters The work is hindered by some rustic coquetry, which

from the right, and furtively tries to escape Edith's before long passes into a lovers' quarrel, followed in

notice. She meanwhile has lost patience, and, its turn by a reconciliation, and they have embraced

snatching the rebec from Dick's hand-, entreats and are dancing joyously about when the\ are in-

some one to plaj it. Hut all shake their heads, and tcrrupted by the sound of their master's footsteps.

there seems no chance of music for a dance until Though they are working busily when he enters, he
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trarns them severely for the last time. But his show

of anger soon gives way to an anxious look when

Edith filters and comes np to him lovingly. 15y this

time all the household have assembled, and go t.>

their places at table; and when Metf has brought

in a steaming bowl of broth, they apply themselves,

after a silent grace, to supper.

John the Smith starts the table-talk by speaking

and Dick (who remained behind) and lie go out and
leave her alone. She muses sadly I'm- a tune, then

opens the window and lets the ray- ..t' the in- li, now
high risen, stream int.. the room. In her ear- her

father's ballad is still sounding, and she softly

repeats snatches of it, breaking at last int.. tears,

when through the open window come the in

Fitzhugh's serenade, striking discordantly on her

JOHX THE S3IITH AND HIS DiUGHTEE EDITH.—ACT II.

{From a Drawing by Professor Herkomer, A.JLA.)

of the harvest, but Meg and Jack soon lead up to sly

allusions to the young lord from the hall. Stung by

their sneers at him, Edith rises and protests, but i<

only met by more open hints in which she herself

i- mentioned with him. At this the smith angrily

Commands silence and leaves the table, as do all the

others; then, after passing up and down the room,

its himself by the fire and calls his daughter t..

him. \\ ith her seated at his knee, he sin^s the old

ballad that has been running in his head, telling

of the betrayal of a simple village maiden by a gay

young lord. During the song Edith becomes more

troubled, as her father's purpose in singing becomes

clear, and at last breaks down utterly. When it is

< nded, her father kisses her and bids her " (i lod-night,"

troubled mind. She listens, swayed b.-tween the

fresh temptation and her sense of duty, and then, as

the latter begins to gain the upper hand, vie'—

shudder of helplessness and indecision, not knowing

what to do. The serenade has ended, but she listens

to some sound below, and looks out of the window,

straining far over the sill. What she sees tills her

with terror and dismay. A moment afterwards Fitz-

hugh enters the room.

Edith's fresh anguish is 1 1 <
• t long, for Dick ent.-rs

and leads her hastily out. Then, re-entering, he

appeals passionately to Fitzhugh's better feelings.

The latter shrugs his shoulders and goes cut, and

Dick, left ah. ih\ buries his face in his hands, and,

moved partly by excitement and partly by the fear
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that Edith's love is lost to him, weeps bitterly. Edith

re-enters to find him still weeping, and there is an

awkward pause, bu1 her mute gestures of appeal clear

away his misunderstanding, and they are in each

other's arms when the curtain falls.

The rising of the curtain shows the village street

empty, bright in the sunlight of early noon. Its

repose is broken by the entrance of two wandering

minstrels, tired and dusty, who rest awhile at the

foot nf the old cross, and then begin a duet, gradually

breaking it off as they realise that they are singing

without an audience. They learn from a stray

peasant, who presently appears, that the reason of

tins solitude is the wedding of Dick o' the Dale with

the daughter of John the Smith, in the neighbouring

church, where all the hamlet is assembled. At this

news the minstrels move olf towards the church,

from which faint strains of music have reached them

during the conversation, hoping to he engaged pro-

fessionally.

The street is again deserted, when from the

church come the mingled sound of voices and sacred

music; then a joyous chorus heralds the approach of

the bridal party, which presently enters with children

singing and scattering flowers, while the church-bell

rings merrily out.

Suddenly, to the surprise of all, Fitzhugh and his

hunting-party enter, and Pitzhugh, without heeding

the genera] astonishment, goes and greets the bride

and bridegroom, showing in his altered behaviour

that a change lias taken place in him. lie holds

out his hand to the bridegroom frankly, while he

bows respectfully to Edith, the rest of his party also

doing homage to the pair.

Then, while Fitzhugh and his parts' pass to the

back of the stage, the bridal party move towards the

smith's house, and, amidst all the sounds of re-

joicing, the curtain finally descends.

It will be seen that this story "ives me the

opportunity for much pantomimic action and for

pictorial situations. It gives me, first of all, the

smithy work, always interesting, and particularly so

when one can add musical tones to the blows on the

anvil. The old people and children sit about, doing

much as they would in nature. When there is a lull

in the work at the smithy, the old people can sing

their evening song, and the children answer them (in

SOUg). Then more smithy work, a jolly sono- |, v t| h .

master-smith whilst at work, and then it is time

to cease, which o-ives tin' smiths the opportunity

of resting and chatting with their neighbours. At

the same time the effect has been visibly changing.

The reapers soon enter with Edith, who is breathless

to meet her father, and attempts to tell him of the

attention the lord from the hall has paid her in the

lields, but cannot, and passes by. Both the father

and Dick, her lover, are unable to understand this be-

haviour, and watch Edith as she passes in and out of

the crowd of reapers, who sing a merry chorus. This

gives the second chance for a chorus of a character-

istic kind. Then Edith urges them to dance, and

the lord of the hall struts up to her ami takes the

instrument from her hands, as Dick will not play,

and others cannot. Here is a foil, with Edith in

this dream watching Fitzhugh playing, whilst the

others dance merrily. Then the going home; the

creeping away into the houses; the darkening of the

effect ; the moon gaining brilliancy as it mounts tie 1

sky; Edith left alone in the street; the return of

Fitzhugh; the love-song. Then the entrance on the

stage of the father, after having called his daughter

to tin' house ; ami his attempt (but too late) to

speak to Fitzhugh, who rapidly retreats; the father's

misery, upon which the curtain drops. All these

are distinct situations, manageable in musical form.

There must be no necessity to explain the ante-

cedents of the dramatis persona ; all must he plain-

sailing personages, or complications arise at once.

In the Second Act there is a chance for the duet

between Meg and Jack, of a lighter and brighter

kind ; after which tin- table-talk—sentences that are

sung. After the interrupted meal, the father sings

the ballad to his daughter. This ballad forms the

principal motive of the Second Act up to that point,

and should return as often as the father's thoughts

revert to the story of this ballad, suggested by the

trouble he fears his daughter is bringing to him.

But her innocence and sweetness are realised by him

when he sees how the song affects her, and he bids

her g I-nighi with a lightened heart. Dick leaves

her more sadly. Then comes the singing of snatches

of this same ballad by Edith, when temptation is

brought once more to her by Fitzhugh singing a

serenade outside. The entrance of Fitzhugh of

course means a scuffle, and Dick must Come in time

to save her from further annoyance. The most

dramatic music must be kept for his appeal to Fitz-

hngh's better feelings, and the music finally reaches

its climax when (as described in the story) Edith is

once more in her rightful lover's arms.

The Third Act, showing the empty stage, affords

the scenic department an opportunity for display;

and the entrance of the crowd with the children

oives a song of the children, who scatter flowers, and

choruses for the entire people on the stage.

I said I need not anticipate the terrors of the

future for my play-making: indeed, I am already

working out one which 1 believe is of exceptional

strength. It is probably not more difficult to find

subjects for the stage than to find subjects for pic-

tures; still difficulties must increase. I must not

have inv moon again, but, thanks to the principle, I
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can turn il into a setting sun, and a gorgeous one

I'll make of it. 1 mimt have a love-scene of course,

and I musl have a crowd. Bui I must nol repeal

the same period j and my only chance will be to go

further hack in the history of this country, when

attached to mj own house. The students assisl me,

and art for me, ami it is certainlj for their g 1. as

well as For my pleasure, thai I have taken so much
trouble to make all things as good as possible, and

I wish to look upou their performances as the yearly

•
iir's artistic invention cannot be challenged by festival of our art-colony. But the expenses an

documents. A simple story with a touch of nature tirely borne by myself. For charity performs

MOKNTNQ IX THE " DESERTED VIM.Mil." VI III

(From a im, i by C. L. Burns.)

will do once in a way, but will not bear imitation.

I will trust entirely to the instincts of a painter, and

tn the l'act that I am not a responsible play-wright.

So far as I can judge now, everything points to

success in this piece. Dr. Hans Riehter conducts

my orchestra -a fact that at once lifts our musical

department into something of more than ordinary

importance; and add to this thai Mr. Joseph Ludwig

leads.

As much misinterpretation has gol about in eon-

i lion with my theatre, I must at once mention

that it is not connected with my art-school, but is

alone do I wish to take money. We shall devote

six performances t r friends (which mean- six

friends of each student. a< well as my own friends),

and three charity performances, two of which will

add to our village-nurse fund, and one towards the

fund for establishing a museum in the Beethoven

house in Bonn. We must give many perform

as we can only seat one hundred and twenty people

comfortably. But then all these have a good view.

It is curious to relict thai whilst only one hundred

and twenty arc In the auditorium, there are nearly

.me hundred ] pie in the plaj . including of -
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the orchestra of thirty performers. Bui the one end of asong; no audience thai comes to the play

hundred and twenty include some of the most pro- late, chats loudly whilst it is there, and goes before

minent men in art, science, literature, and music, it is over. In my music I cannot give them tunes to

Our most appreciative friends are, perhaps, the actors. whistle and hum as they pass out, and in my scenes

They know the difficulties, and arc most generous in 1 wish only to make the effects as true to Nature as I

their verdict. Our shortcomings, and they must Ik' possibly can ; and only artistic natures, and lovers of

$R , ^^

THE MUMMER INTERLUDE.—ACT III.

(From a Drawing by Professor Herkomer, A.R.A.)

many, should 1 xcused on the strength of the Nature who have looked enough at Nature to remem-

earnesl desire to lei nothing stand in the way of ber her effects, can be my judges. I consider myself

pure art—no speculati no money-making, no desire

for applause. In my theatre, when the curtain once

drops on an Act, if never rises until the next Act,

because the illusion is the very foundation of the

wlc.lc scheme, and I will nol allow custom to dictate

to me. 1 have no mixed audiences to please ; no

gallery that always applauds a high long note at the

particularly happy in being able to select my audience.

I am only at present on the threshold of my

experiments in pictorial music-plays. I am gaining

experience every day, and trust in a couple of years

to have ripened my scheme into something that has

definite form, and need no longer be called an ex-

periment.
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THE BAKBIZON SCHOOL,

CHARLES FRANgOIS DAUBIGNY M

lo DAVID CROAL THOMSON.

ABOUT 1848 Daubigny began to show distind Auvers, on the Oise, almosi to Rouen, on the
. signs of his genius, and for his five delight- Seine. There was always plenty to eat and drink

ful landscapes sent to the Salon of that year he on board, and there was provision for cookinw so

was awarded a second-class medal, a notable even! that, although he worked hard, he lived well.

THE VILLAGE OF BLOUTON.

(From tin Piclun by Daiib'igny. Tn tin Posset ion oj I/, Gust Clodin.)

for a man of thirty-one. Circumstances began gra-

rlually to improve with him, and, when ;i very ac-

ceptable legacy had been left to him, he was able

to be more independent, painting with (In- future

move in view; and he was also aide to take longer

journeys from home. On his boat Le Bo/in, buill

for voyaging on the Oise and Seine he liked to

!" called "the Captain," and many a fine picture

\vn ; painted from it. Very early in (lie mornings

he would starl off, generally alone, until his son be-

i ame old enough to necompany him, and he would let

Ins boat drift until it brought him to some new posi-

tion suitable for painting, when he would casl anchor

ami very soon reproduce the seem his canvas.

/.• Botin had everything thai was necessary for

lengthy journeys, for Daubigny went sometimes IV

698

In 1 'still Daubigny started In- country-house al

Auvers, one of the most charming places within

easj aeeess of Paris. There hi' built a house

that was quite a museum <>l' art - treasures, ami

which was decorated by himself and his In

artists. In the loggia giving access to the studio

there were >i\ compartments upright and three ob-

long, and those were painted bj Corot, who always

took a lively interest in Daubigny. Daubigny,

indeed, like so many other painters, looked on Corot

as "papa," went to him In his troubles, confided In

him, ami what was more uncommon acted on his

advice. Again, in 1 s ? 1 Corot . then an old man, and

not able himself to mount the ladders, directed the

il rati.n- of the interior of the studio at Vuvers,

which were carried out l>\ Daubignj and 'A, anil
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Oudinot, Daubigny's pupil. Corol expressed satis- German. War, in 1871, Daubigny came to England,

faction with the result, and only regretted that he going afterwards to Holland. He painted a number,

could not ascend the ladders to paint something with of pictures on the Lower Thames, of which several

Ins own hand. Corot was frequently at Auvers, are still in London collections. Daubigny was very

and Daubigny took a great pride in his visits. little known in England at the time, and he does

Daubigny was very simple in his life in the not seem to have mixed with English artists. As

country, and occupied himself with the humblest soon as affairs became quiet after the war, he re-

pursuits. Once a friend visiting him was asked by turned to Prance, for he felt that his strength lay

Daubigny to go with him as he was painting his boat, more in the poetic treatment of his delightful native

H.-i'M KM l.lciNV S MCl:l-.'l[ r.MOIC.

The friend naturally thought it was a picture on which rivers than in the realisation of the more prosaic

the artist was engaged, but he soon found it was a Thames and Scheldt-

veritable coat of colour for the boat itself that the Daubigny's Paris studio was, in 1870 and later,

artist was preparing. at No. I!, Rue Notre Dame de Lorette, in the

Daubigny's position gradually became to be that north of the city ;
and there, during the season in

of an acknowledged master. In L853 he was awarded Pans, he was to he found on certain days, ready to

a first-class medal
; in 1859 he was made a member show his pictures to his patrons and friends. It was

of the Legion of Honour, and an Officer of the same a little house, built probably at the beginning of

in 1^71
; while at the 1

S <W Exhibition he obtained a the century, in front of which there was a court,

first-class medal in the keen competition of the Expo- separated by a railing from the street.* A small

sition Universelle. gate opened on the left, leading to a narrow staircase,

In Im'ii'., and also at the time of the Franco- " Peintres et Sculpteurs contemnorains." J. Claretie (1SS2J.
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which, in its turn, opened on the studio, which was of

fair proportions. The studio was literally filled with

sketches, studies, and unfinished pictures, of which

a great number was dispersed at the sale soon after

Daubigny's death. The house lias been rebuilt, and

no vestige remains of the studio where he painted.

But, of course, the place in which Daubigny <liil

his best work was at Auvers, where, as has been

described, he was in the midst of the scenery best

adapted to liis brush and palette.

M. Albert Wolff tell- how wearied Daubigny used

to become of Ids visitors, and how irritable he was

on the visitors' days, when the moiide passed by liis

greatest work in silence, and praised him only when
ho produced an effect which reminded them of some-

was never quite free from pain. The closing scene

of his life was marked by an incident which showed
the deep admiration and devotion ho had for Corot.

The appreciation was mutual ; and Corot had a fine

specimen of Daubigny's work in hi- little collection

of pictures. The thoughts of Daubigny, on his

deathbed, turned lovingly towards Corot, and almost

his final wmds were " Vdieu
;

I am going t i see

above if friend Corol has found me any molifx for

landscapes." Andso,onthe L9thof February, 1878

just Eour years after Corot -Daubigny died, tie was
buried at Pere Lachaise in presence of a large con-

course of friends

—

artists and writers and a bust to

his memory has since been erected there.

In personal appearance Daubigny was robusl and

THE WINDMILLS 01 DOBDKECHT.

I From Hi:' Picture by Dm

thing they had seen before. One d.iy he is said to

have gone so far, writhing- under the petty annoyance

of visitors who would not spare a few minutes'

thought even t>> try to understand the artist, as to

say, in a tone loud enough for everyone to hear,

" Laissez-moi done tranquille—the best pictures are

those which do not sell." Let the reader ask any

painter how much this phrase means to the real artist,

and he will ascertain how true it is. Such a painter's

host pictures do not sell, mainly because tiny are too

individual in themselves, too different from what has

heen already done and accepted as masterpieces ; and

also because, as they follow no acknowledged style,

they are not allowed for a long time to be good and

admirable works of art.

In l
s 7l Daubigny began t" suffer much from

bad health ; and from that time up to his death he

jovial-looking, like the captain he was often jokingly

called, with loosely-trimmed heard and moustache.

In youth he was considered rather good-looking

;

and even when his beard beeann grey, and 1.

covered with furrows (the result, chiefly, of rheu-

matism contracted by his frequent journeys in his

boat , he was still, tl gh somewhat rustic in ap-

pearance, an interesting-looking man.

The chief qualities of Daubigny's pictures have

been noted in respect to their relation to the other

artists of the Barbizon group; but it may be added

that Daubigny was entirely a landscape-painter and

etcher. Figures he seldom painted of any si

greatest work- being landscapes, frequently with a

river or pi E water in front, well-wooded banks,

perhaps an Indian-tile of geese ascending a path, and

often with a village at the top, showing a church-spire
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clear againsl the sky. There is a story told of a process of aquafortis on glass, which; however, lias

poor young man afflicted with consumption, who, never been successfully carried out on account of the

coming suddenly before a great work of Daubigny, great difficulty of printing.

exclaimed, " Ah ! I can breathe better now.'' The The illustrations chosen for this notice exemplify

invalid seemed to feel the fresh air blowing on his in brief the chief characteristics of the painter. The

face, for the artist seemed to have mixed the very firs! part contained a portrait of the painter and en-

atmosphere with liis pigments. gravings of his celebrated pictures, " Le Printemps,"

Daubigny was an etcher of some renown, ami in the Louvre, and " Mantes." This second part is

there are over one hundred plates etched by him, illustrated with the " Village of Glouton," a I'ami-

nearly the whole el' which, however, are of small liar composition which Daubigny greatly liked; also

size, and employed only for book illustrations. lie two sketches, being facsimile reproductions of the

also, in his earlier years, drew designs on w 1 for artist's own work
; and the " Windmills of Dor-

enoravmir, and a number of these contained figures drceht," from Daubigny's picture in the Salon of

of minute dimensions. lie also tried to work a ls7:2—one of the painter's later compositions.

fkom daumgny's sketch-book, IS

OX THE PKINTING OF ETCHINGS.
By MORTIMER MENPES.

MOLD that the printing of hi- meet with more approval Prom the printer than from

plates should he to the etcher the artist. It is the continual cry of the printer

at once a duty and a pleasure, (hat he ix an artist. But—as I hope to prove

—

and I gladly accept the oppoi'- that very claim helps to put him upon the horns of a

tunity that is afforded me of dilemma from which there is no escape. II' he he not

making public one or two ideas an artist, then (lie anomaly of his being employed

mi the printing of etchings— upon a very delicate and important branch of another

a department of art to which artist's work becomes evident at 01 It he he an

I have for so years past artist, then he has perforce an individuality, nuances

directed my attention. To begin with, I am the of perception and feeling peculiar to himself, which

uncompr ising enemy of the professional printer, will effectually unlit him to complete work conceived

I look upon his existence in the world of art as by another mind, necessarily distinct from, and possi-

a most curious anomaly, and grow every day more bly antagonistic to, his own. Sometimes, on expressing

and more surprised that any artist should employ this opinion in conversation, 1 have been met by the

him. The printing of an etching is every whit reply that the same rule must he applicable to the

a- important a process, and requires nearly, if not engraving of pictures by another hand than that which

quite, as much art as the engraving of its lines created them. A singularly shallow argument, for

upon the copper plate. That axiom would, I know, the engraving of a picture has nothing to do with
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the picture itself, and leaves the original, bj which being prepared Eor the public eye, and to point out,

the artist stands or falls, untouched, whereas the seriatim, the most glaring of the errors ordinarily

printing of an etching is the only process by which committed by the professional printer. I maj
the work can be made public property. Most, if not claim to speak with some authority, for during
all, of the masterpieces of etching have been printed a who],, year those processes were the sole sub-

by their creators. All Rembrandt's best productions jects of my waking thoughts, and so urgent w.is

MORTIMI.I: MENFES.

I

in this line were passed through the press by liis own
hand, and among the moderns, Mr. Whistler owes

the high place he has. deservedly taken to the fact

thai he is invariably his own printer.

Perhaps the best fashion in which 1 can make

clear mj theorj will be to detail what ! believe I" be

the processes through whichan etching should passin

the interest with which they inspired me thai

their problems haunted my sleep. Many a time

1 have arisen in the dead of nighl to try ex-

perimen new idea which has flashed across

my mind as the long-sought > iluti !' some despair-

inspiring crux.

The plate being ready to be printed fr im, th<
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thing to be done is to run it through the press be-

tween two pieces of plate-paper. If the gloss upon

the upper sheet be perfectly smooth, then evenness

of pressure on both sides the drum is secured. This

may be judged by holding the sheet obliquely to the

light. Then comes the warming of the plate. For

reasons presently to be explained, the professional

printer invariably overheats the etching. The

faintest warmth is quite sufficient, anything more is

deleterious—more hurtful in fact than no heat at all.

This blunder is necessitated by the quality of ink

used by the professional printer, a point of an im-

portance hardly to be exaggerated. The ink should

he Presh mixed every day. It should be compounded

of Frankfort Mack (which, if the tint of the proof is

to be brown, may be warmed by the infusion of the

necessary amount of ordinary powdered umber) and

mixed with linseed oil very slightly burned. It is a

common and fatal error to employ oil burned almost

to varnish. One consequence of this mistake is thai

it, o-ives the lines of the proof a heavy and glutinous

aspect, instead of the rich, mat tone they should

possess. Another of its results is that the ink so

, 'lino's to and clogs the fissures of the etching as to

make their cleansing a matter of much greater diffi-

culty, and the plat.- gets torn to pices in that pro-

cess, for cleaning is far more wearing to a plate

than is printing from it. Another printer's blunder

is to overgrind the ink with the muller, which

destroys its crispness of consistency. Two or three

gentle rubs are quite sufficient. Ink so made Hows

I reel v into the lines of the plate, and so obviates the

need of overheating necessary to insure the How of

the sluggish and glutinous ink of the printer.

Having very slightly warmed the plate, cover its

surface freely with ink, and wipe oil' the first super-

abundance with a piece of coarsish French muslin.

Then finish wiping with the palm of the hand. So

treated, the plate, though to an inexperienced eye if

may appear perfectly clean and dry, will retain a

tliii ating of ink sufficient to tint the unengraved

portions of the plate. This is a most delicate and

important part of the processes by it you "form

your picture." It is every whit as crucial a perform-

ance as shading a drawing, and it is, perhaps, the

process in which the weakness of the professional

printer is most fatally shown. It is far better to

wipe the plate perfectly clean than to leave masses

and lumps of tint (facetiously called "tone" and

"quality" by the professional printer) where they

are not required, and so outrage the intentions of

the artist. It is unfortunate that this article cannot,

he illustrated by renderings of the effects 1 strive to

describe, lmt as neither wood nor process is capable

of reproducing them, I musl perforce ask my readers

I,, be contented with such an expression of my ideas as

my slender literary powers are able to give. One of

the crowning sins of the professional printer is to

rub the plate with the palm of his hand covered with

whiting, a, lazy, amateurish trick bringing its own

punishment in the utter destruction of all quality in

the proof. In etchings so treated every line stares

forlornly from the paper, hard and unsympathetic,

with none of the mellowness which is among the most

delightful effects of a well-finished proof. This, en

passant, is another of the brood of blunders begotten

of bad ink, too heavy and glutinous to be removed by

the naked palm.

I may here diverge for a moment to remark that

simplicity is the key to excellence of effect, in this

as in all processes. Overboiling of the oil, over-

grinding of the black, overheating of the plate,

the employment of whiting instead of the naked

palm in forming the picture, are among the cardinal

sins of the amateur and the professional printer

—

extremes meet—and are all departures from the rule

of simplicity.

After rubbing with the palm of the hand, the

plate should be retrousse (Ant/lice " dragged ") with a

piece of the very softest muslin, boiled at least a

score of times to render its texture sufficiently yield-

ing. The Huff of the muslin brings some of the ink

left in the lines of the etching over their edges, thus

o-iving them a soft, dark quality otherwise unattain-

able. An altogether different, quality, very valuable

for plates requiring certain effects, is procured by

finishing merely with the first coarse muslin, and not

using the liner muslin or the palm of the hand at all.

Then the plate should lie passed through the press

and the proof printed, but before that is done care

should be taken that it is absolutely stone cold. The

professional printer invariably prints from a plate

more or less hot. This I maintain to be a mistake.

The brilliance of the proof is in ratio with the coldness

of the plate from which il is taken. In examining the

proof, it should always be laid upon a sheet of white

card or plate-paper, which will show up every line

and touch of the etching with absolute distinctness,

and enable the artist to gauge its effect purely as

a piece of decorative work, apart from what other

virtues or defects it may possess. No etching can be

conclusively judged otherwise; it is as necessary to

examine it against an undertone of pure white as it

is to see a picture in its frame before finally conclud-

ing on its merits.

Another matter of the very greatest importance

is the quality of the paper upon which the proofs of

the etching are printed. Every year it becomes in-

creasingly difficult to obtain the real old quality of

paper necessary for the completion of the finest work.

1 have 1 n .'specially fortunate in this respect,

and am the happy possessor of one of the lines!
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collections of genuiu i old papers— the priceless ( iarden

of Holland fabric, for example, of winch I have a

large stow— in the world ; ami 1 may fairly claim

s • credit for the time and patience I have ex-

pend id on the research. I have ransacked the slums

and alleys of Paris, Antwerp, Amsterdam, Brussels,

ami L Ion, often drawing completely blank, but

now and again rewarded by rare strokes of fortune.

Once, m London— 1 suppress the exact locality for

reasons sufficiently obvious —I made a splendid haul.

I stumbled across a little low-browed dirty simp, in

whose windows were exposed for sale the usual soiled

and dubious engravings—Rembrandl at three guineas,

Reynolds at two pounds ten, mixed with plates from

Dore's Bible and Milton, and smeary lithographs from

I! iwlandson and Cruikshank. The honest merchant

had accumulated some six thousand sheds of old

paper— French, Dutch, and English—the real price-

less hand-made, of all sorts and sizes. It illumin-

ated his dingy shop with a veritable blaze of gold as

it lay upon the counter. My heart, like Macbeth's,

" knocked at my ribs against the use of Nature.'' as

1 fingered it and debated its probable price. That,

splendid pile became my property at what Mr.

Montagu Tigg would have called " the ridiculously

small sum of ten shillings/' No burglar escaping

with his booty—not Jack Sheppard himself upon the

of Newgate with liberty before him and the

gallows behind- -ever so dreaded an arresting baud on

his shoulder as 1 did, as, alone and unaided, 1 strug-

gled with nn treasure into a four-wheeler. Such a

piece of luck as that leaves a red-letter day in the

paper-hunter's calendar. Generally, his finds are

limited to a few sheets, torn from old books, fly-leaves

and blank pages.

Proof-paper must be old ; age alone can give the

quality required for line work. The real thing is re-

cognisable, first by its colour— a beautiful, indescrib-

able tint of gold—and secondly by the odour left in

it by the decay of tin- size used in its manufacture.

The more completely the size has decayed the better

the paper; but the size must have been there, just as

sugar must have been in Chablis.

Now comes the actual process id' printing. The

firs! step is to damp the paper, which is done by

passing a moist sj ge over each sheet separately,

and laying them one upon another. Take off the

surplus wet by the applicati I' blotting-paper, and

ruh one side of the sheet lightly with a brush, thus

raising on its surface a slight Hull', as delicate as the

down on a peach, or the bloom upon the cheek of a

healthy child. The fluffy side of the paper is laid

upon the plate, the light down fitting into it-- fis-

sures. Layover it a piece of plate-paper, and pass

it through the press, producing your proof. The

pressure of the plate on the one side and of the thick

paper on the other leaves on the proof a glaze, which
must be gn

| nd of. To do this, li i i he proof drj

thoroughly. Tin- will take two or three days, but

the peri. id should never be shortened In the smallest

degree by the use of artificial heat. Then let the

proof soak in water I'm- a night
; partially dry with

blotting-paper, and put between two pieces of plate-

paper, which should be changed two or three times

during the period of the second drying, about equiva-

lent to that of the lirst. This process destroys the

objectionable gloss, and leaves on the paper a i

bloom, showing to great advantage the quality of

ever} hue and tone in the etching. All this takes

time ami patience, and is often scamped l>\ the pro-

fessional printer, who grudges the trouble iiecessarj

to gei rid of that greasy quality so often noticeable

in his work.

It is not merely, in my view, a duty which the

artist owes to himself and to his public to print his

own work; t e it is an added pleasure, and the

greatest of all. Not even the engraving of the

plate yields so many pleasurable and delightful sensa-

tions as arc compressed into those few sec Is in which,

so to speak, your etching is being bora, when it is

passing through the press— the I rembling expectancy,

compounded of hope and fear, with which ymi await

the results of your own labour gives moments among
the most precious in an artist's life. The success

or failure is your own; you owe no particle of the

former to another—from the latter, lessons of price-

less value maybe drawn b\ a patient and willing

st udeiit.

Before laying down my pen there is one more

cardinal sin—eclipsing all others In its rank Philis-

tinism—to which I must refer: the printing of

etchings in lir <> colours. For aught 1 know, two

may not be the limit ; and it is possible that there

are extant etchings rivalling the most got

oleograph in diversity of pigment. I pon whose

head

—

artist's or printer's—the blame of this artistic

profanit) should fall, I know not. 1 leave its

in what delusive peace he may enjoy until the

coming of his special Nemesis. The soul and spirit

of an etching, it- ver) 'itre, is to show what

effects of suggested colour can be accomplished by

different tones and quantities of o»( pigment. There

maybe effects unproduceable b\ this process; if so,

let the etcher leave them to workers practising in

other branches. But that any man calling himself an

artist should so violate the fundamental principle of

his chosen study a- to employ more than one colourhl

aii etching would be incredible, were it nit actually

provable by a glance at anj one ,.f half-a-

print shop- between Temple liar and Charing Cross.
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THE HIGH STREET OF OXFORD, AND BRASENOSB COLLEGE.

BY T. G. JACKSON. F.S.A.

LIKE many other ancienf towns which have regular curve which brings into view successively, and

preserved the traditional plan of the Roman with an almost dramatic effectiveness, the fine build-

camp, Oxford has its four main studs meeting near ings with which it is adorned. An street in the

the centre of the space enclosed by the old walls, world has been more praised than this, and none

Though they are known by other names, Oxford has, perhaps so well deserves its renown. Nothing can

like Gloucester, its Mas) Street, West Street, North be more charming than the variety of grouping

A,<,

U'n m the Drawing by the Architect.')

Street, and South Street, which converge on the spot offered by the several towers and s] ires of the colleges

known as Carfax or Quatre Voies, where in IG10 and churches from different points of view, and

was erected the well-known conduit now to be seen nothing more interesting than the successive revela-

in Nuneham Park. Queen's Street, which runs tion of fresh buildings as one follows the sweep of

westward, is somewhat narrow and tortuous ; but the the street from end to end. It is to this that its

Corn-market and St. Aldate's, running north and great charm is due, and the effect is so successful and

south, are fairly spacious, and the East Street is the apparently so well managed, thai an ordinary obse ver

famous "High," the glory of Oxford. Narrow at may very likely think it the result of contrivance and

first, it gradually expands to a noble width, occasioned of a single architectural design.

perhaps by the need of space for the ancient markets And yet it is nothing hut the outcome of accident

m a town which has no place or piazza ; and by a to begiu with, and of gradual alteration and addition

fortunate accident of the lie of the ground, as it hit by hit in after-ages ; and il is only in quite

follows the brow of a gentle slope, * it assumes that modern times thai it has arrived at anything like

its present number of public buildings. Its curve
• I'"- ns to me as the explanation of the curved line of

\s accidental, much older than the foundation of
i. which is unusual. The fall from High Street south- ,. , , ,, , ,

,, n <i „ d, ,

,
. any >>\ the colleges, and nrolialilv older than the

« arils is stii-p at Cariax, and continues, though more gently, for its rt
' .......

„!„,;,. i, ,,. ,i

.'

I iiiver>it\ itself. The earliest academical buddings
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in Oxford were not of n kind to add anything to

the splendour of her streets. They were hostels,

halls, and scl is, small tenements numbering aboul

three hundred in the time of Edward I., of so little

architectural pretension that those in High Street

were scarcely distinguishable from the houses of

the burghers around them. There were, it is true,

the three churches of Carfax, All Saints, and St.

Mary, but the magnificent tower and spire of the

latter did not come into being till the fourteenth

century, nor its present stately nave and choir till the

end of the fifteenth. And when, in the latter part of

series of colleges, All Souls is the o i wai
originally built with a front to High Street, and
n was not founded before 1 1-3S. Magdalen, which
HOW forms such a magnificent climax at the end of
the street, was begun in 1 173, but till quite latelj it

U:IS »ot in the street at all, being built outside tie-

old city wall and cut off from the town 1>\ a Midden
narrowing of High Street and b\ Ka i Gate, whi< h

spanned it near the bottom of I g-Wall Street.

Even in the time of Charles II. "the High "
differed

but little from the mam street of man} English
country towns, for of the two colleges that fronted

[ON FOB BE ISENOS1 I 'III

i From Hi, Drawing by [7n A rchttcd 1

the thirteenth century, colleges—the peculiar glory

of our English Universities—^began to be founded

and Imilt, it was long before any of them presented

a front to High Street. Merton, the oldest of them
all, and the type after which all tl ther colleges at

Oxford and Cambridge were modelled, was placed in

a bye-street (dose to the city wall, and though six

more colleges were founded before the end of tin'

fourteenth century, none of them took its place

Originally in the principal street. The first to make
its appearance there was University College, which

moved to it- present site about 1343 from the build-

ings it had previously occupied iii School Street,

where Brasenose now stand-. Queen's, though Imilt

between 1349 ami L353, did nol then come to the

front, hut stood altogether in Queen's Lane facing

the church of St. Peter in the East. Of all the

538

it one was ]„,( | ; ..,|r i| s present size, and the three

churches, which with the conduil at Carfax forme!

its other architectural features, had nothing especially

academic about them.

It was nol till the seventeenth and beginning of

the eighteenth century thai the architectural oppor-

tunities offered bj a frontage to High Streel

firsl to have struck the imagination. Between I634

and 1674, the somewhat mean and then ruinous

buildings of University College, shown in Berebloc's

view of [556, were pulled down, ami rebuilt with a

front to the street of twice its original length and

with a second gateway tower; in I? In the h

that hid Queen's College were thrown down, and

that college came to the front with II iwke i ire's

stateh quadrangle and screen in the neo-classic style

of i he da v ; and finally in 177 1 East 'late was nulled
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down, the sphincter in the street widened, and

Waynflete's splendid college and campanile brought

as it were into Oxford. The presenl admirable

steeple of VII Saint--' had already replaced the old

tower which fell in 1699, and with the removal of

the conduit in 1787, and the wanton destruction of

the picturesque old church of Carfax in 1820, and

its rebuilding in the baldest style of 'carpenter's

Gothic," the series of changes in High Street closed,

not to be reopened For nearlj sixty years.

During the last twelve years, however, " the

finished, and, so to say, published to the world, and

must be left to speak for itself.

My other building in High Street, that for

Brasenose College, is not yet advanced enough to

dispense with explanation. The site is even a more

important one than that of the schools, situated as

ii is in the very centre of " the High," adjoining

St. Mary's Church, intermediate between the two

steeples of St. Mary's and All Saints', and with a

corner that commands the whole street as far as the

curve beyond Queen's. "The public naturally asks,

rniLir habdvvick s design foe beaskxose collegi

(From th, Draiclng bo (Ai Architect >

High " has undergone changes as important as any

in its history. Three new buildings, academic or

collegiate, have been added to the series with which

so many generations have been familiar. Recenl

\ isitors to ( Ixford will not fail to have seen and admired

Messrs. Bodley and darner's beautiful new buildings

for Magdalen, which form an extension westward

behind the screen of trees that border the north side

of the street. For the other two buildings ! am re-

sponsible. '1'hc Schools,,! the University were begun

,n 187(5, and finished in LS88 by the completion of

the wing intended for the use of non-collegiate

students. Situated at tin' turn of the street where it

• widest, the site is all that an architect could

desire, and the importance of the building both in

size and purpose was enough to inspire him to do

bis best. Of this building I need not speak ; it is

and has a right to ask," says one journalist,* '"how

i he ground now being cleared of its old houses for

the completion of these buildings is to be filled," and

in obedience t>> this demand 1 have accepted the in-

vitation of the Editor of The Magazine or Art to

give a few particulars relating' to the works now

in progress, prefacing them with some account of

Brasenose College and of certain other schemes which

have at various times been proposed for extending it

into High Street.

Brasenose College was founded in the first year

,,r Henry Mil. by William Smyth, Bishop of

Lincoln, and Sir Richard Sutton, a lawyer of the

Inner Temple. Smyth was translated in 1 tS9

from Lichfield to Lincoln, then one of the proudest

sees in England, with a diocese extending from

• l\iU Mall Gazelt . D ci mbei' -Ml,. 1887.
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tli' Humber to the Thames, and including Oxford

within its limits. Influenced perhaps bj the ex-

ample of his patroness Margaret, Countess of Rich-

mond, who had employed him about her recenl

foundations at Cambridge, Smyth determined to

make some endowment for learning ;it Oxford, and

after founding a fellowship at Oriel, and proposing a

benefaction to Lincoln College which seems not to

have been acceptable on Ins conditions, lie finally

concerted with Ins friend Mr. Richard Sutton the

foundation <>)' an entirely new college. The site

fcbej chose presented then an aspect very unlike

that of the present day. Radcliffe Square and the

area •'•' the "Id schools and Bodleian Library were

then covered with houses, courts, and gardens, lying

between St. Catherine's, vulgarly known still as Cat

Street, which ran north past the east end of St.

.Mary's, and School Street, which was parallel to

it, running past the west end of the same church.

Small halls or hostels where scholars resided, and to

most of which schools were attached, abounded in

these streets, there being ill 1 MIS no fewer than thirty -

t « o 'I' them in School Street alone.* As many as

eight of these halls were bought up by Smyth and

Sutton to make room for their new foundation. On
the west side of School Street they bought from Uni-

versity College Little University Hall and Brasenose

Hall, and on the site <<[ these two halls they- erected

the original quadrangle which still stands. Further

southwards, still facing School Street, were Salisbury

Hall and a private house known as St. Mary's Entry

which the} bought from Oriel College, and Little

Edmund Hall which they took on a redeemable

lease from Osene}- Abbey. They also bought three

schools on the east or opposite side of School Street :

lila-s or Glazen Hall, so called no doubt from the

luxury if its glazed windows, Staple Hall, and Black

Hall, which were in use by the college till pulled

down to form Radcliffe Square.

Of the demolished halls, that of Brasenose was

the most considerable.; it transmitted its name to

the new college, and the new foundation is even

described in Bishop Smyth's epitaph as no more than

a renewal of the old Brazen Hall :

—

Aulaquc sumptu hujus renovata est Em a."

There are various explanations of (hi' curious

name: some derive it from the Brasinium, Brasin-

liusc, or Brewhouse of the Royal Palace, which, how-

These halls ami school wen not i< id buildings, but

private property, some belonging t" different colleges, -

Oseney, Eynsham, and other convents, and some to

. burghers, and others, from whom they were rented by
masters licensed by the University to teai h and hold disput

the only peculiarity in their tenure 1« ing that thi

listurbed in his tenancy as long as he paid his rent, ami
'hat tin

i

.

townsmen was fixed l\

ni'l two burghers.

.ver. probably stood in another part of the tow ,,. Poly-

dore Virgil, and after him Lnthouj a Wood, with less

ingenuity but more n i taken from
some sign, or perhaps from the great bronze hi k c

of tli.' door. It is " so called without doubt," - y -

^ 1. " from such a sign which was in ancient times
over the door, as other halls also hid, viz., Hawk or

Hieron Hall, Elephant, Swan, ami Bull Hall.'' \t

all events the oddity of the name struck the popular
fancy, for when the migration of students to the

rival scl Is of Stamford look place in the ti f

Edward III., they carried the name with them, and
there may still he seen at Stamford the beautiful

decorated doorway of Brasenose Hall, and tl riginal

bronze knocker m- nose that once adorned it.

It would seem that no thought of giving their

college a frontage to High Streel ever entered the

minds of the original founders. On the contrary,

the original building occupied only the northern part

of their purchase, where Little University Hall and

Brasenose Hall stood, and the other balls may have

been bought as investments of capital, not perhaps

without the idea that the infant college as it grew

might want them for room into which to extend

itself. And so in fact it proved, for in the seven-

teenth century the original chapel and library in the

old quadrangle were abandoned and turned into rooms,

and the college crept gradually southwards over the

site of Salisbury and Little Edmund Halls, with a new
court and a new binary and chapel fronting School

Street and St. Mary's. They were now so near

the front that the idea of breaking through could

not fail to occur, and the h ss f the three halls

which were pulled down about that time to make

way for the Radcliffe Library, no doubt made the

society look about, for some method of enlargement.

By the purchase early in the last century of the

bouses between them and High Street the college

now owned all the land between Lincoln College and

Scl 1 Street, including the whole frontage from St,

.Mary's to All Saints', and they had the recent ex-

ample of Queen's College to tempt them to make a

similar use of their site.

Accordingly, at that time, the grand idea of a

High Street frontage took possession of the college,

and has never since been forgotten. from time

to time efforts were made to realise the tempting

vision. At least three architects wen- at various

times consulted, and at least five designs were pro-

duced by them, and considered onlj to he abandoned,

before the scheme was once 'e revived at the

present day, and this time actually carried into effect

.

Of the abandoned designs, one was engraved in the

Oxford Umanack, and the others arc preserved in

the college library. Looked at in chronological order,

tiny afford a curious epitoi I' the strange historj
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iif architecture in England from the days of Wren
to the Gothic renaissance of the early part of this

century. From robust Palladian or Neo-Roman they

run through the changes to Neo-Greek, of that kind

the feeble vitality of which our grandfathers tried so

hopelessly to nurse into actual existence, and which

languished and died in our uncongenial clime before

it had Fairly drawn its first breath. From Greek

they pass abruptly to Gothic of a queer kind —Straw-
berry Hill Gothic I Tear we must call it—when men
thought that the great art of the .Middle Ages was a

a whit inferior to those of the Middle Ages ; but if I

g 1 to say that in a hundred years they will be

indistinguishable from them, I reveal the weakness a;

well as the strength of our position, I'm- art cannot be

historical without being specially characteristic of the

age that gives it birth. And after all this better

kind of art and artist among us is still too rare to

give a colour to the general mass of building at the

present day. In this respect we are undoubtedly

behind the age which produced the first id' the designs

of which I am going to speak, wh in there was but

THE NEW F20XT OF RRASENOSS COLLEGE TO HIGH STREET.

, Fro n tin Drawing by T. ','. Jad on. <

matter of pointed arches, pinnacles, and cusped lights,

and their history a compound of sliding panels, sub-

terranean passages, secret chambers, cowled monks,

and haunted castles. Turning over these abandoned

designs, coi ived no doubt by their authors with no

less fervour than our own, and with no less ardent

one style in vogue, in which, whatever it< demerits,

all alike, architect and craftsman, had equally learned

t<> work, and which had established its claim to be

regarded as vernacular.

At some time before L723, the College obtained a

design from Nicholas Hawkesmoore, which is engraved

faith in tin' style they professed, one is partly amused in the Oxford Almanack of that year. Hawkesmoore

bv the retrospect and partly saddened by the prospect was a pupil of Wren, and architect of St. George's,

of English art. Are we too working in the dark-

, Bloomsbury, the Clarendon building at Oxford, and

groping our way blindly fr style to style, and the strange pseudo-Gothic towers in the north quad-

dropping them in turn as we tire of them, or is there

an (dement of life in our work real enough to give it

that historical character which alone can make it

valuable to posterity? One thing is certain, that

it ur grandfathers' day we have worked our-

selves into a better comprehension of Gothic work ;

buildings are produced in that style nowadays not

rangle of All Souls. lb- had recently built the south

quadrangle which brought Queen's into ''the High,''

and was no doubt considered the proper person to do

tin' same for Brasenose. His plan included the entire

rebuilding of the old college as well as its enlarge-

ment by a new south quadrangle. Entering from " the

High" by a stately Corinthian portico, one would have
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found oneself in a quadrangle about one hundred and

thirty feet square, not unlike that at Queen's, with n

cloistered walk below and two storeys above. The

chapel was opposite, and behind it was the hall

facing the north quadrangle. The design is dig-

nified, and the four towers at the angles would have

been imposing; but modern taste would not welcome

a second classic front in " the High," and will

certainly congratulate itself that the old quad-

rangle of Brasenose, one of the quaintest and most

delightful hits in Oxford, was not sacrificed for an

architectural idea, however grandiose. The ground

plan in the college library, belonging to this design,

is little more than a sketch, ami it is probable that

the scheme was not carried beyond that stage.

Together with these plans, I found another less

ambitious, dated 1734, which, though not signed,

retains so many traces of the first scheme that it

is doubtless by the same hand. Only the south

side of the old quadrangle is now proposed to be

rebuilt, with a new hall, kitchen, and buttery ; and

southward of it are two quadrangles, the present

chapel being retained between them. Tic great

south quadrangle of the first design shrinks to

the dimensions of "a Corinthian atrium'' in tic

second, ami is united to the middle quadrangle by a,

semicircular colonnade opposite the west end of the

chapel. The building facing High Street contains

a common room ami lodgings for the Principal,

and the other new buildings are chiefly cor-ridors for

'•dry communication." This scheme is inferior to

the first, though not without pleasant fancies. The

drawing is interesting as showing the Radcliffe area

already cleared, and the library, not in the middle

of it where it was actually placed three years later,

but in the north-west coiner close to the Bodleian.

For seventy years after this the project seems to

have slumbered, but in lsiij ;i design with two

alternative elevations was submitted by Sir John

Sonne, architect of the Bank of England and the

Westminster Law Courts, whose museum still exists in

the house in Lincoln's Inn Fields in which he lived,

and which he bequeathed with its contents to the

nation. During the interval, Roman architecture had

fallen into discredit ; Stuart's Athens had appeared

in 177:2, Greek architecture was now all the rage,

and Sonne's designs are in that style. His plan does

not touch any of the old buildings, but forms three

sides of a quadrangle southwards. The Principal's

house occupies the left part of the facade, extending

backwards, with a garden behind it ; and the rest

of the new building is devoted to r ns for under-

graduates and others. Lesion No. 1 provides no

entrance from High Street, and desigu No. 2 only

an insignificant one. The elevations illustrate the

hopelessness of the problem proposed to themselves

by the Greek revivalists, and one may be thankful

that "the High" has escaped such a piece of frigid

feebleness in its midst. Hawkcsmoore's design is

worth a hundred of these.

But the reign of Greek architecture was nearly

over when Soane made these plans ; it had long been

hard pressed by the Romantic school, and Gothic

of ;i queer kind was already in vogue. Accordingly,

only three years after Soane had proposed to set up

the columns of Psestum in the High Street of Ox-

ford, we find the college had passed at a bound from

EXETER COLLEGE GARDENbrasEnoseP
COLLEGE __

OXFOR D .
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__

BLOCK F
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PLAN OF BEASENOSE COLLEGE.

I With the AdtJiti07is by T. G. Ja

Hellas to Strawberry Hill. The last of the aban-

doned designs hears the signature of " Philip Hard-

wick, Berners Street, 26th June, L810," and is worth

preserving as a link- in the history of English archi-

tecture, though if will not add to the reputation of

its author. It is, however, lair to state that Mr.

Hardwick was a very young man at this time, and

that we know what he could do in his riper years

iii this style by his library at Lincoln's Inn, of which

the outside has always seemed to me one of the best

products of the ( rothic revival.

Again the scheme lay dormant for seventy years;

but the rapid increase of the University, which has

doubled its numbers within the hist thirty years, has

had the effect of driving most of the colleges, and

Brasenose among them, to add to I heir buildings.

Brasenose had in its rearagood deal of waste ground,

occupied by yards, offices, and the college hrew-house,

which here, as elsewhere in Oxford, was no longer a

lessarj appendage of the college, the degenerate
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undergraduate of to-day preferring Bass and Allsopi

to tlh' wholesome home-brew of our youth. These

were cleared away, and I was commissioned to build

on their she p block of buildings so arranged as to

be in the right place if posterity should think lit

to continue them and give the college its long-

dreamed-of Pront to "the High." Staircases Nos.

11 and Hi i sec block plan) were begun in 1882, and

occupied after the long vacation of l

ss -'>; and No. '.',

with the return block at the end, was completed in

l

ss ;. These buildings provide twenty-two sets of

rooms for undergraduates, a large set for a Fellow,

two lecture-rooms and a reading-room for under-

graduates, besides sundry offices for the kitchen.

But posterity was not destined to enjo) the

pleasure of realising the dream id' the last two

centuries. On the death id' the late Principal, Dr.

Cradock, in L886, it was resolved to rebuild the

Principal's house ; and as the leases of several of the

I he demolition of so many house and shops in the

heart of Oxford meant a certain loss of income ; and
in my first desigu the front, excepl mi the pari allotted

i" the Principal's house, was contrived h ith b

the ground floor and college rooms above, righl and
left of a low gateway tower. The problem of pro-

viding these simps with the necessary accommodation,
without bringing their inmates into view or contacl

with the collegians, was interesting and not easy. I

believe the result would have been picturesque, and

it would certainly have been novel; but the scheme
was given up, chiefly because it was discovered that

since the centre of Oxford has come to be occupied

almost entirely by colleges and University buildings,

there is no great demand for shops in High Street,

trade having followed the private houses.

In the next design it was desired by the College

that the entrance lower should he made more impor-

tant, and, in fact, add a new feature to " the High,"

* 5
t!fc R .8

i.U ftl "'
1 1

iitfiiiifiL!

$$; \!m ml
'

-.-L rl ifi
-

i

interior or mi: xiu quadrangle.

'a, . i». i

adjacent tenements had nearly run out, they were and this presented several still more difficult problems,

bought up, and the College decided to proceed al once The steeples of Si . Mary's and All Saint-' arc not very

with their new front. Par apart, and the street thereabouts is not curved,

The next step, the design, was not so easj
;
and bul straight ;

it is consequently \<r\ difficult to put

the design now being carried out is the youngest a large tower between them so that it shall no

of four which have in turn been considered by the with either or both of them Prom some point of vien

College. \l the outset, economic as well as artistic After many trials, not only on paper, hut with flags

considerations had to be weighed. It was felt that and scaffold-poles, 1 managed this by placing the
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tower not in the facade but behind ii, projecting a

little into the quadrangle; and this Borced me, in

order to show it to the front, to run il up to a height

rivalling the two other steeples. This, of course, was

a formidable innovation, meaning nothing less than

adding a new figure to a picture consecrated by lime

and memory, which had acquired a classic reputation

i:ui t.i be lightly disturbed. The proper form I'm- the

tower was another difficulty; for a square tower of

the usual collegiate type would not do between the

two church steeples ; and, again, a steeple would

be too ecclesiastical an ornament for a college. 1

found a compromise at length in a kind of crown

steeple surmounting a square tower, which seemed

to give the pointed form necessary to harmony

witli its neighbours, while avoiding by its open-

work the heaviness of a simple tower: the effect-

also of the crown would be good when traced in

black against the gorgeous sunset sky which so

often forms the background of the view up " the

High."

How the well-known view would have borne (he

introduction of this third steeple may be judged by

the accompanying sketch; and unfortunately, as I

venture to think, by it alone, I'm- the steeple is

doomed to exist, only on paper. The architectural

opportunity was a grand one, and it can never occur

again; but various considerations, partly those of

expense, prevailed with the College to content them-

selves with a less ambitious scheme ; and in the final

design which is now being carried out we have re-

turned to a simple gateway tower, somewhat loftier

and more important than in the first design. The

front consists of a gateway tower with the royal

arms and supporters over the arch, signifying the

proper style of the college as the " King's Hall and

College of Brasonoso." Above are two niches, des-

tined for statues of Bishop Smyth and Sir Richard

Sutton, the founders. To the west of the tower arc

three, and to the right four gables, each with a

projecting oriel on the first door; and at the corner

next St. Mary's is an octagonal bay crowned with

a spirelet. This end of the front is allotted to the

Principal's house, which runs backward towards the

chapel. Unlike my predecessors in this matter, I

recommended the College to retain the picturesque

little houses that stand back in St. Mary's Entry,

which, by their small scale and the contrast they

afford to the surrounding architecture, seem to me

important elements in the picture.

—.s=»to4«=;.

"MAKING UP ACCOUNTS."

Painted by Augustin Theodule Ribot.

rnilERE is a double interest attaching to this

J- presentation of M. Ribot's picture of " Making

up Accounts"— that in the first place belonging to

the work itself, and in the second place, and perhaps

in a greater degree, that belonging to M. Boileau's

interpretation of it. Of beauty, in the ordinary

sense, there is certainly not much in this portrait of

an old woman of the bourijeohe type in the act of

entering her day's expenses ; but of picturesque

arrangement, of chiaroscuro—so admirably disposed

as to recall the fine effects of Rembrandt— of draw-

ing, and of character, there is so much that the

work', as presented to the reader, becomes at once a.

source of keen enjoyment. This is owing in no small

degree to superb quality of the wood engraving by

which it has been translated by M. Boileau, and

which, in the form it here appeal's in, attracted much

attention in the section of " black-and-white " in the

recent Salon. The representation of flesh in flic face

and bands, and the excellent modelling, are such as to

strike every beholder, though the manner in which

they have been arrived at, all. I the boldness and

dexterity of the handling, appeal with peculiar force

to those who are familiar with the technique and the

difficulty of xylography.

" La Comptabilitc," as the picture is known in

France, was exhibited at the Salon of ]s7S; and to

(lie fact that its painter is also an engraver of note

are doubtless owing the qualities which render it so

happily adapted to intelligent reproduction in black-

and-white. M. Ribot was born in 1S;2.'), and became

a pupil of Glaize. He gained medals at the Salons of

1864 and 1865, and obtained a like honour of the

third-class at the Universal Exhibition of 1878. The

same year he was admitted to the Legion of Honour.

He began exhibiting at, the Salon in 1861, and has

since established his reputation as a painter of history,

incident, and still-life, a water-colour artist of vigour,

and an etcher of great ability. Such, indeed, is the

confidence placed in his judgment by the artistic

community of France that he has been elected to

serve on the Salon "jury of admission "' some eight

times; more often, that is to say, than Messrs.

Mcissonicr, (lervex, 1'ils, Dupre, Corot, Bastien-

Lepnge, Cormon, and many other artists of the

first rank. \|. H. S.
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THE EXHIBITION OF THE BUMOBISTS IX A.RT.

JOSEPH GR1 GO

THE assemblage, in the galleries of the Royal points, that the gifted native artistic humorists of

Institute of Painters in Wain- Colours, of a our generation rejoice in the capacity for expressing
collection of fairly representative works by those vivacious and healthy fun without descending to

artists \\ hose vocation

in life it has 1 n, ''t-

is, in minister to the

humor* ius proclivities

of an appreciative

public, goes far to

pr 'vr that tlir Eng-

lish love "I' humour
is a predominating

quality ; a gradually

progressive, and fin-

ally a marked ad-

vancement i~ regis-

tered in the quality

of both the work

and the wit which is

acceptable in latter

times. And, above all,

the contributions of

cim tempi nary artistic

humorists demon-
strate, in a remark-

able degree, the ex-

cellence of drawing

which characterises

even the lightest pic-

torial pleasantries of

our day.

It has been as-

serted that comic art

is better undersl 1

on the continent ; the

facility,
r*gusto/

J
.nil

via comiea essential

tn success ill these

"amusing trifles" have

presumably been more

theprovinceof foreign

-

i

V

"V

tmMSBESSHm
FORMINU THE LINE: THE BCKF. OF YORK IN FLANDERS.

(From tht J',,

either grimace, broad

caricature, or undue

exaggeration, while

I lie cam. n- of U'" 'I

taste, and tin' suscep-

tibilities of delicate

minds are alike re-

verentially treated.

The most notable of

our early pictorial

humorists \\ err. as H

hap] ens, trained prac-

titioners, and knew
how tn draw,although

in the intermediate

sta^v- of the art— for

a special art it must

he reckoned in com-

petent hands fas the

collection illustrates

—the defective draw-

ing is often mure

conspicuous than the

humour, while the

mi - called " wit " is

nut seldom of a com-

monplace and down-

right order. The nicer

subtleties which pass

current in our day

would have been

wasted, and the oc-

casionally diluted es-

sence would have ob-

viously been too " in-

appreciably line " to

have tickled the ro-

buster
|
alates of oui

draughtsmen; and it has often been assumed that, ancestors. Needless to say the argumenl is enforced

French caricaturists especially excel other nations in by the exhibition in question, that the early produc-

the faculties necessary to a masterly chic more or

less rounded on ellicicnt academic training, united

with the reckless freedom of handling ami the luxuri-

ous imagination desirable for success in the eccentric

branch.

The advantage of comparison afforded by the

novel exhibition in Piccadilly proves, amongst other

tions of the rollicking pictorial humorists, no less

than the occasionally startling efforts of t lie avowed

and professional caricaturists -who dealt in broader

personalities— offer a direct contrast to the lighter-

handed pleasantries of their successors who minister

to the public of our daj
;

yet cadi respective group
m their generations consistently reflects the spirit "i
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the age. Compare the uncompromising onslaughts Hal Ludlow, W. F. Thomas, J. W. Houghton,

of Gillray with the refined and classic renderings of II. Morehen, A. Chasemore, Gordon Browne, A. ('.

that "great master" Tenniel, or of Proctor; com- Corbould, Lueien Davis, Bernard Partridge, and many

pare the convivial spirits, who, in Hogarth's Rabelai- other gifted exponents of our day may be taken as

shin drinkiuiT bouts and midnight orgies il itcon f our time, graceful, individualistic, and

jovially twine with a < imand of resources which renders their pro-

rhe myrtle of Venus with Bncchus's vine," ductions facile to translate by mechanical process,

with the inebriated votaries of the same Eonts whom J. F. Sullivan may, like Sambourne, be regarded as a

Charles Keene evidently delights to draw from the " gospel " to himself, his humour is distinctly his own,

life with such inimitable expressiveness and evident no less than his method of expression, and observers

truth ; compare the redundant vigorous animal spirits have averred that his work is "above the generality" in

the qualities of inven-

t iveness and intensity

of comic power —both

as regards conception

and execution. Origi-

nal waggery in a

novel direction marks

the productions of J.

I!, and J. Brown,

whose eccentricities

in treating of the

stirring advent ures of

the " McNab o' thai

Hk"—the elder, the

laird, the minister,

and all the spirited

dramatis peruana of

those Caledonian pic-

torial "sensation
il ia mas"— a re per-

fectly fresh and mirth-

ful in an extravagant

measure.

The group of new

hands — capable hu-

morists in art, whose

numbers extend ra-

pidly, owing to the

facility with which

spontaneous, hearty, and as unctions, too, as that of pen-and-ink drawings are reproduced— includes the

his predecessors of the Georgian era; Ered Barnard, names of so many and multifarious designers thai

whose productions are instinct with abounding comic I can only refer to their productions in apprecia-

power, aid whose handiwork is no less replete with tive terms without particularising individual profes-

humorous suggestiveness ; tin' late W. (1. Baxter, sionally " comic designers."

whose strikingly original works still belong to the Beyond the executants in black-and-white, who

immediate present ; Alfred Bryan, and some others, largely predominate in the humorous field, must be

all Form a group which may be designated of the considered the productions of genial and delicate

"elective" sel I. They arc all draughtsmen whose minded humorists like Charles Green, R.I., Frank

"handling" supersedes the necessity for the inter- Dadd, It. I., .1. C. Dollman, R.T., W. Ralston, and

median "I' il ugraver, since they have mastered others whose art belongs to the more ambitious

the intricacies of " pr ss," and have formulated for platform of advanced water-colour art, uniting the

themselves, each according to his own vigorous in- greatest technical proficiency with a tincture of

dividnality, methodised manners of artistic expression, comic characterisation which render then- works

idiosyncratic a- timt of expert engravers, of whose equally acceptable to lovers of line art in its higher

assistance the\ arc independent. achievements, and to those amateurs who love

which inspired Row-

landson's pencil as

contrasted with the

ingenious readiness of

( i. orge du Manner to

seize and register t he

milder eccentric hu-

mours of t he day, the

' a'-t hetes," and the

" soeiel y
" vagaries of

our era. Linley Sam-

bourne has no parallel

ill the past, at least

among native profes-

sors. Harry Furniss

in the revelry of his

fun has gone far to

assimilate the ant ique

rerre with qualities

of drawing, and a,

more delicately re-

lined suggestiveness

of execution winch

are essentially per-

sonal to himself.

Other tunes, other

men ami manners.

Gordon Thomson,
whose fun is evidently
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humour for itself, and who yel respect the manifes-

tation of true comic power within modest limits.

The third room of the exhibition is devoid to

living1 exponents, the capable artists to whom we all

look for our mirth, and who never disappoint our

weeklj expectations.

Wandering from the present to the past, and tra-

velling up the current of time, the retrospect shows

that those artistic humorists, who mast, be regarded

as the parents of the craft— in spite of the apparent

coarseness their works present to unsophisticated

minds- no less faithfully reflect the manners and

habits of thought of their contemporaries. The

performances of the "ancient masters" in this

branch are in a way " classics ," and like Fielding,

Sin-.llett, Sterne, Goldsmith, and even the "moral

reformer " Richardson—to say nothing of the comedy

writers of their epoch—are to be judged by a dif-

ferent standard to that which prevails in a more

cultivated time. Exuberant fun, and jocularities

whieli went beyond '' innuendos," characterised the

contemporaries of Hogarth, De Loutherbourg, Row-
landson, Gillray, of Isaae, ami even of George, Cruik-

shank (in his early days). Thegentler Bunbury, whose

i
• rpts from the life which he saw are seldom per-

sonal and always modest, was in this resped in ad-

vance of his age, Ins designs of the social surroundings

which he observed at home and abroad are excep-

tional for a light inoffensive pleasantry, to which the

delicate humours of Randolph ('aid itt may he com-

pared more appositely than at. first strikes the eye.

The more vivacious literature and periodicals of a

century hack- are distinguished for neither delicacy

nor refinement ; i\\<' jokes and " good things " which

have reached us, even when avowedly proceeding

from the greatest luminaries, social and political, no

less than "the choicest spirits of the age," are, to

speak mildly," full-flavoured." Yet these things are

" history " in their way. For instance, the abounding

humours of the great Westminster Election of 1784

would shock the polite ears of the present generation ;

the jetut: den mots produced by scholarly poetasters,

and even the repartees uttered by the fairest lips, are

leavened with a liberal admixture of "Attic salt
"

that would now he voted over-pungent. The pre-

vailing tendencies 1 cannot say "tastes"— popular

under the second Gcorgi—when the great humorist

in ail painted his world-fained moral "suites''—
were of a vigorous frankly outspoken character—
with the strongest vernacular tendency to call a

spade h) its name which needs no description, since

on Hogarth's marvellous canvases the nature of the

time i> "writ large" and is disguised by no flimsy

i -. The In-- led by the highest personages

weir not exemplary, and criticisms on the domestic
i'l ilioiis were more candid than polite.

The majority of Hogarth's finest original pic-

tures are now in the National Gallery and in the Sir

John Soane Museum, and consequently unavailable

tor the purposes of the gathering at the Royal Insti-

tute of Painters in Water Colours ; his original work

is there represented by some slight hut interesting

drawings. Of these the Queen contributes four ex-

amples from the royal collection. One, the original

study lor " The Beggar's Opera," demonstrates that

Hogarth drew with a squareness and strength both

academic and characteristic of the man. "The
Hazard Table " is a finished study, in which is in-

troduced the portrait of Frederick, Prince of Wales.

The subject has been engraved by Sam Ireland in his

"Illustrations of Hogarth/' The artist's ingenious

attempts to prove that comparative height depends

upon proportion rather than inches, with the figures

of Garrick and Quin as examples (likewise engraved),

is lent from the same source, together with a sketch

of "Doctors in Consultation." Most interesting is

the famous original sketch of the sinister John

Wilkes.

It is the reprobated " Caricatura" with which we

have to do. On occasions Ministers, if they had pos-

sessed the power, would have killed the "monster;"
and they have from time to time succeeded in

muzzling caricaturists with pensions and sinecures.

Saver was an instance in point, and it is asserted

that Gillray did not disdain ministerial pay, though

there is little evidence to be gained as to the true

bearings of this story. Certainly as concerns his

work the "prince of caricaturists " obviously obeyed

no mandates other than those of his own wilful

impulses, as his caricatures prove. It is said that

most frequently the caricaturist transferred his

elaborate and imaginative conceptions direct on to

the copper, and original drawings by his hand are

rarities. Of this order is the example of the Puke of

York with the British expedition in Flanders, hitherto

unpublished, which is reproduced, for the first time,

in the present article. Rowlandson, like Hogarth,

cannot he regarded as a successful political satirist , his

productions in this walk though sufficiently numerous,

lack that intensity of purpose which must be held as

I he first requirement essential to success. His pla\ I'ul

attacks never seem in earnest, and it is easj to dis-

cover that, beyond the willingness to exert his facile

skill of hand for pecuniary considerations, Rowland-

son's "heart was not in it," and that— to his mind—
statescraft and the political manoeuvres of party were

matters of supreme indifference.

Rowlandson may be truly described as a many-

sided genius. An example of one of his female studies

—a sketch from life—and an architectural subject from

the series of ( )xford ( lolleges, are given as samples of

two of his styles. Passing over Bunburj , the t \ pical
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"gifted amateur," with Woodward and several

"comical wags," as they were esteemed in their day,

of the same description, whose pleasantries were seldom

witty, ami whose skill was defective, the talented

Family of Cruikshank comes into a Eoremosl place.

Much mighl lie written about [saac Cruikshank, his

works ami contemporaries. In some respects this

artist was a Follower of Gillray, and, like that mighty

master of the graver ami etching-point, it was his lot

proudly related, he was selected i>\ Gillray's pub-

lishers to cat i '. ou his plal - u hen the mind of t hal

unforl unite and lurid genius losl its bait As a

contemporary " \ oung Georgi lied merrily on,

Frequently treating the identical subjects which were

engaging Rowlandson's talents ; the same publishers

employing both artists, yet, l>\ some singular circum-

stance, though busily working on parallel lini

over twenty years, Cruikshank never remembered

i / ..

-

I

" THROWING OFF.

,
/-, the

to live in stirring times, ami to register on copper many

of the exciting events which agitated the popular

mind during the French Revolution and the wars

with Buonaparte. Fsaae's two sons we know had

little educati >n beyond that which they picked up in

or " work-room " of their somewhat im-

stea lj lather, ami both acquired the pracl ice of etching

before they bad mastered the elementary schooling

given to middle-class children in their day. The

fruits of this exceptional education, when etching-

needles, copper-plates, and aqua-fortis bottles were

their first ami favourite playthings, are evident in

this exhibition. The proficiency gained h\ the greal

George, added to bis versatile natural gifts, made him

From boyhood conspicuous as a juvenile prodigj ;
as he

meeting the elder hand. The greal George's life,

prolonged to a venerable age, has been divided into

three periods, and examples of each, both original

drawings and engravings, are given in the presenl

exhibition.

Another memorable Feature of the presenl

hibition, and one unlikely to be repeated, is the

uniqui Ueetion of original illustrations to the works

of Charles Dickens which must attract all til

mirers of the greal a >\ elisl ind t hal i omprises the

i
i ion of t li unniiiu ; mosl tnti n

are G. Cruikshank's drawings for the "Sketches bj

Boz"—and the water-colour drawings to "Oliver

Twist," a commission From Mr. I'. W. Cozens, are

remarkable for their execu i n Noteworthy, too, are
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the examples exhibited from George Cruikshank's spontaneous, is adequately illustrated by a sufficiently

own Exeter Hall collection contributed by the Royal iprehensive selection of liis works in oils, water-

Aquarium Society. To return to 1 Jickens, the original colours, black-and-white, and plastic art ; the portion

"working drawings" by " Phiz " for the illustrations of the exhibition devoted to the works of this sym-

of "David Copperfield/' " Dombey and S " and pathetic artist, whose promising career, it is s ;ll l to

"Bleak House,
1
' prove how admirably 11. K. Browne's think', closed so prematurely, is perhaps one of the

skill was adapted to his responsible task', ''Phiz" special gatherings most acceptable to modern tastes.

is represented in other directions, and an example I!. Dighton, the father of a large family of artists

of his readj humour is here given in the version of of this name, is represented by his character por-

" Throwing Off." Fred Barnard and Charles Green, traits; he may be considered the originator of these

R.T., have brought the resources of their talents for "personal skits," which are so popular in our day.

the same purpose, and the refined series of water- Examples of De Loutherbourg, W. .Mason, George

colours by the latter artist, in which a delicate Morland, J. 11. Benwell, P. (i. Byron, li. Newton,

humour is united with the most accomplished mastery J. Boyne, J. C. Ebbetson, It. West, J. J. Chalon,

of the technique of water-colour art, must be de- (
'. Ansell, W. Heath, .1. M. Wright, li. Seymour,

scribed as a revelation, showing Dickens from a ('. Cooper Henderson, Henry Aiken, R. Doyle, 1'.

point of view which commends itself to more culti- Taylor, T. Morten, II. S. Marks, R.A., 11. <i. Hine,

\ated appreciators. Fred Barnard's famous Dickens .Mat Morgan, Pellegrini, Leslie Ward of Vanity Fair,

" Character Sketches " show how happily that gifted and many others, are found in the exhibition,

artistic humorist's inventive faculties are in sym- W. M. Thackeray, Alfred Crowquill, and George

pathy with those of the author. Beyond his ex- Augustus Sala are represented as workers in the

pressive black-and-white studies quite a gallery of Held of art. The etchings made by Mr. Sala over

Fred Barnard's pictures in oils delight an appreciative forty years ago have a special interest of their own.

public. John 1; :h's "Sketches in Oils" form They prove how much at home he was in the artistic

another popular and mirth-provoking feature of profession, and are evidences of the strong attrac-

tlie gathering; while the genius of Caldecott, that tions of a literal-)' career, which induced the re-

gentlest of humorists, whose dainty handling, like linquishment of the branch in which his hand had

his delicate and imaginative pleasantries, appears been so proficiently trained.

"IN THE CHIMNEY CORNER."

Painted by Adolf Menzel. Etched by I'. Le Rat.

THE works and artistic life of Adolf Menzel His greatest work is unquestionably that in black-

have more than once formed the subject of aud-wlute. for the chief reason that his powers a- a

articles in these pages,* and, in truth, lew living colourist are not qnile up to the remarkably high

artists deserveapplau.se, admiration, and study in a standard of his draughtsmanship; yet. his colour is

higher degree than the great German painter and never inharmonious or dull, and his distribution of

draughtsman. Although but a very limited edition, light and shade is always well-judged. Of late his

and that at a prohibitive price, of bis illustrations to pictures are a little more diffuse in composition

the works of Frederick the Greal was issued, their than they used to be; nevertheless, they contain so

effect for good upon English art has been enormous many admirable qualities that we cannot quarrel with

—far greater than is generally known or believed. them.

Menzel's work with the pencil-point is simply astound- M. Le Kit, who has etched "In the Chimney

ino' in its truth, its observation, its purity of touch, Corner," is thirty-eight years younger than Herr

its simplicity and directness of means ; and governed Menzel, who was horn in the year of Waterloo.

as it is by a line artistic feeling, concentration, a Since 1369 his etching-needle has regularly made its

power of expressi and delightful facility—which mark on the walls of the Salon, and in 1875 and

make us feel that the artist, too, has taken a delight Is/'.t he obtained medals in witness of it. His touch

in his work— it has exercised a powerful effect on is light, as befits the rendering of delicate originals,

our figure-painters, from the very highest. His and his power of self-adaptation to the moods and

work is "realistic" in contradistinction to "academic," methods of the artist whose work he sets himself to

and distinguished by grace, and elegance, and taste. reproduce has served to place him in the foremost

lhe Magazine <>i Aut," 1834, vol mi .
&-<•. ranks of translator-engravers. M. II. S.
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Bl ' II \ i;i.i- S DE KAY.

THE figures and landscapes of the late George llial way there appeared a delicious yel most chaste

Fuller, A.N.A., as they appeared in the exhibi- nude figure a nymph glowing with a supernatural

tion held soon after his death in Boston, Massachusetts, colour thai satisfied one as the righl complexion for

during the spring of 1884, offered no great range in a goddess without departing t mch from the flesh

(From a Palatograph by .!/.

OBOE I LTLLEK.

id Roioell, Bosh ii, V S.A. Engraved by /.'. -

subjects, yet several very different styles of work.

There was the hard, laboriously wrought portrait, the

landscape on which time had been perhaps wasted, the

ideal head confected in a sweet, almost sensuous key,

the slender figure of a girl, dreaming, gentle, timid, yet

not afraid. IT re the face of a very ordinary young

business man modelled itself out from a dark back-

ground with a somewhat sudden relief. Yonder lay

a fairy landscape, over which impalpable veils of a

delicate golden haze, like that of the American Indian

summer, had been spread, whilst a crone pushed her

stud-; about the sod in the hope of finding simples.

This way one saw a round red check from the portrait

of a little buy with no great character to boast of;

601

cd' mankind. Many who saw Fuller's work then i r

the first time could not understand ho« the sailic

artist could have painted scenes and figures so lovely,

so unusual, so delicate, soft, and supernatural, and

yel occasionally work so dully and without savour of

romance. Fuller, so far as he was known to New
York and Boston, was essentially a romantic painter

who chose names for his pictures from Hawthorne

and other romantic novcli Ls, E i Shakespeare and

from Greek mythology. Even these who were toler-

ably familiar with the canvases he had sent to the

i shibitii us had to marvel over so f the work.

George fuller was like some writers, Walt

Whitman for example, in this respect, thai one cannot
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appreciate him without rather a wide acquaintance

with his work. Some painters can be estimated

pretty truly by one picture, some poets by one poem.

With these two it is not so. It is as if they arc

like the politics ami social life of the United States,

seemingly simple, readily described by an epigram or

a sweeping sneer, not a little monotonous; but also

less easy of comprehension on a longer acquaintance

1 han anyone had dreamed.

One of the most curious features of American art

to-day is the eolourist. He approaches the poel and

musician, because he appeals to the feelings more

than to definite ideas ; a nation of business men may
lie expected to give heed to nothing which lacks the

element of certainty, of definite countableness, of

Philistine clearness. Who would suppose that mer-

cantile communities, composed, according to popular

ideas, largely of Gradgvinds and Jefferson Bricks,

would encourage so many colourists as one might

name? The colourists are not of art alone
; primarily

they are of literature. The eolourist Poe has been

succeeded in time by the eolourist Walt Whitman,

with other methods, and though the latter has re-

ceived far from a rapturous acceptance at t lie hands of

the writing guild, and none from thegreat democratic

mass whose prophet he is, vet Whitman also has had

an influence on a painter. A sketch of that painter

is all so small a sp: a- this can hold.

George Fuller, A.X.A.. was a name unknown to

all but the smallest handful of persons down to April

21st, 1878. It is true that two years before, when

the country was scoured for pictures to represent

native art at the Centenary of Independence, a man
who had an odd style was found in a fanner of

IVerlield, Massachusetts, who by some queer chance

was also an Associate of the National Academy in

New York. A few good judges were so delighted

with his work, that an exhibition of fourteen portraits

and other canvases was made in Boston. Most of

those who saw them voted them "queer," ami the

little exhibit ion was forgotten. But his admirers still

talked, and Fuller was induced to take a studio in the

city, so that when the rising young New York society,

the American artists, sent Mr. Francis Lethrop to

Boston in ^7S as a delegate to tin- studios to

solicit pictures, he saw George Fuller and begged

a contribution to the coming show. The demand

set fuller to thinking of New York again ; he had

passed there tin- most important years of his art-life,

had become an Associate of the National Academy in

IVw.aiid withdrawn to the Decrlicld Farm in I860,

lie sent two pictures to the Academy also. The

Society of Artists placed his picture finely; his own
\e.cleni\ skied his best work in the most barbarous

way. 'let as soon as the critics entered the exhibi-

tion, the \,/r ),„/ Times marked him for approval.

" There is a fatality," remarked the Times critic,

"Which makes hanging committees hang far away
the picture that needs all the benefit it can get from

nearness; while staring pictures deliver their deadly

volleysal a few paces. Hence it is not easy to judge

of Mr. Fuller's work with certainty ; but the distant

view is attractive. lie gains much by putting his

little girl blowing a. four-o'clock to pieces, as well as

the girls herding turkeys, into a twilight. There was

a very frank and pleasing bead, painted by him, on

exhibition at the late show of the American artists.

Perhaps we shall hear more and still better news

from him at future exhibitions.'' The prophecy,

cautiously expressed owing to the bad hanging of his

"Turkey Pastime in Kentucky," the only picture

that at all defined his last manner, certainly came
true.

But who bad any idea then that George Fuller

was a man of fifty-six with snow-white hair and patri-

archial bearing, an artist who had had time to become

pretty much disgusted with his profession before the

civil war began? The young painters whose enthu-

siasm and breadth of taste had called him from the

torpor of neglect, were astonished when they saw
before them a broadened, large-featured patriarch,

robust, ruddy of face and white of hair, gifted with

quiel manners and a genial laugh. He belonged to

the epoch of Thomas Cole and Emmanuel Leutze,

with the alternate fashions for paintings by the

British Philistines and those of Diisseldoxf, even

more philisterhift if possible than the former. Yet

his work seemed to embody some of the aims in

art sought by the young generation who knew the

subtleties of Corot and Diaz, Rousseau and Millet,

the splendid Hashes of Monticelli, and the spurts of

impressionism made from time to time by Courbet

the realist. In Boston, for the next five years after

his New York triumph, George Fuller took the

place due t'> him, at the bead of all the local artists.

His portraits, often idealised to the detriment of

likeness to the original, brought handsome prices,

ami he had just arranged a little exhibition of his

own work over which the Boston press was sounding

pseans, when he died suddenly of an unsuspected

ailment. A larger and more representative collec-

tion was got together, and a portion sold to meet the

demands of his estate. Articles on George Fuller

have appeared in The Century for December, 1883,

and Harper's MonfMif for September, 1884. batch

a quarto with the most exquisite w leuts, engraved

h\ Closson and others, after Fuller's important

pictures, made its appearance. Mr. W. I>. Howells

furnishes a biography of the arlis>t, using letters con-

tributed by the family, and -Messrs. F. D. Millet,

W. J. Stillman, W . B. Closson, and .1. .1. Enneking,

the last a lauds apist of very high attainments, whose
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style assimilates itself somewhat to Fuller's, add their

several views.

'•Two Rivulets" is the title of one of those

eccentric volumes which Walt Whitman writes and

himself prints and sells in Camden in the State of

New Jersey. A rivulet of verse, Whitmanic verse,

flows along the top of the page; a comrade rill

of prose, \\ hitmanic prose, meanders along the

bottom . Heavy rules separate these two parts. Al

first glance one thinks of these torments of youthful

brains, the editions of Latin classics which are pro

vided with copious notes. But the relation between

what is saiil in verse and what is added in prose l>v

the "good grey" poel are even less obvious. The

genius of Whitman is full of contradictions; one

is, thai he has elaborated a tl r\ of a prose-poetic

style in the following passage, yel thinks it necessarj

te give to the world what he has to say in "Two
Rivulets," not in his novel medium alone, but in

plain prose besides.

"For the mosl cogent purposes of those greal

Inland States, and for Texas, and California, and

Oregon, in my opinion the time has arrived to essen-

tially break down the barriers of form between Prose

and Poetry. 1 say the latter is henceforth to win

and maintain its character, regardless of rhyme and

the measurement rules of iambic, spondee, dactyl, &c,
and that even if rhyme and those measurements

continue to furnish the medium for inferior writers

and themes (especially for persitlao-e, and the comic;

as there seems henceforward, to the perfect taste,

something inevitably comic in rhyme merely in itself

and anyhow , the truest and greatest Poetry (while

subtly and necessarily always rhythmic and distin-

guishable easily enough) can never again, in the

English language, be expressed in arbitrary and

rhyming metre, any more than the greatest eloquence,

or the truest power and passion."

W hitman came to this idea at middle life, having

begun his poetical career in the usual way, by con-

tributing very ordinary rhythmic and rhymed verses

to such of the new -papers as would print them.

From the change in his style dates his fame, or

his notoriety, if the reader feels so strongly on the

matter, and if may be added, thinks so narrowly, as

to require that word. " Let others finish specimens,"

cries Whitman in " Leaves of Grass,"

"Let others finish specimi a- I never finish.

[ shower them by exhanstless laws, .- Katun does specimens,

fresh and modern continually."

It should be remembered that Whitman began in

the commonplace way and never has achieved real

popularity. He is a poet for writers, for strong

natures loving the unconventional, and for n

weary of much verse. Demos is flattered by Whit-

man's panegyric, but when Demos gets so far as to

buy a book at all it is a simple ballad, a comic

son » book, or at the farthest ad\ am e a co]

Longfellow. Mow between him and George Puller,

wdio, b\ the wax. confessed himself an admii

the
|

I. there i - this curious parallel: both fi

themselves in the bustling, unbeautiful democracy of

the citj of New i irk; both wrought commonplace
subjects in a commonplace wa\ at first

; both launched

out on a species of impressionism in which tie' old

anxiety for definiteness, for drawing, was given up;

both became the admiration of a small band of con-

noisseurs, Weary of multiplied commonplace-; both

failed to int.r. -I t hat democracy I > \ which t In

ureal -lore.

Wilt Whitman made hi- nam.', as Poe did

before him, by impressionism, as the analogous

movement in art is termed. Apparently he was led

to it by a wholesome contempt lor the niminy-

piminy verse, written in England and America b\

all but a few of the best, 'the impressionists in

painting have come up for the most part since he

began to write in his new way. (i ge fuller went

to Europe for a short time, but studied iii no atelier.

At that period the old masters were still held in

so much honour in New York and Boston, that,

rather than not own old masters, many
) pie bought

questionable canvases. There is no evidence that

any living painter influenced him strongly, but the

memories brought back from Europe by the Rem-
brandt portraits, looking glorious and golden from

the mystery of their backgrounds, may have been for

something in the genesis of his picture-; it maj

have fixed a tone of colour which was a favourite

with him. Certainly whilst he studied and tried to

make a living out of portraits in New York, there

was no artist who could have given him the hint.

Hut Walt Whitman was there, just beginning I

into that rude and seemingly inchoate verse, which

In' preferred to more polished work, the life and

daily bustle of the growing .it\. Born on Long
Island, and reared in what he loves to call Mannahatta,

the aim Whitman set before him was to express a

new idea, that of democracy in its widest and most

elaborate aspects. In an entiieh new garb, that of

verses denuded of the ordinary technical point- f

poetry. George Fuller passed the prime of his life,

L850 to I860, in New York, then a much smaller

city, where all men touched. He and Whitman bad

one distinguished friend in common, the late William

Cullen Bryant; but whether th.y were personal

friends is doubtful. He was no mere a master of

drawing at that time than Whitman was a master

of Verse; both found OU other sides of art the field

lor great work. Fuller composed -lowly and painted

with conscience, but with a certain defectiveness in

drawing which i- too ofteu assigned to impi
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teaching when il is largely due to individual char- :i conventional to an impressionist, from a portrait-

acter. Mr. Howells lias observed the curious fact painter to an artist in romantic genre. This would not

that George Fuller was unlike a New Englander, prevent the taking o£ hints for technical processes

so much so that strangers would not believe that he from A- pere Corot and other moderns, nor should

came from .Massachusetts. The trip abroad was too it be narrowed so as to exclude the influence of the

brief to work much change ; the long stay in New general surroundings of the man, acting on him as

York and visits to the Southern States unknit in him on Whitman, such as the impulse from the civil

the fibre which in thoughtful New Englanders is drawn war and the reaction therefrom. Another instance of

somewhat tense. Fuller's change of style coincides such a fathership as is here supposed between the

IFrmn llic Painting bi Full, r h, ih, /'...- OTi nj Mrs, G. /'. Kimball, Boston, V.S.A. F.ngraml bit F. E Fillebromi.)

with the period 18G5 to 1875, when Whitman's verse work of Whitman and Fuller, is, oddly enough, also

was definitely accepted by some as a new and very American. Between two Baltimore men, Edgar

original departure in literature, by others as an un- Allan Poe and .lames McNeil Whistler, impres-

speakable affronl to all the great masters dead and sionists both, poet and artist respectively, there is

gone, by many more as impossible, simply because it the same intellectual parentage to note. Such

contai 1 here and there statements of passions and strange births occur oftener than men think; with a

things which decency veils. At this time appeared little research many more may be found in history.

George Fuller, self-evolved, without forerunners, in George Fuller was a mau of very wide sympathies,

fact marching di rectij counter to thai Pre-Raphaelite a great theorist in religion, and matters relating to

Fashion which already had turned the head of more the social questions as well as in literature and art.

than one American artist. Whitman's example Faithful by nature, and devoted to a wife who was

aft nl the clue for the slow ripening of Fuller from both charming and beautiful, he nevertheless held
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opinions which might have led to strange results had vigorous intcllec

he been put to the test of an unhnppj union. \ and social scienc

35-3

Prom histor) . religion,
|
olit.ii -

c alwaj a derived support for the

{From th< Original Sketch by George 1 1

: ln9)

painter who knew him well has written :
" He was principles which governed his painting, as they did

familiar with all subjects which furnish food for a his life, and he had n way of generalising on the
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questions of the day which is remembered In his friends

as a prominent feature in his familiar conversation."

As Whitman has been little, to speak comparatively .

a man of 1 ks, or a haunter of libraries, so Fuller

was unlike the ordinary artist in this; he did not

shut himself in the studio, but wrestled in (hi' arena

of labour.

In likening painters to poets, or deriving these

from those, it is of course not supposed that Fuller

would say to himself, " Go to, now; in g 1 sooth,

verily, 1 will paint Whitmanic pictures." The action

of such laws is far more subtle and nearly, if not

quite, unconscious. The writer may give the hint,

but the movement is complex, and it. is in the air

of an epoch. Fuller lacked the medium in which

to assume the defiant note of Whitman, even if he

had wished to he the painter of the Demos; hut

with Whitman we must always remember that al-

though he made himself the champion of democracy,

the novelty in his work might have appeared without

his using that special war-cry. In Fuller's case the

rebellion was against the schooled painters, his former

comrades; he did not reach the point of carrying

revolt in technical processes of art into the field of

obvious thought ; nor was it necessary to paint a

historical or genre picture to glorify democracy.

From portraits he passed with no great ease to ideal

heads which sometimes appear to have been developed

from likeness unluckily rendered. When fame

reached him, Fuller was already past the combative

age, and well into that period of a man's life when

peace is a more admirable thine' in ail than violent

feeling.

In this light tin 1 fifteen years of comparative

unproductiveness passed on his farm appear by no

means that unqualified blessing we are asked to

consider it. Possibly it gave a somewhat slowly

contemplative nature time to reach conclusions in

art opposed to all the instruct ion he had received in

schools. More probably it removed him from active

professional life during the very years in which he

might have pushed forward into the dramatic field of

the painter. For, when it. is brought together as

it was soon alter his death, his work showed a lack

of dramatic effect. Yet he had -roped that way.

Pictures of herb-gatherers and witches belong to the

I ittcr part of his life. " And She Was a Witch " is

perhaps the highest dramatic point, a large canvas ill

which, without losing his -rasp of the strange vapoury

style he had invented, Fuller told the awful story

of innocence unjustly accused, of fanatical and self-

righteous men administering justice, lint earlier in

his career, Fuller had the democratic feeling toward

labour and labourers which does not always avail to

break down the harrier of colour between the races.

When most people despised the negro and hated him

for causing a fratricidal war to hold together the

Union, he was already painting the slave. At the

sale appeared " Negro Funeral, Alabama," " Interior

of Negro Cabin," a study for the "Quadroon/' a

mournful and charming I inure, and " Hoeing Tobacco."

At the me rial exhibition was the " Turkey Pasture,

Kentucky, '' the "Quadroon/' owned by Mr. Samuel

D. Warren, of Boston, the " Romany Girl," owned

by Mr. J. T. Williams, of New York, and oil sketch

for it, now in the possession id' .Mr. Thomas 15. Clarke,

New York, from which the engraving on the last

page was made. There was also a negro nurse

with child, painted in 1861.

Taking into account the dates to which they

are assigned, we may gather from these paintings

that want of appreciation arrested Fuller in a

gradual but certain course toward a democratic

line of effort, from which the dramatic element

would not have been absent. Hut notwithstand-

ing the delay, his foMse at the close of his life was

most remarkable. His last work, the "Girl with

Calf," was technically, that is to say in respect of

colour and grace, perhaps his best. The " Arethusa,"

a slender undraped girl leaning forward to dip her

ringers in the stream of that name, was a delightful

maiden of Arcadia, golden-fleshed like the people of

Bonifacio, and wrought with the highest of Fuller's

art, so that even the realist was forced to applaud.

" Winn ifred Ihsart" and other figures in which he

tried to embody a poetic image of New England maid-

enhood were triumphs of charm, but not particularly

characteristic of the women of New England. The

type was more Scotch or Irish, and oddly enough

he pitched, with Dysart, on an Irish-Norman name.

Landscapes by Fuller make one think of Corot and

Daubigny, his figures of Rembrandt, Correggio, and

the modern Mettling.

Sometimes William Morris Hunt of Boston

painted after a fashion not remote from that of

Fuller, but, like many of the styles assumed by

that able artist, it was soon given up for something

else. George Fuller, however, needed no prop

from workmen in his own profession; lie had an

individual something in his work which set it apart

from that of any other. While there are colourists

in America who equal him in delicacy and surpass

him in richness and variety of tones, lie has left a

place which is not, and perhaps never will be. tilled.
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. FRITH has told us in his en-

tertaining autobiography, that

he did no! pursue the study

either of anatomy or of per-

spective very far a( the outset

of his artistic career, inasmuch

as, considering the branch of

art he was taking up, he fell

that his time could be better spent. Doubtless he

is right, for although a figure-painter of any sorl

cannot dispense with a perfecl knowledge of the

human form down to its most delicate developments,

it is not incumbenl on him to qualify himself as de-

monstrator of anatomy or perspective at the schools.

Only when he is about to devote himself to classical

subjects and those cognate to thorn, in which the

human Eorm divine, or a portion of it at any rate, is

sure to stand conspicuous in all the majesty of beauty

unadorned, is it indispensable that the artist should

be technically versed in the recondite mysteries of the

skeleton, and the extension and contraction, the in-

sertion and the development, of its muscular covering.

For anything short of this exalted sphere of art a

more superficial familiarity with the true shapes of

men and women is generally held to he enough.

Very much the same, perhaps, may he said of

perspective. Tide-- architectural designs and de-

signing are to become the leading characteristics of

an artist's work, the time spent on a pursuit of the

study beyond what is speedily acquired, could generall)

he better spent. What might he called an advanced

"rule of thumb" knowledge of perspective should

generally prove adequate for the ordinary run of

painters, for their function is rather to represent

things as they seem than as they literally are.

On this ground, therefore, it could be urged that

the landscape-painter i- not called on to make himself

a learned meteorologist, for it might he said that in

this respect meteorology stands to him much in the

same relation as anatomy does to the painter of the

draped figure—neither science in all its exactitude

being required in oi r the other. The science ol

weather— if. indeed, the atmospheric vagaries of it-

clerk have been reduced to a condition justifying

suchaterm u Igivehimbut little concern. True,

he has to keep almost as sharp a look-out on the sk\

a- the farmer, tin' shepherd, or the sailor, hut it i- not

so much with the purpose of forecast as with a view-

to the adaptation of the existing state of the atmo-

sphere to the demands of his subjects. The character

of their treatment mainly depends on the aspect o)

the heavens, for to them he has to look for a supply

of those effects by the aid of which he i- to express

tiie sentiment of the scene, no less than to put it as a

whole to the greatest advantage before the spectator.

The immediat e I >ok of I
lie weal her. i heref

to him of the utmost importance. I nless he seizes

those, for the most part, fleeting moments, which

accord best with his feelings o) what should he, he

tails to do justice to himself or his picture, and the

catching of those moments i- not the least of the

endless difficulties with which he has to contend in

the exercise of his craft in the field. Do the utmost

he can, work he never so swiftly, let him manipulate

never so dexterous!) , he will have to draw largely on

the remembrance of what he has seen for the full

completion of lus efforts. Grant that he can, under

the most favourable circumstances, refresh his memory

repeatedly h\ accurate observation ami patient wait-

mo- for the renewal of the right effects, he will .-till

only fully gain his object through the aid of what

he recollects, and there never yet existed a landscape-

painter of any great eminence who had a deficient

memory. The memoranda, the hints, notes, and

rapid jottings, which he makes from time to time,

areas it were, hut the shorthand id' his ait, which

has to he written out in full by his own interpreta-

tion of it ; to a strange eye the characters present

little more than unintelligible hieroglyphics—cryp-

tograms which not all the abstruse calculation of a

Baconian " Cocker" would render coherently readable.

They serve only as reminders more or less vivid of

what their constructor has -ecu.

It is curious to observe what mistaken idea- pre

vail in the mind of tin- general public a- to the sort

of weather most suitable for painting out-of-doors;

indeed, amongst the many errors into which | pie

fall who are unacquainted with the practical side

of art, there is not perhaps, more conspicuous.

They constantly imagine, for instance, that no time

can be so favourable for sketching as high noon on

a bright midsummer day ! Because it is pleasant

to be out in tin- country under such e litions, and

because the landscape looks beautiful, they think

that it inibi be quite the best for purposes pictorial,

just as in a similar way these persons will mount

a heaven-kissing hill, whence a magnificent pn

is to he >rv]\. and -a \ to their artist-friend, "Then',

win don't you sit down and sketch this?

"

The aspect of green tree- and blue sky in their
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natural relations under the clear sunlight, with even these delightful hours of tine weather are still

the fresh soff breeze tempering the heat, clearing oftentimes less good for the painter than when the

away all semblance of vapour or cloud, ami leaving skies are misty, broken, or dubious, or when thun-

only that quivering in the atmosphere over the derous or wild, windy clouds with passing showers

distance peculiar to line weather in England, is so sweep across the heaven-.

delightful, that nothing is more reasonable than to For this reason it is obvious that the spring,

suppose it would make a picture. The exhilaration autumn, or even winter, is frequently preferable

of spirits induced by the brilliancy of the surround- to the summer tor setting up the easel in the open

ings, contributes not a little to this thought in air. The sun is Tower, and throughout the day there-

inartistic minds. The love of the country ami fore there is better chance of getting lengthened

natural scenery ami of open-air life generally, if shadows to assist us in massing the subject into

only for sport and pa-tune, inherent in the Briton, broad effects of light and dark. Brilliant gleams

creates in him an intuitive admiration for the land- stream through it instead of merely catching the

scape-painter's art. But there is a strong impression top and bottom and the projections of objects, and

that afterall il is hut an agreeable sportive sort of thus conducing to that aforesaid spotty result. The

occupation— a pastime in fact which is to be pursued autumn is especially selected by the brethren of the

like -mv other, more or less, in line weather. The brush for their campaigning, as, aparl from the vary-

pulilic have little or no conception of what will or ing tints which then begin to pervade all Nature,

what will not be practicable for the painter, or worthy there is a greater tendency about the heavens to

of his skill. Thev have no notion of the thought lend themselves more willingly and easily to pictorial

and study necessary to teach the artist under what treatment. It is, as Keats says, the

aspect of the heavens the scene can he best regarded
, .

1

11 i- "Seas if mists and mellow truitiumcss,

and made most manageable lor his purposes, what
Close bosom friend of the maturing sun,"

kind of weather will yield him the best arrangement

of light, shade, colour, and so on. Thus " painters' and a- such, affords a multitude of opportunities,

weather"!- usually very different to that which i- apart from all consideration of colour, for investing a

supposed to suit, him, for it is very far from the canvas with an infinite amount of poetry and subtle

finest that he loves the best, and if he desire to treat feeling; whilst those moments which precede or

his subject nobly and sympathetically he will geuer- immediately follow the first blasts of winter will

allv he obliged to go through such contention with yield those quiet gleamy days combining gently

the elements as would appal the ordinary amateur moving clouds with the tender sunlight so precious

sketcdier. to the artistic soul. Hours can be spent in umnter-

A paysatjisfe has to brave heat, cold, wind, and rupted delightful labour—our models, so to speak,

rain, fatigue and toil unceasing, and an exposure to are in a tractable mood, and remain steady in their

the open air, which, if healthful in the main, is not places, and in but a slowly-changing light.

: , Httle trying both to constitution and temper. Beloved, too, by the limner, is the spring, with its

A midsummer sun high in the heavens under a smiles and tears, it- rainbow weather, when every-

olomlle-s sky will scarcely bring out the features thing bears the stamp of hope, and the arched many-

of am pastoral subject to advantage. Everything hued emblem of promise continually starts into

is so ablaze with light, so cut up into detail, every- astounding beauty amidst the hurly-burly of the

thing is so equally light and dark, that a monotonous rain-clouds as they are driven over meadow and lip-

equality, a speckled, spotty effect, can be the oid\ land before the tierce squall. To the drenching

result when translated by the brush. Putting colour temporary deluge there will succeed such dazzling

out of the question for the moment, the interminable rays of slanting sunshine as well-nigh defy capture

multitude of objects contend so with each other, that on canvas; then, presaging the sunset, these are

the whole wears the look rather of a needlework perhaps in their turn obscured by ominous and

sampler than a picture. gradually piled-up masses of mountainous-like cumuli,

No! if we are painting out-of-doors in midsum- portending quieter, if gl nier times.

incr, under cloudless skies, we cannot manage to And what of the sunset? what lightning-like

(real man\ subjects successfully, except during the speed of execution will enable the painter to repro-

,„rlv or late hours of the day. The noontide is due a tithe of its glory? How can anything but

disastrous generally to pictorial effect. We want rapid notes, assisted by tenacious memory, enable him

long shadows stretching in broad masses here and to give even the faintest, notion of its splendour!

theR. across the scene, merging forms ami objects yet the feat has been accomplished. Mentioning no

into an harmonious "-eneralisation, such a- early names, making no reference to anything but the tact

mornino-, afternoon, or evening skies afford. Yet that every conceivable beauty which weather presents
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to eyes artistic has been stamped in undying shades

upon the picture galleries of the world, we can surely

see that "painters' weather'" is far from whal is

generally understood by the term " fine." Some of the

noblest landscapes ever produced are what are called

"sky pictures," and the study of the elements in

their every mood and their effects upon land and

water is as indispensable to the pat/sagiste as is the

studj of the varying tones of Hesh to him who con-

fines his brush to the portrayal of human life.

Thus again it will be seen thai in the pursuit of

this branch of ait the mere science of meteorology

will avail the landscape-painter but little, his thoughts

will b cupied with what mighl be called higher

aims ; he is concerned in showing how the clouds and

skies look not what they are, not what bar. .metrical

change brings this or that conjunction of them about,

but what they present to human sight. lie will be

striving to impress the mind of the spectator with a

Mil-- of air and space, anil to lead his eye to travel

' over the hills ami far away " from valley to ridge,

ami from ridge to ridge, until in the extremes!

distance the imagination penetrates the void, ami

passes into the interminable mysterious region of

cloud-land. If he thinks of anything besides the

execution of his task, his mind will be prone to

dwell rather on the writings of a Ruskin than on

those of a Tyndall or a Proctor. He will remember,

for example, a score of poetical, beautiful descriptions

of the ethereal canopy above us to be found in

" Modern Painters.

'

The endeavour, I repeat, to express something

of what 1- there given n~ with the pen through the

medium of the brush should occupy more of the

artist's attention than the scientific solution of lie

wondrous beauty. The imitation of what is before

him will demand all his attention without his troub-

ling himself to look for much else, and lucky will he

be if no disturbing objective interruptions interfere

with his labours. Reference has been mad.' to the

trials of patience and endurance incidental to the pur-

suit of a delicate and difficult handicraft out-of-doors,

and it must never be forgotten that not a few of these

arise, as hinted, from the weather alone. First it may

be a glaring sun which will impinge exactly on the

easel despite all efforts to defeat it by the white

umbrella or tent, or it will be a drizzling rain, if not

a continuous downpour, which sets in just as the

work is going successfully, and when another hour

or two would carry it to a triumphant conclusion,

and it has, Very likely, in consequence, to be aban-

doned for the rest of the day, plunging us into weary,

fretful, heart-breaking idleness. Or, again— that

enemy to steadiness of hand and apparatus -a gustj

fitful wind springs up. setting tl anvas qui\

<>r bulging again and again at the very m nt

u lien i In- most delicate touches are required. Then

it shifts or drops, and we Could go on in perfect

fort, but that the quiet has tilled the air with those

irrepressible pests, the midges, stinging and bitin

at every exposed point, until the irritation drives us

t i despair and we are obliged to give up altogether.

Not to dwell on a host of similar and unavoi

perplexities, solely attributable to tie- . lemi m -. which

COuld be elllllllelMteil.il Will 1 \idellt 1 1
o W « 1 . )

., 1 I
_

dent the painter is on weather, and there are few

people more entitled to rail against it. One mighl

forgive him if, apart from his art, lm never talked "I'

anything else ; and when Britons indulge, as they

are said to do, unduK in this favourite topic of con-

versation, it might be imagined that they were all

land- sa pe-painters !

Whatever may be said about the technical diffi-

culties incidental to the study of art, it can scarcely

be disputed that in the pursuance of the stud;, the

figure-painter ha- comparatively seldom to contend

with the hostility of the elements. He, as a rule,

carries on his work under a substantial shelter

—

usually a warm and comfortable one and beyond

the intermittent fogs and darkness of our Northern

winters, he is almost independent of the weather.

His models disappoint him for an hour, or a day,

or he has difficulties In finding the one. the only one,

that will entirely fulfil his ideal ; but having once

secured his phoenix he can carry on gailj throughout

the livelong day. The light of the studio varies

inappreciably the form, the draperies, remain

steadfast, unmovable, undisturbed by gusty winds,

changing sunlight, or unexpected rain. Whereas,

the unhappy wight ill the field cannot, as I have

shown, copy what he sees before him for ten con-

secutive minutes without, some alteration taking

place in it. either through the shifting light, the

fitful breeze, or a score of other climatic influences.

Skies, clouds, indeed, all appertaining to the heaven-

—and without some peep of them we can scarcely

have a landscape —are especially on the move, not

by the minute but by the moment, save in excep-

tional cases. Their very mobility i- if' i

of their existence and [ t
1 Eteu Iranscendently

beautiful effects they produce,

Hence, w hether it be m ire difficult to paint

figures or landscape, there can scarcely be a doubt

a- to which is surrounded by the greater obstructions

t i study obstructions, be it understood, entirely

beside the an it-elf; and therefore it
i that the

painter of open-air subjects must h ive such an

absorbing and ceaseless regard for " the weather."
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PICTURES OF JEWISH LIFE.

SUFFICIENT evidence of enterprise is certainly

given by the Maison Quantiu by the issue of

their " Contes .Tuifs " * at a time when editions tie

luxe and art-books generally

are suffering a certain measure

of neglect at the hands of a

surfeited public. In the pro-

sent instance, however, it can-

not be doubted but that their

action will be justified by

events, for never before lias

the family and social life of

the Jewish race been recorded

in so sumptuous and so

thorough a manner. It was

time, too, that a capable writer

such as M. Masoch should

take in hand and present in

a permanent form a record

of the inner life of a people

which, under the influence of

their environment in the coun-

tries wherein they are settled,

i- rapidly becoming modified,

and in many instances totally

changed. Not that the dis-

tinctive qualities which charac-

terise the Jews are ever likely

totally to disappear, for the

association of their religion is

too closely connected with their

ever) day life ever to permit it

to become colourless or even

deficient in picturesqueness.

And it is none the less apparent

that from the force of more

modern forms of thought, in

addition to the less sympathetic a husi

attitude of a proportion of the (From tht Dra

members of their own body,

many of the old-world customs and ceremonies of the

.lews are slowly hut surely losing their former hold

and pristine significance. To "Gentiles" Sacher

Masoeh's labours will possess all the charm of

novelty; and in truth it must he confessed that when

the fact is considered that in London alone the Jewish

i nuiiitv is estimated at between sixty and eight}'

Cond .Iml '
B.\ Sachci Masoch. Illustrated with one

hundred ami twenty-eight heliogravures and woodcuts. (Maison

< Ju.iulin. l'avis. ISSS.)

thousand souls, the ignorance and misconception

which is generally prevalent respecting them is re-

markable. To many the high standard of morals

and conduct of life to be found

in Jewish households is a mat-

ter of absolute incredulity.

Owing to a lack of acquaint-

ance with the Jews and their

life, most people are content to

form their opinion of them

from the reports of the police-

courts, or the prominence of

some of the less worthy oftheir

co-religionists. Not that 1

would wish to convey the idea

that it is amongst the better

Messed with the world's goods

of the Jews alone that all that

is estimable in that people is

to be found. Rather the con-

trary is the fact, for although

the term " as rich as a Jew "

has become proverbial, there

exists amongst them a larger

proportion of poor than is to

be found in the general popu-

lation ; and it is precisely

amongst the poorer classes

that all that is best in Juda-

ism is generally to lie found.

M. Sacher Masoch ha- well

appreciated this in the work

now under review, for it is

chiefly from the life of the

working-class amongst the

Jews that his stories are draw n.

The bond of mutual sympathy

and cohesion amongst Jews is,

however, as strong as ever it

was. and these Jewish tales

the Jewish heart, indeed, to the

an appreciate a tender and affec-

tionate recital of the home-life and peculiarities of

a good-hearted if but little-known people. A\ fat

if a suspicion of superstition pervades them, as in

" Be. -ore Tow o." where Herz Machell,the "schlemiel"

(or "muff"), has recourse to three separate pages

of the Talmud opened at hazard to reveal to him

the lucky number in the lottery? Surely it is

no more harmful than an objection to being one oi

will go straight t<

heart of all who
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thirteen ;it table, or more pernicious than a stocking between Passover and Pentecost, perhaps coincidenl

dedicated to Santa Clans. Our sympathies, too, are with the [des of March —the reflection thai these

aroused when, the great prize being won, the firs! fancies arc but harmless Poibles, capable of no verj

thought of the hard working tailor is as to how he

shall bestow his "tithe," as ordained in the Holy

Book In 1 loves so well, and we applaud liis decision to

help one of his fellow-toilers. Although these tales

arc written in French, their spirit is the spirit of

Poland, Alsace, and Prussia, those still living centres

of the old Jewish life and character.

great harm, is irresistibly carried with their perusal.

Their existence lends an old-world flavour to the

tales which is at least uncommon in these days.

Sincerity and truth, mingled with a sympathetic

respeel Bor the earnestness of the | pie whose ever} -

day life he depicts, characterise Sacher Masoch's

stories. " Schimmel Knofeles," a tale of Galicia,

Surprise has often been expressed at the neglect opens with a description of the family life

with which Eolk-lorists have treated, those still existing

though fast-disappearing traces of the mediaeval li!'<

apparent in the

everyday customs

and superstitions of

the .lews of Eastern

Europe. The Kab-

balah, and tali--

in a 11 s, a nd exor-

cism s are net

Jewish, but medi-

aeval. They arc

found but late in

Jewish lore, and

then hut to he con-

demned. In order

to emphasise how-

early, and to what

extent, other- world

considerations en-

ter into the life of

the foreign Jew,

I may cite from

this book a story id'

a little boy who,

w hen s t u d y ing
Hebrew, is told by his teacher that when he has mas-

tered the A BC an angel will drop him acopper from

the sky. This the child understands ; but from that

moment, instead of studying his book, is ever after-

ward.- to he found with his eyes fixed on the ceiling,

anxiously awaiting the coin which is to fall. As i-

to be expected in any collection of Jewish tales treat -

ing of the narrower life of the less educated Jew, the

malign Lilith, the precursor and forerunner of all

the witches who preside over the infernal department

of the rites attending the birth of nursery-tale heroes Sabbath lamp, and Schimmel commenced the Friday

and heroines, soon makes her appearance. We do evening prayer. Hi- voice, at first thick and indis-

not get beyond the first page before encountering tinet, as though the dust he hail -wallowed all the

her and a descripti f the various charm- resorted wed; on the high-roads were still in his throat, soou

to in order to counteract her influence, and that of became, as he prayed, sonorous and clear. This bent

her following of four hundred and eight v evil spirits, man. with arms raised, invoking the God of Abraham,

Although there arc main- su] erstitions described, one Isaac, and Jacob, appeared to expand little by 111 tie.

of which is not generally known—namely, 'he disin- His tanned figure seei 1 1 ran- formed, and the despised

clination to ride during Omcr, the period intervening hawker became a prcacher,a prince—nay, a patriarch.

{Fn

Jewish old-clothes man, so full of innate truthfulness

that I cannot resist o-ivino.- a translation of on,' es-

pecially line pas-

sage for the benefit

of our reader- :
—

" '1' h e sera ggy,
little, bilious-look-

ing Jew, with a

nose Kent as

though before a

hurricane, whose

arched back ap-

peared destined U
nature to carry

burdens, trudged

with hi- heavj

pack throughout

the week, through

snow and rain and

the noontide heat,

from town to town,

from one country-

house 1 1 anothi r.

Although h e

\\ "i bed so hard, he

was actuated not

solely by the necessity of earning his dailj bread, hut

rather by the desire to educate hi- son. ami to enable

his daughters to learn the piano, or to surround hi- be-

loved Zobadia with all the comfort possible, nay even

with a certain luxury. When, on returning hem,' on

Friday evening, he found himself seated at hi- own

table, then it was that he felt himself repaid for all

his trouble and privations. . . After Schimmel

had washed himself and changed his week-day clothes,

all gathered round the table, above which hung the

A TALMUDIST.

tin Drawing by E. Locvy.)
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The prayer finished, he broke the bread, and when Zo-

badia had brought the stewed carp with raisin sauce, all

sal down and the meal commenced ;
and when Schimmel

looked around,

as proud as a

king, he saw the

Sabbath lamp

shining upon

happy and conJ

tented fare-."

To those ac-

quainted with

the love of home
which is a pro-

minent trait in

t he Jew ish char-

acter, this ]>i<-

ture will be re-

cognised as a

faithful present-

ment of the

scene enacted on

a Friday even-

ing in the vast

majority of Jew-

ish households,

a presentment

possible only to

one intimately

acquainted with

the s u 1
1 j e c t

.

Amongst other

phases of Jew ish

life treated of in this fascinating book are storie

dealing with the Possenreiser or beadle of the Syna

gogue (the recognised buffoon at

all family festivities on (lie Con-

tinent), the religious fanaticism

of a mind overstrained by study,

and many others equally typical.

A capital story, full of rollick-

ing humour, narrates t he course

of the true love of a cook and

her admirer in a neighbouring

tow n, both of whom are unable

I., read or write. In these

circumstances they each have

recourse t" a professional letter-

writer, an official to be found

even now in the East End oi

London, although bis services

are now chiefly requisitioned for (From a Dim

epistles rather of an eleemosynary

than an amatory character. It is in describing tin

A PUKIM GIFT.

(From tin Drawing by K. 1.

1H1. WEDDIXU CEREMONY

ram a Drawing by I Loci

lions, and the classicism of their allusions, that

\ieher Masocli strikes a true vein of low comedy.

Ml this is essentially Jewish, is capitally told, and

appropriately il-

lustrated. Each

of the festivals

has its appropri-

ate story, many
describing festi-

vities which are

almost extinct

amongst the

Jews in this

country, or else

merely linger

as survivals.

Among these

latteris" Schou-

san Purim,"
when it is cus-

tomary to make

o'it'ts, a praet ice

similar to that

obtaining at

Christmas. The

type of Jew is

represented with

all its many -

sided character-

istics - from the

Rabbi who with

hisdying breath

blesses the God

who has created death, to the heads of two families

who have quarrelled, bul reconcile their differences on

the Day of Atonement, forgiving

as they hope to be forgiven.

This book willdoubtlessarouse

considerable interest in the Jew ish

eommuuity, for it not only

treats of Jewish life, but is

written by a Jew, and illus-

trated by Jewish artists. 1 nder

these circumstances, as favour-

able as they are novel, it is not

surprising that the .subject has

been treated as it lias never

been before. Whether from the

standpoint of knowledge of the

subject or its illustration, there

is nothing but praise to lie ao-

corded. It is curious, however,

that this book, which, as 1 have

d. is written by a Jew, ami illustrated 1>\ Jews,

efforts of the two scribes to outdo each other, through should contain a mistake in Hebrew upon the very

professional jealousy, m the warmth of their cxpres- first page: ^XHSJI should be spelled Sx-QJ.
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GLIMPSES OF ARTIST-LIFE.—VII.
THE KERNOOZER'S CLUB.

By M. II SPIELMANN.

OF all the clubs and societies devoted to special

interests and special objects in England, there is

none so absolutely unique, as there are Pew more in-

teresting —al least to the lover of ant iquarian research

and artistic knowledge—as the select little bodj

known as "The Kernoozer's Club." Archaeological

still be recognised in many a famous canvas, such as

Mr. Frith's " Derby Day." His knowledge of art

and artists is extensive and peculiar, but perhaps his

chief merit lies in Ins having procured I'm- Ins son a

splendid artistic and general educati although In

himself remains to a great extent illiterate. One

by birth, social by disposition, essentially truthful day he strolled into Christie's prior to an important

sali' of armour, when one of the auctioneers, who w.i-

advising a would-be bidder, espied him and called

him to his side anticipating a sound opinion IV

shrewd and artistically well-informed a man. " Hen

my friend," he said; ''say frankly—what do you

think of this suit?" "Well.'' responded the other,

with his usual candour; "'taint no use asking

me anythiuk about armour and sech-like. As the

and honest in its aim, and jovial by practice, it lias

grown and developed by the jolly good-fellowship

and the sound scholarship of its members. Even

its christening was effected under a merry star. The
name is a puzzle to many, and a delight, more or

less, to it- members, so that it may be well, before

proceeding further, to set on record for the first time

the source of the strange appellation.

There lives in London a man well known and Frenchman says, I'm no kernoozer." His hearers'

respected in artistic circles, who is now in easy cir- lips broadened into something resembling a smile

eumstances, but who, in his youth, gained his liveli- at this novel pronunciation of the word "con-

fa 1 b) posing as model to the first painter- of the ica—cur," and w hen at the preliminary meeting of

< 1 i \ ; ind I, In- face, though hardly his figure, may the new club the members were casting about lor a

603
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oame, Mr. Robert Uillingford, the first Vice-President, lint by the time the present century had reached its

rep 'ated the incideut of which he bad himself been a meridian, " realism and truth " was the cry
;
yet the

witness, and the title was adopted by acclamation, very men who raised it paid no more attention to

A new word has thus been transported into the correctness in costume and armour than if they had

language, for it lias been accepted by a considerable evolved the whole idea of them out of their own inner

number of distinguished men inside the club and out of consciousness. Mr. Holman Hunt, who travelled to

it; and " kernooze," both as a verb and a substantive Knole Park to paint the background of his "Two

—signifying a pleasant confabulation on technical Gentlemen of Verona," and so impart local truth, has

matters, leavened with cold meats and strong and told me that he made and embroidered some of the

effervescent drinks— is as familiar in the neighbour- dresses with his own hands, and oven constructed

h I of Kensington and Fitzroy Square as it is in the Julia's hat himself. Of course the realism and truth

purlieus of Hampstead and Haverstoeli Hill. he sought for was the accurate expression of human

The objects of the club are set down all too briefly passion. Again, Sir Everett Millais bought the sham

and stiffly in its rules. The Kernoozer's Club, they lace for Madeleine's corset in his" Eve of St. Agnes"

say in effect is formed for the purpose of promoting from a little shop around the corner; while Mr.

friendly intercourse between gentlemen who study or Ford Madox Brown—the friend of the Pre-Raphaelite

collect ancient arms and armour, and will be com- school, who worked all along on parallel lines—pro-

posed only of those who either possess collections of Eerred to concoct his ruffles and costumes chiefly out of

such objects, or Lave written some published work tissuepaper. To this day, I believe, Sir Everett leaves

upon the subject. No professional dealer is eligible to a well-known firm of costumiers the whole task of

as a member, nor can he be a guest of the club; while, providing the dresses of his costume-pictures. But

on the other hand, distinguished collectors resident this sort of thing could not last when truth and

in the country, and out of it, may be elected in a realism were being carried to such a pitch in other

limited number as corresponding members. Another directions, and Mr. Pettie was one of the first of the

regulation religiously adhered to is of the practical newly-arisen school to insist on correctness of dress

sort ; it is to the effect that the entertainment pro- and accessories as the necessary corollary of accuracy

vided by the member receiving the club—the meet- in other departments.

ings taking place monthly in each member's house in Now, a taste for archeology once awakened begins,

rotation— shall be of the simplest kind: roast heel', like many another taste, to feed upon itself, and

uheese, beer, claret, pipes, tobacco, and whisky, and before long those who began antiquarian researches

nothing more;— truly Spartan fare for the warlike from the purely pictorial point of view, threw them-

convivialists. But such simple statement of its ends selves into the study for its own sake. And why

and means gives little idea of the dignity and cha- not? Up to the days of Cellini the greatest artists

racier of the little society, among whom membership had keen employed to lavish their genius on the cm-

is a tie most religiously observed, a free-masonry, bellishment of armour and the designing of dress and

with which even that of the Savage Club can hardly ornament, and their works prove how intimate was

vie; while the strict limitation of numbers in point their knowledge of the logical development and the

of membership imparls an exclusiveness—a sort of requirements of these arts. From Albert Diirer and

esoteric quality—enjoyed by few other bodies. 1 Raphael, they were all thoroughly conversant with

therefore propose to give, in a more extended form, certain, if not all, of the stages, but as time passed on

an unofficial and unrestrained version of the objects of armour grew less and less an integral portion of a

the club and the storj of its establishment, and then, gentleman's harness and a gentleman's very being,

attending one or two of its meetings, we may gain as it had keen, until the representation of i( became

a better idea oE its scope and character, and make our not merely ignorant, but flagrantly contemned ;
and,

reverence to its high aim and worthy achievement. at last, a man who would hunt for months for a.

The natural bond of sympathy was necessarily special type of model for his Ananias, his King Alfred,

the intelligent study—a shrewd and well-directed and his Hamlet, or his Holy Father, would leave ii, as

knowing spirit (a c unbinatiou nowadays called " ker- we have seen, to the nearest property-man to provide

„„ , /ni o. '')
,,,, the part of certain persons in respect him with his arms and armour, his dresses and gold-

to arm- and arm air, which, so far as artists were smithry.

concerned, and in legree, too, antiquarians, was But the artists were not alone in seeking to re-

hinga desperately low ebb in England and else- op''" this interesting fountain of knowledge. The

where. History-painters cared little for historic truth most eminent antiquarians and richest collectors in

which was all well enough when ii was franklj the country were entirely a I one with them in their

ignored and the most glaring anachronisms were endeavours; but working, so to speak, out of sight of

imported into pictures with touching indifference, the public, and therefore out of its mind, they waited
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for tlif inure popular fraternity <>f the brush to make

the first advance. Ami so it came aboul thai one

nighl in the winter of 1
s mi, during a meeting of

choice spirits, saturated in armorial lore, in the studio

of Mr. Seymour Lucas, thai the young Associate

suggested the idea of a club t" the Baron de Cosson

owner of unquestionably the choices! private collec-

tion in England, and perhaps in the world—and the

proposal was warmly taken up and carried out then

and there. The Baron was forthwith elected Presi-

dent, Mr. Hillingford and Mr. Seymour Lucas Vice-

Presidents, while Mr. T. B. Hardy, Mr. Wentworth

lluyslie. Sir James Linton, P.R.I., and Mr. Frederick

Weekes were the firsl ordinary members. But

matters were no1 long allowed to rest thus. Experts

in armour and fenee eagerly submitted themselves

for election, and from amongst them representative

men of acknowledged ability and learning were ad-

mitted within the sacred pale, the total uumber at

no time exceeding twenty.

On the occasion of the meeting of the club the

ordinary routine Imsiness is always followed by a

discussion of high interest. It then becomes evident

that the " objects " seem to cover a far larger field

than is provided for in their rules. Not only is

the aim to stimulate and store up a knowledge of

armour and arms after their kind, and periodical^

display the use of them, hut also to keep a running

record of all authentic "pieces" to which members

and there are no more persevering ferrets than they

—can obtain access. No sooner is a new " pice
'

acquired by one of them than he takes it down to the

very next "kernooze"—and woe to the unhappy wight

on whom a sham has been planted! for the better

the sham the less excusable is deemed the blunder.

Indeed, one of the first duties of the club is the ex-

posure of fraudulent pieces wherever they may be

found, and it is surprising to note how unerring is

the instinct developed by study and practice. In this

way the forged—or one should rather say fraudulent

for all armour is forged)—pieces in the Tower and at

I'arham Hall -Lord Zouche's seat—were discovered.

Some two or three of the most prized helmets in

the Tower were likewise thus condemned, the right-

ness of the judgment being at once acknowledged

and eventually established. Of every fresh acquisi-

tion the owner is required to make a drawing in the

clul' scrap-book, assuming that he is an artist or

draughtsman, or to supply a photograph if he he a

man of letters or otherwise a non-limner, so that the

record thus obtained is growing annually in extent

and importance. Onee a year the members travel,

a hi British Association, to some place of historical

interest—such as Warwick Castle, for example—
where treasures nun be examined and criticised ; and

a number of the members are told oil' on sketching

service, as well for the al f club education as in

t he general ant iquarian inten I

.

Then, again, il is a self-imposed duty on good

members and true to carry their researches up to

the altar itself and sec that archaeological, as well as

spiritual, truth holds its reign in the House of God
When armour is found upon such sanctified ground,

the loan of it is sought that it may be examined

and discussed by the club in solemn conclave; and

many a vicar will bear out the statement that

numerous errors have been corrected and false as-

criptions set righl in the reports he has received on

the treasures, hitherto unidentified and unappreciated,

in his keeping. Deans, too, have been startled, and

sometimes nol a little mortified, to learn that pieces

of armour have for centuries, maybe, been hung over

the wrong tomb misplaced, doubtless, in the course

of cleansing or decorating operations ; so that the net

result of the prying habits of the confirmed ken zer

is usually, at the very least, the establishment of a

sword's or a helmet's pedigree and respectability,

and the insurance of its proper and reverential

keeping. Another rule stringently insisted upon

and loyally subscribed to — is that no member shall

keep a kernoozing secret from tin' club; all the in-

formation he may have or can collect he is I d

to impart for the common weal, and by this means

not only is common good feeling placed on a linn

basis, but a sense of intersecuritj and material ad-

vancement is realised and fostered.

The design that has been chosen for the club

device, a representation of which heads this article, is

in a measure typical of its position, its growth, and

its aspirations. The well-versed reader will recognise

in it the rare visored-bassinet of the fourteenth cen-

tury—so rare, indeed, that but few are known even

to the most diligent of armour-maniacs. One of

them is in the Tower of London, ten in the Paris

Museum of Artillery, one in the world-famous col-

lection of the Comte de Nieuwerkerke, which is now

owned en bloc \>\ Sir Richard Wallace. It consists

of a helmet of polished steel, the crown pointed into

an ovoid shape, all in one piece; while the hinged

visor, which comes very far forward, leaves a large

breathing-place for the wearer. The legend beneath

the device of this rare piece was suggested b\ the

President, who drew the whole design. This new

example exists only upon the club notepaper, and the

legend runs "We Seek for This;" but with dignitj

of vcarsand importance hasdeveloped the respect for

scholarship, and a Latin phrase Vosfrum </ l

Quarere now supplants the pathetic and wistful

plaint heretofore couched in vulgar English.

Bui with all its prowling and scenting amongst

the remains of a dark, sometimes a doubtful, and too

often a rusty antiquity— vivifying and weaving the
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results into an historical romance of absorbing and the eminence of the armourer who lias stamped

interest—the club is essentially a convivial and his mark upon them, but also for their usefulness as

conversational institution, bearing aloft hospitality a portion of the military painter's stock-in-trade,

for its banner. We are invited, you and I, to attend lint these arc not the only, nor even the principal,

one or two of its monthly meetings— in the pages of attractions to-night. On the tables are ranged

this Magazine—the first of them being in the house the objects acquired by members since the last

of a talented artist up Hampstead way, who shares keruooz<— swords, and helmets, and a great Roman
the rare distinction of being deal' and dumb with circular tuba or war-horn, recently fished up from the

the famous Juan Fernandes Navarette Ximines, the Thames; and the question is immediately raised as

IX THE BARON DE COSSON S AEMOUEY.

(Drain! by liana Furitiss. Engraved by It. Taylo

"
'El Mudo " ,,!' Philip II/s court, and with Benjamin to whether or not it is legitimately open for discus-

Ferrers, the portrait-painter, whom Charles Lamb sion. In view, however, of the unusual character of

so touch ingly apostrophised : the exhibit it is eventually brought under notice,

"
1 1, lettered pride thou toolt'st no part passed from band to band, and sturdily Wound, though

Contented with the Silent Art, not without difficulty, by one of the visitors with a

Thyself as silent. Might I ho „.jr
t f r trumpeting. Then when all the expected

As speechless, deaf, and ffond as He !

"

, , • , ., , i ,. ,

guests have arrived they sit around in an informal

Bui our host is a man of parts, well-read withal; crescent, and the Vice-President—on this occasion

and as he receives bis guests with the perfect grace Mr. Seymour Lucas, F.S. \., A ll.A. reads a paper

of a preit.r chevalier, be maintains, by means of paper in a convcrsat Ional but an earnest tone. His manner

and pencil, a lively conversation in which hospitality appears what might be called smilingly combative,

and playful banter are brightly blended. His large for he is evidently talking with the weight of

studio is hung around with weapons and armour of conviction upon him, and his words are the out-

celebrated periods, collected not only, one would say, come of long and diligent research. Moreover, the

for the sake of the excellence of the craftsmanship, subject of bis little discourse, which happily meets
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with the entire approbation of the assembly, is based

upon a great and valuable trouvaille of his own

—a mighty two-handed sword, some four to five

Eeel in length, belonging to the thirteenth century,

which has been rescued by him from the ignorant

care of some Midland bucolic, and which, from the

"marks" of its Galas upon it and other internal as

well as external evidence, would appear to have

been the Joyeuse of King John himself. A

"state sword" it certainly was. Then follows a

desultory conversation upon the weapon; and the

quillons, and the pommel, and the blade of the

doughty espadon arc all descanted upon with eager-

ness, while the methods of its use are illustrated by

Mr. Egerton Castle, the champion swordsman of the

club. Attention is now devoted to all the other ob-

jects in turn with a quite curious absence of jealousy

on the part of the collectors; and then in knots of

two or three we descend, still warmly continuing

or listening to the discussion, to the supper-room

below, which has been stocked strictly in accordance

with the club injunctions.

And then comes a very pretty act of consideration

on the part of the guests. After the meal is finished

and a toast or two proposed and acknowledged, it is

suggested that the host should be pledged, and that

the singing of " For he's a jolly good fellow *' should

wind up the proceedings. Hut it, is remembered

that the lady of the 1 se is in ill-health, so that,

rather than rob the host of the intended honour,

the sono' is sung iii dumb s/i<>n\ with every ac-

companiment of rollicking joviality. 80 our chair-

man is pleased, his wife is undisturbed, and we,

though rather ashamed of our innocent deception,

feel that we have performed a pleasant duty. From

that moment the evening degenerates, or melts, so

to speak, into the ordinary smoking-evening, and,

the subject being relegated for the time, we revert to

old Bohemian habits and Bohemian instincts, and,

whiling away the night in good-fellowship, we scarce

reach our homes before daylight doth appear.

Such is an ordinary monthly evening of the club
;

but the annual meeting is a much more important

affair. It so chances that it falls on Mr. Seymour

Lucas to entertain this year, and we again are

among the visitors. One by one the members arrive

and await their own particular guests, and then

they ti'oop down into the well-proportioned studio,

with its splendid panelling of carved oak, half hidden

behind tin' martial treasures that form a veritable

panoply. Suits of armour, swords and rapiers, muskets,

jack-1 Is and spurs, halberds and pikes, matchlocks

and pistols, n I rue Roundhead steeple-hat, and a great

leathern black-jack, a falconet, hanger, battle-axe, and

what not a truly formidable arm;, -afford subject

for contemplation, and almost wean the sight away

from the graceful gallery across the end of the

studio. The collection is especially rich in his-

torical swords—swords of price—the value of which

has been set down at about fifteen hundred pounds.

Now let us look round and take stock of the

members who have assembled in such unusual force.

Here, first, is the President of the club, the Baron

de Cosson, whose resilience at Chertsey— where his

brother Kernoozers meet once a year—contains a

superb collection of arms and armour. The value of

his collection has been estimated at a very large sum.

He has pursued the study of arms, offensive and

defensive, for twenty-two years, and is the best " all-

round " expert in the club, whose knowledge and

opinions are universally regarded by collectors, Eng-

lish and European, with signal respect. For the

rest a courteous man, with a quiet manner, a slight

French accent, and a great family history. Near

him is Mr. J. G. Waller, the authority on monu-

mental brasses, and better known, perhaps, as a great

authority on dates and facts than as a connoisseur,

though his judgment is not to be set lightly on

one side. Then there is Mr. Hillingford, the artist,

whose collection has boasted some of the finest

pieces of armour in the country; Mr. Edward

Bellamy, the lecturer at South Kensington ; Mr.

Davidson, the artist ; and .Mr. Waring Faulder, the

great Manchester expert, whose speciality is the

sword. Then comes Mr. Joseph Grego, the owner of

a charming little collection of choice swords, and the

unrivalled Licentiate in the lore and scandal and

secret history of the period extending from 1750 to

|s.")H—a veritable mine of information. Close to

him is Mr. George Kilburne, the artist; then Mr.

Sydney Lee, the architect; -Mr. Edward Ledger, of

theatrical fame, and the possessor of a somewhat ex-

tensive collection; Mr. Ernest Hart, the master id'

so many recondite subjects ; Mr. Stephen Williams,

the architect; and Mr. John Chester, a barrister, and

a connoisseur of infinite taste. The little knot of men

over there, next to Mr. Spiller, the Honorary Secre-

tary, includes some of the most remarkable men in

the club; Mr. Egerton Castle, the eminent " master

of fence"' and military archaeologist, whose book, by

the way, on the use of the sword, has already become

a classic, and has been translated into French as a

matter of course; Sir Frederick Pollock and Mr.

Walter Pollock, both of the Saturday Review, and as

swordsmen second only to Mr. Castle. The lirst-

named is Professor of Jurisprudence at Oxford, and

the author of the article on " Swords " in the "En-

cyclopaedia Britannien," and essentially a fencer de

temperament rather than academical; the latter is

the editor of the Saturday, and author of the volume

on •• Fencing" in the Badminton Library. Farther,

there is the lion. Harold Dillon, now the Honorary
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Secretary of the Society of Antiquaries, who, after strangers." This lie does in an informal manner,

soldiering in [ndia in the Rifle Brigade, has thrown while those to whom he especially addresses himself

himself into his subject and produced an important strain forward in breathless interest. He speaks to us

wort "ii "The Anns and Armour al Westminster, of the sword and how it grew in succeeding ages and

the 'lower, and Greenwich in L 547," which has neces- changed its form to meet new attacks and to permit of

sitated the examination of the records at the Tower, newparries; of the quaint phraseology of fencers in

This lias produced rich results, for having revealed the

prices paid for armour by the nobles, the commoners,

and soldii r-, it has nol only gone a great way

towards establishing the modus vivendi of the day,

l>nt has also let in much li^-lit on (he mediaeval army

practices—even to the poinl of determining even

Elizabethan and Cavalier days; of how the habits of

fence had "evoluted;" how the two-handed sword di-

minished little by little; how two swords, one in each

hand, became the fashion, then one sword with the

dagger in the lefl hand, and then the cloak replacing

the dagger. Here is a sentence or two of his address

A DISSERTATION ON THE STEAMAZZONB AND Tin: I

i
' :

strap and buckle. The Earl of Mayo—a capital

fencer—is not present, nor are Sir Noel Paton, Sir

Richard Burton, author of the greal " Hook of the

Sword," theCondede Valencia de Don .1 nan, and Don

Guillermo de Osma, of Madrid, nor M. Reubell of

Paris, the corresponding members of the club. The

only representative of the class is Mr. Hartshorne,

the eminent archaeologist

.

Such is the roll-call of the club, and by the time

we have finished scanning it, Mr. Castle, who is

attiied in a becoming fencing suil of black cord, is

called upon to o]\,. us a lecture on the popular subjeci

of thi- use of the SWOrd for the delectation of " the

—which was finally illustrated by passages of arms

between himself and Mr. Walter Pollock. "The

rapier -the transition weapon between the sturdy old

knightly sword, capable of cracking armour, and the

small, <>r court sword (the duelling weapon of later

days) came into fashion, together with the Italian

or Spanish ' Caballero ' mannerism, during the (atti r

half of the sixteenth century. It remained thegentle

weapon (in opposition to the popular broadsword

tin' Parliamentary sword period. Uier the Resto-

ration the light, triangular, French swoixl came in,

again with foreign mannerism hut French this time.

Since then tie sword, being no longer a military
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weapon, became slenderer and lighter until it assumed desperate and bl ly "sword and dagger light."

the bodkin proportion we see in the court sword. The Herein, doubtless, may be found the explanation of

most picturesque period of fencing is that which the changing of the swords just prior to t lie death-

Mr. Pollock and I will presently illustrate — the scene in " Hamlet "—an act which seems hitherto to

Elizabethan. All the outlandish terms used in this have puzzled commentator and actor alike. But, as

mysterious art had the grandiloquent Italian or a matter of fact, the interlocking of sword and

Spanish character, till there was a perfect infatua- dagger is a matter of constant occurrei , as our

tion for the fantastical phraseology introduced by kernoozing belligerents prove. The splendid display

followers of Carranza and Saviolo into their daily of swordsmanship comes to an end by Mr. Castle,

conversation and intercourse. Even .Shakespeare who had lost his sword, darting in with lightning

was bitten with it, as ' Romeo and Juliet,' 'The rapidity, closing with his adversary, and iinishiiio-

Merry Wives of Windsor.' and ' Hamlet ' can him off by play (?) of dagger.

prove." Such, in fine, is the Kernoozer's Club, and such

Then conies the duel by sword and dagger ii will probably long remain, for similar societies are

TEYINQ ON A NEW ACOTTISITION'.

IDraicn by Tlarnj Funilss.)

between the two swordsmen — the grace of Mr. in process of formation in Paris and Madrid, and it is

Castle and the wary energy and watchfulness , if his gradually invading the Society of Antiquaries and

antagonist being in strong contrast, Every clever making good its title to being the armour-club par

stroke, every palpable hit was loudly applauded, excellence of the world. In this conviction we slowly

The fight was just such a. one as was in vogue leave the scene of the realistic fight and we make

in Hamlet's time — not the scorpion rapier fence our way into the cool, dark street, the clash of

such as Mr. Irving and actors of every grade steel and Mercutio's cry -till ringing in our ears:

are content to acquire from the nearest fencing- "Ah! the immortal passado ! the punta reversa ! the

master, oblivious of all facts of history —hut the bay!"

— •; -»o»«
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rpHE progress which has of late been observed ii

l English sculpture can hinllv this year I"' sailIpl lire can I) mil v

to be maintained bj actual achievement. In no one

of tin 1 exhibitions is there an imajjinativi work which

of Michelangelo and Sir Frederick Leigh ton. This

indetiuiteness of aim robs it of much of its unity of

purpose and harmoniousness of line, and we cannot

regard it as an entire success. Ii is like a glorified

HOUNDS IN LEASH.

Ufesfz Group in Wax by Barry Bates. In tin Exhibition of tnt Royal Academy, IS i. 1

can quite claim to rank with Mr. Gilbert's '•Queen"

or Mr. Hamo Thornycroft's " Medea" of last year.

The absence of masterpieces may perhaps be accounted

for by the fact that many of our most distinguished

sculptors arc engaged upon decorative works, which

are destined to add to the dignity of public buildings.

lint whatever be the cause, it must be confessed that

in LS83 as far as sculpture is concerned the glory of

the English school lias suffered eclipse.

The most ambitious statue is undoubtedly Mr. W.

I',. Richmond's " Orcadian Shepherd," which is at

the Academy. This colossal work is conceived alto-

gether in the " grand stj le," and while the head

gests Praxiteles, the torso is unmistakably reminiscent

"i

Academy exercise, so far docs the conception < ait run the

execution and mastery of material, which the artist

has not yet carried to completion. In trong contrast

to this is Mr. Harry Bates's " Hounds in Leash," a

work which is genuinely classic in spirit. There is in

ii no slavish imitation of any one of the gr ial m istersof

Greece. But we r< guise, while we look, that though

the modelling and style hen- the mark of a strong

personality, yet the artist's feeling and point of view

are classical in the best sense. \iel apart From this,

the \ igour and energy of the group arc beyond praise,

although it appears as the I (position of one who

has habitually devoted himself to the working

of bas-reliefs. Mr. Alfred Gilbert is by no mean.-
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adequately represented. There can be no doubt that niggling lines, which has lately become so popular,

theabs nice of any important poetic work by thisartisl and which is to 1 bserved this year in half a dozen

deprives the Academy of one of its most interesting feeble representations of old age. Each is instinct

features. Yet we must be thankful for what we ran with life, and each displays a fine appreciation of the

get, and the two husts which Mr. Gilbert does send quality of flesh and a grasp of textures.

areassnredly models of what p irlrait-busts sh add be. But -.1' all the sculpture exhibited tin- year, it is

Among the large crowd of commonplace portraits, Mr. Onslow Ford's " Singer " that will linger longest

undistinguished by any finesse of modelling, any in the memory. This statuette, which recalls irre-

picturesqueness of treatment, Mr. Gilbert's "J. S. sistibly the same artist's "Folly," new at South

Clayton, Esq.," and " G. E. Watts, Esq.," are indeed Kensington among the works purchased by the

striking. Thej are both simply yet superbly modelled. Chan trey Bequest, is a-delight to the eye. The fingers

There is none of that cutting np of the surface with and hands of the figure may be thought too loDg,
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but with this reservation it is charming. Nothing to represenl simply and frankly historical scenes than

could be more graceful than the pose, nothing 1 v to produce any great decorative effect. We are "•lad

beautiful than the modelling. And the base upon to see ai the Academj reductions in bronze of Mr.
which it stands is adorned with enamels, admirable Thornycroft's "Teuccr" and "General Gordon." li'

both in design and execution. Mr. Onslow Ford sculpture is to become a popular art, there can be no
never loses sight of the decorative side ol bis art, and doubt that it will become so through the publication

si i liis work is always excellent. To the New ( lallery of reductions of well-know n works such as these,

he sends a sketch of Gordon's " Dromedary," which Among the younger of our sculptors, no one is

A YOUNG MOTIIl.l:.

(From the Bunt bij 11. .1. Lcdward. In thi Exhibition of tht Xew dall ry, 188$. 1

ibject. more speedily making a high position for himself

" and than Mr. II. A. Pesjram. His " Death Liberating a

is a must faithful rendering of an interesting

Marked in an equal degree by skilful hand!

artistic feeling are his portraits of the Lord Mayor Prisoner " was lof the noticeable works of last year's

ami Lady Mayoress. Mr. Hamo Thornycroft exhibits Academy, and the reli

no greal work this year. He sends to the Academy

two bronze panels from a memorial of Gordon to be

erected in Melbourne, Australia. The one repre-

sents the death of Gordon at Khartoum ;
tl ther,

Gordon teaching ragged buys at Graveseud. They

are pill irially conceived, and are rather an attempt

•nt it led " [gnis Fatuus/'

which lie exhibits this year, is a distinct advance

on Ins previous performance. The modelling is care-

ful and sincere ;
the composition adequately tills the

sspace, and little fault is to be found with the design.

It is a fortunate thing for Mr. Pegram that he had

\i\< work ca I in bronze before sending it t.i the
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Academy. Otherwise, by a recent legal, but surely is something to be found of Mr. Nelson MacLean's

not reasonable, deeisii B the bench, it eould not in each of the three big galleries this year. But he

have been bought as it lias been by the Chantrey is most completely represented at the Grosvenor.

Bequest Fund. This regrettable decision cannot His finest works are his " Suppliant" at the Gros-

fail to have an adverse effect upon English sculp- venor, ami his "Bacchante" at the New Gallery.

tmv. Had it been pronounced earlier, the majority of These are both animated by the spirit of the later

the works of sculpture now in the room set apart for Greek sculpture, and modelled with considerable

the Chantrey College at South Kensington could not learning, and carved with consummate skill. It is

have been acquired for the nation. That Chantrey, difficult to bestow praise upon Mr. MacLean's bas-

himself a sculptor, should by the literal terms of his relief in terra-cotta, which lias been reproduced in

i From II, , Bi-OHzi by II. A. 1:

IGNIS PATUUS.

Ti, ;ir Exhibition oj tin Royal Academy, 1889, ami purchased by tin Presid nt find Council

under tht Terms of the Chantrey Bequest.)

will have done so much to place the art of sculpture marble for St. Peter's Church, Bayswater. It is in

beyond the reach of his own geuerosity is a most un- three panels, which are suggested by the three texts,

fortunate circumstance. Hut to return to Mr. Pegram. " Follow Me," " Feed My Sheep," and " Fear Not."

In addition to the relief of which we have already But the whole work seems to us hackneyed, lack-

spoken, he sends a "Boy's Head " to the Academy, ing dignity in treatment, and modelled without

and two medallions of considerable merit to the New much effect. It is matter for regret that Mr.

Gallery. Another sculptor who has made indubitable George Simonds shows nothing this year hut a

progress this year is Mr. R. A. Ledward. Hisportraits bust of Mr. Walter Crane. This is an admirable

a: the Ac;,deii)\ are perhaps a little commonplace, but piece of work; in fact, it is one of the best por-

liis i tributions to the New Gallery are far better, trait-busts of the year. Bui Mr. Simonds has done

His " Young Mother" is a careful piece of modelling, such interesting work in the past, that we are dis-

wliile his panel m bronze, entitled " Poetry," is re- appointed to find him represented by nothing more

lined in composition and skilfully executed. There important than this.
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The work of Mr. T. S. Leo maj reasonably !»•

considered with thai of Mr. .1. Havard Thomas.

Each of these sculptors has this year produced sou ml,

workman-like portraits, which line given them qo

scope for the exercise of the higher qualities of

their art, and each is soon at liis best in reliefs.

.Mr. Thomas's '' Marianina " at. the Academy, and

"Giacinta" at the New Gallery, with Mi-. Loo's

lint there is little distinction of pose in any of his

work, no interesting arrangement "I' drapery, no

technical subtlety , none of those qualities which make
us indifferenl to the model and to the accuracj of the

likeness. Ii is only possible to regard his statues or

busts as admirably true representations of men with

whose features we maybe familiar; we can never say

of any of them, "Without question, this i- a work of

THE SUrri.IANT.

(From flu Bust by 7'. Nelson MacLcan. In ih, I i C C cry, IS89.)

" Medallion " at the Academy, are favourable specimens

of work which aims rather at truth than art istic effect.

If we wish to gain an idea of what British

sculpture was before the revival, which has been due

to the energy and skill of Messrs. Thornycroft,

Gilbert, and Onslow Ford, we may turn to the ex-

amples of Sir J. Edgar Boehm's art. This sculptor's

work has great power and verisimilitude. We re-

cognise solid human beings in his statues, and con-

fess that he has a rare knack of catching a likeness.

Ime art." His -t.iti f the late I, ,,-.1 tddesleigh

for instance, which was made to he erected in the

House of Commons, is an undeniably exact portrait

of the late Minister. Great care has heen expended

on the modelling, there is an extraordinary precision

of detail in it. Yet as a work of art it is entirely

unsatisfactory, and has no quality to mark it out

from any other portrait of the same size and in

the same material. On the same plane stand Sir

Edgar's " British Guardsman of l
s

l
s ," and " Ennis-
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killing Dragoon of 1815." As studies they are no

doubt beyond suspicion ;
but we look for mure than

fidelity and archaeological accuracy in a work of art.

Afar more stirring work than Sir Edgar Boehm's

is Mr. Armstead's "Lieutenant Waghorn," the

pioneer of the overland route. It is the model of a

statue which has been set up at Chatham, and is in

many respects worthy to be remembered. Here we
find distinction of pose and a highly successful attempt

to manage the draperies. This is emphatically the

best i'l' Mr. Armstead's works; it is at once mure

ambitious and more successful than his reliefs of Mrs.

Craik and the Rev. Benjamin Webb.
Mr. Birch, A.R.A., is much better seen at the

Grosvenor Gallery than at the Academy. His "Mar-

garet Wilson" at, the latter exhibition can arouse

no enthusiasm. It is sentimentally conceived, and

carried out in too pictorial a spirit. Far more in-

teresting is his "Water Nymph'* at the Grosvenor,

which possesses a certain imaginative quality.

Of animal portraiture there is very little that is

notable. We have already said something of Mr.

Onslow Ford's "Dromedary" ami of Mr. Bates's

" Hounds in Leash." Apart from these, Mr. Swans

"Young Himalayan Tiger," winch is in bronze,

displays the most intimate knowledge of animal

forms. It is a line piece of modelling, and is evidently

the result of much subtle observation. Sir Edgar

Boehm sends to the ( rrosvenor a statuette of the Duke

of Portland's horse "St. Simon," and in the same

gallery are some efficient studies of horses by Mr.

Adrian Jones. " A Note of Triumph," which Mr. II.

0. Christie exhibits at the Academy, is not successful.

The Hon is modelled somewhat clumsily, and is stiff

and awkward in [misc. Mr. Everett Millais' truthful

sketch of the champion bloodhound " Nell Gwynne "

demands a w ord of praise.

The advance which has recently been made in the

lowlier branches of sculpture, such as the striking

of medals and goldsmith's work, is strikingly illus-

trated in the exhibitions of this year. At the Aca-

demy is to lie seen an admirable design for reverse

and obverse of a medal, executed for the Art Union of

London by Mr. Gilbert, Then there is Mr. Thorny-

croft's charming sketch for the clasp of a cloak, and

Mrs. Vereker Hamilton's really efficient design for

tic reverse of a medal, to In- executed in bronze for

the Slade School, University College. At the New
Gallery, too, the medallists are very fully represented.

The case of medals for competition, exhibited by the

Society of Medallists, and the case of iuedal< bj Mr.

('. Howard, contain admirable s] tmens of this

fascinating art.

Among the mosl remarkable works of sculpture

which have been -en this year are the " Capitals of

Pilasters " an I the " Head of Pan," which Professor

Legros sends to the New Gallery. These broad-

browed, thick-lipped, flat-nosed, satyr-like heads are

modelled with breadth and vigour, and there is not a

touch of littleness either in their conception or exe-

cution. They are of course entirely conventional in

treatment; no trace of realism is to be observed in

them. And this is as it should be; the artist has

never forgotten that his capitals are intended to be

architectural decorations and not mere representations

of a sensuous type. These experiments of Professor

Legros in a thoroughly conventional branch of art

are particularly interesting, because it seems that the

majority of our sculptors have failed to appreciate

the decorative element in their art. They have

cultivated, and with great success, a certain sturdy

realism, which has only succeeded in making' much
of their work very dull. There is not much artistic

exhilaration to be got out of an English gentleman

in a frock-coat and button-Loots, especially when the

sculptor has idealised nothing, imagined nothing, but

has been content to coldly chronicle what he saw

before him. Such works as these may be produced

by a mechanical process, which is but little above the

level of photography. They may be eminently

satisfactory as likenesses, but they are not art. And
it is just because statues of this character are so

plentiful this year that we turn with a kind of relief

to Professor Legros' satyrs. For in them at least

nothing is sacrificed to the model ; they bear no

resemblance to anything in nature; they are simply

forms, conventionalised in accordance with certain

traditions, and adapted to the requirements of archi-

tectural decoration. The spirit in them is line, though

the decorative idea is carried so far as to bring some

of them within the realm of unconscious caricature.

Very different in aim and spirit are Mr. George

Tinworth's reliefs. Professor Legros is always

artistic, Mr. Tin worth never. The latter merely

attempts, by the aid of his own uneducated observation

of human nature, to interpret the teaching of the New-

Testament. With a certain rough vigour and an un-

pleasant puritanical humour, he sets before us such

scenes as " The Children Playing in the Market Place
"

and "The Prodigal Sou." In these the figures arc

modelled with a rude energy and untutored strength

which are undeniable. They depend for their effect

to a very large extent upon the familiar spirit in

which the stories from the Bible arc treated. Mr.

Tinworth is the Spurgeon of sculpture. He seems

to approach the New Testament in very much the

same spirit as does the author of "John Plough-

man." The composition is too pictorial for sculpture,

and the modelling has neither subtlety nor distinction

of character. If the humour were removed from Mr.

Tinworth's work there would he nothing left, and

after all humour alone is not art

.



JEAN FHANfOIS MILLET AS A YOUTH.

{From lln Painting by Himself. Engraved by C. Cartel i
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JEAN FRANCOIS MILLET. I.

liAVIIi CROAT, THOMSON".

WHEN a certain reputation has grown dp around

an artist's name, it is a must difficult thing

For any one I" prove thai this reputation lias arisen

through misconceptions of facts
5

which are well

within (hi.- reach of any one who will take the trouble

to scrutinise them. It has been the custom, For

example, to -peak and write of .lean Franfois Millet

as always miserable and n dy, as generally sad and

constantly toil-burdened. While nol wishing to con-

vey the idea thai .Millet's life as an artist and as a

man was completely the reverse, I think il possible to

slmw the brighter side of it; and also to pro\ e thai his

misfortunes were no! more than those of the common
lol of humanity, and that he was neither miserable

nor moody in his home life, nor necessarily so in his

ait life. It is, in fact, almost easj to show that in

many way- he was happy and contented, thai in his

lifetime he had many friends and admirers, and that
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Ik was little worse off than other g 1 painters of Sensier was a writer scarcely from choice, but

the time: in short, that the general verdict which rather from favourable circumstances. He first wrote

has hitherto been pronounced on Millet and his works on Theodore Rousseau because he found he knew

has ranch thai is erroneous in its conclusions. more about thai painter than any one else did, yet

The popular idea that Millet passed an excep- he was well aware of his deficiencies in composition,

tioually hard life has arisen from two causes. In the He repeatedly acknowledged that he was no critic,

first place, it has been taken for granted, on the prin- and also that he knew little of the science of book-

ciple of "Who drives fat oxen should himself be making. These defects are noticeable enough to any

in i.rus HANi INT..

, from the Study by MUM.)

fat," thai because Millet painted pictures specially reader of Sensier's works, and do not require to be

illustrative of the toils of the peasants of France, and emphasised here. Bui besides this, Sensier appears

of a sober and even sombre character, he innsl him- to have acted as a kind of agenl and hanker to

sell have 1 n of an unusually grave turn of mind. Millet; even artists have to think sometimes of

which was true, and have experienced an immense the details of life, and Millet was in the habit of

ileal el' trouble of his own, which, however, was only mentioning money-mailers and questions of price

partly true. Tl ther can I' this ill-understand- and policy to Sensier in his letters. Sensier there-

ing of Millet's life has been his friend Alfred Sensier, Fore gradually, and probably quite unconsciously,

the writer to whom we are chielly indebted for minute came to conuecl Millet with requests I'm- money,

information on Millet's career.' or for advice in difficulties, and he seems to have

... , ,,,-p
|

. ,. -u I. ,
•• i. uf.'iSi .,, ultimately arrived at the conclusion thai Millet was

I;,,,, ,1,,,. issi. always in want of something. It is this tone winch
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pervades the whole ol his otherwise valuable, and at has to In- remembered thai Sensier died before he

all times interesting) life of Millet, and it is this idea completed his work on Millet, and who can saj h v.

(From the PM " ' Engraved by F .'

whi.-h 1 would combal and endeavour to prove to be he might have modified the story had he lived to see

true only in a very limited sense. Besides this, it it in type?

GOo
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Asa descendantof peasants, and himself a peasant,

for in Ins earliest days he worked in the fields like his

neighbours. Millet is properly a peasant-painter, and

the dignity of labour was never more practically yet

poetically rendered than by this real son of the soil.

Often Millet chose subjects which were non-attractive

from their vivid reality, and one celebrated figure of

a man leaning "ii a hoe, resting and looking at the

spectator, was nicknamed after a notorious criminal

of the period. lint happily many of his subjects are

quite of an opposite quality, and nothing can be more

truly delightful than his shepherdesses and other

peasant figures on whom the weight of life does not

seem to lie too heavily. They have leisure to go with

quiet dignity about their daily duties, without hurry

and without fuss.

.Iran Francois Millet was born in the hamlet of

Gruchy,in the commune of Greville, near Cherbourg,

overlooking the English Channel. About four hours'

journey from Cherbourg, by a rustic road lying along

the cliffs by the side of the sea, Gruchy is reached.

This was and is a very small ami quiet group of

houses nestling behind a cliff, and at about the centre

is a one-storeyed house, which bears the inscription,

" lei est ne le peintre Jean Francois Millet le 1-

Octobre, 1814."

Millet, coming from a peasant family of good

stock, was descended through both father and mother

from estimable upright people. According to a

Normandy custom Millet was trained by his grand-

mother, for his nun mother had to go to the fields to

help to earn the daily bread, and it was the spirit of

his grandmother which most influenced Millet's life.

Her kind of training may be understood from her

favourite saying when rousing him in the morning,

which was, "Wake up, my little Francois; the

birds have long been singing the glory of God."

Millet's father was instinctively an artist although

he never exercised his talent, lie often spoke to his

son of the beauties of nature. He would pull grasses

and call his boy's attention to their charming forms,

and would point out the varying effects of the days.

Bui his art uas entirely inarticulate, though happily

it descended to his eldest son.

Millet's father had often noticed his boy's taste

for drawing, and silently considered what should be

done. lint his family was laige and his wants many,

and the eldest son must remain in duty bound and

help to bring up his younger brothers and sisters;

and so he held his peace. The time speedily Came,

however, when silence could no longer prevail. M hen

- was about eighteen his attention was fascin-

ated by the curious outline of an old man passing

ill nig. lie drew the contour, and did it so well that

Ins parent- reeoonised it and Felt that the time had

come to six ak out. The lather explained his difficulty

to his son, but finally added, " Now that your brothers

are older, 1 do not wish to prevent you from learning

that which you are so anxious to know;'" and so

Francois began forthwith to prepare to go to Cher-

bourg, and be apprenticed to an artist.

It has been usual to consider Millet, as peasants

commonly are, somewhat illiterate. But Normandy
peasants are like Scotch country folk—-although poor

they are frequently very well trained. "When Millet

was eighteen he was able to read the Bible and Virgil,

his favourite books, quite easily in Latin, and it is

said that he was a ready and eloquent translator of

these volumes. His education, in fact, was equal to

many even amongst artists, and far superior to what

is considered usual amongst peasants. He was a

facile and neat writer, his letters are clear and well,

THE SOWBB.

(Tfti first Sketch by Millet

and sometimes even elegantly, expressed. In short,

by the time he went to Cherbourg, he was a well

educated man, and was quite able to hold his own
even when he reached Paris a lew years later. It has

therefore to be borne well in mind that, although born

and bred a peasant, he had that kind of education

which allows and encourages a man to progress, until

as tune ones on he need not fear to be the associate

id' those whose education ha- been more exact and

complete.

Millet's artistic talent was admitted from the

first, and he was one of those fortunate artists

who did not find obstacles put in his way at the

beginning. Millet's father acknowledged and ap-

plauded the gifts of his son; his first sketch from

nature was approved by his parents, who saw the

likeness to the old neighbour as described above.

When the father and son went to Cherbourg, to

Mouchel. F the Im-1 artists J,, the city, to obtain

Ii— us for the youth, the master would not believe

that the drawings shown him were the work of a
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beginner. These had been carefully enough prepared sayings aboul hira and pondered them in her heart,

beforehand in the cottage at home. After his ex- thouglil her Francois should go back to Cherbourg,

amination, when the facts could no longer be disputed, and very soon he became a student with Langlois,

Mouchel finished by telling Millet pere that he was who also treated him so thai he was practically in-

to Manic for keeping his sun even so long away from dependent. At this time he ral hours daily

art. " for your child lias the stuff of a great painter." in reading, and he thus became Familiar \\ ith all the

Hut while mankind was thus so far propitious, best authors from Homer to our own day. Millet

the Pates were striving against him, for at the end was, as has been said, and it cannot be emphasised

mi soweb

of two months, during which Millet was permitted to

copj what he liked cither from the " round " or from

engravings, he was recalled to Gruchy to find his

father seriously ill and dying from brain fever. \ ery

soon he found himself the new head of the family,

and under the necessity, according to his consi

and the custom of his country, of taking the wi

the home in hand. But his brothers were growing

up and the necessity for his remaining at home was

lessened. His grandmother, who had kept all the

too strongly, a cultivated man. well-read, and deep-

thinking, with the Bible guiding his heart, \ irgil

his head, and both afterwards greatlj controlling

his art.

Langlois, his secoud i dual master, soon saw he

could not teach Millet anything, and he employed him

more as an assistant. In the Eglise de la Trinite

of Cherbourg there arc two pictures painted partly

by Langlois and partly by Millet. Another time

Millet's good angel came to his aid, and Langlois
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succe ded in obtaining for his helper a pension Erom

the town council of Cherbourg to assist his studies

and to carry him to Paris. It did not go very far,

and it was neither promptly nor fully paid, yel it is

evidence of the esteem in which Millet had come to

be held. We may pause for a moment and consider

how manyyoung men pensioned by their native place

would like posterity to believe that they had been

badly treated all their lives. The very fact of the

pension having been granted is enough to evince an

appreciation flattering to any youth, however gifted

he may be, and however famous he might become.

Strengthened by the promise of this pension,

Millet went off to the capital, but his first experiences

there were far from satisfactory. His mother and

grandmother had wept as they spoke of the tempta-

tions of Paris, ami generally Millet looked forward to

his new life with some apprehension. But he was

upheld in all his despondent thoughts by the know-

ledge of the treasures in the Louvre and other

collections of pictures. He arrived in Paris early in

1837, being twenty-two years old and having just

sufficient knowledge of city life, learned at Cherbourg,

to keep him from going wrong. But, indeed, he had

as a youth the Feelings of a celibate, and what are

considered the ordinary temptations id' life had no

attractions for him. " I got to Palis,'' he says him-

self, "one Saturday evening in January, in the snow.

The light of the street lamps, almost extinguished by

the fog, the immense number of horses and waggons

passing and re-passing, the narrow streets, the smell,

and the air of Paris, went to my head and my heart

so that I was almost suffocated. . . . Paris seemed

to me dismal and tasteless. At first I went to a little

hotel where I spent tin' night in a sort of nightmare,

in which I saw my home, full of melancholy, with

my mother, grandmother, and sister spinning in the

evening, weeping and thinking of me, praying that I

should escape the perdition of Paris. Then the evil

demon drove me on before wonderful pictures, which

seemed so beautiful, so brilliant, that it appeared to

me thev took lire and vanished in a heavenly cloud."

The friends to whom Millet took the usual intro-

ductions were of little use to him. They recom-

mended him to go to the Eeole des Beaux Arts, but.

the idea of competition was repugnant to him, ami

he speaks of the difficulty of getting people to un-

derstand how distasteful to him was the idea of

striving to excel certain unknown people " in clever-

ness and quickness/'' Another " friend" overcharged

him for his lodgings and forcibly retained possession

of all his linen. Generally his life was disquieting

;

but when lie found his way to tin- Louvre

—

which was

some time after arrival, for he was too proud, like

mail) country-bred ] pic, to ask his way in Paris

—

he w;is in a new world, and no trouble of a sublunary

kind had any weight with him. He fairly revelled in

the great old masters, and it is interesting to know

that Michael Allgelo was the greatest master of all in

his estimation. Fra Angelico soothed him, and the

more modern Poussin impressed him
; Watteau and

Boucher he despised, Delacroix he admired, and very

curiously he thought the work of Lesueur strong;

this is the painter who has a little dark room to

himself in the Louvre, but whose pictures have little

attraction at the end of the nineteenth century.

After much consideration, Millet entered the studio

of Paul Delaroehe "pour apprendre son metier," as

he expressed it, for he was quite alive to the necessity

of earning his daily bread. But after spending some

time there, learning nothing of real service, and after

having various little experiences, he left it in order to

go on in his own way. When his fellow-students

had become too troublesome, he would reply, "I do

not come here to please anybody. 1 come because

there are antiques and models to teach me, that is

all." The immediate cause of his leaving was that

Delaroehe wanted a certain pupil to get the Prix de

Rome, and told Millet if he wanted to please him he

must not compete. So Millet abandoned the studio

where honest effort was curtailed by intrigues, though

why he did not try to enter the studio of Delacroix,

whom he fervently admired, has yet to be explained.

The next few years were the fullest of trouble in

Millet's career. It was then that he met with the

hardest experiences he ever had to endure. He was

sensible that he was misunderstood, yet he also felt

that he should try to school himself to do what the

] pie of his time asked from him. One of the curious

results of this unhappy combination was to have

Millet, the peasant-painter of France, making nude

pictures in the style of Boucher, whom he loathed,

and of Watteau, whose prettiness is the very anti-

thesis of Millet's own maturer work. Before sub-

mitting to this real degradation, he made a greal

effort to get people to aceepl pictures as he liked

to paint them, but they were quite unsaleable; and

he unwillingly, but heroically for daily "bread, set to

work on nymphs and nudes of popular descriptions.

This fact of Millet having even for a time to

succumb to the exigencies of life and forsake his real

work in the world in order to gain a livelihood, is in-

finitely more humiliating than the fact of his getting

into trouble because he would not be false to himself.

It is far more dignified, far more becoming of a great

man to struggle on in a good cause and to suffer for

his opinion, perhaps even, as Millet did in later years,

to being in debt on every hand, than to give way from

what one knows is right in order to acquire the bread

which perisheth, and to obtain a rest from poverty,

which, however distressing, is at least honestly

honourable.
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There were nut, ;it the same time, any very great

nnmber of nymphs a // Boucher produced, for Millet

received a good many orders t<> paint portraits, a

branch of art lie cultivated all Ins life. Someti s

lie went to liis native Normandy, and when orders

for portraits failed him, lie did not disdain to paint

signboards, for which thirty francs was considered a

fair price. In I
s U> lie had a portrait at the Paris

Salon, and in November, 1841, he was married—for

approved, he was not well enough horn or old enough
to have made an influential connection, ami he never
was a man to make many friends even in his

happiest days. Generally, in fact, his star was in the

descendant, hut when his wife had died and lie h;i-

left childless, without friends he never liked hi

wife's relations!, with little or no money, and with

scarcely any prospect of making more, In- -tar reached

its lowest point and then began slowly to ascend.

i r\3f

> ft sS&^f-
v> ///t //%*•: **f J

' i'

(From the Sketch in UUi I. Repr

l*A

the first time—to Pauline Ono, a maiden of Cherbourg.

He removed to Paris, but his wife did not thrive

there, and in 1844, about two and a half years after

marriage, she died amidst privations to which Millet

in later years never eared to allude. The year Ml
was probably the very severest in .Millet's life. His
wife never had been strong, and she gradually declined

in strength at the very time when her busband

became less able to find the means of supporting

her with the necessaries of life, not to mention the

delicacies requisite for an invalid. Scarcely an y one

would buy his original work, and pictures even a la

Boucher and Watt can did let fetch Over twentj franc-,

and often not that. His portraits were not always

Sensier thinks that his happy life finally ended when
he married again and had a family, but this is a

mi-take, for .Millet was a joyful father of many
children, and though he was occasionally altogether

without money or credit, he never again felt the

extreme desolation and solitude of 1M I.

Note. In view of the extraordinary an st that

ntly been awakened in this country i" the work of Millet,

owing to the sensational purchase of the "Ai French

G tor all, is destim d to 6nd a resting-

the Art Gallcrj oi v w York . thi ki n the

1 1 ii j ii ccd in this 51 of reprinting the en-

gravings on pp. 377, 381, and 384 which '

itimnte

.i tist's life-work mai I hese « ill be i
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next month by another, and concluding, series. In respect to tin

"Angelns" itself it is interesting to know that it is accepted on

all hands as well-nigh the technical apogee of French Art, and

hailed b) Gambetta, the Agnostic—as it was intended by Millet,

the painter—as the essence of religious sentiment and unques-

tioning faith. It is true that one of the most eminent painters

on the Continent has asserted that were its title unknown the

picture would express no definite idea to the spectator: that the

gave M. Petit, the dealer, an order to bid £6,000 on his behalf

.

M. Petit secured it for £6,400, and M. Secretan, another customer

at like terms, and Mr. Vanderbilt tossed for tin poss, ssi,,n of it.

The former won, but regretting his bargain, he re-sold it to his

dealer for £8,000. Feeling he had blundered, he bought it back

again, but this time had to pay £12,000, having the satisfaction

of declining an offer of £20,000 from Mr. Rockafeller, of New
York. The statement that M. Secretan paid the latter price for
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then fore a mistaki The dramatic sale of the picture in

12,120 look place in oi E the most exciting scenes

witnessed in a sale-room, being exceeded only, it is said,

t of tin Murillo " Conception," now in the Louvre, at the

il Suiilt sale in 1S52, when the approximate sum of

was reached. What adds to thi chagrin with which

niinli regard the hugeness of the sum thai was bidden to

possession of their masterpiece, is the fact that no purchaser

connoisseurs or collectors could be found to buy the work

let's price of £80, and that their own judges of the Salon

il, and habitualh declined to red iv. his work.
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AN ARTIST'S HOLIDAYS.
By J. E. HODGSON, R.A.

Engr,

ECEMBEB is hardly

the month to be writ-

ing of holidays. All

well-regulated Families

are in winter quar-

ters
;
paterfamilias has

dropped his jaunty

mm nl, the airy treat-

ment oi' serious sub-

ject s, t li e care less

pococuranteism that

sat so gracefully on

the worthyman during

his holidays. He is once more serious and thoughtful

;

lie is apt to reply vaguely and, when surprised, even

snappishly to liis pert daughters; the cares of busi-

ness are upon him. Yet, nevertheless, round many a

hearth, holidays are still the topic of conversation.

The subject is not lit up by the sunny glow of

anticipation, but by the soberer lunar radiance of re-

trospection ; it is being discussed from the scientific

standpoint of experience. From the north, the south,

the east, and the west, the families have been gathered

together into their homes, bringing witli them their

varied experiences; whilst in far-away countries—

in Irish cabins, Highland crofts, in Lapland ami

Norwegian huts, in Russian ishui, in Swiss chalets,

in Holland, and Belgium, and Germany, in France,

Italy, and Spain—guides, hunters, porters, toilers of

all sorts, are enjoying rest, and are counting up the

o-ains of their season, and how much has fallen to

their share of the vast overspill of English wealth.

The holiday of an English family is an event of

European importance, the solvency of states may
turn upon it, the life or death of individuals may
depend upon it; and to the family itself it is a

matter of no small moment. It is the result of

months of anticipation, often of much frugality ami

self-denial; what deep discussions precede it, what

porings over guide-books and hooks of travel, what

eager questionings of travellers, what agonies of

preparation ! The leader of the party probably insists

on a minimum of baggage, and, behold, the things

utterly indispensable cannot he reduced to the mini-

mum required ! "What plannings, what despair, what

furtive tears even, in female eyes, when some pet hit

of finery has to he abandoned! Whal fevers, what

nervous excitement precede the departure of a family !

And so also with the singly blessed, do they not also

have their throes, their anxious confabulations with

the tailor, with the gun-maker ami tie- fishing-tackle
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maker, their elaborate thoughtfulness in preparing a

kit which is always fur to,, voluminous, and also

practically inefficient ? And what does it all result in,

in nine cases out of ten, hut failure ami disappoint-

ment, weariness and boredom? Tin' incalculable

element will assert itself ami upset the best-laid

schemes. Paterfamilias will be laid up with the

gout at, the most inopportune moment, or mater-

familias have an attack of headache
J

the u

may he had, and the people they come in contact

with uncongenial ; the sportsman may find the birds

wild and the rivers run dry: in fact there are a

thousand and one chances againsl a holiday turn-

ing out a success and bringing with it unalloyed

enjoyment. A man of mature years may count such

lucky incidents in his experience on the fingers of one

hand. In most eases we return home from what

the Fates in hitter irony of our helplessness insist

upon our calling a holiday, heartily glad it is over, and

secretly sorry we ever undertook it. Disappointment

(loos till' footsteps of higll hopes, alld Olll" JJToale-l

enjoyments come upon us unawares when we least

expect them, and when we have not previous!}

befooled ourselves by anticipations of impossible

delights. But that man has been unlucky indeed

who, when he looks hack upon his life, cannot recall

moments of pure unalloyed enjoyment, bright sunny

memories which light up the vista of the past and

hide its sorrows and disappointments. Thoroughly

to enjoy holidays requires a peculiar turn of mind; I

am conscious of possessing that turn of mind to an

extent which almost amounts to genius, and sage

experience bids me declare that I do no), consider it

the most practical or useful of possessions. Hut,

nevertheless, who is the judge or where the tribunal

capable to lix a value upon our mental and spiritual

gifts? Before what court can the question he tried,

except that Supreme One which shall sit beyond the

realms of time and call us to account lor the use we

have made id' the faculties entrusted to us? We
may aecept it as established ami incontestable that to

he a man of idea, to bend all yourenergies in one

direction, to hi forever driving the same nail, i- the

sure road to success
; hut may it not he, that before

that Supreme Tribunal to which I have just alluded,

such an one may he found guilty, guilty of wilful

blindness, of shutting up the oatcs ami avenues of

the soul and of paying no heed to the voices which

called upon him daily, from under the leaves, out of

the -loom of forests, in the Hash of waterfalls, and

from t Ic sunny sky ?
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The universe is vast, full of manifold activity and

infinite beauty; it is reflected in the human mind,

hut dwarfed and shrunk as is the prospect when
seen through the wrong end of a telescope

;
but does

nut the bare perception of its vastness and its glory

stimulate us, does if not raise us to a higher state of

existence, to a state of existence incomparably higher

than the mere successful carrying out of one idea ?

Our souls are caged and immured, tied down by

the necessities of life. Onr escape is the holiday.

Beneficent Nature is waiting open-armed for us, ready

tn feed us from her multitudinous breasts. As she

bends over us, the hoi (ears drop down, tears of

compassion and sympathy; we know not what is in

her heart, whal deep thoughts are moving in her

brain. We arc merely children ; all we know is that it

is g 1 for us tn be there, to look abroad, to wander,

to feel rapture, and to be thankful.

There is one rare of men— namely, artists— who
are supposed to enjoy perpetual holidays; if is popu-

larly assumed that their business is recreation, and

their work amusement. Sir Daniel MacNee, late

President of the Scottish Academy, was told by a

miller near Edinburgh that with his broad shoulders he

ought to be ashamed of sitting fooling with " thae
"

sketches—" he ought to work": and with people

much limre cultured than the Scotch miller the idea

prevails that art is an excuse I'm- idleness. From
then- point of view, the objection is not worth an-

swering; but there is a certain truth in it—in this

sense, that to surrender yourself to the influences of

nature, to allow your imagination and your ('motions

to be subdued by her beauty, an enjoyment which

the mass of mankind ean only indulge in rarely and

at long intervals, is the business of the artist's life.

He finds his work in what constitutes a holida\ to

others. The falcon that has to go forth and fly

down some creature and bring him to earth for his

food, must look upon the occupation of the humming-
bird as purely frivolous; but to hover about over

flowers is the serums business of the humming-bird's

life. The rational theory of a holiday is a period of

relaxation, of utter rest to the mind, which enables il

to store up vigour for renewed exertions. Idleness is,

however, distasteful and hurtful !<» our faculties ; the

mind must he kept in a slate of activity, and there-

fore when we escape from our ordinary vocations,

\\r seek fur some occupation by which we shall he

engrossed, interested, and amused, and the more un-

like our ordinary work it is the more salutary is it

1 ilol\ to he. On this principle, to a landscape-painter

in want of a holiday, the most salutary thing might

.1 month spont at a desk in an insurance office,

jusl a- (.. the insurance clerk nothing is likely to he

more beneficial than a month spent in sketching

from oat are.

This is an original suggestion, which 1 don't think

has ever occurred to any one before, and which has

certainly never been acted upon ; hut it is well worthy

of serious consideration. There might he practical

difficulties in the way of carrying it out; heads of

insurance offices might consider the perfunctory

registrations of a, landscape-painter in search of re-

laxation as not conducive to the regular conduct of

their affairs
;
hut that is a difficulty which might he

out over. The experiment might he tried, and, slum-

bering in the fiery soul of the landscape-painter,

there might he discovered an unexpected genius for

double entry. Artists, however, arc often men of

one idea. The idea is in itself a beautiful one, it fills

the mind with holy and ennobling associations, and

given one single topic as an object of study, there is

none which appeals to so many faculties, which is so

conducive to general culture, and which opens the

mind to such a wide perception of phenomena and

their relations as the study of art and nature. Hut

this single-mindedness is not universal, neither can it

be said that all the best artists possess it, or rather I

should say, to avoid using a term which might admit

of ambiguous interpretation, it is not all the most

successful artists who possess it. That general vigour

and activity of mind, that elasticity which enables a

man to throw himself, heart and soul, into every pur-

suit, is one of the (dements of success in art—it is a

condition which must co-exist with the special facul-

ties required ;
and if the reader will take the trouble

In run over a list of eminent artists, he will perceive

that they have nearly all been many-sided, taking

interest in a vast number of subjects. Etty occurs

to me as an exception, he was certainly a man of one

idea ; all his life through, with head bent down, with

the patience and pertinacity of a sleuth-hound, he

followed its track till he overtook it. But without

wishing to disparage his art, which we must reckon

amongst the triumphs of the British School, [ must

demur that it is singularly circumscribed, not only in

the object he proposed to himself, hut even in the

means he took to attain that object. He proposed

one thing to himself, to paint the naked body, and

yet his views did Dot extend to the fulness of its

beauty, to the grace of its curvature and I he perfec-

tion of its structure ; they were confined to the repre-

sentation of flic colour and lustre of its skin ; and if

we can imagine Etty capable of harbouring or paying

an_\- heed to such a companion as a wise friend, or of

enjoying what we understand by a holiday, we can

see that friend peremptorily locking up palette and

brushes, dragging the reluctant painter out of the

life-school of the Royal Academy into the fields,

amongsf mountains and lakes, there, by converse with

Nature, by the contemplation of her infinite fecundity,

her capricious playfulness, her lavish display of re-
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sources, to wean his mind from its narrow pri

pation with the technicalities and mechanism of art.

Ah, me! as I sil at my desk, and call .up before my
mind's eye, as in sunn' 1 n > > v i 1

1

^' diorama, the scenes

of ni\ past life, how many cherished pictures rise

up before me—pictures, alas ! the pristine brightness

of which is besmirched and dimmed by the defacing

hand of time, and overspread with the melancholy

which belongs to days that are no more, to the sad

thoughts of dear friends departed, and of loved voices

I shall hear no more this side the grave. As I look

backward, the working days seem huddled together

into one crowded indistinguishable mass; 1 compare

them to those barometrical charts ruled with parallel

lines, across which is traced the zigzag course of the

barometer, the u|>s of hope and elation, the downs

of disappointment and depression. The vivid pictures

which stand out from the grey mass are all holiday

In one 1 am wrapped up in furs, under

myriads of stars, and gliding in a sledge over the

silent snows; and then I am tussling with a black

he-hear, my spear is in his chest, and he grins hor-

ribly at me as he gnaws its staff. Then the scene

changes, and I am in a vast hall, crowded with men

in uniform and civilians, and with masked women in

many-coloured dominos ; the crowd parts, and before

me stands the stately form of the greatest humbug
living, the Emperor Nicholas of Russia; and then I

see another celebrity, a youth with high cheek-bones

and sallow skin, with small close-set black eyes like

of a weasel—he wears silver cartridge-cases on

his breast, and a heavy dagger shine- from a wa

slender as a girl's. It is the sou of Shamil, the hero

of Daghestan; he is new a captive and hostage with

the Czar. Then there comes quite a gallery of

. in one of which I am clinging to a stan-

chion, rapt and taken out of myself by the awful

majesty of an Atlantic storm ; in another I am in

a crazy little French steamer in the Mediterranean,

the captain is trying to lay-to, and the green seas

form an arch (dean over the paddle-boxes : then

there are landscapes without number, quite a Proul

collection of picturesque European towns. Then comes

a bright picture bathed in sunshine; 1 am riding

alone past the black tents of the Ouled Neel and Beui

Snooss, with a sense of utter freedom ami independ-

ence which makes my heart leap within me. lint

the most cherished of all and also the saddest are the

home-scenes. Human life is like a tropical forest :

there are natures which stand alone, rooted in their

strength like La Fontaine's oak -

". . . . mon front, au < lauc ise

les rayons '1

Brave li - • ii rts de la tempete."

And then there are the lianas, frailer nature- which

require support, which cling to one trunk and then

i swaying clastic branch to another, and so

upward. And then there are thetreesof tardy growth
which remain overshadowed and stunted by their

more precocious neighbours. In looking back upon

liiV, we see how all these typo were exemplified, and

there is a touching sweetness in the retrospect. W e

had friends; peace, eternal peace, has scaled theit

we think not of their failings, but only of the kindly

1 1 which once united us. the nniversal b

fellowship and affection.

One scene rises up before me with uncon

distinctness. 1 am on the banks of the Spean, over

against me a little to the righl or easl is Glen

Roy, with those strange parallel lines which puzzle

Ml around stri tch wide undulating moors

and trees, not remarkable for picturesqueness or

typical of the wild and savage grandeur of Highland

scenery, hut beautified by "changing zones of light

and shade," and by the many-coloured growths of

heather, fern, myrtle, and orange bog-grass. The

river rolls at my feet over a rocky bed in a constant

-inn of rapids and deep
]

Is
; rapids and

beloved of tie- fisherman, and each known by name.

.Memory loves to recall what time the bio' salmon

rose under the rock in tie- Corner Tool, and led me a

breathless and excited chase until he fell to little

Angus' unerring gaff some half a mile below ;
or when

in the Roy Pool the eighteen-pounder would try and

make down the water amongst the trees and rapids,

and had to be held back by sheer force and streng

These are chain vents in an artist's holidays

which never fade from his memory. They are impor-

tunate trifles which will force themselves upon him and

crowd other things much more important out of sight.

On these Spean banks stands Conyhoylie House,

a long stone building of two storej . Vs I en1

ever-open door 1 find myself in a large hall paved

with flagstones ; at one side is a great table, and under

it a medley of boots of all sizes and of every decree

of wetness and greasiness. They arc the boots of the

Ansdell family, or rather of the boys of the Ansdell

family, and their name i- legion. I am tl

Richard Ansdell, R.A. By future historians of British

art in the nineteenth century his name will perhaps be

ignored or mentioned slightingly ; but he was never-

theless a remarkable man, if onfy for his extraordinary

industry, facility, and productiveness. A- Washing-

ton Irving -aid of Sc ii sford, " If he is

writing the Waverlej Novels, I don't know where

he writes them;" and here, a' Corryhoy lie, Ansdell is

always ready to go fishing and place his time at the

disposal of his guests, and yet he is painting all the

time. In a small room upstairs there is always a

picture on the ea-cl. with a group of dead game laid

out. or a falcon tied up with strings in an attit

swooping never a week passes but something leaves
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the easel and is packed away to Manchester, where

there is a ready markel for it. As he said to me, " The

public lias never seen the half of what 1 do." His

industry never flagged to the last days of his life
;

lie brought up a large family and placed them oui in

the world; he lived, one mighl almost say, splendidly,

and he left a handsome fortune behind him ; and, if

we judge of achievements by their difficulty, these

l.nis would point to very uncommon powers. As a

companion he was must genial, must unaffectedly

kindly and good-natured, but there was a proud spirit

in the man ; any slights or undue familiarities In'

resented vehemently, and did not easily forgive.

completely was it the appropriate setting to the

figure. To Walker we may truly apply Charles

Lamb's words :
" Upon him his subject has so acted

that it has seemed to direct him—not to be arranged

by him." He had the divine faculty of inward

sight; his vision was slow to obey the summons, he

had to perform many exorcisms and incantations,

but it arose at last, and once there he held it fast.

There was a taint of hereditary disease in his blood,

and its development was no doubt hastened by an

abnormally irritable and sensitive nervous system.

There was a, strong tie of friendship between Ansdell

and him, and nothing could he stranger than the

:!'"
r

jEjSjj

"THE SWEET COMPANIONSHIP OF NATUKE.

n,, Drawing (>.« J. E. Hodgson, It. A. Engraved by Miss A. Dergmann.)

Here, under his roof, there is another artist, of a

very different stamp, Frederick Walker, A.R.A.

Everything about him betokened an early death, not

because he was frail and delicate, for frail and deli-

cate men sometimes drag out the thread of life to

great lengths, nor, as in the ease of his host, was he

in any danger from over-industry and application.

His mind was not very cultivated j he was inarticu-

late, and his conversation gave no idea of his powers.

His intellect, 1 should opine, was of rather a slow

and lethargic cast. Never did artist groan as he did

in the throes of production. It was painful to see

him ; he would sit for hours over a sheet of paper,

biting his nails, of which there was very little left on

either hand; his brows would knit and the muscles

of his jaw, which was square and prominent, would

twitch convulsively like one in pain ; and at the end

all that could be discerned were a lew faint pencil-

scratches, tin' dun outline of a female figure perhaps,

but beautiful as a dream— full of grace, loveliness,

and vitality. A few scratches would indicate a back-

ground, a background winch seemed a revelation, so

contrast between them ; the one a man of iron nerve,

whom no fatigue, no misfortune or annoyance could

perturb— proud, resolute, and self-relying ; the other

blown about by every wind, childishly elated at one

moment, depressed almost to despair at the next. 1

can recollect the words of old Green, the fisherman

on the Spean :

—

" It's a nice gentleman, is Mr.

Walker ; when he was catching the first salmon, och !

I never saw any man so pleased whateffer ; he wail be

making me drink whisky, ami the fish drink whisky

too.'' When annoyed even by trifles, he was beside

himself. He had a passion for telegraphing j when

the fit was on him he would send off messages at in-

tervals all day. It was terrible to hear him complain

of the injustice and ill-treatment of which he sup-

posed himself a victim, quite unreasonably as it ap-

pears to me, as the world seems to have agreed to

treat him indulgently as a delicate and spoiled child

of genius. He was passionately fond of fishing, and

seems rarely to have touched a pencil when away

from home for a holiday. Once, when at Corry-

hoylie, he lost a bank-note (I forget the exact
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circumstances); then he se< to work and produced an

exquisite drawing representing old Green, on a rock

by the side of the Spean, with a salmon just caught.

Where it is now, I don'i know; it is years since I

have seen it, but it is a gem. Another strange whim

Sfears roll on apace, and I have forgotten how
man} have passed since I saw t h irer his

grave in Cookham Churchyard ; but his Fame is still

untouched by time, and probably / '.

i will

intinue to bear him safely on her trembling pinions.

of his was a hatred of soldiers; his eyes would Bash It is the n lie. lion of a holiday which has called

and his pale cheeks Hush when he spoke of them, up before me the man with his strauge whims and
" Thej are butchers ! paid butchers !

" he would say ; weaknesses, the contradictor) , capricious, and, to some,

FRED. WALKEK, A.R.A., AND E. AXSDELL, B.A.

{From the Drawing by J. E. Hodgson, /.'. 1. //. Sclicu.)

"a soldier cannot be anything but a brute \" Some-

times he would utter a happy saying. On one occa-

sion some one was relating that he had noticed a lady

walking before him, who by her gait and the turn

of her head he thought must be very beautiful, but

she happened to turn round, and disappointed him.

" They always do/' said Walker. In speaking of

painting, he once said that " composition is the art

of preserving the accidental look," which is a- good

as anything that has Keen said on the subject.

He had splendid gifts; but so malignant fairy,

some disappointed godmother at his baptism, must

have filched away the most essential concomitant,

without which even happiness seems impossible, the

gift of a placid mind, and that equipoise of faculties

which leave- the mind serene and imperturbable.

not altogether lovable man. To his friends he was

often trying, and it was not possible to help regret-

ting that to so much genius had not been added a

little more manliness and self-reliance.

Another holiday-scene rises up before me. T

seem to see it through a rift ill dark clouds, ai

storm, and night and darkness, and angry waves

with phosphorescenl foam, with the gleam of light-

hous is red, white, revolving and still, flashing through

the gl n. 1 had accepted an invitation to join

three acquaintances in a yachting cruise, and we had

started from Southampton bound for Cherbourg, in

an old scl ner of some sixty tons, ill-found, under-

manned- in other words, fitted out for hire. We had

a " scratch " crew . and were, it must also I

a scratch lot of passengers; two of my compan
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were utterly unseaworthy, water-logged, only with a

good deal of brandy in the water; they were going

fast down the steep road which led, as it always docs,

t.i ruin and death. The third was the ornamenl of the

party, he was the nautical man, dressed in blue serge

with a straw hat, and we called him the skipper.

Aiter we had passed through the Needles he took the

helm ; the rest .if us sat on the weather side ..I' the

deek, propped up against the bulwarks. It was a.

beautiful morning, and the wind blew fair and fresh.

From our seats on the deck, as (he vessel heaved or

sank, we could see before us under the main h n

gorgeous panoply of brass buttons and gold laee did

not inspire the awe I should have expected. None

of these things escaped the eagle-eye el' the skipper;

he would allow himself only a few minutes at lun-

cheon and dinner; he mistrusted the captain, he said,

and must he hack at the helm ami look after the ship.

The wind had been freshening all day, and towards

evening blew half a gale; bul we only struck topsail

and carried on, expecting to make Cherbourg before

nightfall. Darkness set in, and yet no sio-ns of land
;

there were three men in the hows anxiously peering

into the darkness, when at last we heard the joyful

A ROUGH NIGHT IN THE C1IANX1.I,.

(From the Drawing by J E Hodgson, I: A. Engraved by H. Scheu.)

alternately a long strip of sunlit sky, and then an shout of "Light ahead!" "It is the light on the

expanse of sparkling, foaming waves. west end of Cherbourg Breakwater," said the captain,

It was a brave sight to see the skipper. Hehandled speaking very thickly, " we ought to have ma-made

the tiller-ropes like a master; nothing escaped his it before; but I suppose the tide was against us."

eagle-eye; he looked all round the deek and he looked This was glad news; we looked forward to smooth

up aloft, he eyed the main cross-trees and he scowled water, a picturesque anchorage, a g-lass of grog, and

al the st-hoops. Then he would make some obser- a turn in ; the wind rose more and more, and howled

vation about those things to (he captain, who in his through the rigging, the ship sped onward with long

turn would look aloft ami answer solemnly. Ever undulating lurches, and the masts groaned with the

and anon t he skipper would order the running-gear pressure of the sails ; the light before us was growing

to be readjusted, the sheet slackened, or the peak bigger and bigger, approaching nearer and nearer,

halliards to be made taut. It was a brave sight ; we when suddenly a voice yelled out in an accent which

admired and we respected him ; we felt that our lives startled us, " This is not Cherbourg, this is Alder-

were in safe keeping. The captain would often go nev !

" Here we were, in a, pretty fix; it was ebb

below, and as the dav wore on, he looked flushed and tide, and we could not enter the harbour; we were

spoke thick. The men, I noticed, took little 1 1 of carrying as much sail as the ship could bear, before a

him and answered sulkily, ami it struck me that his wind, and had to put about and get her close-hauled.
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I naturally looked to the skipper; his profound ex-

perience, In- coolness and judgment would now stand

us in g! od stead, especially as the captain was not on

deck; but, lo ! he, too, resigned the tiller and dived

below, and when I looked through the skylight I

saw him and my two other companions looking verj

woe-begone, and fortifying themselves with grog,

and the captain upon inquiry was Eound to be lying

incapable on the Boor of the forecastle. Hut luckily

the mate was equal to the occasion : a fine young

fellow; I have a pleasure in recording Ins name— it

was Harry White, of ('owes. He took command ; the

cook also made his appearance, and turned out alto-

gether the "next best man:" the foresail and forc-

stav sail had to lie lowered, the main tack hauled up

as far as it would go, and the gaff lowered, and then

the vessel was put about. It was wet work; but

the rotten old craft behaved Letter than could have

been expected of her; 1 > lit when we got head-sail on

her again, the forestay parted, ami we were in danger

of losing our masts overboard, which we probably

should have done, had not Harry White run forward

with the running backstay, and made it fast to the

stem. By this time it was pitch-dark and blowing

hard; we were on a lee shore, with a long beat to

windward before us ere we could reach Cherbourg.

I went below to report progress, and found my com-

panions had all turned in; the skipper was in his

berth with his head covered up and would not answer

me ; I. thought lie was asleep. I lit a cigar and went

on deck again ; it was very dark, very wet, and very

uncomfortable; the men spoke little, but tramped

about in their oilskins, pulling at ropes here and

there, and talking occasionally in a low voice. Every-

thing around us was black; we could only see the

white crests of the waves, full of phosphorescence.

High above the bulwarks a perfect deluge of spray

swept the vessel fore and aft. The mate came up to

me, and asked me to gei out the chart and lay it on

the cabin tabic 1 was glad of somi eupation, and

knowing something of the business, was able to

make myself useful by identifying lights when he

gave me the bearings, and ticking off our place on

the chart. We toiled on painfully, and I will con-

fess anxiously, going about at intervals, in a terribly

angry sea when suddenly, on looking down, I saw

that all was darkness below. " Harry," 1 called nut.

"the cabin lighi is out!" "Gel it lit at once," he

said hurriedly, and I rushed below. Hut where were

tin' matches'/ I shook the skipper -he did nol

know and did not care. 1 went into the after-cabin

where the two other men were; one of them was

groaning and bewailing his lot ; he had had enough

of this foolery, he would take the first train when

be got to Cherbourg, and return home by steamer.

" \ou\c got to get there first, my buy," I said to

him; "have you out matches?" " Where are we

now?" he said. "That's what we want to know, and

can't see without a light." Then I heard the

of the mate roaring down the < ipanion, " Lool

sharp! Revolving light bearing S.S.E. broad on

starboard bow." Then' was no attempt at " sirring
"

or "mistering" me—the community of our danger

had swept away the difference of social position]

and he ordered me about as he did the other men.

After a wild night, just as daylight was breaking,

we gained the welcome shelter of Cherbourg Break-

water.

This was the first of several mishaps on that

adventurous cruise, and when 1 returned to Soutll

ampton I mentally registered a vow never to cruise

in vessels fitted out for hire, or to trust to the sea-

manship of amateur yachtsmen.

These are some reminiscences of an artist's holi-

days. They are pleasant to look back upon, and, like

wine, they improve with keeping. The last holiday is

always rather sad to think of ; it is over, and another

year must pass before we shall be permitted again lo

enjoy ourselves.

How elate I we are when we start for a holi-

day! with what scrupulous care do we pack up our

sketching-materials and fishing-tackle! How dif-

ferently we feel when we turn our faces homeward-;

and how careless and slovenly i- our packing ! Truly

ii,, two men arc more dissimilar than is the same

man at different epochs of hi- life.
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MADONINA.

t iutroduced to home in an old Italian Hotel in that quaint and

ly Florentine piazza, one side of which is taken

By "FRANCESCA" ALEXANDE]

MI^S ALEXANDER was first iutroduced to home in an old

English art-lovers by Mi*. Ruskin. It was lovely Florentine

in one of his Oxford lectures that he announced his up by the Facade and cloisters of the Church of Sta

discovery of an American lady who could draw as no Maria- Novella. She knows and loves the Italian

one had drawn since Leonardo, and we have for sonic peasant, and when she aims at drawing some old

time been hoping to present to our readers some sain t, her practice is to seek out the man or woman

Alexandt r. Etigrac d by W. and J. U. Chcihtw.)

specimen of this lady's work reproduced in fac-simile who has passed through experiences similar to those

from her original pen-and-ink drawing. All Miss attributed to the saint, and she takes this person as

Alexander's work is in pen-and-ink, and it is wrought her model without reserve.

with such delicacy as to make its reproduction a Our Frontispiece is a simple study of an nn-

mattcr of the utmost difficulty. Mr. Ruskin gave common and very beautiful specimen of the Italian

up the attempt to reproduce it by any process oL' Contadina. The drawing, of which it is a reproduc-

piv-s printing, and contented himself in the works tion, is of a very rare quality to which it is impossible

published by him with photographs of the drawings. to do complete justice. It came direct from her

Miss Alexander is an American lady by birth only, studio and is published by permission of Mr. Ruskin,

She is Italian by virtue of her long residence in Italv. Miss Alexander having undertaken to publish nothing

her sympathies, and her mode of life. She has her without his consent. E. B.
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A STEOLL THROUGH THE IT. \r>ol>Y MUSEUM AT
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS. I.

By S R KOI Mil i:

THE Peabod} Museum of American Archseologj

and Ethnology forms pari of the appliances

for educational and scientific purposes controlled In

Harvard College. Founded in IS6C bj the late

sonian Institution, for instance mi\ excel ii in the

number ol specimens, bul ii is claimed tlial in no other

instituti E the kind lias the system of verification

as i" the provenana of i ach objecl been carried oul

FIG. 1.— MOUND BUILDERS rOTTEEY FROM ARKANSAS AND 1 I

(Abmil \ actual hi ighl. Engl

George Peabody, its growth lias been marvellous, in

spite of the fact that, like most American museums,

it is forced to struggle along under continual diffi-

culties, and to eke oul its income from an insufficient

endowment fund by small gifts wrung from wealth}

patrons by incessanl appeals. The distinctive feature

of the museum, upon which its scientific value mainly

rests, is the thoroughness and accuracy practised in

its administration from the beginning. Other col-

lections of American antiquities^ those of the Smith-

i

with such scrupulous exactness as in this museum.

It is clearly manifest thai such verification, including

• u lure an object was Found, but all

the other circumstances of its finding as well, down to

the geological conditions of the neighbourhood, i- an

absolute necessity in the case of objects surrounded

with the mystery which enshrouds all American an-

tiquities. At present a chronological classification of

these antiquities is quite impossible beyond a vague

division into "old" and "recent," based principally
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upon the absence or presence of European influences.

To enable scientific men to establish a more definite

chronology and gain some insighl into the pre-his-

toric period of America is the one great object of the

Peabody Museum and its administrators. As to

the claim put forward in behalf of the museum, it

must not be looked upon as a criticism of other in-

stitutions having similar aims. Its forwardness in

this respect is in part due, no doubt, to its late found-

mi:', at a time when the conditions under which

archaeological research must be carried on were better

understood than formerly.

It is a curious fart, however, that—except by a

few specialists, among whom are to be named Prof. F.

W. Pulman, its curator; .Mr. Lucien Carr, his assis-

tant ; and Dr. ('. C. Abbot, the author of a 1 k on

the primitive industry of the native races—the ad-

vantages offered by the museum have hardly as yet

been utilised, not even by the college to which it

belongs. No attention is given by Harvard to the

special study of the ancient history of America, and

it is iinly quite lately that the authorities of this

chief seat of learning in the United States have seen

lit to express their opinion, after a first defeat of tic

champions of the scheme, that a chair of American

archaeology and ethnology oughl to be established.

That done, however, the matter has again been allowed

to rest. Nor does Harvard stand alone in this apathy

towards a branch of study which ought to lie one ol

the principal concerns of every American institution

of higher instruction. So far as the writer knows,

no college or university in the I nited States recog-

nises tie' branch as on,' to be placed on an equal foot-

ing with other branches, not even in the department

of philology. There is, indeed, a lectureship for the

Indian languages of North America established at

Yale, but the lad that the lecturer lives at Hartford,

while the college is at New Haven, seems to argue

that his duties are light. It is not difficult to find

an explanation for all this apathy, however much it

may be deplored. The very mystery which sur-

rounds the antiquities of America, while it forms part

of I heir
]
ower of attraction, tends also to hold students

aloof from them. We have, in truth, no point of

contact with them. With the antiquities of the Old

World, on the other hand, it is quite different. Our

own civilisation rests upon the conditions under which

they were produced, and hence every new discovery

that is made appeals directly to us. Not to speak of

the later monuments, which satisfy our longing for

beauty, we find even in the rudest and oldest remains

of Europe and Asia the documents necessary to eluci-

date a past which we have come to consider as our

own, and il is not a rare occurrence that by an inge-

nious process of reasoning a primitive piece of pottery

or ol melal-work is transformed into a key wherewith

to unlock the hitherto hidden meaning of a passage

in Homer or some other old author. It would be in

\ain to look for anything of the kind from the study

of American antiquities. Nevertheless such a study-

is very far removed from barrenness. For, after all,

the core of the study of Old World antiquities is the

study of the development of man in the abstract. To

know ourselves a- men, and not only as Celts, Teutons,

or Slavs, to unravel the threads which lead backward

from our present condition to the very beginnings of

our devolopment, must necessarily be the last aim

of historical research, and in such a study the mate-

rial furnished by America is of quite a special value.

For it is precisely the isolation of the aborigines of

America from the influences which moulded the Euro-

pean races that gives importance to them for com-

parative study, and lends extraordinary interest to

the resemblances as well as to the differences that

may be brought to light in its pursuit.

In a study like that here outlined the development

of the art instinct in the primitive races of America

must play a conspicuous part. But of all the various

aspect- winch the antiquities of the New Y\ orld pre-

sent, this has been the most neglected. In the

general histories of art the subject is dismissed with

a few remarks on the teocallis of Mexico, the ruins of

Yucatan, and the sculptures of Tiahuanuco ; and special

works upon the subject, more particularly on the in-

dustrial arts of the ancient Americans, still remain to

be written. And yet the mat. 'rial for these studies

is even now vast, and is growing from day to day.

To become convinced of this fact it needs only an

ordinarily observant stroll through the rooms of the

Peabody Museum, and to supply a guide in such a

stroll for a visitor interested in art is the aim of these

article-.

The Peabody Museum contains specimens gathered

from nearly all parts of the continent— from Alaska

and the British Provinces to Tierra del Fuego, and

the temptation is great to endeavour to examine the

collections in geographical progression from north

to south. It will be necessary, however, to curb our

de-ire for knowledge and to concentrate our attention,

so far as the present territory of the United States is

concerned, upon the relic- of the Mound Builders, al-

though by so doing we shall have to forego the oppor-

tunity of examining the interesting collections from

Colorado and New Mexico, or, in other words, from the

territory occupied by the sedentary or Pueblo Indians.

The antiquities of the eastern or New England States,

as well as those from tin' Pacific coast, we can pass

over less regretfully, as their artistic interest is slio-ht

compared with those from other parts of the United

States. It is lit, moreover, that special attention

should be given to the "Mound Boom," as it repre-

sents the results of what may be called, ill the truest
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sense of the word, the museum's own work, since the

largest part of the objects shown here was brought

to light through excavations undertaken by its cura-

tor, or by assistants woi'king under his instructions.

The territory from which have been gathered the

relics of the mysterious and once numerous and

powerful race, designated, for want of a better name,

as the "Mound Builders"— from the elaborate earth-

works thrown up by them— covers the present States

of Michigan, Iowa, Ohio, Missouri, Kentucky, Ten-

nessee, and Arkansas, with a spurt into Dakota

towards the north-west, and another into Florida

towards the south-east. It will be seen that this

area comprises in the main the States known as the

Central States, drained by the Mississippi, Missouri,

and Ohio rivers. Thanks to the universal custom of

the old peoples of the earth of burying with the

dead not only ceremonial vessels and other objects

held sacred, but also the utensils, weapons, &c, habi-

tually used or specially valued by them, we find in

the burial mounds of the Mound Builders, of whom
otherwise we know so little, material sufficient to give

us, not, indeed, a record of their history, but at least

a tolerably fair idea of their achievements in the arts.

And as earthenware is the least destructible of all

the classes of objects thus buried, it stands to reason

that pottery should preponderate in this Mound Room
quite as much as in other collections of pre-historic

antiquities. It is very likely, therefore, that the

general visitor will overlook the Mint arrow and spear

heads, the stone hammers and cells, the ornaments

and utensils of shell and of copper, and the knives,

pins, needles, and other objects of bone -not to men-

tion the ghastly array of skulls and tibia', which

give to an ethnological museum the appearance of a

charnel house—ami will devote himself wholly to the

examination of the ceramics. And in this we shall

mainly follow him ; for while the sti , shell, and

bone implements and ornaments already show an un-

mistakable striving after the beautiful, most of them

are yet too elementary in character, and too subtile

in their distinctions, to arrest our attention here.

Before we proceed, however, to describe some of

the specimens, it will be necessary to say of old

native American pottery in general that none of it,

is wheel-made, as the wheel was not known to the

aborigines until after its introduction from Europe.

According to Professor Putnam, all ancient American

pottery may be divided, according to it- method of

manufacture, into four classes— (1) Madeof a lumpof

clay, ruddy pressed into shape by hand
; (2) n Ided

or formed over a stone or other implement held in

the hand; (3) coiled pottery, built up from "ropes of

clay," as it were; < I, east in forms of two halves,

which latter process was specially in use among the

Peruvians and some of the Central American tribes.

True glazes were no! known to these ancient potters,

the gloss which some of their wares show being due

to careful polishing with a smooth stone, or to a

kind of vegetable glaze of the nature of a resinous

varnish. The ruder and possibly older specimens are

usually very imperfectly burnt, while those of tic

better class are thoroughly tired. In the manufac-

ture of the Pueblo pottery, and among the races still

further south, kilns were evidently used. The orna-

mentation consists of cordmaking, thumbnail marks,

pinched and punched patterns, incised lines, relief

modelling (for knobs, heads, \, . , smoking to colour

tic clay black, and painting with a few earth colours

(red, brown, black, and white), which in many casi -

are burnt in, while in oiler- they wen- only laid on

after the firing. A technical collection in one of the

eases of the Mound Room shows the various pro-

cesses just alluded to, from the natural clay to the

finished vessel. In another room the method of

making coiled pottery,as still practised by the Indian

tribes of Southern California and by some of the

natives of Mexico, is illustrated by specimens from

both localities. A modern Mexican town ha

furnished the means of exhibiting the rude primitive

method of shaping over forms and in moulds, while

still another series illustrates the engrafting of

European methods upon the native work-, down

to the production of wheel-made pottery by modern

Mexicans.

By the rude means above described under the

first three heads, the Mound Builders succeeded in

making earthen vessels which show :m astonishing

amount of variety in shape, and in many cases a no

less astonishing feeling lor subtile curves in the out

lines. The shapes, as shown by the ac< ipanying

illustrations (Figs. 1 and :'
i

, range from Hat dishes

and bowls to large kettle-like vessels, bottles with

long and short necks, with or without feel or circular

bases (including a few rare specimens with compli-

cated triple necks, such as tire quite common in

Peru , vessels in imitation of gourds, occasional fancy

shapes, and finally, as the highest, although not the

most successful expression of artistic aspiration, more

or le>s direct imitations of animal and human forms.

As remarkable instances of refinement in shape and

precision in execution, SOI E the vessels shown in

our first illustration are specially worth noting. The

fines! of the Mound Builders' pottery, however.

particularly as regards finish and decoration,

from Arkansas. The larger of the two bottles figured

in the I i i-—i engraving, although not over-refined in

form, challenges attention in this respect for its well-

drawn scroll d ration in brown, red, and white, so

skilfully disposed that it offers a symmetrical figure

from whatever side ii is -ecu. \ similar scroll, but

in incised lines, i> seen also upon tin' fragmeni of
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a well-shaped bowl (sec Fig. 1) from u mound in ornamental knobs—new evidence, it would seem, first

Florida. On the whole it may be said that the distinctly brought out by Professor Putnam's re-

painted and incised decoration on the Mound Builders' searches, that all art begins with naturalism, and

pottery is simple and chaste, with a marked inclina- that conventionalisation is a later stage. The human

lion towards curved lines. The relief decoration, shapes (see Fig. 2), although not as grotesque as

especially when it assumes animal or human shapes, some of those which we shall meet with in the more

is less attractive. southern parts of America, still show already that

-MOUND BUILDERS POTTKRY FROM MISSOURI AND ARKANSAS.

(About i actual height. Engraved by J. Andrew.)

The di position of animal forms about these and tendency inwards a low humour noticeable in most

similar vessels is very curious, the head being placed similar attempts of the aboriginal artists of America,

on one side, the tail opposite to it, and the legs, fins, A very remarkable exception is seen in the large

or wings, as the case may be, on the two remaining head-shaped vessel, of a light buff colour, from

sides. (See fish-shaped dish from Arkansas in Fig. Arkansas (Fig. 2). Among the many thousands of

li.) It is interesting to note-, also, how these animal vessels disinterred from the mounds, not more than

elements are gradually conventionalised, losing their three or four have been found resembling the one

form b\ degrees until 1 1
1.

• \ are transformed into mere here figured.
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JEAN FRANCOIS MIL LET. -11

nv ii.vvni croal Thomson.

IT was in November, 1845, thai Millet re-married,

and this time he fortunately got a wife who

could appreciate and sympathise with him. Her

maiden name was Catherine Lemaire. She bore a

large family

and had suffi-

cient domes-

tic cares, but

s h e n e v e r

g r u ni 1) 1 e (1,

never seems

to have h»t

courage, and

she was ever

a source of se-

cret strength

to her hus-

band. What
dues it mat-

ter to a man
after all, even

though pinch-

ed and pushed

on every side,

while, in the

words of the

old school
siing, ''there

is love at

home " ? Once

in later time

Millet was so

closely press-

ed that he had

no money at

all, and the

whole family

were in a state

of semi- star-

vation ; but

Compare this

even at its

worst with the experience of Theodore Rousseau,

"whose house was often a hell," although he was

comparatively well off, and we can realise that after

all Millet's lot was not by any means the worst of

the nineteenth century painters.

Millet now settled down to live in Paris, and lie

gradually got into a distinct character of painting of

his own. His recollections of Boucher developed into

rare skill into painting naked figures, hut in such

a manner as to recall nothing of the insipidity of the

last century

painter, and

Millet was so

successful in

this way, that

he painted a

c onsiderable

number until

h e li c C a in e

W h a t was
known as a

painter of the

nude. This

was a reputa-

tion which
took some
t line to grow,

and it was

e v e n i n a

flourish in

g

condition he-

fore Millet

heard of it

accidentally.

Standing be-

fore a dealer's

w indow which

contain c d

" \\ o in e n

Bathing," he

over h e a r d

himselfcalled,

by a casual

I

asser-by who
was lookingat

the picture,

" Millet who
paints only

naked women," and tin' whole situation was re-

vealed to him. lie was deeply wounded, for he

knew he could do other kinds of work, so he deter-

mined to leave the nude entirety .and his wife heartily

supporting him, he threw himself once more into

1 1c s\ ruggle w ith povertj .

MIDDLE AGE.

nut /.;/ Himself.)
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And then public affairs further helped to em- " The Gleaners " represents the end of the harvest,

barrass him. In tin- Revolution of 1848 Millet, which lias been plentiful enough to allow of some-

like everyone else, was compelled to carry a musket, thing being left to the poor gleaners. Three women,

and he saw active service at the barricades. After Kent to the earth, slowly cross the cul field, gathering

this he had to try all sorts of ideas in order to into little sheaves (lie stalks which have fallen aside

obtain a living, but as political affairs quieted down from the reapers. The harvest has come, and will

he found more opportunities of selling his works, soon be passed. In the distance the fanner himself

In 1 S 19 he made the momentous change from Paris superintends the stacking of his corn, and the whole

i,, Barbizon. The immediate cause of his quitting scene is typical of earthly requirements fulfilled. It

Paris was the cholera, but he had long felt that needs, however, the third picture to complete the

residence in a city was nut convenient for him, sentiment.

lie never could obtain a genuine country person to " The Angelus " embodies the feeling of gratitude

paint , and he missed the pure air anil scenery of the which causes all faithful labourers to give thanks at

country; so that the change would certainly have the end of their toils. Here in the fields, amongsl

come so, in, -r or later. the unsophisticated French peasantry, the act of de-

Rousseau and Diaz were both al Barbizon and were votion is open and unconstrained. A man and a

already inhabitants of some years' standing, hut it woman, simple paysans who have been at work until

was later that the great friendship between them and their sacks are filled, fiend in humble thankfulness to

Millet grew up. Diaz and Millet knew each other their Creator as the bell in the distant village church

better than Rousseau and Millet, hut it was yet to he chimes out the time of evening prayer. In the open

a long time before they felt they knew each other fields, when the goodness of God is seen at every

well. Millet's life on the whole at Barbizon was one turn, it is not difficult to he avowedly pious. In the

of both peace and pleasure. Often in t he after time crowded city, where a Supreme Being is so seldom

he was worried by debts and troubled by uncertain directly felt, it is not so easy. These three pictures,

prospects, hut the true tone ,,f his life iii the forest based on a knowledge of the Bible, of Virgil, and of

of Fontainebleau was his frequent expression, "
I do humanity, embrace all that is best in Millet's work,

not know anything more delicious than to he on in their dignity, their simplicity, and their devout-

the heather and look up to the sky ;

" and in one of ness. It is on these and the others of the same ehar-

his letters he says, " If you could see how beautiful acter that Millet's reputation rests. Such works

the forest is, it is so calm, with such a terrible had not been done before, and so far at least no one

grandeur, that I feel myself really frightened." This has dared to take up the mantle which fell from

life at Barbizon was almost that of the peasant. Ill Millet's shoulders,

tin' mornings he attended to his garden, and in the

afternoons he painted in his studio. Millet became Very often Millet's life at Barbizon was not very

thoroughly attached to Barbizon, and never sought comfortable, at least in the way that many people

to leave, although more than once he returned look at things in these luxurious times ; hut we have

to his old home in Normandy. lint his grand- to recollect that Millet was born and bred a peasant,

mother and mother died, and the farm and all the and necessaries of life, not of the finest quality, were

family belongings were divided, and there was all that was sought by him. Occasionally he had

very little attraction for the painter away from severe trouble with debts, hut in this hi' was not

Barbizon. much worse than many other men, as well as many
It was here that Millet painted most of his best- other artists, and he never grumbled very much him-

known pictures—" The Sower,'' "The Angelus," self. His somewhat headstrong friend and biographer,

"The Gleaners," and all those peasant pictures so accustomed himself to the lap of luxury, seems to have

well known to the world, and for which he is chiefly taken Millet's monetary troubles too seriously. After

admired. The three pictures named are probably relating the straits to which Millet found himself

the -t interesting. A few words may he de- reduced, and quoting a doleful letter to this effect,

voted t nsidering the artist's motif in these famous Sensier gives another letter immediately following,

works. and presumably of similar date, in which this remark-

" The Sower" expresses the feeling of the labourer aide sentence appears— " My projects for buying a

who • ies forth hearing precious seed, hoping that house are, for ///' moment-, suspended.'' The ques-

his return will not fail to come forth in due time. lion is how could a man who was apparently so much

lie tin-,, us (lie seed into the well - ploughed laud. driven by debts even dream of actually purchasing

lie strides across the furrows with slow majestic a house of his own > Either it is thai Millet, when-

pi e I i he fed- the 1 1 u port a lice and dignil} of ever he felt low-spirited and anxious, sat down and

li is task. w roll' tool f his friends, or else he was unconsciously
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exaggerating his troubles to himself. It is remark-

able, however, that most of these unhappy letters are

written to Sensier, and though it would be unkind to

say that they were courted by him, it is quite certain

he had a sort of savage pleasure in receiving them,

and afterwards did all he could to let the world know

of their existence. Sensier actedj as has been said,

as Millet's agent, receiving money, ordering frames,

sending on colours, and looking about for commissions.

have recognised (his himself and have suppressed

them almost entirely.

Gradually, however, the troubles of Millet became

ameliorated. He was enabled to sell a little here

and there, but at small enough prices. In 1S59 (the

year of the "Angelas") he received an order from

the State for a picture which was hung in the Salon

of that year. It was presented by the Emperor

Napoleon to the Museum of Bourg-en-Bresse, but

I hii II. Wcrdmuller.)

All this he did, be it (dearly understood, without direct this is not mentioned by Sensier, although it is surely

profit to himself,andinall probability without thinking a fact that was full of significance. He was visited

of the profits, which were afterwards realised on the and consulted by many artists and art-writers, and

work he became possessed of, and it is quite certain finally he entered into a contract to give all pictures

that he would have done what he did without hope for a certain sum of money for three years, so that

of reward. At, the same time he is never men' satis- for this space of time lie had peace from the debt

lied with himself than when he is dilating on the collector.* His children began to grow up, his family

"malaises cruels," "inquietudes," "tortures," and increased, and his faithful wife was ever a comfort

difficulties of ] r Millet. It was an excess of love to him. His only serious troubles were monetary

for the painter that inspired this; but it cannot ones, and it is really a greal puzzle to know how one

now be doubted for a moment that it was quite who was a peasant in his home could ever spend his

injudicious to publish these private letters telling

of' passing trouble, and petty vexatious which, put
* This contract, dated 14th March, 1860, was between Arthur

' '. ' Stevens (the brother of Alfred Stevens the artist) and Millet. It

in print, rise Iron, molehills into mountains. Had
g:tve £4 as the fixed price for drawings, and £120 as the highest

Sensier lived to see them in print, he would probably sum for the most important painting.



THE KNITTER

(From the Picture 1»t Millet. Engraved by Jotmard.)
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income when he had 12,000 francs (£480) a year for

each of these three years of contract. Even supposing

he was in debt at the beginning of these three years

of plenty to the enormous extent for one in his posi-

tion of £500, it is very strange that by the end of

the second year of contract, having been paid :' 1,000

francs (£900), that he had still something to pay.

And when we find that he was still 6230 in debt at

the end of the three years' agreement, one marvels

where he could have spent the money. Living in

Paris with many temptations to entertain and to spend

money he could hardly have been worse. It is to be

and there he painted the line picture nowin the Luxem-
bourg, '• L'Eglise de Greville," a good example of

Millet's later work. But he remained no longer than

he could help, even itj his once much-loved Normandy.

On the 7th November, 1871, be returned to Barbizon

never to leave it.

Millet commenced to work again in the old

Fashion in his familiar studio, but he had not now
the same capacity for continued work. It was only

with difficulty he could carry on. He was offered a

commission to assist in the decoration of the Pantheon,

l>nt although he felt flattered by the request he was

*&*&&$?$%

feared that, whether extravagant or not, Millet was

improvident, or that, in any case, neither he nor his

wife was of a very thrifty turn of mind.

At the end of 1867 Millet was much grieved at

the death of Theodore Rousseau, and his own health

became very had about the same time. He was

severely tried by headaches of an acute character

which gradually 1 ame worse as he grew older, and

for the last ten years of his life he was often so dis-

organised as to be quite unable to paint. In 1870

during the war, Millet went to Cherbourg with all

his family. He was distracted with the Prussian

successes, and expressed strong hatred of the con-

querors of his country. He was feeling more and

more the beginnings of the weakness which was to he

relieved onl\ by death. Prom Cherbourg he went

out tu Greville as soon as the weather would permit,

not able to get beyond the charcoal sketches for the

work. Towards the end of 1^7 1 he grew gradually

worse, and he only lingered until the 20th January,

1875, when he died, after hieing conscious for some

time that his end was approaching.

In fulfilment of one of his last requests, Millet

was laid beside Theodore Rousseau in the country

church of Chailly, near Barbizon, and his profile-bust

and name have been joined with Rousseau's in the

rough-hewn monument in Fontainebleau Forest. The

exhibition of Millet's works, held in Paris in 1887,

had for its object the erection of tin 1 monument at

Cherbourg which is now in the course of execution.

Since Millet's death his pictures have become

enormously valuable, and now the smallest sketch

in colour by him will fetch more than the 2,000

francs first paid for his chef-d'miivre," The Angelus."
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Generally it is believed that it has been the marcJtands has grown up around .Millet's name. During the

des tableaux who have profited 1 > \ their rise in value, exhibition of Millet's works in 1SS7, nearl) ever)

but this is not quite the ease. Dealers in pictures newspaper in Paris spoke oE the profound distress in

do not purchase works of art to lay by for many which the artist lived and died. But the other side

years: their business is to buy ami sell as rapidly as of the picture is quite as interesting and far more

they can. It is the rich connoisseur, the man who has true, and it is the one at which all unprejudiced

knowledge enough to judge for himself, or wit enough minds will ultimately arrive.

to get hold of an honest dealer, who purchases a work To sum up. We have, in considering Millet's

and lets it hang for a dozen years in his "-collection," career, to remember, that although he was often in

and then sells it for two or three times the amount straits for money, he was also

—

he has jiaid tor it, who eventually reaps the benefit. From the beginning applauded and encouraged

The sale on 11th May, ls7">, of Millet's sketches by his people at home.

and pictures left at his death realised for the family Pensioned by his native town to assist him in his

the remarkable sum of 332,110 francs (£13,284). studies.

This being so, the story of Millet's widow finding Commissioned by the Emperor Napoleon in 1859

insufficient the pension given her by the Stale to paint an important picture.

is merely a pretty lee-end which gives a very Very happy in bis family life.

misleading idea of the true position. "With three The friend of some of the best artists of his time

;

hundred thousand francs in rentes, any artist's wife, and

especially one coming from the ranks of the The centre of a group of connoisseurs who
peasantry, should not require any addition to her thoroughly appreciated his talent, although they could

pension. But this is the kind of fiction which not buy all his works.

A STROLL THROUGH THE PEABODY MUSEUM AT
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS.—II.

P.v S. R. KOEHLER.

riMIF tendency among investigators of American to those which grace the so-called Dipylon vases, or

L antiquities, so far, has been to trace resemblances some of the most ancient pottery found in Cyprus,

with Old World relics. There is little reason, how- Of the many other objects of interest in the

ever, to be astonished at such resemblances, since Mound Room, including pipes in the shape of animals

man, being the same everywhere and compelled to and human figures, there need only be noticed the shell

work with the same elements, is quite likely to reach ornaments, ami of these, again, only the engraved

everywhere results which, (specially at first sight, gorgets, flatfish circular or oval pieces, engraved with

seem identical. It is mere important, therefore, to spirals and circles, birds, spiders, serpents, human
learn to distinguish differences. And such differences faces and figures, intended, evidently, to he worn

betweeu the pottery of the Mound Builders and that upon the breast, suspended by a string passed through

of the Old World races are easily recognisable. The two hides provided for the purpose, possibly as amu-
niust striking are the backwardness of development lets, or as symbols of clans (totems), or as insignia

in handles; a similar, hut less noticeable, backward- of office. The most remarkable of these ornaments

in-- in feet or supports; an almost total absence of are those with human figures, of which only four

what ma) be likened to the mouldings in architec- are known, from mounds in Missouri and Tennessee.

luiv; ;i consequent lack of definition and demarca- What makes them remarkable is their unmistakably

tion, generally speaking, of the parts of a vessel, and Mexican character, and the fact that nothing else in

;> very general, although not total, absence of well- the least resembling them has ever been found any-

marked rims and lips. The lack of handles, especially where else. In the more frequently occurring gor-

m comparison with the pottery of even tin- earliest gets with representations of the rattlesnake, we meet

and rudest of the Creeks and of the Asiatic nations for the first time with an element of dee,, ration

which more directl) influenced (hem, is perhaps the which is quite common in America, and becomes
most striking difference. Rudimentary handles are, more and more so as we proceed southward. At first

indeed, found here and there; but in the whole r i- sic-lit this pre-eminence given to the serpent in

ful of mound pottery at the Peabod) Museum not a American aboriginal art seems to he one of its dis-

single handle is to he seen comparable, for instance, tinetive characteristics, in special accord with the
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other dark and repulsive Features noticeable in it. had not yet attained the state of civilisation repre-

It must n<>t be forgotten, however, tha) the serpenl sented by the Mexicans and Peruvians, were capable

has played an important part in most, if not in all, of achievements in arl which are far beyond the reach

primitive religions and in primitive art, and that of ordinary barbarians, is clearly shown by the finds

the aborigines of America stand, in tins as in other made by Prof. Putman and Dr. Metz about lour years

respects, on common ground with humanity al large, ago in :i group of earthworks on the Little Miami

The snake symbol in Egyptian art is well known, River, Ohio. Suffice i( to say thai among the several

and the Greeks and Romans used the serpent largely thousand objects taken from these mounds, the mosl

iu their art, when their genius was at its zenith, interesting, artistically i sidered, arc a number of

as well as in the days of their beginnings. I need terra-cotta figurines of a kind never before found.

FIG. 3.—MEXICAX POTTERY.

I
\boul \ actual height. Engraved :>n J. Andrew.)

only mention the Medusa, the segis of Athene, the

Erichthonios serpent which coils at the feet of the

statues of the same goddess, ami the serpent symbols

el' the Roman Lares. Hut whatever the Creeks

touched they refined, ami thus the horrid mask of

the early ages became the pathetically beautiful

I'aee which we know in the Medusa Rondanini. The

aborigines of America, on the contrary, stunted ami

curiously warped and twisted in their spiritual growth,

had 11 il yel undergone the requisite refining process

when the development of their civilisation was arrested

by a sudden shock. "Who knows what might have

become of them if they too hail had a Homer to shape

ami humanise their gods for them ?

That the aborigines of America, even those who

C09

The superiority of their modelling places them far

above any other products of Mound Builders
5

art,

while their singular head-dresses, with an upright

braid or lock upon the forehead, ami button-like car

ornaments, hear a striking resemblance to similar

features in archaic specimens of Old World art lately

made use of 1>\ Hclbig in his elucidations of the

Homeric epos. Similar ear ornaments, arm-rings,

and other trinkets found in these mounds and made

of copper, several with silver or meteoric iron, and in

one instance with gold hammered out into thin sheets

and folded over the baser metal, together with smaller

linos of a like nature, supposed to have been used

a- clasps worn at the ends of the braids into which

the hair id' the head was divided, supply still further
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el will) the Hellenic civilisation of the

riod, and remind one strongly of the

II,. ||,i- draws of the appearance of

. .
.. 1 their Greek adversaries. That pic-

widely from the preconceived notions

n ,s, and certainly resembles the native

ieh more than the conventional ideal

are wont to draw For us. To the senti-

v seem sacrilegious to liken a Homeric

American savage of the Mound Builders'

The pottery of Mexico—of which there is o very

viih collection in the museum— furnishes good proof

of the statement just made. Among it there are

some tolerably large vessels of very rude workman-

ship, with exceedingly crude pointed decoration in

red and black, and with very prominent handles,

either bristled or in the shape of Hat hands—another

feature which separates them widely from the Mound

Builders' pottery. The most prominent specimens in

this -roup, lmwever, are a number of large black

FIG. 4.- MEXICAN HEADS IX TERKA-COTTA.

{Actual size. Engraved by W. Mill* p.)

period; bat what does history care for sentiment vases (see Fig. 3) as carefully made a- those previ-

when it stands opposed to truth? ously mentioned arc rude, with profuse grotesque

[„ the Mound Builders' pottery we noticed a ornamentation in relief, which reminds one of the

certain unity which expressed itself in grace and repulsive and overloaded decoration of Mexican idols,

simplicity of form and dec, ration, with a predilection The comparatively fine workmanship, and the size of

for curves and scrolls in the hitter; but as we leave the these vessels, make it evident that they were show-

United Slate- these characteristics disappear. Form- pieces only. The shape ,,1' one of them, which is pre-

assunie a greater variety and more grotesqueness, de- cisely
(
tha< of an ordinary pitcher of to-day, would

coration becomes more and more angular and bizarre, seem to point to European influence, but the decora-

mid .implicit} is replaced by an exuberance which tion is typically Mexican. I can notice in detail

,. into wild extravagances. There arc ex- only one other of the larger vessels of the Mexican

(„ b, noted, but they only serve to make the division. (See also Fig. 3.) It is of well-baked red

rule more apparent. clay, coloured brown inside, with a turnover rim, and
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profuse ornamentation in relief. The figure in front small fragments only. One of the exceptions is a

represents a woman holding a child before her; the dish sent to the museum l.\ Mr. A. F. Bandc-

knobs are grotesque heads and figures ;
the rectangu- lier, through tin' Archaeological Institute of America,

lar panels are tilled with grotesque monsters in raised which, except forthe plumed serpent upon its bottom,

lines. As a good specimen of Mexican decorative might almosl pass for early Greek. It is notewoi-thy,

aii the ornamentation of the rim deserves attention, also, thai many of these fragments -and similar one-.

The I'eet of the vessel are human heads turned upside from ether parts of Mexico) show a richer develop-

down—a device very often met with in aboriginal ment "1' colour than is to be found elsewhere in

American pottery, more especially in Central America. America— the most brilliant in this respect being a

The coiled serpeuts in black pottery, which probably fragment id' an ornamental heal, which shows traces

''"'.ifJfifflSSM**
-

FIO. 0.—NICAEAOUAN TOTTERY.

(About ; actual height. Engrav A by •'. Andrew.)

served as stands Tor ether vessels, are also Worth

net i i i ui"

-

\ cry different in character from the vessels so far

described is the pottery from Cholula. The conquis-

tadores tell us that the inhabitants of the Cholulan

capital excelled in various mechanic arts, such as

the making " of a delicate kind of pottery, rivalling,

it was said, that of Florence in heauty" (I'res-

cott, " Mexico," vol. ii., p. [•). The statement, like

most of the statements el' the Spanish conquerors,

is, ii" doubt, coloured by exaggeration, hut it is borne

out te a certain extent by the specimens in t he Pea-

body Museum. I nfortunatelj most of them are

id' red, blue, and white. Tn shape the vessels under

Consideration were evidently much simpler than those

previously described, which are to shew that Mexico,

like ether countries, had not only its different periods,

hut also its different centres e|' manufacture, with

styles and types peculiar te each the Gulbios, the

Caste! Durantes, &c, el' their limes.

Of the numerous Mexican figures in burnt clay,

I select one (see Fig. 3), which, in spite of its scur-

rility, deserves te he called // PensilTO. The must

extraordinary interest, however, is offered by the

large collection of small terra-cotta heads -some of

which are figured, in the actual size of the originals,
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in the fourth engraving. The general character notiee-

ahle in them, corresponding to the native American

type, is breadth and llatness. (See the lower row in

Fig. J-.) Some of them, however (see those in the

upper row), have a well-defined Caucasian character,

and a few (such as the two in the middle of the row)

are singularly like similar lieails of (J reek origin. As

for realistic expression of laughter, it would be dilli-

eult to find anything more telling than the woman's

as the unhappily small collection from Yucatan, that

country of elaborate and mysterious architectural

remains, so well described by Stephens— I must

pass by.

Stopping before the case devoted to Honduras
only long enough to glance at the queer soldiers in

coarse terra-cotta, armed cap-a-pie, some of them
with bird or beast-shaped helmets, and blocks in then-

upper lips or dangling from their noses, we hasten

FIQ. 6.— POTTEBY FEOM NORTHERN PANAMA..

(About | actual height. Engraved lyy J Andrew.)

head at the right-hand end of the upper row. Un-
fortunately the exact provenance of these mysterious

little works is unknown, but, according to Prof. Put-

nam, their origin is unquestionably Mexican, as they

were obtained in Mexico by the men under command
of General Caleb Cushing during the war between

that country and the United States in 1^77, and

form part of the collection given by him to the

museum.

Tin' rest of the Mexican collection— including re-

pulsive-looking frogs and 1nads in clay and stone,

grotesque masks of similar material, models of the so-

called Calendar and Sacrificial Stones, two sacrificial

yokes (?), which call to mind the horrid butcheries el'

human victims, rude si. me idols, musical instruments,

minium wrappi rs of coarse agave cloth, &c, as well

on to the collection from Nicaragua, which forms one

of the main points of attraction in the museum. As

usual, it consists mainly of pottery, excavated from

burial places located, with some exceptions, on islands

in Lake Nicaragua and in the neighbourhood of the

lake. The objects which strike the visitor's eye at

first sight most conspicuously, by reason of their size,

are the burial jars, shaped somewhat like the upper

lip of the Cypripedium, and either perfectly plain, or

decorated with serpents, toads, or human faces in

relief. As to the shapes of the other vessels, it may
be laid down as a general rule that, while the smaller

dishes and Hal vessels are good, the larger are often

quite grotesque and uncouth. (See Pig. 5.) Hut it is

in the decoration that the Nicaraguan pottery shows

its must characteristic side, and it would probably be
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impossible 1 i find anything elsewhen—except here

and there on Mexican pottery— 1.> match it. We
meet here with :i system of ornamentation in which

the bizarrerie, the lawlessness; and the angularity of

American art find their mosl concentrated expres-

sion. Of the grace of lino noticeable in the Mound

Builders' pottery not a trace is left, ami on some

of the ware, mere especially upon that called "Luna

plastic imitation of the human Eorm the Nicaraguans

did not equal the Mexicans. Technically, however,

their pi ttery takes high rank among native American

product ions.

It is difficult to convey in words an idea of the

impression which the art of Nicaragua, considered as

a. whole, makes upon the beholder. There is some-

thing demoniac, unearthly, sullen, gloomy, one is

ITU. 7.— PERUVIAN POTTERY, LUKE TITICACA AND ITS VICINITY.

iM,<n>' I actual height. Engraved by J. Andrew.)

ware " by Dr. Bransford (from the fad that it was

first found on the hacienda of Hon Jose Luna), the

ornamentation often looks more like- a map, or the

plans of houses or of garden plots, than anything else.

As in Mexican art, so in the art of Nicaragua, plant-

forms do not enter into the scheme of decoration.

The human (or monkey'.') form, aliased and conven-

tionalised, is, however, found in Hat decoration, and

heads of birds and other animals occur in relief some-

times on the covers, and inverted as the feet of ves-

sels. A very curiously-constructed head of the puma

or American lion is especially remarkable. In the

tempted to say bloodthirsty, about it—the feeling of

a diseased, feverish, and ill-regulated fancy—and this

is still further helped by the colours employed, to wit,

bright red and yellow, black, and occasionally a drab

tint. The spirit that animated their monumental art,

as shown in the repulsive idols figured by Squier (a few

very rude specimens in the museum), influenced also

their pottery. And yet even among their productions

we meet occasionally with motives which betray a purer

taste, and form a connecting link, as it were, with

the art of the rest of mankind. This is particularly

noticeable in the little vessel here figured (see Fig. 5),
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in the fourth engraving. The general character notice-

ahle in them, corresponding to the native American

type, is breadth and flatness. (See the lower row in

Fig. 1.) Some of tlieni, however (see those in the

iijijkt row), have a well-defined Caucasian character,

and a lew (such as the two in the middle of the row)

are singularly like similar heads of Greek origin. As

for realistic expression of laughter, it would be diffi-

cult to Hud anything more telling than the woman's

as the unhappily small collection from Yucatan, that

country of elaborate and mysterious architectural

remains, so well described by Stephens— I must
pass by.

Stopping before the ease devoted to Honduras

(inly long enough to glance at the queer soldiers in

coarse terra- cot t a, armed cap-a-pie, some of them
with bird or beast-shaped helmets, and blocks in then-

upper lips or dangling from their noses, we hasten

FIG. 6.— rOTTEKY I'UOM XOIiTIIERN PANAMA.

(Abont ) actual height. Engraved liy J Andrew.)

head a( the right-hand end of the upper row. Un-
fortunately the exact provenance of these mysterious

little work's is unknown, but, according to Prof. Put-

nam, their origin is unquestionably Mexican, as they

wen- obtained in Mexico by the men under command
of General Caleb Cushing during the war between

that country and the United States in 1877, and
form part of the collection given by him to the

museum.

'I'he rest of the Mexican collection— including re-

pulsive-looking frogs and toads in clay and stone,

que masks of similar material, models of the so-

called Calendar and Sacrificial Stones, two sacrificial

yokes (?), which call to mind the horrid butcheries of

human victims, rude stone idols, musical instruments,

mummy wrappers of coarse agave cloth, &c, as well

on to the collection from Nicaragua, which forms one

of the main points of attraction in the museum. As

usual, it consists mainly of pottery, excavated from

burial places located, with some exceptions, on islands

in Lake Nicaragua and in the neighbourhood of the

lake. The objects which strike the visitor's eve at

first sight most conspicuously, by reason of their size,

are the burial jars, shaped somewhat like the upper

lip of the Cypripedium, and either perfectly plain, or

decorated with serpents, toads, or human faces in

relief. As to the shapes of the other vessels, it may
be laid down as a general rule that, while the smaller

dishes ami llat vessels are good, the larger are often

quite grotesque and uncouth. (See Pig. 5.) But it is

in the decoration that the Nicaraguan pottery shows

its most characteristic side, and it would probably be
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impossible to find anything elsewhere—except here plastic imitation of the human Eonn the Nicaraguans

and there on Mexican pottery— to match it. We « 1 i « 1 no1 equal the Mexicans. Technically, however,

meet here with a system of ornamentation in which their pottery takes high rank among native American

the bizarrerie, the lawlessness, and the angularity of productions.

American art find their most concentrated expres- It is difficult to convey in words an idea of the

sion. Of the grace of line noticeable in the Mound impression which the art of Nicaragua, considered as

Builders' pottery not a trace is left, and en seme a whole, makes upon the beholder. There is some-

of the ware, more especially upon that called "Luna thing demoniac, unearthly, sullen, gloomy, one is

— natUVIAN rOTTEBY, LAKE TITICACA AND ITS VICINITY.

(Almd J actual height. Emjravcd by J. Andrew.)

ware " by Dr. Bransford (from the fad that it was

first found mi the hacienda of Don Jose Luna), the

ornamentation often looks more like a map, or the

plans of houses or of garden plots, than anything else.

As in Mexican art, so in the art of Nicaragua, plant-

forms do not enter into the scheme of decoration.

The human (or monkey?) form, abased ami conven-

tionalised, is, however, found in Hat decoration, ami

heads of lards and other animals occur in relief some-

times on the covers, and inverted as the l'eet of ves-

sels. A very curiously-constructed head of the puma

or American lion is especially remarkable. In the

tempted to say bloodthirsty, about it—the feeling of

a diseased, feverish, and ill-regulated fancy—and this

is still further helped by the colours employed, to wit,

bright red and yellow, black, and occasionally a drab

tint. The spirit that animated their monumental art,

as shown in the repulsive idols figured by Squier (a few

very rude specimens in the museum), influenced also

their potter). And ye1 even among their productions

We meel occasionally with motives which betray a purer

taste, and form a connecting link, as it were, with

the art of the rest of mankind. This is particularly

noticeable in the little vessel here figured (see Fig. 5),
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which shows the motive of the g idlloche— a, motive

that we find also in association with a thoroughly

savage bird-like ornament on some three-legged vessels

found in mounds at Tola.

Another distinct group, radically different from

thai of Nicaraguaj is formed by the pottery from

Northern Panama. Smallness of size is one of the

characteristics of this ware—hardly a single one of

the specimens in the museum exceeding nine inches in

height. Some larger vessels, up to two feet in height,

have, indeed, been found, but they are evidently rare.

This pottery (see Fig. 6) may be divided into four

classes, the first of which is composed of vessels on

legs, which latter are hollow and filled with pellets,

so as to form rattles—a feature quite common in

American pottery. Most of these vessels are plain,

although some are ornamented in relief or with incised

lines, and a few show rude painting in red. Handles

occur only occasionally. The second class consists of

bulb-shaped vessels without legs, but invariably with

handles, or at least knobs, either with monkey carica-

tures, or human figures, or serpent's or animal heads.

In most cases these do not duplicate one another

—

being either quite different, or facing in different

directions. .Most of the vessels of this class are of

unpainted red clay. The vessels of the third class,

which are the finest of this group, resemble those of

the second in general shape, but very few of them

have handles or knobs, and nearly all are painted— the

colours used being red, brown, and black. The de-

coration is simple and chaste, free from the extrava-

gance elsewhere observed, and there is more of an

approach to a system in it than in any other ancient

American ware. Generally speaking, there is a divi-

sion into panels and bands, corresponding to the struc-

ture of the vessel, and occasionally the scroll reap-

pears, which we have not met with since we left the

Mound Builders. The fourth class, finally, shows these

putters to least advantage. It consists of a small

number of grotesque seated figures (apparently women
with children, which latter, however, look more like

frogs), and a few animals—the largest of which re-

calls the armadillo. All these figures have a glossy

surface, and arc ornamented with red and black lines.

Our peregrinations firing us to the room contain-

ing the Peruvian antiquities, to do justice to which

would require a g l-si/.ed volume, well illustrated.

\\ c know more of the history of the Peruvians than

that of any other American nation, the Mexicans

excepted, ami the great variety of their relics here

gathered brings us into closer contact with their

daily life than the ceremonial or sacred vessels to

which we had hitherto, in the main, to confine our-

selves, SO I hat the more general interest which the

Peruvian Room awakens is easily explained. And
yet how much mystery there .still remains about

these objects from the toys of the children, the work-

baskets, the fragments of clothing, the braids of line

black hair which once adorned heads radiant with

youth, the cars of maize, buried with the dead as food

upon their long journey, the copper disks taken from

the tongues "f the dead (placed there, as the Greeks

placed the obolus, to pay the ferriage to Charon), to

the mummies, or rather dried bodies themselves, some

still bundled up in coarse cloth, like bales of merchan-

dise, others unwrapped, strangely pathetic, in sitting

postures, with heads bent down on knees, fir faces

bidden in their shrivelled hands as if in mourning or

in meditation !

Entering the room through its south door, we

find ourselves before the objects brought from Lake

Titicaca and its vicinity—the starting-point of the

mythical history and the religion of the Incas, at the

stupendous elevation of l;2,.
r>IHI feet above the level

of the sea. This is the classical ground of Peru

(next to Cuzco, which is hardly represented in the

museum), and this character seems to show itself in

the pottery there found, more particularly in some

vessels of immense size, the best preserved of which is

figured herewith (Pig. 7). The shape of these vessels,

in its general features, is that of the Greek amphora,

but debased and distorted in its proportions, and with

the handles displaced and inverted. Several other

vessels from the same sacred spot are also given.

A curious flat relief of a human figure, in red sand-

stone, from a burial tower {chwlpa) is likewise worth

noting.

As in Mexico, so in Peru, a comparative study of

pottery would, no doubt, divulge a variety of local

styles, masked by the general resemblance due to the

consanguinity of the workers. The pottery found in

burial-places at or near Avica, which, like Titicaca,

is situated in southern Peru, but in the arid sands of

the sea-coast, is specially interesting from its variety.

A very line vessel from this locality is that shown in

Fig. 8, with elaborate but curiously distorted circu-

lar decoration and a well-developed handle— a feature

that is generally much more prominent in Peruvian

than in any other American pottery. Vessels in

human shape, with characteristic Indian heads, or

of animal form (see Fig. 8), also occur, and quite a

number show the curiously complicated necks— with

an arrangement for emitting whistling sounds when

the vessel is being tilled— so characteristic of Peru.

One specially-noticeable vessel has a group of animals

on top, and pressed panels, likewise with animals

(monkeys?), on its sides; but, perhaps, the most

interesting object in the whole group is a woven

cap, the pattern being worked in red, green, \ellow,

and wdiite, and still in a remarkably good state of

preservation.

The great attraction of the collections from
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Ancon—the necropolis of which furnished the ma-

terial for the splendid work of Messrs. Reiss and

Stubel—and from Chaneay, on the sea-coast, near

Lima, is clue to the diversity of the many objects

which tln'\ contain. The most frequent type of the

vessels found then-, as regards shape, is thai shown

by the vase decorated with arrow-heads engraved in

Fi<r. s. The Lake Titicaca amphora form also occa-

sionally occurs at Ancon, according to Messrs. Reiss

and Stiihel, but there are no specimens in the museum.

And it is probable that these vessels were introduced

from the Lake region. As to the typical form just

mentioned, it is treated in a great variety of ways,

from the utmost simplicity to decoration in colour

and the overlaying with human forms in relief.

Beakers, howls, double jars, &c, are also found,

many of them of a rudeness of execution which calls

to mind the statement of Messrs. Reiss and Stubel

that Ancon was a poor people's burying-place. The

statement is questioned by other investigators, and it

i- certain that these people, even if they were ]
',

must have indulged in considerable luxury of dress,

lor the sj in, ens of their textiles gathered in the

Peabody Museum, which will be illustrated in the

concluding portion of this article, convey an idea of

richness and of skill in the art of weaving which is

altogether surprising. Not only is the workmanship

remarkably good, hut the colours—dark reds, sub-

dued yellows, browns, and olive tints, relieved by

white and hlaek—are equally exquisite. There is a

quiet and rich harmony in them, despite the angularity

and the grotesqueness of the designs, composed of

conventionalised human and animal figures, that would

have sorted well with the general colour scheme

fashionable in decoration some years ago, before I lie

return to vivid colours now noticeable. Concerning

the method used in the making of these line speci-

mens of the textile art, it is evident that the\ were

woven in small pieces with the needle, although in

a way quite different from that followed in the pro-

duction of the modern "needle-woven tapestries,"

described in this Journal some time ago. That, the

needle was used, is apparent from the slits which

occur (with exceptions) wherever one colour is set

off sharply against the other in a vertical direction.

The slits could only be closed by sewing them up;

but this, in most cases, was not done. Among the

other specimens of the textile art of a more elaborate

kind are to he named belts and hand-bags (one of

them still Filled with peanuts!), alongside of which

are to he seen also plainer and ruder productions,

some with patterns painted on them by hand, and

woven in larger pieces, evidently with the aid of the

shuttle.

FIO. 8.—PERUVIAN rOTTF.RY, FROM ANCON AND FROM ARICA.

(About i actual height. Engraved by J. And:; i
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"LADY HAMILTON AS MIRANDA."

By George Romney

TWO strange personalities go to the making of

a " Lady Hamilton, by Romney." The

illegitimate daughter of a housemaid, who reached

an infamy and a fame which were both European,

who lived the mistress of the greatest sailor who

ever walked a deck, and died at last in solitary

destitution, was scarcely a more remarkable person

than the painter who has made her features familiar

to us all, than that George Romney whose place in

the hierarchy of art has changed so much since the

day he died. Even yet the early career of Lady

Hamilton is in vol veil in much obscurity. Her mother

was a servant with the Harvey family at Ickwell-

lmry, Bedfordshire; her father may have been any-

one you please. She herself became a nursery-maid

at the age of thirteen, but soon followed the ma-

ternal example in the matter of morality. While

yet in her teens she was rescued from the streets of

London by one Dr. Graham, a well-known quack,

who, in his house in Pal! Mall, induced her t" pose

as an illustration to his lectures on Health. It was

after this episode in her career that she sat so often

to Romney, and rilled, perhaps, another role as well

in the drama of his life.

We have no direct evidence as to Lady Hamilton's

intellectual ability beyond the declarations of her

lovers; but the command of expression she showed,

both as Romney's model and as a drawing-room

entertainer, implied a bright intelligence at least.

The studies the painter made from her are innumer-

able, and, of course, very unequal in merit. One
of the best was exhibited at the Grosvenor last

winter by Mr. Jeffrey Whitehead, ami engraved in a

former number of this Magazine, while several of

the most famous were set forth in the volume for

1885. A second head, the property of Lady Harvey,

which hung in the same exhibition, is reproduced on

the opposite page. The name under which it was

catalogued was not ben trovato. In the part of

Miranda, there is nothing to justify the rush of

terror hinted at here. If we chose to go outside the

part, and suppose that Romney had Miranda flying

from Caliban in his mind, then we might agree to

the title, but that would be a little far-fetched. If

the head must have a name, it would be better to

call it " Cassandra," a title he equally misapplied in

another portrait, but it seems clear enough thai the

painter's only intention was to realise some look and

turn of the head he hail noticed in his model.

Twenty years ago a first-rate Romney was worth

in the " market" a very modest sum indeed. Critics

could speak of his fame as of a thing incompre-

hensible', which had vanished never to return. Now
his better works are sold for prices which would
then have been thought extravagant for Raphaels.

The winter exhibitions of the Royal Academy—of

that body which never offered Romney membership
while he lived—have done it all. Before they

began he had been forgotten. Nothing of import-

ance by him was in any public collection, and his

qualities as a painter were not of a kind to induce

those who then wrote upon pictures to keep his

memory green. It is not likely that the present rage

for his work will be sustained, but whatever reaction

may follow, his reputation is pretty sure not to sink

so low as it was in the first half of the century. Lor

Romney was essentially a painter. His colour was

often hot and often cold; and his modelling and

draughtsmanship were not seldom careless. But

wdiat he did he did with breadth and decision, and

even in his inferior works the presence of a true

pictorial gift, of a gift which would have led to

rare accomplishment in more resolute hands, is to be

divined. It is a pity that not one single example

of his work at its best is to be found in our public

collections.

SACRED AND PROFANE LOVE."

Painted by Solomon J. Solomon

PROMINENT among the prominent pictures at

the exhibition ( ,f the Royal Academy recently

closed was Mr. S. .). Solomon's " Sacred and Profane

Love." The picture marks the advance of an am-
bitious and earnest young painter towards his goal,

Towering on the summit of a rocky peak stands

the Angel of Holiness, 'full of kindness and full of

dignity, sheltering a woman and her child with one

wing, while the husband sits below at their feet.

This portion of the picture irresistibly recalls I he

determined to leave nothing untried that may assist mind and work of Mr. Watts, and is in striking

his progress and civ,, practice and facility t,, mind contrast to the remainder of the (lesion. The whole,
and brush, both capable of line achievements. however, is executed in a masterly manner.
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CUERENT ART.

THE SALON.

By WALTER ARMSTRONG.

EXHIBITION in

the Palais de I'ln-

dust He suffered this

year from the pre-

st'in £ too formid-

able a competitor

en the neighbouring

Champs de Mars. It suffered

both in excellence and in pocket.

Seldom within the memory of man

as the Salon been more destitute

of interest, and not for many
seas, ms have so few francs hern taken at the door.

It might have been thought that in a year which was

sure to see half the world in Paris, the French painters

would put their shoulders to the wheel, and take

care that their own venture was not entirely eclipsed.

They did not, however, see matters in that light, and

so a morning in the Salon of 18S9 was not an ex-

citing experience. That this was the feeling, even

of the juries, seems to lie proved by the list of

awards. There was no first-class medal in the sec-

tion of painting, and only one in that of sculpture.

For the medaille d'/ionneur in the former section a

recipient was found, but in the latter no candidate

gained the required majority of votes. The consti-

tution too, of the class list, as I may call it, sug-

gested the same conclusion when it came out. And,

altogether, it may be declared, without much fear of

contradiction, that the Salon of JsS'.) will dwell less

in the memory than almost any other of the series.

And yet, bare as it, was of art in the highest sense,

there was no lack of things in which the French

gifts of organisation, of intelligent obedience to a

system, and of abounding aesthetic energy, were to be

recognised and admired. After a period of experi-

ments with other ideals, it is upon native qualities

that the school of Paris is now again depending for

its title to respect, and so, in a notice like this, 1 may
be allowed to begin with the genres in which these

have most effeel

.

During the last ten years one of the lines! things

in French art has been its treatment of history, not

in a technical, but a natural sense. Pictures have

been multiplied in which the more dramatic scenes

of the Revolution, of the Napoleonic pageant, of the

events of '30, 'I*, '51, and '70, ami even of such

ignoble feats as tiie raids upon Tunis and Tonquin,

were treated with a breadth, a reticence, and an

instinct for pictorial selection, which made them

models of what such t bines should be. In I lie

present exhibition on the Champs de .Mars, many
of these are to be found. Good examples are the

"Execution de Charette/' of Julien Le Blunt, and

the "Tentative d'Assassinat sur le General Hoche,"

of Hippolyte Berteaux. In both a striking reality

is united to very great dramatic force, results won

partly by extreme frankness in technique, partlj \<\ a

tine instinct for significance in the choice of attitudes,

gestures, and accessories, on the one hand, ami of

telling combinations of light and shadow on the other.

In these French pictures and others like them, it is

possible, it is in fact easy, to discover something of

a trick, of a recipe learnt by heart and applied with

a skill not always enough to quite celare artem. The

recipe seems to prescribe the proportion of clear space

to incident, and the relative places of the figures.

" Keep the middle of your canvas as empty as pos-

sible," it seems to run; "put your hero, or your

main group, on one side or the other; send your

subordinate figures, your chorus, as far away as you

can, and marshal them in something approaching

a circle." Things in which some precept (if the

kind has been obeyed are always plentiful at the

Salon. This year one of the best examples of

its use is afforded by the picture of M. Paul

Boutigny. M. Boutigny is a pupil of the late

Alexandre Cabanel, and now scores his first success.

" Un Brave" deals with one of those incidents of

warfare upon which the Gaul and the Teuton look

with such different eyes. The time is the summer
of 1870. From the catalogue we gather that when

the Germans entered Epinal some days after the

Battle of Worth, "a man, unmoved by the cries of

his wife and children, rushed out of a house in

the Faubourg Saint Michel and planted himself,

rifle in hand, in the middle of the street. The

Germans came on, and when they had approached to

w it bin seme hundred paces, he shouldered his piece

and fired, fired twice, killing a. Prussian at each shot.

A word of command rang out from the German
ranks, there was an answering flash—and so perished

Dubois, the veteran of Algiers and the Crimea."

The Englishman, when he reads this, charitably

hopes (hat Dubois was mad : the Frenchman calls in

art to give him immortality. Another incident from
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the -aim" terrible months, the charge of Margueritte "Les Homines tin Saint Office"—some white-robed

with his cavalry a! Sedan, is treated by M. Louis inquisitors in a moment of reldche—or in " L'Alchi-

Gardette. It was on the plateau of Floing that

Margueritte received a ball which passed through

both cheeks, dividing his tongue on the way, and

that, so turned into a gruesome sight, he yel con-

trived to launch the Fire! Chassseurs d'Afrique against

the enemy. M. Gardette lias realised the scene with

miste," the subject of which, and almost its merits, are

sufficiently proclaimed by the title. M. Albert de

Moncourt's " Reddition de Calais, L3-47," is a funny

creation, but seems to have been suggested by M.

Rodin's magnificent memorial to Eustache de Smut,

Pierre and his five companions. Fun gives way to

a force that seldom deserts French battle-painters, tragedy o£ the most hideous kind th Hal des

but he fails to show the power of arrangement with

which M. Aime Morot, for instance, would have

justified the choice of such a theme. Blood again

nni i have been the chief inducement \*< M. Edmond

Dupain to paint a thing like his " Mort de Sauveur."

The Breton hero is bi inn' shut, and hacked to pieces

with anything that comes handy, by the Royalist

p> asants. Artistically, not much is to be said for the

work, which would have been all the better for atten-

tion t" some strict rule of arrangement. Passing

bacl wards into the hist o\ which is almosl legend,

M.J. 1'. Laurens scarcely shows his usual power in

Ardents" of M. Rochegrosse. To me such a subject

presents itself as one totally unfitted for art. It

is the " Laocooiv" with its horror enhanced and the

fatal difficulty of painting fire added. All the same,

it must be confessed that M. Rochegrosse has pro-

duced a work which cannot easily be passed by. It

has probability and it has the balance of art. The

interior in which the scene takes place, the stam-

pede of the terrified guests, the actions of the tor-

tured men, are at once well conceived and carried

out with exactly the right degree of abandon.

In more refined matters, however, the failure is
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complete. The picture is lurid in colour and with-

out enveloppe, and even to the women who witness

the catastrophe M. Rochegrosse lias given no look of

concern for anyone 1 >u t themselves. The Duchesse

de Berri, too : were not the measures she took I'm
1

the king's safety somewhat more decisive than the

painter has made them ?

M. Gilbert's " In A.quafortiste " shows us an etcher

in his studio, smoking a copper-plate. M. Gmile

Renard's " Le Bapt^me" takes us into the baptistery

of a church while some bourgeois bebi is receiving

tlu> rite; in M. Dawant's " I-'' Sauvetage" a huge

canvas—men, women, and children arc being slun ;•

over the high sides of a. sinking ship into a life-boat

IrtTPBAND AT SEA.

tfti Pictnn by Madami V. i:. Demont-Breton.)

From " histories " such as these it is easy to pass

fco those monumental illustrations of modern life in

which the French have for years been seitmo' an

example that the rust of the world is only now be-

ginning to follow. M. Leon Lhermitte sends a huge

decoration for the Faculte des Sciei s at the Sor-

hoime. a picture of Claude Bernard and his pupils

round a table on which some experiment in physio-

logy, tlie corpus ril' being arahl.it, is going forward.

below; M. Laurent Gsell paints the "Earthquake

at Mentone

;

" M. Arturo Michelena, the destruction

wrought by the great hailstorm at Rheims in 1886;

and M. Perrandeau, the moment before the bearers

"lift'" the coffin at n middle-class funeral. I may
also name \1. Jean Jacques Rousseau's portrait of

Professor Cornil, which i-- reallj a subject picture;

M. Eugene Buland's " Propagande," in which a

Boulangist agent stands in a village shop, with
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his pictures of the "brav J general" temptingly dis-

played to the rustic dealer; and " Boulter's Lock,

Maidenhead," by M. 11. Jourdaiu. All these are

characterised by those qualities of intelligent selec-

tion, agreeable, though by no means fine, colour, and

clever arrangement, which are, perhaps, virtues as

high as any to which a school, as such, can hope to

deliberately lead its pupils.

Qualities of a rarer kind are to be enjoyed in the

"Bretonnes au Pardon" of M. Dagnan-Bouveret

In the general aspect of his work M. Dagnan is

as much English as French. He sets but little store

,.n the beauties which belong to form. His pictures

do not betray much artifice in their arrangement, nor

his figures much selection in their contours. It is in

colour and in their hath of luminous air that they

excel. A few \ ears ago visitors to the Royal Academy

had a chance of seeing M. Dagnan at his best in a

picture of vaccination day in a French village, which

is now in the Exposition Universelle. Those who saw

it will remember the truth of the flesh-painting, the

simplicity of the arrangement, the brilliancy of the

natural colour. Since "Vaccination" M. Dagnan

has alternated his triumphs with his comparative

failures, painting at one time " Le Fain Benit'' and

"L'Abreuvoir," at another " Hamlet and the Grave-

Dicrger " and " La Vierge." In all his work, how-

ever, there is the same sincerity of passion, the

same simplicity in the expression of personal ideas.

In his latest production, this " Bretonnes au Par-

don," hi' shows in an increasing degree the interest

in physiognomy which peeped out in " Le Pain

Benit." There is nothing finer in the whole Salon

than these varied faces, each with its own history of

hard work, with its own proclamation of faith, and

its own hope in the future. The sincerity which

marks off M. Dagnan so strongly from the majority

of his compatriots is also present, to some extent,

in the " Husband at Sea," of Madame Virginie

Demont-Breton. If Madame Demont had not been

the daughter of a famous artist, she would have been

a hotter painter. As it is, the ideals of her father in-

trude themselves into her work and give it a curiously

ambiguous physiognomy.

Mr. Paul Fed, a Canadian pupil of Benjamin

Constant, hit upon a good idea when he took up

the "Id notion of a shy model, and made that model

a, naked small hoy. In "Que la vie est amere !
"

he has painted an old artist with a tremendous

heard ] ring round the comer of his easel at his

little sitter, who, in fright at his novel condition

and the absence of his mother, hides his head in

the shadows behind the canvas. There is a comic

3 in the idea, and it is carried out with a

freedom from chic which is rare in Franco-American

art. Another American, not this time a subject of

the Queen, sent a clever canvas on which two civili-

sations were brought into telling contact. " Un bal

chez le gouvernement, Alger," by Mr. F. A. Bridgman,

recalled a little too much, perhaps, the " Hunt Ball
"

of Mr. Stewart which was at the Salon three or four

years ago, but its contrasts hot ween modern uniforms

and the Kabyle burnous were cleverly managed.

Actualities of a kind very different from most of

these were two pictures contributed by M. Fernand

Pelcz, the painter of the " Nid de Misere," which is

never ungarnished by a crowd at the exhibition.

The less remarkable of the two might serve as an

illustration to the "Song of the Shirt." It showed

as a haggard woman, half naked in a naked garret,

sinking from exhaustion over her weary needle. On
the other canvas, " Le Vitriol" the name of it, M.

Pelez had painted a wild, large-eyed girl blotlie he-

hind a door, a bowl of sulphuric acid in her grip,

and the determination to use it in every line of her

features. I don't know that there is anything

illegitimate in such a subject, and in M. Pelez's

treatment there was both force and reticence.

Mr. Walter MacEwen, a Chicago-horn member

of the cosmopolitan school, had a success with a fan-

taisie catalogued as "Eh! eh! LesAutres! allons

jouer"—"Hallo! you fellows! come and play"

—

four little Dutch boys, with pinafores and clogs,

facing us with open mouths and shouting to us all

to join their sport. The picture was real, restless,

capitally arranged, and full of light. Exactly the

same verdict may be ventured on the great canvas by

M. Friant, which won the Prix du Salon. " La Tous-

saint " showed us what we may see outside the gate

of a cemetery in the Banlieue, on a snowy 1st of

November, which is rare. Better from a purely

artistic standpoint was an actuality from the other

side of life, by M. Alexis Vollon. Harlequin had

treated Columbine to supper, and having supped rather

too well himself, had dropped asleep in his chair.

Of this state of things au enterprising Pierrot had

taken advantage, to lay siege to the lady's heart,

while in the distance other masks were watching the

fun from behind a curtain. M. Vollon jilt has the

freedom of his father's brush; he manages expres-

sion with skill, and every year he becomes a better

colourist

The pictures in which a fantastic was blended

with a poetic element were scarcely so numerous

as usual. Among the best was " Les Deux Porles,"

by M. Fernand Le Quesne. Its author's idea was

to contrast a Caucasian with an African beauty.

On his canvas a white girl lay mule in a shell, the

pearliness of her flesh leading up to the mother-

of-pearl, and giving a strange eclat to the negress,

the " black pearl," wlu> stood beside her. In com-

position, however, the picture was strangely unhappy.
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Soj tooj was the large Ger6me, the apparition of a

little gleaming Cupid in ;i den of wild beasts, who

crouch and squirm at his touch without quite know-

ing win ; and so, again, was the " Salul au Soleil"

of M. II. i:. Delacroix, which is in the list of Minis-

terial purchases. The subject of this picture was a

number of nondescript sea-nymphs saluting the rising

"orb of day/' but no success had been won in the

attemptat an expressive arrangement. Two "Temp-

tations of St. Anthony," by MM. E. Quost and

Pedro Saenz respectively, thoroughly succeeded in

being fantastic, while to eccentricity of much the

same kind, M. Falguiere's " Junon " added the praise

of fine modelling and of truthful illumination. A
'• Leda," by Paul Rouffio, was notable Eor its audacity

;

a " Bacchus," by M. Carolus-Duran, For the com-

pleteness of its failure to rival the Titian on which

it was obviously modelled: and the "Niobe" of

Mr. Solomon J. Solomon for the curious improvement

in colour it luul apparently made in the transit from

Piccadilly to the Champs-Elysees. Of the Carolus

I must say a word or two more. Very like our

"Bacchus and Ariadne" in general arrangement,

it had scarcely a good point about it heyond dexterity

of brushing. The figures were poor in action ami

poor in design ; the colour was cold, opaque, and

altogether horrible; the motives as trivial as the

gestures of a ballet-girl. The presence of such a

picture in the centre of the Salon Cane lowered

the effect of the whole show. If the Carolus rejected

last year were half as bad as this, the Academicians

should have hung it. It would have taught a 1csm.ii.

Not far from the "Bacchus" hung an ambitious

picture by M. Victor Prouve, in which something

of the spirit of Dore's "Dante" was united to a tech-

nical achievement far beyond the lamented Gustave s

reach. It received one of the two Bourses de voyage

given by the city of Paris. M. Gabriel Terrier's

"Bella Matrihus Detestata" belonged to the same

class. On a sort of rocky platform a number of

mothers wept over their slain children, and stretched

furious hands to the rout of battle which passed on

the plain below. The; idea is a contrast to most of

those which occupy French painters of things that

have to do with war. This picture, too, has been

b (Ught by the State.

The idyllic strain, which i< sometimes in such

Eorce at the Salon, broke out this year in lew things

of any notable beauty. The chief exception was

M. Bonnat's " Idylle." Here a young shepherd and

shepherdess were going through, some performance

like that one used to know in one's childhood as

" measuring yards of love-ribbon." Tiie fresh young

contours of the girl were finely rendered in the

peculiar method affected by M. Bonnat, the reflected

lights upon her skin were managed with dexterity,

and various other technical problems successfully

solved. The picture, in fact, only wanted colour to

be a masterpiece, but then a nude without colour is

like the proverbial Hamlet. The version of the same

subject which M. Raphael Collin called " Jeum

was more pleasing than M . Bonnat's picture, in -pile

of the hitter's mastery, because its colour, though

not line, was more agreeable, and its background in-

finitely more in harmony with the figures set against

it. M. llenncr's "l'riore" and "Martyre," and M.

Lefehvre's " Liseuse/' may be named in the same

breath as these painted idyls, if not l'..r their sub-

jects, at least for the .-pint in which the powers of

ait w ere applied.

Few more remarkable instances could be named of

what persistent self-assertion can do than the credit

enjoyed for the moment by French portrait-painting.

X..t only in France, where line portrait lire never has

been understood, but even in countries .
which have

shown, again and again, that they could triumph in

that most crucial branch of art, is it the fashion to

talk as if French portraiture were now the strongest

in the world and as if it had a line tradition behind

it. If strength lies in the power to model outsides

with decision, to set a line lady, or a statesman, upon

canvas with a hand alertly obedient to a sure but

seldom sympathetic eye, then the French are the

strongest portrait-painters the world has ever seen.

Bonnat, Carolus, Lefebvre, the best of the portraits

signed by these men show a quickness of obser-

vation and a decision in setting down its results,

which no English painter can rival. But have these

qualities ever sufficed to keep the fame of a portrait-

painter green in the past? Have they succeeded

in keeping Raphael above Titian, or Van der Heist

above Rembrandt, or, to make an excursion, Lawrence

above Hoppner? No, the great portrait-painters

have not been content with outsides ;
they have

gone beneath externals ; they have seized upon the

personalities of their sitters, and, to bring out these,

have been ready to put their own dexterity out of

sight, to leave their creation to he governed by the

individualities they iiad to portray. In the whole

range of French art, so far as my knowledge goes,

there is no portrait like the "Lord Heathfield " <>\

Reynolds; nay, I doubt whether in the future, when

things have shaken down a little into their places,

anything will be found to support comparison with

such an English portrait as the "J. C. Hook" of

Sir J. Everett Millais, which now hangs in the

Paris Exhibition.

But I am getting fcoo far from the Sal .11. 'I must

return for a moment, and utilise the scant remainder

of my space with au cnumia-.it ion of what seemed

to me the best portraits there " Madame E. D."
by M. Elie Delaunay, was a sort of pot-boiler, good
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enough in its way, but not representative of its

author's powers. M. Rixens sent a forcible half-

length of a gentleman in a wide-awake. M.

Bonnat's " Le Docteur 1!." was looser and more

scratchy than usual; Constant's ".Madame P. D.,"

Cormon's
"

' M. Allard," Krug's head of Feyen-Perrin

who a year or two ago promised so well, have failed

to keep awake the iuterest they aroused. M. Loir's

' La Crue de La Seine," however, showed power in

its way. But perhaps a finer truth was to be dis-

covered in the " Brouillard en hiver, aux fortifica-

tions," and the "Coin de Banlieue," of M. Rene

after death, Carolus-Duran's group of children, and Billotti. Good work of the same kind, touched rather

the remarkable portraits in small of Mrs. Brown- too freely, however, with c/tic, was to be seen in tl

(From tin Pietun by M. Lament-Desrousaeaua i

Potter and M". Rochefort, by Van Beers, were each

notable in their various ways; while a "General

Boulanger at his Writing-table," by Henri Rondel,

combined reality and style with some felicity.

Of the landscapes I have scarcely left myself

room to speak. This is the less to be regretted, how-

ever, as French work in this genre has for the moment
sunk to a low ebb. E\l-\\ the Casiles and the Loirs,

two contributions of Mr. Alfred Smith, " Vergues

sous bois " and " L'Averse." A new Constable with

a new gospel is sadly wanted at the Salon. Perhaps

Mr. Henry Moore may be promoted to the place.

His pictures at the Exposition have won him a

medaille d'honneur and the applause of a new public.

The French might do worse than take their brilliant

sincerity as the signal for a new departure.
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AETISTIC ADVBETISING.
i. Hv w. p. Fi:n 11. i: \

HERE can be no cpies-

tion that the great

change which has shown

itself in the modern

>\ stem of advertising

—

a change which calls

upon the advertiser to

spend enormous sums in

producing pictorial re-

esentations which it is often

ficult, if not impossible, to

connect with the virtues of his

wares— is an important fact well

worthy of a more serious con-

sideration than it lias as yet re-

ceived, from either the artists

who produce the pictures or the advertisers who use

them. The present writer can remember the great

popularity of Warren's Blacking and Rowland's

Macassar Oil, and for anything he knows to the

contrary that popularity continues to the present

time; but he cannot recall any instance of importance

of the pictorial art being called upon to a-sist in

that popularity. A picture of a lady with hair so

profuse as to coyer her from head to foot—an original

work—was all that Rowland owed to Art ; and a

negro grinning with delight at the sight of his face,

reflected in a highly polished Wellington boot, which

derived its splendour from a single application of

Warren's manufacture—these were the only instances

of Art being called upon to glorify " hair oil " and

" blacking."

So far as I know—I speak under correction—the

rest of the advertisers, forty years ago, contented

themselves, as some do now, with the services of a

poet, who sang in glowing rhymes the praises of

his employer's wares. In those days it would have

astonished an artist even more than it does now, if

he had found that a picture which he had been for-

tunate enough to sell in an exhibition had fallen

into the hands of a dealer—say, in cod-liver oil; and

because it happened to represent a breezy day at sea,

with fishermen dragging into their boat a great haul

of fish, amongst which a cod or two might be dis-

covered, the purchaser of the picture had made an

indifferent w 1 engraving from it, and changed

its name from "The Fortunate Fishermen " into

" Workers for our Well-known Oil," and this with-

out the painter's knowledge. It seems to me that

his surprise would soon have merged into a stronger

feeling when he saw bis composition in the Eorm

of an advertisement in tin' illustrated papers. Nor

would he have been consoled, if on complaining of

such treatment, he were told that lie ought to he

glad to assist in disseminating the remedial value

of cod-liver oil, and grateful for the opportunity of

affording thousands of his fellow creatures a sight of

a COpj of his picture done in a style of art utterly

common ami valueless, and thus gratify them by a

delight otherwise unattainable.

Nobody will deny that a line engraving of a line

work will give pleasure, and perhaps improvement, to

great numbers who mayneverhavea chant f seeing

the original from which the print was taken ; but

it is adding insult to injury to pretend that the

ordinary woodcut and chromo-lithograph used bj

the advertisers are processes which do anything be-

yond giving the spectator a false and disappointing

idea of the picture which they affect to represent.

In justice to Messrs. Pears, I must except a very

remarkable rendering of Sir John Millais' beautiful

picture of a boy blowing bubbles. Whether the great

painter really enjoys seeing even so good a copj of

his picture serving as an advertisement for soap is a

matter which concerns himself only. I am narrow-

minded enough to confess my regret that so beau-

tiful a work should have been devoted to such a

purpose.

I think the twisting of pictures which have been

painted to illustrate the pleasures or amusements of

child-life—or, indeed, of any other kind of life—into

advertisements for the endless variety of public wants

is altogether a mistake; but that Art can, and ought,

to lend itself in aid of the advertiser I fully admit,

but it must be done in a different way, and with con-

ditions altogether changed.

And while on the subject id' advertising, how is

it that a great West End tradesman, certainly one of

the mosl successful business-men of the present day,

never—as he told me himself—" spent a shilling in

advertising in his life "V If he can do without spend-

ing thousands upon thousands in coloured lithographs

and bad woodcuts, why is it imperatively necessary

for others to resort to such expensive means?

I am loth to speak of my own small misfortune

(as I think it) of having become a victim to so re-

spectable a linn as the proprietors of a certain soup,

hut as my public complaint has brought upon me

much comment—some of it severe and some of it

sympathising— I shall venture to make a few remarks
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upon ray commentators previous to offering some

suggestions for a better state of things.

A writer in a letter to a daily newspaper tells

me I ought to be pleased to know that a beau-

tiful engraving of my "New Frock" will be seen

liv great numbers of people who can never see the

original. 1 can assure that gentleman, that if he

thinks the woodcut from my picture a beautiful

engraving, I respectfully differ from him. In tie'

course of an interview the proprietor of Sunlight

Soap has given in the same columns a delightful

example of the system under which these pictorial

advertisements are procured. After some remarks

on my pleasure at having what I think a grievance,

he is reported to have said that one other picture in

the Royal Academy Exhibition would have suited

his purpose— Mr. Stanhope Forbes's "Health of the

Bride." "And how would you have adapted it?"

" li's ready; scarcely wants a touch j
you know the

picture. I should have put a box of Sunlight Snap

into the hands of the best man, who is standing

up with a i;'la>-s in his hand, drinking health ami

prosperity to the married couple. The glass would

have been replaced by the snap, with the toast,

' Happy is the bride that the Sunlight Soap shines

upon!"" Deservedly more fortunate than myself,

Mr. Stanhope Forbes sold his admirable work before

Sunlight Soap shone upon it, otherwise it is fair

to conclude that it would have shared the fate of

my little picture, unless it had been protected by a

reserved copyright.

The Law of Copyright as regards works of art is

in a very unsatisfactory condition. As I understand

it, failure of reservation causes a lapse, and the right

to reproduce a picture in any form belongs neither

to the painter who created it, nor to the casual

possessor; and I have been informed by "one who

knows " that I could obtain an injunction against

anyone who published a work of mine in any form of

engraving without my consent.

Artists, as a, rule, are not men of business, and

men of business are not expected to have the feel-

ings of artists, and they laugh at the idea of such

sentimental nonsense as might, or might not, have

influenced Mr. Stanhope Forbes if he had shuddered

at the idea of his picture being used for such a purpose

as it narrowly escaped.

On the ground that Mr. Lever—the gentleman in

question— really believed that in doing what he liked

with his own he was doing me a service instead of an

injury (though he has effectually destroyed any possi-

bility of an engraving being made from my picture),

I have no complaint against him; except the grave

01 E making use of my picture as an advertise-

ment without previously obtaining my consent to his

proceeding.

Before offering some suggestions for abetter state

of things, I desire to notice some remarks published

in the /V/ Mall Gazelle on the 19th of July. The

able writer of an article headed " The Artist and

the Advertiser " has evidently taken great pains to

ascertain the opinion of eminent artists on the subject

of pictorial advertisement.

Sir John Millais says :
" I don't think I have any

feeling about advertising ; if done badly I would

object/' That is the very point; except in his own

case, when was it done well ?

Fred. Walker's " Woman in White " was just what

wall advertising ought to be, not a bad copy of a

picture disingenuously twisted to suit the advertiser,

but a splendidly designed figure, serving to decorate

the hoarding, and please every intelligent person who

looked at it; whilst it exactly served its purpose as an

advertisement.

Mr. Marks says: "I was pleased to see my name

associated with Walker, Poynter, and Herkomer as

a designer of posters." Of course he was—who

wouldn't be? But would he have liked his beautiful

picture of " St. Francis Preaching to the Birds " to

hive been stuck up all over London as a poulterer's

advertisement? If my friend Marks says he would

have enjoyed such a sight, I take the liberty of a very

old friend in saying I don't believe him. Anyway,

I suppose he would have required the poulterer to have

obtained his consent to such a disgusting profanation.

I endorse every word of Mr. Herkomer's when

he says " the hideousness and vulgarity of pictorial

advertisements seem an insult to our thinking and

educated classes, an insult bulled at them from every

spare wall, scaffolding, and conveyance ;
" and by a

splendid design Mr. Herkomer showed how true Art

might be made to serve the advertiser.

Why did these works by such able men fall still-

born upon the advertising community? No doubt

they were over the heads of the ordinary public, but

did they in any sense suit the advertiser?

A dreadful thought is borne in upon me; does not

the advertiser require a more or less popular picture

as the important factor in bis advertisements ? Does

he not, having acquired it fairly or unfairly, rack his

own brains, or somebody else's, to make it suit his

purpose? If that be the case, unless artists com-

bine and set their faces against their pictures being

misused, original designing, however admirable for

posters, will find no favour in the eyes of advertisers.

At the close of his article, the writer to whom I

have referred asks me if I "have any idea of the

men who have been willing to paint sign-hoards,

pictorial advertisements devised not for the bene-

ficial selling of soap, but chiefly for the baneful

retailing of bad liquor in low grog-shops." Yes, 1

have a clear idea on the subject. I painted one
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myself for an inn in Lancashire called the Pilgrim
;

my friend Augustus Egg, K. A., painted one side of

the sign, and I the other. Egg's pilgrim, no! a bi1

like mine (they ought to have resembled each other,

for the pictures were intended to represent the same

pilgrim), was knocking at one side of the sign, on

which a door was limned ; on the reverse, my pilgrim

was leaving the hostelry refreshed, and thankfully

casting his eyes heavenward.

Thr inn called the Pilgrim was, and perhaps still

is, a most respectable, modest hotel, a very necessary

establishment, as useful in its way as soap ; so I think

I may aver that, so far as I am concerned, I did

not advertise " bad liquor in a low grog-shop/' The

Oak, at Bettws-y-coed, is a large hotel, in great

favour with artists ami tourists, where excellent

' grog"can he obtained, no doubt; and where David

Cox's sign of an oak tree is still to he seen.

I take leave to doubt it' any of the artists named by

our writer painted for low "grog-shops." Elogarth,

possibly, might have had to plead guilty to the im-

peachment, and Paul Potter may have committed

the offence. Be that as it may, I can see no analogy

whatever between the sign, or the posters, executed

voluntarily, and the picture seized without the consent

or knowledge of the artist, even to serve so beneficent

a product as soap.

My profession bristles with admirable designers;

at the present time I could name a do/.i'ii artists

who, 1 feel sure, would lie glad to make appropriate

designs, by which all kinds of com Lities could lie

advertised. By such men's works, public taste could

he improved instead of debased, as it. i-, now, by vile

art and distressing vulgarity. No phase of art has

advanced so remarkably in the last half-century as

that of the designer—in other words, the illustrator

of his own thoughts, or of the thoughts of others, in

black-and-white. The drawings in the magazines

and in tin' illustrated papers afford ample proof of

this; and if rests with the advertiser to make use of

the talents of well-known men, who would speedily

change the aspect of the hoardings, and he of more

service to the advertiser than the popular painter,

who can only he enlisted in the cause by a mis-

appropriati I' subjects ludicrously unfit for the

purpose to which they are devoted.

II -By TIIK EDITOK

The foregoing article by Mr. Frith on the sub-

ject of artistic advertising will be read with interest

b\ all to whom the ''culture of the masses" is a

matter of any concern. Those in particular will

be gratified who read the letter which be originally

Contributed to the newspapers, and which attracted

wide attention to this subject, for the deprecatory

tone he then adopted has been to a great extent

abandoned, and the principle admitted that artistry

may, with the utmost propriety and benefit, come to

the aid of commerce.

One point made by Mr. Frith is unanswerable :

the unwarrantable alteration in the details or in

the original title of a picture acquired by an adver-

tiser and issued in multiple form. It is mani-

festly immoral and wrong to change such titles

as "The New Frock" and " Ihcss Rehearsal" to

"So Clean" and "As Good as New" without

aii\ explanation, but with the names of the artists

attached, for the deduction forced upon the public

would naturally hi' that these pictures were so painted

and christened by the artist for the purposes of the

advertiser. Still less justifiable is it to alter any

detail or accessory without the artist's permission ;

his design is sacred, for if any alteration whatever

is introduced, the work, as a whole, ceases to be

his, and its ascription to the artist is false and

misleading.

Writing to me on this subject, an eminent

artist has put the point lucidly and well. He says:

"Copyright gives a man the right to copy; but he

surely must copy rightly. Every man in painting

a picture has some intention—something he wishes

to convey. The gentleman who buys it for adver-

tising purposes does not care two straws for this.

His intention is to make the picture help to sell

his article, and in furtherance of ibis he feels at

liberty to add, alter, or travesty a work in any waj

he pleases. Witness the evidence afforded by Mr.

Stanhope Forbes's picture, and its narrow escape.

A parallel will make the point clearer still. Suppose

a gentleman were to acquire (advertising hieing bis

ulterior purpose) the copyright of a poem by Lord

Tennyson, and then added or altered a stanza so as

to proclaim the merits of bis wares, bow would the

proceeding be received by the public? Would they

approve? And supposing that on the strength of

his achievement be were to pride himself on giving

'encouragement' to literature, would his claim be

seriously entertained, even by the most simple-

minded person ? That the intention of .Mr. Frith's

picture is entirely foreign to the purpose il has been

put to I am not prepared to state, for the point of

the design is clearly the pride of (he child in her

clean new dress."

This brings me to the point of Copyright, and

seeing that most artists —not excluding Mr. Frith—
are confessedly uncertain as to the Law of Copyright

in its application to such cases as that before us, I

feel I cannot do better than to set forth the main
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points of the statute as it at present stands. This,

generally speaking, has heen described as "a web

of almost insoluble problems," but in the present

instance it is fairly clear. The law relating to

Copyright in Works of the Fine Arts is governed

by the Act known as " 25 and 26 Victoria, cap. 68/'

the first sect inn of which states :
—

"The Author, being a British subject, or resident within the

dominions of the Crown, of every original painting, drawing, and

photograph which shall be or shall have teen made either in the

British dominions or elsewhere, and which shall not have been

sold or disposed of before the commencement of this Act, aid

his assigns, shall have the sol.- and exclusive right of copy-

ing, engraving, reproducing, ami multiplying such painting or

drawing, ami the design thereof, or such photograph and the

negative thereof, by any means and of any size for the term of

the natural life of such Author and seven years after his death,

provided that when any painting or drawing or the negative of

any photograph, shall for the first time after the passing of this

Art ho sold or disposed of, or shall he made or executed for or on

behalf of any other person for a good or a valuable consideration,

tin person so Belling or disposing of or making or executing the

same shall not retain the copyright thereof unless it be expressly

reserved to him by agreement in writing signed at or before the

time of such sale or disposition by the vendee or assignee of such

painting or drawing but the copyright shall

belong to the vendee or assignee of such painting or drawing or

of such negative of a photograph, or to the person for or on

whose behalf the same shall have horn made and executed."

The section (lien goes on i» say as follows :

—

"Nor shall the vendee or assignee thereof be entitled to any

such copyright unless at or before the time of such sale or

disposition an agreement in writing, signed by the person so

selling or disposing of the same or by his agent duly authorised,

shall have been made to that effect."

This latter part appears to be somewhat contra-

dictory of what lias gone before, but the effect of

the whole section is that unless the copyright of

the painting sold by Mr. Frith was duly registered

and assigned—which I gather is not the case—he

has entirely lost his right to it which, as "Author,"

to use the term of the Act, he originally possessed,

and any proceedings he, or anyone similarly placed,

might take, either by way of injunction or otherwise,

would certainly be futile.

Now, so far as the purchaser of the picture is

concerned, he would, as the proprietor of it, be en-

titled to the copyright in the absence of an agree-

ment reserving the right of the "Author," lint

the section ones on to say that the vendee shall not

be entitled to such copyright unless it be especially

reserved to him. Further, by the fourth section of

the Act, tlic proprietor of the copyright must register

his right before he can enforce his rights by legal

proceedings. Therefore, if there were no agreement

signed in the firs! instance, there was no agree-

no ni to bo registered, and the purchaser of the

picture in question has himself no title to the copy-

right. On this point .Mr. Justice Mellorstat.es, in

what is now known as "Graves' Case," that " the

statute contemplates the vesting of the copyright of

every original painting, drawing, and photograph,

either in the 'Author' or in the person who owns

the original painting, drawing, or photograph, pro-

vided that proper precautions to secure it have been

taken, and that such owner must be an assignee by

virtue of some assignment in writing thereof." The

result, therefore, is that neither Mr. Frith nor Mr.

Lever appears to have any right in the picture ; the

copyright has lapsed, and the power to reproduce it

is absolutely unrestricted.

The seventh section bears directly on the ques-

tion of alteration of a work and the resultant false

ascription :

—

"Where the Author or Maker of any painting, drawing, or

photograph, or negative of a photograph, shall have sold or other-

wise parted with the possession of such work, if any alteration

shall afterwards be mud, therein by any ,,th,r person, by addition or

otherwise, no person shall ho at liberty during the life of the Author

or Maker of such work without his consent to make, or knowingly

to sell or publish or offer for sale, such work or any copies of such

work so altered as aforesaid, or of any part thereof, as or for the

unaltered work of such Author or Maker. Every such offender

shall upon conviction forfeit to the person aggrieved the sum of

Ten Pounds, or not exceeding double the full price, if any, at which

all such copies, engravings, imitations, or altered works shall have

bi .ii sold or offered for sale, and nil such copies, engravings, imita-

tions, or altered works shall beforfeited In the person or the assigns

or legal representatives of the person whose name, initials, or mono-

gram shall he ,w fraudulently signed or affixed, or falsely ascribed

as aforesaid."

So much for the law. The sentiment of the case

—

in which Mr. Frith deals so largely, and, from the

artists' point of view, so rightly and so ably—must

necessarily go for very much, even when business-

like, matter-of-fact "common sense " is brought to

bear upon it. We would all of us repel as an

outrage the impressment of Raphael's " Ansidei

Madonna" into the advocacy of an " infant's food"

or "soothing syrup/' or that of Moroni's "Portrait

of a Tailor" into an advertisement of "Our Guinea

Trouserings ;
" or, again, as my afore-mentioned cor-

respondent suggests in more immediate illustration

of the matter in point, the use of a line "Sunset,"

by Corot, which, with "Sunlight Soap" appropri-

ately stamped across the sky, would tend to disgust

every aesthetic soul with the mueh-talked-of union of

Commerce and Art. But who can say that " This

is the Way we Wash our Clothes," by Mr. Leslie,

R.A., is "degraded" by its recent consecration to

soap, or that the many pictures not expressly painted

for the purposes of advertisement, but that have

come by the whirligig of time and chance to be

turned to its uses, are less charming or less worthy

of respect on that account? Most artists do not

relish the idea of their pictures being fitted to adver-

tisements, and therein they are right; but that either

picture or artist is in any way "degraded" by the

misapplication is an untenable contention. Whatever
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(From the Picture by W. P. Frith, R.A., exhtmiecl to ttu Koyal Academy, ISS3.)
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error of taste be made, the odium rests wholly with

the perpetrator. Mr. Poynter, R.A., than whom

few have greater authority in the matter (for is he

nol the designer of one of the most effective "hills"

now displayed upon our walls?), writes to me :

—

"In Mr. Frith's contention that the using of

the pictures of artists for purposes of advertise-

iii, nt is a degradation to art, I am inclined t"

agree with him, where the picture was not painted

,n- intended for such a, purpose, as it vulgarises for

daili' purposes what is intended to appeal to a higher

or more refined sentiment; although ifa man buys a

picture of an artist, I do not sit how he can be pre-

vented from putting it to any purpose he likes, failing

an agreement beforehand. But there is certainly no

degradation where an artist of taste makes a design

for an advertisement, the intention in this case being

tn put in an agreeable and even artistic form what is

very apt to he an eyesore or a mean exhibition of

vulgarity." Must men, however, are surely of opinion

that Art, like Truth, can only dignify and beautify

that with which it comes into contact, and that, unless

a grave error of taste and judgment lie committed,

commerc*— which none can assert contains the ele-

ments of " degradation " if it but be conducted with

decencv—has everything to gain, and art nothing to

lose, by the union; while the distinction between the

"ready-made" and the "bespoke" in works of art

is too line to have any radically important bearings

on the subject. One consideration, which will, I

fear, convey but little comfort to Mr. Frith and

those of us who think with him, must not be lost

sight of, and that is the necessity that is ever felt by

the trader for novelty or audacity in advertisement.

For that reason, if for none other, the purchase of

"popular" pictures will probably always find the

greatest favour with the advertiser, for he thereby

not only commands attention by the fitness of the

work to the recommendation of his wares, but also

trades upon the affection or esteem of the public For the

artist, and their admiration for his work in general
;

while, moreover, he makes the world talk of his

coup, and enlists, maybe, their gratitude by making

them laugh at his ingenuity, or by placing before

them a work of sterling merit and considerable beauty.

And in all this is there no consolation for the

offended pride of the sensitive artist'.-' He who is

" victimised" thus suffers in excellent company, for

the list, includes some good names and good work.

Foremost among them stands Sir Everett Millais,

his " Bubbles"—which, however, was not pur-

by tin' advertiser direct from the artist. Then
come Mr. G. D. Leslie, R.A., with "This is the

Way we -Wash our ( 'lot lies ;
" M. Jan Van Beers,

with "In the Canoe," and " In the Snow;" Mr.
.). .). Shannon, with " .Mariana," exhibited last year

in Grosvenor Gallery ; Mr. Fred. Barnard's "Duck
and Green Peas is Off," from the Oil Institute

;

Mr. Chevallier Tayler, with "A Dress Rehearsal;"

Mr. Yates Carrington, with "The Wounded Terrier

on the Hospital Steps;" Mr. Short, with "Sun-
day Morning;" Signor Focardi, with "You Dirty

Boy !
" Mr. C. Lawes' with his life-sized marble

"Bathing Nymph;" and M. Van Haanen, with

several Venetian genre scenes. " Deceased Masters,"

too, have been made to contribute their quota to

artistic advertising, for we find Rembrandt's " Por-

trait of Himself" used as the reclame of a print-

seller; Rubens' "Portrait of Himself," and Gains-

borough's '• Duchess of Devonshire," as those of a

hatter; Edouard Frere's picture, re-named "More
Bubbles," is used by Messrs. Pears; while Sir Edwin

Landseer's " Distinguished Member of the Royal

Humane Society"— with slight alterations, intro-

duced with a view to avoiding infringement of

copyright—was a few years since posted all over the

country to push the sale of a "necessary of the

household." Fred. Walker's " Bathers," too, had a

narrow escape of becoming a soap-maker's advocate,

when it was put up for auction at the Graham
sale in 1886, but the price of £2,625, at which it

was knocked down, was presumably too high for a

trade investment, and the picture is now one of the

chief ornaments in the collection of Mr. Cuthhert

Unilter.

Mr. Frith suggests that Fred. Walker's " Woman
in White"—an advertisement of Mr. Wilkie Collins'

dramatic version of his novel widely placarded in

1871—and Mr. Ilerkomer's poster for the Publishers of

Tin: M Ad \/,i\e of Art, did not suit the advertiser, and

"fell still-horn upon the advertising community." I

do not think that the facts bear out this view of the

case. As regards the result of Mr. Herkomer's ad-

mirable work, it hardly becomes me to speak; but the

fact that it escaped the notice of few, if any, of those

who care for art in this country, and furthermore

is quoted to this day as a noble and appropriate

example of artistic advertising, should be a sufficient

answer. And how can they be said to have fallen

still -horn? Mr. Poynter's notable and richly-

coloured " Minerva in her Temple" for the Guardian

Insurance Company; the line marine design by Mr.

Wyllie, A.R.A., for the Orient Steamship Company
;

"The Shaving Monks," by Mr. Marks, R.A. ; the

design by Mr. Albert Moore; the Georgian scene,

by Mr. Charles Green, R.I., for Messrs. Collinson

and Lock; the theatrical poster of "The Colonel,"

by Mr. Harry Furuiss ; the numerous designs by

Mr. Walter Crane for Messrs. Jeffreys and others;

the capital cat-and-monkey picture of Mr. Trood of

"Matchless for the Complexion;" the humorous
" Shaver's Deliijht," by Sijjnor Bellei ; the child
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picture of " This is the Way we Wash our Hands/

by Mr. J. Hallyarj the ingenious and complicated

design Eor a photographer, and the recent "cigarette-

pull " h\ Mr. Linlr\ Sambourne; the comic scene of

a club quarrel by Mr. Fred. Barnard, in which soap is

declared to be more efficacious than blood in washing

out insults; the graceful pictorial pun by Mr. Lillie

of how tin- little maid "washed herself ashore" by

means of a cake of Cleaver's soap; the numerous

magazine and newspaper covers by Mr. Du Maurier

and Mr. Lewis Day; the horse designs by Mr. Stur-

gess, advocating certain infallible embrocations—all

these, together with George Cruikshank's business

card for Mr. Harvey, and his fireside scene for a life

insurance office, surely prove that so far from being

still! lorn, artistic— or high-class pictorial—advertising

is a child of healthy growth, whose strength is daily

increasing, and whose aid is sought for more and

more by the trading community.

In addition to the names of Paul Totter,

Hogarth, Augustus Egg, R.A., and himself, to

whom Mr. Frith refers as haying painted signboards

—the offerings of Beer and Board at the shrine of

the Goddess Publicity— I may here place on record

the others who have in this manner swelled the lis!

of eminent contributors to " artistic advertisement."

Correggio painted the Sutherland gallery "Mule

and Muleteer" as an inn-sign, and Grinling Gibbons

carved the "cock" for the tavern in Fleet Street.

George Morland painted more than one sign to pay

oil' his score, a consideration which also induced

It. Ilarlowe to paint a swinging portrait of Queen

Caroline for the New Inn at Epsom. Taverns in

Little Russell Street, near Drury Lane, boasted at

.me time a Shakspere by Clarkson, and another

by Samuel Wale, R.A., the latter artist being a

somewhat prolific painter of Shaksperean signs.

Sir Charles Ross, R.A., pleaded guilty to having

produced a sign for the "Magpie" at Sudbury

before he reached Academic honours. Richard

Wilson, R.A, glorified "The Three Loggerheads"

in North Wales; while Sir David Wilkie, R.A.,

Thomas Wright of Liverpool, Herring, the horse

painter, Baker, R.A., Catton, Et. i., Smirke, It. A., and

Sir Everett Millais, Et.A., haveall painted public-house

signs, the last-named for an inn at Hayes in Kent.

Besides these, Holbein is known to have executed a

couple of school-house signs that may still be seen

in the Basle -Museum ; Watteau, a milliner's, and

Pater, a picture dialer's sign; while Horace Vernef

produced quite a, number of similar pictorial adver-

tisements. Was the art of all these men " degraded
"

by its application to even the comparatively low

form of trade it purported to stimulate? Did they

not rather dignify the commerce, such as it was, by

the contact of their skill ?

To sum up, then, it is now agreed on all hands

that artistic advertising is, in the words oi Professor

Richmond, "a powerful weapon for disseminating

good art in the most public manner possible
;

" while

if the artist be not unwilling, a picture may with pro-

priety be used, on condition that neither its title nor

design lie altered in any way—for such unauthorised

alteration is at once a breach of faith and, so far

as the latter interference is concerned, a breach of

the law. If due regard be paid to these points,

nothing but good can come of the union of art

and commerce, whether the advertiser seeks to trade

on the artist's name or on the inherent beauty

of his design ; and we may find that commerce of

to-day will, pecuniarily speaking, till, in some sense

and more or less satisfactorily, the emptj seat of

patronage which was once occupied by the Church.

For it is but fair to assume that the spread of

artistic advertisement will ever demand a higher

and higher standard of merit, and before long it will

be thought no more derogatory, even to a Royal

Academician, to design or paint a work for a man

of business, than it is to-day to sell one for money,

whether to an aristocratic "patron," a democratic

collector, a cotton-spinner, a financier, or a manufac-

turer of knives or pickles.

- ,
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Hv WALTER CRANE.

11 E design under the form of

Allegory deals generally with

Mr. Gladstone's policy in regard

to Ireland, and his advocacy of

Home Kale in particular. At

the top of the page he is re-

presented as a good knight Fight-

ing the many-coiled dragon of

Tyranny. The red cross of St. George upon his

surcoat indicates England's will and power that must

free the suffering Erin from injustice and oppression.

What these are, are shown by the legends upon the

coils of the dragon twisted about the figure of Erin,

who stretches forth her hands to the deliverer, who

has taken one of them, while he strikes at the head

of the dragon with the axe of Home Rule. Below

on each side are two shields inscribed with the

names of the parliamentary measures relating to Ire-

land associated witli Mr. Gladstone's Administrations.

Below these again on either side are the figures of

Irish peasants looking on with upward gaze— the man

with a spade, the woman with a distaff and spindle,

to indicate those fundamental useful labours, upon

the maintenance of which the welfare of peoples

and the wealth of nations alike depend.
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Homer and Dante, and two of his most notable

achievements, outside what he has done for his own

country, have resulted from his great and successfi

efforts in liberating Greece and Italy from oppressior

The allegory in this design shows Hellas and Ita'

watched over by the spirits of Poetry, Painting, and

Sculpture. Poetry, in the centre, stands on the Earth,

and pointing to the Heavens, swings a censer, the odours

of which, extending through space and time, reach

Britannia on her island-home. On the curls of incense

&
are inscribed the names of the great men of Hellas

and Italy, and at their termination are the spirits

of Peace and Brotherhood, the friends of the Arts.

From the rock on which Britannia is seated pro-

ceeds a stream, the waves of which bear the names of

great English promoters of freedom, beginning with

Alfred, the reputed founder of Trial by Jury, and

finishing with Gladstone. The Spirit of Liberty,

floating above this, strangles the serpent of tyranny

with one hand, and bears a cornucopia in the other.

<S) m
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ART IN OCTOBER,

THE FORTHCOMING &RT CONGRESS AT LIVERPOOL.

Now that the first meeting of the National Association

for the Advancement of Art is at hand, it may be well to

repeat our conviction that, if any good is to come out of

tlif movement, the accompaniment of an exhibition is abso

lutely imperative. There is, as it is, far too much talk

about Art in proportion to the work done. It is no excuse

to say that this is an age of criticism rather than of deed in

art, and that discussion of aesthetics has arisen to fill the

void left in the department of achievement. The motive

of the Association, if we understand it aright, is to stimu-

late that achievement by giving the public the opportunity

to induce the adoption l>y manufacturers of good models and

of good designs. We confess ourselves sceptical as to the

ability of the Association to •advance the arts" either of

painting or sculpture, though it may assuredly do much to-

wards securing the proper display of them in the chief centi

nf population, and may, haply, prevail upon corporations

to accept its counsels when any local artistic movement of

any character whatever is proceeding. Indeed, there is

no reason why it should not come in time to be regarded

as the arbiter elegantiarum in all matters aesthetic. But

to win this confidence of the authorities and of the people

it must show itself worthy of it, not by eloquence only

either at meetings or at conversazioni, but by holding exhi

bitions of desigus in art, pure and applied (and, wherever

possible in the latter department, examples of the objects

executed from those designs), these displays being in direct

connection with the meeting, and more or less illustrative

of the speeches. In this way the Association may come to

be a true educator, if not indeed a leader, of public taste,

and any design—whether in architecture, sculpture, d

tion, or the applied arts in general—with its imprimatur

of excellence upon it will in time be accepted by seekers

after the beautiful, not only without question, but to the

exclusion of other models. To this end we are convinced

that the adhesion of the Art and Crafts Society would be in

the highest degree desirable. Their admirable and inter-

esting exhibition at the New Gallery, though perhaps not

in itself complete, is yet as catholic in the specimens dis-

played as one might wish to see. It is, moreover, based on

the lines laid down by good taste, and, we venture, to think,

of common-sense. We commend this proposal to the atten-

tion of Sir Frederick Leighton, the President of the

Liverpool Congress, and to the strong band of artists and

art-lovers wdio preside over the various sections.

purchase of new pictures, and a hundred and twenty in

travelling about toseek them. The rest of the grant goi in

restoring and framing pictures and paying salaries. Twenty
seven pictures have been added to the collection, including

"The Attempted Martyrdom of Saints ( !osmo and Damien,"

bj Fra Angelioo ; a portrait of Bendrickson of Zwolle,

by TeRburo (or Tin: Borch, as he ought to be called) : "A
Stag Hunt,'' by BeRCHBM \ "Head of a Young Girl," by

l.ri.v ; an allegorical portrait of William III., by Kn
i

.

"The Cow-shed," by James Ward
; a study of a figure of

Si. Sebastian, by Vandyck ; a portrait group, by William
Dobson; three copies of Venetian pictures (presumably
from the Hamilton Collection), by TENIERS ; ami " St. Ge-

rome," by Vasari. Id addition to these there are nine

miniatures by JAMES CoMEHFORD, who is, perhaps, best

known for the violent opposition he ottered to the establish-

ment of the National Gallery his little works now help to

embellish : and ten of the finest and most finished water-

colours of the late R.ICHARD DOYLE. The number of new
students admitted during the year was thirty-nine, of whom
only four were men. Of the total of 75,000 visitors ad-

mitted during the year, i'i'.imii enjoyed the pictures on the

Sabbath-day—surely an eloquent testimony in favour cf

Sunday opeuing.

THE LOAN EXHIBITION AT BETHNAL GHEEN.

The gratitude of all those interested in the future of

the arts of design in this country is due to the Hon.

W. F. B. Massey Mainwabing ami Mrs. Massey Main-
waring, who have so generously lent their admirable

collection of silversmiths' work, porcelain, and furniture

to the Bethnal Green Museum. The intelligent study

of good models is of the utmost importance in technical

education, and the influence of an exhibition such as the

present cannot fail to he lasting and beneficial. Dresden

china figures, brimming over with the cynicism aud frivolity

of the eighteenth century, together with Japanese porcelain

and enamels, form the greater portion of the collection,

which affords us another proof of the fact that it is to the

Fast—and in this case the East End—that we must go for

instruction in the lesser arts ; that Japan, indeed, can teach

us more in this respect than tile whole of Europe put

together.

THE NATIONAL GALLERY OF IRELAND IN 1887.

The belated report of Mr. DoTLE, the Director of the

National Gallery of Dublin, has made its appearance, and

testifies to the admirable manner in which In- iducts the

institution under his control. Of a limited budget of

£2,500, a sum of a thousand pounds was devoted to the

RECENT ACQUISITIONS AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

Sir John- Savile, who was until lately Ber Majesty's

Ambassador at Rome, has made a very important gift to

the National Gallery. It includes an interesting series of

Copies of pictures by Vl'.I.VsijiEZ, several brilliant pieces of

still-life, and an exquisite sketch by Mriui.i.o. Accommo-
dation has not yet been found for the copies of Velasquez ;

we shall therefore defer our notice of them for the pre

Sent Tic pictures Ol still life are three in number, and

all of the highest merit, though two of them are by artists
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c iinparatively unknown to fume. The small canvas by

Chardin (1,258, m Room XIV.) represents a loaf of bread,

a 1'ottle of wine, ami a glass. It is signed, and bears the

date 1754, and was therefore painted when the artist was in

his prime. The National Gallery is fortunate in securing

this example, as hitherto Chardin was unrepresented in

our miserably poor collection of French pictures. A pic-

ture of a green glass, some oyster-shells, and cut oranges

(1,255, in Room X.), very brilliant and rich in colour,

bears the name of that rare master, .Tax van der Velds.

Whether he was related to the sea painter of the same

name is uncertain ; he was, at any rate, his contemporary,

and the canvas under discussion is dated 1656. II. Steen
wvck's study of a. skull, lamp, sword, and various other

objects ( 1,256, also in Room X.), is decidedly inferior to the

last-named picture, but it is none the less an interesting

specimen of the work of an artist of whom no record seems

to exist. Pictures by him are rarely seen, and he appeals

generally to be confused with the painter of ecclesiastical

interiors. Murillo's "Birth of the Virgin "(1,257, in Room
XV.) is a most valuable acquisition. It is a preliminary

sketch for a more ambitious work, now in the Louvre. In

spite of its small size.it is painted with such vigour ami

mastery as to be, in some respects, more impressive than

the larger canvas in Paris. But Sir John Savile is not

the only recent benefactor to the National Gallery. Miss

Emily J. Woods lias just presented two "Views of Hyde
Park Corner" (1,253 and 1,254). The interest of these, it

must be confessed, is rather topographical than artistic.

The earlier one, to which neither artist's name nor date

is attached, represents Hyde Park Comer when the toll*

houses on the north and south sides of the road were

still in existence. The toll-houses, which were for years

a serious obstruction to the traffic. Were pulled down and

sold by auction in 1825. This picture, therefore, cannot

be later than this date, and is, in all probability, con-

siderably earlier. The later canvas is ascribed to James
Holland, an artist not long since dead, and shows us

Hyde Park Corner as it was after Decimus BurtoiPs Arch
was erected. This arch was built just forty years ago. and

it was only in 1882 that it was set considerably back— an

event still fresh in our memory. In praise of these two

canvases little can be said from an artistic point of view,

but they represent for us two phases of one of the prin-

cipal sites in London, which, were it not for such pictorial

records as these, would soon be forgotten. One other

picture has yet to be noticed, and this a portrait by Sir

Joshua Reynolds of "Anne, Countess of Albemarle"

(1,25!), in Room XVI.). It is a very able representation of

an old lady knitting, posed in a simple yet dignified attitude.

MUNIFICENT OUT To OLDHAM.

The Oldham Art Gallery has been enriched by a hand-

some gift from .Mr. Charles E. Lees, of Werneth Park.

This consists of a full set of the seventy-one mezzotint

etchings of Turner's "Liber Studiorum," most of them
liist states, and a collection of seventy-six water-colour and
other drawings. The collection of water-colours is a very

fine one, not only because it contains some valuable ex-

amples of Mich masters as J. S. ( '('I'M \\. I rlRTIN, TURNER,
Copley Fielding, De Wint, David Cox, G. F. Robson,
William Muller, and others, but also because it is calcu-

lated to show very clearly the history and evolution of the

o! of water-colour drawing In a word, these drawings

forma duodecii sdition, as it were, of the collection of

water-colour drawings at South Kensington Museum. They
range in date from the works of Thomas Hearne, Paul
Sandby, and William Alexander, down to our own time,

in a fine Sussex landscape by Aumonier. There are several

important pencil-drawings by Samuel Prout, among these

being the "Lisieux," which is reproduced in the large

edition of .Mr. Luskin's "Notes on Samuel Prout and
William Hunt." A few black-and-white sketches by
Constable complete what is certainly a remarkable col-

lection.

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

The Manchester Autumn Exhibition has never reached

a higher level of interest. It is very strong in what may
be called pictures of the year, while at the same time the

committee seem to have taken especial pains in selecting

the works of minor artists. The chief feature of the ex-

hibition is the portraiture, and it is doubtful if at any of

the autumn exhibitions this branch of ait has been so

thoroughly represented. The PRESIDENT of the Academy
has sent his portrait of Lady Coleridge, Mr. Gregory
is represented by that of Miss Mabel Galloway, Mr.

Fildes- by his portrait of Mrs. Lockett Agnew (which he

has almost repainted since it was exhibited in the Aca-

demy of 1887), and Mr. W. B. Richmond by no fewer

than nine pictures. Besides these ladies' portraits, there

are the late Mr. Holl's "Gladstone,' Mr. Richmond's

"Bismarck," Professor Herkomer's "Sir Henry Roscoe,"

and Mr. Ouless's "Sir William Cunliffe Brookes." Mr.

Burne-Jones's "Rock of Doom" and Mr. John Reid's

"Smugglers" are two paintings which, widely as they differ

in aim and execution, are the most important subject-

pictures of the exhibition. Landscape is represented by

Mr. VicAt Cole's "The Pool of London," and several

important pictures by Mr. Edwin Ellis, Mr. Leslie

Thomson, Mr. Henry Moore, Mr. Colin Hunter, Mr.

Alfred Hunt, Mr. W. H. Bartlett, and Miss Clara
Montalba. The "Manchester School," as one may call it,

is scarcely as well represented as usual, but Mr. Anderson
Hague, Mr. R. G. Somerset, and Mr. Hey Davies all

send good work.

The eighteenth autumn exhibition of modern works of

art at the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool, was opened on

the 1st of September. The catalogue enumerates 1,414

works, which are, for the most part, pictures in oil- or

water-colour. The graceful bronze statuette, "Folly," by

Mr. E. Onslow Ford, is there, as well as some good

busts. Among the most prominent oil-paintings are Sir

Frederick Leighton's " Captive Andromache," Mr. S. J.

Solomon's "Niobe," and many of the more important of

the works seen recently in the exhibitions at the Royal

Academy, the Grosveuor Gallery, and the New Gallery.

Mr. Solomon has worked a good deal upon his " Niobe

"

since it was exhibited at the Royal Academy, and it has

gained considerably in effectiveness. Mr. Jacomb-Hood
also has strengthened the foreground of "The Triumph
of Sluing." There are several important canvases from

Liverpool studios. Mr. John Finnie's " Margin of Rydal "

is the finest painting exhibited by him for some years

—

a broadly conceived, sunlit picture of lake and woodland

shore. Mr. W. B. Boadle has three important portraits

ami a study entitled " Perdita." Roth portraits are a rig

the artist's most .successful efforts. Mr. 1!. E. Morrison
has a dignified portrait of the Mayor of Liverpool, and

two girl -portraits, which are ably handled, that of Miss
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Theodora Nicol being peculiarly graceful in pose and subtle

in colour. Mr. <i. Hall Neale lias a happily iuvented and

strongly painted domestic subject entitled "First Steps."

Mr. Harry Heme's "Kosy Clouds of Evening"is a bold

ami striking effect of intense crimson sunset light on a

range of orland bills, the foreground remaining in

gloomy shadow. Other canvases by Liverpool artists

are- "At the Opera," by Mr. W. Wardlaw Laing;"A
Perilous Way," by Mr. James Barnes; '" Crowland Abbey,"

by Mr. W. .1. -I. C. Bond; "Lingering Light," by Mr.

Lsaai (
' le; " Solitude," by Mr. P. Fowler; "The Old

Bridge,' ' \i\ .Mi. Parker 11 uiarty; "The Heron Pool," by

Mr. R Habtley ; "A Sheikh's Tomb, Cairo," by Mr. K. T.

Kelly; "Leaving Home," by Mr. J. S. Morland; and

"A Pleasing Song," by Mr. Fred Shaw. Among other

works painted specially for the exhibition arc several of

special interest. "The Echo," by Mr. P. 11. Calderon,
is a study of a nude figure on an inaccessible rocky

ledge, hidden from view by foliage. Far below i- seen a

young man turning to listen to the mysterious voice. The
figure is graceful and solidly painted, and the fanciful

theme is well expressed. Mr. Phil. R Morris has a

very startling full-length portrait of Mrs. Lathrop (the

subject of one of his Academy exhibits), attired in a

fanciful costume of intense ami disagreeable mauve col. air.

There is the fine characteristic portrait of Colonel

J. T. North by Mr. W. W. Odless; ami Mr. J. B.

Hi RGESS, iii "A Lazy Moment,'' returns to find inspira-

tion in the Seville Tobacco Factory. "His Faithful

Friend," by Mr. John Charlton, is an excellent example
of that admirable animal-painter. The collection is gene-

rally considered to excel that at any previous autumn
exhibition, with the exception of the memorable display

in 1884.

As at Liverpool ami Manchester, so at Birmingham, the

autumn exhibition is undoubtedly above the average. The
majority of the works of the Society of Artist., on the walls

have, of course, been seen quite recently, or are old favour-

ites from former exhibitions at the Academy ami elsewhere.

Mr. Burne Jones sends " Danae," a host in itself ; the late

Frank Holl is represented 1 >y his portrait of Mr. Agnew
;

whilst most of the Academicians and Associates contri-

bute interesting works, notably Messrs. Richmond and

Gregory. The Litter's small work—a "Costume study:

German, Sixteenth Century"—is charming. M. Bougue-
reau sends his large picture from the Salon, "The First

Mourning," lately reproduced in The Magazine of Art,

and this is certainly one of the features of the exhibition.

The works from local artists do not call for special mention,

I scept the contributions of Messrs. LaNGLEY and WAIN-
WRIGHT— the latter a powerful portrait, badly hung, 1

the former the pathetic and admirable work entitled

"Widowed." The exhibition, as we have said, shows a

great advance and improvement upon the recent collec-

tions, and it is to be hoped the society will endeavour to

maintain this high level of excellence.

The first annual exhibition at ( iardiff of the South Wales

Art Society, to the establishment of which we called atti n-

tion two or three months ago, is remarkably good for so

young an institution. Mr. (J. F. Watts sends one of his

charming and refined female heels, and Mr. Hodgson,

Mr. Sant, Mr. 1'.. W. LEADER, all contribute noteworthy

works, the two latter in the department of landscape.

Mr. SEYMOUR LUCAS attracts much notice with his "Not

such a Saint as He Looks.'' Mr. Graham Cl.WKE, Mr.

Charles Jones, and Mr. Parker II lg a I trength
to the exhibition. The principal water-colourists are Mr.

.1. 1 1. Watson, Mr. Clarence Whaite, Mr. Alfred djs

Breanskl and Mr. II Stacy Marks..

The "Handbook to tfo National Gallery, bj Mi\Edward
T. Cook (Macmillau and Co.), is an admirable compilation,

complete in every respect, which cannot fail to be of the

greatest interest ami utility to every visitor to the gallery.

In point of fact, the issue of this manual to which we pro-

pose to return more fully next month is likely to prove

an epoch in the history of the National Gallery, so far as

the public is concern, ,|.

All who love the sea, with its changing aspeel Hid

its moving craft, even though they do not want to paint

it. will find "Marine Painting," by Walter W. May, II 1.

(( lassell and ( v.). a charming book
;
and those who do want

to paint it will find that the book is an admirable guide.

Its author is not only a marine painter of eminence ; he is

an "old sea-dog," known amongst his friends as "Captain

May. He knows a ship as well as he know, ;. coloui box,

and, as the student will find, is as full of nautical as of

artistic terms. One is tempted, indee 1, to think he make
rather a show of his sailor " lingo," but that is a small

fault win n it covers real knowledge. Tic subjects put

before the student are interesting as pictures, ami are

admirably reproduced in colour, and the little black-and-

white illustrations which embellish the text are full of

interest to the "student of the marine." Altogether, we

can highly recommend the book.

The rise and development of Attic art, as shown in the

ceramics of ancient Greece, are very completely and enter-

tainingly dealt with by the late M. OLIVIER RAYET and

M. Maxlme CoLLIGNON in their "Jfistoire <l< In Ceramique

Grecqm "(Paris : Georges Decaux). Indeed, we know of no

similar book that, within the compass of four hundred

pages, handles a wide and difficult .subject tracing its

birth and following it in all its ramifications—with greati r

clearness and ease. The work was begun some yeai

by M. Rayet, who, in spite of his youth, had obtained

recognition as an eminent student of Greek archaeology ;

but illness supervened, and his death (which occurred eai Ij

in last year) left unfinished a task distinguished, so far as

it is completed, by a refined taste, by discernment, and

command of subject. M. Collignon (who may be called

his posthumous colleague) has brought the wank to a

conclusion, giving it the benefit of his research and

critical knowledge. As it now stands it covers the wide
around in sufficient detail for the general reader, while

a full index increases its value as a wank of refer-

ence. The hundred and fifty drawings by M. LAURENT
well illustrate the text, while the sixteen chromoHtho-

graphic plates after M. Houssalin are adequate, although

hardly what we have been taught to look for in French

art publications.

A juvenile edition of "jEsop's Fables," by Mrs. Abthi r

Brookfield, ami illustrated by Mr. Henry -I. Ford (T.

Fisher Unwin), is more noteworthy for the lady's work

than the artist's. Mrs. Brookfield lias adapted the fables

to the intelligent and reading powers of the little ones ; bill

Mi'. Ford's work is rather commonplace, save where, in a

couple of instances, he draws inspiration from Mr. Ernest

< < ri.se t.
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The excellence of " Tht Henry Irvinj Sliakespean

(Blackie and Son) is well maintained in the fourth

volume. It contains five of the lighter and more pic-

turesque plays—"King Henry V," "The Merry Wives

of Windsor," " Much Ado about Nothing," "As You Like

It," and ••Twelfth Night." Mr. Frank Marshall has

wisely supplemented his own careful editing with the

annotations of such Shakespearian experts as Mr. Osi \t;

Adams, Mr. Daniel, Mr. Arthur Symons, and Mr.

Wilson Verity
; and, although their opinions might now

and then be considered fair food for discussion, the editors

are certainly producing what we would call"r7ic reader's

edition." .Mr. Gordon Browne is doing remarkably well.

His drawings, with but very few exceptions, are distin-

guished by a sense of grace and refinement, and even of

beauty, far beyond what we have observed in other works

of his; while his humour and occasional grasp of char-

acter, a- well a- lus freedom of pencil, give a freshness

and charm all their own. Add to this an antiquarian

knowledge, which makes no slip of importance in a long

series of drawings spreading over three centuries, and we
have an unexpectedly good result from what i-«, after all.

but a comparatively humble method of illustration— as

methods are now esteemed. But Mr. Browne has hardly

secured all the advantage he might out of the tinted

1 :ess he lias adopted in the " Much Ado" illustrations.

The part taken by " The English Illustrated Magazim
Macmillan and Co.) in spreading good literature and good

ait over the country at a low cost gives it a notable place

among serial publications. We are glad to see that a list

of engravers to the volume is included ; publicity is but

justice to this class of artists—and justice that is nowhere

fully accorded them in England outside tie' pages of The
Magazine of Art.

NOTABILIA,

Through the Lord Mayor, Sir FREDERICK! Leighton
has issued an appeal to the public for a sum of 62,500 to

cover the expenses of packing, transport, and insurance of

works of art destined for the forthcoming Paris Exhibition.

Without this money the adequate representation of the

Fine Arts in the British Section will be jeopardised—if

not, indeed, rendered altogether impossible. It is to be

hoped that art-lovers will come forward, and that spei dily,

" to save our credit," as Sir Frederick expresses it, " in the

present deplorable dilemma."

The collection of the works of the late FRANK Hole,

R.A., which will form for many the most interesting

feature of the forthcoming Old Masters Exhibition, will

occupy two rooms in the galleries at Burlington House.
The sub-committee charged with the care of this section

entertain no doubt of being able to represent fully the

artist's work in the department of portraiture, but we are

to state that information as to the whereabouts of

In- subject pictures might prove of signal service to the

exhibition.

Tne memorial statue to General Gordon by Mr.
THORNYCR0FT, that now occupies the centre of Trafalgar

. was uncovered with little ceremony in the middle
mouth. It is a line work, full of character—both of

the General and the artist—the reliefs let into the base
being especially poetic in feeling and design. We hope
next month to place an engraving of the monument before

Mr. H. II. ARMSTEAD is engaged on a memorial monu-
ment to the late Mrs. Craik for Tewkesbury Church.

The figure of Charity will surmount it, and it will be

flanked by impersonations of Purity and Truth.

OBITUARY.

We regret to have to record the death of Mr. T.

Gambier Parry, of Highnam Court, who, although gene-

rally known as •"an eminent amateur," has rendered a very

teal—indeed, a unique—service to art. This consists not

in his contributions to art-literature, albeit they are en-

titled to every respect, but in his invention of the ''Spirit

l'mres- " of mural painting, whereby the ravages of time,

and more especially of damp and atmospheric changes, are,

relatively speaking, set at nought. He first published his

invention in 1863, and proved its value in his own church

at Highnam—being herein his own architect, designer, and
mural and st lined glass painter. He also decorated por-

tions of Gloucester and Ely Cathedrals, as well as Tewkes-
bury Abbey, on the same system. In 1864 Sir Frederick

I.' ighton employed the process for his "fresco" at Lyud-
hurst, abandoning Von Fuch's "water-glass" process, which

had been adopted by Kaulbach in Germany, and was used

by Maclise. Mr. Herbert, and many others, in England.

Being satisfied with its stability. Sir Frederick has again

used it at South Kensington for his great lunettes of "The
Ait- of War" and "The Arts of Peace ;" and Mr. Madox
Brown has also adopted the process for his Manchester
Town Hall paintings. The inventor has claimed for this

system, which must be considered to have beaten "stereo-

chrome," or "water-glass," out of the field, that, to use Mr.

Parry's own words,"its advantages are the luminousness

of Fresco, the facility of Tempera and Water-glass, the rich-

ness of Oil, and the durability of Encaustic"—while chief

of all, it is understood, is the superior resistance it offers to

ion of damp. " All this," he continues in his trea-

tise, "is to be obtained by a composition of wax, resin, and
volatile oils.'' By their means the colours, when applied to

the plaster, which has previously been impregnated with

the medium, enter the pores of its surface and take root

there. Not only in fresco-painting, however, has Mr.

Parry's influence made itself felt. He has more than any
other man stamped his individuality on stained and painted

glass as used for church decoration—at all events, in the

West i if England. In many a good work Mr. Parry has

laboured with the late Mr. Beresford Hope iu the cause

of art.

The month has also, unhappily, witnessed the death

of two well-known French painters, both of them at the

age of .sixty-four. M. GuSTAVE BoULANGER, by far the

more eminent of the two, was the pupil of Delaroche and
Jollivet. Gaining the Prix de Rome in 1849, he became
one of the principal apostles of classic history and geim in

France, latterly varying his subjects with Oriental themes.

He was admitted to the Legion of Honour in 1865, and,

six years ago, to the Institut de France. An illustrated

notice of his work will appear in our next number.

M. Eugene Accard, painter, began exhibiting at the

Salon in 1848, ami since that year has seldom been absent

from its walls. He was the pupil of Abel and Pujol, and,

like his masters, adopted portraiture and historic genrt as

his speciality, sometimes obtaining highly dramatic effects.

He never succeeded, however, in obtaining any official re-

cognition—although official recognition is usually awarded
to merit with no stinted hand.
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THE PRESS AND THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

The conditions under which the review of the Royal

Academj Exhibition by the representatives of the Press

has to be effected have long formed ground of just com
plaint. It has been felt that the single " Press-day " ac

corded to the critics does not suffice for fair appreciation of

the two thousand works that usually constitute the sum of

the exhibition, and that the Royal Academy is in duty

bound to give proper facilities for a function which, bj

the actual appointment of a " Press-day," it recognises

in principle. In these circumstances the following letter

has been addressed to the President and Council by the

leading newspaper art-writers of the metropolis: -

" To the President and Council of the Royal I leu (of Arts.

'
i > entlehbn, We, the undersigned writers for the Press,

venture to approach you on what seems a sufficient occasion. Fifty

years ago tin' exhibition consisted of little more than one thousand

works of ait. These were displayed in five small rooms and a sat

of cellar. They were noticed in tic Press at a length which « iuld

now seem appropriate to a small private show, and with none but

the most ele ntary attempts at critical appreciation.

" The exhibition of this present year consisted of more than two
thousand pictures, statues, ami other things; these were arranged in

sixteen rooms, affording between them a wall-space about four ton •,

greater than that of the old rooms in Trafalgar Square ; while the

interest in all artistic matters has now become so deep, wide-spread,

and often well-founded, that every journal of importance has be i

obliged to replace the scanty notes of former days with a series of

detailed views which would, if collected, amount to an art-history

of England for a year. And yet, practically, the Press of lsss has

fewer facilities at your hands than that of IS.'iS.

'• In the case of any other exhibition, the knowledge gathered on

the Press day can be easily supplemented at later visits. At the

Academy the crowd makes this more than difficult. For weeks

together it is impossible to get an unimpeded view of a popular

picture, or a fair look tit any large canvas on the line.

"The two broad facts, then, to which we would call your atten-

tion are these: That the exhibition of the Koyal Academy is now so

large that no satisfactory notion of its quality can be gained in a

Bingle day; and, that it is so popular that it cannot lie examined

with any approach to comfort or thoroughness after the public has

been admitted.

" With all due respect we submit to you that publicity is the

breath of life to the Academy, that the Press is the machine by
which publicity is won and preserved, and that those waiters for the

PreSS more immediately Concerned do not claim ton much when
they beg for such arrangements as may enable them to carry out

their duties with efficiency and with some reasonable approach to

can bat.

"To suggest means by which this eud might be won would be

impertinent. We may be allowed, however, to conclude this appeal

by declaring our belief that three Press-days at • required if » i ttei

are to do their work iu connection with your exhibition with tiny

thoroughness.
" We beg to remain, Gentlemen,

" Your most obedient servants."

This letter was signed l>y Messrs. T. Humphry Ward,
Andrew Lang, Walter Armstrong, M. Phipps Jackson, F.

G. Stephens, Cosmo .Monkhou.se, Frederick Wedmore,
M. Salaman, and M. II. Spielmann ; the Loudon journals

thus represented being the Times, Standard, Daily News,

Daily Chronicle, St. James's Gazette, I', ill Mall Gdzette,

Atkenoevm, Academy, Guardian, and Magazim of Jit.

There is little doubt but that the whole Press would have

subscribed to it had the opportunity been presented. It

/,

is hard to sec how the Academy can refuse the Concession

asked for.

Till: REVIVAL tif PASTEL-PAINTING.

Tlore i,s little doubt that the interesting i tbibition

"I pastels at the Grosvenor Gallery will lend a great

impetus !• the ait of crayon-drawing in England. The
chief drawback urged against it perishablehess ha

at last bein removed by reason of a recentlj discovered

fixative ;
while the advantages offered by the method

ease, convenience, facility of manipulation, rapidity, bril-

liancy, softness of effect, and, be it added, comparative
cheapness should be too great to I e ignored by the British

art-loving public. That tie j hue not bei a o treati d bj

our artists at least, by those of the younger generation
—was evident loan the B I Street display, which, ex-

cellent under the circumstances, fairly surprised the art-

world, It is true that the French contingent of drawings,
taken in urns.-,, was superior in dexterity and effect ; but

it in u -t be remembered that pastel-painting has never
been a practically "lost art" in France, and that during
the last tew years a society, numbering amongst its mem-
bers some of the most skilful artists in the country, has

la-Id it- annual exhibitions, educating at once its own
lingers and the taste of the public. Thus MM. MACHARD,
Blanche, Lhermitte, Dubufe, Emile Levy, Besnard,
MoNTENARD, ttOLL, FANTIN-L.AT0UR, 1 1 Kl.l.ta , and Mile.

Madeleine Lemaire, have together attained an average

excellence in knowledge of effect which wo. can hardly

expect to lie rivalled by our English artists, without two
or three years' practice and without public encouragemeut
ami recognition. As it is, however, work of a very high
class was shown by them ; among the most successful

being .Mes,rs. .1. .1. Shannon, J. Aumonier, William
Stutt, s. .1. Solomon, Llewellyn, Clausen, Geobge
Hale, Jacomb-Hood, W. E. F. Britten, Peppebcobn,
Fbed Brown, Anderson Hague, Whistler, Langley,
Pebcy Bigland, Yeames, It. A., Herbert Schmalz, ami
Miss Armstrong, as well as Mr. Theodore Roussel and
Mr. Hubert Vos, who must, we presume, be counted as

Englishmen, seeing that they have taken up their abode
aiming us. Sir COUTTS LINDSAY has rendered a signal

service Pi art by his initial exhibition, which we hope will

be followed by others, both historical and modern ; if so,

and particularly if the public will respond, new life will

be instilled into tin- st delicate and graceful method
of painting, which may, in each display, do more to

improve the general taste and improve, tun. the

condition of many an artist than any half-dozen exhibi-

tions of the Loyal Academy.

PHYSIOLOGY up EXPRESSION IN ART.

Of all the criticisms called forth bj Sir John Millais1

article in these pages six months ago, none is so

tive tn the art-student as that contained in a recent num-
ber of the British Medical Journal. Considering modern
art from the point of view chiefly of the physiologist, this

eminent representative of medical science protests against

our being called upon to admire the semblance and attitudes
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of maudlin weakness, nervousness, and bysti ria

represented in females as forms of beauty, or compli

showing the sickliness of anaemia, or infants fai

marasmus \\ e are inti n sted in I hi woi k oi I lie n

only because it is beautiful, but because it may teach us

something of the more perfi the human figure in

,i action, and Fore the public that which

they tend unconsciously to imitate in gait and bearing. A
good teaching. "We would urge upon the

art-student the study of the phj h lo y < on. It

is .1 delight ful I udj . and one that can 1
1 cat ried on in anj

place where there is man. woman, or child. . . . The

art-student lias given more attention to anatomy than to

physiology as a science, yet his work is eminently con-

I with the physiology of brain expression. We
submit that, to conceive a figure well, it is advisable to

actions and attitudes of the human

body, ami to know something of the causes, as well as the

circumstances, which produce them." Briefly, "Too much
anatomy and too little intelligent application of it

"
is the

cry. While confessing that the charge is perfectly true, w

cannot but find comfort in the admission of our expert that

our art-students are at least good anatomists. To the end

referred to by our contemporary, we purpose issuing a series

of articles ou the physiology of expressi illustrating, by

a well known pencil, the more transient emotions as be

trayed bj bot I) face and figure.

THE NEW ART GALLERY AT LEEDS.

A most admirable Art Gallery has just been opened in

i by the Corporation at a cost of over 610,000.

The gallery will supply a want that has long been felt in

thi Yorkshire metropolis, and we hope it will meet with

the support it deserves The inaugural collection consists

mainly of well-known oil-paintings from private owners,

though the Corporations of Manchester, Birmingham, and

Nottingham have also contributed to this latest depar-

ture to promote art under the fostering care of municipal

aunt. A permanent collection will be formed, and

Mr. Waltek Harding lias generously started it by the

presentation of Lady Butler's fine work, "Scotland for

Ever!" It is to be hoped, however, that great discretion

will be exercised in the acceptance of works for the per-

manent collections, as some of the acquisitions by our chief

provincial galleries are, we think, greatly to be regretted.

SIR JOHN MII.I.AIs' "LORENZO AND ISABELLA."

Touching Mr. Rimbault Dibdin's description of Sir

John Millais' "Lorenzo and Isabella," in the November
Fart of The Magazine of Art, Mr. William Rossetti

writes :

"
I am Surprised to find some names of sitters put

down in a wry arbitrary mood. Certainly neither Gabriele

LloSSetti (iny father) nor Scott is in the picture. What I

remember is as follows
; The Elder Brother kicking, is

Harris, named by Mr. Dibdin. I don't suppose anybody
knows now who Harris was. He was a painter who ex-

hibited a fi w times I can recollect 'binthe' from Shelley's

i Mab.' He p uliar interest in Egyptian

archaeology, and died young say thirty-two, towards is:,;,.

The third male hi td is Stocker, who had been a school-

fellow of Gabriel and myself. He is now, 1 fancy, a medical

num. Then comes Gabriel [drinking]. The next male
lead is perhaps the one Mr. Dibdin calls 'Gabriele

u.' With him it has nothing whatever to do 1 have

a dun impression that it is Farrer, the picture-dealer, who
the Isabella picture in 1849. The next male head

tie spectator is presumably the '.-so, at 'of Mr.

Dibdin. William Bell Scott was at that time a man of

some thirty-seven years of age. The lover is myself save

for the hair. The lady, I am almost certain, was Mrs.

Hodgkinson, wife of Millais' half brother." We may add

that the attendant, rightly called "Fenn" by Mr. Dibdin,

was the father of Mr. W. W. Fenn, sometime artist, and

now art-writer, examples of whose pleasing work will

shortly I readers ol the M tgazine.

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

The Instituti ol Painters in Oil Colours opens with an

exhibition which is certainly above the average, the prin-

cipal contributions coming from Sir James Linton, and

Mi i Alma-Tadema, Arthur Hacker, J. J. Shannon,
S.J.Solomon, T. B. Kennington, Alfred East, Edwis
Hayes, Keeley Halswelle, and W. L. Wyllie. W
will return to this exhibition later, presenting enei

of the chief works.

Mr. Arthur Hoi-kins and Mr. Charles Robertson
have held a very pleasing exhibition at the gallery ol

Mes i- Dowdeswelles, entitled "Our Country and Our
Country Folk." They arc both accomplished water-colour

painters, with a strong leaning towards prettiness, fair

weather, and bright colours. The quality of the exhibition

may thus be pretty accurately gauged.

The collection of pictures at the Hanover Gallery is

chiefly notable for the inclusion of Mile. Rosa Bonheur's
"The Flock," and .Millet's "Les Denicheurs." The

former work, representing a closely-packed flock driven

home by the slanting rays of the sun, . for all

that the landscape is coldly classical and, for the painter,

unusually weak. The picture by Millet, wherein is shown

the practice among the Barbizon peasantry of knocking

down birds at night that have been startled and dazzli d bj

flaming straw torches, is a celebrated failure. The subject

is impossible- even for the brush of Millet. Among
works is an admirable little view of the Font Neuf, by

Corot ; "La Femme au Fain." by M. Alfred Stevens;
and "Take my Hand," by Blommeks ; and. besides a

number of excellent studii considi rable proportion of

quite inferior canvasi s.

The autumn exhibition of pictures at the Castle

i, Nottingham, is well up to the average; over

eight hundred works having been gathen d together, mostly

of high artistic quality. The water colours are particularly

good, whilst one gallery is devoted to an inti resting collec-

tion of studies in black-and-white A special feature has

also been made of the works of Mr. Andrew MacCalli m,

a landscape-painter, who, a native of Nottingham, has paid

much attention to the delineation of forest seen, i

nearly all his works are pleasing, effective, and truthful.

Tic Wolverhampton Art Cillery having safely tided

over its difficulties, which at one time almost the

to force the Committee to close its doors for an indefinite

period, has been re-opened to the public with an extensive

tion of paintings, in which quality has 1

for quantity. Mr. Ford Madox Brown's important pic-

ture, " Work," is the feature of the exhibition, which, while

ever pleasing to us, i increase in inter,
I

time we linger in front of this brilliant piece of colouring.

Fortunate is Manchester to po sessthis masterpiece! Mr.
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W i pre, Mr. < >bi 11 lsdsoh, Mr. Henry Moose, Mr. »
» ikes,

and Mr. I'i iii i:, with other members ol the Academy, con

tribute characteristic examplesof tbeir skill. It is, how-

evi r, a pity thai so much work oi infi riot merit not i ren

rising to the level of mediocrity should have I-

for exhibition in a public gallery.

The autumn exhibit! >f the Nineteenth Century
Art Society is neither better nor worse than usual. The
majority of the pictures exhibited are the work of am
and ran possess littli inti n I foi thi gem i il public. One
or two pastils by William Padgett and a landscape by

Yebnd King relieve the dulness of the gallery, which

otherwise is absolutely di pressing in its medioi

The exhibition of the SI I

'•• falls this year far

below its average. Not only is the number of exhibits

smaller than usual, but very few ol the drawings or

sculptures show much promi e foi future achievement.

The statuette >i a "Dancer," by Mr. T I.'. Essex, which
won the prize for sculpture, has considerable merit, but the

majority of the sculpture sketches are very poor; and this

is the more to be regretted as the subject given was a good
one. The award of honour was won by the " Heatherley

Sketching Club, while the Lambeth students acquitted

themselves well.

" Roman Mo aies "
( Macmillan) is the title, more quaint

than apt, of the latest work of Dr. Hugh Mai mi
i

' patchwork handbook It is far better than his

dreary guide to the Riviera, through which lie trudged

without turning a hair or "taking off his wig." In "The
l!i\ iera " the doctor appeared as the showman of landscape

and historic Bites while he was in a saturnine mood,

wearing his motley sadly, and wieldii what di-

lapidated pointing-pole. Whether he was "pressed by

hunger," or by the"request of friends,"we know not, but

it is certain that he roused himself to walk through the

Italian metropolis in a frame of mind which removes from

1 1 i in the reproach of being, as a writer of guide-books in

disguise, something like what Archdeacon Coxewastothe
Duke of Marlborough and the age of Anne. Of the d

numerous publications this is thi rful, not to say

lively and sympathetic ; but intending purchasers should

know that what his preface modestly rails his "memorable
sojourn in Rome " was pei formed twi

that it becomes so cautious an author to admit th I

then "many changes have occurred in the Eternal City."

He i- '.uid id enough to admit d rink i nu' "of the water of the

the night before I left," and it is strange that the

draught did i now. He hopes, how-

igain to be "privileged to go over thi

with other and larger eyes." Ni we may, with

diffidence, ask why— if, as Dr. Macmillan asserts, it needs

two visits to form any true conception of Home he did

peat the draught at theTrevi fountain before giving

employment to the printer < A second visit,

abling the doctoi to record the history of his o\f a changed

impressions, might have power to keep him to his sub-

jei '. or by supplyii - nough for a new collection

ol "mosaics," relieve him from the necessity of padding

lean chapters with all sorts of stuff, and < ipelling the

to rummage for what he wants in pages Buch as

those to which Chapter IV. is devoted. This

show- how much a man may piek up while "personally

conducted" by Dr. Macmillan if it is anal.

Our conductor starts from the little church which is out

ide Roman walls, and i ted "1 tomine quo \

when . mi i Mich lei in
"

( Ihri
•

mill. in n diti d, " prints of two f< et Bide by -id.-

impressed" upon the pavement These are thi

piint- in Some, which gave occasion for I [V. and

a flood of learning, 1 ic along on which the author leads

us to the Appian Way, th I Bolsena,

Poil iei , Jem ill in. the .Mount of < Hives,

' liina, Siain, < leylon, '
I

upon Christ, Mahommed, Buddha, and Visl R
('in oe, Scotland, Ireland, Westminster Abbe) (where the

doctor descend in ordei to tell u I hat on the Stone ol

I
! tin) in no footprints, which i hi odd

us to know where footprint are) Dun Add, Argyl

[slay, the Orkneys, Cumberland, Barmouth, York aire,

Sweden, Olympia, and the United Stati ol Amerii i

Alter this let no man tj thi Doctoi i
dull.

The' first volume of "Tlu Woman' World" (Ca ell and
:

h con idi rable brilliancy the initial portion

of its career. With the contributions ol the literary ladii

whom Mr. Wilde has gathered round him and who
prise nearly every wo i of note—we have nothing
to do. except in so far as they treat of art. This depart-

ment occupies a large portion of the serial, covering, as it

;ood deal of the whole field Thi

many cases of the hi hi work ol th

ravers in Europe ;
while a revolution b

made in the fashion-plates, which, for the first time, repre-

sent living beings—and, for the most part, pretty ones.

Tin- new volume of the "Inveniain General i

'I Ail ,1, la Frana (Paris: E. Plon, Nourrit and Cie.) is

the si cond of those d

of France. No fewer than twenty-six churches and syna-

are included, chief among them being Saint-Roch,

Saint Vincent de Paul, and the the Hue de la

Victoire. It is impo abli not to admire I hi I b

with which the win.].- thing i- carried out: hoi

painting, whether on wall, cam
and static tti and pi ;

and minutel) described, with it- dimensions and

condensed histories, while the building

Ives are dul) and the whole fm

.

with cro s-references and an analytical table. Thus, when
the colo -ul mid' i taking i con pli art object in

I'r, nice will be indexed, and thi

of them not iii pri will be known. How dif-

|i n oi are thing in I Ingland, n hi re i
• n thi i ontents ol

the British Museum are uucatalogued, and thow of the

South Kensington Museum are like the veins ol an un

worked mine
|

We welcome the appearance of three additi <a to thi

;p instruction Look- in the arts

of design, the publication of which is one ..i the brightest

c times. The most impoi tant

mi i
i

" /. - I ) I >

and Hall . by Mr. Pbane < I. Jai kson, a ruastei in 1 1 B

1 of Ait. Mr. .Jackson- n

of illustrating the ruli tive design, it bj constant

appeal to nature' ; ani 'I hi- hook i- the wealth

of illustration and thumli.nail Bketches hy which he illu-

his meaning. "Its object, says thi author of his

manual, '' is to assist youi in their early deco-

rative attempts, by showing them the constructive origin

ol ornamentation, and to plao before them such guiding

principles and orderly methi I

die all
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true decoration of every kind." Mr. Jackson has success-

fully carried out his object, and his contribution to art-

literature is of real and practical value.

Mr. Charles (!. Leland's " Drawing and Designing"

(Whittaker and Co.) is, avowedly, of a more elementary

character. It forms one of the primers of the " Minor Arts

and Industries" series, and is, presumably, an offshoot of

his scheme for industrial art-education which he has carried

out with no little success in the United (States. The little

book is addressed chiefly to the young, who are expected,

by following its simple lessons, to become accomplished

draughtsmen and designers. As the author truly says,

"the subject forms the alphabet of all the minor arts;"

and, having placed the growth of ornament before his

nailers (.11 a perfectly logical basis, he may be said to have

shown how language can be developed out of that alphabet.

Although purely commercial considerations doubtless

prompted the publication of Mr. F. A. Fawkes's "Archi-

tects' Joinery <m<l its Ornament" (1!. T. Batsford)— for

it is in reality a price-book—the purposes of art are suffi-

ciently served by it. It consists of twenty-nine plates of

mouldings and other objects for house-decoration—archi-

traves, dados, doors, panellings, friezes, overdoors, pedi-

ments, overmantels, and so forth—the majority of them of

graceful and tasteful design, and untainted by that extrava-

gance and exuberance of ornament that distinguishes so

much of what we are accustomed, nowadays, to call "deco-

ration." It is to be hoped that builders, even more than

architects, will see this book.

Foremost among recent juvenile literature comes "Tin-

Gold of Fairnilit " (Arrowsmith), by Mr. Andrew Lang.
This fairy-tale of treasure-hunting in the Middle Ages is

very prettily told, with all the daintiness, directness, ami

lightness of touch of which the author is capable. It is

illustrated in colour by Mr. Lemann, whose work is cer-

tainly cheerful, if not remarkable for good drawing. "The
Old Comer Series " of nursery stories (Griffith, Farran and

Co.), illustrated by .Mr. Morant Cox, Mr. John Proctor,
Mr. Chasemore, and others, give new pictorial versions of

the venerable legends, and considering the price at which

they are published, they are extremely well done.

Whatever uses photography on a large scale may
possess, artistic sentiment is not one of its advantages.

Messrs. Wilson, of Aberdeen, are issuing an extensive

series of views of English and Scottish scenery, no less

than two feet by a foot-and-a-half in size ; they are "per-

manent." and very low-priced; but technically they are

so excellent that artistically, as pictures, they possess few
charms.

Increasing ingenuity, taste, and artistic merit distinguish

the "Christmas Cards" and kindred publications issued

this year. Artists of established reputation have con-

tributed to the excellence of this year's production, while

marked improvement is to be noted in the direction of

chromo-lithography and other processes of reproduction.

The best we have seen are those of Hildesheimer and
Faulkner, for whose cards, "booklets," and books, Miss
Alice Havers, Miss Alice West, ami Messrs. II. J.

Stock, R.T., C01 ldery, Yeend King, and others have
made designs.

Mr. \V. I). Barker, who has died at the age of fifty-

eight, is chiefly known as a prominent member of the

Manchester Academy of Fine Arts, to whose exhibitions

he has contributed many charming landscapes. He was

fairly well represented at the Manchester Jubilee Exhi-

bition, but he has never been seen at the London galleries

save once—in 1874—when a picture of his was hung on

the walls of the Society of British Artists.

The early death of M. Longepied, the sculptor, in his

fortieth year, cuts short a career that promised even greati r

things than he actually achieved. The pupil of Cavelier,

Moreau, and Coutan, he early attracted attention, and

produced many works of high merit, the most generally

known of which are " LTmmortalite," a group now in the

Luxembourg, his "Fisherman finding in his Net the

Head of Orpheus," and his recently uncovered statue of

Dantan. He gained the first-class medal and the Prix du
Salon in 1882, and was subsequently admitted to the Legion

of Honour.

The death of M. Edmond de Pratere—the record of

which was crowded out last month—has occurred at the

age of sixty-two. The deceased artist, who was in the

foremost rank of Belgian landscape and animal painters,

was a native of Courtrai ; but he only made his mark
after he had taken up his residence in Brussels. Without

being in the true sense a colourist, he had a subtle sense of

its harmonies, ami was, above all, a painter of light and air.

His manner, at first coldly academic, became broad ; his

touch was firm and delicate, and his canvases full of feeling.

Indeed, he was more distinguished for his quiet sentiment

than for correctness and firmness of drawing.

M. Francois Feyen-Perrin, concerning the date and
place of whose birth conflicting statements are made, ap-

pears to have been born in Meurthe in 1826. While still

a child he displayed great artistic precocity, to which free

play was given. After a short period of study at Nancy,

he was sent to the ficole des Beaux-Arts in Paris. He first

applied himself to painting some scenes for the Theatre

Italien, and then to history, until his slender purse forced

him to a more lucrative pursuit of art. With this view he

turned his attention to portraiture and to the portrayal

of peasant life ; whereby he found himself enabled to

continue painting history as well as mythology from time

to time. His best-known works are his "Return from

Oyster-Fishing," in the Luxembourg ; and " La Fanneuse,"

painted in 1807. Perhaps his most successful portrait is

that of M. Alphonse Daudet. M. Feyen-Perrin received

three medals, in 18G5, 1867, and 1874 respectively ; while

four years later he was admitted to the Legion of Honour.

He was a member of " Les Dix "—the little society of ten

artists who annually sold their year's work by auction at

the Hotel Drouot.

Mr. Reuben Sayers, who has died at the age of

seventy-three, was at one time esteemed for his "domestic"

pictures, of which, between 1846 and 1867, he sent thirty-

four to the Royal Academy, the British Institution, and
the Society of British Artists. For the last twenty years,

however, his pictures have not been noticed.
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RECENT ACQUISITIONS AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

The collection of Constable's works at the National ( tallery

lias been recently increased by the gift of five canvases from

the hand of the great landscape-painter. These we owe to

the generosity of the Constable family. The first of them is

the " Cenotaph " (1,272), a characteristic, almost mannered
representation of the monument erected by Sir George
Beaumont in honour of Sir Joshua Reynolds. The artisl

has depicted the grove al Coleorton in late autumn. Sir

Joshua's Cenotaph, upon which some lines of Wordsworth's
are inscribed, lacs the spectator, framed by a "darksome
aisle " of trees. There is nothing living to break the silence

of the scene, save a deer in the foreground. This was one
of Constable's latest pictures, and was, we believe, exhibited

in the Academy of 1836. Very different in quality from
this is the bright, cheerful canvas entitled " Flatford Mill"

(1,273), a picture full of life and movement. In the fore-

ground we have a glimpse of the Stour, witli its barges, and
in the distance vistas of pleasant meadows beneath over-

arching trees. The small picture called the " Clebe Farm "

(1,274) is one of the completest examples of Constable's

art. It is a highly finished and thoroughly harmonious
representation of Langham Church, in Suffolk, which
Constable loved so well to depict. Upon another render-

ing of this same subject we are told that he rested his

"pretensions to futurity." His loyalty to certain localities

is so well known that we are not surprised to meet with

another "View of Hampstead" (1,275). This time we see

Hampstead after rain. The sky is darkened with storm-

clouds, but the gloom is relieved by a brilliant rainbow
stretched over the wide expanse of the heath. This picture

is painted with a good deal of mannerism, and has that

blurred, silvery effect, which is characteristic of many of

Constable's later works. "Harwich Sea and Lighthouse"

(1,276) is the solitary seascape the National Gallery possesses

by Constable, and is all the more interesting because
he was above all a painter of country lanes, groves, and
dells, and very rarely attempted to represent the " un-

plumbed, salt, estranging sea." In addition to the five

pictures by Constable, the English school at the National

Gallery has been enriched by an exquisite little canvas by

Gainsborough. This is the portrait of Maurice Auguste
Vestris (1,271), the dancer. The artist has done full justice

to the handsome son of a still more handsome father, and
given us a nattering likeness of a youth with powdered
hair and ruffles. Auguste Vestris was so overshadowed by
the immense reputation of his father, that lie could scarcely

hope to win for himself a niche in the temple of fame. Yet
the mere fact that he was the son of "le beau Vestris, le

Dieu de l.i Danse," the best-looking and most arrogant man
in Europe, who spoke with complacency of "Moi, Voltaire,

et le grand Frederic," should save him from being wholly
forgotten.

Space lias recently been found in the vestibule of the

National Gallery for an extremely interesting -cries of

portraits, the gift of Mr. H. Martyn Kennard. Tiny are

six in number, and date from the second century of our era,

and were con i qui ntlj painted bj m i t. rs many centurii -

older than anj of lie " i )],[ Masters '

hitherto n presi uted
in our national collection. Thej were found in the Fayoum
in Egypt, and are the handiwork of Creek artists. We
will return to this interesting subject ere long, placing

examples of these pictures before OUr leaders.

THE ETHICS OF "COPYING.'

Now that permission is granted to students to"copy
'

both pictures and drawings at South Kensington Museum
as well as at the National < Jallery the w isdom of which no
one can approve more highly than ourselves the question
which comes prominently and irresistibly before us is—
What limitations must beset, or whal c litions musf be
laid down, to prevent abuse of this concession 1 The abso
lute necessity of some such restriction is unfortunately
made manifest by the conduct of certain professional

Copyists whose ideas of honesty ale as elastic as their

capacity of imitation is great. We know of a represents
tive case in the Midlands in which a clever copyist has
made it a practice to seek the permission of owners of

drawings to "copy them, as a means of study," as they
hang in loan collections, and, having obtained it. disposes
of his work to dealers and unwary collectors as fine origi-

nals. Only a few months ago such a "student" was un-
masked by a well-known connoisseur, and permission was
withdrawn in the nick of time. The danger of fraud is com
paratively slight in regard to the pictures in the National
i ialli ry, inasmuch as they are protected by their celebrity

;

yet an extensive order from America was executed uol

long since in the Gallery by a copyist— the comm
being for no fewer than eight repetitions of Landseer's
" War" -that was said to savour of foul dealing. In
the case of water-colour drawings, however, the danger
is far greater, as to the ordinary public the large historical

collection at South Kensington—and, <i fortiori, those in

private hands—are comparatively unknown. It seems to

us that the best, and indeed the only method of protect-

ing the public is to adopt that employed in Italian and
other Continental galleries. Each copy, as it is completed,
must be brought to the curator, and is by him stamped
on the back viih an official seal, on which it is stated

that the drawing (or picture, as the case may be) is a

copy, and was passed on such and such a date. We hope
to hear before long that some such system has been adopted
by the authorities, not in Londo ily, but also in the
provinces. Artists, students, and curators should make
common cause againsl lie- enemy.

THE COTMAN EXHIBITION IX LONDON.

The publication in Tin; Magazine of Akt of Mr.
Fri derick Wed re's article on < lotman has been promptly
and agreeably followed by the holding of an exhibition of

this artist's water colours and drawings in black-and-white.

These or a si lection of the best of them— till, but do not
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overcrowd, the gallery of the Burlington Fine Arts Club,

and so influential has been the interest evoked on their

behalf, that there is no doubt tliat Cotman will be fully

confirmed in the position lately claimed for him. It was

probably wise not to attempt to exhibit the oil pictures in

which Cotman is understood to have seldom put his best

effort ; and the illustration of his engraved work—a little of

which, along with autograph letters, is shown in a t aide-case

at the Burlington Club has properly been kept within

narrow limits. The arrangement of the Water Colour

drawings, which form the bulk of the exhibition, is, as fur

as may be, chronological, the Water Colours beginning with

a slight but graceful sketch dated 1798 —when ( Jotman was

only sixteen years old—and ending with the almost too

fully coloured but undoubtedly gorgeous work of his later

life. He died in 1*4:2. Between the first and the last-

but not quite midway between them -came the greater

part of his finest production. About 1808, it appears, his

drawings began to have masterly handling and nobility

of colour, along with the sobriety of tone which we trace

from the very first. Of this sanest and surest period,

.Mr. Reeve's "Household Heath," "Twickenham," and

"Greta Bridge," Mr. Colman's "St. Luke's Chapel,' and

Mr. Frederick Wedmore's "Bishopgate Bridge" are per-

haps generally esteemed as among the finest examples,

though it is difficult for anything to be more quietly

masterly than one or two of the more purely architectural

sketches belonging to .Mr. Bulwer, Q.C. The' later work

in water colour is, it seems, best represented by the con-

tributions of Sir William Drake, of Lady Eastlake, and,

again, of Mr. Bulwer, whose "St. Vincent's Bocks '

is a

notable instance of luscious and affluent and yet harmonious

hues. Not quite so late as these last-named drawings are

the contributions of Mr. Heseltine, of which "St. Michael's

Mount" may be said to be the chief, and the lovely little

"Framlingham Castle" of Mr. J. L. Roget, while the

owner of the "Blue Afternoon," which was engraved in

The Magazine ok Art, sends a drawing hardly less

audacious and quite as characteristic — we mean the

"Golden Twickenham." Then again, among quite late

drawings, nothing can be finer than a version of the

St. Michael's Mount subject, belonging to Mr. Cunn.

All these works—not by any means by the absence of

delects, but rather by the presence of splendid qualities-

justify the claim of Cotman to a place in the numerically

small but intellectually great company of the fathers of

English water-colour. Turning to his drawings in black

and white, the true connoisseur finds almost equal pleasure

in Cotinan's production ; so complete is Cotman's mastery

of line, so economical are the means employed, and so

dominant is the sense of poetry and the charm of com-

position. How happy—if they only knew it—must have

been the young people, first at Norwich and Yarmouth,

and then at King's College, who had an opportunity of

learning something of the practice of art from this master

of elegance and grace ! Along with certain defects he had
ili>

i sentially noble qualities, and it is perfectly true that

'whit I bserved with fidelity he recorded with style."

In hoi, ling this exhibition the Burlington Club has done a

iod t inn to the real students of art.

THE CLEANSING OF OUR PUBLIC MnNTMENTS.

It is gratifying to see that the Office of Works have,

with all tic wariness of official prudence, entered on the

task of cleaning our public monuments by making practical

tests on two lepresentative works— the statue of King

James II. in Whitehall Gardens, and the Guards' Memorial

in Waterloo Place. These experiments are four-fold in their

object : first, to see what is the chcqiest and most effective

solvent of London grime; second, how often thorough

cleaning is required ; third, w hat is the effect on the statue .

and fourth, what i.s the running cost and the economy, it is

a curious fact that under the Act, unlj a certain number of

the London statues come within the power of the Office oi

Works to deal with. A list of them— to which additions arc

made from time to time, the Duke of York's Column being

the last—has been courteously furnished to us by the Fresi-

dent, Mr. Plunket, and this we shall lay before our readers

on a future occasion. The metal of the James II. statue

was easily laid bare by the use of a weak solution of

sulphuric acid, and the work was found to be as clean and

fresh—more so, some would say—as the day it was cast.

< >n the other hand, the scraper had to be called in in the

ease of the Guards' Memorial to supplement the acid,

although it is more than a hundred and fifty years younger

than the first-named work. Henceforth it is proposed to

employ only the brush and fire-hose to maintain a decent

cleanliness on these figures, which, it must be confessed,

have unavoidably suffered a little in their artistic appear-

ance by the air of newness they now present ; one trembles

to think how certain hideous statues, such as the Napier in

Trafalgar Square, would shock the public eye if their kindly

black shroud were suddenly removed. The two chief con-

siderations by which Mr. Plunket and his able lieutenant.

Mr. Taylor, are of necessity influenced, are the expenditure

attendant on the undertaking, and the popular approval and

appreciation. The last are required to justify the first, and

it needs but the expression of opinion in the House of

Commons that a heavy coating of dirt on London statues

is not an artistic or a desirable accompaniment of our

statues to ensure the continuance of the work.

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

The chief features of the " Old Masters " exhibition at

the Loyal Academy are the fine collection of the works of

the late Frank Holl, R.A., and a number of choicest gems

from Sir Richard Wallace's gallery. At the Grosvenor

Gallery the display of pictures representing "Fifty Years of

British Art" is resumed, while a gathering of early pastel

drawings provides the element of novelty.

The Loyal Society of British Artists opens its doors

with a more interesting collection of pictures than we have

seen there for some time past. Among the most attractive

contributions are works by Sir Frederick Leighton,

P.R.A., Sir John Gilbert, L.A.. Messrs. Dobson, B.A.,

G. F. Watts, L.A., and Carl Haag. Of these exhibi-

tions, as well as of that of the Royal Water Colour Society,

we propose to treat at a fitting length in the course of next

month.

At the Gainsborough Gallery a huge picture by Herrn

Hirsch, Aglita, Vieweg, and Schmidt, representing the

lying- in -state of the late Emperor Frederick III. in

Castle Friedrichskron, has been on view. Eleven principal

figures are in the picture, which, if really painted from

sketches made on the spot, has, undoubtedly, a certain

melancholy historical interest. But as a work of art, the

colossal canvas is not to be considered, though, as a piece

of scene painting, it might not, be unacceptable. It is a

pity that the combined talent of the' quartet could not
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produce anything better. The picture is shown bj

light; how would it stand the light of daj '

An exhibition of drawing in water colours and black

and-white was held during the month at "it, Pall Mall.

The two thousand drawings comprised the stock of Messrs.

M reus Ward and Co., by such artists as Messrs. Walter
Crane and Edwin Ellis, and Misses Kate Greenawa>
and Jessie M u gb R. These little works wi re all made
for the cards and books of the firm, and afford some idea

of the 'Aleut of the employment afforded bj great ] ml -

lishing houses of London to the artistic community. By
their side the most munificent of private art-patrons sink

into comparative insignificance; and it may thus be seen

hew, in reality, it is the publisher that keens the art world

revolving.

A volume of great utility and value' to all interested

in national art education is Mr. Thomas Greenwood's
"Must a in.g and Art Galti ries" (Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.).

Its principal fault appears to be that of omission—the para-

doxical result, apparently, of attempting to cover the whole

ground and to include too much. The plan of introducing

ill-digested chapters on the foreign, American, and Oriental

museums, has forced the Edinburgh and Dublin National

Galleries, and the g tileries of Hampton Court, as well as the

Taylorian at Oxford, and the Fitzwilliam at Cambridge,

out of all mention. A few of his statements, too, require

modification. With these reservations we heartily commend
Mr. Greenwood's book for the diligence displayed in the

collection and arrangement of his facts and figures. To-

gether, these constitute a powerful appeal for the spread

of museums and galleries, whether by private munificence

or by public act, besides containing many a hint, suggested

directly or by comparison, as to how their usefulness may
be increased and full advantage be extracted when once

they are fully established.

Rich and racy anecdote, reminiscences of the chief

artists of the recent past, and stories of masters of the

lighter side of literature, constitute the bulk of Mr. Friths
supplemental volume (Bentley). Seldom have we read

a book at once so pleasantly garrulous, so bright and
humorous, so charmingly and disarmingly frank. Nor is

the volume without its shadows, for few enjoy telling a

dram itic or tragic story so much as Mr. Frith. As a

painter, so as a writer, he is eminently a "man of the

people," gifted with a strong common-sense way of looking

at things, and as strong a common-sense way of expressing

the opinion thus formed. With his views upon art, with

which he has sprinkled his book, the readers of The
M \o \/im: of Art an- by this time pretty will acquainted ;

but we were hardly prepared for the whole-hearted way
in which le- proceeds to advocate the reforms of certain

abuses in the rules ami practice of the Royal Acadi my.

He not only pleads powerfully in the cause of that reform

on the absolute necessity of which we have constantly laid

much stress—the restriction to three of the number of

pictures which may be sent in by any one artist for ex-

hibition—but he declares himself in favour of an altera-

tion in the method of teaching in schools, and also cue.

shame on the institution for excluding not onlj

true artists in black-and-white as Messrs. Tenniel, I >u

Mini ier, and Keene, from Academical honour-, but original

engravers as well. It is certainly a shocking anomaly that

translator-engravers should be admitted, while th( men

with the creative power should ha left out in the cold. It

is siueerely to l.e hopi d tlcit Mr. Frith's court i I- « ill pre

rail « nil In- colleagues.

The extraordinary imitative
|

the hum. 'in- and tie- gifi ,ii pictorial punning shown by
Mr. Harry Furniss in the exhibition held by him
spring of 1887, made his collecti i on ricature draw.

ings one of the hits of the season. Tin se drawings have
now been admirably reproduced in photogravure by Messrs.

Dawson, and, together with the text of the original eccen-

tric catalogue, have been published by them in a noble and

sumptuous volume. "'/'//,- Artistic Joke," as the 1 ]< is

called, is in reality a great dial more than a mere joke
;

indeed, we >! >ul it if the taste of the men criticised "ill

permit them to see any sort of joke in it at all. It is, in

point of fact, a satin- of the most lively and latter as well

as of the most good-humoured description—as merciless as

n i- frank. Mr. Furniss treats bis subjects as gentle [zaak

Walton used his frog pierced him with hook mid pricked

him with needle, "as though he loved him." Mr. Furniss,

« nose talent as a skilled dissector of Royal Academicians is

extraordinary, has never appeared to such advantage In-fore
;

every blow is struck straight from the shoulder, every plate

is a Pindaric Ode in itself—keen and stinging. And yet

withal, the whole thing appears to be but an ebullition of

- 1 spirits, untainted in any respect by personal hostility

In his new edition of Mrs. Heaton's " Goncist History

of Painting " (George Bell and Sons), Mr. Cosmo Monk-
house says, "This book, as it left the hand of the authoress,

remains still the most readable and comprehensive of all

the short histories of painting." This is entirely true, for

it not only presents to the reader a clear bird's-eye view of

the progress of art, according to the various schools, but it

does so in the pleasantest manner possible, avoiding all such

pitfalls as contested ascriptions and so forth, and giving in

many cases quite picturesque accounts of the painters' lives.

In short, this is no dry relation of the work of the world's

artists, brief as it necessarily is ; it is the labour of love of

a graceful writer with wide knowledge of fact and a keen

sense of literary effect. Mr. Monkhouse has treated the

original with great—almost too great—respect, always in-

dicating his interpolations by brackets, and reserving many
of his own additions for foot-notes. He has brought the

whole book up to date and added valuable chronological

lists. But it is a pity that lie has allowed a few slips

to pass uncorrected—such, for example, as the names oi

" I'n if rick Watts " ami "John Phillip."

The last volume of "The Story of the Nations"—
"Holland" (T. Fisher Unwin), by Mr. Thoeold Rogers—
i-. so far as we have seen, the least satisfactory of this

otherwise admirable series. The book appears to be

written not in the calm judicial spirit of an historian, but

with the ill judged enthusiasm of a partisan, the chief of

whose merit- is neither accuracy nor temper.iteni.--s. Vet

there is much that is good in tin- book, while the illustra-

tions—though not quite what they should be -are yet a

decided improvement on the last volume.

In "
Flora's Feast : A Masque of Flowers" (Cassell and

Co.), Mr. Walter Crane revels in his element. The
scheme of tin- di lightful little book is a pageant of flowers

invested with life, that tile past, as tin- si ason advanci -. in

one long beautiful procession. The design and characti i

i-tics of the flowers an- most gracefully and ingeniously

worked into tie- personalities ol the b tugs bj whom tie

ted. The series of forty drawings are cleverly
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arranged fur the most part in an ascending chromatic scale,

the ruluur becoming richer with summer and autumn tints

as the pageant nears its close. Mr. Crane has seldom given

more satisfactory vent to his charming and dainty fancy.

Mr. \V. S. Caine's " Trip Round the World " (Routledge)

is a most entertaining record, but the author's eternal extol-

ling of total abstinence in season ami out of season, is suffi-

cient to drive the reader to strong drink. The illustrations

are numerous, but suggestive rather than artistic in aim.

Mr. G. A. Henty continues his annual How of capital juve-

nile literature. His " ( '<// of llnlnistix " and " The Lion of
Si. Mark"—the former an Egyptian story illustrated by

Mr. Weguelin, and the latter a tale of mediaeval Venice,

illustrated by Mr. Cordon Browne—cannot but improve

his already high reputation as a stirring and versatile

.story-teller. Mr. Manville Fenn, who contests with Mr.

Henty for the position of novelist laureate for boys, this

\ ear provides "Quicksilvt r" a lively story of a "Boy with no

skid to his wheel"—a sort of Oliver Twist tale. It is ac-

companied with vigorous illustrations by Mr. Frank Dadd,

who has adopted an effective combination of pen-drawing

and tint. " T/te Missing Merchantman," by Mr. Colling-

wood, embellished by Mr. W. H. Overend, is of the good

old sea-salt type, dashed with a strong flavour of Jules

Verne. Miss Mulholland tells the story of " Giannetta
"

very charmingly, but the reproductions of Mr. Bogle's ac-

companying illustrations are not up to the mark. Messrs.

Blackie are the publishers of all these volumes. " Young
Maids and Old China" (Marcus Ward), by Mr. F. W.
Bourdillon, is a very pretty child's book ; the illustrations

by Mr. Sowerby being very charming specimens of colour-

printing. In a number of books and "booklets," Messrs.

Griffith, Farran, and Co., have made a plucky attempt,

under the superintendence of Mr. George Haite, to

produce in England these little developments of the

Christinas ('aid which are now so fashionable, and which

have hitherto been executed in Germany. The result is

good enough to warrant the publishers continuing the ex-

periment. Perhaps the best of the publications is " '/'//.

Messenger of Love" pictured by Mr. Fullwood, Colonel

Marshman's large "Brave Deeds" will delight many a
boy with an appetite for blood and glory, provided his

artistic instinct be not abnormally developed. Hans Ander-

sen's "Story of the Mermaiden" Englished by Mr. Ashe
in simple verse, and elaborately illustrated by Miss Trou-

bridge. is a pleasing little gift-book.

We must once more commend the Christinas Cards and

seasonable "pretty nothings'' of Messrs. Raphael Tuck.

Though we fail to perceive very much that is distinctly

novel in idea, they are executed with much taste and
mechanical skill. The principal achievement comprises the

colour reproductions, as panels, of Raphael's " Sistine Ma-
donna" at Dresden, and of Correggio's "Nativity" in the

National Gallery. They form members, we hope, of a long

series of reproductions of great pictures that was begun
lit Near with the "Ansidei Madonna''

NEW ENGRAVINGS.

Professor Herkomer has etched his picture of "The
American Lady" (MacLean), which excited so much atten-

tion in the Academy exhibition of 1887. Mr. Herkomer
it to be the best portrait of a lady he has yet

painted, an opinion with which we are inclined to agree.

Though not quit< so effective, perhaps, at first sight, as the

portrait of "Miss Katie Grant," it is a far more scholarly

work, the facial expression, too, being of a much more
subtle and fleeting character. The blacks in this plate are

full, rich, and harmonious, and the whole is well drawn
;

but the work would have been finer still had the etching of

the head been, we might almost say, more conscientiously

complete.

We believe the finest work of Mr. Holman Hunt—
that which delights all artists alike, be they Impressionist,

Pre-Raphaelite, or Philistine—to be his "Strayed Sheep."

This picture, the only one, according to Mr. Buskin, that

contains some of "God's own sunlight,'' was engraved in

line some years ago for an art serial, but hitherto it has
not been accessible to the print-buying public. Messrs.

Annan and Swan have at length been wise enough to issue

it as a photogravure, but it is unfortunately too black and
coarse to convey the charm of the original work. As it is,

it will probably be acceptable to many ; but to those who
know the picture, and who know, too, how much good
work of the kind is issued by the publishers, its relative

failure will lie a matter of keen regret. As to the canvas
itself, it is earnestly to be hoped that it will one day

—

and that not far distant—find a permanent home u\ the

walls of the National Gallery, as a first-class example of

English art, produced at a time when English art most
required it as an example.

Mr. Arthur Willmore, who died last month, was one
of the last and best practitioners of the moribund art of

line-engraving. From 1S5S to 1885 he exhibited twenty-

four plates at the Royal Academy, but he never succeeded

in securing election into that body. Landscape and marine

subjects chiefly occupied his graver, the latest examples of

which were after sea-fight pictures by Sir Oswald Brierly.

The well-known Belgian marine-painter, M. Francois
Musin, the father of the equally eminent Auguste Musin,

has died at the age of sixty-eight. His knowledge of the

sea. in all its humours was consummate, but he seldom suc-

ceeded in rendering more than its superficial aspect. His

"Seashore at Scheveningen " and "The Dyke of Ostend
in Bough Weather" are, perhaps, the most favourable ex-

amples of his work. He gained many medals in his day.

and lie was a Chevalier of the Order of Leopold.

M. Charles Degeorge, the medallist and sculptor,

who died in November at the age of fifty-one, was the

pupil of liuret, Flandriu, and Jouffroy. His medals are

undoubtedly among his finest works, but by many of his

busts—notably those of "Stanislas Cenci" and "Henri
Reguault," the latter at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts—he will

in all probability be remembered. His statue of "The
Youth of Aristotle," now in the Luxembourg, gained a

first-class medal in 1875. He was created a Chevalier of

the Legion of Honour in 1880.

We regret to have to record also the death of M. Lot' is

Bey, a painter-decorator of a high order, whose chief work
may be said to be on the cupola of the church of Saint-

lloch ; of M. Auguste Lechesxe, the animal sculptor ; of

Mine. Heri'in, a flower and still-life painter of unusual

excellence and charm, better known under her maiden
name of Masseras ; and of the sculptor, Badion he la

Tronchere, Jouffroy's pupil, whose statues of "Valentin

Hatty," of "Praxiteles,'' erected in the courtyard of the

Louvre, and of the " Baron Larrey," are the most widely

known.
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THE T \T!>T ACQUISITION \T THE NATIONAL

G W.I.EKY.

Through the generosity of sir Theodore Martin,

K.C.B., our national collection has been enriched bj the

addition of a fine portrait 1>\ Nicolas Maes, winch,

numbered 1277, now hangs on a screen in Room X. It is

described as "A Man's Portrait," and represents a stolid

burgher in a black coat trimmed with fur, seated, three-

quarter face to the spectator, on a velvet-covered chair;

he holds a book in one band, and behind him hangs a red"

curtain. The colour throughout the picture is admirable,

and, judging from its general tone and the high, yet un-

forced, finish to which it has been brought, we should sax-

it was one of the finest works of the master. Maes, one

of the most eminent of Rembrandt's pupils, used to rank

himself among the portraitists, practically ignoring his

power as a painter of cabinet-pictures. We may, therefore,

congratulate ourselves that, while the possessors of two of

the latter description, we can at last boast :i really brilliant

example of the former, which is one of his few portraits of

the size of life. It is interesting to compare this work with

his "Card Players " hanging hard by, which was acquired

only last year, and to compare his warm colour and careful

manner with the power, comparable with that, of his

master, the vigorous handling, and an almost unsurpassed

knowledge of chiaroscuro in the lag genn picture. The

portrait is dated 1666.

PAINTING, THE ONLY FIXE ART !

Mr. Brett has come to the conclusion that painting alone

has a right to be called a fine art. Architecture, he said at

Liverpool, is not a tine art, because it is an architect's

business to Ac Iter his client from the rain and wind, and

to "protect him from vain expenditure." To provide a

shelter from wind and rain is, of course, a very undignified

proceeding, and Mr. Brett and his brother painters may
certainly be absolved from any desire to protect their clients

from vain expenditure. It follows, therefore, if we accept

Mr. Brett's premises, that architecture is a mere craft or

trade, while painting is quite the "finest" of the arts.

Nor has sculpture, according to Mr. Brett, any claim to

be considered a "fine art," because its proper function is

to b,- aii adjunct to architecture. This admirable painter

admits that in modern times statues have been placed in

dependency in the open air, but he implies that this is

only due to the ignorance of a decadent age. Is it possible

that he is ignorant that the Athenians sometimes placed

statues •'independently in the 0)1011 air." and that the

Italians have also been guilty of this indiscretion! In

the lee of these extraordinary assertions we may well

ask whether Mr. Bretf desires t.. be taken seriously, [s

it possible that any man in his senses should arrogate to

himself a title which he denies to Phidias and Itonatcllo,

to William of Sens ami Sir Christopher Wren ? If we

had not Mr. Brett's paper before us we might well regard

this a- incredible, but In- language admits of no doubt.

'77,, I i t' is only applicable strictly to p\

Having demolished architecture and sculpture, Mr. Brett
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annihilates decoration. Decoration, he -ays. in the ordi-

nary sense, is only lit lor win, low lead- and string COI

Wall spaces belong to painters, who musl never !» inter-

fered with; paper-hangings are vicious; the upholsterer

is only a harbourer of dirt and a breeder ,,1 dise 1 e ! People

must be content to have their surroundings "plain and

even rude, and to gratify their artistic instincts by hang-

ing pictures on their walls ! This last statement gives

the clue to Mr. Brett's policy. He is what he calls "fighting

for his own hand.'' If people build fine houses and pur-

chase statues, he argues, they won't be aMe to afford any

pictures. Paperhangers, upholsterers, and other vermin

compete with the " fine-artist," therefore away with them!

When everybody lives in a barn and buys pictures, then

tie' painter's millennium has come. And this is what

Mr. Brett sighs for; this is the gist of his argument.

But has he not pushed it a little too far t

THE STUART EXHIBITION.

Thejustt mot for the exhibition of the Royal House of

Stuart is not difficult to find. It is above all things an

amusing show. Among the four hundred pictures and

miniatures there are, of course, a few which attract by their

art; among the relics, too, lines f workmanship and

purity of design are commoner than might have been

expected. Again, the juxtaposition of so many things—the

catalogue runs to thirteen hundred numbers—relating to

one family, and for the most part to a period of only two

hundred years in their history, must have a distinct critii 1]

value. But it is. nevertheless, for its power to satisfy

curiosity, to revive sentimental loyalties, and to tickle the

palate of the historical dilettante that the wreckage of the

Stuarts finds so many visitors. The pictures range from

those early portrait groups from Holyrood which have so

long puzzled connoisseurs, down to Italian presentments of

that Prince Henry Benedict, Cardinal York, whom the

faithful called Henry IX. The best of them all, with the

le exception of a few Van Dycks, are the Holyrood

panels. Painted on both sides, these two volets from a

diptych make four subjects: a " Trinita," a mystic picture

of the Trinity, and three portrait groups—King John III.

and his son, the Queen Margaret of Denmark and St.

George©, and Sir Edward Bonkil, the donor, with St.

< lecilia. Attempts have been made by many Scottish anti-

quarians to claim them for a Scottish painter, and to read

some letters which appear on the Queen's headdress as

PRAT. It seems that some artists of that name (with an

extra T) were at work in Stirling at the end of the fifteenth

century. Unfortunately tic proposed reading finds no

support in the real inscription. This is quite unmistakably

PNATN, and its significance has so far baffled divination.

Tic panels, however, an' clearly the work of some Fleming,

or possibly Westphalian, who had studied in the school ,,|

Roger van der Weyden. The next picture of both value and

interestisHolbein's(!)bus1 portraitof Queen Margaret Tudor.

This has for pendant a male portrait much damaged, bul

possibly by tlie same hand—which is called that of her

husband, James IV., and also ascribed to Holbein. As
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James was killed at Flodden thirteen years before that

painter first left Basle for England, and as by 1526—when
Bolbein arrived in London—Margaret had already been

twice re-married, there must here be some mistake. Janet's

well-known miniature of Mary Stuart comes from Windsor,

and hangs in a case with, among other things, a pair of

photographs from drawings by the same hand which have

found their last resting-place in the French National

Library. The miniature must date from the years 1558-60,

between Mary's marriage with the French dauphin and his

death as King of France. Other interesting transcripts

of her features are " Le Deuil Blanc," from Windsor, which

is, however, no Janet, but merely a good old copy from the

drawing by that master, to which we have already alluded.

In a portrait numbered 33 we fail to see any features but

thoM' of the En<jH.<h Mary ; another, ascribed to Zucchero,

is an excellent picture, but its acceptance, too, as Mary
Stuart implies a peculiar docility of eye. A full-length by

P. Oudry, and a cast from the effigy at Westminster, show

the fair Queen features in middle-age with more fidelity,

perhaps, than any other of her later portraits. The un-

interesting personality of James VI. is registered in pic-

tures ascribed to Janssen, to Van Somer, to Honthorst, to

Jamesone, and to Lucas de Heere— the last-named the

remarkable "cenotaph portrait" from Windsor. The la-

mented Prince Henry, painted in the very suit of armour

now lent by the Queen (No. 797), and a Lady Arabella

Stuart (No. 65), apparently by De Heere, deserve a word of

praise; so, too, does the remarkable portrait of Henrietta

Maria on the verge of old age, by the Frenchman, Claude

Lefevre. The "Charles the Firsts" include Lord War-

wick's fine replica of the Windsor equestrian portrait,

the Luke of Norfolk's fine half-length in armour, the

Queen's triple bust, painted for the sculptor Bernini, and

a studio copy of the great family group at Windsor, in

which Charles and his Queen are grouped with their two

elder children. The portraits of the " Merry Monarch "

comprise a very fine head by Honthorst (117) ; another,

equally good (133), by the little-known Adrian Hanne-
man, painted at, the Hague before the Restoration ; and

a curious painted report—it is not a picture—of the same
gentleman's proceedings at the ball given in his honour at

the Hague, before his departure to mount his father's

throne.

Of the remaining portraits not much need be said.

There are one or two fair Lelys, a fine head of Dundee
by some master unknown ; an ugly Flora Macdonald,

ascribed to Allan Ramsay; a quaint picture of Mrs.

Jane Lane, Flora's prototype; and a number of gaudy
Italian attempts to make works of art out of the two
"Chevaliers," and the afore-mentioned Cardinal York.

Among the relics, the most tragic, of course, in their

associations are those which have to do with James IV.,

with his grand-daughter Mary, and with her grandson
( lharles. The sword, dagger, and signet-ring, which were
found at Flodden on the spot where James fell, are

lent by the College of Arms. The "Book of Hours"
Mary carried into the hall at Fotheringhay on that

February morning in 1587 ; her rosaries, her crucifix,

the hading strings she worked for her son. the skull-

shaped watch she gave to Mary Seton, the silver hand-
bell with which she summoned her Marys, the magnifi-

cenl twelfth-century ciborium and cover she presented to

Sir James Balfour, of Burleigh, a pair of her shoes, a hour
pi i hi i auburn hair, and many other things come from
various owners among them Her Majesty the Q in.

The relics of Charles relate mainly to his execution
: the

Queen sends the historic "George;" Lord Ashburnham,

most of the clothes the "White King " wore on the scaffold,

including his blood-stained shirt ; and Lord Essex, a piece

of the black velvet pall on which the snow fell so thickly

at his burying as to give new force to his famous sobriquet.

The debris of the later Stuarts include standards carried

at Preston Pans and Culloden, and various fragments from

"Prince Charlie's" wardrobe. In the vestibule two suits

of armour—made respectively for the "Prince of Wales

(Henry) and " Baby Charles," the chair in which the

King sat before Bradshaw and his crew in Westminster

Hall, and some large pieces of the needlework with which

Mary Stuart used to beguile her long captivity, have found

places.

As most of the pictures of the Royal Gallery at Venice

have recently been re-hung, and many of them re-named,

Mr. Charles. Eastlake's new book of " Notes " (W. H.

Allen) upon them, incorporating all such changes, makes

its appearance at a well-chosen moment, Mr. Eastlake,

by adopting an alphabetical arrangement, has increased

the usefulness of the volume as a book of reference,

while the short biographies will no doubt prove of ad-

vantage to the "lay visitor." But the chief feature lies in

the criticisms accompanying each descriptive note. While

not committing ourselves so far as to accept all of them
without question, we may say that, so far as we know, no

handbook of the gallery has hitherto been published in

which the critical observations are at once so lucid, so in-

telligent, and so well-advised.

The penultimate part of "Bryan's Dictionary of Painters

and Engravi rs "
(< J. Bell and Sons) heralds the early com-

pletion of the work. The co-operation of Mr. Walter
Armstrong with Mr. Robert Graves has had good effect

as well on the punctuality of publication as on the quality

of the editing. It is always easy to find fault and to point

out omissions in a dictionary of this sort, but one is surely

justified in complaining of the exclusion of Robert Thor-

burn, Alt. A., for example, when another is included whose

only claim to fame is that he is " an inferior engraver " of

whom little is known. On the other hand, most of the

articles in the old edition have been re-cast and re-written,

many of them being excellent specimens of concise writing.

Among the chief are those on Stanfield, Jan Steen, Sir

Robert Strange, Teniers, Ter-Borch, Turner, Van der Faes

(Sir Peter Lely), Van der Weyden, Vannucci (Perugino),

Vasari, and Vccelli (Titian).

"Vittoria Colonna," by the Hon. Alethea Law ley
(Gilbert and Rivington), is an unpretentious yet adequate

study of one of the most interesting members of the literary

circle which conferred distinction on Italy in the sixteenth

century. The tragic story of Vittoria Colonna, the wife of

the Marchese di Pescara, a man "more deeply dyed in

perfidy and more courageous in anus " than any of his con-

temporaries, is told in a simple and straightforward style
;

and the authoress, by giving translations of Vittoria's son-

nets, some of which are admirably rendered, allows her

heroine to tell her tale as far as possible in her own words.

The book is disfigured by a worthless frontispiece.

No book that we have seen this season equals, in its own
department, ".I Book of Old Ballads " (Hildesheimer and
Faulkner), for grace, elegance, and prettiness. Although

Mr. Ernest Wilson claims a portion of the credit in this

artistic production in the matter of landscape drawings,

by far the greater share belongs to Mi.-.-. ALICE HAVERS.
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To the illustration of the several ballads—which include

"Comin' thro' the Rye," "Where the Bee Sink-,' "The
Time I've Lost in Wooing," " Sally in our Alley," and the

like—Miss Bavers contributes sixteen designs, most of

them original, and all of them suave in line and tender in

feeling, rn two of them she shows graceful dignity in her

drawing of the undraped figure, but her publishers, in

amusing deference to the British Matron, issue an edition

without these pages. Much taste is .shown in the produc-

tion of this charming volume, the chromolithography in

most cases doing ample justice to the artists' work.

Somewhat belated, but very charming and admirably

colour-printed, are the children's toy-books issued by

Messrs. Marcus Ward and Co. "Little Boy Blv* " is a

new edition of a book published a year or two ago, and far

too well illustrated for the artist's name to be suppressed.

"Three Old Friends" are supplied with pictures of a

humorous character by Mr. C u.dwki.i,. "Imps,"hy Miss

Flint, and "By the Sea " are also both good of their kind.

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

Never have we known so varied and so excellent "all

round'' an exhibition of the "()r.r> .Masters" as that to

which our Forty Immortals invited the public at the

beginning of this month. As our next part will contain

an illustrated view of this remarkable display, we refrain

for the moment from any critical remarks, but now merely

record -one of the principal contents of the exhibition. The
entire collection of English deceased masters gathered to-

gether by Mr. Thomas Miller, of Preston, between the

years 1845 and 1855, occupy the first room ; and from this

collection few English painters of note are absent, most, of

them being represented by thoroughly characteristic work.

Gallery II. contains, besides some choice Dutch pictures,

the famous collection of Watteau's finest works belonging

to Sir Richard Wallace, besides other admirable examples

of the French school. The Great Gallery—the Salon Carre

of the Academy— is occupied on one whole side by Sir

Richard Wallace's and the (Queen's superb Rembrandts, and

on the other by old English masters, together with two large

i anvases by Rubens. Nos. IV. and V. are filled exclusively

by the works of Frank Holl, I!. A., most important among

the incident-pictures being the " Newgate : Committed for

Trial, " and "No Tidings from the Sea;" and among the

portrail . those of Mr. ( larbutt, Lords Spencer,Winmarleigh,

VVolseley, and Hampden, the Prince of Wales, Mr. Bright

(the whole length), the Dukes of Cambridge and Cleveland,

the Bishop of Peterborough, the portrait of his father, and

two of himself. Finally, there are some of Turner's finest

watei colour drawings, and fifty-three sketches of the Rhine.

These, the catalogue informs us, are the result of a three

weeks tour on the Rhine, so that, allowing for the time

consumed by travelling, these works must have been made

in a fortnight at the most, or an average of about four a

day— an almost unsurpassed example, we should say, of

precision and rapidity. They are the property of Mr.

Ayscough Fawkes.

The grant awarded last year by the Government for the

encouragement of the industries of Donegal has been amply

justified by results, ruder the energetic management of

Mrs. Hart and a well-chosen committee classes have been

established in Ireland at which wea\ ing, dyeing, embroidery,

and other crafts are taught to all who are willing to le

The de ;ree of proficiency to which the pupils have already

attained could be estimated by anyone who paid a \i -il to

Donegal Hon e, Wigmorc Street. The exhibition of em-

broidered ecclesiastical vestments, curtains, and table cloths

to be seen thi re was another striking piece of evidence that

art is exertin
|
an ever-increa ing influence upon the indus-

tries of the country. The majority of these pieces of needle-

work are admirable both in execution and design. The fact

that many of the designs are taken either from Irish monu-

ments or Irish manuscripts adds greatly to their value, and

Mrs. 1 1 ait's enterprise maj be regarded as a genuine attempl

to revive tin' art as wall as the industries of Ireland. At

the same time, Italian and Japanese designs are rendered

with consummate skill, and perhaps the finest thing in the

exhibition was a white portiiri embroidered with a rich

Sicilian pattern. The boys of Donegal are being instructed

in wood-carving; but it must be confessed thai they have

as yet made but little progress. The movement, however,

is but young, and its future will be eagerly watched by all

w ho take an interest either in arts or crafts.

Two years ago Mr. Ruskin characterised the drawings

of Mr. St l'TON PALMER as ''ethereal.'' To a great number

of his "Drawings of Highland Scenery," which have been

exhibited at Messrs. Dowdeswells' galleries in Bond Street,

this epithet might again be applied. Vet Mr. Palmer's

style has gained considerable strength since we last had an

opportunity of looking at his work. Mr. Ruskin's com-

plaint—that in Mr. Palmer's drawings there are no cottages

or inns for us to take shelter in—is justified by the rei enl

exhibition. The artist has a certain austerity of mind,

which he displays in choosing as subjects for his pencil

weirdly desolate spots, far removed from the haunts of

men. However, we cannot make a grievance of this, for

Mr. Palmer invests the wild scenes that he draws with a

picturesqueness which atones for their want of human
interest. Although here and there we come upon a draw-

ing which is weak in colour, the general level of the ex-

hibition is curiously equal, and it is difficult to particu-

larise. Perhaps the representation of "the native bulwarks

of the pass," entitled " Benvenue," deserves the most notice,

but " Dunkeld" is a very skilful rendering of a wide stretch

of country, and " A Windless Day" is a particularly clever

grey sketch.

NOTABILIA.

Certain of our readers ask for particulars of they'"'/,/

for pastels to which we referred in a recent issue. It will

doubtless interest many who practise the delightful ait ol

pastel-painting to know that the "Fixatif 11. Lacaze" is

the substance in question; that its application is easj

that it not only produces no change in the drawings, but

absolutely prevents change ; and that MM. Alfred Stevens,

Carriere-Belleuse, Gervex, Edmond Yon, Duez, and other

eminent artists, as well as M. Roger-Ballu, the Inspecteur

iles Beaux-Arts in Paris, all bear witness to the perfection

of this recent im ention.

The Institute of Painters in Oil Colours is the. stronger

for the elections which took place last month, when

membership was accorded to Messrs. J. J. Shannon, T. B.

Kennington, and J. L. Pickering.

Sir John ( rILBERT has once more been induced to with-

draw his resignation of the Royal Water Colour Society,

so that he retains the Presidentship; Mr. Alfred Hunt
being re-elected as Deputy-President.

The Prize Day of the Royal Academy Schools took

plaee on the LOth of December last -the huudred-and-

twentieth birthday of that institution; bul it cannot be
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said that in the uepartment of painting, at least, the level

of excellence reached in former years was again touched.

In architecture, too, the competition failed to produce

any striking results ; but, as an offset, the sculpture and

modelling were admirable, as well as the cartoon of the

draped figure. Mr. John Bacon secured the "Creswick

of 630 : Mr. W. Littler the £40-prize for a design

for the decoration of a portion of a public building; Mr.

Herbert Nye the first prize (£30) for the model of a

des -n ; Mr. Fehr, the first prize (£50) for three models of

a figure from life, as well as the silver medal for the single

model. Mr. Marcus Blackden, Mr. Stephen Carlill,

and Mi'. Maude were also among the prize-takers. The

Landseer Scholarships (£40 a year each) were awarded, for

painting, to Mr. Percy Short ami Mr. Harold Boutcher,

ami, lor sculpture, to Mr. T. Essex and Mr. W. H.

Pross] r.

The election of Mr. -T. 1'.. Burgess to fill the full

membership of Hie Royal Academy left vacant by the

death of the late Frank Holl, was a thoroughly popular

result in the Academy itself. Mr. HeRKOMER came a

g 1 second on the list, and Mr. Gow third. According

to priority, it was Mr. Burgess's turn for election, as he

had been " waiting " since 1^77, Messrs. Storey and Eyre

Crowe, who, it is true, became Associates a year earlier,

not being considered in the running. As elections are

greatly governed by the time Associates have been waiting

(other things being equal), it is interesting to note in what

order the more likely of I he younger men may lie advanced

to Academic rank. Messrs. Crofts and Phil Morris were

elected in 1878; in L879, Messrs. Herkomer, Boughton,

MacWhiRTER, and VAL PrINSEP ; in 1880, Messrs. BlRCH

and STAC] I.K ; and in the following year, Messrs. Gow,
DlCKSEE, BODLEY, and BRETT.

Mr. Richard Redgr w e, R.A., who died on the ltth of

December, after a long life devoted to the cause of an. was

born in 1804. His early life was spent in the ofHi f his

father, an engineer in the Buckingham Palace Road. His

work necessitated frequent journeys in the neighbourhood

of London, taken on horseback or on foot, and he thus

acquired the love of landscape and outdoor life, which

never left him, as well as the habit of making sketches

from nature. While still a boy he made a careful study of

tie- Elgin Marbles, and realising that his father's business

offered him no career, he at last definitely adopted art as

his profession. In 1825 he exhibited his first picture at the

Boyal Academy. This was a view of the Brent at Hanwell.

In the following year he entered the Royal Academy
Schools as a student, supporting himself meanwhile by

teaching, though, as he says himself, " learning would have

been more requisite for me." The next few years was a

tii f latter struggle for Mr. Redgrave. The day was

spi ni in teaching, yel every evening found him at the

Academy Scl Is, and it was not an unusual thing for him
to devote thirteen or fourteen hours out of the twenty-four

to ha id work. He soon began to be a constant exhibitor to

a- British Institution and the Academy, and though his

were always well spoken of, his first distinct success

was won in L837, when 1 xhibited a canvas entitled

ei on the Far r's Table." This will known work.

ig of which has been widely popular, is now in

the South Kensington Museum. "Ellen Orford," "Olivia

returning to her Parents," "The Reduced Gentleman's

Daughter," were exhibited between 1838 and 1840, in which

year he was elected an A.R.A. The pictures he painted

at this period were no doubt rather moral than aesthetic

in their purpose. "It is one. of my most gratifying feel-

ings." he wrote in 1850, "that many of my best efforts

in art have aimed at calling attention to the trials and

struggles of the poor and the oppressed." When the

Government School of Design was established in 1847, Mr.

Redgrave took an important part in its organisation, and

was appointed teacher in Botany, a post for which his

early studies and rambles eminently qualified him. Four

years later he became an Academician, ami at the same

time accepted the head - mastership of the School of

Design. In 1852 he became "Art Superintendent in the

Department of Practical Art," and while holding this office

he carried out what was perhaps the most important work

of his life. He organised the system of art-education,

which since that date has been in vogue in this country,

and which, in spite of certain shortcomings, must he ac-

knowledged to have had an invaluable influence on the art

of England. In 1857 Mr. Redgrave was appointed "In-

spector General of Art," and also " Surveyor of the boyal

Collections of Pictures." In the Paris Exhibition of 1855

and the London Exhibition of 18(i2, he was "Official

Adviser" in the Fine Art Department, and out of his

catalogue of the latter exhibition grew his valuable work

—

"A Century of Painters of the English School." In addi-

tion to all these achievements Mr. Redgrave had no incon-

siderable share in the formation and arrangement of the

South Kensington Museum ; and wdieu we remember that

between the years ls:T> and 1880 he contributed no less

than one hundred and seventy-five pictures to various

exhibitions in London, some idea may be formed of his

services to art. He resigned the majority of his appoint-

ments in 1880, and for some years had been afflicted with

severe sufferings. He will perhaps be remembered rather

as an organiser of the greatest ability than as a painter.

Tt may be added that he was a man of the kindliest

disposition, and was ever ready to help with advice and

sympathy those who displayed an earnestness in the

pursuit of art.

M. Nicolas Berthon, one of the many pupils of Leon

CoGNIET who have risen to fame, died on the 13th of

December from the consequence of a fall in his studio

in October last, in the fifty-ninth year of his age. He

entered the Beaux-Arts in 1850, and thenceforward applied

himself almost exclusively to the representation of land-

scape and peasant-life in Auvergne. For two of these

subjects
—" During Mass "and "A Peasant of Auvergne"

—he obtained a medal in the Salon of 1866. He was a

regular exhibitor in Paris, among his chief works being

" A Prayer," " A Spinner," " The Burial," and " What will

Mamma say ? " In the last Salon he exhibited an Auvergne

interior, entitled "Grace before Meals."

M. FORTUNE FEROGIO, well known as a painter and

designer, was born in Marseilles eighty-four years ago.

He entered the Beaux-Arts as a pupil of Gros, but as he

failed to obtain the Prix de Rome, he determined to make

engraving and lithography his field, together with water-

colour, pastel, and black-and-white. His most popular

productions were his series of " picturesque albums," results

of tour, in Italy, Sardinia, and elsewhere.
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WOMEN AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY SCHOOLS.

We called attention las) year to the extraordinary pre-

ponderance of women over men in the nuniberof successful

candidates for admission to the Royal Academy schools.

La i year ten of the twelve new probationers were women
;

this year, ten out of sixteen belong to the, artistically,

"weaker sex." The disproportion in 1889 is not so greal

certainly a- in 1888, but it maybe held to poinl con

clusively to the necessity of revision in the conditions

of admission. It' the ladies could justify their success at

the preliminary examination by later distinction, not only

in their student period but also in after-life, the present

standard might well be retained; but seeing that the vast

majority are utterly swamped before arriving at the Gold

Medal stage, and that of those who pass successfully through

the scl Is a still smaller proportion ever achieve anything

above "damning mediocrity," we are forced to the conclu-

sion that some change is absolutely necessary. It is obvious

that owing to the application of a false test of artistic

promise persons are taken in hand on whom the Academy's

on (and money) are almost wholly thrown away.

This is not the ladies' fault : highly-finished stippled copies

of casts from the antique are exactly the studies in which

they excel ; but the consequence is that the art-result to the

nation is practically naught. This is a subject that should

engage the prior attention of the sitting Reform Committee

in Burlington 1 louse.

FOLEY ON THE SCULPTOR'S ART.

The following interesting remarks on British sculpture

are extract., 1 from a letter by John Foley, R.A., which has

recently come into the possession of the Editor of this

Magazine. [( is addressed to Mr. J. T. Ward, an art-critic

of the Press, and sets forth happily his common-sense view

of the art ami aim of sculpture—a view that is only now

beginning to be accepted by the public:

—

'•Many thanks for tin- Globe newspaper which, through

your kindness, I received on Saturday, and for the notice

it contains of the static of Hampden.41
I am -lad yon

have made mention of the mingled characters of the

Warrior and Statesman, which I have endeavoured to ex-

press throughout it. The combining of the two in the

one statue is, I believe, quite novel—at least, as far as my
knowledge extends. It is not, as you say, easy to pro-

duce novelty in sculpture. The subjects you speak of in

your introductory remarks have been worn out long ago,

and, with them, the Cupids, Psyches, Venuses, Apollo,.,

&C. The heathen mythologj was a field which gave

splendid scope for the sculptor's idea-, but it has been

traversed to,, often. If we could illustrate any of the

subjects it offers better than they have been illustrated

before, well and good repeat them. Hut this is scarcely

to be expected. The religion of the Crocks doubtless in-

spired them to the excellence thej attain,,! in their gods

and goddesses. They felt what thej gave the spirit of

* Erected in St. Stephen's Hall, Westminster.—Ed.

in their works, and it cannot be expected that we can feel

equally with them as regards those .subjects, living, as we
do, iu Christian times. Would it not be better then to

execute such subjects as we really do feel ? Nature is full

of poetry still."

Till: MORIBUND \l:T OF " AQU ITINT."

Without question, one of the most beautiful and in

teresting books produced last year was the new edition

of "77/, Reminiscences and Recollections of Captain

Gronow" (John C. Nimmo), illustrated with twentj five

etched and aquatinted plates given in two states, "re-

marque " proofs, and prints coloured by hand. Groncw was

a man who flourished from 1810 to 1860, and who knew

everything and everybody worth knowing, except tic world

of art and artists. The chief interest for u-. tin n. iu this

interesting and amusingly-garrulous autobiography is in

the plates which Mr. Joseph Gkego has produced so com-

pletely in the spirit which animated the times during

which the method was fashionable, and with not a little

of the skill. We therefore invited Mr. Grego to give our

loaders an outline of the art, now, alas! almost beyond

resurrection
;
and we are glad to be able to append his

interesting communication :

—

"The art of aquatinting better described as the 'wa bed

manner' in capable hands, ami as practised by skilful arlists, is

perhaps the most realistic method oi reproducing tinted drawings in

facsimile. So excellent is the effect when executed by di signi i aftei

i hen- ,,wn ilia wings, that it is difficult to distinguish the pi ml, a re ',lt

from the original study by the draughtsman. This closeness of imi-

tation rather belongs to the infancy of the art, when artists were

accustomed to reproduce their own sketches by the aquatint process,

There is nothing recorded as to the manner in which aquatinting was

first discovered, but the invention was probably accidental. The

earliest examples give the impression of the smooth surface of the

copper having been accidentally corroded; and it is possible that

after etching his design—some experimentalist has tried the effect oi

exposing the surface of his copper-plate to the action of diluted acid

(used in luting in the lines of the etching) to secure a complementary

tone or tint.

"The principle adopted is working up from the highest lights and

finishing with the deepest shades. Ii was found necessary t,' stop

out the lights in the primitive method, and a varnish was us, ,1 like

etching ground to protect these parts from the active biting oi the

,rtis. This may have led to the principle of evenly covering

the plate, and to the final discover) that a protective varnish could

be so applied as t,, dry on the plate in a tine network of interstices.

Resin finely powdered answers this requirement very readily, a fine

bower of resin evenly powdered over the plate giving a regular and

iperficial dust of snowlike ap] ance. The coppei is then heated,

and the minute dust like grains partially run into one another and

adhere to the surf , leaving delicate surrounding spaces in

i

I

between the fused gi an . and a pi ite o pn pared, b, bag ex] I to

a in. a, la nt acid, is hit ten in all these p.oi. unprotected by the resin,, us

network. A plate so bitten would print a uniform granulated surface

extending over the entire picture: those parts desired to remain

u i n i, are itopped eel with a varnish, and the biting gradually pro-

I . o stopping and repainting th gh the intermediate lints, until

the deepest dark ari al i exposed to the action of the acid. And

when the neci ary depth oi incision is reached the plate is finished

rds biting the copper cleaned, and an impression taken. This

is much darker than o required, hat the liner gradate,,
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blending and softeningof tints and tones are accomplished by burnish-

ing, working now the contrary theory—accentuating the darks and

working up to the hroader lights. At least twenty distinct stages of

out and biting are desirable to give a finished result. Sub-

sequently a liquid ground was introduced to take the place of the

I resin.

"Though the art varied in the hands of different practitioners,

who probably had their distinctive methods of working, the aqua-

tint, r- of the eighteenth century showed a preference for grains of

so tin' a texture that they simulate the most delicate washes, ami in

the kies and lighter parts the grain is not easily distinguishable.

I lit of the introduction of aquatinting has been assigni <
<

French artist, St. Non, who communicated the art to Jean Baptists

le i'i ince, a gifted painter and engraver, who died in 1783. Madame
Catharine Prestal, a Herman artist of exceptional talent, produced

some admirable works in this manner, which t.. this day musl I"

regarded as specially successful examples of the process. In a MS.

note to Theodore Fielding's treatise on ' Engraving ' it is suggested

thai the Hon. Charles Greville introduced the art to our shores.

Paul Saubly, U.A.. born at Nottingham in 1725, is alleged to have

1 n the first English artist who attempted this style of engraving.

II, howi ,1 notable artistic ability in the practice of aquatinting. and

brought the art to great perfection in his Welsh skotehes (177')), the

-rri.s of the ' Carnival in Rome,' and particularly in his later publica

ta.li of Views iii the Encampments in the Parks,' 1780. W. Ellis.

born in 1745, also aquatiuted plates after Paul Saubly, from - l

i

he iiiin have received instructions in the art,,which he practisi ' with

considerable success. Samuel Aiken carried the art to great perf -

tion; le was also a capable draughtsman and designer. His 'Views in

Greal Britain and Ireland,' and his ' Views in North Wales,' 1798,

are examples of his proficiency. With Frauds Jukes, another aqua-

tinter of much distinction, S. Aiken executed numerous admirable

facsimiles of drawings by Thomas Rowlandson, which appeared be-

tween 1781 and 1800. Merke, Wright, Stadler, and Schultz, with

other aquatinters, found employment with Rudolph Ackennann. J. R.

Smith, and publishers of Rowlaudson's generation. Thomas Maiton,

both a draughtsman and engraver, largely practised aquatinting, and

in this method reproduced his ' Picturesque Tour through London

and Westminster,' and his drawings of ( Ixford. Three Havells—R.,

D., and John—were also skilful artists in this branch, as was the artist

I 1 1 iss.ll, who executed various picturesque tours and guides. Theo-

dore Fielding, the elder brother of the better known Copley Fielding,

was also distinguished in the art of aquatinting, as wasXewton Field-

ing, who taught the family of Louis Philippe. T Sutherland, born

1785, carried the art still farther, and his works stand in the highest

estimation. J. Clarke, once a corporal of Light Dragoous, abandoned

t'n. sword for art, and he too became a proficient aquatiuter; he died

in 1801. Another J. Clarke executed aquatinting early in the present

century, and reproduced numerous plates for Thomas McLean be-

tween 1820 and 1830, after the drawings of Henry Aiken. Nearly

all Rowlandson's book illustrations between 1810 and 1820 were

I in this manner, as were a large number of the early works

of I . If., and George Cruikshauk between 1S12 and 183"). The in-

numerable sporting designs of Henry Aiken were for the most part

reproduced by this method, and Theodore Lane's illustrations were

executed in similar fashion. J. Baily engraved after George Morland

in aquatint : E. Duncan, the well-known water-colour painter, was

il in .\p.-it aquatinter, and in the early part of his career produced

a largo number of aquatint plates which arc remarkable for their fine

finish. Charles Tinner, A. F... used aquatint with marked success;

in tins manner he engraved the early numbers of the great J. M. W.
Turner's ' Liber Studiorum,' imitating with much truth the master's

brilliant lights and reflections. F. c. I,, -wis, a pupil of Stadler, pro-

duced much work distinguished for refinement and delicacy ; his

important eries of one hundred reproductions in aquatint after

Hi. drawings of Claude arc familiar to most lovers of art. R. G.

Reeve was one of the most accomplished aquatinters of the present

century, and, though long retired from the practice of his profession,

is still iii the flesh at the advanced age of eighty-six ; his pupil, Henry
T-apprill —after nearly sixty years of excellent work in the same field

'Hi i. mams t.. show ti.. 1 excellences of tho art, and it is to his

assistance that 1 am indebted for finishing in delicate aquatint the

etel i executed by to illustrate the ' Reminiscences of Captain
Gronow.' There were, early in the present century, many capable

titers -l Hill, who tinted the plates for Rowlandson and
i n to North hi. I South Wales' (1800), and 'Views in

thi bol. " i7so
; this artist later emigrated to America. G.Hunt,

rked in the sporting branch chiefly after Aiken—was

tin- predecessor of a long g. Deration of his namesakes, some of whom
still practise the art. There were the three Rosenbergs (F., R. , and

L.), all excellent artists; H. Pyall, M. Dubourg, J. Gleddah, G.

A. Turner, J. R. Mackrell, and others, whose period was between

1820 and 1S35. The cheaper and more expeditious lithographic art

seems to have superseded aquatinting about that date, and it has

—

with the few exceptions mentioned — apparently sunk into almost

complete desuetude. Alfred Ashley many years later perfected the

art of aquatinting on steel, long surrounded with technical difficulties.

Of the capabilities of aquatint for the successful reproduction of

water-colour drawings, besides Turner's 'Liber Studiorum' and

Claude's 'Liber Veritatis,' no better examples exist than the fac-

simile studios executed after sketches by David Cox, Peter de Wont,

John Varley, and Copley Fielding ; these were for the most part

the work of the veteran R. G. Reeve."

It would have been wiser if Mr. Wyke Bayliss, the

newly-elected President of the Royal Society of British

Artists, had rested on his freshly-won laurels and not chal-

lenged public opinion in the Held of art-criticism, for his

"Enchanted Island " (W. H.Allen andCo.)will scarcely add

to his reputation. The first series of essays which gives the

name to the book is, to use a favourite word of Mr. Bayliss's,

somewhat occult, ami the connection of its subject or sub-

jects with its title is of the slenderest. Its style, however,

if not too correct, is vigorous and sometimes eloquent, and

will no doubt attract many readers. We cannot help ex-

pressing a regret that Mr. Bayliss should have reprinted his

careless essay, which has already appeared in pamphlet

form, entitled "Decline or Progress." It professes to be a

criticism upon a paper on the " Decline of Art/' contributed

by Professor Pai.urave to the Nineteenth Century. Though

we by no means endorse Professor Palgrave's views, we
must say a word of protest against Mr. Bayliss's method

of criticism. Not content with disputing Professor Pal-

grave's conclusions, he seeks to prove, by a series of parallel

passages, that the professor has plagiarised from' a book

published some years ago by himself. The parallel pas-

sages are entirely unconvincing. It is true that both

Professor Palgrave and Mr. Bayliss have made use of the

commonplace definitions of art, that they have both quoted

Phidias, Michael Angelo, and the rest, as marking epochs

in art-history ; but this by no means justifies the charge of

plagiarism. There are certain assertions to which no one

has a prescriptive right. A historian is not a plagiarist

because he says William the Conqueror came to England in

106C, and by this tune it is open to an) intl'j to sa\ that

"the fine arts are the expression of their age," or that the

"Greeks created the Beautiful." In attempting to convict

another of inaccuracy, Mr. Bayliss has himself committed

some extraordinary blunders. He tells us, for instance, that

S.opns was one of the sculptors "who may have worked

with Phidias upon the Parthenon." Hut as the wink by

which Scopus is best known was executed nearly a century

after the Parthenon was completed, this is scarcely possible.

Then, again, lie discusses the style and method of Poly-

cletus with a certain familiarity, but he makes a mistake

of two hundred and fifty years in dating his activity!

After this Mr. Wyke Bayliss cannot be regarded as an

authority on Greek art. Would a critic be accepted who
told us that Michael Angelo was a friend and contempo-

rary of Sir Joshua Reynolds t

An accomplished young lady,"C. J. Ff. " "in society

known as Miss Ffoulkes), has offered to those who may
be bound for Saxony her neatly-printed and compact
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volume, "Handbook of th Italian Schools [of Painting]

in the Dresden Gallery" (W. II. Allen and Co.)- It is,

with a few neither new valuable illustrations, prac-

tically a catalogue raisonne and critical, compounded ol

in the author's observations at first hand; (2) excerpts

from the official catalogue of Dr. Woermann (an admirable

member of the so called scientific school of I lerman \\ riters

mi pictures) ; (3) passages borrowed from the cla

opinions of the amateur who signed his books "Lermo
lieff," and has since revealed himself under the name of

Signor Morelli ; I) parts of texts by MM. Crowe and

Cavalcaselle in their histories of painting in Italy and

North Italy severally, and in their lives of Titian and

Raphael res] tively ; and (5) smaller fragments found in

various way-, and in works more or less valuable than those

of our fourth group, more solid and modest than the dicta

of " Lermolieff," and as exact as the dissertations ,,f Dr.

Woermann.
It is one of the curses of that popularity which art

now experiences, that all sorts of persons pour out their

opinions about pictures (sculpture and architecture suffer

less, and music least of all), while only a very small

percentage of those eager men, and still fewer ladies,

of the pen, have any other qualifications for the office

than susceptibility to pictorial impressions, ready fingers,

and real courage. The number of lately published rub-

bishy texts dim to male and female amateurs, and called

handbooks to public galleries, is deplorable and remark-

able. Of this crowd, however, Miss Ffoulkes's volume is

by no means the most unwelcome ; its greatest fault is

manifest in the extraordinary muddle of g I, bad, and

indifferent authorities she has been induced to quote for the

bewilderment of the reader. Had she been fully qualified

to criticise pictures with authority, beyond that which

is due to the privileges of a sincere dilettante, she would

have known the value of criticisms at large, and self-asser-

tions based on courage and fancy, and strengthened by

diligent studies of photographs and books. For example,

it -unities little that "Lermolieff pronounced" a certain

"Madonna" to be a school-piece, unless sounder opinions

concur. What docs it matter if the same gentleman thinks

that Francia was never "under the influence of Perugino

ami Raphael"? The truth is a commonplace that Francia

ua- a man of genius, a little hide-bound no doubt; and

that he could not at one time have escaped being affected

by Perugino (who was only four years his senior), and at

another time, even in this age, by the swiftly developing

genius of the I'rbinate, are matters manifest to students.

That, technically, Francia had nothing to learn from Raphael

or hi- master, is a fact as demonstrable as the converse,

which is that Railbolini—who was more than fifty years

old and had painted some of his masterpieces before

Raphael had made a mark of any kind-was well qualified

to instruct that young genius himself, who rightly declared

that Francia's Virgins were tic mosl beautiful and devout

he knew-, in poetic a- well as technical matters. I>ancia

had painted the Bentivoglio Madonna in 1 199, five or -i\

years bei Raphael had ventured upon the Ansidei altar-

piece now in the National Gallery, which has more of

Francia than of Perugino, or even of Viti.

Apart from the defects of her selection of authorities,

some lack of condensation in her numerous criticisms,

and the superabundance of minor details and common-
places— -uch as the statement on p. [27, that the Dove is

the emblem of the Holy Spirit only praise is due bli-

the' young lady's very comprehensive compilations on the

I he-den < iallcry.

NOTABILIA.

Mr. W. L. Wyllie's election to the vacant \ ociati hip

oi the Royal Academy i- of the popular sort, although he

has thus been passed over Mr. A I I : i II M tB, Mr. \ I I i-i o

Hunt, Mr. Parsons, Mr. Waterlow, and others with equal

claim to recognition. It is now six years since lie won his

1
1

t great distinction, when his "Toil, Glitter, Grime, and
Wealth, mi a Flowing Tide," made much stir in the Academy,
and secured purchase at tin- hand- of the President and
Council as administrators of the Chantrej Bequest In

issi we published a full account of Mr. Wyllie's artistic

life and work. Since that time he has continued hi- work

with astonishing industry, not only i I painting, but also

in water-colour, etching, and black-and-white. In the last-

named department, more particularly, he has shown much
activity in the capacity of Special Art Correspondent for

the illustrated journals. The mosl extraordinary thing in

respect to the election is, however, the fact that at the last

Royal Academy, Mr. Wyllie's work was rejected. Without

questioning the judgment of the Academy on tint occa

sion, we may ask on what grounds Mr. Wyllie's claims to

Academic distinction have been heard with favour t

Referring to our art note in a recent number on the

presentation of the Fayoum portrait-, Miss Amelia B.

Edwards, the Hon. Secretary of tie- Egypt Exploration

Fund, draws our attention to the tact, that Mr. MaRTYN
Kennard was not the sole donor of the works in question.

Certain ones of them (as will be seen by Mr. Forbes-

Robertson's article this month) were purchased by Sir

Frederick Burton from Mr. Flinders Petrie, the discoverer

of the portraits ; while what is, perhaps, the finest of tie

whole series—the head of a middle-aged man—was the gift

of Mr. Jesse Haworth, of Bowdon.

There is little doubt but that the appeal of the Hull

Memorial Committee to the public for funds will meet with

a hearty response. All who are interested in English art

will feel how deep is the country's debt to the deceased

painter; and most, it is to be hoped, will come forward, so

that a worthy memorial may be raised to his honour. It is,

perhaps, to be regretted that the opportunity has not been

seized to raise a monument—not merely a portrait-statue,

but a fine symbolical sculpture—to him in the city which

gave him birth ; but the present proposal is one which

merits support. It is suggested that an important tablet

be placed in the crypt of St. raid's Cathedral, where bey

nolds, West, Turner, Bany, Fuseli, Opie, Dance, and other

famous Academicians now rest side by side
; and, with

the balance, to buy such portraits from his brush of

eminent Englishmen as may, at the time, be available.

The Knighthood of the Legion of Honour ha- been

awarded to MM. DaNTAN, RafFAELLI, GEORGES DE

DRAMARD, and BECKER, artists; to M. THIERRY, archi-

tect; and to M. EMILE BERGERAT, the ail critic. \1.

PASCAL, the architect, has 1 n raised to the rank of

" ( iflicer."

The Royal Society of Painter-Etchers has concluded

arrangements with the Royal Society .if Painters in Water-

colours, whereby it becomes permanently established in

illerj "f the latter body. Exhibitions of the works

of the "original engravers" will henceforth be regularly

held in Pall Mall East, tin- lii-f being Bet down for March

next.
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One of the most notable figures in French art has

passed away in the person of M. Alexandre Cabanel,
who died on the 23rd of January at the age of sixty-five.

The story of his life lias already been told in these pages,*

so that repetition is unnecessary. An artist at once ex-

quisitely graceful and vigorous, the apostle in his time of

what might be called "reformed tradition," a painter of

history and portraiture, Oabanel stood worthily beside

Gerome, both in aim and execution. In these days, when
nervous excitement and sensation-mongering are accepted

as virility and power, Cabanel has done yeoman's service :

lie and his art have stood as a living protest against all

" crazes in art
' of whatever kind they might be. It is true

that with advancing age his ait somewhat declined, but

his work in that direction was already done, while the

greati i of all his claims to the gratitude of the artistic

world claims that never can bo forgotten -were growing
to the day of his death. We refer to his position as a suc-

cessful teacher, a department in which no living man could

compete with him, and in which, as a consequence, he was
without a rival. The list of his pupils wdio have risen to

eminence is. indeed, of prodigious length. Himself the

pupil of Picot, he transmitted many of his master's views

t i those who placed their artistic education in his hands;

but his greatest merit, due to the largeness of his views,

lies in the variety of temperaments with which he dealt

successfully. He possessed the secret of leading men of

the utmost diversity of character and feeling along the

path to eminence, instilling right principles while not only

leaving the individuality of the pupil intact, but fostering

and directing it. The "recompenses" of Cabanel include

the following:—Prix de Rome, 1845; se nd-class medal,

1852; first-class medal and admission to the Legion of

Honour, 1855 ; .Member of the Institut de France. 1863 ;

medals of honour, 1865 and 1867 ; "rappel" of the medal
of honour, lsys; Officer of the Legion of Honour, 1*64,

and ( lommander, 188 1.

Mr. -Iamks Swinton—an artist all but unheard-of by
the rising generation—who has just died, at the age of sixty-

eight, was for twenty years the portrait-painterpar exct lit nee

of fashionable feminine beauty in England. He began to

exhibit in ls.44, and for thirty years onwards his works
were continuously seen at the Royal Academy, the Society
of British Artists, and the British Institution, to which
exhibition he contributed nearly a hundred works. His
chief fault with his sitters, however, considered his prin-

cipal merit— was his power of flattering his subject while
retaining the likeness ; while to all he imparted the same

i -ion of grace and "linked sweetness.'' His male
portraits lack virility; indeed, they usually impress the

pectator with the charmingly ladylike-ness of the sitter.

His brush recorded many of the most prominent beauties
of the day ; but since |s;4 he ceased painting.

M. Eugene Antoine Lavieille, contemporary with
Mr. Swinton in respect both to birth anil death, was a pupil
and friend of Corot, spending much of his time, too. in the
companj ol Daubigny, Millet, Rousseau, and Chintreuil.
A landscape-painter of considerable power and originality,

most esteemed for his night scenes, his " Xuit-
d'Octobre, painted in 1880, being purchased for the

Luxembourg. He obtained medals in 1849, 1864, and 1870,
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and was admitted to the Legion of Honour eight years

later. Among his chief works are "An Rocher Besnard,"

"La Maison Rouge, au Perreux," "An Libero," "('rue de la

Corbionne," "Automne," and " Les Sablons."

M. Pierre Edmond Hedouin, the eminent painter and
engraver, was bom in Boulogne, curiously enough in the

same year as the two afore-mentioned artists. The pupil
ol' Delaroche and Nanteuil, he entered the Beaux-Arts in

ls:;s, and from ls42. the date of his first appearance, when
Ic exhibited "A Shepherd of Picardy," he produced a

prodigious quantity of work. Very rarely, indeed, was he

absent from the exhibit ions, portraits, figure-subjects of many
countries, landscapes, and " decorative work," engaging his

brush, while his etching-needle was seldom idle. No
subject, and, apparently, no style, came foreign to him : he

etched after Raeburn and Chatterton with as much
as after Bida, Millet, Meissonier, ami Madame Henriette

Brown. He illustrated Moliere, Sterne, Rousseau, and
many another classic author, and provided the decorative

paintings for tic foyer of the Theatre Francais and else-

where. Hi- "Gleaners of the Chambaudoin," exhibited in

1857, is in the Luxembourg. He received medals in 1848

and I855.a "rappel" in 1857,and was created Knight of the

Legion of Honour in 1872. Only last year he received the

Medal of Honour for engraving. His masterpiece is un-

doubtedly his series of illustrations to Moliere.

M. Andre GasTALDI, a history-painter and a scholar of

considerable renown, has died in his native city of Turin at

the age of seventy. He studied in Paris, and became the

husband of Mile. Lescuyer, the artist. He painted in the

"grand style," subjects such as " Barbarossa" chiefly oc-

cupying his pencil. Till quite lately he was Director of the

Academy of Turin. He was a student of highly philosophic

temperament ; he loved to paint for the sake of painting,

and never permitted himself to be tempted from the course

of study he had laid down by the hope of sales. Latterly

he had devoted himself to the task of re-discovering and
re-establishing the ancient process of painting " a /" cire,"

and is understood to have made considerable progress

with his researches. He was a member of the Legion of

Honour and many other orders.

One of the last of the genuine race of caricaturists has

gone with Signor—or ought we not rather to say, Mr. ?—
Carlo Pelleurixi. " 'Are ' of Vanity Fair," who died on
the ^L'nd of the month, was the natural successor of Gillray,

Rowlandson, and Cruikshank, his art partaking far more of

their feeling than that of our latter-day humourists. He
was, if we may so express it, Gillray tempered largely with
the milk of human kindness—a satirist who, while merci-

lessly gibbeting personal peculiarities, substituted genial

humour for the bitterness which once was considered the

SGSsntial prison of the socnl and political caricaturist

Pellegrini was a Capuan by birth, and came to England a

penniless political refugee at the age of twenty-five, after

lie had fought for " United Italy," a volunteer in the ranks
of ( faribaldi's army. He soon found his vocation, howeve
and fame, wealth, and, above all, a circle of firm friends,

more than reconciled him to the country of his adoption.

In serious portraiture, to his great chagrin, he failed ; but
his genius—for it was nothing else—in catching the cha-

racteristics of a face and figure, and reproducing them
with irresistible humour, if with scathing truth, was of

such an order thai his memory deserves to be enshrined

with those of the greatest of his class.
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THE PROPOSED "CAMPO SANTO AT WESTMINSTER.

7\rauy years ago the Prince Consort suggested that, to

Bave Westminster Abbey from being overcrowded with

statues, a cloister or chapel should be built, in which

monuments might be erected in honour of the illustrious

dead. From time to time this admirable scheme has been

revived and then again been allowed to drop. Sir Gilbert

Scott lent it the weight of his authority ; and Mr. Shaw

Lefevre, whose interest in the architecture of London is

uncontested, has displayed the keenest interest in it. And
now there is every indication that the plan will be carried

into effect. Even the details of the scheme are settled, and

Parliament will shortly be asked to sanction "the erection

and maintenance of a National .Memorial Chapel." If this

sanction be given, the cloister will probably be built to the

east of the College Gardens, and, roughlj speaking, will ex-

tend from Henry V II. 's
( 'Impel to ( beat College Street. If

by the erection of the proposed chapel our incomparable

Abbey is saved from further desecration and mutilation,

the gain will, indeed, be great. It is hopeless to attempt

to repair the harm which ignorance and vanity have in-

flicted upon Westminster. The Abbey has too long been

made a museum of bad statues for us to expect it ever to

recover the full measure of its lost beauty ; but it will be,

;it any rate, a relief to have a guarantee that its ruin will

stop here. That Westminster Abbey is not a fit receptacle

for stone colossi is now happily acknowledged. As Mr.

Morris lias admirably put it, "it is a poor reward for a

man's past services to privilege him to share in the degra-

dation of a true monument of bygone ages." But is the

proposed "Canipo Santo" the only alternative I Are we

sure that in planning the new chapel no violence will be

done to the ancient fabric ? We ought at least to be

satisfied on the latter point before any steps are taken.

Why should not the monuments of the future be placed in

St. Paul's Cathedral? The arches of St. Paul's are on a

larger scale than those of the Abbey, and larger statues might

be placed beneath them. Besides, the interior of St. Paul's

is somewhat bleak and bare, and stands in need of some

sculpturesque decoration. We make this suggestion the

mure confidently that we recognise that English sculpture

has a brilliant future, and that no English church is ever

likely to be desecrated in the future with the enormities

which have proved the unhappy ruin of Westminster Abbey.

Before leaving the subject of the "Campo Santo,'' we

would remind our readers of the admirable suggestion once

made by Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A. This artist, it will be

remembered, was anxious that a memorial building should

be erected, not to commemorate the brilliant achievements

of statesman or poet, but to record the many deeds of un-

obtrusive "week-day" heroism which, amid the excitement

of modern life, are only too soon forgotten, [n such an open

gallery as this would be recorded the heroism of the girl who

lost her own life in carrying three children from a burning

house; or the devotion of the Mississippi boatman, who,

like Jim Bludso, held the nose of the burning barge to the

bank until all save himself escaped. It was in Hyde Pari

that Mr. Watts proposed to place this democratic "Campo
Santo." Might not the Governmenl take thi< humbler

scheme into consideration when they discuss the ne -n

ambitious proposal al Westminster 1 While St. Paul's still

affords rooms for statues, the necessity of the new building

in the neighbourhood of the Abbey is hardly established.

But the advantage of a chapel wherein deeds of simple

devotion and unselfishness should be registered, nol to

glorify an individual, but to inspire others with a lofty

example, need- only to be hinted to be at once recogni ed.

THE USE OF THE " STUMP."

Mr. Richmond, in his admirable speech al the Liverpool

Congress, put the case against the drawing of Academj

studies in a manner which, we trust, will convince the

professors. "Can we think," says Mr. Rich] id, "of

Giotto or Michelangelo drawing away for days without one

single motive to prompt them, but to copy something with

astumpon a sheet of white paper? Can we see Sandro

Botticelli losing his time neatly finishing a dreary drawing

of a naked life-guardsman, in order to obtain a premium or

medal! Emphatically we answer ' No !' " The practice of

finishing elaborately-shaded drawings, which has so long

been in vogue in England, if it does not drive art students

to despair, must almost inevitably prevent them from ac-

quiring any facility in representing the human form in

action. The stump teaches neither painting nor drawing.

If the student aspires to paint, why can he not use the

brush \ If he is aiming at draughtsmanship, will not the

pencil-point enable him to obtain a master} over line

which the stump would never give him? In fact, as Mr.

Richmond happily put it, the stump is "a kind of middle-

man whom we, with all our hearts, desire to get rid of."

Much—too much, perhaps—has been said of late about

art education. The majority of those who have written or

spoken on the subject have only advocated vague theories

or new systems, difficult of attainment. lint here is a

thoroughly practical suggestion, put as clearly and forcible

as possible. If art education, instead of being mechanical

and monotonous, is to encourage the student, and to

develop what skill and intelligence there is in him, the

first step in advance that should be taken in our schools is

the abolition of that pernicious middle-man, the stump.

Itt'.i t:\T EXHIBITIONS.

The series of water-colour sketches illustrating the

Queen's Navy, which have been exhibited at the Fine Art

Society, were made by Mr. W. L. Wyi.uk, A. K. A., while

representing the Graphic at the naval manoeuvres. They

display all the vigour of colour and draughtsmanship

which we have learned to expect in all that accomplished

painter's work. His rendering of the sea is, no doubt,

mannered, hut it i- always effective ; and he can put on

paper the crowd and bustle of a man-of-war's deck with
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unrivalled skill and energy. But perhaps Mr. Wyllie is

most I" be congratulated on the fact that he has in-

vested the hard, clumsy, uncompromising iron ship with

a picturesqueness which we might still overlook after a

hundred visits to Chatham Dockyard. This is no mean
achievement, but that Mr. Wyllie has effected it no one

will doubt who looks at his drawing of the "Hero and
Di vastation on the broad Atlantic," or even his "Chatham
1 (ockyard.

'

Mr. .Tames Webb's pictures and sketches made "at
home and abroad," which have been on exhibition at Mr.

McLean's Gallery, are of very varying merit. Some of

them, the sketches of Holland, for instance, are full of

interest; while others, especially those which represent

English landscape under a bright sun, stem hard in (haw-

ing and weak in colour. Throughout it will be noticed

that Mr. Webb is more skilled in depicting storm than

calm ; and that, while his daylight studies are too often

out of tone, his sunset and night effects are able and

Mr. E. M. Wimperis, a series of whose drawings have
been exhibited at Messrs. Dowdeswells' Gallery, -belongs

in sympathy to the. old school of English water-colour.

His work, which is always admirable, has many points of

resemblance to that of the earlier masters in this medium.
Mr. Wimperis has an evident feeling for the quieter

aspects of nature, and displays an extraordinary skill in

the rendering of distance. How admirably, for instance, is

a wide expanse of country represented in the drawing en-

titled "The Ridge of a Noble Down"'! In his choice of

subjects the artist is entirely happy. The breezy Sussex

Downs, with their corn-fields and hay wains their "wind-
blown willows," their mill-ponds, pools, and rivulets, afford

abundant material for the pencil of the cunning draughts-

man. Mr. Wimperis does them justice, save in one im-

portant particular—he is not a great colourist. His draw

ings all have a cold, steely-blue look about them ; they seem
as though they were made on a bright cold day in March,

and, with few exceptions, they suggest what most English-

men would readily forget—a bitiug east- wind. On the

other hand they possess many of the qualities of freedom
and atmosphere which have immortalised the name of

David Cox.

The collection of water-colour drawings by Mr. P. .1.

X V.FTEL, R.W.S., which has been exhibited at the Fine Art

Society's rooms in Bond Street, illustrates for the most
part Sark and North Wales. Never have the nigged

beauties of Sark been more vividly expressed in colour as

in these delightful sketches of Mr. Naftel's. He has painted

the rocky, almost inaccessible island with all the glowing
tints of autumn upon it. In some of his drawings—in that

called "Sunset, Beau-Regard. Sark," for instance—he proves
himself a colourist of the highest merit. Yet Mr. Naftel's

work varies considerably in quality. In "Creux Harbour,
Sark," and one or two other drawings, the cliffs are not quite

it i factorily realised: and in one sketch at least
—"On

the Thames at Twickenham "—the treatment sadly lacks

freedom. However, the number of failures is small, and a

' ijoritj "i Mr Naftel's drawings possess much charm
"i colour, draughtsmanship, and atmospheric effect.

It ruaj will he doubted whether a. gallery devoted

entirely to the display of works by amateurs confers any
benefit on the community. If it is good that such a gallery

should exist, then no doubt "The Nineteenth Century Art

Society," which has been holding its spring exhibition, has

its uses. The spacious galleries in Conduit Street are hung
with a large number of curiously naive canvases, which

display an infinite amount of patience with little or no

trace of technical knowledge. As is invariably the case

with amateurs' work, the water-colours are better than the

oil-paintings, and one or two respectable etchings are

exhibited. An exception, however, must be made in the

case of Mrs. Murray-Cookesley, whose work is often

thoroughly acceptable.

From many points of view Mr. Mortimer Menpes'
great dry-point of Frans Hals' masterpiece, the " Banquet
of the Officers of the Archers of Saint Adrian," is a notable

work. It is the largest dry-point in existence ; indeed,

dry-point has been rarely employed except in works of a

small size, or as a means of re-touching an etched plate.

Theadvantage of dry-point is that it results in a cleanness and

precision of line which an etching with its increased freedom

often lacks. Of this precision Mr. Menpes has taken full

advantage ; he has even emphasised the fineness of his

line by scraping the bur from his plate. Delicate as Mr.

Menpes' plate is in detail, neither freedom of handling nor

.I ptli of colour is sacrificed in it. It is perhaps a little

early to say that the etcher has successfully rendered in his

plate the colour of Frans Hals' picture ; but, judging from

the promise of those parts of the work which are finished,

it is safe to prophesy that when the plate is completed it

will prove that Mr. Menpes has interpreted the values

of his original, as well as the details of the modelling,

with rare skill. The etcher has decided to print all the

proofs with his own hand, that nothing may be left to

chance : and all those interested in art will look forward

with pleasure to the time when the last touch is put

to this great dry-point. In choosing Frans Hals' monu-

mental "Banquet "for translation on copper, Mr. Menpes
has displayed both courage and wisdom. It would be

difficult to name a work which more severely taxed the

resources of the engraver, and, at the same time, so amply

repaid all the care and skill that was devoted to its

interpretation.

The exhibition of photographs which have already won
prizes or medals has been held at the Fine Art Society's

rooms. The excellence of the photographs here exhibited

is striking evidence of the great advance which has been

made in the making of " sun-pictures " during the last few

years. From being the mere idle fashion of an hour,

photography has become indispensable, both to the man of

science and the artist. This latest exhibition has once

more demonstrated the superiority of the platinotype

process. Mr. H. H. Cameron's portrait of Mr. G. F. Watts,

R.A.. has secured the prize-medal and the title of the

"Champion Photograph"— a triumph that is honestly

won.

As usual the directors of the Glasgow Institute have

supplemented their display of current art by a selection of

pictures by deceased artists, and by other works that are

already familiar to the Loudou public. Among these are

Mr. Whistler's portrait of his mother, which, however,

will leave for Paris before the close of the exhibition; Sir

John Millais' "Lord Salisbury;" Mr. YVattn's smaller

picture of "Diana and Endymion ; " Mr. Burne-Jones's

"Brazen Tower," and his water-colour of "The Bath of

Venus;" and Mr. LoGSDAIL's 'St. Martin's-in-the-Fields."
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Among the examples of the art of the past are several small

and not very characteristic Constables, two fair Patrick

Nasmyths, and a Bonington, delicate in tone, but with-

out the painter's full potency of colouring. The foreign

pictures include an excellent Mh.i.f.t, " La Laveuse," an

important Van Mahcke cattle piece, and a "Mare and

FoaPbyRosA Bonhei r, no less remarkable for its delicate

treatment of the landscape background than for its a< i-

plished rendering of the animals. The Scottish Acade

miciansare well represented Mr. W. E. Lockhart by In-

delicate ami learned "Glaucus and Nydia;" Mr. W. D.

McKay by his "Noonday Rest ;" Mr. W. M'Taggart by

two exceedingly fresh anil boldly touched coast scenes ;
Mr.

Lawton Wingate by his" Winter Twilight," distinguished

by the exquisite tone of its clear evening sky and the sen-

sitive and expressive draughtsmanship of its tree-boughs ;

ami Mr. GEORGE RelD by his firmly-handled and charac

teristic portrait of ex-Lord Provost John I're. Ai ig

the Glasgow landscape-painters Mr. A. K. Brown has an

important and harmonious rendering of " Sundown ;'' Mr.

I'. M ^cgregor Wilson is at his best in a spacious canvas

showing a beach bathed in the full light of "A Summer
Hay;" and Mr. A. Frew, in his "Passing Clouds,'' depicts

with considerable power a rocky summit, with its storm-

contorted trees lying open to the sky. Mr. A. Roche also

appears as a vigorous landscape-painter in his " Hill Top;"

but his most important picture is a scene from the history

of "The Good King Wenceslas," which combines, in a curious

but not unattractive fashion, the quaint old-world figures

nt the saintly monarch and his page, with a snow-clad river-

bank and a grey wintry sky treated with all the modern

care for tone and relation. Mr. A. Guthrie shows a fine

pastel head of a purple-draped child ; but his gallery portrait

of a seated lady— a far more ambitious work—has less of

care, harmony, ami delicacy. Mr. Austen Brown, working

markedly under the influence of Millet, sends two interesting

and effective pictures of field-labourers, strong in handling

and rich in colour. Mr. William Kennedy paints, with a

certain rude power, but with no sense of grace or beauty,

the return of a captured "Deserter"' under a military

escort. The display of sculpture has considerable interest

and variety, Messrs. HAMO ThORNYCROFT, ONSLOW FORD,

KELLOCK Brown, and other London artists being repre-

sented in this department, as well as such Scottish sculp-

tors as Messrs. George Webster, J. M. Rhind, W. P..

Rhind, and John Mossman.

The Bewick Club, a society which was formed at New-
. istle-upon-Tyne some five or six years ago, and which has

ha.l an unexpectedly prosperous career, held its annual

exhibition last month, and was fortunate in securing pic-

tures from Mr. John Pettie. Mr. Phil Morris, Henry
Moore, A.R.A., Mr. Alfred Hint, Mr. Albert Goodwin,

Mis. J0P.LING-R0WE, Miss Clara MoNTALBA, Messrs.

Alfred Parsons, Walter Crane, Ceo. Clausen, Otto

Weber, Yeend Kim:, Walter Lam. lev, and many other

artists of reputation. There was a good show of local

work, the Club including among its members Mr. <'h irles

Mitchell, of " Hypatia " fame, Mr. II. II. Emmebson, Mr.

Robert Joiii.im:, Mr. John Surtees, Mr. B w.fti Hem.f.v,

and others who are known through the Loudon exhibitions.

Many attempts, extending over the greater part of tin-

century, have been made to form art associations and to

hold annual exhibitions in Newcastle, but the Bewick Club

has been more successful than any of i t < predecessors, per-

haps because it started more humbly. The late T. M.

Richardson, father of the well-known member of the Royal

Water Colour Society, went to the length of building an

Academy of Arts in Newcastle, but it ha- long fallen from

n - In ;h estate, and i now u ed a a ale m for furniture,

books, and pictures. The last attempt to found an annual

exhibition on the grand scale was mail.' 111 the seventii ,

and was abandoned after a trial of three or foui

Then the artists took the matter in hand for themselves,

founded a life-school, eventually established the Bewick

i 'In!., and have since held a .1 ies "f very attractive annual

exhibitions, culminating, forth./ present, in that whii

opened at the beginning of February. The Bewick Club

seems to have "come to stay.''

REVIEWS.

The twelve illustrations to " Tic Minoi /'" ms ofMilton

(Seeley and Co.) have been produced with much labour by

Mr. H. M. Palmer, and are, as marly as ho has been able

to make them, facsimile reproductions in black-and-white

of his father's water-colour drawings. SAMUEL I'm mm:,

RW.S., was one of the last of the school of poetic landscape-

painters. He believed in subject and in composition, and

lio was a true Englishman in his feeling for colour. Ee

may be said almost to have imbibed Milton "with his

mother's milk,'' since he had a nurse as wall as a mother

who talked and read the poet to him. To us there is some-

thing almost unnatural in the idea of a nursemaid readii

such a classic as Milton ; but Palmer's nursemaid not only

read but knew him by heart. Thus the hold the poet had

upon the artist, and the sympathy of the artist lor the poet,

is to be explained ; and so it is that Palmer's illustrations do

really illustrate "Lycidas," " L'Allegro," and "II Pensi

Black-and-white can never do justice to Samuel Palmer's

colour, for he was, above all. a colourist ; but Mr. A. II.

Palmer has been very successful in his difficult task. The

illustrations are a mixture of heliogravure and etching, and

are most delicate and subtle in their tones; they are also

charmingly printed. We regret we cannot say the same

for the text. It is too bad that in a choice book like this

there should be scarcely a page that does not run off from

black at the top to grey at the bottom—an unpardonable

sin in the eyes of a good printer.

Mr. Ernest Law's second volume of "The History of

Ifii)ii/>/iiii Court Palace" (G. Bell and Sons) continues his

record during Stuart times. It is curious that we should

have had to wait so long for a really good and trustworthy

work on so obviously interesting a subject, but Mr. Law's

book almost recouciles us to the delay, lie manifestly ba-

the instinct of the historian ; he dips into ancient archives

with keen enjoyment, and revels in appendices. One of the

most interesting chapters in the book deals with the oft-

quoted sale of King Charles's magnificent collection of

pictures, and with the less-known disposal of the spli mini

tapestry that was one of the glories of the Palace. The

three hundred and thirty-two pictures, we are reminded,

were valued at 64,675 16s. 6d., while ten pieces of Ana-.

woven with Biblical subjects, were priced as high as £8,260;

and these ten pieces constituted but a portion only of the

textile trea-ures. In point of illustration the reproductions

of ancient prints are remarkably good, but tin' numerous pen-

and-ink drawings of "architectural bits," though useful ns

suggestions merely, are quite unworthy of tin- 1 k ami it-

manner of production. It is to be hoped that the next

volume, which is to bring tin- history of tin- Palace up t"

date, will be provided with an index to the whole ; the
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value of the present work is much impaired by the absence

of such means of reference.

Now that Mr. Otjtkam Tristram and his collaborators,

Mr. Herbert Railton aud Mr. Hugh Thompson, have

issued in volume form their " Coaching Days and Coaching

Ways " (Macmillan and Co.), we are better able to judge of

the general plan of the work than when we reverted to

them, with favourable comment, at the time of their serial

publication. This handsome and beautifully- produced

book entirely realises its object— the charm of old-world

flavour aud old-world humours is brought before us with

startling and most welcome truth. Never were co-artists

more thoroughly attuned to each other than are Mr. Railton

and Mr. Thompson—both of them with consummate know-

ledge of the resources of the pen. The architectural instinct

of the former, and the facility and humour of the latter in

his scenes by the way, are always pleasing. It must be

confessed that Mr. Thompson, who combines some of the

most charming qualities of Randolph Caldecott and Mr.

E. A. Abbey in his work, is not always absolutely irreproach-

able in his drawing, but the faults are few- and the merits

many, while his acquaintanceship with horseflesh appears

as close as with the broader humours of life and character.

"Beligion in Recent Art," by Mr. P. T. Forsyth, M.A.
(Abel Heywood and Co.), tells us a good deal about religion,

lmt very little about art. It is one of those intensely

earnest books in which art is looked upon from a profoundly

sentimental point of view. Mr. Forsyth seems to us to read

pages and pages of admirable sermonising into the pictures

nf Messrs. Rossetti, Burne Jones, Watts, and others, the

truth of which the artists themselves would probably be

the last persons in the world to acknowledge. Colour,

light and shade, line— all those qualities which may be
summed up in the one word "paint"—have no real attrac-

tion fur Mr. Forsyth ; lie is always anxious to reach the

"ensoulment of passion," which he says Rossetti paints ; or

the " passion of the soul " as represented by Burne Jones.

We must acknowledge that for us these epigrams have no
meaning

; they seem subtly designed to produce a fatal

misunderstanding on artistic matters. As might be ex-

pected in one whose views on art are somewhat hysterical,

Mr. Forsyth makes many statements which he would find

ii very difficult to justify. After what process of reasoning,

fin- instance, did lie come to the conclusion that "our
modern Christian minds understand the principles of

Greek art better than the Greeks ever did"? This looks

very like preposterous nonsense. The only evidence that

can 1»' adduced of our appreciation of the principles of

Greek art is the fact that we write and talk a great deal

about them, which the Creeks did not. But surely the

understanding of principles is proved in their application.
( 'an we apply the principles of Greek art ? Of course not

;

we can only discourse eloquently upon them. If we did

understand all that Mr. Forsyth says we do, then it, is to

our eternal shame that we surround ourselves with build-

ings, statues, and pictures, in which the principles of Greek
and every other art are incontinently violated. The most
conclusive proof that the author of the remarkable volume
before us cares, not for art. lmt for "views," lies in his

estimating Mr. Lewis Morris more highly than the Greeks.
"The Epic of Hades" is, no doubt, a respectable—nay,
a blameless work

;
but the most ardent admirer of Mr.

Lewis Monis should recognise that the Agamemnon of

/Eschylus lias merits which we look for in vain in these
modern " tales of mythic Greece."

NEW ENGRAVINGS.

The publication of a really notable etching is a rare

event. Many artists have turned from the brush to take up
the needle and copper-plate, or have taken to working with

both brush and needle, so that the number of etchings pro-

duced is now very large. Of these it is necessarily true that

the bad etchings far outnumber the good, which come to

us with about the frequency of angels' gifts. "A Mill on

the Viin," by John Crome ; etched by William Hole,
A.R.S.A., and published by Shepherd Brothers, is one of

the few that are quite notable. The advocates of a severe

line, as the only true mode of etching, will possibly have

much to object against the plate, for it is full of tone ; but

it is tone, not the work of the printer but of the etcher.

It is certain that too often the best part of an etching is

what is put into it by the printer ; and although this plate

is magnificently treated in this respect, the credit for all its

artistic quality belongs to Mr. Hole. He has had a fine

subject to deal with in this picture by Crome, so broad in

its masses, so luminous in its light, so rich in its depth
;

but the etcher's aim was not simply to etch the light and
shade of the picture but to imitate the very surfaces of it,

aud he has succeeded in a remarkable manner. The rich

creamy impasto of the paint, with its irregular hills and
dales that the warm glazings have passed over or sank into,

aud the crevices of which have held the dirt, may all be

felt. Now, whether this should be the aim of an etcher

is an open question which we are not about to discuss. It

was the aim of Mr. Hole, and he has accomplished his

aim with what amount of labour and pains only those can

know who study the etching and who understand some-

thing of an etcher's methods.

"In Lure" by Marcus Stone, R.A. ; reproduced in

photogravure and published by the Berlin Photographic

Company. A very good photogravure plate of a very

pretty picture, perhaps the prettiest of the pretty pictures

painted by Mr. Stone. The two dainty figures in Directoire

costume in a quaint garden will be remembered by visitors

to last year's Academy. It is the fashion to rail at pretty

pictures as it is certainly largely the fashion to paint ugly

ones, but Mr. Marcus Stone's prettiness is always welcome
to visitors to the Academy, and this photo-engraving is

capable of giving pleasure to all who welcome his pictures

in the annual exhibition at Burlington House.

We have received from Florence a copy of a chromo-

lithograph of one of Fra Angelico's angels, the well-known

red-robed figure, with the trumpet on a gold ground. It is

published by Schmidt of Florence, and is very well repro-

duced, so well in fact as to come into competition with the

copies in oil and water colours which are met with in the

shop windows in all the chief streets of the city of the

artist-monk.

OKITI'AIIY.

We have to record the death of Mr. Michael .Mil-

ready, the son of the famous William Mulready, R.A.

Michael Mulready belonged to a highly artistic family, for his

mother and brothers wielded the brush, as well as his father.

He himself began to exhibit pictures as early as 183(1, when
he was not much more than twenty-one years of age, and
between that date and 1851 he contributed to the Academy
and other principal exhibitions twenty canvases, the

majority of which were portraits. 1'or the last eight-and-

thirty years he had relinquished the practice of art.
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mi:, wyki: bayliss's "enchanted lsland.

Wit 1i respect t<> our review on Mi. Wvki; 1". \-> uss s

"Enchanted Island" in a recent number, we h

the following protest from the author :

"In your review of ' Thi Enclim l saj that 'Mr.

Bayliss has himself committed some extraordinary blunders. He
tells us, for instance, that Scopus >U was one oi the sculptors who

may have worked with Phidias upon the Parthenon. But as the

work by which & b< si known was executed nearly

fter the Parthenon was completed, this is scarcer) possible.

Thenagaic hi discusses the style and method of Polycletus, but he

makes a mistake of two hundred and tiftv years in dating his activity.

After this Mr. Wyke Bayliss cannot be accepted as an authority on

Greek art. Would the critic be accepted who told us that Michael

irj of Sir Joshua Reynolds?

'

"The charges you bring against me are so serious that I must

take the unusual course of asking you to publish my refutati in i <

them. Happily, they are as groundless as they are serious.

" (1) And first, with regard to the possibility that Scopas 2*o7ra>

—for I suppose you mean Scopas, though for some private reason

which 1 know not you write Seopm may have taken part under

Phidias iu the decoration of the Parthenon. From what source you

derive your dates, again. I know not. But Dr. Smith in his Classii al

Dii tionary says that the Parthenon was completed h c. 138, and that

all its works were uuder the superintendence of Phidias. Dr. Smith

says also that Scopas nourished from B.C. 395 to B.C. 350. Now from

138 is only forty-three years : Phidias died B.C. 432. li- ipas

flourished within forty years of the death of the great sculpt"!', is it

too much to suggest the possibility that as a young man he may have

w orked under the master ?

"But that is not all. If you turn from Dr. Smith to Lenipriere

you will find that Scopas lived about 450 years before Christ—that is

twelve years before the dedication of the Parthenon. It is not for

me. writing simply, as an artist, to determine between these classical

authorities: and, unfortunately, the opinion of your critic that they

w rang by nearly a century was not accessible to me when I

wrote '77.. En .' But I am quite sure that it isn.it

just to attempt to ' tomahawk ' me because your critic has found a

male's nest.

"
(2) Then with regard to Polycletus. It is difficult to believe

that your reviewer has really read the passage he criticises, or rather

ires. My argument is that the stormy period that followed

the building of the Parthenon, until Greece finally submitted to Rome,

embraced the lives of the most distinguished of the Greek sculptors,

from Phidias to Polycletus. And [gave the dates of the lives of these

men as recorded in Lempriere. I am aware that Dr Smith and Lem-

priere again differ—the one placing Polycletus is the contemporary

of Phidias, the other dating his life as r> c. 232. The earlier of these

dates i- the better tot my argument ; but 1 gave the later. In
I ruse

even taking it at that my argument holds good. Does this justify the

attack your critic has made upon me? Can a reviewer be accepted

who states that an author describes Michael Angelo and Sir Joshua

Reynolds as friends and contemporaries, when he says nothing of tie-

sort, but only that the space of two centuries embraced the lives of

both of them :

"For the rest of your criticism I have not a word to say. The

author who sends his book for review invites the fi ixpri

opinion. 1 would oub: express my sympathy with you. and m
that y..u should have had the pain of speaking so severely of a work

• part of which appeared originally in your own columns."

Mr. Bayliss is perfectly right in saying that tin- ch

we brought against him are serious ; but that they an

nnot for an instant be admitted. It Mr. Bayliss finds

an\ solace in thinking that we wrote "Scopus" foj

in," he is very welcome t.. that .small comfort,

towever, an obvious misprint, and can have no possible

bearing on the question. \\ • will take the two points ol

dispute in ordi i

(l) With i. rial Scopas was one

ol the sculptors who may have worked with Phidias on the

Parthenon," we put our contention mildly out ol

ence to Mr. Bayliss. We urged thai Scopas, being in the

plenitude of his powers nearlj a century after thi

pletion of the Parthenon (namely, in 350 b.c), could not

have worked with Phidias on that temple. This appears

quite convincing to us, but Mr. Bayliss is nol so

satisfied. There are, bow< ver, several other reasons which

maj 1«' adduced to justify our statement. In the first

place. Scopas did not set foot iii Athens until 376 B.C., sixty

years after the completion of the Parthenon ; and in the

second—and this perhaps is enough in itself even for Mr.

Bayliss —he was born about 412 b.cl.oi twenty-five yeai

i temple ol Athene was finished. These dates are not

•• the opinion of our critic ;

" they are derived from Uriich's

"Skopa-s Leben und Werke," and Overbeck's "Geschichte

der Griechischen Plastik," to which work- we a]. peal with

confidence from Mr. Bayliss and Lempriere. And here we
must express our astonishment that a writer on art who

desires to be taken seriously should seek his dates and tacts

in a volume which, though vastly amusing, carries the same

weight as "Mangnall's Questions, or "The Child's Guide to

Knowledge." [nnocence may be pushed too far. We did nol

attempt to '-tomahawk" Mr. Wyk Baylis because we had

found "a mare's uest," but because in trying to convict

another of inaccuracy he had blundered himself. "Could

Professor Palgrave," wrote Mr. Bayliss, "in a museum of

Greek statues, without reference to the names upou the

pedi stals, discriminate the touch ol Scopas from that of the

other sculptors who may have worked with Phidias upon

the Parthenon! Until he can do that he ha- not himself

mastered half the question upon which he writ. - he cm al

the best only speak second-hand." fan Mr. Bayliss speak

first-hand >

(2 With regard to Polycletus, Mr. Bayliss was quite

puzzled. Dr. Smith gave one date, and our old friend

Lempriere another. We should have thought thai th<

suspicions of anyone who regarded the study of Greek art

as better than a pastime for schoolgirls would ba\

aroused by this discrepancy. But Mr. Bayliss, with

dental which is rale in these days, took l.einpihio's date

,„.t i.e. mse lie thought it was correct, but apparently

because it was the worse for his argument 111 '

nything more to him than a name, he might have

known that he was born about 1-l' B.C., was not many

year.- younger than Phidias, and, like him. was a pupil ol

Ageladas. These facts he might have gleaned from Over

beck's "Geschichte der Griechischen Plastik," or. indeed.

from any reputable textbook. It is just as serious an error

t,, give tie- .late of Poly 1' tUS a- 232 B.C., as it would l.e to

s.,y that Michel Angelo and sir Joshua Reynolds were

contemporaries. With regard to our author's last

we need scarcely say that the essay in which tin-,
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blunders occur did not appear in our columns ; it would
not, indeed, have been admitted. There is one passage in

" The Enchanti ' Island" to which we desire to call Mr.
Bayliss's attention : he will find il on page 192 :

—" There is

h cant in Art as there is in Religion. In Religion it

takes the form of the assumption of a virtiu one doi - nol

possess : in Art it takes the form of the assumption of a

.
i i pne 'I'll' ii"t ]'" .

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

The exhibition at the Royal Institute of Painters in

Water Colours is an entirely characteristic one. Few
artists whose work we are accustomed to see on tin.' walls

are unrepresented. The place of honour is assigned t.> the

President's "Beppina," which is highly finished ami ex-

cellent in colour and texture, ill'. E. J. GREGORY'S '* Sound
of Oars" represents one of those river-scenes which this

artist knows so well howto depict : the girl in the hammock
i- admirably drawn and posed, but the work, which is of ex-

traordinary delicacy, lacks some of the brilliance which gave

such a charm to "Marooned.' < if Mr. Langley's pathetic

diawings, the simplest an. I hot bears the inscription

—

" Oh, for the touch of a vanished hand,

And the sound of a voice that is still."

His "Disaster: Scene in a Cornish Fishing Village," at-

tempts tu express too much, and so fails to interest us.

Josef Israels sends two of his rugged low-toued drawings,

and it is to he regretted that they could not have been

given a better position, as they are among the notable

things ol the exhibition. Mr. Hatherell's " Deck Quoits"
is strongly ami vigorously drawn, and is alive with atmo-
sphere and sunlight. There is the usual number of humo-
rous pictures by Messrs. Dolman, Nash, Green, and
Gordon Browne. In this not very interesting class, Mr.

Green's "What's the demd Total?" bears away the palm.
'The Year of the Rose is Brief" is a skilfully-painted

portrait by T. C. Gotch, the still-life in the background
being particularly well studied. Mr. 11. .1. Stocks con-

tinues his studies in allegory with a result which is neither

pictorial nor decorative. Of theother figure-pictures, there

is not much t.> be said. In landscape, the exhibition is as

strong as usual. .Mr. East sends five drawings, all of them
charming in effect and full of atmosphere. The best seems
t" us t.i be "The Waking of the Day," in which the grey
light i.f early dawn is most skilfully rendered. Mr. Harry
Hike is strongly represented, his seven drawings all repay-

ing tlic most careful study. •'Durham: an October After-

noon,'' by this artist, is undoubtedly one of the most power-
ful draw ings in the exhibition. The sunny Italian drawings
of Mr. EDWIN Bale, which hear the mark of being genuine
outdoor sketches, are without exception delicate in hand-
ling, and artistic in effect. Mr. CoTMAN will add to his

reputation with his " Croyland Abbey" and "St. Ives," and
somi excellent work b) Messrs. Allan, Walton,

Edwin Hayes, ami Arthur Severn, while Messrs.

Aumonier, Knight, Goff, Wimperis, H. <;. Him. and
l.i o K contribute interesting drawings.

The Royal Society of Painter-Etchers are to be con-
gratulated on having found a fixed habitation, and also on
having gol together an admirable exhibition of etchings,

[ndeed, we do not think that a better opportunity has
vi r pn ented itsell oi studying the English develop

ni'iii i,; this, in some respects, the most interesting branch
lit tin- engraver's art. Tin- feature i.f the exhibition is

tchings by the President nf the Society,

Mr. SEYMOUR HaDEN. These are about a hundred and
fifty in number, and give us an excellent idea of the

achievements of this accomplished etcher, who has always
i" en content to obtain bis effects legitimately by gradation

and tmie and not only by line. Mr. Strang's frankly ugly

work will no doubt attract much attraction, and it deserves

to do so. Each one ..i hi- plates is well-nigh perfect from
ati chnical point of \ iew, and if In- dues blind himself tu the

happier, more beautiful side of life, we can scarcely complain.

I lis greatest fault is a too slavish adhereni e t.. the style and
methods of I hirer ami the other old masters '.f engraving.

Mr. Mortimer Menpes' "Captive Persian" is a good piece

of work, and far superior to his "Miss Ada Rehan," which
tu us to fail both as a portrait and an etching. We

• In imt deny for an instant that Mr. WALTER Sli.'KEKT shows
himself frequently an able draughtsman, ami .sometimes

an artist, but we do not think that he is justified in ex-

hibiting to the world stray leaves from his sketch-books.

Hi- " Thirty-one Small Plates " may be interesting to their

author as reminiscences of travel, but he should scarcely have
permitted himself to hang them in an important exhibition.

Mr. Frank Shout's three plates will add immensely to his

reputation, ami are, indeed, among the best tilings in the

whole collection. " Wrought Nails " is a veritable master-

piece. The quaintly-conceived and daintily-executed book-
plates by Mr. (.'. W. Siierborn deserve much praise, a- .In

the charming "
I lesigns for Fairy Tales " by Mrs. VERECKER

Hamilton. Messrs. Alfred East, Goff, Wilfrid Ball,
E. ami F. Slocombe, Spread, and Axel Haig are all well

represented, and the exhibition is satisfactory as showing
that the laborious method of treating etching as though it

were an easier form of line engraving is being superseded
by the freer method followed by Rembrandt and the great

masters of the craft.

At the rooms of the Fine Art Society there has been au
int. resting exhibition of Water-Colour Drawings by artists

of the Dutch school. Of all the modern schools, the Dutch
has perhaps the most strongly-marked characteristic.-.

With the exception of the wonderfully imaginative work of

Matthew M 'ris, whose shadowy, half-drawn, yet fascinat-

ing " Walk " strengthens his claim to be called the Dutch
Rossetti, all tin- diawings exhibited here might be recog-

nised at once as belonging uncompromisingly to the Dutch
school. In the majority of the pictures we notice the
silvery haze which gives so great a charm to the Ian. I :api

of Holland, and that determined preference for a rainy atmo-
sphere to the effect of vivid sunlight which is characteristic

of the art of the dwellers in the laud of dykes and fogs. By
James Maims there are two exquisite drawings, the better

of which, "The Towing-path," is truthful in colour and
admirable in feeling. H. W. Mesdag's pictures of ''Troll-

hattan" and the "North Sea" are somewhat wearisome:
while .1. BoSBOOM's architectural studies, interesting, no

doubt, a- carrying mi the tradition of Saenredain, Van
Deilen. ami De Witte, are not among the most charming
works in the exhibition. By Joseph Israels, perhaps the

master of the scl 1. there is only one work, entitled "At
Church," but this is in every way worthy of him. At the same
tun.

. a casual glance round the room will tell us how great

his influence has been on his contemporaries. This is not
only observable in the work of his immediate pupils, such

as Aim/, but in that of the whole school. Among the other

noticeable drawing- sir. aid l.e mentioned examples by
Weissenbruch, Bastekt, F. P. ter Meulen, Artz, H. J.

\ w iu.i: Weei.e. ami Maine, though the last-named artist

is not w.-ll represented.
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Among the oil-paintings at Mr. McLean's gallerj have

libited i considerable number of meritorious can-

Sir J. E. Millais' ''Ducklings" will no doubl

attract attention, but, in spite of the ease and verm with

which it is executed, it cannot be regard* d as a favourable

specimen of the artist's work. There are two excellent sea-

j Mr. Edwin Ellis, the better pf the two being

"I in the ( tarnish Coast Mr. J. MacWhirter's "Autumn
in the Highlands," a study of birch-trees, with which we

confess ourselves somewhat wearied, is unpleasing in

colour; and Mr. Albert Moore's "Marigolds" is aot

worthy of him. A sound piece of work, however, i^

Mr, Henry Moore's "Summer Squall nil' Nasi- Head,

Cornwall;' and Mr. Birkei Foster's "Strasburg" is

well composed and interesting in execution. There are,

. canvases by Messrs. Seymour Lucas, Pettie,

Peter Graham, and Briton Riviere. Hut it is the

foreign pictures which claim the most notice. Mi mk \< -\ 's

"Love and Song" is cleverly manipulated, and bas a great

deal of charm. •'The Cape of Antibes," by -I i i.i:- Breton,

is a g 1 example of this painter; and C. Hartmann's
"Caught in the Act," though somewhat trivial in con-

ception, is good in tone and undoubtedly clever in

( ckniqtu .

The exhibition of Water-Colour Drawings which has

be< nheld at Messrs. Agnew's galleries is pf some importance.

It includes much that is masterly as well as a good deal

that is indifferent ; but, singularly enough, no attempt has

been made to hang the drawings intelligently. Ancient and

modern jostle one another on the walls. Next to ])i: WlNT
or David Cox we find Max Ludby and Weatherbee;
while by the side of William Hunt is to be seen Mrs.

Allingham. Tin- result of this want of method is that the

task of studying the exhibition is distracting. It is diffi-

cult to turn one's attention suddenly from a diaw ing finished

yesti rday to a classical work by Turner or I Ie Wint ; and

it isa positive shock to see a highly-coloured row by Sidney

COOPER sandwiched between a Normandy Inn by Prout,

and a sketch near Bettws-y-Coed by DaVID Cox. How-

ever, there is a great deal that is excellent in the exhibi-

tion ; and. while it is evident that most Stress has been laid

on the older masters of English water-colour, full justice is

done to many more recent painters.

The gratitude of all those interested in art is due to

Messrs. Boussod, Valadon, for getting together a delight-

ful exhibition of pictures by COROT. Several of them

are really admirable examples of the great master of Bar-

bizon, and ,in excellent opportunity, which may not recur,

i- afforded us of studying the French Romanticist. AH
the pictures there are twenty-one of them are marked

by intense poetic feeling and an unerring appreciation of

atmosphere. They are low in tone, but exquisitely har-

monious. Perhaps tin: best are " Le Lac de Garde," " La

Danse des N.\ mphes both of them from the collection of

Mr. J. S Forb ind "L'Arbre Brise," which belongs to

.Mr. Alexander i oung.

Mr. A. Ludovici's Sketches of London bile, which have

been exhibited at Messrs. Dowdeswells', are singularly un-

equal in merit. Some deserve tin.- highest praise for their

admirable tone and skilful draughtsmanship, while others

—notably half-a-dozen of the Kenlej riea are worthy

of Mr. Whistler at his worst. It is with tin- streets and

theatres that Mr. Ludovici is most successful. He gives

us admirably truthful representations of Trafalgar Square

and Covenl <
'• irden, an 1 none knows better th lu he how to

i on papei thi m mj tin idi qI i onnei ted with the Panto

mime Rehearsal at I >rury I.

single figures, it a little hard, possess • charm
and grace. "Waiting for thi I

I
s instance,

demands our attention for its excellence of pose and tech-

nique.

In the same gallei ii there ha I hibiteda erii ol

drawings by Mr. C. E. Hern, tllu trating the churcl I

I. Ion. Thi \ are for the most pan careful and con-

scientious, but they lack freedom of style, and are t [ten

somewhat cheap in effect. The artist seems to have grasped

the architectural details of manj of the churches with con-

siderable success, but in striving to be picturesque lie ba

sometimes arrived at a certain falseness ol

a " prettiness " more suitable to a Christmas card than a

rious water colour drawing. Among the best of his works

ii, • SI Paul Cathedral, from Blackfriars," which, however,

conspicuously fails in its foreground, and "The Church ol

i hi i fratorj . Brompton."

At Messrs. Dowdeswells', too, bas been shown a collection

of drawings of the Austrian and Italian Tyrol by Mr. 1!. J.

M. DONNE. This artist is among the most noteworthy of

those who busy themselves with painting Alpine scenei'J

But his work only affords additional evidence of the facl thai

snow-clad mountains are no lit subject for the pencil. The

atmosphere which surrounds them is so clear, their outlines

are so hard, that they are robbed of all picturesqueness. And
so it is quite a relief to turn from Mr. Donne's drawin

the Gross-Glockner and the Matterhorn to his pictun ol

the quaint wayside calvaries and villages of the Tyrol.

These lie renders with skill and feeling

The sixtieth exhibition of the Royal Hibernian Academy
now open in Dublin is the best which has been held for a

number of years back. Most of the Academicians and Asso-

ciates are represented, and from England and Scotland the

contributions are not only as numerous as usual, but, in

many cases, decidedly above the average. "The Last

Watch of Hero," by Sir FREDERICK LeIGHTON, li.A..and

"The Pool of London," by Mr. VlCAT Cole, have been

sent on loan. The President. Sir Thomas Jones, has

several portraits of great merit ; but the most striking,

and the most charming, portrait in the collection is one ol

".Madam II — - -," by Mr. George Hare. Miss Purser

has a fine study of the youthful Lord Castlereagh, and

Mr. It. T. MoYNAU lias sent a masterly portrait of a well-

know u litterateur, Mr. Philip Bagenal. Of the Acade

micians, Mr. Colles WaTKIXS takes the first place, with

three powerful laudscapes, one entitled "The Heart of the

Mountains'' being a centre of attraction; Mr. Am, :

Grey bas several tine cattle pieces, Mr. Osborne, Sen.,

a number of clevcih painted animal studies, and .Mr.

Walter Osborne several excellent paintings of peasant

life in the Richard Jefferies district under the Wiltshire

Down, treated with much feeling. Mr. VlNCENT lMiii

has two or three Irish landscapes painted with his usual

power, and Messrs. Edwin Hayes and Augustus lb km.

sea pieces and bits of Venice. As usual, the lady artists,

Miss Sophia Holmes, Miss Rose Leigh, Mi-- l

Mrs. Webb Robinson, and a numbei ol others, havi taken

a prominent position.

Ill VII Us.

The "Manuel d'Arclieologu Orientate," by M. Ernest

Babelon, and " L'Architecturt Grecque," by M. V. Laloi \

(Paris ; Maisou Quantin), are tin- late I publii itious of the
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Quantin series, and will take rank among the most useful

which have appeared. The range taken by the first may
seem to be rather wide, but it is of great advantage to

have- attached to the descriptions of Chaldajan, Assyrian,

and Persian arts a resume of the other contemporaneous

and succeeding styles, such as the Jewish, Phoenician, and

Assyrian developments—developments which were greatly

influenced by, if they do not owe their origin to, the greater

empires in Mesopotamia and Persia, and which alone by

themselves were not of sufficient importance to have re-

quired a special volume. By a careful collation of Messrs.

Perrot and Chipiez's works M. Babelon has succeeded in

giving a better chronological account of Chaldaean and

Assyrian archasology than will be found in those works

where speculative and imaginary designs (interesting in

their way) arc mixed up with actual records in a waj that

is frequently very perplexing. The latest discoveries of

M. Dieulafoy at Susa arc included, and add a new chapter

to the history of Persian art. In tin- Jewish section M.

Babelon accepts the date:, and restorations of M. de \ ogue,

and refutes, we are glad to sec, the impossible theories of

M. de Saulay, who vainly endeavoured to prove that Greek

architecture owed its origin to Jewish sources. The illus-

trations, though small, are quite sufficient to render the

descriptions more intelligible and interesting, and the only

exception we should be inclined to take is in the restoration

of the gates of Balawat, which in the woodcut given looks

like a modern garden gate.

M. V. Laloux's treatise on Greek architecture is perhaps

the best resumi which has appeared on the subject. The

first illustration of the earliest type of Cyclopean masonry

gives a much more real representation of the rough-and-

ready method adopted in building a fortification wall than

those drawn in Blouet's and Ramee's works, and throughout

the 1 k M. Laloux seems to have treated the subject from

a fresh and original point of view, and to have introduced

a -erics of illustrations -such as the various methods sug-

gested to admit light to the Greek temples, parallels of the

best examples of the Greek Doric and Ionic orders, and

sections and details of the marble roofs of Greek temples

—which serve to render the subject more intelligible to

students and to the general reader. It is perhaps to lie-

regretted that M. Laloux was unable to avoid giving

Vitruvius's story of the origin of the Corinthiau capital

(invented by the Egyptians one thousand years earlier),

followed by an illustration of Callimachus's capital in ques

tion, which disproves it. We are astonished also to see

included as Greek the capital of the Temple of Jupiter

( llympius. Whilst M. Laloux writes up to date and gives

us the latest discoveries in Olympia, Mycena?, and Pergamos

(with good illustrations), he is evidently unaware that .Mr.

Penrose has, by the most careful measurements made in

1886, quite upset the decastyle theory,* has clearly shown
that tic Temple of Jupiter Olympius at Athens was octa

style, and that Vitruvius's description has been incorrectly

interpreted.

OBITUARY.

Professor I'. .Mi' LLER has died at the age of eighty-seven
at Cassel, where he directed tie- Art Schools up to the last.

He wns :i painter of historical subjects, and was awarded
the Knightship of the Legion of Honour in 1867 for the

See " I'ran actions ol Royal [nstitute of British Architects,"
Vol IV. !\. n Series),

i
-.,

service he rendered to the Paris Universal Exhibition in

that year. His "'Death of Saint Elizabeth" figured in that

exhibition.

Mr. Philip H. DelaMotte, a sound artist, and long

known as Professor of Drawing at King's College, London,
was born in 1822. Although an exhibitor at the Royal
Academy of architectural drawiugs, he is chiefly known for

his numerous books and criticisms on art aud art subjects—
such as photography, glass-painting, and water-colour. His
last book, a new edition of his work on water-colour painting

—an excellent, though rather old-fashioned, treatise was
reviewed in these pages but a few month

M. AuGUSTE A.natasi, a landscape-painter of a high
order, was bom in L820. He was the pupil of Delaroche
and Corot successively, and soon justified the hopes of

his masters. In 1848 and 1865 he obtained second-class

medals for painting, aud in 1852 a third-class medal for

lithography. The forest of Fontainebleau, the environs of

Paris, the landscape of Holland, monuments of Home, and
Italian hills, provided him with his principal themes. His
"Terrace of the Villa Pamphili," painted in 1864, is now m
the Luxembourg

; and other works from his brush hang in

several provincial museums of France. A few years ago M.
Anatasi fell blind, and a sum of four thousand pounds was
raised by artist friends, by means of contributing works to

a sale for his benefit. This capital, which is untouched, is

bequeathed by the painter to the Academic des Beaux-Arts.

Mr. Samuel Carter Hall, who has just died at the

age of eighty-eight, had amply earned the thanks of the

art-world for the pluck and energy with which he sought

to improve the taste of the public through the medium of

the Art Journal, which, from its foundation in 1849 down
to L880, when he resigned his post, he edited with spirit,

undeterred by all adverse circumstances. His taste may
not have been of the highest order ; but to have succeeded

in raising—as he certainly did—the popular feeling for aud
interest in art to the level of his own, was an achievement
which redounds enormously to his credit, and claims for

his memory the respect and gratitude of the community.

We have also to record the death of M. Adolphe
Jourdan, genre-painter, who had obtained medals in the

Salons of 1864, 1866, and 1869; of M. Castelli, an artist

who worked much in black-and-white for the French
journals

; of M. Leve jUE, an able professor of the art of

glass-painting—for which, indeed, he had been created a

Knight of the Legion of Honour ; of M. Leopold Massard,
the engraver (and son of a still more famous father—Urbain
Massard), who constantly exhibited in the Salon from 1845

onwards, and, besides medals in 1866 and 1.874, obtained the

Legion of Honour in 1880 ; of M. Feuoere des Forts, the

eminent sculptor, whose "Abel dead'' will be remembered,
and who obtained medals in 1864, 1866, and 1867, as well as

at the exhibition of the latter year ; of the sculptor Signor

D'Amore, who recently poisoned himself at Palermo; of

Professor Alexander von Kotzebue, the battle-painter of

Munich, and pupil of Horace Vernet ; of Heir WlLHELM
Preyer, the still-life painter of Drisseldorf ; of Mr. Henry
II. Lines, the talented landscape-painter of Birmingham,
whose early friendship with Constable a piece of material

good fortune lor him—was always one of his happiest

memories; and of Mr. John Godfrey, the line-engraver,

some of whose best landscape work was published in

" Picturesque Europe."
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THE NATIONAL GALLERY IN 1888.

The annual report of t In- Director of the National Gal

lery for the year isss has recently been published, and

contains many interesting and encouraging statements. In

spite of the partial withdrawal ol Government aid, no le

than forty-six pictures have been acquired during the year

by purchase, gift, or bequest, in addition to a large < "I

lection of copie of works by Velasquez and Rembrandt.

This is a cheering fact, and it shows us in a striking manner
how much we in England our to private munificence. We
have from time to time described to our readers the di «

pictures which have been hung in the Gallery, and we need

say nothing more upon the subject now. That the National

Gallery is keenly appreciated by the public, that it exists

not for the benefit of a few connoisseurs, but for the instruc

tion and recreation of the many, is proved by the average

number of visitors, not far short of 3,000, who daily pass its

turnstiles. This is unmistakable evidence of the usefulness

of the institution, and should be enough in itself to induce

the Government to resume its annual giant, which for some

years has been suspended.

ANIMALS IN MOVEMENT.

Mr. Eadw \i:i> Muybridge's researches into the locomo-

tion of animals arc worth the consideration of every artist.

For years Mr. Muybridge has been collecting fads with

regard to the movements of horses and other quadruped;

by means of instantaneous photography. He is able, as

the result of his discoveries, to bring a serious indictim a\

against a large number of sculptors and painters. We
cannot help thinking, however, that with the eagerne oi

a specialist he overrates the importance of his subject. If it

has only been possible to analyse the movements of the

horse by means of elaborate photographic apparatus, it is

rather hard to blame DiJREE for being ignorant of the true

significance of the gallop. Artists, after all, are more con

cerned with appearances than with realities, and if they

draw horses as they seem, blame can hardly attach to them.

Rosa Bonheur, who has devoted many years to tin- ob-

servation of animals, has missed certain facts, which have

only been revealed by instantaneous photography; but we

cannot agree with Mr. Muybridge that her work has been

seriously impaired thereby, any more than we can accept

his assertion that the majesty of Veroi i hio's great statue

of Colleone depends on the fact that the artist under-

-t 1 how the horse walked. It is interesting to note

that Meissonier and the Elgin marbles are a accurate a

Verocchio, that Diirer always draws his horses wrong, and

that the majority of sporting pictures display an exti ordi-

nary lack of appreciation of the manifold movements of the

horse. Mr. Muybridge, in his lecture at the Royal Insti-

tution, pointed all this out with a great deal of humour,

and illustrated bis lecture with a series of most valuable

photographs, a- well as that most fascinating of scientific

toys— the zoopraxiscopi

h "-

EXHIBITIONS up Tilt: MONTH.

The exhibition which has been held by the New Eng-

lish Art CIuli at tic Dudlej Gallerj attain a high and

uniform level pi excellence. There an few bad works
on the walls, and the majorit) ol the pictures exhibited

are painted by men who have casl off the hide-bound tra-

ditions of the schools, and realise thai the chief ment ol a

picture lies not in its subject, but in .-one new arran

of line or combination ol colour. What we imagine to bi

the place of honour i . occupied by a vi ry able portrait ol a

lady by Mr. ( rREIFFENH m.kv Ii colour and pose were no

doubt suggested bj Mr. Whistler .work, bul it is pa

with more sincerity and sobriety than its model. Mr. WlL-

soh S n .Kit's " Sofa "
is no doubt one ol the most challenging

canvases in the exhibition. It i- simple in composition,

and though we are convinced of its wan! of truth as a

stud) of gaslight with a glimmer of the day -ecu through

the window, we are bound to say that as a piece ol '!' COl i

tion, in the strictest sense of that word, it i- acceptable.

"St. Martin's Summer" and "A Morning Walk,' by Mr

S lrgent, are evidently painted under the direct in pi rat ion

of Claude Monet, bul they are none the worse for that.

We must confess to finding them somewhat unpleasing in

colour, but we acknowledge their veracity and their infinite

clevernes .and tin y scintillate with sunlight. Mr. Frani :s

Bate's "I like him !—bul he loves me!" which might

ui II h ive 1 n Ketter hung, is good in tone and refined in

colour. '
I lathers," by Mr. Tuke, is a well conceived opi n

air study, the flesh-painting being particularly fine. Space

will not allow us to do more thin refer to Mr. Starr's

"Portrait of Andre Raffalovitch, Esq.," M. Blanch]

surprisingly faithful still-life in " Baby's Breakfast," Mr.

Clausen's capable "Portrait," and the character] ti

oi Mi i Bernhard Sickert, Fred Brown,

whose " Bathing Boys" is entirely admirable, Christii

Guthrie, and Stanhope Forbes. The majority of the

landscapes are low in tone, and show us, or hide from US,

the earth wrapt in mist and darkness. Mr. Ro] SSEL's

"Evening in June," for instance, is a sort of monotint,

with a large spol of purple in the middle. < >ne of the bi I

pictures iii the gallery is a small canvas entitled " Even

le and largely reminiscent of Corot, by Mr. A. Roi m
Mr. Arthur Tomson's pastel, "M ise on the Marsh- -

l'icardy," is an amazingly successful transcript from nature.

ami has a quiel char f colour which is beyond praise.

" \ Village Street," by Mr. Edward Stott, i- one of the

pleasantest things this artist ha- ever exhibited, though

we find it difficult to accept the lemon coloured puddle in

tin' foreground. Tic movement ol the waves is SO ad-

mirably rendered in Mr \u OS l'\« ON's'Tn from the

Dogger Bank," that we the more regret the fact that the

boat, which by the waj really is coming in, seems too

mall and narrow lor the scale oi the picture. Me rs.

Walton, Lindner, Mann, Muhrmann, Eubert Vos,

whose "Docks Extension at Ostend" i among the o I

things of tin- exhibition, Goodall and Laidley, all do

themselve ju tice, while the pastelsof Miss Armstrong
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;iinl Mrs. Ayrton, and the charming silver-points of Mr.

( rEORGE Thompson, should not be overlooked.

Messrs. Dowdeswells, in conjunction with Messrs. Buck
and Reid, have given the people of London such au oppor-

tunity as has never before been afforded them of studying

the works of the "Romantic" painters of France and

Holland. We owe an immense debt of gratitude to them

for having gathered together for us a collection of pictures

by the masters of the greatest school that the nineteenth

century has known. There are no less than twenty-two

examples of the art of Diaz, that brilliant, if unequal,

colourist, who attacked all subjects with such marvellous

fancy and vigour. It is to he regretted that one or two

canvases from his hand, which we could well have spared,

found a place on the walls. '"The Fortune-Teller," for

instance, may be characteristic, but it is characteristic of

Diaz's worst manner. On the other hand in the silvery

" Fontainebleau," and in the magnificent "Sunset," we
sec Diaz at his best. The pictures by Corot, the com-

pleted artist of the whole school, would alone repay weeks

of study ; they h ive evidently been chosen with the utmost

care, and show us every phase of the achievement of the

master of Barbizon. They display the dignified simplicity

of style, the beauty of line, and the refinement of colour

which invest his work, as Mr. Henley rightly says in his

catalogue, " not only with the magic of supreme accomplish-

ment, but a sense of the unseen as well." Then there are

nine canvases by that restless experimentalist, Theodore
Rousseau, as well as eight admirable examples of Jean-
Francois Millet. The last named artist, who gave the

rugged peasants of his own land a distinction of pose and
line which suggests to us the heroes of ancient Greece, has

never before been so well seen in England. Here is his

great work, " The Wood-Sawyers," and a sketch of Greville,

which is altogether Rembrandtesque in its mystery. "La
Bergere " is perhaps less satisfactory, but "Allant Travail-

ler ' displays sonic of Millet's greatest qualities. Graci fill

in drawing and not unpleasing in colour is " L'Amour
Vainqueur," which was painted while Millet was yet

under Correggio's influence. We have oidy space to note

that Daubigny, Troyon, Dupee, Jacque, Monticelli,
1 > i r \i ttoix, and Courbet are all adequately represented.

Among the works of Dutch painters are to be seen

excellent examples of Israels, Bosboom, Mauve, and
Mesdag, but far and away the most interesting are the

pictures by the Maris brothers. The half a dozen can-

vases l>y MATTHYS .M u:is will be a revelation to many.
The harmony of colour and wealth of fancy which distin-

guish this artist's work suggest not Holland but fairyland,

not the present time but a golden age that never was or will

be. But it is the work of Jacobus Maris which deserves

the most attention. He indeed must be regarded as one

of the greatest of living landscape-painters. His treat-

iii' 'ill of nature is always truthful, and yet unfailingly

decorative, and Ins works have ever a distinct mark of

individuality. He has studied the French Romanticists,

ye) he has followed them not slavishly, and adds a per-

oii. il touch to everything he paints. A few examples of

Gi R ii. Ingres, and Meissonier are included in the ex-

hibition why, it is difficult to understand, unless it be to

prove how immeasurably superior is the Romantic school

in every artistic quality to the scl Is of classicism

and literalness. The worst picture in the gallery is un-
1 ' "Res Tibicen," which possesses no

but that of a false accuracy, and the surface of

which is polished, as though the artist were ashamed of

paint and brushes. An admirably written catalogue from
the pen of Mr. W. E. Henley, whose monumental Edin-
burgh catalogue proved him to be second to none as an
authority on the French Romantic school, greatly enhances
the interest of the exhibition.

It is quite a curious experience to find oneself in a

gallery full of water-colour drawings by George Catter-
mole. This distinguished draughtsman has only been
dead about twenty years, and yet his style and method
seem to belong entirely to the past, and might well entitle

him to rank with the old m isters. Our gratitude is due to

Messrs. Vokins for having brought together au interesting

collection of the works of this energetic painter of figures

in water-colour. To assign a definite place to him in the

history of art would be difficult. He was not always suc-

cessful as a colourist, and it must lie admitted that though
everything he touched was distinguished by a c itain rude

vigour, his finished pictures are deficient in tone, and too

often ineffective. Indeed, his preliminary sketches, of

which several are to be seen in the present exhibition, possess

qualities which we sometimes look for in vain in his more
laboured productions. He rarely painted landscape pure

and simple, but when he did so he gave evidence that he

fully appreciated the work of his great contemporaries in

that branch of art. We cannot help seeing in one or two
of his drawings the influence of Turner. Whatever were the

failings of George Cattermole, it is undoubted that he was
one of the founders of the great school of English water-

colourists, and that his work has exercised a decided in-

fluence on the present generation of painters.

The exhibition at the French Gallery falls this year below

its average. It is distinguished from its predecessors by the

display of a large number of sketches by Herr Heffner.
These, if more interesting than his more finished pro-

ductions, suffer in an equal degree from his mannerism of

colour and treatment. Mrs. J. F. Benham Hay's "Floren-

tine Procession," which occupies a place of honour, and
which requires more than a page of text to elucidate it,

may be very good literature, but it is entirely lacking in

pictorial quality. J. V. Kramer's " Descent from the

Cross'' is ambitious in conception, but it is too acadeinir.il

to be convincing. On the other hand, there are two
Corots, two interesting Dupres, and an admirable

"Harvest Moon" by C. F. Daubiuny. Then there is a

masterpiece in miniature by Meissonier, entitled " Le
Rieur ;" a very strong study in reds and browns by

MUNKACSY, called "A Pharisee;" two excellent ex-

amples iif the art of Josef Israels; and a delightful

canvas by Mauve. For the rest, the gallery contains

a good deal that is commonplace, and not a little that

is bad.

It is difficult to see why there should be a Society of

Lady Artists at all. Ladies have always received impartial

treatment from the hanging committees of the older artistic

societies, and it seems unnecessary that they should hold

exhibitions which represent no school, no creed, and only

differ from their neighbours in the fact that all the pictures

they contain are painted by "lady artists." The thirty-

fourth exhibition of the society, which has been Inld re-

cently, contains a great deal of commonplace work, but very

little that is really clever or striking. Miss Ol\r\ MoNT-
alba's "Old Watch Tower, Amsterdam," is a dashing piece

of landscape, and two sketches by Miss Hilda Montalba
should not escape notice. Two of the most interesting
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pictam i in the whole gallery are, in our judgment, those by

Miss Bertha Nbwcombe. This artist's " In theOrchard"

is a genuinely sincere out of-doors sketch, and is lull oi

atmosphere and sunlight. So good is it, that we cannot

lielp feeling a little regret that it is somewhat mannered,

and painted too much under the influence of the Newlyn

school. For the rest we would call attention to Miss

Kindon's " Free Scats," the drawings of Mrs. and Miss

Naftel, and to twosmall canvases by Miss Pash,

Among the most prominent figure pictures of this

spring's exhibition of the Royal Scottish Academy are

Mr Robert Gibb's vigorous and effective battle pi< ,

'Alma—Advance of the 42nd Eighlanders," a work com-

n eted I lsI tutumn : and Mr. (
'. M \i: i in II irdie's scene in

that "i 'hil.l-t tardenof Queen Mary "at [nchmahome, about

which the late Dr. John Brown has written so charmingly.

Imt the main strength of the Scottish figure- painters is

1, frequently under clearly-seen French influence, to

the portrayal of rustic subjects : and of such work Mi'.

Austen Brown's " Scanty Pasture " is a forcible example,

a picture loaded in its impasto, trenchant in its brush-

work, powerful in its colour. Mr. G. O. Reid shows keen

obsi nation of humble life, effective grouping, and narrative

dexterity in his homelj interior with figures, "The Cate-

chising;" and Mr. Robert McGregor, one of the niosl

ice. ntly elected Academician-, has several of his low-toned

subjects ol cottagers and cottage children, of which one of

the slightest, but perhaps the most accomplished and

artistic, is that entitled "doing to Work." Other effective

painters of rustic life are Mr. A. C. Sinclair, Mr. 1!. Noble,

Mr. G. L). ARMOUR, and Mr. PaYTON REID. In the depart-

ment of landscape Mr. M'Taggaet sends a large and vivid

transcript of wave and sky and shore, in " Machrihanish

Bay ;" Mr. Lawton Wingate's small subjects are spirited

in handling, and distinguished by the most exquisite fresh-

ness and purity of tone; and Mr. -I. (
'. Noble renders,

with keen force of colouring, and much sense of the change

and motion of nature, various sea-pieces studied from the

Berwickshire coast. The finest landscape of the exhibition,

however, the most quietly accomplished and impressive of

them all. is Mr. < }eorge Reed's view of " Montrose," a work

low in tone, but most satisfying in composition, and

brilliant in the concentration of its lighting. Mr. Otto

LEYDS shows a half length of the Hon. Mrs. (..'leap.',

which, in the thoroughness of its modelling and in the

delicacy of its Mesh-painting, is something of a surprise to

those who know the artist only through Ills average work
;

and Mr. Robert < I-ibb is at his best in a dignified and well-

posed portrait of Sir Arthur Halkett. Various, already

exhibited, works by London painters supplement the pro-

ductions of local talent.

The Irish Fine-Art Society has now changed its name

to the Water-Colour Society ol Ireland, and the fii I

exhibition in Dublin under the new regime—the thirty-

first altogether has been remarkably successful. Most ol

the best work was sent by lady members, Miss Fanny

Currey, Miss Ottara, Miss Rose Barton, and others

having quitea number of excellent studies upon the walls.

There was, strange to say, comparatively little flower paint-

ing, landscape of a somewhal ambitious kind taking the

front rank. Miss N urn., A.K.W.S.. had a charming little

figure study, Mr. Naftel a larger work, and Mrs Naftei

one of the best studies in the gallery, while the President

and Mr. Bingham McGuinness represented the Royal

Hibernian Academy.

The superb form in which Messrs. Samp- Low and < !o.

have re-issued
"
Tlu Compleal Angler" worthilj celebrates

the hundredth edition ol Walton und Cotton's immortal

work. Finely bound and excellently printed, admirable in

all its appointment and ablj edited bj Mr. R. B. Mai n

th two imposing volumes are appropriatelj illustrated

with a series of fifty photogravures by two of the most

eminent and intelligent photographers living. Dr. Emerson

has fully illustrated the Lea, and Mr. Bank m i th I to

and its confluents, and nothing could be < interesting

to the student of photography than to observe the different

way and spirit in which each has approached his subject.

The pictures obtained by both, though different in their

resultant characteristics, agree in this, thai nearly without

exception they discovei genuine artistic feeling we might

almost say an unerring instinct in the operator. Dr.

Emerson has dealt solely with the quiet pastoral scenery ol

the River Lea, selecting his subjects with especial n

to pictorial po ibilitie . and evincing consummate know

ledge of the capabilities of the ca ra. More than this,

he has evident 1> worked with the tool upon hi plates with

the object, successfully achieved, of softening some of the un

compromising effects of photography ; and. further, he has

been wise in selecting dull days for his work, when lights

are subdued and shadows soft. Mr. Ilankart, on the Oth r

hand, is more frankly photographic, but thescenes he shows

us are always more romantically picturesque than those on

the Lea, and present one long series of fascinating sum .

Nothing better of th.ar kind have ever been issued. An

admirable photogravure by the Typographic Etching Com-

pany of Huysman's portrait of Walton in the National

Gallery forms the frontispiece to the first volume, and

another, very nearly as good, of Cotton, by Sir G :i">

Kneller, precedes the s nd. Numerous little woodcuts

of liver scenery, charmingly drawn by Mr. Carless, are

dotted throughout the text, but M. Stankowski has hardlj

done them full justice in the engraving. Altogethei this

"Lea and I >ove Edition" must be counted among the

most delightful 1 ks of thi

The Lev. W. -1. Loftie, who has gained a great reputa-

tion as an historian of London, Old and New, will certainly

add to his fame by his "Kensington, Pictwesqiu and

Historical" (Field and Tuer). The number of his fads is

enormous, but they are methodically arranged and excel-

lently and most pleasantly marshalled. We have toted a

number of his statements and found them extraordinarily

free from error, for such minor slips as ascribing to Mr.

Burges, the architect, full Academic rank can hardly be

.said to count. What faults there arc are chiefly faults of

Omission. Of Mr. LUKER'S three hundred illustration- and

their reproduction by 'process" it is difficult to speak too

highly : our readers will doubtless recall to mind the

selection of them which appeared in these page- a few

months ago. The half dozen which have been coloured by

hand, however, are complete failures
;

the crude colour

irregularly laid on and the coarse tooling in the skies are

so objectionable that they would have utterlj di

the appearance of a less charming I k than this.

The first half-yearly volume of M. Fun.,- "Artistic

Japan" (Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, and Rivington i

.
| .!;, work. Nothing can exceed the beaut] oi it

illustrations. The coloured plates, exquisitely reprod I

by M. Gillot, could scarcelj be better, and the cuts

inserted in the text are arranged with .such an artistic
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daintim --. thai ii is a pleasure merely to turn over the

i
i "1 the I k. Among the pictures are to be found

several examples of Hokusai's versatile art. His drawing
nl birds and flowers is almost unsurpassed ; his skill in land-

scape is amply attested by his "View of Fujiyama," given

in Part TV., while the humour and spirit with which he has

di picted a crowd wading through a slush of melting snow in

his " Street-Scene on a New-Year's Day" is quite remarkable.

But perhaps the most brilliant drawing in the whole volume
is the " Flight of Tomtits." The artist has set before us the

birds on the wing, in a few strokes of wonderful energy and
precision. M. Bing half apologises for the impressionism

of this able work, but we feel sure that the staunchest

opponents of the ''revolutionary" school of art would
accept it without, question. The representations of brocaded

stuff, pieces of porcelain and metal-work should prove of

the utmost value to designers and craftsmen of all sorts.

The letterpress is unpretentious, but entirely to the point.

M. Bing himself leads off with a well-written introduction,

in which lie says of the Japanese artist, "He is at once an
enthusiastic poet, moved by the spectacles of nature, and
an attentive and minute observer of the intricate mysteries

which lurk in the infinitely little." This seems to us no
less true than epigrammatic. M. Gonse follows with an
article on " The Japanese as Decorators." He argues, ami
everyone will agree with him. that the Japanese, "have
i aired picturesque treatment of line and colour further than

any other race." The quaint, symbolic architecture of the

land of the Mikado is lucidly described by M. Champier,
who not inaptly compares the wooden houses of Japan to

bonbonnieies. But perhaps the, most interesting article of

all is M. Edmond de Goncourt's story of a "Travelling

Writing-Set." We are told how this delightful toy came
into the possession of the author, and how lie discovered

that it was the work of one of the forty-seven "Iionins,"

who devoted themselves till death to the cause of avenging
their master, Takumi.

Mr. Lewis F. Day's "Application of Ornament" (Ii.

T. Batsford) is a worthy supplement to his other text-

books nf ornamental design which have already been noticed

in our columns. He insists rigidly and clearly upon the

conventional treatment of forms and figures used in

decoration. The necessity of repetition in design renders
naturalism, even in flowers, distressing, and it is well that

the danger of literalness should be pointed out. There
are or two statements in Mr. Day's book which we
cannot endorse. For instance, lie advances the opinion
that tic makers of Greek vases did not care for the form
of the. vase but only for the painting upon it. This is

surely erroneous ; the most marked characteristic of Greek
ait was always an instinct for form. Nor can we agree
with him that style is only a thing of materials and tools.

We readily admit that an artist, to be successful, must be
guided by the material in which he works and the tools

which belong to his particular craft. But it seems to us
arguing in a circle to say that the sculpture of the

Renaissance resembled that of ancient Greece, because in
both cases marble was the material used.

There are few periodical publications in Europe which
lor combined excellence and cheapness can compare with
il' "AVwi MonatshefU des Daheim " (Daheim Expedition,
Leipzig). Tie three numbers before us are capital both
in text and illustration. The three masterly articles upon

Rembrandt by Professor Knackfuss are undoubtedly the
most important feature of the magazine. Illustrated by
a. large number of remarkable reproductions of etchings
and pictures by Rembrandt, they form a most able and
scholarly monograph upon the great Dutch master. The
majority of the illustrations are very creditable examples
of the art of wood-cutting.

The album issued under the title of "Illustrations <>f the

Victorian Series, and <<llnr Wall-Papers" (Jeffrey and Co.)
marks a very distinct advane:;. in thedssigncf pap;.r-h<in£ n ,

With these india-proof impressions before us it is easier
than it would otherwise be to appreciate the skill and
decorative instinct with which Mr. F. V. Hart has designed
his "Jubilee Wall-Paper," so full of cleverly-adapted sym-
bol, Mr. Walter Crane his "Wood Notes'' and "Golden
Age," Mr. Lewis Day his " Medici " an. " Lucca," and Mr.
J. D. Sedding Ids "Jacobean" and " Georgian " patterns.

Without going so far as to record our absolute approval
of all of them—so much depends upon individual taste wi

must, bear witness to their high artistic merits and their

decorative qualities. Mr. William Morris and Messrs.

Jeffrey are fast educating the public up to understanding
that it is far preferable, and far cheaper, to have good
papers on the walls than indifferent pictures.

AVe regret to have to record the death, at the age of a
hundred and two, of M. Chevreul, the celebrated chemist,
to whose labours in the department of colour, scientifically

and materially considered, artists and art-workers of to-day
are so much indebted ; of M. Jobbe-Dtjval, the pupil of

Gleyre and Delaroche, who began exhibiting figure-subjects

at the Salon in 1841, and who gained a medal in 1851, a

rappel in 1857 for his "Expulsion of the Jews from Spam
in 1492," and admission to the Legion of Honour in L861 ;

of the engraver, M. Portier de Beaulieu, best known for

his rendering' of Ribera's "Adoration of the Shepherds,"
Lionardo da Vinci's "St. Anne," and Corot's "Reverie;"
of the Viennese artist, Herr Pettenkofen, whose ad-

mirable pictures of Hungarian life gained him the personal
esteem and friendship, as well as the orders, of the Emperor
Francis-Joseph, by whom, moreover, he was ennobled ; of

M. Charles Donzel, who for more than thirty years was
a constant exhibitor at the Salon, attracting attention with
Ids "Rocks of Chauvaii " and " Souvenir of Calvados," but
more particularly with his water-colours ; of M. Lalanne's
clever pupil, the armless painter-etcher Noel Masson, at

the age of thirty-five, who, since 1878, has been exhibiting
the charming' and delicate landscape-etchings he executed
with his artificial hands ; of Signor Marucelli, the sculptor

of Florence (better known as " Campino "), whose delicate

chisel contributed largely to the enrichment of the facade

of the Duomo—for which work he would only accept a

salary of four shillings a day ; of the well-known draughts-

man. M. Asselineau. who in his youth was attached to the

Madrid Museum under Madrazzo, and whose chief work
after his return to France (where he has died at the age of

eighty-two) was the illustration—under Viollet-le-Duc's

superintendence—of Baron Taylor's "Moyen-Age Pittor-

es.pie ;" and of Signor ALLEGRO, the sculptor and archi-

tect, some of whose best work is in Genoa the place of his

death.
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ENGLISH ART AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION 1880.

The English School of Painting cannoi be said to

be well represented al the Paris Centennial Exhibitioa

When one remembers the contributions al the former in-

ternational exhibitions al Paris, the present appears to be

both small as regards number, and somewhat wanting in

large general interest ;
but after wandering through the

acre of French pictures- many of them old acquaintances

it is interesting to come upon the small group, that we

at once recognise as -till more intimatel) our friends, con-

tributed by the men whose work we know so well. There

is great dignity and great refinement about many of these

English pictures: a dignity and a refinement peculiar to

the English school, with its reserve as to subject and treat

ment. The picture w Inch stands out most strikingly, as the

work .if a greal painter, is Mr. Orchardson's "Mariage

de Convenance—Alone !
" Unquestionably there is no

picture in the whole of this International Exhibition that

is finer in colour; it is doubtful whether any picture

even competes with it. Who is there who ran paint such

gorgeous gloom—gloom that seems filled with gold and

colour 1 The gloom of the Holl, which hangs next to it, is

a mere dull .smudge of brown ;
and brown seems to do duty

for colour with too many painters where anything like

depth of tone without blackness is aimed at. This picture

of Orchardson's is the eye of the English collection, and

must certainly produce its effects upon the French painters

who care to go and study the works of the Englishmen.

Unfortunately Frenchmen will not study much the works

of any but Frenchmen. It is astounding how little the

Frenchman knows or cares about what is going on else-

where than in Paris ; but if he will take the trouble,

even he may learn something from Mr. Orchardson. Sir

EVERETT Millais and Mr. Hook arc also seen to great

advantage. The two have managed to make a very

charming bit of hanging. Millais' portrait of Hook- very

Strong and robust, but not perhaps one of his best portraits

—makes a centre, and is supported on either side by two

very tine sea-scapes by Hook himself, these being flanked

on one side by Millais' "Cherry Ripe/' and on the other by

hi- "Cinderella"—pictures which we appreciate none the

less because we have seen them in popular reproductions.

Millais' portrait of Mr. Gladstone also haugs here. It is

the standing figure which is so well known, and which

i-. withoul question, the better of the Gladstone portraits

painted by him, and possibly, for insight into character

and masterly treatment, one of the best portraits ever

painted by anybody. Mr. FlLDES holds his own very

well with his " Venetians," a photogravure plate of which

was recently published in TlIF, MAGAZINE OF Aet, and

with his large subject picture of ''The Return of the

Penitent," which is entirely English in feeling, and painted

in a manner which belongs entirely t" tic artist. Mr.

Rr\ [ERE is not well, represented by hi- picture, " Let

Sleeping Dogs Lie;" but Mr. Burne-Jones with his "King

Cophetua and the Beggar Maid." and Mr. Watts with

bis "Mammon," "Hope," "The Three (bee ," and other

works, lift the tone of the exhibition t" a verj bigli level.

Mr. Ouless shows In- "Cardinal .Manning.' and that.

is enough to keep bis reputation safe; and Mr. Alma
Tadi m ^ sends bis "Women of ^mphissa, and 01 tw<

of his charming little pictures of women and sea and

marble and flowers. The sea belon to no nation, but

Mr. Moore paints it in a way that makes feel it

belongs to England. Sir Frederick Leighton de. nol

do himself justice with his single exhibit of importance,

tin' "Captive Andromache," but there is no need to con

tinue a mere list of exhibits. The great and striking

fact that comes home t" one after examining this English

collection is, that the British painters who uphold tin

reputation of our school are the men who have nol g

to France for their artistic training. I 1 1 as they are.

they make no mark in this English gallery, compared

with the men whose names we have mentioned. It may

be that one has seen SO much French work in the other

galleries, finer than these artist- give us, that we are

unable to appreciate, to the extent they deserve, thi

qualities contained in these picture-; hut the fact remains,

nevertheless, that their French training, with all that is

to be said in its fav.mr, does nut enable these young

painters in take the prominent position ha' which a Fn nch

art-training is supposed to qualifj an artist. Tic repute

tion of the English school is upheld in France to-da) by

the men who are distinctly British, not by virtue of birth

only, but because their tastes, their feeling, their modes of

expression have never been subordinated to the teaching of

men whose taste and feeling and modes of expression are

not British, and which can never be made to adapt them-

selves to minds that think, to souls that feel, and to hands

that work in way- peculiar to the English people.

TIIK CHANTREY PURCHASES.

The President and Council of the Royal Academy have

purchased the following works, now in the exhibition,

under the terms ,.f the Chantrey Bequest :—" The Chapel

of the Charterhouse," by Professor Herkomer, A.R.A. ; Mr.

.1. AtTMONIER'S "Sheepwashing in Sussex;' Mr. II. A.

Pegram's bronze relief, "Ignis Fatuus;" Mr. John M.

Swan's "The Prodigal So,, ;" and Mr. II. S. Ti ke's " AH

Hands to the Pumps.'' Mr. Hcrk er, to whom 62,200

has been paid for his work, is thus honoured for the

second time, as his "Found" wa.- acquired for tic same

collection live years ago. The only other artist whosi

pictures have twice been bought is Mr. Joseph Clark. Mr.

Aumonier has had long to wail for official recognition, and

he is to be congratulated on its having come at la-t : for

few have deserved it better Three hundred pound- were

paid for the work. Mr. Pegram is a young sculptor who

has but just emerged from the Academy scl Is, when' he

has for some time attracted the bwly interest ol the Presi-

dent and visitors by his remarkable talent. There can be

no question but that he is destined to be a powerful recruit

to the brilliant band of men who are raising English sculp

tine to an unprecedented height of excellent—Alfred Gil-

bert, Onslow Ford, Thomas Brock, W. B. Richmond, Harry

Bates, II. me. Thornycroft, and Sir Fn di rick Leighton

himself.
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ARTISTS AM' HONOURS.
The elevation to the rank of baronet of Mr. Joseph

Edgae Boehm, Sculptor in Ordinary to the Queen, and of

Mr. Arthub William Blomfield to that of knighthood,

are to be taken as compliments to thu.se arts which have

lor some tune been passed over by royal recognition. In

the present reign no fewer than nineteen British painters

have received the honour of knighthood or of baronetcy

(not including Mr. Watts, who declined the latter dignity),

while but two architects and two sculptors had been re-

cognised before this year of Grace. The painters are as

follows: Allan, Boxall, Brierly, Burton, Callcott, Douglas,

Eastlake, Gilbert, Gordon, Grant, Harvey, llayter. Land-

seer, Leighton, Linton, Macnee, Millais, Paton, and Ross.

The architects are Barry and Scott, and the sculptors

Westinacott and Steell. But long before the present reign

the practice of conferring knighthood upon skilful artists

was often resorted to. It began in that of Charles I.,

who distributed his favours exclusively upon foreigners— as

often for their di| lomatli as for then artistic gifts. Bal-

thasar, Gerbier, Rubens, and Vandyck were his knightly

creations. Then followed Lely, Kneller (whom George
I. made a baronet), and Medina ; Thornhill, Reynolds,

Bourgeois, Lawrence, Raeburn, Shee, and Wilkie. The
architects were Wren, Yanbrugh, Chambers, AVyatville,

Suiirke, and Some. The only sculptor who received a
knighthood—which he took in preference to a baronetcy

—

was ( lhantrey. Besides these there were two engravers,

Dorigny and Strange—the latter receiving it as his

sovereign's apology for the unjust conduct of his Royal

Academy. Such is the British Legion of Honour, and in

perusing it we cannot help asking ourselves how it is that

official recognition goes no further 1 The Press, its members,
and all its ways, however brilliant they may be, and how
great soever may be the power they wield and the good
they effect, do not exist so far as official recognition goes.

True. Yet Literature receives far higher rewards than Art.

Why is this so I Assuming that honours and rewards are

compatible with the dignity of Art, is it not rather a slight

than otherwise to relegate its professors to the lower grade?

EXHIBITIONS OF THE MONTH.

All extremely interesting collection of pictures by M.
Claude Monet has been exhibited at the Goupil Galleries.

Tin' work of this exceedingly adroit impressionist has never

before been so well seen in London. There is a great deal

of force and skill displayed in his earlier sketches, produced
under the influence of Courbet, but it was his brilliant

visions of sunlight that attracted the most attention. The
vivid truthfulness of these strikes the spectator at once.

The effect produced is not always pleasant. We feel that if

we had io look long at these dazzling impressions we should

need blue spectacles to shield our eyes. But this feeling

is in itself the strongest evidence of the truth and power of

Monet's work. That he has exerted an extraordinary in-

fluence on modern art—English as well as French—is un-
doubted. A comparison of Monet's " Prairie and Figures"
with Mr. Sargent's clever pictures at the New English
Art Clul. showed how much Mr. Sargent has learnt from
ill-' great impressionist.

"A Dedication to Bacchus," which has been exhibited at

Mr. Lefevre's Gallery, is one of Mr. Ai.ma-Tadema's most
important works. In our eyes it docs not possess as much

md beauty as sonic of his smaller canvases—as that,
for instance, which he exhibits at the Academy this year.

But it is more serious in intention, and overcomes far

greater difficulties than " The Shrine of Venus." It con-

tains a very large number of figures, which are arranged

with surprising tact and skill ; indeed, the naturalness with

which the composition holds together is one of the most

noticeable features of the work. The subject, a procession

to the shrine of Bacchus, is one with which no one is so

competent to deal as Mr. Alma-Tadema ; the place is a city

in Southern Italy, the age that of the Antonines. Of the

extraordinary truthfulness with which the marbles are

rendered nothing need be said. No less commendable are

tin; variety of pose and gesture, the harmony of colour and
the beauty of the types, which stamp the painter's latest

work as a masterpiece. The dancing girl in the centre

of the composition is perhaps the most graceful figure we
remember to have seen from the hand of this artist.

In the same gallery is exhibited a group of cattle by
Mile. Rosa Bonheur. It is painted with a great deal of

strength and energy, but the general effect of colour is

unpleasant, and the landscape is conventional and hardly

thought out, But it is in the rendering of cattle that

Mile. Bonheur's skill has always displayed itself, and m
this she has succeeded far better than in the environment
of moor and sky.

Captain Coleridge's water-colour drawings of the River
Thames, which have been exhibited at the galleries of the

Fine Art Society, are pleasant iu subject and sufficiently

skilful in execution. They are, however, undistinguished

in style, and lack breadth and freedom. There is plenty

of material in the reaches of the upper Thames, in the

reedy backwaters, the rushing weirs, and undulating mea-
dows, for artistic treatment, but Captain Coleridge seems
to us to have dallied with his opportunity. Until his tech-

nique has gained in force and individuality, he can scarcely

hope to render his drawings interesting.

In the same galleries there has been shown a collection

of water-colour drawings by Mrs. ALLINGHAM, entitled " On
the Surrey Border." Mrs. Allinghani's work is by this

time so well known, that there is no need to say much
about it here. Her most recent sketches display the rich

colour, the daintiness of drawing, and the appreciation of

the forms of flowers, that we have learned to expect from
her. Such drawings as " Hillside Cottage " (17), " The End
of the Day" (41), " Blackberrying " (44), and "The World''

(59), are entirely characteristic of her graceful art, It is

perhaps unfortunate that she should have been content to

paint the same subjects over and over again. This leads

to a mannerism which cannot fail to detract from the

truth and value of an artist's work.

At the galleries of the Fine Art Society, too, a small

collection of drawings by Miss Bertha Patmore has been
exhibited. They are marked by neatness of style, and ex-

quisiteness of touch, and careful study of the butterflies,

dormice, feathers, and other objects chosen for represen-

tation. But by far the best of them are the illuminated

title-pages, designed iu the style of the fourteenth century.

In these Miss Patmore displays admirable taste and a fine

appreciation for decorative effect.

The exhibition of photographs by Mrs. and Mr. Cameron,
which has been held at 10G, New Bond Street, was the

most important of its kind that we have yet seen in

London. The most serious objection that may be taken
to photographs as works of art is, that in them all details

have the same value. It is the business of the artist, in

painting a picture, to omit all that is not essential to the
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harmonising effect of the whole. Bui the sensitised plate

is incapable of any reserve, and reflects both background

and foreground with a uniform minuteness which is posi-

tively disagreeable. That Mrs. Cameron and her son have

succeeded to a great extent in mitigating this inartistic

quality in photography lias now been abundantly proved.

Their exhibition included a .series of admirable reproduc

tions of pictures by Mr. G. F. Watts, and of the portraits

of the House of Stuart recently exhibited at the New

Gallery, as well as photographs of poets, turn of science,

and others. These are all executed with a kern artistic

sense, and it may now be taken as demonstrated that

photography, if handled with tact, can produce results of

w hich no artist need be ashamed.

REVIEWS.

( me of the most diligent and creditable pieces of com

pilation we have seen is Mrs. ('. 11. Strahan's "History

of French Painting" (Sampson Low and Co.), a book

which purports to deal with the subject with some ful-

ness "from its earliest to its latest practice, including an

account of the French Academy of Painting, its Salons,

schools of instruction, and regulations." Into this portly

and handsomely-printed volume the author lias succeeded

in packing an extraordinary amount of information, col-

and collated from scores of books and periodicals,

and subdivided and arranged with rare intelligence and

skill—the whole being neither too concise nor too diffu-

sive for its purpose. That there are some few faults in

a big undertaking such as this—errors of judgment as well

as printing— is not surprising, but they are hardly of a

kind likely to tell against the great usefulness of the book.

( toe can but smile at the misunderstanding or ignorance of

the quality and condition of English art shown by most

American writers, of which the author gives an amusing

example when discussing the present condition of French

art. She says, with unconscious conceit and a poor know-

ledge of facts, " That French art stands high in the estimate

of nations is evident from the facts that America eagerly

gathers French pictures at any price; that London keeps a

permanent gallery of Dole's work, and another for temporary

exhibition of new works of French artists, an appreciation

which English art cannot win French artistic taste to re-

ciprocate. France, indeed, has few English pictures in her

galleries." This is not the first time a lady-writer has

mixed up cause and effect. In spite of little defects such

as these, the volume is admirably arranged for reference,

and vastly enhances its value by including all the principal

painters, living and dead, in a manner combining the ad-

vantages of the running history and biographical-dictionary

methods. The story of their lives, anecdotes, list of their

works, criticisms by eminent hands, together with their

artistic relations with their teachers and fellow-painters,

are all given with sufficient amplitude, while the whole

body of artists are not only for convenience' sake divided

into periods of the century, but also into the " schools " and

by the subjects with which they identified themselves.

In fact, it is a volume that should be m the hands of everj

student of art-history.

The "Henry Irving Shakespeare" (Blackie and Son), the

tilth volume of which has recently made its appearance,

contains -All's Well That Ends Well,'' "Julius Cassar,"

• Measure for Measure," " Troiius and Cressida," and " Mai

beth," edited primarily by Mr. Frank Marshall, and,

generally, by Mr. A. A. Evans, Mr. ( >-, \i: AjJAMS, Mr.

Ai; i in i: Svmons, : ,]id Mi. Wilson Verity. All the features

which have already lined for tin- issue acceptance as " the

reader's Shakespeare " are retained the literary, sta

critical histories of the plaj , the maps, i he copious

and the lists of wool and emendations. In the illustra-

i Mr. Gordon Browni keeps up the spirit and fresh-

ness of his design with extraordinary ability. A con;

years ago it was sadly proved to us how incapabli

the Royal Academy as a body to cope with Shaki ;

and make his heroines living and interesting realisations.

Mr. Browne, of c mrse, makes no pretence "i aiming at the

highest mark, but, keeping steadily within the limits of

his manner and method, he succeeds in placing before the

spectator an inexhaustible scries of pleasing designs, strik-

ingly well drawn for the most part, often dramatic, always

facile in execution, excelling chiefly in his translation ,it

dramatic and humorous episodes.

With the letterpress of the " Histoin defEcoh NavaL

(Maison Quantin, Paris) we arc hardly concerned. It will

be sufficient to remark in passing that the subject seems to

be treated with considerable care and detail. It is, how-

ever, within our province to say something of the illustra-

tions which accompany the text of this well-printed volume.

We may express our surprise that lie- forty plates from

the pencil of M. Paul .1 azkt which, though they ma\ be

admirable studies of costume and naval architecture, are

distinguished by a total absence of artistic merit were

allowed to pass, remembering, as we do, the wonderful

resources at the command of the great French publishing

firm by whom the volume is issued.

The latest addition to the usually admirable " Biblio-

theque de VEnseignemeni des Beaux-Arts (Maison Quantin,

Paris' is
" /.<< Sculpture Antique," by M. I'. Paris. It is

in every way worthy of the series to which it belongs.

Some hundred pages are devoted to the discussion of

Egyptian, Assyrian, and Phoenician sculptors, ami the rest

of the volume deals efficiently with the sculptors of Greece.

M. Paris very wisely avoids controversy for the most part,

but we think that in one or two cases he might wall

have deviated from this plan. For instance, in discussing

the magnificent Choiseul-Gouffier Apollo of the British

Museum he docs not set forth the argument against its

ascription to Kalamis with nearly euough force, and though

there is no need to dogmatise and call the work the statue

of a pugilist, we do not believe for a moment that its

author, whether Kalamis or Pythagoras, intended it to

represent the god of music. Hut, after all, such points as

this are rather curious than important, and we recognise

that M. Paris has performed his task concisely and yet

thoroughly. Had it been furnished with achronological table

and an index, "La Sculpture Antique" would have been a

useful work. The illustrations, if not artistically reproduced,

are eminently practical, though there is a certain lack oi

freshness in them, the majority having already appeared in

other volumes of the same series.

It is notorious that in the whole round of sports th. ri i

none which appeals more strongly ami more insidiously to

artists than the gentle craft of fly-fishing, and it is thi

with the greater pleasure thai we welc Mr. I'i.i m rii

M. Halford's masterly "Dry Fly-Fishing" (Sampson Low
and Co.). The author is on. ol I

lie mo I eminent authoritie

on the art practical, unprejudiced, and of vasl experience,

known to all the fishing world by his pseudonym of

"Detached Badger." We are therefore nol surprised to

find that so complete and so lucid is this dissertation un
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fly-fishing, both in theory and practice, and in all branches

connected with it, that he may, without exaggeration, be

considered the Omega, to Walton and Cotton's Alpha, of the

articles of the piscatorial creed. From an external point of

view the volume is admirably printed and " produced," but

it is to the illustrations that we would call special attention.

It is not of the artistic merit in the plates that we would

speak—although there is some of it—but of their novel

character. Those, for example, illustrating the chapter on

"How tn Cast"— maybe a dozen or more—arc no fancy

pictures. They are drawn by Mr. Moul from an elaborate

series of instantaneous photographs taken for the purpose

by Messrs. Elliott and Fry, and for the first time we are

enabled to see the exact position of the fly and curves of

the line during the various stages of the cast—itself a re-

velation to fly-fishers, a help to the beginner who would know
what his fly is doing after it left his sight, a boon doubtless

to many a fisherman, and pregnant with suggestion and
hope for the unpractised. The plates in illustration of the

chapter on "Autopsy" are further of great assistance.

OBITUARY.

The art of scene-pain ting has lost two of its most eminent

English professors during the last month : men who not only

excelled in its practice, but who also assisted—perhaps more
than any others of the present generation—in its develop-

ment. To them both must in a great measure be awarded
the credit of having placed English scene-painting before

that of any in the world. Mr. William Roxby, better

known as Wilt. i \m Roxby Beverley, was without question

supreme in his profession—which could hardly be said of

his other business, theatre-managing. Indeed, his losses in

connection with that, which plunged him quite recently into

ruin, doubtless hastened the venerable artist's end. As we
have but lately presented our readers with some account

of Mr. Beverley's achievements, we will not again recur

to them, but a few facts are called for. He was born in

Richmond in 1829, and though intended for the stage, he

speedily make his mark as a scene-painter of originality

and of delightful fancy. Painting was his forte, and he

sturdily, though ineffectually, opposed the advance of the
" set-scene." He excelled chiefly in rendering the charm
and mystery of atmospheric effects, the result of a novel

method of his own of "going over" the cloth on which the

previously-applied distemper was still wet. Mr. Beverley

exhibited twenty-nine pictures in the Royal Academy be-

tween 1865 and 1880, the majority of them being sea-

scapes : but water-colour was his favourite medium. His
last picture seen in the Academy was that exhibited in

1880, under the title of "Fishing Boats Going Before the

Wind : Early Morning." His death now raises Mr. William
Telbin and Mr. Hawes Craven to the head of their pro-

Fi

Six days after Mr. Beverley's death at Hampstead there

passed away, at his house in Blackwater, Hampshire, Mr.

John O'Conner, on the 23rd of May. Mr. O'Conner
was a member of the Royal Institute of Painters in Water
Colours, and as much esteemed as a painter in oil as in

water-colour and distemper. Since 1853 and up to quite

recently he had exhibited, at the Academy and elsewhere,
"in' iixty works, but failing health had begun to weigh
upon his hand, although he remained in harness almost
up to tin- last. His easel pictures had, for the most part,

London and Italian scenes fur their subjects.

Mr. \\ \i.iii; GOODALL, who died at the latter end of

May, was the son of Edward Goodall, the engraver, and in

common with his brothers Frederick and Edward, he in-

herited a good deal of artistic talent, which he devoted to

water-colour painting. In 1853 he was elected an Associate

of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours, and in

1861 was advanced to the full rank, and from that time

forward he was one of its most active members. In 1852

he sent three figure-pictures to the Academy, but apart

from these he reserved all his productions for the "Old
Society." In Iss4 he sent his last drawing to Pall Mall

East, and three years later he ceased to be a member. At
the Centennial Exhibition of Philadelphia, in 1876, he was
represented by "The Lottery Ticket." His choice of sub-

ject was wide, travelling over the whole field of the genii

painter.

The death of Mr. Joseph B. Kidd removes one of the

foundation members of the Scottish Academy. He was
born in 1808, and at the age of eighteen was elected an

Associate on the union of two other societies. In 1^20 he

became a full member of the Royal Scottish Academy, and
soon after left Edinburgh for London. Since 1836 he did

not exhibit in Edinburgh, but he retained his membership
until 1858.

M. Louis Adolphe Eude, one of the most prominent,

as he was one of the last, of the old sculptors, has died at

the age of seventy-one. The pupil of David D'Angers, to

whom he came from his birthplace Ares, he made his

debut in the Salon in 1847 with a statue called "Amour."
Twelve years later he obtained a third-class medal for his

" Omphales," which is now in the Court of the Louvre, while

in 1S77 his " Return from the Chase " gained for him a first-

class medal. His bust of Jean Gou.jon was purchased by
the State in 1850, and now figures in the museum of Amiens.

M. .Ttles Dikterle, although not an easel picture-

painter, was a man of fine artistic sentiment and imagination.

He was essentially a scene-painter, having while still a boy
begun his apprenticeship to Ciceri, the " deVorateur" of the

Paris Opera-House, and is best known in this department

for the scenes he painted for '' The Jewess," " The Hugue-
nots." " The Prophet," " Robert le Diable," and other operas.

In 1848, being then in his thirty-eighth year.he was appointed

art-director at the manufactory of Sevres, and later he

collaborated with Sechan in some elaborate schemes of

decoration for the Sultan, by whom he, in turn, was de-

corated. In 1S77 he became the head of the National

Manufactory of Beauvais, a post of honour which be retained

till his death. M. Dikterle was an officer of the Legion of

Honour.

The deaths have also occurred of the infamous though

talented Austrian artist. Kirchner, who was last year

sentenced to six years' imprisonment for having attempted

to assassinate his friend after intriguing with his wife ; of

Signor Sirtoli at Bergamo, his birthplace, at the age of

seventy, who was chiefly famous for having thrown him-

self into the struggle of 1848 with so much gallantry that he

was raised to the rank of officer by Garibaldi on the battle-

field ; of Herr Waldemar Rau, the eminent landscape-

painter; of Herr Bulow, the court-painter of Frederick

the First ; of Charles Saunier. who, born at Montlhery

in 1816, was a pupil of Ingres, and exhibited many a not-

able portrait in oil or pastel at the Salon ; and of M.

Jean Cateyron, at the advanced age of eighty three. M.

Capeyron was known as an animal-painter, but the chief

claim he has on the gratitude of the art-world was the

vigorous support he accorded to the new school, from

Delacroix to M. Dupre. while they were fighting the battle

of Romanticism.
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THE MEDALS OF HONOUR
EXHIBITION

AT THE PARIS

Up to the time of going to press we learn that the jury

de class: has awarded the following medals of honour in the

department of painting :

England: Laweence Ai.ma-Tahema, R.A., and 1Ii;nky Moork,

\ R \

/ MlHAIY MuNKAc-v.
,. F.MILK WaUTEES, FraNZ COUBTENS, ttU<3 AlFBED

Stevens.

Denmark : Peter Kboyeb.

Finland : Albert Edelfeldt.

/ e: Pascal Daoxan-Bouveret, Jules Delaunay. Jules

Duprk, AiMfi Morot, Leon Lhebmixte, Jean Giooux,

Antoine Hebert, Camille Bernier, Feknand Cokmon,

Edouard Detaille, Jules Lefebvee, and Raphael Collin.

Germany Max I.iebeemann and Fkiedeich Uhde.

'Holland: Josef Iseaels.

Italy : G. Boldini.

\ ay Weeenskjold.

Russia : Joseph Chelmonski.

Spain ,
.Timinez.

S,i ,<!, ,: A. BEROH.
/ / States : Johm S. Sargent aud Julius Melchers.

It cannot be denied that there are several surprises in

this list. The work of Mr. Henry Moore has been a reve-

lation in Paris, his "Clearness after Rain" being especially

admired. Mr. Alma-Tadema exhibited his "Women of

Amphissa" and his exquisite '" Expectation," as well as his

water-colours of " Pleading " and "Music.''

First-class medals have been awarded to Sir Frederick

Leighton, P.R.A., for his "Captive Andromache," "Simce-

tha the Sorceress." "Lady Coleridge," and especially his

statuette of " Needless Alarms ; " to Messrs. Bi rne-Jones,

A.R.A. ("King Cophetua"), Herkomer, A.R.A. ("Miss

Grant," " Entranced "—hitherto known as "An American

Lady"—and his etchings of the same) ; Hook, R.A. ("The

Day for the Lighthouse," " 111 Blows the Wind that Profits

Nobody," and "The Close of Daj '); Ori bardson, I!. A.

"Mariage de Convenanee; After," "Her First Dance."

and " Master Baby ') ; Whistler (" Lady Archibald Camp-

bell," "The Balcony," and eight original etchings of street

scenery); Stanhope Forbes ("The Village Harmonic"

and "Their Ever-Shifting Home"); John R. Reid ("The

Rival Grandfathers" aud "Homeless and Homeward");

Leader, A.R.A. r In the Evening there shall lif Light ")

;

and .1. J. Shannon (" Henry Vigne, Esq."). Sir Everett

Mili.ais, Mr. Watts, and other prominent members of the

English school did not compete.

Till: CRIPPLING OF Till. CHANTREI BEQUEST.

It is extremely to be regretted that the majority oi the

Court of Appeal have confirmed the narrovi and. artistically

considered, the ignorant view of Mr. Justice North, by

Forbidding the President and Council of tin- Royal Academj

to purchase any work of sculpture, under the terms of the

< h mtrej bequest, thai is not compost dof rble, or bronze,

or other metal. Our reader- will remember that we last

year recorded the applicati f the trustees of the lend of

lie Court, to permit them to acl on the spirit, instead oi on

the woid-. of Chantrey's will, and buj works thai were

'completed" so far as the artist was concerned, alth

not absolutely so in poinl oi material. It was hopeless,

from the beginning, thai a jusl way out of the difficulty

would l>e arrived at, for the legal mind has ever proved, by

its very constitution, unable to appreciate the woi kin

character of the artistic mind ; so that it. is not surprising

to find Lord Justice Cotton and Lord Justice Fry guiding

then decision by the words of Chantrey's solicitor rather than

by the spirit of Chantrey's acts and evident intentions.

Sir Edward Fry recognised the facl that the view of Sir

Frederick Leighton and the Master of the Rolls was " more

for the interests of art," and yet, in spite of the lead

sentence in Chantrey's will "it is my desire and intention

that . . . the clear income of my aforesaid residuary

pure personal estate shall be devoted to the encouragement

of British Fine Art in Painting and Sculpture only

"

elected to stand by the most literal translation to the direc-

tion that "no commission or orders for the execution of

works to be afterwards purchased as aforesaid -hall at

any time be given." But is it giving "a commission to

intimate that if sueh-aud such a work in plaster or was

satisfactorily cast or carved it will be bought bythe trustees

of Chantrey's will < Certain!) t, SO far as the work to

he produced in bronze is concerned, for once the was or

plaster finished, the work is absolutely complete SO lai as

regards the artist ; the rest is as independent a process from

the original work as the varnishing of an oil picture. By

adhering to the strict letter of the will, Chantrey's intentions

appear to us not only not carried out, but absolutely sub-

verted. Sir Henry Cotton holds that the words of a will

"should not be tortured in order to carry out its view of

the testator's meaning,'' but when we find that in the case

of Turner's will his intentions as regards the heir-at-law

were entirely upset, we become .somewhat sceptic. ,1 on the

forensic idea of " intention-' By the present decision, the

majority of the Court of Appeal prevent the testator's own

profession—which he placed in his will on an equal footing

with that of painting—from sharing, as it should, in its

benefits. They make no allowance for an artist's looseness

of expression thai, of course, is only right
;
but they do

not even take into consideration, as they should, the condi-

tions under which he worked and which were at the time

the practice of the profession. When ChanticV had finished

the clay, the work was " complete " as far a.- he was Con-

cerned : the reproduction of it was then a matter for the

skilled mechanic—the artists share wasdone. Nay, ci rtain

of hi- best known designs have been declared the work of

"skilled mechanics" from their very inception
; so thai one

who thought so little of accuracj in matters such as these

was hardly likely to be a match in bteralne-s for the Fool

Justices of Appeal even had he known that Ins wool

would have come before them for solution. It is an oi

tunate business all round, as tic decision run- counter to

everj interest concerned in it, except that of very blind

justice.
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THE NEW NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY.

There is one question with regard to the new National

Portrait Gallerj which has hitherto received no attention.

Yet it is no less important than the name of the generous

citizen, who by liiw .uift has put the Government to shame,

in- the site which shall bechosen for the great gallery of his-

torical portraits. And this is, how and in what style is

the gallery to be built t Though it is, at present, idle to

attempt a precise answer to this question, it may be well to

point out, by way of warning, how much harm ha.s been

done in the past to our public buildings by vexatious inter-

ference and reckless tinkering. The history of St. Paul's

Cathedral is but the record of insult and injustice in-

flicted upon Sir ( Ihristopber Wren. The same might be said

of Street and his Courts of Justice. But the most instruc-

tive parallel for our present purpose is the growth of the

curious cluster of buildings which goes by the name of the

National Gallery. The original structure, as every one

knows, was the work of Wilkins. From the time of its

completion this was laughed to scorn by the crowd of critics

and connoisseurs. Indeed, it is scarcely too much to say

that the architect was killed by disappointment and the

sneers of those who believed themselves to be wise. But
Wilkins' work did not long remain in its original form.

It was soon found to lie too small to house a collection,

which had within a short period increased enormously. A
new building was then contemplated, and designs were sub-

mitted. The result, however, after a great deal of heated

discussion, was a compromise. To quote the words of Sir

l\ Leightou: "The original building has remained unaltered

as to its exterior ; but, on the rear of one of its flanks, loom

now into view, first an appendage in an entirely different

style of architecture, and, further on, an excrescence of no

style of architecture at all: the one an Italian tower; the

other a Sa1 cone of glass, surmounted by a ventilator—

a

structure of the warehouse type—the whole resulting in a

jarring jumble and an aspect of chaotic incongruity, which

would be ludicrous if it were not distressing." Such is the

history, made up of blunder and economy, of the National

Gallery. And it ought to afford food for bitter reflection

to those upon whom the responsibility of the National Por-

trait Gallery lies. The architect whose design is accepted

should lie allowed a free hand. No committee of business

men. whose idea of art-criticisln is the tightening of their

own or the public purse-strings, should be permitted to

tinker and alter at will. It is entirely opposed toexperience

that an architect should be allowed to carry out his design

unhampered and without reproach
;
but if the new National

Portrait Gallery is to be worthy of the collection which it

is to contain, we believe freedom of actiou to be essentia).

Otherwise the only possible result will be another dis-

appointment, another compromise, such as we have already

witnessed iii the case of the National Gallery.

THE SALON AWARDS.

To M. Dagnan Bouveret has been awarded the coveted

Medal of H ir for Painting, for his "Bretonnesau Pardon,"

bj 217 votes, M. Benjamin-Constant coming second—as he
has done annually for some two or three years. M.AcHILLE

' CQ1 ET, with 92 votes, took the medal for Engraving with

his line engraving after Cabanel's " Fondatrice des Petites

Sceui di Pauvres." M. Mathurin-Moreau and M. Leloir

were first in Sculpture and Architecture respectively, but

as thej i.uli .1 : i obtain the prescribed majority of votes the

medals were not allowed. Tiie honours awarded to English
artists were meagre, Mr. S. J. Solomou and .Mr. Weekes
obtaining each a third-class medal, and Miss Alice Havers
(Mrs. Morgan) an honourable mention.

EXHIBITIONS in' THE MONTH.

The exhibition of the " Royal Academy Rejected and
Crowded Out Pictures" at Olympia is, as a whole, one of

the saddest that can be imagined. It reminds the beholder

irresistibly of the side-walk exhibition by Italian beggars
of their afflictions—sightless sockets and stunted limbs.

Were it not that the display of the almost incredible bad-
ness of many of these pictorial attempts may remove the

scales from the sight of some of the perpetrators, no excuse

could be made for an exhibition, the chief result of which

can only be the vitiation of the taste of such untutored be-

holders as curiosity may lead into this wilderness of mis-

guided application. In short, the show, artistically con-

sidered, is beneath contempt; and, seeing that only about

one-eighteenth part of the total number of the works " not

hung" at the present Academy exhibition figure here, it

has not even the dignity of numbers.

Mr. Peppercorn, a collection of whose works has been
exhibited at the Goupil Galleries, is a faithful follower of

the French Romanticists. It is to Corot to whom he owes
most. His aim is always poetical and decorative, and every-

one conversant with his work must acknowledge that he

generally achieves that which he attempts. Those who are

only satisfied with the conventional landscape, in which
every detail is rendered with microscopical exactness, will

find little to admire in Mr. Peppercorn's work. On the

other hand, all those, and we believe thein to be many, who
recognise that the aim of art is decorative rather than
statistical, must feel the charm that belongs to these poems
in paint.

At the galleries of Messrs. Johnstone and Norman
there has been held an interesting exhibition of American
Decorative Art. The excellence of the "Low" tiles is

already acknowledged in England, but so good an opportu-

nity of judging their worth has not been previously given
us. Admirable, too, is the stained glass of Mr. John
La Faroe. The specimens exhibited here are decorative

rather than pictorial, ami of all of them the panels forming

the lights round a door is the best. The " Associated

Artists' exhibit some noteworthy examples of their skill,

and the iron-work of Mr. John Williams is efficiently

designed.

At the same galleries a collection of American etchings

has been exhibited. Mr. T. Moran, the President of the

"Society of American Etchers," is represented by his some-

what laboured " Mountain of the Holy Cross, Colorado."

Far more satisfactory are the works of Messrs. C. A. Platt
and Stephen Parrish. The latter's "Gale at Fecamp"
is the best thing in the exhibition. We missed manj
well-known names, and the twenty two examples shown
here cannot be said to worthily represent the etching of

America.

REVIEWS.

The last division of
" Bn/an's Dictionary of Painters

mill Engravers" (Bell and Sons) has been published, and
the new book, as edited by Mr. ROBERT EDMUND GRAVES
and Mr. Wai.thi: ARMSTRONG, is at length complete. The
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first edition made its appearance in seven parts, and took

four years in publication—that i- to say, from L813 to i
s ir.

- -the price being five guineas. In L849, another edition ol

the scarce and much sought book was issued by Bohn,

revised and completed to that year by George Stanley, and

the price was lowered to two guineas. At last, aftei f< rtj

years' delay, we have our new and perfected edition, and

although we are not prepared without further examination

to pronounce it entirelj satisfactory in all respi

testify to the workmanlike manner in which it has been

edited -especially in the later/as«'cu/«—and the judgment

with which the biographies have been handled. It sufli i

a little, as all books of the kind must do, by a lack of pro

portion in treating some of the more recent painters, and

in some instances, by incompleteness of research in n spi :1

to them; but on the whole it turns out a compilation of the

highest value and utility. As regards the names of artists,

Messrs. Graves and Armstrong have adopted Sir Frederick

Burton's system in the National Gallery, and have indexed

all artists under their true names, however unfamiliar they

may be ;
but cross-references arc in all cases introduced.

The last, or twelfth, now before us, comprises one or tun

important monographs, articles, lists, and bibliographies

including Titian (by Mrs. Heaton), Velasquez, Leonardo da

Vinci, and Wilkie (all by Mr. Armstrong). A supplement,

including those artists who have died while the work was

p tssing through the press, is complete, and has been brought

up to the last moment, Cabanel and Pellegrini, who passed

away on the .same day only a very few months ago

1 "mler the title of "Academy Arckitecturi and Animal

Architectural Review, 1889," two architects, Messrs. Koch
and ENGLISH, have undertaken to do for the architectural

exhibits of the Royal Academy that which already lias been

carried out, since many years, for painting and sculpture in

the same institution, viz, to publish a selection of repro-

ductions of the most prominent architectural drawings

hung in the gallery specially reserved for them. How-

far the scheme will be a successful one—seeing that the

omission of such drawings from other publications of the

day i> due to the absolute apathy and want of interest with

which, as a rule, architectural designs are regarded by the

public—remains to be proved. The first difficulty with which

the editors have had to contend has been the comparatively

small number of works from which to select ; one room only

is devoted to architectural drawings at the Academy,whereas

for painting and for sculpture there are fifteen rooms. It

is for this reason, we presume, that to the "Academy F.xhi-

bition " has been added an " Annual Architectural lie\ i.-w ,"

and if the latter could be extended so as to include more

examples of foreign contemporary work than the editors

have her.- been able to give, it seems to us that tic nevi

publication would be one of considerable int. -re.t and

value. We are strongly of opinion, however, that to

maintain its standard of usefulness a more careful selec-

tion will have to be made : in the first place a few designs

n pt in which arc interesting only to their authors :

i. a limit should lie made as to retrospective work dt

is not worth while reproducing works carried out twenty

years ago) ; and third, all reproductions of water-col

pen-and-ink representations of ancient buildings should be

omitted ; and this remark applies also to Academy exhibits.

The review should include contemporaneous architecture

in all countries only; there can lie no objection to the

occasional reproduction of designs not carried out, because

sometimes these are even a better reflex of tic architectural

style of tie period than executed work. If other craft -

could i ed, such as those of decorative ••

metal-work, architectural sculpture, and others of a kin

died nature, these aits, to which archite. .
. . n t

!

>

indebted, would receive foi the 1 i m ral

ition.

In the hind I k entitled " Sational Academy Not** • <»/

I /
i L889" (Cassell

Mr. Krirrx does for tic great Annual Exhibition in V »

tfork what two or tin- uch bool do in England for

the Royal Academy, or in Parisforthe Salon. Reproduc-
tions from manj ol the principal pictures, a criti

little too amiable all round, perhaps), and detail l

stitution of the Academy are included in the little work,

while interesting details concerning the< biel exhibitoi

to its general usefulness. Judging from the illustrations

here given, landscape and single-figure pictures compri e

the majority of tie- canvases this year history pictun

works of " high aim " and more elaborate composition

comparatively but rarely attempted.

Mr. r.EN-.iAMiN Martin's " Old Chelsea" (T. Fisher Un-
w in) is without doubt a very charming little volume, dealing

with a district of London that teems with artistic and lit.

rary memories not yet so very old, though fast becoming so.

They touch on Turner. Blake, and liossetti, on Maclise,

Cecil Lawson, and Mr. Madox Brown, and. going back

further, on Holbein, [nigo Jones, Sir Peter Lely, Prince

Rupert, Verrio, Sir Hans Sloane, and Sir Thomas Law n qi e

—interesting, however, from their historical rather than the

artistic aspect. But the charm of this book belongs in

greater measure to the illustrations than to tie- t. \t. Thes

are from the brush and pen of Mr. JOSEPH Pennei i. one

whose knowledge of the capacity of pure line in the repre-

sentation of country and city landscape is unsurpassed at

the present day. It is delightful to not.- how -as in the

drawing of "The Embankment and Old Battersea Bridge,

the whole sentiment and truthful representation ol tic

place is set before us in the fewest possible strokes—a satis-

factory and satisfying "impression," in contradistinction

to the incomplete and unsatisfying "impressions'' of Mr.

Whistler. Some of Mr. Pennell's drawings are n prod I

by facsimile process, others are engraved on wood. ( >f the

latter " Paradise Row"on a wet day is not onlj remarkable

as a skilful drawing, but also as an admirable transcript of

it by Mr. Clement. With so much material at the artist

command, we confess we are surprised that the self-same

drawing and block should lie Used for frontispiece and for

tin illustration on page 130'.

For those interested in the history of art there will

always be a charm in the name of Hi:, ion BERLIOZ. For it

is to the brilliant movement of I830,from which the famous

Romantic School took its origin, that we owe the author

of Les Troyens&ad Favst. We therefore heartily welcome

M. Adolphe Jullien's "Hector Berlioz, Sa vie ,/ g«

QSuvres? which has recently been published in Paris (La

Librairie de l'Art). But it is not only its subject which

gives this princely volume its artistic value. From tie

point of view of illustration it is exhaustive. We are given

reproductions of photographs, costumes, musical scores,

playbills, caricatures, of everything, in short, which can

possibly throw light on the career of Bectoi Berlioz. The

of portraits of tic composer himself is an important

one. including as it doe, an etching of tic celebrated picture

1,\ Coi in-.i r, as well as reproductions of Lenoir's statu.-

and GoDEBSKl's medallion. Still more interesting is the

large collection pf caricatures, reproduced by lithography,
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which arc graphic enough in themselves to tell us the story

ol Berlioz's life. These are by Carjat, Xadar, Cham,
J >ore, and the great J Iaumier himself. They show us how
the Parisian public was converted from an attitude of dis-

gust at the ear-piercing music of Berlioz (as they thought it)

in one of blind, unquestioning admiration. The fourteen

in i [inative drawings bj M. Fantin-Latour, suggested by

the works of Berlioz, are the least satisfactory feature in the

volume. All are admirable specimens of lithography, but

of the designs themselves, while some are excellent, others

sadly lack precision.

A new and delightful edition of Victor 111 Go's " Notre

Davit </• Paris ' has been published by Sampson Leu and

( lompany. It is in two volumes, well printed on very good

highly-glazed "satin finish" paper, and the page has a

bounteous margin. It is also illustrated in the way that

has now become a fashion with modem French novels—
with small and dainty facsimile reproductions of the artists'

draw ings. The edition is a limited one ; each copy is num-
bi Hi ; and on the whole it is a choice hook. An attempt
to reproduce some of the drawings in colour is, however,

"the fly in the ointment." Colour, when introduced into a

book of this description, needs to be perfect of its kind.

\ ery simple—two or three tones only—or very elaborately

carried through. A mere suggestion or a perfect realisation.

The coloured illustrations here are a failure : an attempt
is made to do what is not possible by the means employed.
But it is a delightful book notwithstanding.

.Mr. Frederick Tayler, who died on the 20th of June
at Hampstead, at the age of eighty-five, was in his day
one of the most eminent of English water-colour painters.

Born in 1804, he was the contemporary of Turner, De Wint,
and David Cox, ami thus may be said to have been the
ci ting-link between the early past and the present of

the art, carrying on its traditions, and assisting as much as

any in its development and its perfection. He early entered

the schools of the Royal Academy, at a time when the
teaching was not of much account in that institution, and
then continued his studies in Paris and in Italy. In 1830,

he sent his first exhibit to the Royal Academy, to which he
.subsequently contributed four more works. To the British

Institution he also sent five works in all ; but after 1865
he appeared only in tin- Royal Society of Painters in Water-
Colours. Of that Society he had been elected an Associate
in 1831, and a full member in ]s::4. His subjects consisted

chiefly of 'landscapes with figures and animals," more
ially with hunting and hawking-parties in all the

variety in which such seems r. present themselves to the
artistic eye. In 1858 hewas unanimously elected President,
an office he held until his resignation in 1871. It was
during his tenure that his "Return from Hawking "—the

drawing of the two of this subject—was knocked
down at Christie's for the highest sum ever reached by his

works in a sale-room, namely £465. He occasionally worked
in collaboration with George Barret, and produced many
elaborate illustrations of scenes in the romances of Sir
Walter Scott, lie was an active member, not only of his
own Society—which he handed over in a highly prosperous
condition to its present President, Sir John Gilbert—but
also of the Etching < Hub, and in 1855 acted as juror in the
1 iin \ii Section of the Paris Exhibition, for which service
hewas ci ited i

Km hi of the Legion of Honour. Mr.

Tayler was also a book-illustrator, and excelled as an etcher.

Mr. Hamerton, in "Etching and Etchers," declares that

eci tain of his work in this department has never been sur-

passed, while placing his ''highly-finished modern way, de-

pending greatly on creves," above his efforts in the more
simple and direct method of genuine etching. "He had all

tic natural gifts of a first-rate etcher, and nearly all the

knowledge." In " Modern Painters," Professor Ruskin bore

witness long ago to the exquisite qualities in his water-

colours, and particularly in his sketches—a testimony that

everj judge of the art has since confirmed. "Olivia and
Sophia " was exhibited only last year at the " Old Society,"

but proved how far the hand was robbed of its skill

by advancing age. Four years ago Mr. Tayler issued an
illustrated text-book on "Animal Painting," published by
Messrs. Cassell. Mr. Norman Tayler, the late artist's son,

is an Associate of the Society of which his father had been
a member for no fewer than fifty-eight years.

M. Alexis Joseph Mazerolle, who was bom in Paris

in 1826, entered the Iicole des Beaux-Arts at the age of

seventeen, and became the pupil of Dupuis and Gleyre

ively. Four years later he made his debut at the

Salon with " The Old Woman and the Two Servants," and
from that time until last year he contributed with almost

unbroken regularity, historical and incident pictures, por-

traits, and fine decorative compositions. He obtained a

third-class medal in 1857 for his picture of "Chilperic and

Fredigonde," and two years later a " rappel " for " Xero and
Locusta Experimenting with Poisons upon a Slave"—

a

picture now in the Museum of Lille. In 1861 a second
"rappel'' was awarded him; in 1870 he was admitted
Knight of the Legion of Honour, and in 1879, Officer. The
works by which he will probably be best remembered are

his ceiling decorations for the Theatre Francais and the

Vaudeville Theatre in Paris, and the "Nine .Muses'' and
" Six ( ieniuses" for the Conservatoire.

The death of M. Joseph Navlet, at the age of sixty-

eight, is reported. Born at Clialons-sur-Marne, he was
placed under Abel de Pujol, and in 1848 he made his

first appearance in the Salon with his "Departure of

the Young Tobias"—the first of a long series of history

paintings, such as "The Defeat of Attila," "Brennus,"
"Salvator Rosa," "Godfrey de Bouillon," "The Martyrdom
of Joan of Arc," " The Assassination of the Duke of

Orleans,'' and so forth. The incidents of the Franco-
Prussian war also provided him with many subjects. He
was equally well known as a painter in water-colour.

We regret also to have to record the death of M. Et GENE
Veron, the learned and brilliant editor of L'Ait, which
illustrated journal he had conducted since 1875 ; of M.
Augustine Leon Melle, pupil of Cogniet, and landscape-

painter of the old school, at the age of sixty-three ; of Mile.

Hippolytf. Lesauvage, at the age of forty-five, a history-

painter of some talent and considerable taste, but too

much ambition; of the Danish flower-painter, M. Hammer,
who was born in 1821 ; of Herr Boettcher, of Diisseldorf,

who was born in 1818, and devoted himself to the repre-

sentation of Rhenish peasant-life ; of M. Cernesson, the

eminent architect and Knight of the Legion of Honour, in

the fifty-ninth year of his age ; of the Viennese landscape-

painter, Herr Melchoir Fritsche, at the age of sixty-

three ; and of M. Cii.uvix, at the age of sixty-nine. M.
Chain in was essentially a decorator and, like M. Mazerolle,

designed panels for the adornment of the Conservatojre

Concert-room and Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
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MEDALS \T THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

In the last number of this Magazine we gave a com

plete list "I the Medals of Eonour awarded to the various

countries that competed in the department of painting,

and the first-class medals won by Englishmen. The other

honours gained by < treat Britain are as follow -
.

Painting.—Second-class medals: Ljkk Fumes, E.A., Andrew
Low, A.Ii.A.. E. J. Gregory, K.A.. J. W. Waterhouse, A.K..V,

Colin Huntee. A.B.A., Joseph Knight, J. Sant, R.A., Marcus
Stone, K.A., W. II. Baetlett, J. Charles, George Clausen,

and F. D. Millet. Third-class medals: J. Knioht. J. Acmoniei:.

J. P. Beadle, P. H. Caldekon, B.A., Mark Fisiiee, T. B. Ken
ninoton. K. W. Macbeth, A.R.A . Phtl Moeeis, AH. A.. David

Murray. Adbian Stokes, W. I,. Wyllik. A R. \.. .1. Charlton, E.

Ceofts, A.R.A., F. Goodall, R.A., Briton Riviere, K.A., Lionel

Smytiie, Sidney Starr, ami Henry Woods. A.R.A.

S
'•' Medals "t 11 ur: Alfred Gilbert. A.i; A.. I

Sir Frederick Lehhitox. P.R.A. First-class medal, none. S I-

class medals: Roscoe Mullins and E. Onslow Ford, A.R.A. Third-

class medals: T. Brock, A .1;. \ . R. B. Browning, H. Peoeam, P.

Hebert (of Paris), and T- Stirling Lee. Honourable Mentions:

Miss Jeffreys pi Paris) andT. Nelson Maclean.

Engraving.—Medal 01 Honour: F. Seymour Haden, P.K.S.P.-E.

First-class medals: Feank Short ami R. W. Macbeth, A.R.A.

Second-class medals: L. Lowenstam andW. Strang. Third-class

medal : W. L. Wyli.ii . A.R.A.

The curious misplacement of artists, in some instanci

positively grotesque, will strike everybody, so that it ni i\ i -

assumed that no injury to reputation may lie suffered by

artists who have deserved a better position than has been

given them. Hut many influences are -aid to have lieen at

work besides that fairness we had a right to expect ; thi-

..in be the only explanation of many instances of eccen-

tricity on the part of the jury. At the .same time, it must

be borne in mind that many English artists, unaware that

they were to be included in the competition (it was at first

determined that England should be hors concours), were

content to send a very modi rate and unrepresentative ex-

hibit. And by this they have been judged.

THE SCOTTISH NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY.

The Scottish National Portrait Gallery, after occupy-

ing temporary premises for the last few years, has been

removed to a pcrtion of the imposing Gothic building

which—through the generosity of a long anonymous donor,

now disclosed to be Mi-. J. 1!. Findlay, one of the pro-

prietors of the Scotsman newspaper—has been erected

in Queen Street, Edinburgh, lor its accommodation and

that of the Scottish National Museum of Antiquities :

and tie- opening ceremony was performed by the Marquis

of Lothian, on the 15th of July. Even already the

directors of the gallery have been able t" bring togethi 1

a collection of national portraits of considerable intere I

and historical value. The works on view number in all

about four hundred items ; but of these some eventj are

merely on temporary loan, while a considerable propor

tiou of those that remain are medallions and drawings.

Tie' works that are the permanent property of the gallery

include an interesting oil portrait of Queen Mary, an old

!

work of the Clouet type ; animposin 1 ironation full

by Shackxetob oi George lb. and a imilai 1

Georgi III ind Qu 'leu lotte by Air \n I! vms \t

.

Raebi bn, the greatest of Scottish portraiti 1 ,1 1 tcelleutly

represented by his line full-length oi Profi 01 Wil on

(Christopher North), and by hi 1 Neil Cow,

Professor Dalziel, Francis Horner, ami Pro

Reid, 1 la- typical Scotch metaphysician. Watson-< lo

is seen to advantage in his renderings of Lord Cockburn, Lord

Rutherford, Sir William Gil Craig, the lev. Thomas
McCrie the historian; Colvik Smith in his portraits of

Sir James Mackintosh, Sir Ralph Abercromby, and tl

\i count Melville; while among recent portrait paintei

are ROBERT 1 1 BKDMAN'S '' Thomas ( 'ai ly I'', and his "Dr.

David Laing." The collection of portrait busts is also con-

siderably extensive and valuable, including n pn 31 a

of the ni" 1 eminent Scotsmen by Joseph, Chantrey,
Steell, Campbell, and Beodie. An interesting section ol

the collection i< a series of about forty highly charai ti

heads, drawn in pencil on the scale of life, l>.\ John Bj

a little known Scottish portraitist of the last century whose

career is fully recorded by Mr. Gray, the Curator

gallery, in our July number; and an 1 ten tve collection

of the portrait medallions of James Tassie, rendering

very many of the celebrated personages of the latter halt

of the eighteenth century, form-; a curious and valuable

feature of the gallery.

THE SECRETAN SALES.

The events of the art season in Pari- and London

have been the sales of the collection of pictures fori I

by M. E. Si;i retan, of Paris. Besides the modern pi tun

this collection included a considerable number of old

masters ; but with several important exceptions, they

were not of the highest class, and the strength of M.
S.i retail's gallery lay in the pictures by painters of our

own day. There is no doubt that M. Seen I 111 chose hi-

modern pictures well, for never before have so manj reallj

great examples been seen together. There is also no doubt

that on these modern pictures a handsome profit has been

realised at the auction, even over the high prices he had

admittedly paid. For example, on March 16, l
ss l. M.

Secre"tan gave £6,720 for the "Angelus,"a price d

absurd by many buyers, because the painting, as a picture,

is not worth more than perhaps £3,000. The sentiment

attached to this subject, however, made it certain that M.

Secre'tan had not made any mistake, as indeed the 623,22 1

bill for ii last July 1 proved This sum, as all the world

knows, was offered by a so-called syndicate, who gave out

thai they had a certain authority to purchase it for the

French National Collection in the Louvre But and it isa

striking and sad evidence of the humiliating deterioration of

" la belle France" the necessary and very simple formalities

are aid to nave been found impossible to carry through,

and the American bidder, who ran the "syndicate"so closely,

u offered the picture. The Barbizon school of paint-

ing is novi lo 'o
1 ing 1 he zenith ol it celebi itj and 1

one of the pictures from the hand- of M 11.1 i.r. Rot -mm .
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Coeot, Daubigny, and Diaz, sold at the Secretan sale al

prices beyond anything hitherto paid. Housseau's " Hut of

the Charbonniers " fetched fully 63,000; Corot's "Biblis,"

a magnificent work, ran up to £3,360 ; Daubigny's " Return
.if the Flock," one of that master's iiurst canvases, readied

£1,690; and " Diana Hunting," by Diaz, £2,840. All these

are good prices, but yet not far beyond their ordinary
market value. Meissonier's works on the whole realised

less than was expected, but it may be affirmed with con-
fidence that the market for this master's pictures is likely

to fall in the future. Troyon's works have well maintained
their prices, and three small examples of him in the Secr6tan
collection fetched much larger sums than was anticipated.

" La Basse Cour," considered by experts to lie worth on a
full price C800, went at £1,448, which is very high fur a

simple picture of cocks and hens in a yard, ami only seven-
teen by fifteen inches in size, [sabey's ".Marriage in a
Delft Church" fetched £3,000, a sum far beyond his usual
values. Millet's "I.-- Vanneur" ran up to £3,500 at the
London section of the sale, and Troyon's " Garde-( lhasse

"

nearly £3,000. Delacroix's "Tiger Surprised by a Serpent,"
which sold in the Wilson sale, 1881, for £964, now brought
£1,400. ( )f the pictures which greatly depreciated in value
there were only a ii^w amongst the modern works. Meis-
sonier's " Cuirassiers," paid by M. Secretan £14,000, realised

a little less than £8,000. Ingre's " CEdipe and the Sphinx

"

sold for £'2nii, or about one-fourth of its former price ;

and Forti ny's very fine "Arabs Dancing" only came to

£972, which is really far below its value in au ordinary
way. Amongst the old pictures the prices varied con-

siderably, and without further apparent reason than
the usual chances of an auction room. The great " Land-
scape " by HoBBEMA was sold in London for £5,460,
whereas M. Secretan had paid more than double that

sum for it, although in 1802 the same picture only brought
£294 at Christie's. The Frans Hals, on the other hand,
went higher than hitherto; and the "Portraits of Scri-

verius and his Wife,'' sold at the Wilson sale in ]ssi

for £3,200, now realised £3,640; and the same painter's

portrait of a man with a cane, sold at the Wilson sale for

£3,124, now went up to £4,420. But, again, the ''Portrait

of the Bishop of Winchester," by Holbein or one of his

contemporaries, fetched only £1,200, whilst £'2,668 was
paid for it at the same sale eight years before. It is not
possible to draw any useful commercial conclusion from
the prices paid for the pictures in the Secretan collection

further than the fact that at present all old masters vary
in price, that the clever imitative pictures are falling in

value, while the more impressionistic paintings of the
Barbizon school still continue to rise.

THE POPULARISATION OF SCULPTURE.

There have been many indications of late that sculp-

ture, so long regarded by the ignorant as a "dead art," is

gaining the appreciation of the people. We have lately

heard that some of the most renowned of English sculptors

are to employ their talents upon the decoration of public

buildings. This is a distinct advance. There has been
little like it since the days when Wells Cathedral was built.

And yet this is the best method of making sculpture a
popular art. In one other direction there is evidence that

sculpture will in the future appeal to a larger public than it

has done hitherto. What the various methods of engraving
have done for the popularisation of painting will be done
before very long for sculpture by the reproductions in

and on a small scale of the works by modern artists.

Mr Nelson Maclean has already published some of his

works. Mr. WooLNER has had his bust of Mr. Gladstone
reproduced, and Mr. Conrad Dressler his bust of Mr.
Ruskin, and now we have Mr. Collie publishing Mr.
Thornycroft's admirable statue of General Gordon.
This we are delighted to see. There is no reason why re-

ductions in bronze of statues by eminent sculptors should
not be as eagerly sought after and highly prized as etchings
of famous pictures. The economic effect of this taste upon
the sculptor would be important. Hitherto the difficulties

which a sculptor has had to overcome have been immense.
Hut with a wide public to appeal to, the copyrights of his

works will have a value they never had before. We trust

that Mr. Collie will carry on the work he has so well

begun by the publication of reductions on a similar scale of

such works as Mr. Gilbert's " Icarus," Mr. Ford's " Singer,"

and Mr. Thornycroft's; "Teucer." Oue point yet must be
noticed in the matter. The price of reductions in bronze
is necessarily high, and though those who now lavish their

money on proofs of etchings will be able to afford to purchase
statuettes, there is a great number of people who would like

to possess these reductions in a less costly material. Cannot
cheap copies be published in bronzed plaster ? Or will not

one of our sculptors devise a material which is as cheap and
convenient as plaster and more durable, while it is capable
of receiving the artistic impress in a measure approaching,
if not equalling, that of bronze'?

HEC'EXT EXHIBITION'S.

At Messrs. Dowdeswell's Galleries, in New Bond Street,

there has been exhibited a collection of pictures of Japanese
and Chinese Life by Mr. Theodore Wores. Mr. Wores,
who is, we believe, an American, has made a careful study

of the picturesque life of the inhabitants of Nikko and
Tokio. From an artistic point of view, however, the

majority of his pictures seem to us failures. The painter

does not appear to have a keen sense of decoration, in

spite of his sojourn in Japan, and his colour is too often

distressingly inharmonious. The exhibition suggests a com-
parison with that held last year by Mr. Menpes, and the

comparison is not to Mr. Wores' advantage. Mr. Menpes
was perhaps less ambitious in his aims than Mr. Wores,
but all his work was essentially decorative, and therefore

essentially Japanese. Mr. Wores' canvases, on the other

hand, convey information, but make little or no appeal to

our sense of beauty.

A series of water-colour drawings by Mr. W. W. May,
R.I., have been exhibited at the same galleries. Those who
appreciate the careful, minutely finished water-colour draw-

ing so characteristic of the English scho I, will find much
to admire in these graceful sketches of Lough Swilly. But
the masterly water-colours of the modern French and
Dutch schools have shown us how much more can be done
in this medium by breadth and freedom of treatment.

Messrs. Dowdeswell have also shown a collection of

busts of living men by Mr. Conrad Dressler. The
majority of these prove that the sculptor has considerable

skill in catching a likeness. In some instances, however,

Mr. Dressier has softened, in others over-accentuated the

characteristic features of his sitters. Messrs. Grossmith
and Toole, for example, are undoubtedly flattered, while

there is some exaggeration in the rendering of such distinct

personalities as Messrs. liuskin and Swinburne. From an
artistic point of view Mr. Dressler's work is almost always
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fficient and interesting,and indicates a \ igour and a breadth

of handling that promise well for future achievement.

The statuary by Mr. Chattncey B. [ves, which has been

exhibited at the Burlington Gallery, shows at once the

strength and weakness of the modern Italian school. It

has a certain prettiness, and dimly suggests the classical

style, not as manifested in the masterpieces of < (reek sculp

ture, but as interpreted by an age unappreciative of the

grand tradition. In his statue of the nymph Egeria Mr.

Ives attempts a task which no sculptor who knows the

limitations of white marble would dare to undertake. He
represents water dripping from the feet of the nymph.
This is a proof at once of his ingeuuityand his utter fatal

disregard of his material.

The exhibition of black-and-white drawings by Mr.

Biscombe Gardner possessed a statistical rather than an

artistic interest. The sketches of the submerged village in

North Wales, which has now become Lake Vyrnwy, form a

curious memorial of a once rich valley which will never be

looked upon again by mortal eye. lint Mr. Gardner's best

works are bis drawings of the Valley of the Dart. These

display a certain breadth of treatment, and are free from

the hard touches which disfigure the Welsh series.

At the Fine Art Society's gallery have been exhibited a

collection of drawings of Cairo l>y Mr. " KoussOFF," which

show considerable improvement upon all his former efforts.

They are distinguished by a good sense of colour, and though

a few of them are somewhat over-elaborated, tie- majority

show that Mr. Roussoff knows what to omit as unessential

to the broad effect of the picture.

Some very interesting specimens of Norwegian textile

fabrics are reproduced in a work entitled "Gum/: Worskt

Taepper" (Old Norwegian Textiles), which has recently

been published by Messrs. Asher and Co. of Berlin. All

the examples published in this volume are to be seen in the

Kunstindustri Museum, at Christiania, the Konservator

of which institution, Herr H. Grosch, supplies some ex-

planatory letterpress. The art of weaving tapestries is

known to have existed in Norway in the earliest times, but

the only evidence of this fact is to be found in literature

and legend. Indeed, the oldest textiles now in existence

date from the thirteenth century, and these arc interesting

from an antiquarian rather than an artistic point of view.

It was not until the seventeenth century that the Renaissance

reached Norway, but in many of the hangings and carpet

of this period the influence of the classical revival is distinctly

seen. In every one of them, however, there are traces of the

Scandinavian spirit, and the majority are admirable alike in

colour and design. For instance, it would be hard to better

the pattern given in Plate VI., the basis of which is the

campanula flower.

" The Inns of Old Southioark," by Messrs. Rendle and

NORMAN (Messrs. Longmans, Green and Co.), is a model

topographical work. It is pleasantly written, crammed with

information, and admirably illustrated. It is seldom that

we meet with better drawings in modern books than those

of the George Inn by Mr. Jacomb Hood. Excellent, too,

are the pen-and-ink sketches by Mr. Morant Cox, while

Mr. Norman's drawings fulfil their purpose. We are so

speedily losing our hold on the past, and Loudon is under-

going such rapid changes, that works such as this are es-

pecially valuable. If the George Inn in Southu.uk, for

instance, were utterly demolished to-morrow, we should

here possess an enduring image of it It werewell if others

would do for the rest ol London whal Messrs, Rendle and

Norman have .lone for Southwark, The task "i n

structing the past, and at the same time preserving tb

pn i
lit, is no slight , but il is one which is well worthy

to be efficiently pei foi med,

We have rarelj met with a l">ok which has given us

greater pleasure than M Ji sserand's "English Way
Life hi tin Middli Ages" (Fisher LTnwin). This

plished French scholar, who never allows his lei i

interfere for a moment with the pictun qu I hi

style, has proved to us once for all how much fascii

In itory lies buried in ancient records. When handled with

tan, statutes and ordinances, which seem to the uniniti it' d

as arid as the parchment upon which they are written, may
be made to yield a story of extraordinary interest. In tie

task of vivifying dry bones M. Jusserand has completed

sue© eded. He has told us how in the fourteenth century

the roads and bridges were kept in repair, who the wan

defers were that thronged the high road or lurked on the edg

of the green w 1, how the preachers and friars joui

from town to town, anil how pilgrims sought their .dune

and murderers their sanctuary. Ami all this he has d

with a lightness of touch which gives 1 is work the charm

of a romance. The illustrations are chosen with rare dis-

crimination, and are really helpful in explaining the text.

Unfortunately, however, they have been reproduced by a

pr iss which takes away much of leu value. Those

which depend only on outline are intelligible and satis-

factory, but the others ate almost without exception blurred

and indistinct. It is matter for sincere regret that so many
interesting drawings from ancient, manuscripts, and repre-

sentations of such interesting monuments as tie- bridge at

Cahors, should be irremediably marred in reproduction.

In 1888 M. Bouchotbrought out avolume on " Les Reliures

d'art a la Bibliotheque Nationale," with eighty plate, and an

introduction by himself. A similar work, entitled "A"' mark-

abli Bindings in th* British Museum," has lately been issued

under the joint production of Mr. YVheatllv and Mr.

('i small. The plates are from photographs printed in

monotint by the orthochromatic process of Messrs. Aron

Freres of Paris, who did those for M. Bouchot's work, but

unfortunately in the present case the results are tar inferior.

It is a pity that an opinion now seems prevalent that one

has only to start a 1 k with an unusually large margin for

it to take rank at once as a work of art. The truth is that

a small edition of one hundred and fifty copies ai liner

guineas a copy appeals to a very limited public, but a

public which expects to have a good thing, and is a g I

judge of wdiat it ought to lie. We are sorry to be obliged

to state that this work by no means comes up to the

standard rightly demanded under such conditions. The

best plates are curiously enough those on embroidered

bindings which are as a rule difficult of reproduction, but

in many of the others, notably in such as show the delicate

work of Lo Gascon, the particular dotted character of the

tooling is unrecognisable. Had the book been issued at a

guinea like its French counterpart, there would not have

been much to be said, but it challenges comparison with

such a work as M. Gruel's
" Manuel d\ FAmateur," which,

setting aside the tine plates in course of publication by Mr.

Quaritch, remains by far the best and mosl important I .

on the subject.

" n. End o/thi Middli Ages," by Miss A. Mary F.

loir.iN-oN (Fisher (Jnwin), is a more serious contribution
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to liistory than we have learnt to expect from this accom

plished authoress. It is a fragment or collection of frag-

ments of a history of the French in Italy, the writing of

which Mis* Robinson lias in contemplation. The title, as

she confesses in a charming dedicatory preface addressed

to Mr. Symonds, is but an attempt to give a unity to a

series of essays which can hardly claim to he a coherent

whole. We need scarcely say that the .style is cultivated

and picturesque throughout, and that difficult subjects are

treated with understanding and lucidity. The value of the

wuik makes the absence of an index more reprehensible.

The last volume of the " Monde Pittoresque et Monu-
mental," published by the Maison Quantin, is the best,

so tar, of the series. In this bulky tome M. G. he

Leeis deals with '' L'It<tli< du Nord," so that to the art-

loving community especially the book is of lively interest.

The text is pleasantly written — a sort of chatty and anecdotic

Baedecker while the illustrations, of which there is a pro-

fusion, are of the sort that is said to ''serve its purpose."

The majority are drawn from photographs, but some
capital specimens of black-and-white work are from the

pencils of M M. Fraipont, Boudier, 1 >anger, 1 >osso, and others.

In the seventh annual issue of "Academy Sketches"

(Allen and Co.), Mr. BlACKBUEN has brought together a

selection of Mocks which have appeared in his "Notes,"

together with a collection from the illustrated catalogues

of the Societies. Those from the exhibition of the Nine-
teenth Century Art Society might well have been spared.

Pet ons who study economy will find some sort of reflection,

however incomplete, of the year's art in this volume.

The text-book by Mrs. Eleanor Rowe, entitled " Hints

on Wood-Carving," published by the School of Art Wood-
Carving, City and Guilds Institute, is a useful little book

full of sound directions and good suggestions. The designs

set before the pupils cannot exactly be commended, but the

instruction as to the use of tools is excellent.

< >f all the books on the subject, Mr. Caeeoll's " Practi-

cal Plam and Solid Geometry " (Burns and Oates) appears
to us the most practical, plain, and .solid. Its concise-
i'

i admirable, and the method of teaching and ex-

planation, ingenious and clear There is, of course, a vasl

deal more in this little work than can possibly be of

use to artists, even to the most scientifically inclined of

architectural and landscape painters
;
yet it is a highly

useful work. Mr. RaWLE's treatise ,„* the same subject

(Simpkiu, Marshall and Co.) runs it very close; nay,

many may prefer it.

A series of clever and picturesque architect's notes
is Mr. Aenold Mitchell's " Bambling Sketches in ami
about Peterborough" (C. F. Kell). These skilful jottings

are very suggestive, and will doubtless have considerable
historical interest, in that they have been made during the

progress of the restoration.

We have recently seen a folding box intended for out-

door sketching purposes. It holds oil colours, palette,

sketching-boards, and every requisite for the oil painter,

and when opened out makes a table with sloping top to

form an easel. It is another of the many attempts to

lighten the skctcher's kit, and increase his comfort when
doing outdo, ,r work. The name of this new invention is

"The Artist's Surprise Box Table,'' and we believe it is to

'i at most of the artists' eohiurmen. The same manu-
facturers are producing a new and cheap " collector's folio

frame," which will hold several drawings, prints, or etchings,

o that the subject on view may be changed from time to time.

It is made with an arrangement at the hark by means of

which, without unhanging, the frame may be shifted from a

horizontal to a vertical position to suit the subject; also

without unhanging, the frame may be dropped several

inches to facilitate the change desired.

The news that Kyosai is dead will be received with the

keenest regret by all who are interested in Japanese art.

Kawanabe Kyosai, who was born in 1831, was without doubt
the greatest of all his artistic brethren, the last of a great

school. With the man and his methods the readers of The
Magazine of Art already have a sort of acquaintance
through the medium of Mr. Mortimer Menpes, whose recent

article on " Khiosi," as he spelled it, revealed his artistic

and social character with much completeness. Kyosai was
one of the-, strange artistic spirits whose whole lives are

devoted to their calling. His independence of character

and his contempt for all conventionalities, whether social or

artistic, were strong within him, and he eared no more for

money or position than he did for the opinion of the world
or of his fellow-practitioners. His precocity was extra-

ordinary ; he was no more than three years of age, when
he modelled and then drew a frog after one he had caught,

and he was not yet eight when he was placed under YfJSAi

Kuniyoshi, the leading painter of the Ukioye school.

Many are the anecdotes told of the days of his studentship,

all of which tend to emphasise his originality and power,

while his escapades, always the result of his passion for

sketching under every possible condition ami his desire to

multiply opportunities for the observation of life, are still re-

membered and talked of as typifying his character and his

love of art. His art covered every field—history, figure, la ml

scape, animal, and still-life painting—but whatever his sub

ject he always worked from memory, using studies and copies

of all kinds, whether original works, engravings, or photo-

graphs, only as aids to stimulate the mind. He was a man
of extraordinary eccentricity, sometimes .startling, and always

dealing in the unexpected. Many of his finest and most
remarkable works were produced when under the influence of

saki. But it was not as a drunkard that he drank : it was
rather with that intention which is said to have led FuSEU
in to eating underdone pork before painting his " Nightmare ;"

and when he placed himself under the spell of the cup he

added unparalleled spirit ami originality to his usual char-

acteristics of rapidity, firmness, decision, and grace. Modest
and versatile, catholic in his views, welcoming the great

qualities of European art, yet desponding as to art's future,

he has left thousands of works to immortalise his name, while

his life, simple and unostentatious, proclaims him the

Diogenes of the Brush.

We regret to have also to record the death of M. Louis
Jules Etex at the age of seventy-nine. He was the pupil

of Ingres and Lethiere, and at the age of twenty-three made
his first appearance at the Salon. He soon obtained a
second-class medal for his portraits, and in 1838 he was
awarded a like medal for his "Adam and Eve." He painted
many historical works, including " St. Philibert," and latterly

was ] professor of drawing at the School of Decorative Arts.

M. SOBTAMBOSC, who has just died at the age of fifty-three,

was a sculptor of great delicacy and taste, who will be
chiefly remembered by his works in wood. Heir Otto
he Thoeen, the well-known animal painter, was bom in

Vienna, but practised in Paris, where he gained medals in

1865 and in 1884. [n the latter year he was admitted to

the Legion of Honour.
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ENGLISH WATEK-CdLUUK A 1ST AT THE 1'AKIS

EXHIBITION.

The awards to exhibitors of water colour and black-and-

white drawings al the Paris Exhibition are now known so

far as the first and second class medals are concerned. It

is not tOO much to say that they are more open to criti-

cism, even to the resentment of uninterested judges, than

those given in other departments. The following is the

list:—

first Class Medals. -Mr. Chableb Keene, Mr. ,1. Aitmoxikii,

R.I., Mr. Alfred East, R.I., Mr. E. .1. Gregory, A.B.A., It. I.,

Mi-.Alfeed Parsons, R.I., and Mr. W. L. Wyllie. A.R.A., R.I.

Secoii'l
I

1/ ' Sir J. D. Linton, P.R.I., Mr. Anderson
Hague, R.B.A., Mr. J. North, R.W.S., Mr. C. E. Holloway, R.I.,

lli-s Ai.maTadema, Mr. Walter Crane, A.R.W.S., Mr. W. 1!.

Wollkn. HI.. Mr. Herbert Marshall, H.W.S., Mr. Stanhote
Forbes. Mr. George Clausen, A.R.W.S., Mr. Thomas Collier,

R.I., and Mr. Fred. Cotman, R.I.

We shall probably have more to say on this subject-

next month.

from the fund bequeathed by Mr. Francis ('lark'-. :n L ,i hung
in Room XIX. A figure "t a tramp i- in the foreground,

while the view of Dedham Church and a portion "i the

hamlet is vignetted through tie arched trees. This early

little picture is very highly finished, A new acquisition by
another king of the English School is Wilson's " Landscape
with figure-." The picture, in which some fi

are engaged in Lathing, is tl,>odcd with golden light, with

.somewhat less contrast of shadow than is usual with the

painter. It measures nineteen inches bythirtj thn

is placed in Room XVII. It was, together with the

called Breughel, bequeathed by Mr. J. Staniforth B

A "Frost Scene" (1,288) bj V i s deb Neeb, a "Land
scape "

(1289,) by Cl'VP. ami a " Family Croup "
i 1,292) by

Byleet (an artist hitherto unrepresented here, and one

who is chiefly known as a painter on glass i. have been

added to Room XII.; and an "Ascension "I the Virgin"

by Valdes Leal—the prolific contemporary of Murillo.of

whose fame he was jealous, and whose manner he has here

imitated, as was his wont—has been hung in II XV.,

among the Spanish pictures.

RECENT ACQUISITIONS AT THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

Ill addition to the pictures of "A Convivial Party,' by

Pot, and the " Portrait of a Lady," by Francis Cotes, that

were placed in the National Gallery three months ago,

some further interesting works have recently been con-

tributed, three of which add new names to the list of

painters represented in Trafalgar Square. In Room XIX.
has been hung a life-sized head, in an oval frame, of

Napoleon Buonaparte in uniform—presented by the Duke
of Leixster. It is by Horace Yerxet and, though not

to be considered as a work of art of any considerable ex-

cellence, it is an interesting specimen of French portrait-

painting when the century was in its first quarter. Is this,

perhaps, one of the several portraits of the great commander
commissioned of Vernet by a Russian princess at a thousand

francs per portrait 1 Upon a screen in Room XL—that

devoted to works of the early Flemish and German schools

—is a large aud highly interesting work, attributed to Jan
Beei ghel. It represents an "Interior of a Gallery ofArt :"

that is to say, a large room, the walls of which are closely

hung with pictures as various in their subjects as in their

treatment. Extremely high finish, pure and vivid colour,

and precision of touch, distinguish this canvas, which

contains also eleven gaily-dressed figures of men who are

sitting at the table and discussing the pictures. This work,

in which tin; painting is better than the perspective, was

bequeathed to the nation by Mr. .1. StANTFOETH BECKETT.
Among the pictures of the Tuscan Scl 1, in IJooni I., is

hung a large canvas, the gift of Mr. George Salting, by

Jacopo Chimenti da Empoli, representing " San Zenobio

Restoring to Life a Dead Child." The mposition, num-
bered 1,2^2 in the Catalogue, contains nine heads, tie ci i

tral figure being San Zenobio in full canonicals; while at his

feet lies the child, with the mother and grandmother kneel-

ing before him. The painter's study of the works of Andre l

del Sarto. nu which he modelled his style, is here apparent.

A View of Dedham" (1,283) by Gainsborough, measuring

about thirty-one inches by twenty-five, has been purchased

1
013

JAPANESE ART ANU THE EUROPEAN MARK) I

In a lecture recently delivered by Mr. Liberty to a

Tokyo audience, which included Viscount Sano, Professor

Fenollosa, Captain Brinkley, and other well known experts

in the art-work of Japan, that gentleman gave some excel-

lent practical advice, that maybe productive of much good,

more particularly as many students of the art school

listened to and applauded his "points.' Mr. Liberty laid

stress on the fact that no diffidence or respect for European
manners, and no dallying with the European market,

should be permitted to interfere with the true charac-

teristics and individuality of the Japanese art of the day.

"Adopt our top-hats and our war-ships, if you will," he

said, in effect ;
" let your ladies, like ours, enclose their

forms in an iron cage, if they must, but keep to the

nationality of your art. Adapt the shape of your vases

and trays to European wants, but do not adopt European
models. Stick to your brush and forswear the Western

pencil-point
;

give us your jewellery, if you please, but

not your imitations of the vulgarest productions of Bir-

mingham and the Palais Royal, or your trade and your art

will die together. I have even seen some of your temples

furnished in the newest style.' Hinges, window-frames,

and locks—and of poor quality, all of them have usurped

the places of your sliding-doors, shojis, and bolts, and
hideous, gaudy felts your own pure mattings. Western

machinery can imitate your bad arl cheaper than you can

produce it, but your own hands and minds alone can pro-

duce your fini art. No enameller was ever greater than

your Mr. Namikawa of Kyoto ; no embroiderer finer than

Mr. Nishimura ; no jewellers more perfect than those now at

Komi. One thing only yon must remember; and that is,

how the objets d? art are to be viewed in European b

recolh'il ue -it higher than you do, so that your decora-

tions on your vases should be higher, too. lint only in

such cases as these should you modifyj models." As
Mr. Liberty can Lack his advice by trade orders, his counsel

stands a good chance of recei", ins attention.
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THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY IN 1887.

The thirty-second annual report of the Trustees of the

National Portrait Gallery that was recently presented to

Parliament shows that the gifts to the gallery new number
four hundred and fifty-two, and the purchases four

hundred and twenty-seven. Of the former fourteen were

added ; and of the latter, seven. The donations include

the following : The Duke of Cumberland (1721—1765), by

Jervas
; Countess of Sunderland (1683—1716), by Sir

Godfrey Kneller ; Lord Gough, by Sir Francis < Icant.

P.R.A. ; William Cowper, by Harvey, after Lemuel
Abbot ; Sir William Molesworth, Bart., by Sir J. Watson
Gordon. R.A., 1'. U.S.A. ; General Popham, by Sir M. II.

Shee, P.R.A. ; and the Rev. Edmund Clarke, LL.D., by

John Opie, R.A. The purchases include The Earl of

Halifax (1661—1715), by Sir Godfrey Knei.ler ;
Lord

Macclesfield (1666—1732), and the Earl of Rochester (16H
— 1711), both by the same. Five pictures have been cleaned

and lined : nine cleaned and re-varnished ; and eight put

under glass; and the collection generally is in the good

order that might be expected from Mr. Scharf's tutelage.

The number of entrances has averaged 55,300 annually

since the opening of the collection in 1S.V.1 to 18S5, the date

of its removal to Bethnal Green. Concerning the figures after

that year, Mr. Scharf wisely keeps silence. For the ten

years previ >us to 1885 the average was 92,500. The report

concludes with a tribute to the generosity of " an anonymous
donor who has offered to provide funds for the erection of

a new gallery. Such munificence,'' it adds, "needs no

comment."

(Commander); and Barms, Bartholdi, Cain, Cavelier,

Chaplain, Chapu, Crauk, Delaplanche, Paul Dubois, Fal-

guiere, Fremiet, Geoffrey-Dechaume, MerciS, Aime Millet,

and Thomas. Architects: Bailly and Charles Gamier
(Commanders); and Aldrophe, Andre, Baudot, Bceswill-

wald, Bourdais, Dulert, Formige, De Joly, Lisch, Parent,

Bevoil, Sedille, Trelat, and Vaudremer (Officers). En-
gravers : Henriquel-Dupont (Commander). The two

Officers, Gaillard and Francois, have recently died, and
their places have not yet been filled up. Such is a list of the

higher grades of those who wear " the Cross ;" and it must
be admitted that there is hardly one among tliem who does not

fully merit his honour. But of the great mass —the other

three hundred i The inference is that the average of their

talent must be at least equal to that of our average Acade-

mician ; while the odd two thousand, or thereabouts, repre-

sents a class for whom we have no comparative grade in Eng-

land. In this way the greater numerical strength, at least, of

the French over the English class of capable artists is clearly

established, and of its superiority in point of capacity strong

prima facie evidence is afforded. But this fondness for

"rewards," of course, and the profuseness of their distribu-

tion, does not necessarily mean much, while it lends colour

to that trenchant definition of a Frenchman who is said

to be "a decorated gentleman who does not know his

geography." In conclusion, we may call attention to the

list of English artists who have so far been admitted to the

Legion of Honour :

—

Painters : Alma-Tadema, Leighton,

and Millais (Officers) ; Calderon, Frith, Gilbert, Carl Haag,

and Watts (Knights). SCULPTORS: Leighton (Officer);

and Odder Marshall (Knight). Architect : J. L. Pearson.

•'THE LEGION OF HONOUR.

An interesting compilation has been made on the subject

of awards for artistic merit that have been distributed in

France among contemporary artists—statistics that suggest

i efl a linns nn the real meaning and value of such distinc-

tions. It is said, with some show of authority, that France

contains "a minimum of five thousand artists.' We, how-

ever, have always understood that twenty-two thousand

was nearer the mark, of whom twelve thousand have ex

hibited at the current exhibitions. But perhaps the iatest

calculation is bused on some more critical standard and

examination of claims; so five thousand be it. Of these

no fewer than two thousand two hundred have received

"rewards" in the Salmi, ranging from Medals of Honour
down to Honourable Mentions. Of the two thousand two

hundred, three hundred and seventy have been "deco-

rated — that is to say, admitted to the Legion of Honour
;

and of them seventy have been raised to the ranks of

Officer, Commander, and Grand Officer. These figures

show that in the whole French roll of honour only one per

cent, has been chosen from the ranks of artists. The
divisions of the arts of design are thus represented in the

Legion of Honour and in the higher grades:

—

Painters :

Meissonier (Grand Officer) ; Bonnat, Bouguereau, Gerome,
lb

1

'" n, and .1. X. Robert-Fleury (Commanders); and
Alfred Ar.iei, Armand-Dumaresq, Benjamin-Constant,

Bida, Breton, Busson, Cabat, Carolus-Duran, Chaplin,

Menu Delaborde, Delaunay, Detaille, Dupre, Francois,

Galland, Gigoux, Harpignies, Henner, Humbert, Jalabert,

Rami, Laurens, Lefebvre, Lenepveu, Charles Leroux, Mayer,

Gustave Moreau, Muller, l'uvis de Chavannes, Ribot, T.

B I'huiy, Signol, Vibert, Yollon, and Yvon (Of-

Si i lptors, Medallists, and Gem-Engravers:
Di Nieuwerkerke (Grand Officer); Eugene Guillaume

THE LIVERPOOL AUTUMN EXHIBITION.

The nineteenth autumn exhibition at the Walker Art

Gallery, Liverpool, held under the auspices of the Corpora-

tion, was opened on Monday, 2nd September. The exhibits

number 1,560 as compared with 1,414 last year. The
leading attraction is Mr. Orchardson's " Young Duke,"

and twenty-five other members and associates of the academy
contribute ; so that the " boycott " which was apprehended

as a result of the Corporation's treatment of Sir Frederick

Leighton appears to have come to nothing. Here, as in

London, the majority of the interesting pictures is by out-

siders, such works as John M. Sw ax's " Prodigal Son.'' C.

X. Kennedy's " Neptune," "The Garden of Adonis" by J.

It. Weguelin, A. Chevallier Tayler's " Encore," H. H.

Lathargue's "Lamplight Portrait, "and Arthur Hacker's
" Return of Persephone" being among the most important

figure pictures. Portraiture is well represented by such

works as Professor Herkomer's likeness of Mr. Thomas
Chilton, that of Mr. F. Yilliers by W. Logsdail, and Mr.

Gladstone by H. J. Thaddeus. Landscapes of note include
' Ploughing " by G. Clausen, " Westward " by II. Moore,
A.R.A.. "The Moat Farm" by David Murray, John
Finnie's " Corner of My Studio," and "The Valley of the

Thames" by Alfred Parsons. Pictures from the Salon

are more numerous than usual, but they include none of

the first importance. Among the new works of local

artists the most notable are Robert Fowler's "Sad Stones

of the Death of Kites," < ;. 11. Neale's " Roniola '' and

portrait of R. Fowler, A. E.
" Brockbanei's "Eventide,

Cookham," and R. E. Morrison's tine portrait of the

Rev. Mr. Higgius. The water-colours, numbering over

six hundred, form a particularly strong section of the

exhibition, in which the leading attractions are by James
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I'. Watts, Waltek Langley, I!. Fowler, T. Austen
Brown, Mrs. Stillman, Hampson Jones, W. W. Latng,

James Towers, <'•. Cockram, Peter Ghent, <fcc. The

pastels include several successful works, notably Kmii.i:

Wat/tees' portrait of M. B. Spielmann and "Carm n

The statuary i-, for almost the 6rst time here, made a

feature of, and includes some excellent statuettes bj E

Onslots Ford, \ B .A., A. Toft, II. Thoenyi ropt, R.A., S.

Fry, and others. The collection as a whole is much above

the average, and the hanging has been unusually well done

by the Arts I tided by II. Moore, All A., (i. I'.

Jacomb-Hood, and 1!. E. Morrison.

In "Japan and its Art" (The Fine Art Society) Mr.

Marcus Euish discourses in a chatty, pleasant way upon a

subject in which he is evidently much interested. He
lias, therefore, republished in book form a series of

articles which originally appeared in our contemporary,

the Art Journal. They are chiefly compiled from well-

known sources, but Mr. Uuish has had the advantage of a

native collaborator in Mr. Kataoka, whose assistance is

manifest in the vivid descriptions of Japanese life and

customs which enliven the volume. It will be interesting to

many to learn that Xew Year's Day is the birthday of all

Japanese, for no matter upon what day they are born they

are considered to be one year old on the ensuing New
Year's Day; and to Western notions it may also appear

i ngruous that kissing is unknown in the "happy
dragon-fly-shaped" laud, as its natives term it. Mr.

Huish makes some well-founded remarks upon the beauty

of Japanese women, which, owing to the difficulty expe-

rienced by Japanese artists in portraying the human
features, is not adequately appreciated in this country. It

will, perhaps, he well to let Mr. Huish speak for himself:

"The lady in the picture-books is not handsome, but

that was not the fault of the model, but of a system

which compelled the artist to draw her features after

certain rules which he dare not transgress. Examine any

one of the volumes of celebrated beauties, and they are

all precisely alike. Two slits very far apart for eyes, two

Mack bars high up on her forehead to serve the place of

her shaved-off eyebrows
; a long slightly aquiline nose, and

tiny mouth, and a long oval swollen-cheeked counten ini e.

She wears a trailing robe of silks of the most varied patterns,

and her raven tresses sweep the ground.' Doth Japan and

the Japanese are fully and satisfactorily dealt with, the

chapter upon flowers and flower festivals being in particular

ably and sympathetically treated, the poetic associations of

the Japanese with even the commonest flowers being

recognised and recorded with much descriptive skill.

Mr. Huish due- not lose sight of the fact that the so called

" hawthorn " jars are in reality not hawthorn at all, but

plum blossom. It is only when the art of the country

comes to be discussed that a certain degn f disappoint-

ment with the book will be experienced. No writer upon

the subject can afford to ignore the vast collections of art

still preserved in the temples of Japan, as, for instance, at

Nara and Nikko; but hitherto no systematic attempt bas

been made to include the whole range of known master-

pieces. A description of a few pieces from London ci Hi c

tions, without any account of those in Japan, and with but

passing reference to those of France, cannot be accepted as

an adequate treatment of Japan and its art. Mr. Huish

is unsparing in his denunciation of the apathy evinc I bj

the S..nth Kensington Museum authorities in the m itti i ol

Japanesi an, and it must be admitted thai his strictures

are in the main deserved. In common fairness, hi

it should have been stated that some important additions

were se, aired at the Hamilton Palace Sale, whei

lacquer was, a .line to \\ t _ Huish's own bowing, of the

finest quality. Allowance should also have bo
the difficulty oi securing a competent authority to guide the

purcha i 3 for the State Museums. Hut very little is known
asyet of the historic side of Japanese ait. and the Museums
have not been backward when they were certain of being

upon sure ground. Mr. Huish especially should not be too

upon the caution shown by the Musi urn authorities,

for, to judge by the numerous illustrations in this book,

his ow n collection is not without reproach. A- a bi

brightly written account of the principal forms of art in

Japan and their application, this book is admirably adapti d

for general reading.

The sixth volume of " 77/. Henry Irving Shah < in

(Blackie ami Si m his ni w bi en ri ached, and we are within

sight of the completion of the work. Only foui pla

dealt w it h, but all of them are " heavy ones in respi Ct to

length and profusion of notes. They are " ( )thello " (edited

by Messrs. frank Marshall and Wilson Verity); "Antony
and Cleopatra " Messrs.' Oscar Adams and Arthur Sy s);

" Coriolanus " (Mr. Beeching) ; ami "KingLe '

Adams and Verity) the whole having had the further ad

vantage of Mr. Joseph Knight's assistance. The chief point

of artistic interest in the volume lies in tin' fact that although

two of the plays, " Othello " and " King Lear," have been

illustrated by the accustomed pencil of Mr. I Iobdon Browne,
"Antony and ( ileopatra" ha- been pictured by Mr. Maynard
Brown, and "

< ioriolanus" by Mr. M irgetson. Hampered
doubtless, by the manner of Mr. Gordon Browne, whose

work, for reasons of harmony of effect, he has set himself

to imitate, Mr. Margetson does not do himself justice. His

compositions are fairly good, but his pencil is heavy and

abrupt, though not without character. Mr. Maynard Brown

is more deliberate, his line is rather that of the engraver,

but on the whole appropriate enough. Mr. Gordon Browne

is not at his best in "Othello,'' but in "King Lear" his

work rises to its customary level, and exhibits a verve,

freedom, and piquant energy we look for in vain in that

of his friends. We take it, of course, that the cut- are in-

tended, not as a serious attempt to "illustrate " Shakspere,

but as a pleasant pictorial accompaniment of the text; and

from this standpoint we judge them.

If it did not seem ungrateful, we should complain that

tie men who have taken the pains to collect and print for

11- the bell lists of their respective counties have not agreed

to do it in the same way. As it is the bell books are of

every variety of .pinto and octavo, ami except when one

initi. like the late Mr. North, has produced several, t ho e oi

two counties can hardly be found that will range together.

That before us "The Church Belli of this County of

Stafford," by Mr. Charles Lynham, is about the largest,

and it takes it- own line in other ways also. Mr. Lynham

is an architect ; and he duly catalogues the bells of thecounty

as he has undertaken to do. But tie- archaeology of the

subject, which others hive found so attractive, seems to

have little charm for him. I )l founders he has little to -ay

b fond 1 fi rring to the books of otic 1 -. though he gives an

excellent collection of founders' -tamp-
;
and of t! ..

oi t he bell- he 1- content to Bay that there is nothing pecu

liar in them, and that for the most put they follow those
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of other counties. Now, in other counties nearly every

ancient church lias ringing customs of its own, and we doubt

not it is the same in Staffordshire, but the matter has not

interested Mr. Lynham, and he has passed it over, and so

far his book is the worse for it. What has interested

him is the ornamentation of the bells by inscriptions

and otherwise, and of this he gives fuller illustration

than will be found in any other book. The lettering and

decorations are represented full size and by two methods,

one of which—the less used—is certainly the better,

but both are good. As Mr. Lynham has chosen to treat the

bells chiefly as works of the founder's art, we wish he had

gone further and given us elevations of the bells to scale as

well as drawings of their parts. During the six centuries

of English bell-founding of hich we know anything,

there have been changes of fashion as to shapes as well

as to decoration. But they have not yet been thoroughly

worked out, and a collection of outlines would be interesting.

Of the Staffordshire bells the most curious is that in St.

( ii id - Church, Lichtield, to which Mr. Lynham devotes his

first three plates. And it is probably the earliest, though

we should not put it so early as the thirteenth century.

The inscription we hold to be a still unsolved riddle. The

earliest dated bell is at Milwich 1409, and it is further in-

teresting for giving the name of the founder, Johannes de

Colsale. Mr. Lynham, with much likelihood, conjectures

Colsale to be Coleshill. and he has identified some other

hells as the work of the same man. There are many other

interesting bells, both mediaeval and later, of which good

drawings are given, and Mr. Lynham has included one

fereign bell notable for the early date, 1211, which it bears.

He tells us that he found it by chance in 1*76 in the church

of Fontenailles in Normandy. It is a wax-cast bell of an

early type known in France and Italy, but of which we

believe no example has been found in England. At the

end of the book Mr. Lynham gives nearly forty plates of

church towers, of which we will only say that they are not

worthy to be included in the same volume as his plates of

the bells.

The new edition of Mr. Robinson's " Picture-Making

by Photography" marks a distinct advance in the science

of obtaining artistic qualities from the camera. No one

could treat the subject more ably than Mr. Robinson, and

the fact that he starts from the proper point, establishing

himself upon a firm basis before he sets down his rules—

with none of which we are disposed to quarrel—must com-

mand the respect and sympathy of his readers, for the

task is a hopeless one so long as the lens differs from

the human eye. "The materials used by photographers,"

says Mr. Robinson, "differ only in degree from those em-

ployed by the painter and sculptor." We are not quite

sine that we quite follow the author in his meaning ;

but, whatever it is, we are satisfied that it is this same

"difference in degree " that marks the absolute limitation

between photography and art. Mr. Robinson's theories are

admirable. He insists on a general study of picture-making

as necessary to the ambitious photographer. He urges his

readers to study the art of composing a picture ; of the

of light and -hade, and how they may most advan-

tageously be used ; of the varying treatment of sea, sky,

cloud, and landscape, of men and animals, of portraiture

and picturesque dressing—indeed, of every artistic aspect

oi ili, subject. M r. Robinson does Mr. Muybridge an in-

justice when he accuses him of "making the mistake of

wanting to prove artists wrong for not representing animals

as they </« not see them." Mr. Muybridge does no such thing ;

he merely wishes artists to know what is the real move-

ment of an animal that he may more correctly observe him,

much in the same way as the figure painter goes through

a course of anatomical demonstration. We do not find that

Mr. Robinson mentions that very effective aid to the pro-

duction of an " artistic photograph "—the striking the

camera with a tuning-fork at the moment of exposure. The

vibration thus produced softens down hard lines in a re-

markable manner. But perhaps the author does not con-

sider such a method legitimate.

The second volume of
" Black ie's Modern Cyclopaedia"

maintains the general excellence of the first in condensing

the ordinary " conversations-lexicon " into the space of

eight octavo volumes. This is well and clearly printed on

good paper, and the illustrations are well cut ; but the fault

of the book, so far as can be seen, lies in the attempt to

include too much, more especially in introducing curreut

biographies. When we find twenty-six lines given to Mr.

Boucicault, we are surprised to find Sir William Boxall

entirely omitted, and Cimabue disposed of in fifteen lines
;

and when.. Baron Cockburn. the Scottish judge, is duly

noticed, the absence of the late Lord Chief Justice forces

itself upon the reader. Many of the Great Masters of

painting are included, but, turning casually over the pages,

we observe the omission of Bol, Bonington, Boucher,

Bronzino, Chalon, Chodowiecki, and Clouet, although

" Phiz " is made the subject of a little biography. In other

departments, however, the book appears adequate, and the

maps are well engraved.

A sort of pathetic interest attaches to the little book of

"Songs of th Spindli and Legends of t/t< Loom" (N. J.

Powell and Co.). This pretty anthology, made by Mr.

H. H WARNER, has been produced in accordance with the

strictest tenets of Mr. Ruskin's St. George's Guild, for it is

the outcome of hand-work aloue. The printing is by a

hand press, the paper is hand-made, and the flax, which

forms the basis of the canvas in which the book is bound,

was spun by hand by the cottagers in the Langdale Valley.

There when they bleach, they bleach " by the pure moun-

tain and sunshine," so that neither machinery nor chemicals

have had an undue share in the book. That the com-

piler should have to boast about this as a curiosity is the

saddest thing about it. Why should not books de luxe be

often so produced? They would, of course, have to be

better done than this.

OBITUARY.

Herr Ferdinand Bellermann, who has just died at

the age of seventy-five, was a native of Erfurt. He became

the pupil of Blechen and Schirmer successively, and then

travelled about Europe in company with Friedrich Preller.

In L842, having gained considerable reputation, he was, on

Humboldt's suggestion, sent by King Frederick William IV.

to South America, whence he returned, three years later,

with some three hundred sketches in oil and water-colour.

These are now in the Berlin National Gallery. In 1800 he

was appointed Professor of the Berlin Academy, and in

ls77 paid a second visit to Italy. Although he has pro

dueed a vast number of European landscapes, he is chiefly

known as the Painter of the Tropics.

Note.—In the July number of The Magazine of

Art we omitted to mention that the etched portrait of

Daubigny was reproduced from '• Peintres et Sculpteurs

Contemporains," by Jules Claretie, published by M,

Jouaust, Rue St. Honore, Paris.
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Sketching Club, vii
Society of Lady Artists, xxx
South \\ ah- \i : -

i
i irdiff, iii

Stuart Exhibition, The. xiii
Walker Art Gallery, 11 -20, ."». ii

Ward, Marcus, and Co.'s Kxhibition of
Drawings at it. Pall Mall, x

Water Colour Drawings :U Agnew's. xxvii
Water Colour Society of Ireland, xxxi
W ebb, James, at McLean's Gallery, xxii
Wimperis, E. M., R.I., at Dowdeswell's
Gallery, xxii

Wolverhampton Art Gallerv. vi
Wore.-. Tin odore. at Dowdeswell's. xlii
Wyllie. W. I... a. It A., at the Fine Art
Society, xxi

Expression in Art, Physiology of, v

Faed, Thomas. R.A., "When the Children
are Asleep,' 50

Fairfield, E.. •• A Cabinet Council, ' 38
Fauguiere. M.. " Jnnon," 119
Fawkes, A\ sooiigli, his collcetionof Turner's

watercoloiir-.it the "Old Masters," xv
Fawkl'S. F. A.. ,s,C Hook, Hex |e«e,|
Fehr, .Mr., prizeman at the Royal Academy

Schools, xvi
Fcnn, Manville. .sec Books Reviewed
Ferogio, Fortune, .see Obituaries
Ferner, Gabriel, "Bella Matribus Detes-

tata, ' 419
Feyen-Perrin, r.. see Obituai ies
Flniilkes, Mi--. . I

l

I:, jewed
Fildes, Luke, R.A., "Two Sisters," 272; Por-

trait of Mrs. L. Agnow. ii: "The Ri turn
of the Penitent," xxxiii : second-class
medal at Paris Exhibition, xli

Finnic. John. " View of Snowdon," 55

:

Margin of Rvdal," ii

Fisher. Mark, at the New Gallery, 290; at
the Grosvenor. 2! 13 : third-class medal at
Paris Exhibition, xli

Fisher, s. .Melton, at the Institute, 123
Fisk, Wm.. -The Trial of Strafford," .'.1

" Fixatif. H. Lacaze (for Pastels), xv
Fletcher. Blandford ' 1

1 Ve- ! O Yes!" 275
Foley. John. R.A., "Caractacus,"38; group

of Asia. 3-s : on the Sculptor's Art." xvii
Forbes, stanhope, A., "tin to the Fishing

ground," 55; "Fisherman's Reading-
Room. 123; I ii Health of the Bride,
275: first-class medal at Pari- Kxhibition.
xxxvii: "The Village Harmonic." and
"The Ever-Shifting Home," xxxvii

Ford, K. tin-low. A. It. A.. "Tin- Singer." 370;
" Dromedary," :s71 ;

" Follv." ii
,

ela-s me,!:
i at Pari- Exhibition, xli

Forsyth, P. T, M.A., see liuoks Reviewed

i
.... ...

Fortuny, Mariano. "The Snake Charmer,"
bit

Foster. Birket, R.W.S., at the w
Gallery, 55; at the Royal So
Paint, ra in \\ ater i lolours, 126 : portrait
of. b> himself. \\\ n

l'ra Angehco. " Attempt d Marts '•' '

s.ntil s l os and I ininien," i

French Art Teaching, compared with Eng-
lish, 280

Freni b Gallerv, .*,,• iai,,,
Fripp, A D., at the Walker Art Gallery, 96
Fillip. G. A.. " M,,i,t Blai .

Frith. William Powell. I; v. Fortran of, bj
himself, 101, at the ECeppiestone Portrait
Gallery, 21"- : so Book- Levi, wed

1 lit-, he. \|, Nil, tic.

Full r i
. , J..N.A-, works by, 350 I

i

Furin-s, it.,, -v • \\ i Glad ion,. 87 | see
BOOks !.\ 1 l,ll,,|

Gainsborough, P. A., Portrait of M. A. V, -

tris at the National Gallery, 109; at the
i '" i nor Gallery, 191

"Gainle Norske Taepper," see Books Re-
viewed

I,, it, I, tie. Louis, Charge at Sedan. 41G
Gardner. Bi-eonihe. »v Exhiliitions
Gastaldi. An, Ire. s, , 1 llnliiaries
(oet-. Professor Willeni, "Awaiting an

Audience/ 1

50
Gehrt, Carl, " Macbeth." 275
Gerome, .1. L,. at the Keppi, -tone Portrait

Gallery. 207 ;
" Rex Tibicen," xxx

Gery-Biehard, Etching ol \l>
" Painter." 27

Ghent. Peter. "Nature's Mirror," 55
Ghiberti. 214
Gibb, Robert, "Alma." xxxi
Gibbons. Grinling, 427
Gibson, John, at the Walker Art Gallery. 56
Gigntix, Jean, medal of honour, xxxvii
Gilbert, Alfred, A.R.A., 1-4; influence of

Donatello and French Sculptors on, :!

:

works by, 3—5 and :;7 13 ; medal of
honour at Paris Kxhibition, xli; " J. S.
Clayton,' "G. F. Watts,"370

Gilbert. M. "I'll AquaI'ortiste.'417
Gilbert.sir.lohn.P.A., P.R.W. S., " Richard

II. Resigning the Crown," 51; at the
L'ov.il Society of Painters in Water
Colours, 126; "Landscape, Evening,"
127: "Charcoal Burners." 2(

.ll

Gillray. at the Humorists' Exhibition, 1111

Gladstone, W. K.. The lit. Hon.. Coniineiiio-
rative Allium, L'S; portraits of, si'

Glasgow Institute, .sec Inhibitions
Gleichen, Count, at the Walker Art Gallery,

56
Godfrey, John, sec Obituaries
Goodall. Frederick, R.A., "New Light in

the Harem," 50; "Harrow on the Hill."
2,2: thud, lass medal at Paris Exhibi-
tion, xli

Goodall, T. F ,
" The Bow Net," 55

Goodall. Walter, see Obituaries
Goodwin, Albert, at the Royal Society of

Painters in Water Colours. 125
Gordon, General, statue in Trafalgar Square,

uncovering of, 67
Gordon, Sir J. \V„ at the Walker Art nai-

lery. 06
Goteh, T. C. at the Royal Society of British

Artists, 127; "The Year of the Rose is

Brief," xxvi
Gow. Andrew C. A.R.A .,

" \ War Despatch
at the Hotel de Villc.' 52; "Visit of

Exhibition, .xli

Grace, ) I
' . at the Institute, 124

Gneco-Roman Portraiture in Egypt. 177
Graham, Peter. "Where Wild waves Lap,"

272

Graham, Tom. " A Passing Salute," 295
Graves, Robert, sec Books Reviewed
Greek Art checked by building of Byzan-

tium, 180
Green. Charles. R.I.. at the Humorists'

nun. J14; "What's the De
Total !" xxvi

,
i Thomas, see Books i:,

i harlcs. " Weal and Woe." 51

Gregory, E. J., A.R.A., " k. Costume Study,"
,,ed class tnrilal at Paris Exhibi-

tion, xh ;
" Sound oi i tars," xxvi

Greiffenhs '

of a l.nlv. xxix
i treuze, Ji an! "

I tld Wa t, re,

UK;; Bacchante, 167 J
"The Dead Bird.'

172

Griffith, Farran, and Co., see Books Re-
viewed

Grosvenor Gallery, see Exhibitions
i

t Journal, 142
\L, on the Salon of lsill. -'-J

... i all. "The (lid .Man 3 1 r, asure,"50
Guthrie, A., at the Glasgow Institute, xxiii

IC
I

I
I

I
:

er, A n hue. "
I

•,
. anion,"

turn
Haden, Seymour, P.R.S p.p.. Etchings,

XXvi; medal of honour. Paris Exhibi-
tion, xli

Hale, Matthew, "Italian Twilight," "Octo-
ber Evening," 126

'I U . . p.. .. |:, .

Hall, L. Bernard, " Andante, ' 124
Hall, s. i

,
,

,

Dal-, i , ,,, p.. ,,„,,„ , ,,, ,i„. Offlcera of the
\i, i,,

, ol -i Adrian, \\ii
Halswi p. , . pi ,

,, ,i Heath," 293;
at the In-tiliiie. 124

llatuiii, r. \1 .i p., ,

Hamilton, \ , n I

Hamilton, Mrs. V.-n I., ,-. I', -un i,,r Fairy
rali

Hancock, John, I',,man ol Ro letti by,

Hanover (cillery, set Exhlbitio
liaiihe. ( I. m., ( i,p,i garden ol i

Mary," xxxi
Hardy, Dudley, "A la Foire," 127; ' [die

Mii ni-. "i,

Hardy. T. B„ "Change oi \\ mil, Bot
Pier. ' 275

Hate. George, " Madam II . xxvii
Harrison, All v. at the Institute, 124
Hail. .-. A., "Richard I. and Saladin.' .'.1

Hart land. Albert, "Moorland, lia rmout h. 55
Hartmann, C, "Caught In the Act," xxvii
Hatherell, W., " Dei 1. 1 juoitj i

Havers. Uice, -.-.
- n,,,i, i:, \ iewed

ii Mr-. .1. B., "Florentine Procession,"
xxx

Heath, W.. at the Humorists' Exhibition,
348

It'll, it. Anionic mi dalof honour, xxxvii
Hehert, P., third rla-s medal at Pans Exhi-

bition, xli

Hedouin, Pierre Kdmnnd.
Hetfner. Heir, at French Gallery, xxx
lleluiholtz. Experinients with clour-, :i|

Hrinv. Napier. "Naulical Argument," 55;
" Grey Venice," 55

Henderson, c. Cooper, at the Hui
Exhibition, 348

Henley, L. C. ; "R.S. V. P. ' ; 127
Henley, W. ]•:., Catalogue of French Ro-

mantic Picture-, xxx
Henncr. M.. " Pride." and " Martyre," U9
Hennessy, W. J., at the New Gallery, 290;

at the Grosvenor. LtKS

III n-liall. J. II. .
" Brown Study," 126

lb nt3
. G. A., see Books Reviewed

Etardman, Robert, portraits of Thomas Car-
lyle and Dr. David Laiug, xli

Herilman, W. G.,at the Walker Art Gallery,

lb ii icr. Professor Hubert, A.R.A.,
"Eventide,' 50; at the Walker Art
Gallery, 56; "The Chapel of the Charter-
housi . 271 : portraits by,272; " Pictorial
Music p., ,' 316; "Sir Henrj Ro
ii: "An American Lady.' mi :' Brsl cla -

medal at Pan- Kxhibiiiiiii, xxxvii;
" Mi-s Grant," " Entranced," x\\\ ii

Herkomer, II. G., tit the New Gallery. 2it0

1 bi n. c I; . sc, Kxhibitions
Herpin, Mine., s, ,

i ihituaries
Hine, Harry. " Rosj < lOUd of I I nin -," iii ;

" Durham," xw i

Hod ,,n. .1. K . R.A., Portrait of, by himself.
212: Itcininiscence- of Kttv, Ansdell.aud
Walker, >5 PHI

Hogarth, tit the National Gallery and ut the
Sir John Sonne .Mii-eum. 316

Hole, W., A.R.S.A.. " \ .la,,, lute's Fare-
well." 81; Etching of Crome's " Mill on
the Vtire. ' xxiv

Holiday. Henry, " Dante and Bi

Roll, Frank. R.A., at the Kopplostoi,, p ... -

trail (cillery. 208; Portrait of W. E.
(.lad-tone, ii ; of Mr. Agnew, iii;

memorial to. xix
lick. ,i. c. r.a.. in the K, pel, -cue Por-

trait Gallery, 212 ;" A -.,. ,.,,,,! pp.,,
272 : lirsl-class medal at Par,
tion. xxxvii

Hopkins, Arthur, "Golden Hour. " 125; see
Exhibitions

Houghton, J. w.. at the Humorists' Exhibi-
tion, Hit

Howard, G., medals bi . 374
Hugo, victor, .. Bo i

Humorists in Art, Exhibition of, see Exhibi-
tions

Hunt. Alfred. R.W.S.. at the Walker Art
Gallery, 56 : at tin :.

Painters in \\ ,, ,
" W'ind-

tli . 291
Hunt, \\ . Ilolinaii. Po ti by,

21. 26, 57 :

" Strayed Shi
Hunt, H ,

..i thi "•

Huntetj i loiin, A.R.A., i cond i
I

i medal
at Pan, Exhibition, xli
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Views of, at National

Illustrated Journalism, lis Rise, 104, HI, 173
Impressionism and Realism, 7

Ingram, Ayerst, at the Institute, 121 ;
" Near

Exmouth," 127
Insignia of Mayoralty, 27
Institute of Painters in Oil Colours, Elections

at, xv ; see Exhibitions
Ireland, National (iallery in, 1887, i

Irish Fine Arts Society, .see Exhibitions
Israels, Josef, at the Kepplestone Portrait

Gallery, 2 ; at the Royal Institute, xxvi

;

"At Church." xxvi; at the French
Gallery, xxx : medal of honour, xxxvii

Ives, Chauneey B., see Exhibitions

Jackson. Frank G.. see Books Reviewed
Jackson. S. P., at the Royal Society of

Painters in Water Colours. 126
Jacomb-Hood, G. P.. at the Grosvenor, 293:

"The Triumph of Spring," ii

Jazet, Paid, set: Books Reviewed
Jiminez, medal of honour, xxxvii
Jobbe-Duval. see Obituaries
Jones, Burne, " Caritas '' and "An Angel.''

121

Jones, Sir Thomas, at the Royal Hibernian
Academy, xxvii

Jopling-Rowe, Mrs. L„ at the Institute, 123
Jourdan, Adolplie. see Obituaries.
Jourdain, M. R., " Boulter's Lock," 418
Jullien, Adolphe, .see Books Reviewed
Jusseraml, M., see Hooks Reviewed

Kabbalah, The. 359
Keene. Ch., Portrait of, by George Reiil, 212
Kennard, II. Martvn, Gifts to the National

Gallery. 109
Kennedy. W., "Deserter," xxiii
Kennington. T. B.. " Portrait of Mme. G "

120; "Shelling Peas." 127; elected a
member ot the Institute, xv : third-class
medal at Pan- Exhibition, xli

Kepbisodotas. " Eirene and Plutos, 258.
Kepple>tnne Portrait Gallery, The, see Ex-

hibitions
Kernoozer's Chili, The 361
King, Haines, " Badinage," 127

King. Yeend, " Rod Shed," 127

Kirchner. Herr, see Obituaries
Knackfuss. Professor, on Rembrandt
Kneller, Sir Godfrey, at the Walker Art

Gallery, 56
Kneller, "Portrait of William in.," i

Knight. Joseph. "Showery Weather," 55;
at the Institute, 121; second-class medal
at Paris Exhibition, xli

Knight, J. B., at the Grosvenor Gallery, 293
Kramer, J. Y. "Descent from the Cross,"

xxx
Kroyer, Peter, medal of honour, xxxvii
Kotzebue, Alexander von. see Obituaries
Kyosai. Kawanabe, see Obituaries

Laloux, M. Y.. see Books Reviewed
Lancret, at the " Old Masters" 166; "Pas-

toral Group:" "Group with Dancers" ;

" La Camargo," 167
Lang, Andrew, see Books reviewed
Langley, \Y., " Disaster," xxvi
" Laocoon." 250
La Thangue, H. H„ "Mrs. Tom Mitchell."

390
Laurens, J. P., "Les Hommes du Saint

Oftice,"416: "L'Alchimiste."416
Lavieille, Eugene Antoine, see Obituaries
Law, Ernest, see Honks Reviewed
Lawley, Hon. Alethea, see Books Reviewed
Lawrence, Sir Thomas, at the Walker Art

Gallery, 56 ; as a Collector of Portraits,
206

Leader, B. W., A.R.A., at the Kepplestone
Portrait Gallery, 210 ; first -class medal at
the Paris Exhibition, xxxvii: "In the
Evening there shall be Light." xxxvii

Le Blaut, Julien. " Execution de Charette,"
415

Lechesne, Auguste, see Obituaries
Ledward, R.A., "Young Mother" and

" Poetry," 372
Lee, T.Stirling, at the Walker Art Gallery, 50;

third-class medal at Paris Exhibition, xli
Leech. John, asu Caricaturist, 277; "Sketches

in Oil," 348
Leeds, New Art Gallery at. see Exhibitions
Lees, Chas. E„ gift to Oldham, ii

I.i lei, \ re. Jules. "Liseuse," 419; medal of
hoi ', xxxvii

Legros, Pro lessor A ,

" The Pilgrimage," 55

;

at the New Gallery, 290; " Capitals of
Pilasters " and "Head of Pan," 374

Lehmann, Rudolph, at the New Gallery,

Leighton, Sir Frederick, P.R.A., studies for
"Andromache." til. 121: al the Royal
Society of British Artiste, 120; at the
Kepplestone Portrail Gallery,207; at the
Royal Ai-aili -my. 221: "Sibyl. "226; "Girls
Playing at Bali.' 227; " The Invocation."
230 ; "Melancholy," 230; Mrs. Frances
Lucas, 230; "Study of a Head," 234;
Portrait of Lady Coleridge, ii ; "Captive
Andromaehe," "Sinnetha the Sorceress,"
"Lady Coleridge," "Needless Alarms."
xxxvii; medal of honour at Paris Exhi-
bition, xli

Lelanil, Charles G., see Hooks Reviewed
Lely. Sir Peter, " Head of a Young Girl." i

Lemon. Arthur, "Too True," 211; pictures
at the Royal Academy by, 275 ;

" Mid-
day Bath," 290

Le Quesne, Fernand, " Les Deux Pedes," 418
Le Rat. M.. " In the Chimney Corner," 348
Leris. M. G. de, see Hooks Reviewed
Le Sauvage. llippolvte. see I Ibil naries
Leslie, G. D., K.A., "This is the Wav we

Wash our Clothes," 426
Leveque, M.. see Obituaries
Lhermitte. Leon, "Claude Bernard," 417;

medal of honour, xxxvii
Liebermann, Max, medal of honour, xxxvii
Lillie, Charles, Design fur an Advertisement,

427
Lines, Henry H., see Obituaries
Linton, Sir J. ]>., " Maud and May," 120 ; at

Institute of Painters in Oil Colours, vi

;

"Beppina," xxvi
Lippi. Era Lippo, 163
Littler,W., Prizeman at the Royal Academy

Schools, xvi
Liverpool Art Congress, i

Liverpool Corporation Collection, see Exhi-
bitions

Llewellyn, W.. " Miss Clara Wright." 292
Lloyd. Tom, at the Roval Society of Painters

in Water Colours, 126
Loekhart, \V. E., "Glaucus and Nydia,"

xxiii
Loftie, Rev. W. J., see Books Reviewed
Logsdail, W., "Eve of the Regatta," .15

:

"Frederick Villiers,"293; "St. Martin's-
in the Fields," xxii

Loir, M., "La Cme de la Seine." 420
Longepied, M., see Obituaries
Loudan, W. M„ "Gladys," 293
Lowenstam, L„ second-class medal, Paris

Exhibition, xli

Lucca, Seymour, A.R.A., Hogarthian Cos-
tume. 230 ;

" The Surrender," 272
Ludlow, Hal, at the Humorists' Exhibition,

344
Ludovici, A., see Exhibitions

Macbeth, R. W., A.R.A., first-class medal,
Paris Exhibition, for engraving, xli :

third-class medal at Paris Exhibition, xli
MacEwen, Walter. " Eh ! Eh ! Les Autres !

Allonsjouer." 418
McGregor, Robert, " Going to Work," xxxi
McKay, W. 1)., "Noonday Rest," xxiii
McLean's Gallery, see Exhibitions
Maclean, T. Nelson, "The Suppliant," 372
Maclise, D., at the Walker Art Gallery, 56
Macmillan, Dr. Hugh, see Books Reviewed
MTaggart, W., at the Glasgow Institute.

xxiii
MacWhirter, J.. A.R.A., "Constantinople

and the Golden Horn," 272 ; " Weird
Sisters," 293; "Autumn in the High-
lands," xxvii

Maenza, F„ Portrait of Rossetti by, 23
Maes. Nicolas, "A Man's Portrait,"" xiii
Manchester Autumn Exhibition, see Exhi-

bitions
Margctson, " Miss Ellen Terrv." 293
Maris. James, "The Towing-Paili," xxvi:

xxx
Maris, Matthew, "Walk," xxvi ; xxx
Marks, II. Stacy, R.A., at the Royal Society

of Painters in Water Colours, " Forty
Winks," 124; "Marriage a la Mode."
237

Marsh. A. II., at the Royal Society of
Painters in Water Colours, 126

Marshall, Frank, see Hooks Reviewed
Marshall, Herbert, at the Royal Society of

Painters in Water Colours, 125
Marshnian, Colonel, see Books Reviewed
Marston, Ii. B„ see Books Reviewed
Martin, Benjamin, see Books Reviewed
Martin. Sir Theodore. K.C.B., gift to the

National Gallery, xiii
Marucelli, Sig., si e obituaries
Mason, \V„ at the Humorists' Exhibition,

348
Massaccio. 242
Massard, Leopold, see Obituaries
Masson, Noel, see Obituaries
Mauve, A., at the French Gallery, xxx
May, Walter W„ R.I., see Books Reviewed

and Exhibitions
Mazcrolle, Alexis Joseph, see Obituaries

Medals of Honour at the Paris Exhibition,
xxxvii. xli

Meissonier, J. L. E., "The Painter," 27, "Le
Rieur," xxx

Melle, Augustine Leon, see Obituaries
Melville, Arthur. "Mrs Sanderson and

Daughter." 290 ; "Laban," 292; "Fete of
the Dosseh," 294

Menpes, Mortimer, Japanese sketches by,
399; Hals' "Banquet of the Officers of the
Archers of St. Adrian." xxii :

" Captive
Persian." and " Miss Ada Kehan," xxvi

lletizel, Adolf, " In the Chimney Corner, 34S
Mesdag, H. W., " Trollhattan," xxvi
Metz, Dr., Discoveries in Ohio, 405
Melzu. Realism of. S; "The Intruder," 167
Millais, Everett. " Nell Gwynne." 371
Millais, Sir J. E„ R. A., " Lorenzo and Isa-

bella," 19, v ; Portrait of Rossetti bv. 25

;

Portraits of W. E. Gladstone by. 82 ; at
the Kepplestone Portrait Gallery, 207 ;

Portrait of G. du Maurier bv, 208;
"Murthly Water," 230; "A Green Old
Age," 230: "Mrs. Hardy," 230: "Shell-
ing Peas," 291 : on advertising. 422 ;

"Bubbles," 426; "Lord Salisbury, xxii

;

"Ducklings," xxvii
Miller, Thomas, his collection at the "Old

Masters," xv
Millet. F. D., " Tender Chord.'' 121 ; second-

class medal at the Paris Exhibition, xli
Millet. Jean Francois, born in 1814. 37S ; as

a writer, 378; marries Catherine Lemaire,
397 ; paints the nude, 397 ; contract
with Arthur Stevens, 400; " L'Eglise
de Greville, 402: "Les Denicheurs " at
Hanover Gallery, vi ;

" La Laveuse " at
the Glasgow Institute, xxiii; at Dowdes-
well's, xxx.

Michelangelo. " Pieta," 258; "David," 259;
"Castor and Pollux," 259; "Creation of
Eve." "Jeremiah," " Moses, "260; " Eve
Spinning,' 260 ; "Expulsion from Para-
dise," 2611; "Judith with the Head of
Holofernes," 201

Mitchell. Arnold, see Honks Reviewed
Moncourt, Albert de, "Reddition de Calais,

1347," 416
Monet, Claude, see Exhibitions
Monkhouse. Cosmo, see Books Reviewed
Montalba, Clara. " The Market Place,

Stockholm,' 121: " old Watch Tower,
Amsterdam," xxx

Moore, Albert, "Marigolds." xxvii
Moore, Henry, A.R.A., at the Roval Society

of Painters in Water Colours, 126; "Be-
calmed in the Alderney Race." 127

;

" Shine and Shower," " As when the Sun
doth Light a Storm." 272 ; " Summer
Squall," xxvii; medal of honour, xxxvii

Moran, T., "Mountain of the Holy Cross,"
xxxviii

Morgan, John. " Dont'ee Tipty Toe," 50
Morgan, Mat., at the Humorists' Exhibition,

348
Morland. George, at the Grosvenor Gallery,

191; at the Humorists' Exhibition, 318
Morot, Aime, medal of honour, xxxvii
Morris, Phil. R, A. It. A.. "Shepherd of

Jerusalem," 20; Portrait of Mrs. Lathrop.
iii; third-class medal at Paris Exhibi-
tion, xli

Morten, T., at the Humorists' Exhibition,
348

Mortlock, Miss, at the Royal Academy, 275
Morton, George, "After the Bath," 123
Mossman, John, xxiii
Moynan, R. T., "Mr. Philip Bagcnal," xxvii
Muhrman, H., Landscapes at the Gros-

venor. 293
Mulliollanil. Miss, see Books Reviewed
Midler, Professor F . see Obituaries
Muller. W., at the Walker Art Gallery, 55
Mullins. Roscoe, second-class medal at Paris

Exhibition, xli
Mulready, M.. see Obituaries
Munkacsy, M., "Love and Song," xxvii;

"A Pharisee," xxx ; medal ot honour,
xxxvii

Miintz, Eugene, see Books Reviewed
Murillo, at National Gallery, i

Murray, David, at the Royal Society of
Painters in Water Colours, 126: at the
New Gallery, 290; third-class medal at
Paris Exhibition, xli

Musin, Francois, see Obituaries
Muybridge, Eadward, "Animals in Move-

ment," xxix

Naftel, Maud, at the Royal Society of
Painters in Water Colours, 126

Naftel, P. J., R.W.S., see Exhibitions;
" Sunset, Beau-Regard. Sark," " Creux
Harbour, Sark," xxii

Nasmyth, Patrick, at the Glasgow Institute,
xxiii

National Gallery, Acquisitions at, i, xxix
National Academy Notes, see Books Re-

viewed
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Navlet, Joseph, sa Obitui
Neale, G. Hall, " Firsl Steps," iii

Netsukes, their Makers, use, and Meaning,
153

Newcombe, Bertha, '* In the Orchard," xxxi
New English Art Club, » .• I- xliiliitioiis

New Gallery, The, see Y xhibitions
Newlyn School al Royal Ai ademy, 275
Newton, K., at till-- Humorists' Kxhiliilion,

348
Nicaraguan Potters . 108

Niemann, B. J., " views on the Thames,'1
55

Nineteenth Century Art Society, see exhibi-
tions

Noble. It.. "Coming from Church." --'75

Nollekens. at ill. \\ alkrr Art Gallery, 56
North. J. W., at the New Gallery, 290
Northern Panama Pottery, 4iti

Nottingham Castle Museum, see Exhibitions
Nye, Herbert, prizeman al the Royal Aca-

demy Schools, xvi

Oakes.J. W.,A.R.A.,"A North Devon Glen,'

Euge
Ul

Anata-i, Auguste. xxviii
Asselineau. St., xxxii
Hark. r. \\ . I).. viii

Beaulieu, Portierde, xxxii
Bellerinunn, Ferdinand, xlviii
Berthon. Nicolas, xvi
Beverley, William Roxby, xxxvi
Boettcher, Herr, xl
Boulanger, Gustave, iv
Bulow, Herr, xxxvi
Cabanel, Alexandre, xx
Capeyron, Charles, xxxvi
Castelli. M.. xxviii
Cernesson, M., xl
Cliauv in. M., xl
Chevreul, M., xxxii
Corrodi, A., 220
D'Amore, Signor, xxviii
I '< g 'gc. Charles, xii

Delamotte, Phillip 11., xxviii
Dieterle, Jules, xxxvi
Donzcl. Charles, xxxii
Ktex, Louis .Ink's, xliv
Eude, Louis Adolphe, xxxvi
Ferogio, Fortune, xvi
Feyen-Perrin, Francois, viii

Forts. Feugere des, xxviii
Fritsche, Melchior, xl
Gastaldi, Andre, xx
Goodall, Walter, xxxvi
Godfrey, John, xxviii
Hall, Samuel Carter, xxviii
Hammer. M., xl
Hedouin, Pierre. Edmond. xx
Herpin. Mine., xii

Jobbe-Duval, xxxii
Jourdan, Adolphe, xxviii
Kidd. Joseph B., xxxvi
Kirchner, Herr, xxxvi
Kotzebue. Alexander von, xxviii
Kyosai. Kavvanabe, xliv
Lavieille, Eugene Antoine, xx
Li. h. -Hi'. August.-, xii

Lc Sauvage ilippolyte, xl
Le.veque. M., xxviii
Lines, Henrv H.. xxviii
Longepied, M., viii

Marucelli. Signor, xxxii
Ma-sard, Leopold, xxviii
Masson, Noel, xxxii
Mazerolle, Alexis J., xl
Melle. A. L.. xl
Muller, Professor F., xxviii
Mulready, M. xxiv
Musin. Francois, xii

Navlet, Joseph, xl
O'Conner, John, xxxvi
Parry, T. Gambier. iv
Pellegrini, Carlo (" Ape "), XX
Pettenkofen, Herr. xxxii
Pratere, Edmond de, viii

Preyer, Wilhelm, xxviii
Baii, Waldcniar. xxxvi
Bedgrave, Biehard, R.A.. xvi
Rey, Louis, xii

Saunier. Charles, xxxvi
Savers, Beuben. viii

Sirtoli, Signor. xxxvi
Sortambosc. M., xliv
Svvinton. James, xx
Tayler, Frederick. P.B.W S., xl
Thbren, Otto de. xliv
Tronehere, B. de la, xii

Veron, Eugene, xl
Willmore, Arthur, xii

O'Conner. John, see Obituaries
Old Arts and Modern Thoughts. 32, 217

Opie, John, 15. A.. Rev. Edmund Clcrkc. xivi

Orehanlson. W.Q . 15. A., Portrait of. by hiin-

self, 212; "The Young Duke.' 271 :
" Ma-

nage de Convenance," xxxiii; tirst-class

medal at Paris Exhibition, xx.xvii

Osborne. Waller, al the Royal Hibernian
\ !'!• HIV, X\\ 11

Ouless. VV. u .. i; \.. Portrait ol T Bar
R.A., 210 Poi trail loni I J. I

.

North, iii

Oxford, ' tin' High," 332

Painter Elrhci'- l:..i:i -...- .i \ of, \ix
Palmer, ll. M., a Bool
I 'aimer, Sutton, •

Paris, P . see Hook- Rei
Parrish, Stephen, "Gale at Fecamp," xxxviii
Parry. T. Gamhicr, s. , ( Mutuuries
Pai ons, Alfred, ' Still \\ ati i

'121
class medal at the Paris Exliiliition. xlv

Part I- rnest, " Woodland Hoi
Pastel Painting, The Revival of, v : see Exhi

bition
Patmore, Mis- Bertha, see Exhibitions
Pedder, John, al the H alker Galli
Peel, Paul, "Que la < le esl amere !' us
Pegram. II. a, "Death [liberating a Pri-

soner" and " Ignis Fatuus,"371 :
" Boj -

Head," 372 : Hunt class medal al Paris
Exhibition, xii

Pelez, Fernand, "Nid de Misers" and "Le
Vitriol, lis

Pellegrini, Carlo, at the Humorists' Exhibi-
tion, :us; see Obituai ii

Penncll. Joseph, The Vicar's Close, Wells,
12; xxxix

Peppercorn, A. D., al the New Gallery, 290;
see Exhibitions

Perugini, C. E., "Faithful,' M) : "Peonies,"
SO

Peruzzi, Balthazar, as a Bcenic artist. 11

l 'ettenkofen, Herr, si e * Ibituaries
Pettie, .).. R.A.. Portrail ol Thomas Faed,

21 1'. I; at the Roval Acadeluv, 272: "Rider
Haggard," 2:12'

Phiilia .

" \thene Pari liolu.s." l'.ss

Phillip, John. R.A., "Students of Sala-
nianea Serenading," 15

Photographs, Exhibition of, see Exhibitions
Picknell. \V. I... " Wintry Man h. "...

" Pictorial Music-Play," 316
Pistruc.i. Filippu. Portrait of Rossclti bv, 211

Poynter, E .1 .,
" Faithful unto Death, 51

;

"A Corner of the Market Place,' "On
the Terrace" 271: "A Corner in the

271 .
" Roman lioat Pace. Jim

Prater.-. E. de. sec Obituaries
Press, The. and the Royal Academy, \

Pre Wi
i'P. Val. " Leonora di Mantua," 55

Printing of Etchings, On the, 328
Prize I lay at the Royal Academy Schools,

XV
Prosser, W. II., prizeman for sculpture, xvi
Prout, Samuel, at the Walker Art Gallery,

55; " Lisieux," ii

Prouve. Victor, at the Salon, 119
Pueblo Pottery. 395
Pugin, Welby, as a scenic artist, 43
Purser, Mis-. ' Lord Castlereagh," xxvii
Putuian, Prof., Uiscoveries in Ohio by, 105

Quercia, Jacopo della, "llaria del Carreto,"
259 ;

" Creation of Eve." 260
Quost, E., "Temptation of St. Anthony,"

Baeburn, at the Grosvenor Gallery, 191 : x!i

Raffaelli, M„ awarded knighthood of Legion
of Honour, xix

Rajoii. Raul, at the Kcpplcstone Portrail
Gallery, 207

Ralston, W., at the Humorists' Exhibition,
ail

Ramsay, Allan, " George III. and Queen
Charlotte," xii

Ban, W.. see Obituaries
Papha. Is Quarrel with the Marchesa, 151
" Realism v. " Sloppiness," 6—

8

Riilgr.iv <. Richard, R.A.. s<c ( ibitimries
R.i.i. George,] 'ortraitsof C. S. Keene,and P.

H. Calderon, 212; at the Glasgow Insti-
tute, xxxiii; "Montrose." xxxi ; "The
Catechising," xxxi

Beid.J. R. '" Rival Grandfathers," 50; "Our
FiSher-Folk," 12:i : " Laml-capc." 292;
iii

I
. I i

-- medal at Pari- Exhibition,
xxxvii: "The Rival Grandfathers,'
" Homeless and Homeward," xxxvii

Reiss and Sttlbel, on South American
Potterv. Ill

Rembrandt, at the "Old Ma-i. r>, H',7: "The
Oath of John Ziska," 268: "Jewish
Bride," 268; " Family Portrait,' 268

;

" Jew Merchant,' 268
R.tiaiii. iMiiiio. " Le Bapteme," 117

Rendleand Norman, see Hooks Reviewed
Rey, Loui 1

1

Reynolds. Sir Joshua. P.R A. .at the Walker
\ii i. ..Hi i v

.
.ii;, nil : "The Snake in the

i.ii 304; "Anne, Countess of Albe-
murle." ii

Rhind, .1. M. ami W. II.. al the Gl
Institute, win

Rii.ot, Aiigustln Theodule, "La Compta-
le

Richardson, T. M.. at the Walker \

I, George, " Righl Hon. Arthur J.
Hallo

ond, w R
. \ R A . "W I

Death i

" \: id

Advertising, 127
I

" Si limp, 1
' xxi

I' 1 leri I ...ii. R.A.. "Of a Fool and bin
no End," 271 ;

" Promo-
:

Exhibition, xii

I on, i buries, " Mill i 'reek. Hari-
"ii.." 126 ' 1.

1 Douli m -

291 ; I

Robin on. \. Mm . I i loo
l;." Iii , \ ..

" Hill Pop, and ' Hie Good King
Wenceals icxiH ; " Eventide," xxix

Ri o '. \l .

" Bal di

Roe, Fred, al the Ro il Leo emy, 275
Ro . i

.
i Id I lewed

Romano, Giulio, ro, 202
Romaiiiic paint, r oi France and Holland,

\ hibitions
Romney, George, at the I lallery,

191 :
" Lady Hamil 112

Ross, Sir Charles, R.A , The sign ..

" Magpie, i

'

ettl I lante Gabriel, " Dante's I H

52 ; Port rails of. 21 26, 56 60, 138
Ro H''i. w. M., Note on "Lorenzo and

Roufflo, Paul. " Leda," in
in. .lean Jacques, ' Riol. -or I orllil.''

117

Rousseau, Theodore, at Dowdeswell's, xxx
Rou ' i. Theodore, " E\ enin in June," xxix
Ron--otr. Mi- . see Exhibitions
i i!i'ui\ . v. . Exhibitions
Roj al Academy I.', n.lr.l and Crowded

oul I 'icture . Bxhil n

Royal Hibernian Academy^ see Exhibitions
Royal I list il lite of Painters in Watt r Colours,

see Exhibitions
Royal Scottish Academy, see Exh b
Royal Society of British Artists, »<. Exhibi-

R'io.iI Society ol Rami. r-Etchei ft Exhl
bitions

Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours,
sec Exhibitions

Bowe, .Mr-. I.I. Bo Ri I
i'

i
'I

Rowland son. Thomas, at tin- Humorists'
Exhibition, I'd I

Ryland. Henry, "St. Dorothea and the
Roses," 123

Sadler, W. Dendy, " Frid i il

Saenz, Pedro, " Temptation of St Anthony,
li'.i

St. Paul's Cathedral as a Campo Santo, xxi
Sala. George Augustus, at the Humorists'

Exhibition. 311

Salon Awards, 'I'll.', XXXI Ul

Sambourne, Linley, at the Humorists' Exhi<
bition 344; Design for Advertisement, l.'7

Sandys, Caricature of Rossetl i b

Sam. . I.. R.A. . ai the Royal Academy, 272:
s..' l-class medal at the Paris Exhibi-
tion, xii

Sargent. .1. s
.
at the Royal Academy, 275

;

"St Marl in s Summer.' and "A Morning
Walk," xxix ;

" Miss Ellen T<
I

Macbeth." 290 ; medal oi inn. our, xxxvii
Saunier. Charles, sic Obituaries
Savillc. Sir John, Contributions to National

Gallery, i

Savers, Reuben, s< e I Ibituaries
Scnex, J.."Ct well riin-mg ihi'Crown,M 51
Schloesser, Carl. "The Village Lawyer, .o
Scott, sir Gilbert, his approval ..l o

Men. i. rial 1 Ii mil. xvi
Scott, William Hell, Portrai

.".7
: a- an Illustrator, 175

Scottish National Portrail Gallery, sei Exhi-
bitions

Srulplllle. Popular! .Hull of, Xlii; Of tllC

fear, 369
d Sale, no-, xii

Sensier. Alfred. " La Vie et I'GEuvre de .1. E.
Millet,' 376

Servandonl as a Si enic *.

Seymour, H .at the I lumurists' Kxhiliilion. 318
Shackleton, "I w ll . xii

Sliakesp, ale an. I lln \,1 ol I' Milling, 2(12

I
J., at He' Institute ol Paintei In

(III Colours 1211 : a! tin- Roj al A.'adi'!ll\.

275: "Mrs. Sid .'.,. I..
' _"«!:

and " Miss w iiiiainson. " 292 :
" Ma-

riana, i-'.'. : at the Hi.
hibition, . eli i d n Member of the
in tii Mi,-, xv; first-class medal at Paris

i in, xxxvii ; " Henri Vigin.
"

xxx\ ii



liv

Shee. Sir M. A., P.R.A.. at the Walker Art
Gallery. .. I, ; "General Popliam," xlvi

Sherborn, C. W , Book Plates by, mi
Short. I rank, " Wrou m first-

class medal at Paris Exhibition, xli
short. Percy, " Landseer," prizeman, \vi
Sickcrt.BeiJihaid, at New English Art (.'lull,

Sidiial/.Vli"' l'o';''tY

Sii dt George "

Mil.,:; -:_.,„ ;.
' ,,

,

Skctehin M in!,. ..,, h\|'/,iN h ,i,,s

Skipworth M., at the Grosvenor, 293
Smith, Alfred, " Vergnes sous Bois"-L Averse." 420
Smith. Colvin, Portraits by, xlibmr'np..LioneI, third-class medal at Paris

Exhibition, xli
Jeremy, at Salisbury Hall, 46.Soeiet, ,,t Lady .\ it i-t ,. ,y,v Kxhibitions

oolomon, S, J., ••Samson." 17: "Summer"
; Sacred and Pre .fane Love" "75

Sir John Simon." 275; attheGros-

;issetti by, 26
Crane," 372

' Ninbc ' 118

ce Kxhibitions
enic artist, 12

Sortamb.
South \\

Standi Id

Starr, Mi— ,

Starr Sidney. " Portrait of A.' Raffalovitch,
I*;Sq.. xxix; third-class medal at Paris
Exhibition, xh

Ste
M'eaV?i67

Doctor>" "Grace before

Steenvye'k. 11., at the National Gallery, ii
Steer. Wilson, " Sofa," xxix

menT'-'f
frt 'd Guorge

'
Wellington Moiui-

Stevens, Alfred. "La Femme au Bain," vi •

medal ot honour, xxxvii
StuTmaii Mrs. M. S.,at the Walker Art Gal-

Stocks^ Arthur. "Motherless," 50 ; " The Best
of Husbands," 51

?;t°fks. H. J., at the Royal Institute, xxvi
Stokes, Adrian, "Harbour Bar " 275- " WetWest Wind." 290 ; third-class medal atPans Exhibition, xli
Stokes, Margaret, on "Early Christian Art

in Ireland, US
Stone, .Marcus, K.A., "In Love," xxiv •

second-class medal at Paris Exhibition

290; "A
xli

Stott. Edward. "Nature's Mirror
Village Street." xxix

Stott, W.. of Oldham. Pastel by, 299
Strang. W„ at the Royal Society of Painter-

Etchers. XXVI
Stranahan. Mrs. C. H..sec Books Reviewed.
Stradwick J. M., "Ramparts of Gods

House, 290

f?
t
<?t
art Bschlbitipn, The. sec Exhibitions

'Stamp, The Use of the . xxi
Sullivan J p.. at the Humorists' Exhibi-uon, t>44
Swan, John M., "Prodigal Son. "272; - Polar

Bears," 290; "A Fallen Monarch," 29"<-

_
loung Himalayan Tiger," 374

Swinburne. Algernon Charles, "A Jacobite's
Farewell, 81

Swmton, .lames, see Obituaries

45"!- ts'ts"
Viewa ot' Salisbury Hall,

Tay
.'.
e
?;

gkevallier, at the Institute, 123:Outward Bound," 275 ;
•• Dress Re-

hearsal, 42t,

Tayler, Frederick, see Obituaries

•mi \\••Vr
t ""' Humorists" Exhibition. 313lelbm, \\ ilham. Sketch of a ( 'avern, 93; "Onthe Brocken, 95 : sketch for Stage, 97

Teniers, Copies of Venetian Pictures i

GENERAL INDEX.

Tenniel, John, at the Humorists Exhibi-
tion, 314

Ter Borch, Portrait of Hendrickson of
zwolle, i

Tl ' a
|',iim'i!m 'lis'

M" Bt ,he Humorists' Ex-

Thaildeus. 11. J., • w. E. Gladstone," 87; at
the Grosi r, 293

,
" atm 'Art in the, 92. 9,5, 109, 195,316

Ihierrv. M.. awarded knighthood of Legion
ot Honour, xix

Thomas. J Havanl, " Mariana," 373
l ""

|

" 1

;

«.F., atthe Humorists' Exhibi-

Th
°ciSo°

n
-' ?.

eorge
'
at the New English Art

Thompson, Gordon, at the Humorists' Exhi-
bition, 344

Thoren, Otto de, see Obituaries
lhornycroft, Hamo. R.A., statue of General

Gordon. 1,7, 371: at the Glasgow Insti-
tute. XXlll

Tinworth, George, 295. 374
Tomson, Arthur, "Dawn, Picardy," 293-

•Moonnse on the Marsh, Picardy,"

Topham, F W.. at the Walker Art Gallery, 56
-}•

.'',""• ,!";'"! ,s" I !l '"ks Reviewed
i ion- n< ri .1.. . la, si , I Ibil uaries

"'.'.''.
',"

! ,, " i " a,l 'i' Colours br. at the
Old Masters," 165; at the Grosvenor

Gallery, ISO -1

Tukell. S, " Bathers," xxix; "All Hands
to the Pumps, 275

Van Beers, J., at the Paris Salon. 420- "Inthe Canoe " and " in the Snow," 426Van der } elde, Jan, at the National Gal-
lery, u

Van llaanen. at the Kepplestone Portrait
(".illerv. 210

Van Marcke. at the Glasgow Institute, xxiii

tian"'i
y °£ aFi=ure °« St. Sebas-

Velasquez at the National Gallery, i
\ en^tian and Dutch Schools as Colourists,

Venus of Milo. 249
Yerestchagin's Views on Art Criticised, 91,

Vfron, Eugene, see Obituaries
\illari, Linda, sec Books Reviewed
V os Hubert, "Baron Gevers" and "IeComte de Saint-Genys." 120 ;

" Portrait of
S- Suen

-
,
2b: Chelsea Pensioner,"

}.i>
: Brussels Almshouse." 127; "TheOld Fountain. St. Cloud." 291- "lesPauvres Gens," 295 ;

•• Docks Extension
at Ostend, xxix

"''hit '

Alt GaUer
-T- Liverpool, sec Exhi-

Walker, Frederick, A.R.A., Personal
ii- *v

haracteristics. 388; " Bathers," 426

\\ ,!';,- '}.'
""' Grosvenor Gallery, 293

\\ all Papers." see Books Reviewed '

allot'. I rank. "Down by the Reeds of the

Cloud " ¥>}
DayIigut on its L - L »t 1 '"11 lie

Wa
ao
K A" " R 'ght Hon - J

- Chamberlain,"

Ward, E. M., " The Ante-chamber at White-

Ward, James, "The Cow-shed," i
U
348

at the Humorists ' Exhibition,

Wa
iixh,bi!Zs

Drawins3 at Agnews
-
•«

W a
bi'tions

OUr Society of L-eland, see Exhi-

Waterhouse, J. W., A.R.A.. " Ophelia." 271 •

second-class medal at Paris Exhibition,'

Waterlow, Ernest A„ "A Summer Shower "

00
;

at the Royal Society of Painter, ,'„

Water Colours, 126; at the Grosvenor,

Watkins, Colles, " The Heart of the Moun-
tains, xxvn

Watson-Gordon. Sir J., Portraits by, xliWatson. Homer, at the New Gallery «M
vi-'

1 !,""' J
'
D

'l
at ,he ""alker Art Gal'lerv ",5

v\atts, G. F„ R.A., "Ganymede," at theRoyal Society of British Ariists. 126-
Portrait of Rossetti. 21; " w |.

( ,|. (i :

stoue," 81: " The Habit does not Make*;'»*. 230; "Fata Morgana 5

"Th»\v Uck
A i°,

your Fishing" andThe \\ounded Heron." 290: "Diana

fute
L

.

n ' 1
-v "uo "'' at the Glasgow Insti-

Wautets Kmile. "Nest of the Seamew," 275 •

medal of honour, xxxvii ; "M. H Sniel-mann," "Carmen," xlvii
Webb, James, "Bambro Castle," 55; seeEshibitions
Webster, George, at the Glasgow InsUtute,

Weils and its Cathedral, 9—14
\\ erenskjold. medal of honour, xxxvii
VNest. Benjamin "The Death of Nelson." 51
,.' s|. I.- at tin- Humorists' Exhibition, 318Me hcrbee George. •'Autumn," 123-

"Belated Shepherd. "127
'

Terv' 56'
Clarence

>
at ,he ""alker Art Gal-

Wheatiey and Cundall. see Books Reviewed
-U lustier, James McN., at the Glasgow

Institute, xxn
; tirsl-cla.ss medal at Paris

Exhibition, xxxvii; "Lady Archibald
,,..,;.a"1Db

V'
1 and " The lialeonv. xxxvii

VMliains. Haynes, "The Ancestor on the
Tapestry, 51

Willmore Arthur, see Obituaries

xxii*'
MaCffreSOT '

"A Summer Day,"

Wilson, Ernest, sec Books Reviewed
Wilson It., at the Grosvenor Gallery, 101 -

Landscape, with Figures, xlvW unpens, E. M . see Exhibitions ;
" TheRidge ota Noble Down," xxii

"ingate.Lawton," Winter Twilight." xxiii:
at the Royal Scottish Academe, xxxi« lrgman. Blake, at the Royal Academy "75

Uonerhaiopton Art Galh-ry. ,s-,v |..x|,il,in,„,s
\\ oluans World, The, "see Books Reviewed

Cornell at the Royal Academy Sehnols, xviiWood, \\arrmgton, at the Walker Art Gal-
lery, oh

Wo..,KEmilyJ.,contributionstothe National
Gallery, n

Woods, Henry A.R.A.. third-class medal atParis Exhibit ion, xl
Woodville, R Caton, " Maiwand-Saving

the Guns, 52
=

Woodward at the Humorists' Exhibition, 317

ofl'lT' 1 -

'' JIonii "" at'ler the Battle

WO
ston

r

'b

ll '^"aS '
R "A" Bust ofW- E

-
Gla<l-

Wores. Theodore, see Exhibitions

"is
'
J - M "' at the Humorists' Exhibition,

Wy
r!'?>",

W
" L- "Highway of Nations." 124:Phantom Ship. 272; elected A.R Kxix

: see Exhibitions; third-class niedaiPans Exhibition for engraving, xli

Yeames, W F., R.A., at the Walker Art
Gallery, 50

3257 4
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